
Oberwolfach Meeting Reports
1996

1. Funktionalanalysis und partielle Differentialgleichungen, 01.01.-06.01.1996
Organizers: Wolfgang Arend~ Besancon .

Jan Prüß, Halle

. 2. Mengenlehre, 07.01.-13.01.1996
Organizers: Ronald Jensen, Berlin

Menachem Magidor, Jerusalem
Ernst-Jochen Thiele, Berlin

3. Kombinatorik, 14.01.-20.01.1996
~rganizers: Walter Deuber. Bielefel~

David M. Jackson, Waterloo
Dieter Jungnickel, Augsburg

4. Optimalsteuenmg und Variationsrechnung - Optimal Control, 21.01.-27.01.1996
Organizers: Roland Bulirsch, München

Angelo Miele, Houston
Klaus H. WeIl, Stuttgart'

5. Rekursionstheorie, 28.01.-03.02.1996
Organizers: Klaus Ambos-Spies, Heidelberg

Gerald E. Sacks, Cambridge
Robert I. Soare, Chicago

'6. Inverse Problems in Medical Imaging and Nondestructive Testing, 04.02.-10.02.1996
Organizers: Heinz W. EngI, Linz

AIfred K. Louis, Saarbriicken
William Rundell, College Station

7. Jordan-Algebren, 11.02.-17.02.1996
Organizers: Wilhelm Kaup, Tübingen

Kevin McCrimmon, Charlottesville
Holger P. Petersson, Hagen .

Anronnationstheorie: Algebraic, Combinatorial and Probabilistic Codes and Coding Techniques,
'B~.-24.02.1996

'Organizers: Rudolf Ahlswede, Bielefeld
Jacobus H. van Lint, Eindhoven
James L. Massey, Zürich

9. Pomus Media, 25.02.-02.03.1996
Organizers: Jim Douglas, West Lafayette

Ulrich Hornung, Neubiberg
Peter Knabner, Erlangen
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10. Mathematische Stochastik, 10.03.-16.03.1996
Organizers: Peter J. Bickel, Berkeley

Ursula Gather, Dortmund
Friedrich Liese, Rostock

11. Diophantine Approximations, 17.03.-23.03.1996
Organizers: Hans Peter Schlickewei, Ulm

Robert Tijdeman, Leiden
Michel Waldschmidt, Paris
Jörg BIüdern, Stuttgart

12. Funktionentheorie: Konforme und quasikonforme Abbildungen, 24.03.-30.03.1996
Organizers: Frederick W. Gehring, Ann Arbor

Reiner Kühnau, Halle _
Stephan Ruscheweyh, Würzburg ,-

13. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Noncommutative Geometry, 31.03.-ü6.04.1996
Organizers: Jean-Benoit Bost, Surenses

Joachim Cuntz, Heidelberg
John Lott, Bonn

14. C*-Algebren, 08.04.-13.04.1996
. Organizers: Joachim Cuntz, Heidelberg

Uffe Haagerup, Odense
Laszlo Zsido, Roma

15. Darstellungstheorie endlicher Gruppen, 14.04.-20.04.1996
Organizers: Jonathan L. Alperin, Chicago

Bertram Huppert, Mainz
Gerharcl Michler, Essen

16. Buildings, 21.04.-27.04.1996
Organizers: Mark A. Ronan, Chicago

Peter Slodowy, Hamburg

17. Hyperbolic Systems of Conservation Laws, 28.04.--04.05.1996
Organizers: Constantine M. Dafermos, Providence

Dietmar Kröner, Freiburg
RandalI J. LeVeque, Seattle

18. Kommutative Algebra und algebraische Geometrie, 05.05.-11.05.1996
Organizers: Ernst Kunz, Regensburg

Joseph Lipman, West Lafayette
Uwe Storch, Bochum
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19. Analytische und numerische Approximationsmethoden für Probleme der Plasmaphysik, der
Physik verdünnter Gase und von Halbleitern, 12.05.-18.05.1996

Organizers: Helmut Neunzert, Kaiserslautern
Benoit Perthame, Paris
Pierre-Amaud Raviart, Palaiseau

20. 4-dimensional Manifolds, 19.05.-25.05.1996
Organizers: Stefan Alois Bauer, Bieiefeid

Simon K. Donaldson, Oxford
Ronald J. Stern, Irvine

21. Geometrie Rigidity and Hyperbolic Dynamics, 02.06.-08.06.1996
AOrganizers: Wemer Ballmann, Bonn
- Anatole B. Katok, University Park

22. Algebraische K-Theorie, 09.06.-15.06.1996
Organizers: Daniel R. Grayson, Urbana

Ulf Rehmann, Bielefeld
Andrei A. Suslin, S1. Petersburg

23. Confonnal Field Theory, 16.06.-22.06.1996
Organizers: lurii Ivanovic Manin, Bonn

Wemer Nahm, Bonn
Don B. Zagier, Bann

24. Geometrische Analysis auf singulären Räumen, 23.06.-29.06.1996
Organizers: lean-Michel Bismut, Orsay

Jochen Btiining, Augsburg
Richard B. Melrose, Cambridge

25. Dynamical Systems Methods in Fluid Mechanies, 30.06.-06.07.1996
Organizers: Gerard looss, Valbonne

Klaus Kirchgässner, Stuttgart
lerrold E. Marsden, Berkeley
lürgen Sehende, Hamburg

A Variationsrechnung, 07.07.-13.07.1996
- Organizers: Luigi Ambrosio, Pisa

Frederic Helein, Cachan
Stefan Müller, Freiburg

27. Singularitäten, 14.07.-20.07.1996
Organizers: V.I. Arnold, Moscow

Gert-Martin Greuel, Kaiserslautern
Joseph H.M. Steenbrink, Nijmegen
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28. Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry, 28.07.-03.08.1996
Organizers: Gerd Faltings, Bonn

Günter Harder, Bonn
Nicholas M. Katz, Princeton

29. Complex Geometry: Topological and Transcendental Aspects, 04.08.-10.08.1996
Organizers: Arnaud Beauville, Orsay

Fabrlzio Catanese, Pisa
Christian Okonek, Zürich

30. High Dimensional Probability, 11.08.-17.08.1996
Organizers: Ernst Eberlein, Freiburg

Marjorle Hahn, Medford
Michel Talagrand, Paris

31. Reelle Analysis, 18.08.-24.08.1996
Organizers: Detlef Müller, Kiel

Elias M. Stein, Prlnceton
Hans Triebei, Jena

32. Komplexe Analysis, 25.08.-31.08.1996
Organizers: Jean-Pierre Demailly.St.Martin d'Heres

Klaus Hulek, Hannover
Thomas Petemell, Bayreuth

33. Topologie, 01.09.-07.09.1996
Organizers: Robion C. Kirby, Berkeley

Wolfgang Lück, Mainz
EImer G. Rees, Edinburgh

34. Cohomology of Moduli Spaces, 08.09.-14.09.1996
Organizers: Carl-Friedrich Bödigheimer, Bann

Ralph Cohen, Stanford
Frances C. Kirwan, Oxford

35. Geometrie der Banachräume, 15.09.-21.09.1996
Organizers: Hennann König, Kiel

Joram Lindenstrauss, Jerusalem
Aleksander Pelczynski, Warszawa

36. Thermodynamische Materialtheorien, 22.09.-28.09.1996
Organizers: Wolfgang Bürger, Karlsruhe

Karl-Heinz Hoffmann, München
logo Müller, Berlin
Jürgen Sprekels, Berlin
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37. Geometrie, 29.09.--05.10.1996
Organizers: Victor Bangelt, Freiburg

Yurii D. Burago, S1. Petersburg
Ulrich Pinkall, Berlin

38. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Shirnura-Taniyama-Vermutung, 06.10.-12.10.1996
Organizers: Gerd Faltings, Bonn

Gerhard Frey, Essen

39. Combinatorial Optimization, 13.10.-19.10.1996
Organizers: Achirn Bachern, Köln

RmnerE.Burbrrd,G~

&athematiSChe Modelle in der Biologie. 20.1 0.-26.10.1996
Organizers: Wolfgang Alt, Bonn

Odo Diekmann, Utrecht

41. Stochastische Analysis, 27.10.-02.11.1996
Organizers: Gerard Ben Arous, Paris

Jean Dominique Deuschel, Berlin
Alain-Sol Sznitman, Zürich

42. Geschichte der Mathematik, 03.11.--09.11.1996
Organizers: Kirsti Andersen, Aarhus

Henk J. M. Bos, Utrecht
Mensa Folkerts, München

43. Komplexitätstheorie, 10.11.-16.11.1996
Organizers: Joachim von zur Gathen, Paderbom

Oded Goldreich, Rehovot
Claus-Peter Schnorr, Frankfurt

44. Regelungsthearie, 24.11.-30.11.1996
Organizers: Hans-Wilhelm Knobloch, Würzburg

Huibert Kwakemaak, Enschede
Manfred Thoma, Hannover

AOnlinear Equations in Many-Particle Systems. 01.12.--07.12.1996
Organizers: Jürgen Batt, München

Carlo Cercignani, Milano

46. Positivity in Lie Theory, 08.12.-14.12.1996
Organizers: Joachim Hilgert, Clausthal-Zellerfeld

JiImnie D. Lawson, Baton Rouge
Emest Boris Vinberg, Moscow

47. Nichtlineare Eigenwertaufgaben, 15.12.-21.12.1996
Organizers: Tassilo Küpper, Köln

CharJes A. Stuart, Lausanne
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Alphabetic List of all Participants of Oberwolfach Meetings 1996

Behind each name you find the numbers of the reports of the meetings which the participant attended.

Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Abbes, Ahmed (Bonn) 28 Arazy, Jonathan (HaifalISRAEL) 7
Abdallab, Naoufel Ben (ToulouseIF) 19 Arbogast, Todd (AustinlUSA) 9
Abbyankar, Shreeram (West 18 Archibald, Thomas (WolfvilleiCANADA) 42

LafayettelUSA) Arcones, Miguel (AustinlUSA) 30
Abramenko, Peter (Frankfurt) 16 Arcoya, David (GranadalE) 47
Abramsoo, Michael (Bowling GreenlUSA) 16 Arendt, Wolfgang (Dlm) 1
Abrescb, Uwe (Bochum) 37 Argyros, Spiros A. (AthenlGREECE) 35
A'Campo, Norbert (Basel/CH) 21 Arino, Ovide (PaulF) 40
Achab, Dehbia (Paris/F) 46 Arkeryd, Leif (GöteborglS) 45 e,Ackennann, Jürgen (Weßling) 44 Arnold, Anton (Berlin) 19
Ackermann, Nils (Gießen) 47 Amold, Ludwig (Bremen) 41
de Acosta, Alex (ClevelandlUSA) 30 Arnold, Vladimir I. (ParisIF) 25,27
Adler, Christian (Harnburg) 23 Arora, Sanjeev (PrincetonlUSA) 43
Adler, Fred (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 40 Arslanov, Marat (KazanlRUSSIA) 5
AhIswede, Rudolf (Bielefeld) 8 Ascher, Marcia (IthacalUSA) 42
Aigner, Martin (Berlin) 3 Askitas, Nikolaos (Bonn) 20
Akbulut, Seiman (East LansinglUSA) 20 Astala, Kari (JyväskylälSF) 12
Alama, Stanley (HamiltonlCANADA) 47 Auer, Franz (Freiburg) 37
Alber, Hans-Dieter (Darmstadt) 17
Alber, Mark S. (Notte DamelUSA) 25 Baaj, Saad (OrleansIF) 14
Alberti, Giovanni (Pisa/l) 26 Baake, Ellen (Tübingen) 40
Albrecht, Rapbael (Bonn) 34 Babenko, Ivan K. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 37
Alesker, SemyoD (Tel AvivllSRAEL) 35 Babovsky, Hans Karl (ßmenau) 19,45
Alexeev, Valery (AthenslUSA) 32 Bachern, Achim (Köln) 39
Allaire, Gregoire (Gif-sur-YvettelF) 9 Baehr, Hanno (Heidelberg) 13
Allgöwer, Frank (Stuttgart) 44 Baemstein, Albert (St. LouislUSA) 12
AlliSOD, Broce N. (EdmontoD, 7 Bagaria, Joan {BeUaterra (Barcelona)IE) 2

AlbertalCANADA) Baker, Roger C. (ProvolUSA) 11
Alon, Noga (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 3 Bakry, Dominique (ToulouseJF) 41
Alonso-Tarrio, Leovigildo (Santiago·de 18 Baladi, Viviane (Geneve/CH) 21
CompostelalE) Balakirsky, Vladimir (St. 8
Alouges, Francois (CacbanlF) 26 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Alpenn, Jonathan L. (ChicagoIUSA) 15 Baldo, Sisto (povoll) 26
Alt, Hans Wilhelm (Bonn) 36 Balkenhol, Bernhard (Bielefeld) 8
Alt, Wolfgang (Bonn) 40 Ballmann, Wemer (Bonn) 21,37
Altmann, Klaus (Berlin) 27 Balog, Antal (BudapestIH) 11
Amann, Herbert (Zürich/CH) 1 Banaszczyk, Wojciecb (LodzJPOLAND) 35
Ambos-Spies, Klaus (Heidelberg) 5 Bangert, Victor (Freiburg) 21,37 eAmbrosetti, Antonio (PisalI) 47 Banica, Teodor (ParisIF) 14
Ambrosio, Luigi (PavialI) 26 Bannuscher, Wolfgang (Rostock) 15
Ammann, Bemd (Freiburg) 24 Bär, Christian (Freiburg) 24,37
Amoroso, Francesco (PisalI) 11 Barcelo, Helene (Tempe/USA) 3
Andersen, Kirsti (AarhusIDK) 42 Bardelli, Fabio (PisalI) 29
Andreasson, Häkan (Göteborg/S) 45 Bardos, Claude (ParisIF) 25,45
Andrena, Alessandro (forinoll) 2 Barlet, Daniel (Vandoeuvre les NancylF) 32
Andrievskii, Vladimir (Eichstätt) 12 Barlow, Martin T. (Vancouver/CANADA) 41
de Angel, Pedro Luis (Essen) 38 Bamard, Roger W. (LubbocklUSA) 12
Anile, Angelo Marcello (CatanialI) 19,36 Bamdorff-Nielsen, OIe E. (AarhusIDK) 30
Anker, Jean-Pb. (Vandoeuvre les NancylF) 31 Barrow-Green, June Elisabeth (Milton 42
Anquela, Jose A. (OviedolE) 7 KeyneslGB)
Apter, AnbUT W. (New YorklUSA) 2 Barthel, Gottfried (Konstanz) 27
Aramova, Aneta G. (SofiaIBULGARIA) 18 Bartoszynski, Tornek (BoiseJUSA) 2
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Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Bartscb, Tbomas (Gießen) 47 Blabut, Ricbard E. (UrbanalUSA) 8
Bassalygo, Leonid A. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 8 Blanchard, Etienne (MarseillelF) 14
Bau, Jürgen O. (München) 25,45 Blaschke, Barbara (LinzIA) 6
Batty, Charles J. K. (OxfordiGB) 1 Blasius, Don (Los AngelesIUSA) 28
Batyrev, Victor V. (fübingen) 18 Blass, Andreas (Ann ArborIUSA) 2
Bauer, Ingrid (PisalI) 29,32 Bobkov, Sergey G. (Bielefeld) 30
Bauer, Stefan Alois (Bielefeld) 20,33 Bobylev, Alexander W. 45
Beame, Paul (SeattieJUSA) 43 (MoscowIRUSSIA)
Beauville, Arnaud (ParislF) 29 Bock, Hans Georg (Heidelberg) 4
Beck, Jozsef (New BrunswicklUSA) 11 Bödigheimer, Carl-Friedrich (Bonn) 13,33,34
Becker, Jochen (Berlin) 12 Böckle, Gebhard (Essen) 38
Beckner, William (AustinlUSA) 31 Boerlijst, Maarten C. (Oxford/GB) 40

l;elmUI (Frankfurt) 16 Boileau, Micbel (ToulouseJF) 33
. ds, Ehrhard (Berlin) 35 Boillat, Guy (AubierelF) 36
Bel lDson, Aleksander (CambridgelUSA) 23 Bolthausen, Erwin (Zürich/CH) 10,41
Be~M. Bachir (MetzlF) 14 Boltje, Robert (Augsburg) 15
Bellomo, Nicola (TorinolI) 40 Bombieri, Enrico (PrincetonlUSA) 11
Ben Arous, Gerard (ParisIF) 41 Bonavero, Laurent (LyonIF) 32
Ben·Or, Michael (JerusaiemlISRAEL) 43 Bonk, Mario (Braunschweig) 12
Benilan, Philippe (BesanconlF) 1 Borcherds, Richard (BerkeleyIUSA) 23
Benkart, Georgia M. (MadisonlUSA) 7 Bomdörfer, Ralf (Berlin) 39
Bennett, Curtis (Bowling GreenlUSA) 16 Boros, Endre (New BrunswicklUSA) 39
Bennett, Michael A. (Ann ArborlUSA) 11 Borwein, Peter (Bumaby/CANADA) 11
Benoist, Yves (ParislF) 21 Bos, Henk J. M. (UtrechtINL) 42
Bentkus, Vidmantas J. (Bielefeld) 30 Bossert, Martin (Ulm) 8
Beretta, Elena (Firenze/I) 6 Bost, Jean·Benoit (Bures-sur-Yvet.te/F) 13,28
Berg, Christian (KobenhavnlDK) 46 Bolbe, Dieter (paderbom) 1
Berger, Roben (Saarbrücken) 18 Bottazzini, Umberto (Milanoll) 42
Berger, Toby (lthacalUSA) 8 Bouchitte, Guy (La GardeIF) 26
Bergeron, Francois (MontreallCANADA) 3 Bourdaud, Gerard (ParisIF) 31
Bergweiler, Walter (Berlin) 12 Bourdon, Marc (Vandoeuvre les Nancy/F) 21
Berkovich, Vladimir G. 28 Bourgeat, Alain (Saint·EtienneJF) 9

(RehovotlISRAEL) Boyer, Charles (AlbuquerquelUSA) 34
Berline, Nicole (paiaiseaulF) 24 Braasch, Peter (München) 45
Bemdt, Jürgen (Köln) 37 Braides, Andrea (TriestelI) 26
Bemik, Vasilii (MinskIBELORUSSIA) 11 Brambila, Femando (MexicoIMEXICO) 6
Berrick, Alan Jonathan 22 Bräsel, Heidemarie (Magdeburg) 39

(SingaporelSINGAPORE) Brasselet, Jean·Paul (Marseille/F) 27
Bertero, Mario (GenovalI) 6 Bratteli, 01a (OslolN) 1,14
Berthelot, Pierre (RenneslF) 28 Braun, Christian (Wünburg) 44
Bertram, Wolfgang (Ciaustbal·Zellerfeld) 46 Braun, Robert H.M. (Bayreuth) 32
~Daniel (ParislF) 11 Braverman, Maxim (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 24

_ t, Christine (Magdeburg) 3,15 Brehm, Ulrich (Dresden) 37
Bestvina, M1aden (Salt Lake CityIUSA) 33 Breitner, Michael H. (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 4
Beth, Thomas (Karlsruhe) 3,6 Bremigan, Ralph (MuncielUSA) 46
Betten, Frank (Göttingen) 46 Brendle, Jörg (HanoverlUSA) 2
Betts, John T. (SeauJelUSA) 4 Brenier, Yann (Paris/F) 19,25,45
Bhattacharya, Kaushik. (PasadenalUSA) 36 Brenti, Francesco (perugialI) 3
Bickel, Peter 1. (BerkeleyIUSA) 10 Brentjes, Sonja (Leipzig) 42
Bierstedt, Klaus Dieter (Paderbom) 35 Bressan, Alberto (TriestelI) 17
Birge, Lucien (ParislF) 10 Bridges, Thomas J. (Surrey/GB) 25
Birkenhake, Christina (Erlangen) 32 Brieskom, Egbert (Bonn) 27
Bisch, Dietmar H. (BerkeleyIUSA) 14 Brokate, Martin (Kiel) 4,36
Bishop, Christopher J. (Stony BrooklUSA) 12 Broue, Michel (parisIF) 15
Bismut, Jean-Michel (Orsay/F) 24 Brownawell, W.Dale (University 11
Bittner, Leonhard (Greifswald) 4 ParklUSA)
Bjömer, Anders (StockholmlS) 3 Bruce, James W. (LiverpooVGB) 27
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Name Report Name Report
Number Number

Bruck, lehoshua(pasadenalUSA) 8 Chadli, Mohamed (parislF) 46
Brüdern, Jörg (Stuttgart) 11 Chai, Ching-Li (PhiladelphialUSA) 28
Bruen, Aiden A. (London, 3 Chanillo, Sagun (New BrunswicklUSA) 31

Ontario/CANADA) Chardin, Marc (palaiseauIF) 18
Brüning, Jochen (Berliß) 24 Chemla, Karine (ParislF) 42
Bruns, Winfried (Osnabrück) 18 Chen, Gui·Qiang (EvanstonlUSA) 17
Brussee, Rogier (Bielefeld) 20 Chen, William W.L. 11
Bryan, Jim (lrvinelUSA) 20 (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Buchweitz, Ragnar·Olaf (Toronto, 18,27 Chemousko, Felix L. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 4

Ontario/CANADA) ChilIag, David (HaifalISRAEL) 15
Bühler, Bettina (Jena) 30 Cholak, Peter (South BendlUSA) 5
Buekenhout, Francis (BruxellesIB) 16 Chong, Chi Tat (SingaporeiSINGAPORE) 5
Buet, Christoph (Villeneuve·Saint· 19 Chequet, Isabelle (ChatillonIF) 19

GeorgeslF) Chossat, Pascal (ValbonnelF) 25
Buffoni, Boris (Bath1GB) 47 Christensen, Erik (KobenhavnIDK) 14
Bukovsky, Lev (KosiceiSLOVAKIA) 2 Christiansen, Tanya (ColumbialUSA) 24
Bulirsch, Roland (München) 4 Christophersen, Jan (OslolN) 27
Bunce, Leslie John (Reading/GB) 7 Chu, Cho·Ho (London/GB) 7
Bundschuh, Peter (Köln) 11 Chuaqui, Martin S. (SantiagolCHILE) 12
Bunke, Ulrich (Göttingen) 21,24 Chudej, Kurt (München) 4
Burago, Yurii Dmitri (SI. 37 Cilibeno, Ciro (RomalI) 29

PetersburgIRUSSIA) Clausen, Michael (Bonn) 43
Burde, Dietrich (Düsseldorf) 16,21,46 Clemens, Herben (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 29
Burdzy, Krzysztof (SeattlelUSA) 41 Clere, Jean·Louis (Vandoeuvre les 46
Bürger, Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 36 NancylF)
Burkard, Rainer E. (GrazlA) 39 CHff, Eugene M. (BlacksburglUSA) 4.
Burnashev, Mazat V. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 8 Cockbum, Bemardo (MinneapolislUSA) 17
Burstall, Francis E. (Bath1GB) 37 Cohen, Ralph (StanfordlUSA) 34
Busard, Hubertus L.L. (VenlolNL) 42 Colliander, Jarnes E. (UrbanalUSA) 31
Buser, Peter (Lausanne/CH) 37 Colonius, Fritz (Augsburg) 44,46
Buyalo, Sergei V. (St. 21,37 Colton, David L. (NewarklUSA) 6
PetersburgIRUSSIA) Connolly, Frank (Norre DamelUSA) 33

Cooper, Barry (LeedsIGB) 5
Cabannes, Henri (Paris/F) 45 Cordier, Stephane (ParisIF) 19
Caglioti, Emanuele (RomalI) 45 Cortes, Teresa (OviedolE) 7
Calderbank, A. Roben (F1orharn 8 Coti·Zelati, Vittorio (NapolilI) 47

ParklUSA) Courcelle, Mariana (Stuttgart) 47
Callies, Rainer (München) 4 Cowling, Miehael (Sydney, 31
Carnassa, Roberto (Los AlarnoslUSA) 25 NSW/AUSTRALIA)
Campana, Frederic (Vandoeuvre·les· 32 Croke, Chris B. (philadelphialUSA) 21

NancylF) Csiszar, Imre (BudapestIH) 8
Campillo, Antonio (ValladolidlE) 18,27 Cummings, lames (pittsburghlUSA) 2
Cao, Dao·Min (Mainz) 47 Cuntz, Joaehirn (Heidelberg) 13,14 -Capriz, Gianfranco (pisalI) 36 Cushing, Jim M. (TuesonlUSA) 40
Carbery, Anthony P. (EdinburghlGB) 31 Cushman, lohn H. (West LafayetteJUSA) 9
Carl, Bemd (Jena) 35 Cutkosky, Dale (ColumbialUS~) 18
Carlson, Jon F. (AthenslUSA) 15
Carrillo, Jose Antonio (GranadalE) 45 Dacorogna, Bemard (Lausanne/eH) 26
Carroll, Raymond (College StationIUSA) 10 Dade, Everett C. (UrbanalUSA) 15
Cartwright, Donald I. 16 Dafermos, Constantine M. 17

(SydneylAUSTRALlA) (ProvidenceJUSA)
Casolo, earlo (FirenzelI) 15 Dagan, Gedeon (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 9
CasteIl, Fabienne (MarseilleIF) 41 Dahlhaus, Rainer (Heidelberg) 10
Catanese, Fabrizio (pisalI) 29,32 Dai, Xianzhe (Los AngeleslUSA) 24
Celia, Michael A. (PrincetonlUSA) 9 Dal Maso, Gianni (TriesteJI) 26
Cenzer. Douglas (GainesvillelUSA) 5 Damek, Ewa (WroclawIPOLAND) 31
Cercignani, Carlo (Milanoß) 19,36,45 Damon, lames N. (Chapei HilIlUSA) 27
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Name· Report Name Report
Number Number

Daners, Daniel (SydneylAUSTRALIA) I Dodson, Maurice M. (Heslington, 11
Daskalopoulos, Georgios D. 29 Yorkshire1GB)

(ProvidencelUSA) Doelman, Arjen (UtrechtINL) 25
Dauben, Joseph W. (New YorklUSA) 42 Dolbeaul~Jean (ParisIF) 45

David, Guy (OrsaylF) 26 Dold, Albrecht (Heidelberg) 33
David, Sinnou (ParislF) 11 Do16, Silvio (FirenzeJI) 15

Davies, E. Brian (London/GB) I Dolzmann. Georg (Freiburg) 26

Dawson. Clint (AustinlUSA) 9 Donder, Hans-Dieter (München) 2

De Matban. Bernard (TalenceJF) 11 Doneddu, Frederic (Gif-sur-YvetteIF) 19
Debarre, Olivier (StrasbourgIF) 32 Doplicher, Sergio (RornalI) 14

Decheng, Ding (NanjinglCHINA) 5 Dorsch. Bernhard (Darmstadt) 8
Decker, Wolfram (Saarbrücken) 32 Douglas, Jim (West LafayettelUSA) 94!;t. Andreas (Oldenburg) 35 Dourdoumas. Nicolaus (GrazIA) 44

nd, Pierre (ToulouselF) 45 Dow, Alan (North YorklCANADA) 2
ornoy. Patrick (CaenlF) 2 Downey, Rod (WellingtonlNEW 5

Deitmar, Anton (Heidelberg) 13,38 ZEALAND)
Delaroche. Claire (OrleanslF) 14 Dreher. Michael (Halle) 31
Dellnitz, Michael (Bayreuth) 25 Dreyer, Wolfgang {Berlin) 36
Demailly. Jean-Pierre (Saint-Martin 32 Driver. Broce K. (La JollalUSA) 41 . .c'.'

d"HeresIF) Drozd. Yuri A. (KievIUKRAINE) 27
Dernbo. Amir (HaifalISRAEL) 30 Drutu, Comelia (OrsaylF) 21
Dernidov. Sergei S. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 42 Du. Ding-Zhu (MinneapolislUSA) 39
Demuth, Michael (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 1 Dubrovin, Boris A. (TriestelI) . 23
Deninger. Cbristopher (Münster) 38 DuChateau, Paul (Fort CollinslUSA) 9
Denis, Laurent (parislF) 11 Dudley, Richard M. (CambridgelUSA) 30
Dennis, R.Keith (Ann ArborlUSA) 22 van Duijn, Comelius 1. (DelftlNL) 9
De Pierro. Alvaro R. (CampinasIBRAZIL) 6 Dulinski, Joachim (Aachen) 38
Depner. Eduard (Mannheim) 13 Duren, Peter L. (Ann ArborlUSA) 12
Desch, G.Wolfgang (GrazJA) 1 Durfee. Alan H. (South HadleylUSA) 27
Deshpande, Suresh M. (BangalorelINOIA) 45 Duzaar, Frank (Berlin) 26
Dessai. Anand (Augsburg) 34 Dykema, Ken (Odense MlDK) 14
Desvillettes, LaUTent (OrleansIF) 45 Dzhumadildaev, Askar S. 13
Dethloff, Gerd E. (Göttingen) 32 (AlmatyIKAZAKHSTAN)
Dettweiler, Egben (Reutlingen) 30
Deuber, Walter (Bielefeld) 3 Earle, Clifford J. (IthacalUSA) 12
Deuflhard, Peter (Berlin) 25 Ebeling, Wolfgang (Hannover) 27,29.
Deuring, Pool (Magdeburg) 1 Eberlein, Ernst (Freiburg) 30
Deuschel, Jean Dominique (Berlin) 41 Echterhoff. Siegfried (Paderbom) 14
Deutsch, Andreas (Bonn) 40 Eckmann. Jean-Pierre (GeneveJCH) 25
Deville, Robert (falencelF) 35 Edmonds, AlIan L. (BloomingtonlUSA) 20
Dewell, Larry D. (LeccolI) 4 Edwards, Christopher M. (OxfordJGB) 7
__Frederic (ValbonnelF) 25 Eholzer, Wolfgang (CambridgeJGB) 23

Sengt Jose (Mainz) 47 Ehrenfried. Ralf (Bonn) 34
tom Dieck, Tammo (Göttingen) 33 Eichhorn, Jürgen (Greifswald) 13
Dieckmann, Ulf (Berlin) 40 Ein, Lawrence (ChicagoIUSA) 29
Diederich. Klas (Wuppertal) 32 Einrnahl, Uwe (BloorningtonlUSA) 30
Diekmann, Odo (UtrechtINL) 40 Eisenbud, David (WalthamlUSA) 18
Dierkes. Ulrich (Duisburg) 26 Elduque, Alberto (ZaragozalE) 7
Diestel, Reinhard (Chemnitz) 3 Ellingsrud. Geir (OslolN) 20,29
Oietz, Christian (München) 19.45 Elliotl, George A. (CopenhagenlDK) 14
Dimca, A1exandru (faleoceJF) 27 ter Eist. Tom A.F.M.M. (EindhovenINL) 1
Dipper. Richard (Stuttgart) 15 Elworthy, Kenneth David (Coveotty/GB) 41
Dittmar, Bodo (Halle) 12 Ene, Horia I. (BucharestIROMANIA) 9
Ditzen, Achim (Berlin) 2 Engl, Heinz W. (LinzlA) 6
Djebbar, Ahmed (GarcheslF) 42 Engquisl, Bjöm (Los AngelesIUSA) 17
Oobson, David C. (College StationIUSA) 6 Epple, Moritz (Mainz) 42

Erdmann-Hannabuss, Karin (OxfordlGB) 15
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Erleson, Thomas (LinköpinglS) 8 Fong, Paul (ChicagoIUSA) 15
Eschenburg, Jost-Hinrich (Augsburg) 37 Fonseca, freue (pinsburghlUSA) 26
Escher, Joachim (BaseVCH) 1 Foreman, Matthew D. (IrvinelUSA) 2
Esnault, Helene (Essen) 22,38 Fomaess, John E. (Ann ArborIUSA) 32
Esposito, Raffaele (CoppitolI) 45 Fomey, David (MansfieldlUSA) 8
Esteban, Maria J. (parisIF) 26,47 Fonnow, Lance (AmsterdamlNL) 43
Euler, Reinhardt (BrestJF) 39 Foulon, Patrick (Strasbourg/F) 21
Evans, David E. (SwansealGB) 14 Fouvry, Etienne (OrsaylF) 11
Evans, E. Graham (UrbanalUSA) 18 Foxby, Hans-Bjorn (KobenhavnlDK) 18
Evertse, Jan-Hendrik (LeidenINL) 11 Frabetti, Alessandra (BolognalI) 22
Ewing, Richard E. (College StationIUSA) 9 Franke, Dieter (Hamburg) 44

Franke, Jens (Bonn) 13
Faber, Carel (AmsterdamlNL) 29 Fraser, Craig (Toronto. 42
Faigle, Ulrich (EnschedeINL) 39 Ontario/CANADA) eFalcone, Maurizio (RomalI) 4 Frediani, Paola (PisalI) 29
Falk, Fritz (Jena) 36 Freistühler, Heinrich (Aachen) 17
Faltings, Gerd (Bonn) 28,38 Fremond, Michel (Champs sur MarnelF) 36
Fantechi, Barbara (povolI) 29 Frenkel, Edward (CambridgelUSA) 23
Faraut, Jacques (ParisIF) 46 Frenod, Emmanuel (CachanlF) 19
Faridani, Adel (CorvallisIUSA) 6 Fresse, Benoit (StrasbourglF) 22
Farwig, Reinhard (Darmstadt) 31 Frey, Gerhard (Essen) 28,38
Faulkner, John R. (CharlottesvillelUSA) 7 FriedJander, Erie M. (EvanstonlUSA) 22
Feehan, Paul M. N. (CambridgelUSA) 20 Friedlander, Leooid (TucsonlUSA) 24
Feichtinger, Gustav (Wien/A) 4 Friedlander, Susan (ChicagoIUSA) 25
Feige, Uriel (RehovotlISRAEL) 43 Friedman, Sy D. (CambridgelUSA) 2
Fejer, Peter A. (BostonlUSA) 5 Friedrich, Thomas (Berlin) 37
Fekete, Sandor (Köln) 39 Friesecke, Gero (OxfordlGB) 26
Feldhusen, Dirk (Bonn) 38 Frolkovie, Peter (Erlangen) 9
Fels, Gregor (Essen) 46 Fuchino, Sakae (Berlin) 2
Felshtyn, Alexander L. (Greifswald) 24 Fürer, Martin (University ParkIUSA) 43
Ferenczi, Valentin (parislF) 35 Fuhrmann, Jürgen (Berlin) 9
Feres, Renato (St. LouislUSA) 21 Fukaya, Kenji (Kyoto/JAPAN) 20,34
Ferleger, Serge (University ParkIUSA) 21 Fulea, Dan (Mannheim) 13,38
Fernholz, Luisa (philadelphialUSA) 10 Forst, Merrick L. (PittsburghlUSA) 43
Femique, Xavier M. (StrasbourgIF) 30 Furuta, Mikio (KyotolJAPAN) 20
Ferretti, Roberto (PrineetonlUSA) 11 Fuseo, Nieola (FirenzelI) 26
Fernere, Regis H. (ParisIF) 40
Ferus, Dirk (Berlin) 37 Gabber, Ofer (Bures-sur-YvettelF) 28
Fey, Michael (Zürich/CH) 17 Gabidulin, Ernst M. 8
Fiedler, Bemold (Berlin) 25,47 (DolgoprudnyiIRUSSIA)
Fiedler, Thomas (ToulouseJF) 33 Gänssler, Peter (München) 10,30
Figiel, Tadeusz (SopotIPOLAND) 35 Gaier, Dieter (Gießen) 12
Fimmel, Torsten (Köln) 38 Gallay, Thierry (OrsaylF) 25 eFinashin, Sergey (AnkaraffURKEY) 20 Gamez, Jose L. (GranadalE) 47
Finke, Eckhard (Jena) 40 Gang), Herbert (Essen) 38
Fintushel, Ronald A. (East LansinglUSA) 20 Gannon, Terry (Boon) 23
Fischetti, Matteo (UdineJI) 39 Ganten, Nina (Berlin) 41
Fon-der-F1aass, Dmitri (London/GB) 16 Garcia-Cuerva, Jose (Madrid/E) 31
Flaminio, Livio (Villeneuve d' Aseq/F) 21 Garnett, John B. (Los AngeleslUSA) 12
Fleischmann, Peter (Essen) 15 Gasser, Ingenuin (Berlin) 45
Flenner, Hubert (Bochum) 18,32 von zur Gathen, Joachim (paderbom) 43
Fliess, Michel (Gif-sur-Yvette/F) 44 Gather, Ursula (Dortmund) 10
Aockerzi, Dietrich (Würzburg) 44 Gatto, Marino (Milanoll) 40
Floret, Klaus (Oldenburg) 35 Gaudry, Garth I. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 31
Folkerts, Menso (München) 42 Gebert, Reinhold W. (Hamburg) 23
Fomin, Sergey (CambridgelUSA) 3 Geck, Meinolf (ParisIF) 15
Fonf, Vladimir (Beer ShevalISRAEL) 35 Van de Geer, Sam (LeidenINL) 10
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Gehring, Frederick W. (Ann ArborlUSA) 12 Green, James A. (OxfordlGB) 15
Geisser, Thomas (Essen) 22 Green, Paul S. (College ParklUSA) 23
Geller, Daryl (Stony Brook/USA) 31 Greenberg, James M. (PinsburghlUSA) 17
Geramita, Anthony V. (Kingston, 18 Greenleaf, AI}an (RoehesterIUSA) 31

OntariolCANADA) Greenlees, John P.C. (SheffieldlGB) 33
Gerardin, Paul (ParisIF) 16 Greither, Cornelius (QuebecJCANADA) 22
Getzler, Eua (EvanstonlUSA) 23,34 Grenier, Emmanuel (Paris/F) 45
Geyer, Wulf-Dieler (Erlangen) 38 Greue}, Gert-Martin (Kaiserslautern) 18,27
Ghanaat, Patriek (Leipzig) 37 Greven, Andreas (Erlangen) 41
Giaeomin, Giambatista (Zürich/~H) 41 Grieser, Danie} (Berlin) 24
Giacomoni. Jaques (paris/F) 47 Griffor, Edward R. (UppsaialS) 5
Giaquinta. Mariano (pisalI) 26 Grigoriev. Dima A. (University ParkIUSA) 43lev, Victor M. (OmskJRUSSIA) 46 Grimm. Werner (Stuttgart) 4

Riehard D. (UtrechtINL) 10 Grinshpan, Arcadii (TampalUSA) 12
et, Henri (ChicagolUSA) 28 Gritsenko, A.Valery (St. 32

GiDe, Evarist (StorrslUSA) 30 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Giordano. Thierry (OttawalCANADA) 14 Große-Brauckmann, Karsten (Bann) 26.37
Gisclon, Marguerite (LyonlF) 17 Groszek, Marcia (HanoverlUSA) 5
Gitik, Moti (fel AvivIISRAEL) 2 Grätschei, Martin (Berlin) 3, 39 .~

Giusti, Mare (palaiseauIF) 43 Grübei, Rudolf (Hannover) 10 ..... +,1

Glassey, Robert T. (BloomingtonlUSA) 45 Grünbaum, Daniel (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 40
Glimm, James G. (Stony BrooklUSA) 9 Grünbaum. F. A1berto (BerkeleyIUSA) 6
Glöckner, Helge (Neckarsulm) 46 Grundhöfer, Theo (Würzburg) 16
Godsil, Chris (WaterloolCANADA) - 3 Gschnitzer, Oswald (Heidelberg) 34
Goette, Sebastian (Freiburg) 24 Gubler, Walter (Zürich/CH) 38
Goldreich, Oded (RehovotlISRAEL) 43 Günther, Marco (Kaiserslautern) 19
Goldstein, Catherine (OrsaylF) 42 Gueron, Shay (HaifalISRAEL) 40
Goldstein. Gisele Ruiz (Baton 1 Guionnet, Alice (OrsaylF) 41

RougeJUSA) Guo. Yan (PrincetonlUSA) 45
Goldstein, lerome A. (Baton RougeJUSA) 1 Gusein-zade, Sabir M. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 27
Goldstern. Martin (Wien/A) 2 Guts, Alexandre K. (OmskIRUSSIA) 46
Goldwasser, Shafi (CambridgeJUSA) 43 Guyard, Frederic (Berlin) 25
GoUan, Holger (Essen) 15 Gyllenberg. Mats (furkulSF) 40
Golse. Francois (ParislF) 45 Györy. Kalman {DebrecenIH) 11
Golubitsky, Martin (HoustonlUSA) 25
Gompf, Roben (AustinlUSA) 20 Haagerup, Uffe (OdenseIDK) 14. 35 ~.

Goncharov, Alexander (ProvidencelUSA) 23,28 Haak. Guido (Berlin) 37
Goneharov, Sergei S. 5 Habegger, Nathan (NantesIF) 33
(NovosibirskIRUSSIA) Habermann. Lutz (Bochum) 34
Gonzalez. Santos (OviedolE) 7 Hachenberger, Dirk (Augsburg) 3
Goodman. Vietor (BloomingtonlUSA) 30 Hadeler. K.arl Peter (fübingen) 40tI!:' Yehoram (HaifaliSRAEL) 35 Hagenauer. Joachim (München) 8

, Dirk (frier) 31 Hahn. Marjorie G. (BelmontIUSA) 30
oryunov. Victor (LiverpooVGB) 27 Hain, Riehard (DurbamlUSA) 29

Gotdieb, Johannes (Karlsruhe) 9 Hamacher, Horst W. (Kaiserslautern) 39
Göttsehe, Lothar (TriestelI) 20,29 Hambleton, lan (Bonn) 20.33
Götze. Friedrich (Bielefeld) 10,30,41 Hamenstädt, Ursula (Bonn) 21
Gow, Roderick B. S. (DublinlIRELAND) 15 Hamm, Helmut Arend (Münster) 27
Graezyk, Piott (AngerslF) 46 Hammer. Peter L. (New BrunswieklUSA) 39
Grädel. Erleb (Aachen) 43 Hanamura, Masaki (CambridgeJUSA) 22
Gräff, Robert (Dannstadt) 46 Hanke, Manin (Karlsruhe) 6
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor (Bengeo, 42 Haragus, Mariana (Stuttgart) 25

HertsJGB) Harder, Günter (Bonn) 28
Grauert, Hans (Göttingen) 32 Harizanov, Valentina (WashingtonlUSA) 5
Gray, Jeremy lohn (London/GB) 42 Haroske, Dorothee (Jena) 31
Grayson, Damel R. (UrbanalUSA) 22 de la Harpe, Pierre (GeneveJCH) 14
Green, David 1. (ChicagoIUSA) 15 Hartlieb, Silke (Paderbom) 43
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Hashimoto, Yoshitake (OsakalJAPAN) 34 Hogendijk, Jan P. (UtrecbtINL) 42
Hasselblau, Boris (Zürich/CH) 21 Höhn, Gerald (Vallendar) 23
Hastad, Johan (StockholmlS) 43 Hoholt, Tom (LyngbyIDK) 8
Hata, Masayoshi (KyotoIJAPAN) 11 Holban, Evelina (Neubiberg) 9
Hauser, Herwig (InnsbrucklA) 27 HoBmann, Henk D.L. (AA EindhovenINL) 8
Hauser, Kai (BerkeleyIUSA) 2 Holm, Darryl (Los AlamoslUSA) 25
Häusler, Erlch (Gießen) 30 Holm, Thorsten (Magdeburg) 15
Haydon, Richard G. (Oxford/GB) 35 Holmes, Philip (PrincetonlUSA) 25
Heber, Jens (Augsburg) 21 Holtkamp, Ralf (Bochum) 13
Hebisch, Waldemar (WroclawIPOLAND) 31 Hömberg, Dietmar (Berlin) 36
Heier, Kout (Greifswald) 4 Hopkins, Nora C. (Terre HautelUSA) 7
Hein, Georg (Berlin) 38 Hornung, Ulrich (Neubiberg) 9,25,36
Hein, Wolfgang (Siegen) 7 Hoy, Erich (Friedberg) 12
Heinkel, Bemard (StrasbourgIF) 30 Hoyrup, Jens (RoskildelDK) 42 eHeinonen, Juha (CarnbridgeJUSA) 12 Hu, Naibong (Hamburg) 7
Heintze, Ernst (Augsburg) 37 Huang, l-ehiau (TaipeiffAIWAN) 18
Heinz, Erhard (Göttingen) 26 Huber, Roland (Wuppertal) 28
Heinz, Hans-Peter (Mainz) 47 Huber-Klawitter, Annette (Münster) 28
Helein, Frederic (CachanlF) 26 Hube~ Aorence (LyonlF) 17
Helleseth, Tor (BergenIN) 8 Hübl, Reinhold (Regensburg) 18,38
Helm, Martin (Stuttgart) 11 Huckleberry, Alan T. (Bochum) 32
Hempel, Rainer (Braunschweig). 47 Hübsch, Trisztan (WashingtonlUSA) 23
Hengartner, Walter (QuebeclCANADA) 12 Huisken, Gerbard (Tübingen) 26
Henn, Hans-Wemer (Bonn) 33 Hulanicki, Andrzej (WroclawIPOLAND) 31
Henze, Norbert (Karlsruhe) 10 Hulek, Klaus (Hannover) 32
Herreman, Alaiß (ParisIF) 42 Hunter, John K. (DavislUSA) 25
Herrlich, Frank (Karlsruhe) 38 Huppert, Bertram (Mainz) 15
Hemnann, Eberhard (Berlin) 5 Hurrelbrink, Jürgen (Baton RougelUSA) 22
Hemnann, George (Davos-PlatzlCH) 36 Hurtubise, Jacques (MontreallCANADA) 34
Herrmann, Manfred (Köln) 18 Husemoller, Dale (Bonn) 13
Hertling, Claus (Bonn) 27 Hutter, Kolumban (Darmstadt) 36
Hertrich-Jeromin, Udo (Berlin) 37 Hwang, Jun-Muk (SeouIJKOREA) 32
Herz, Andreas V.M. (Berlin) 40
Herzog, Jürgen (Essen) 18 Ibragimov, Ildar A. (St. 10
Herzog, Marcel (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 15 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Hesselholt, Lars (CambridgelUSA) 22 Iga, Kevin (StanfordlUSA) 34
Hesseling, Dennis (BK UtrechtINL) 42 Igler, Bodo (Erlangen) 9
Hessenberger, Gerald (InnsbrucklA) 7 Ilchmann, Achim (Lübeck) 44
Heusener, Michael (Siegen) 33 Illner, Reinhard (VictorialCANADA) 19,45
Heyer, Herhert (Tübingen) 46 Ilmanen, Thomas (EvanstonlUSA) 26
Hieber, Matthias (Karlsruhe) 1 I1t'yakov, Alexander 7
Hildebrandt, Stefan (Bonn) 26 (NovosibirskIRUSSIA)
Hilgert, Joachim (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 46 Imkeller, Peter (Berlin) 41 eHilker, Torsten (Dortmund) 10 loffe, Dmitri (Berlin) 41
Hillen, Thomas (Tübingen) 40 looss, Gerard (VaibonnelF) 25
Hioman, Peter (Ann ArborIUSA) 5 Isakov, Victor (WichitalUSA) 6
Hinricbs, Aicke (Jena) 35 Isidro, Jose M. (Santiago de 7
Hinrichsen, Diederich (Bremen) 44 CompostelalE)
Hirzebruch, Friedrich (Bonn) 27 Ivanov, Sergei (S1. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 21,37
Hiß, Gerbard (Heidelberg) 15 Izhboldint Oleg (Bonn) 22
Hitczenko, Pawel (RaleighlUSA) 30
HochstättIer, Winfried (Köln) 39 Jackson, David M. (WaterloolCANADA) 3
Höhne, Karl (Erlangen) 38 Jacob, Niels (Erlangen) 31
Hofer, Helmut W. (New YorklUSA) 34 Jäger, Willi (Heidelberg) 9,25,26
Hoffmann, Karl-Heinz (München) 36 Jaffre, Jereme (Le ChesnaylF) 9
Hoffmann~JorgeDSent Jorgen (AarhuslDK) 30 lahnei, Jörg (Göttingen) 38
Hofmann, Karl Heinrich (Darmstadt) 46 Jahren, Bjöm (OslolN) 20
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lames. Gordon D. (London/GB) 15 Karpenko, Nikita (Münster) 22
James, Richard D. (MinneapolislUSA) 26 Karpinski, Marek (Bonn) 43
Jannsen, Uwe (Köln) 13.28,38 Kasparov, Gennadü G. (Marseille/F) 14
Janssen. Amold (Düsseldorf) 10 Katok. Anatole B. (University ParkIUSA) 21
Jantzen, Jens Carsten (AarhusIDK) 15 Katok. Svetlana (Umversity ParklUSA) 21
Jarchow, Hans (Zürich/CH) 35 Katz, Nicholas M. (PrincetonlUSA) 28
Jardin~ John Frederick (London. 22 Katzarkov, Ludmil (lrvinelUSA) 29

OntariolCANADA) Kaup, Ludger (Konstanz) 27
Jaworski. Wojciech (HalifaxlCANADA) 46 Kaup, Wilhelm (Tübingen) 7
Jeanjean, Helene (Lausanne/CH) 47 Kawada, Koichi (MoriokalJAPAN) 11
leanjean, Louis (Noisy-Le-GrandIF) 47 Kawahigashi, Yasuyuki (TokyoIJAPAN) 14
lech, Thomas (University ParklUSA) 2 Kawata, Shigeto (OsakalJAPAN) 15
Jeffrey, Lisa C. (MontreaVCANADA) 24,34 Kazarian. Maxim (MoscowIRUSSIA) 27

e lensen, Ronald (Berlin) 2 Keidiog. Niels (KobenhavnlDK) 10
leremias-Lopez, Ana (Santiago de 18 Keil, Frerich (Hamburg) 9

\ CompostelalE) Kelanemer, Youcef (Neubiberg) 9
de Jeu, Rob (pasadenalUSA) 22 Keller, Bemhard (ParislF) 13
JiD. Shi (AtlantalUSA) 17 Keller, Thomas Michael (Mainz) 15
Joachim, Michael (Bonn) 33 Keller, Ulrich (Freiburg) 30
Jockusch, Carl (UrbanalUSA) 5 Kellerhals, Ruth (Göttingen) 37 .,
Johannesson, Rolf (LundlS) 8 Kelly-Lyth, Dunean (London/GB) 46: .
Johannson. Klaus (KnoxvilleJUSA) 33 Kenig, Carlos E. (ChicagoIUSA) 31·.
John, Oldrich (PrahalfSCHECHIEN) 47 Kern. Walter (EnschedeINL) 39
Johnson, William B. (College 35 Keune, Frans (NijmegenINL) 22

StationIUSA) Keyfitz, Barbara Lee (HoustonlUSA) 17
de Jong, Johan (CambridgelUSA) 28 Khacbatrian, Levon H. (Bielefeld) 8
de Jong, Theo (Saarbrücken) 27 Kharlamov, Viatcheslav (StrasbourglF) 33
Jorgensen, Palle E.T. (lowa CityIUSA) I Kiehl. Reinhardt (Mannheim) 38·
lost. Jürgen (Leipzig) 16.26.34 Kielhöfer. Hansjörg (Augsburg) 47
Jouanolou, Jean-Pierre (Strasbourg!F) 18 Kiming, lan (Essen) 15
lunge. Marius (Kiel) 35 King, A1astair (SouthamptonlGB) 34
Jünger, Michael (Köln) 39 ' Kings. Guido (Münster) 28,38
Jungnickel, Dieter (Augsburg) 3 Kirby, Robion C. (BerkeleyIUSA) 20
Junk, Michael (Kaiserslautern) 19 Kirchberg, Eberhard (Berlin) 14
Jurdejevic, Velimir (Toronto. 46 Kirchgässner, Klaus (Stuugart) 25

Ontario/CANADA) Kirillova. Faina M. 4
Jurek, Zbigniew J. (MonsIB) 46 (MinskJBELORUSSlA)

Kirkilonis, Markus (S) ArnsterdamlNL) 40
Kadison, Lars (TrondheimIN) 13 Kirscb. Siegfried (Halle) 12
Kaenders, Rainer (NijmegenINL) 27 Kisliakov, Sergei V. (SI. 35
Kahn, Bruno (ParisIF) 22 PetersburgIRUSSlA)
Kaiser. Christian (Bonn) 13,38 Klaassen, Chris A. J. (AmsteniamlNL) 10e Kaiser, Uwe (Siegen) 33 Klar, Axel (Kaiserslautern) 45
van der Kallen. Wilberd LJ. (UtrechtINL) 22 Klar, Axel (Kaiserslautern) 19
Kattofen, Erich (TroyIUSA) 43 . Klau, Karsten-Ulrich (Dortmund) 44
Kamps. Udo (Aachen) 10 Klein, John R. (Bielefeld) 33
Kanamori. Akihiro (BostonlUSA) 2 Kleinbock, Dmitry (New HavenlUSA) 21
Kani. Ernst (Kingston, Ontario/CANADA) 38 Kleiner, Bruce (philadelphialUSA) 21
Kanie, Yukihiro (TsuilAPAN) 23 Kleinjung, Thorsten (Bonn) 38
Kantor, Isaiah L. (LundlS) 7 Kleinschmidt, Peter (passau) 39
Kapovich, Misha (Salt Lake CitylUSA) 21 K1iemann. Wolfgang H. (AmeslUSA) 46
Kappeier, Thomas (ColumbuslUSA) 24 Klingenberg, Christian (Wür2burg) 17
Kapranov, Michail M. (EvanstonlUSA) 23 Klötzler, Rolf (Leipzig) 4
Kareher, Hermann (Bonn) 37 Klöve, Torleiv (BergenIN) 8
Karev, Georgi P. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 40 Klüppelberg, Claudia (Mainz) 10
Karni, Smadar (New YorklUSA) 17 Knabner. Peter (Erlangen) 9
Karoubi, Max (paris/F) 22 Knapp, Karlheinz (Wuppertal) 33
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Knieper, Gerhard (Leipzig) 21 Kucera, Antonin (PrahalCZECH 5
Knight, Julia (South BendlUSA) 5 REPUBLIC)
Knobloch, Eberhard (Berlin) 42 Küchle, Oliver (Bayreuth) 29,32
Knobloch. Edgar (BerkeleyIUSA) 25 Kühn. Ulf (Berlin) 38
Knobloch. Hans-Wilbelm (Würzburg) 44 Kuelbs. JOO D. (MadisonlUSA) 30
Knops, Robin John (Edinburgh/GB) 36 Kümmerer. Burkhard (Stuttgart) 14
Knörr, Reinhard (Rostock) 15 Kugelmann. Bemd (München) 4
Knörrer, Horst (Zürich/CH) 29 Kühnau, Reiner (Halle) 12
Knudson, Kevin (DurharnlUSA) 22 KühneI, Wolfgang (Stuttgart) 37
Knus, Max Albert (Zürich/CH) 7 Kühnlein, Stefan (OxfordlGB) 13
Kobayashi, Ryoichi (Bochum) 32 Kuku, Aderemi O. (friestell) 22
Koch, Herbert (Heidelberg) 31 Kulkami, Devadatta M. (RochesterIUSA) 3
Köck, Bemhard (Karlsruhe) 13,18,22 Külshammer, Burkhard (Jena) 15 eKöhler. Kai (Bonn) 24 Kumabe. Masahiro (YokohamalJAPAN) 5
Koepke, Peter (Bonn) 2 Kummer. Martin (Karlsruhe) 5
Kohlmann, Peter (Dorunund) 37 Kunisch. Karl (Berlin) 6
Köhne, Manfred (Siegen) 44 Künnemann, Klaus (Münster) 28
Kojman, Menachem (pittsburghlUSA) 2 Kunz. Ernst (Regensburg) 18
Koister. Manfred (HamiltonlCANADA) 22 Kunze, Markus (Köln) 47
Koltchinskii. Vladimir 30 Küpper, Tassilo (Köln) 47

(AlbuquerqueJUSA) Kurke, Herbert (Berlin) 38
Komjath, Peter (Budapes~) 2 Kunh,Anmea(Hmnburg) 25
König, Hennann (Kiel) 35 Kusner, Robert (AmherstlUSA) 37
König. Wolfgang (Berlin) 41 Kutoyants, Yurii A. (Le MansIF) 10
Kopeikina, Tatiana B. 4 Kuwert, Ernst (Freiburg) 26

(MinskJBELORUSSIA) Kwakemaak, Huibert (EnschedelNL) 44
Koppelberg, Sabine (Berlin) 2 Kwapien. Stanislaw (WarszawaIPOLAND) 30
Korb, Thomas (Köln) 18 Kwiecinski, Michal (KrakowIPOLAND) 18
Kordyukov, Yuri A. (UfaIRUSSIA) 24
Körner, J300s (RomalI) 8 Labourie, Francois (Orsay/F) 21
Korobow, Walerij (CharkovlUKRAINE) 4 Lachner, Rainer(Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 4
Korte. Bemhard (Bonn) 39 Lafforgue. Laurent (OrsaylF) 28
Koschorke, Ulrich (Siegen) 33 Lafforgue, Vincent (AntonylF) 13
Koskela, Pekka (JyväskylälSF) 12 Lamotke, Klaus (Köln) 27
Kotschick, Dieter (BaseVCH) 20 Landstad, Magnus B. (DragvolllN) 14
Kountourogiannis, Dimitri 24 Landvogt. Erasmus (Münster) 13,16

(CambridgelUSA) Lang, Urs (Zürich/CH) 21
Krabs, Wemer (Dannstadt) 4 Langenberg, Karl-Jörg (Kassel) 6
Kraft, Dieter (München) 4 Langer, Andreas (Münster) 38
Kramer, Linus (Würzburg) 16 Langsetb, J30 Olav (OslolN) 17
Krawczyk, Adam (WarszawaIPOLAND) 2 Larson, Jean (Gainesville/USA) 2
Kreck, Matthias (Mainz) 20,33 LataJa, Rafa! (WarszawaIPOLAND) 30 -Kreisseimeier, Gerbard (Kassel) 44 LaudaI, Olav Arnfmn (OslolN) 27
Krejci, Pavel (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 36 Lauf, Wolfgang (Würzburg) 12
Kremer, Gilberto M. (CuritibaIBRAZIL) 36 Laugesen, Richard S. (UrbanalUSA) 12
Krener, Anbur J. (DavislUSA) 44 Laumon, Gerard (OrsaylF) 28
Kreß, Rainer (Göttingen) 6 Laurenl, Christine (Saint-Martin- 32
Kreuzer. Martin (Regensburg) 18 d'HeresIF)
Kristensson, Gerbard (Lund/S) 6 Laurent, Michel (MarseillelF) 11
Krötz. Bemhard (Erlangen) 46 Laures, Gerd (Mainz) 33.34
Kröner, Dietmar (Freiburg) 17 Lauterbach, Reiner (Berlin) 25
Krotov, Vadim F. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 4 Lawson, Jimmie D. (Baton RougeJUSA) 46
Kruse, Hans-Peter (Hamburg) 25 Le, Dung Trang (MarseillelF) 27
KrushkaJ, Smnuel L. (Ramat- 12 Le Potier. Joseph (ParislF) 29

GanlISRAEL) LeVeque, Randali J. (SeattieJUSA) 17
Krushkal, Vyacheslav (La JollalUSA) 20 Leandre, Remi (Vandoeuvre-les NancylF) 41
Knyz, Jan G. (Lublin/POLAND) 12 Lebedev, Dmitri (MoscowIRUSSIA) 23
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Ledoux, Michel (ToulouseJF> 41 Lobel, Pierre (ValbonnelF) 6
Ledrappier, Francois (palaiseauIF) 21 Loday, Jean-Louis (StrasbourglF) 22
Leeb, Bemhard (Bonn) 21 Loeliger, Hans-Andrea (LinkoepinglS) 8
Leeb, Klaus (Erlangen) 3 Lohkamp, Joaehim (Zürich/CH) 21
Lefever, Rene (BruxeUesIB) 40 Lombardi, Erie (Valbonne/F) 2S
LeAoch, Phillipe (palaiseaulF) 17 Londen, Stig-Qlof (EspoolSF) 1
Lefmann, Hanno (Dorunund) 3 Longo, Robeno (RomalI) 14
Le Gall, Jean-Franeois (ParislF) 41 Looijenga, Eduard J.N. (VtreehtINL) 29.34
Lehmkuhl, Thomas (Göttingen) 38 Laos, Ottmar (Innsbruek/A) 7
Lehn, Jürgen (Dannstadt) 10 Lope"z, Antonio Feman. (MalagalE) 7
Lehn, Manfred (Göttingen) 20 Loring, Terry A. (AlbuquerquelUSA) 14
Lehrer, Gustav I. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 16 Lonz, Dietrich (Garching) 45
Leibfritz, F. (Trier) 4 Lossen, Christoph (Kaiserslautern) 27

_ Leicbtnam, Eric (parisIF) 24 Lou, John (Ann ArborlUSA) 13,24
Le Joo, Yves (OrsaylF) 41 Louis, Alfred K. (Saarbrücken) 6
Lejeune-Jalabert, Monique (Saint-Martin- 27 Louveau, Alain (ParisIF) 2

d'HereslF) Lovasz, Laszlo (New HavenlUSA) 43
Lernou, Mohamed (ParislF) 19 Lu, Yun-Guoog (Heidelberg) 17
Lernpp, Steffen (MadisonlUSA) 5 Lübke, Martin (LeidenINL) 29.
Lens~ Joo Karel (EindhovenINL) 39 Luby, Michael (BerkeleyIUSA) 43:f.
Lenz, Jürgen (Bonn) 40 Lucia, Marcello (Lausanne/CH) 47
Leopold, Hans-Gerd (Jena) 31 Lück, Wolfgang (Münster) 13,.20, 24,33
Leptin, Horst A. (Bielefeld) 31 Luckhaus, Stephan (Bann) 9; 26, 36
Lerman, Manuel (StorrslUSA) 5 Luczak, Tomasz (PoznanlPOLAND) 3
Lesch, Matthias (Berlin) 24 Ludyk, Günter (Bremen) 44
Leslie, Frank M. (Glasgow/GB) 36 Luengo, Ignacio (MadridIE) 27...
Letac, Gerard (ToulouselF) 7 Lurner, Gunter (MonsIB) 1
Leung, Nai-Chung Conan 24 Lunardi, Alessancfra (ParmaII) 1

(MinneapolislUSA) Lunze, Jan (Hamburg) 44
Levenshtein, Vladimir I. 8 Lusky, Wolfgang (Paderbom) 35
(MoscowlRUSSIA) Lustig, Martin (8ochurn) 33
Levine, Mare (BostonlUSA) 22 Lusztig, George (CambridgelUSA) 46.
Levitas, Valery I. (Hannover) 36 Lütkebohmert, Wemer (DIrn) 38
Li, Ji Bin (KunminglCHINA) 45 Lützen, Jesper (KobenhavnIDK) 42
Li, Jun (StanfordlUSA) 29 Lyons, Terence (London/GB) 41
Li, Tian-Jun (WalthamlUSA) 20
Li, Wei-Ping (Hang KongIHONG KONG) 29 Maaß, Peter (potsdam) 6~'-"

Li, Wenbo V. (NewarklUSA) 30 Mabuchi, Toshiki (OsakalJAPAN) 32
Lian, Bang H. (WalthamlUSA) 23 MaeKenzie, Donald (EdinburghlGB) 42
Liebling, Thomas M. (Lausanne/CH) 39 Madsen, Ib (AarbusIDK) 34
Liedl, Rudolf (Tübingen) 9 Magidor, Menachem (JerusaiemlISRAEL) 2
Liese, Friedrieh (Rostock) 10 Mahalov, Alex (TempelUSA) 25

_Uf'bits. Mikbail A. (SL 30 Mahowald, Mark E. (EvanstonlUSA) 33
PetersburgIRUSSIA) Maier, Helmut (Ulrn) 11

Lilge, Torsten (Hannover) 44 Maier, Stephan (BaseVCH) 37
Lima-Filho, Paulo (College StationIUSA) 34 Maier-Paape, Stanislaus (Augsburg) 47
Linckelmann, Markus (ParislF) 15 Maini, Philip K. (OxfordlGB) 40
Linde, Wemer (Jena) 30 Malanowski, Kazimierz 4
Lindenstrauss, Jorarn (JerusalemlISRAEL) 35 (WarszawaIPOLAND)
van LiDt, Jacobus H. (EindhovenINL) 8 voo Maldeghem, Hendrik (GentIB) 16
Lipman, Joseph (West LafayettelUSA) 18 Malle, Gunter Martin (Heidelberg) 15
Lisca, Paolo (PisalI) 20 Malliavin, Paul (ParislF) 41
Lisiecki, Wojciech (WarszawaIPOLAND) 46 Mammen, Enno (Heidelberg) 10
Liskevieh, Vitali (JerusalemlISRAEL) 1 MammitzSch, Volker (Marburg) 10
Litsyn, Simon N. (Rarnat AvivIISRAEL) 8 Manin, Jurii Ivanovic (Bonn) 23
Liu, I-5hih (Rio de JaneiroIBRAZIL) 36 Manivel, Laurent (Saint-Martin-dtHeresIF) 32
Liu Dun (BeijinglCHINA) 42 Mankiewicz, Piote (WarszawaIPOLAND) 35
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Mantegazza, Carlo (PisalI) 26 Mignotte, Maurice (Strasbourg/F) 11
Marcati, Pierangelo (L'AquilalI) 17 Mikawa, Hiroshi (Ibaraki/JAPAN) 11
Marcellini, Paolo (FirenzelI) 26 Mikelie. Andro (VilIeurbanneJF) 9
Marcus. Michael B. (New YorlclUSA) 30 Mikhalkin, Grigory (Toronto. 20
Margulis. Grigorii A. (New HavenlUSA) 21 Ontario/CANADA)
Marin, Alexis (Saint-Martin-d'HeresIF) 33 Mildenberger. Heike (Ann ArborIUSA) 2
Markowich, Peter A. (Berlio) 19,45 MiIler, Arnold W. (MadisonlUSA) 2
Maronna. Ricardo (GetafeIE) 10 Milman. Vitali D. (Tel AvivßSRAEL) 35
Marra. Rossana (RomalI) 45 Milne, James S. (Ann ArborIUSA) 28
Marsden, Jerrold E. (PasadenalUSA) 25 Milota, Jaroslav (PrahalCZECH 1
Martinez, Consuelo (OviedoJE) 7 REPUBLIC)
Martinez Moreno, Juan (GranadalE) 7 Mimura, Masayasu (Hiroshima 40
Martio, Olli (HelsinkilSF) 12 730/JAPAN)
Mas-GalJic. Sylvie (ParisIF) 19 Min-Oo, Maung (HamiltoniCANADA) 37
Masbaum. Gregor (ParisIF) 33 Miranda, Rick (Fort CollinslUSA) 29
Mason, David M. (BelliogharnlUSA) 30 Mischier, Stephane (ParisIF) 19
Massart, Daniel (GeneveJCH) 37 Misiolek, Gerard K. (Notre DameJUSA) 25
Massey. James L. (Zürich/CH) 8 MitcheII, William J. (GainesvillelUSA) 2
Matala-aho, Tapani (OululSF) 11 Mittelholzer, Thomas (Zürich/CH) 8
Mathias, Adrian R.D. (BellaterralE) 2 Mittenhuber, Dirk (Dannstadt) 46
Mathieu, Martin (Tübingen) 14 Mochizuki, Shinichi (Kyoto/JAPAN) 28
Mathis, Wolfgang (Magdeburg) 44 Mockenhaupt, Gerd (Siegen) 31
Matic, Gordana (AthenslUSA) 20 Mohring, Jan (Kaiserslautern) 19
Matveev. Eugene M. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 11 Möhring, Rolf Hermann (Berlin) 39
Maurer, Helmut (Münster) 4 Mok, Ngaiming (PokfulamlHONG 32
Mauser, Norbert 1. (NicelF) 45 KONG)
Mawhin, Jean (Louvain-Ia-NeuveJB) 47 Mokler, Claus (Hamburg) 16
Mayr, Ernst W. (München) 43 Molchanov, Vladimir F. 46
Mazzeo, Rafe R. (StanfordlUSA) 24 (TambovIRUSSIA)
McCarthy, Randy (UrbanalUSA) 22 Molenaar, Hans (DelftlNL) 9
McCleary, John (StrasbourgIF) 42 Moll, Christoph (München) 39
McCrimmon, Kevin (CharlottesvillelUSA) 7 Monaghan, Joo (ClaytonlAUSTRALIA) 19
McCrudden, Michael (Manchester/GD) 46 Mond. David (Coventry/GB) 27
McDuff, Dusa (Stony BrooklUSA) 20 Monniaux, Sylvie (Ulm) 1
McIntosh, Alan G.R. 1 Montaner, Femando (ZaragozalE) 7

(NSWIAUSTRALlA) Mooers, Edith (CambridgelUSA) 24
Mease, Kenneth D. (IrvinelUSA) 4 Moore. Gregory (New HavenlUSA) 23
Meda, Stefano (Milanoß) 31 Morava, Jack (BaltimorelUSA) 23.34
Mehlhom, Rainer (München) 4 Morita, Shigeyuki (TokyoIJAPAN) 34
Mehrtens, Herbert (Braunschweig) 42 Morozov, Alexei (MoscowIRUSSIA) 23
MeineI, Christoph (Trier) 43 Morozov, Andrei S. 5
Meinrenken, Eckhard (CambridgelUSA) 24 (NovosibirskIRUSSIA)
Melrose, Richard B. (CambridgelUSA) 24 Morrison, Philip J. (AustinlUSA) 45
Menke, Klaus (Dortmund) 12 Morton, Keith W. (OxfordlGB) 17
Merel, Loie (BerkeleyIUSA) 28 Moschovakis, Yiannis N. (Los 5
Merkurjev, Alexanclr S. (Bielefeld) 22 AngeleslUSA)
Messing, William (MinneapolislUSA) 28 Moser, Thomas (Regensburg) 38
Metsch, Klaus (Gießen) 3 Mozes, Shahar (JerusalemlISRAEL) 21
Metz, Hans A.J. (LeidenINL) 40 Mrowk.a, Tom S. (pasadenalUSA) 20
van der Meulen, Edward C. (HeverleeIB) 8 Müller, Jürgen (Heidelberg) 15
Meyberg, Kurt (München) 7 Mühlherr, Bemhard (Dortmund) 16
Meyer, Mathieu (Noisy-Je-GrandIF) 35 Müller. Detlef (Kiel) 31
Meyer, Wolfgang T. (Münster) 37 Müller, Gerd (Mainz) 32
Meyer auf der Heide. Friedhelm 43 Müller. Gert Heinz (Heidelberg) 5

(paderbom) Müller. Ingo (Berlin) 17,36
Michler, Gerhard (Essen) 15 Müller, Johannes (Tübingen) 40
Mielke, Alexander (Hannover) 25,26 Müller. Paul F.X. (LinzlA) 35
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Müller, Peter C. (Wuppenal) 44 Oda, Takayuki (TokyoIJAPAN) 28
Müller, Stefan (Leipzig) 26,36 OdelI, Edward (AustinlUSA) 35
Müller, Wemer (Bonn) 24 Odifreddi, Piergiorgio (TorinoJI) 5
Müller-Stach, Stefan (Essen) 22,32 Ogibara, Mitsunori (RoehesterIUSA) 43
Munoz, Vieente (OxfordlGB) 20 Ohb~ K.iyoshi (Bielefeld) 34
Munz, Claus-Dieter (Karlsrube) 17 Ohsawa, Takeo (NagoyalJAPAN) 32
Murad. Marcio (West LafayetteJUSA) 9 Ok~ Mutsuo (Tokyo/JAPAN) 27
Murphy, Gerard J. (CorklIRELAND) 14 Okonek, Cbristian (Zürieh/CH) 29
Murphy. Susan A. (University ParkIUSA) 30 Oleszkiewiez, Knysztof 30
Museato, Orazio (CatanialI) 19 (WarszawaIPOLAND)
Myung, Hyo Chul (Cedar FallslUSA) 7 Olevskii, Alexander (Ramat 31

AvivßSRAEL)
Nagel. Alexander J. (MadisonlUSA) 31 Oliver, Robert (Villetaneuse/F) 33

_ Nagel, Rainer (Tübingen) 1 Olla, Stefano (PalaiseauIF) 41
Nahm, Wemer (Bonn) 23 Olmos, Carlos Enrique 21
Naie, Daniel (AngersIF) 29 (CordobalARGENTINA)
Nakarnurn, Iku (Sapporo/JAPAN) 32 Olsder, Geen Jans (DelftlNL) 44
Naor, MOID (RehovotßSRAEL) 43 Olsson, Jöm Börling (KobenhavnlDK) 15
Narayan, Prakasb (College ParkIUSA) 8 Orlitzky, Alon (Murray HilIlUSA) 8
Nastold. Hans-Joaemm (Münster) 18 Orsted, Bent (OdenseIDK) 46:'·-:
Natterer, Frank (Münster) 6 Osada, Hirofumi (TokyoIJAPAN) 41'
Naurosehat, Jürgen (Witten) 40 Osbom, J. Marshali (MadisonlUSA) 7
Nazarov, Maxim L. (Heslington, York/GB) 46 Ossa, Erieb (Wuppertal) 33
Neeb, Karl-Hennann (Erlangen) 46 Ostrovskii, Mikhail I. 35
Neeman, Amnon (Charlottesville/USA) 18 (KharkovIUKRAINE)
Neeman, Itay (Los AngeleslUSA) 2 Othmer, Hans G. (Sah Lake CityIUSA) 40
Neber, Erbard (OttawalCANADA) 7 Otto, Felix (Bonn) 26
Nekovar, Jan (CambridgelGB) 28 Ouhabaz, EI-M. (Noisy-le-GrandIF) 1.
Nemethi, Andras (ColumbuslUSA) 27 Oyma, Knut F. (KristiansandIN) 12
Nemhauser, George L. (AtlantalUSA) 39
Nenashev, Alexander (Bonn) 22 Padberg, Manfred W. (Köln) 39·
Neretin, Yurii Aleksandr 46 Pahlings, Herbert (Aaeben) 15_

(MoseowIRUSSIA) Pajor, Alain (Noisy-le-GrandIF) 35
Nest, Ryszard (KobenhavnIDK) 14 Panin, Ivan (St. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 22
Nesterenko, Yuri V. (MoseowIRUSSIA) 11 Pardalos, Panos M. (GainesvillelUSA) 39
Neubauer, Andreas (LinzlA) 6 Pardo, Luis M. (SantanderlE) 43
Neubüser, Bemhard (Heidelberg) 13,14 Partyka, Dariusz (LublinIPOLAND) 12"-
Neubaus, Georg (Hamburg) 10 Pasnieu, Comel (San JuanlPUERTO 14
Neukircb, Jürgen (Regensburg) 38 RIeO)
Neunzert, Helmut (Kaiserslautern) 19,45 Payeba. Sylvie Jane Ann (Aubiere/F) 23
Nezhmetdinov, Iseander R. 12 Pazderski, Gerbard (Halle) 15

(KazanlRUSSIA) Pedersen, Gelt K. (CopenhagenIDK) 14
_ica, A1exandru (Ann ArborlUSA) 14 Ped.it. Franz (AmherstlUSA) 37

icolae, Aorin (Berlin) 38 Pedrini, Claudio (GenovalI) 22
Nielsen, Niels J. (Odense/DK) 35 Peeva, Irena (BerkeleyIUSA) 18
Nies, Andre (ChicagoIUSA) 5 Pego, Robert L. (College ParkIUSA) 25
Nijmeijer, Henk (EnsehedeJNL) 44 Peiffer. Jeanne (Paris1F) 42
Noelle, Sebastian (Bonn) 17 Pelczynski, Aleksander 35
Norbury, Paul (Coventry/GB) 34 (WarszawaIPOLAND)
Normann, Dag (OslolN) 5 Pellaeci, Benedetta (PisalI) 47
Nonnann, Dag (OslolN) 5 Pellikaan, Ruud (EindhovenINL) 8
Nour·Eldin. Hassan A. (Wuppertal) 44 Peloso, Marco (forinolI) 31
Nouri, Anne (NiceJF) 19,45 de la Pena, Vietor (New YorklUSA) 30
Nualan. David (BareelonalE) 41 Penhame, Benoit (ParisIF) 17

Peskir, Goran (AarhusIDK) 30
O'Grady, Kieran (RomalI) 29 PetemeU, Thomas (Bayreuth) 32
Oberle, Hans Joachim (Hamburg) 4
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Peters, Chris A.M. (Saint-Martin- 32 Pulvirenti. Mario (RomalI) 45
d'HereslF) Pumpluen, Susanne (Hagen) 7

Petersson, Holger P. (Hagen) 7 Puppe, Dieter (Heidelberg) 33
Petrunin, Anton (S1. PetersburgIRUSSIA) 37 Puppe, Volker (Konstanz) 33
Petzeltova, Hana (PrahalCZECH 1 Puschnigg. Michael (Heidelberg) 13,33,38

REPUBLIC) Putcha, Mohan (RaieighlUSA) 46
Pevsner, Michel (ParisIF) 46
Peyre, Emmanuel (StrasbourglF) 22 Quillen, Daniel (OxforcVGB) 22
Pfister, Gerhard (Kaiserslautern) 27 Quintard, Michel (TaienceJF) 9
Pflaum, Markus (Berlin) 24
Philippon, Patrice (ParislF) 11 Räbiger, Frank (Tübingen) I
PhilIips, N. Christopher (EugeneIUSA) 14 Racine, Michel L. (OttawaiCANADA) 7
Phong, Duong H. (New YoriclUSA) 31 Radulescu, Aorin G. (Iowa CitylUSA) 14
Phu, Hoang Xuan (HanoiIVIETNAM) 4 Radulovic, Dragan (StorrslUSA) 30
Piazza, Paolo (RomalI) 24 Raebum, lain (NSW/AUSTRALIA) 14
Pickenhain, Sabine (Cottbus) 4 Raitums, Uldis (RigaILATVIA) 4
Pidcock, Michael K. (OxfordlGB) 6 Ramm, Alexander G. (ManhattanlUSA) 6
Pierre, Michel (Vandoeuvre les NancylF) 1 Ramskov, Kurt (CopenhageolDK) 42
Pietsch, Albrecht (Jena) 35 Rand, David (Coventry/GB) 40
Pigeot-Kübler. Iris (München) 10 Ranicki, Andrew A. (EdinburghlGB) 33
Pikaart, Martin (UtrechtINL) 29,34 Rapoport. Michael (Wuppertal) 16
Pike. E.Roy (London/GB) 6 Rasch, Dieter (WageningenINL) 10
Pinelis. Iosif F. (HoughtonlUSA) 30 Raskind. Wayne (Los AngeleslUSA) 22
Pinkall, Ulrich (Berlin) 37 Ratiu, Tüdor S. (Santa CruzlUSA) 25
Pinsker, Mark S. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 8 Raugel. Genevieve (OrsaylF) 25
Pinzari, Claudia (RomalI) 14 Raviart, Pierre-Amaud (PalaiseaulF) 19
Pisier, Gilles (ParisIF) 14 Raz. Ran (RehovotlISRAEL) 43
Pidstrigatch, Viclor (OxfordlGB) 20 Recknagel. Andreas (Zürich/CH) 23
Pitteri, Mario (PadovalI) 36 Reckziegel, Helmut (Köln) 37
Plato, Robert (Berlin) 6 Rees. EImer G. (EdinburghlGB) 33
du Plessis, Andrew (AarhusIDK) 27 Rehm.ann. Ulf (Bielefeld) 22
Plotker, Kim L. (ProvidencelUSA) 42 Reich, Edgar (MinneapolislUSA) 12
Poe, Milja (CambridgeJUSA) 11 ReicheI, Wolfgang (MinneapolislUSA) 47
Poguntke, Detlev (Bielefeld) 31,46 Reimann, Hans M. (BernICH) 12,31
Pohl, Michael (Würzburg) 44 Rein. Gerbard (München) 45
Pohlers, Wolfram (Münster) 5 Reinelt, Gerhard (Heidelberg) 39
Polderman, Jan Willem (EnschedeJNL) 44 Reinsch, Klaus-Dieter (München) 4
Pollicolt, Mark (Manchester/GB) 21 Reischuk, Rüdiger (Lübeck) 43
Pollington, Andrew (ProvoIUSA) 11 Reiß, Rolf-Dieter (Siegen) 10
Polthier, Konrad (Berlin) 37 Remmert, Reinhold (Münster) 32
Polyak, Michael (JerusalemlISRAEL) 27 Renardy, Michael (BlacksburglUSA) 1,25
Pommerenke, Christian (Berlin) 12 Renardy, Yuriko Yamamuro 25
van der Poorten, Alfred J. 11 (BlacksburglUSA)

(Sydney/AUSTRALIA) Rendall, Alan (POlSdam) 45
Pop, Aorian (Bonn) 28,38 Rendl, Franz (GrazlA) 39
Popa, Sorin (GeneveJCH) 14 Renelt, Heinricb (Halle) 12
Pot~ Alexander (Augsburg) 3 Renner, Lex E. (London, 46
Poupaud, Frederic (NiceIF) 45 Ontario/CANADA)
Preiss, David (LondonlGB) 35 Rentrop. Peter (Darmstadt) 4
Priesack, Eckart (Oberschleissheim) 9 de Resmini, Marialuisa (RomalI) 3
Pritchard, Geoff (NewarklUSA) 30 Reutenauer, Christophe 3
Prokhorov, Dmitri V. (SaratovIRUSSIA) 12 (MontreallCANADA)
Prömel, Hans Jürgen (Berlin) 3,43 Rhandi, Abdelaziz (PisalI) 1
Prüß, Jan (Halle) 1,25 Richter, Wolf-Dieter (Rostock) 10
Pudlak. Pavel (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 43 Rickard, Jeremy (BristoVGB) 15
Pugliese, Andrea (povolI) 40 Rickman, Seppo (HelsinkilSF) 12
Puig, Lluis (parislF) 15 Rieder, Andreas (Saarbrücken) 6
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Rieder, Helmut (Bayreuth) 10 RusseU, Thomas F. (DeoverlUSA) 9
Riemenschneider, Oswald (Hamburg) 27 Russo, Bernard (lrvineJUSA) 7
Rietsch, Konstanze (CambridgelUSA) 46 Russo, Giovanni (L'AquilalI) 19
Rinaldi, Giovanni (Rom.alI) 39 Rüttimann, Gottfried T. (Bem/CH) 7
Ritov, lacob (IerusalemlISRAEL) 10 Rynne, Brian (EdinburghlGB) 47
Riviere, Tristan (Cachan/F) 26
Rjasanow, Sergej (Saarbrücken) 19 Sabatier, Pierre C. (MootpellierlF) 6
Rohem, lohn E. (Romall) 14 Sabbah, Claude (palaiseaulF) 27
Roberts, lustin (EdinburghlGB) 33 Sachs, Ekkehard (Trier) 4
Robertson, A. Guyan 14,16 Sachs, Gottfried (München) 4

(NSW/AUSTRALIA) Sacks, Gerald E. (CambridgeJUSA) 5
Robins, lames (BostonlUSA) 10 Sadosky, Cora (Brookline/USA) 31
Robinson, Derek W. 1 Safra, Shmuel (JerusalemlISRAEL) 43

e (CanberralAUSTRALIA) Saito, Kyoji (KyotollAPAN) 27
Robinson, Geoffrey R. (Leicester/GB) 15 Saito, Shuji (TokyolJAPAN) 22
do Rocio, Osvaldo Germano 46 Saks, Michael (New BrunswicklUSA) 43

(MaringaIBRAZIL) Saldana, Joan (Vie, CatalonialE) 40
Rocke, David M. (DavislUSA) 10 Sander, Jürgen W. (Hannover) 38
Röckner, Michael (Bielefeld) 41 Sanderson, Brian (Coventry/GB) 33
Rödl, Vojtech (AtlantalUSA) 3 Sandor, Viktor (München) 19
Roesgen, Michael (Bonn) 23 San Martin, Luiz A.B. 46
Rogers, Roben C. (BlacksburglUSA) 36 (CampinasIBRAZlL)
Rogier, Francois (ChatillonIF) 19 Sarychev, Andrej V. (AveirolP) 44
Rognes, John (OslolN) 22,33 Sastry, Pramathanath (MadrasIINDJA) 18
Rohde, Christian (Freiburg) 17 Sattinger, David H. (MinneapolislUSA) 25
Rohde, Steffen (Berlin) 12 Sauvigny, Friedrich (Cottbus) 26
Roblfs, Jürgen (Eichstätt) 16 SaviU, Nicholas (UtrechtINL) 40
Rokytat Mirko (PrahalCZECH 17 Schappachert Norben (StrasbourgIF) 28,38

REPUBLIC) Schappacher, Wilhelm (Graz/A) 1
Ronan, Mark A. (ChicagoIUSA) 16 Scharlach, Christine (Berlin) 37
de Roos, Andre M. (AmsterdamlNL) 40 Scharlau, Rudolf (Donmund) 16
Rordam, Mikael (OdenseJDK) 14 Schechtman, Gideon (RehovotlISRAEL) 30,35
RosenthaI, Haskell P. (AustinlUSA) 35 Scheja, Günter (Tübingen) 18
Rosinski, Joo (KnoxvilleJUSA) 30 Schenzel, Peter (Halle) 18
Rost. Hermann (Heidelberg) 41 Scherer, Carsten W. (DelftINL) 44
Rost, Markus (Regensburg) 22 Scheurle, Jürgen (München) 25,47
Rote, Günter (Gra71A) 39 Scheutzow, Michael (Berlin) 4r
Roth, Oliver (Würzburg) 12 Schick, Thomas (Münster) 13,24,33
Rotter, HaraId (Bonn) 21 Schied. Alexander (Berlin) 41
Rousseau, Guy (Voodoeuvre les NancylF) 16 Schiermeyer, Ingo (Cottbus) 3
Rousseeuw, Peter J. (WilrijkIB) 10 Schinunrigk, Rolf (Bonn) 23
Rowe, David E. (Mainz) 42 Schinzel, Andnej (WarszawaIPOLAND) IIe Roy, Damieo (OttawalCANADA) 11 Scbirle, Matthias (Marburg) 13
Ruberman, Daniel (WalthamlUSA) 20 Schlichenmaier, Martin (Mannheim) 23
Rubin, Yoram (BerkeleylUSA) 9 Schlickewei, Hans Peter (Marburg) II
Rück, Hoos-Georg (Essen) 38 SchJumprecht. Thomas (College 35
Rudich. Steven (PittsburghlUSA) 43 StationIUSA)
Ruess, Wolfgang M. (Essen) I Schmeiser, Cbristian (Wien!A) 19
Ruggeri, Tommaso (Bologna/l) 17,36 Schmidt. Alexander (Heidelberg) 13,38
Ruh. Ernst A. (Fribourg/CH) 37 Schmidt. Bemhard (Augsburg) 3
Rundell. William (College StationIUSA) 6 Schmidt. Claus-Günther (Karlsruhe) 38
Runst. Thomas (Jena) 31 Schmidt. David K. (College ParklUSA) 4
Ruppen, Hans-Jörg (SionlCH) 47 Schmidt. Dieter (Erlangen) 38
Ruppert. Wolfgang A.F. (Wien/A) 46 Schmidt. Werner H. (Greifswald) 4
Ruppert. Wolfgang M. (Erlangen) 38 Schmidt. Wolfgang M. (BoulderIUSA) II
Rüschendorf. Ludger (Freiburg) 10 Schmieder, Gerald (Oldenburg) 12
Ruscheweyh, Stephan (Würzburg) 12 Schmitz, Norben 1. (Münster) 10
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Schmuckenschläger. Michael (Linl1A) 30 Shields. Paul C. (ToledolUSA) 8
Schneider. Guido (Hannover) 25 Shiffman. Bemard (BaltimorelUSA) 32
Schneider. Ivo H. (Neubiberg) 42 Shiga. Tokuzo (TokyoIJAPAN) 41
Schneider. Klaus R. (Berlin) 44 Shinar. Joseph (HaifalISRAEL) 4
Schneider. Michael (Bayreuth) 29 Sblapentokh. Alexandra (GreenvillelUSA) 5
Schneider. Peter (Münster) 13.16.28 Sblosman. Senya B. (lrvineJUSA) 41
Schnitger. Georg (Frankfurt) 43 Sbnirelman. Alexander (Ramat- 25
Schnorr. Claus-Peter (Frankfurt) 43 AvivßSRAEL)
Schock. Eberbard (Kaiserslautern) 6 Shoenfield. Joseph R. (DurbamlUSA) 5
Scholz. Erhard (Wuppertal) 42 Shore. Richard A. (IthacalUSA) 5
Schönfisch. Birgitt (Tübingen) 40 Shtarkov. Yuri (MoscowIRUSSIA) 8
Schönhage. Arnold (Bonn) 43 Shu. Chi-Wang (ProvidencelUSA) 17
Schoof. Rene (RomalI) 38 Shustin. Eugenii (Tel AvivIISRAEL) 27 eSchott. Thomas (Jena) 31 Sibony, Nessim (OrsaylF) 32
Schottenloher. Martin (München) 23,34 SickeI. Winfried (Jena) 31
Schrader. Rainer (Köln) 39 Sidilkover, David (HamptonlUSA) 17
Schramm. Oded (RehovotlISRAEL) 12 Siebert. Bernd (Bochum) 29.32
Schreyer, Frank-Olaf (Bayreuth) 32 Siegmund-Schultze. "Reinhard (Berlin) 42
Schrijver. Alexander (AmsterdamlNL) 39 Siersma. Dirk (UtrechtINL) 27
Schroeder. Viktor (Zürich/eH) 21,37 Siguerdidjane. Houria (Gif-sur-YvetteJF) 4
Schrohe. Elmar (potsdam) 13.24 Simon, Udo (Berlin) 37
Schubring. Gen (Bielefeld) 42 Simonett, Gieri (NashvilleJUSA) 1
Schulz. Andreas (Berlin) 39 Simonis. Juriaan (DelftINL) 8
Schulz. Ralph-Hardo (Berlin) 3.8 Simonyi, Gabor (BudapestIH) 8
Schulze-Pillot. Rainer (Saarbrücken) 38 Simpson. Stephen G. (University 5
Schumacher, Georg (Bochum) 32.34 Park/USA)
Schuppen, Andreas (Frankfurt) 9 Sinestrari. Carlo (RomalI) 17
Schuster, Thomas (Saarbrücken) 6 Singhof. Wilhelm (Düsseldorf) 33
Schwarz. Alben (DavislUSA) 23 Siu. Yum-Tong (CambridgelUSA) 32
Schweitzer, Frank (Berlin) 40 Sjamaar. Reyer OthacalUSA) 24
Schweizer. Benjamin (Heidelberg) 25 Sjögren. Peter (GöteborglS) 31
Schwermer. Joachim (Eichstätt) 16 Sjölin, Per (StockholmlS) 31
Schwichtenberg. Helmut (München) 5 Skandalis. Georgos S. (parislF) 14
Scriba. Christoph J. (Hamburg) 42 Skau. Christian (SeattlelUSA) 14
Seeger. Andreas (MadisonlUSA) 31 Skoruppa. Nils-Peter (TalenceJF) 23
Seelecke, Stefan (Berlin) 36 Skriganov. Maxim (St. 11
Seeley. Roben T. (BostonlUSA) 24 PetersburgIRUSSIA)
Segur. Harvey (BoulderIUSA) 25 Skryabin. Sergej (Hamburg) 7
Seiben. Gerbard (Regensburg) 18 SIaman. Theodore A. (ChicagoIUSA) 5
Seifert. Jean Pierre (Frankfurt) 43 Slembek, Silke (Göttingen) 42
Seiler, Wolfgang K. (Mannheim) 38 SIemrod. MarshalI (MadisonlUSA) 17.45
Selivanov, Victor (NovosibirskIRUSSIA) 5 Stinko. Arkadii M. (Auckland/NEW 7
Sentis. Remi (ViUeneuve-Saint-GeorgesJF) 19 ZEALAND)
Sere, Erle (Cergy-PontoiseJF) 47 Siodicka. Marian (Neubiberg) 9
Sergiescu, Vlad (Saint-Martin-d'HeresIF) 34 Siodowy. Peter (Hamburg) 16,27
Serre. Denis (LyonIF) 17 Smimov. Oleg (OttawalCANADA) 7
de Shalit. Ehud (JerusalemlISRAEL) 28 Smith. Hart (Seattle/USA) 31
Shamai. Shlomo (HaifalISRAEL) 8 Soare, Robert I. (ChicagoIUSA) 5
Shamir. Adi (RehovotlISRAEL) 43 Sohr, Hermann (paderbom) 1
Shao, Qi-Man (SingaporeJSINGAPORE) 30 Soler. J. (GranadalE) 45
Sharafutdinov. Vladimir A. 21 Solynin, Alexander Yu. (St. 12

(NovosibirskIRUSSIA) PetersburgtRUSSIA)
Shatashvili, Samson (New HavenlUSA) 23 Somersalo. Erkki (EspoolF) 6
Shearer. Michael (RaleighlUSA) 17 Sonar. Thomas (Hamburg) 17
Shepherd-Barron, Nick I. (CambridgeJGB) 32 Soner. Mete (pittsburghlUSA) 26
Sherratt. Jonathan A. (Coventry/GB) 40 Sorbi, Andrea (SienalI) 5
Shestakov, lvan P. (NovosibirskIRUSSIA) 7 Souganidis, Panagiotis E. (MadisonIUSA) 17
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Soule, Christophe (Bures-sur-YvetteJF) 28 Sudan, Madhu (Yorktown HeightsIUSA) 43
Spägele, Thomas (Stuttgart) 4 Suffridge, Ted J. (LexingtonlUSA) 12
Spandaw, Jeroen (Hannover) 32 Sullivan, John (MinneapolislUSA) 37
Sparr, Gunnar (LundlS) 6 Sussmann, Hector J. (New 44
Spector, Scott (CarbondalelUSA) 26 Brunswick/USA)
Speicher, Roland (Heidelberg) 14 Swiatkowski, Jacek (Bonn) 21
Sperber, Steven I. (MinneapolislUSA) 28 Sylvester, John (SeattlelUSA) 6
Speyer, Jasoo L. (Los AngeleslUSA) 4 Szabo, Zoltan (PrincetonlUSA) 20
Spieß, Michael (Heidelberg) 13,38 Szaokowski, Andrej (JerusalemlISRAEL) 35
Spohn, Herbert (München) 45 Szarek, Stanislaw Jerzy (ClevelandlUSA) 35
Sprekels, Jürgen (Berlin) 36 Szenes, Andras (CambridgelUSA) 23
Springer, Tonny A. (UttechtINL) 16 Szepessy, Anders (StockholmlS) 17
Srinavasan, Hema (ColumbialUSA) 18 Sznitman, A1ain-Sol (Zürich/CH) 41

_rinivasan. Bharna (ChicagolUSA) 15 Szpiro, Luden (Orsay/F) 28
taffans, Olof (Espoo/SF) 1

Stammbach, Urs (Zürich/CH) 15 Ta-Shma, Amoan (JerusalemlISRAEL) 43
Stanley, Lee J. (BethlehemlUSA) 2 Tadmor, Eitan (Los AngeleslUSA) 17
Stanley, Richard P. (CambridgelUSA) 3 Talagran~ Michel (ColumbuslUSA) 30,35
Stanton, Robert 1. (ColumbuslUSA) 46 Tamm, Ulricb (Bielefeld) 8
Stara, Jana (PrahaffSCHECHIEN) 47 Tarnme, Günter (Regensburg) 38;'·

Starke, Jens (Stuttgart) 39 Tarantello, Gabriella (RomalI) 47
Steenbrink, Joseph H.M. (NijmegenlNL) 27 Tartar, Luc (pinsburghlUSA) 9,26
Steffen, Klaus (Düsseldorf) 26 Taylor, Donald Even 16
Steger, Angelika (München) 3 (SydneylAUSTRALlA)
Stein, Elias M. (PrincetonlUSA) 31 Taylor, Richard (OxfordlGB) 28-
Steinebach, Josef (Marburg) 10 Tazzioli, Rossana (TorregrandelI) 42·-
Steinmetz, Norben (Dortmund) 12 Teicher, Mina (Ramat-GanlISRAEL) 20
Stembridge, lohn (Ann ArborIUSA) 3 Teitelbaum, leremy (ChicagoIUSA) 16
Stephan, Frank (Heidelberg) 5 Teleman, Andrej (Zürich/CH) 20,29
Stepbenson, Kenneth (CambridgeJGB) 12 Tent, Katrin (Notte DamelUSA) 16
Steprans, Juris (RigalLATVIA) 2 Tertikas, Achilles (IraklionlGREECE) 47
Sterling, Ivan (ToledolUSA) 37 Teufel, Eberbard (Stuttgart) 37
Stern, Ronald J. (lrvinelUSA) 20 Teutscb, Georg (Tübingen) 9
Stevens, Angela (Heidelberg) 40 Tbedy, Armin (Dortmund) 7
Stevens, Jan (GöteborglS) 27 Tbevenaz, Jacques (Lausanne/CH) 15
Stewart, Cameron L. (Waterloo, 11 Thiele, Christoph (Kiel) 31

Ontario/CANADA) Tbiele, Ernst-Jocben (Berlin) 2- "-'

Stipsisz, Andras (IrvinelUSA) 20 Thoma, Apostolos (IoanninalGREECE) 18
Stöcker, Sabine (HonoluluIHAWAl) 40 Thoma, Manfred (Hannover) 44
Störmer, Erling (OslolN) 14 Tbomsen, Klaus (AarhusIDK) 14
Stollmann, Peter (Frankfurt) 1 Tbunder, Jeff L. (DeKalbIUSA) 11
Stolz, Stephan (Notre DamelUSA) 33 Tian, Gang (CambridgelUSA) 24

_toorvogel. AnIon (EindhovenlNL) 44 Tian, Youliang (New York/USA) 34
torch, Uwe (Bochum) 18 Tibar, Mihai (AngersIF) 27

Strade, Helmut (Hamburg) 7. Tiedt, Gunter (Rostock) 15
Strassen, Volker (Konstanz) 43 Tijdeman, Robert (LeidenINL) 11
Strasser, Helmut (Wien!A) 10 Tillmann, Ulrike (OxfordlGB) 33,34
Strebel, Kun (Zürich/CH) 12 Timoney, Ricbard M. (DublinlIRELAND) 7
Struchtrup, Henning (Berlin) 36 Tinhofer, Gottfried (München) 39
Struckmeier, Jens (Kaiserslautern) 19,45 Tits, Jacques (ParisIF) 16
Struwe, Michael (Zürich/eH) 26 Tiwari, Sudarshan (Kaiserslautern) 19
von Stryk, Oskar (München) 4 Toepffer, Christian (Erlangen) 45
Stuart, ebarles A. (Lausanne/CH) 47 Toland, John F. (Bath1GB) 47
Stückrad, lürgeo (Leipzig) 18 Tolhuizen, Ludo (EindhovenlNL) 8
Stuhler, Ulrich (Göttingen) 28 Tomi, Friedrich (Heidelberg) 26
Stunn, KarI-Tbeodor (Bonn) 1 Topping, Peter (Bures-sur-YvettelF) 26
Stute, Winfried (Gießen) 10 Toscani, Giuseppe (pavialI) 45
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Toti Rigatelli, Laum (SieoalI) 42 Viehweg, Eckart (Essen) 38
TrebeIs, Walter (Darmstadt) 31 Vila, Jean-Paul (ToulouseIF) 19
Triebe!, Hans (Jena) 1,31 Vilsmeier, Roland (Duisburg) 17
Troch, loge (WienJA) 4,44 Vinberg, Ernest Boris (MoscowIRUSSIA) 46
Troestler, Christophe (Louvain-Ia- 47 Vinck, Adrianus J. (Essen) 8

NeuveIB) Viola, Carlo (PisalI) 11
Trältzsch, Fredi (Chemnitz) 4 Virga, Epifanio G. (Pisall) 36
Truskinovsky, Lev (MinneapolislUSA) 36 Visentin, Terry (WinnipegJCANADA) 3
Tsuchiya, Akihiro (NagoyalJAPAN) 23 Voevodsky, Vladimir (CambridgelUSA) 22
Turull. Alexandre (GainesvillelUSA) 15 Vogel, Pierre (ParisIF) 33
Tzavaras, Athanasios E. (MadisonlUSA) 17 Vogt, Elmar (Berlin) 33

Vogt, Rainer (Osnabrück) 22,33
Ukai, Seiji (Tokyo/JAPAN) 45 Voigt, Jürgen (Dresden) 1 eUlm, Michael (Ulm) 1 Voisin, Claire (OrsaylF) 29
Ulrich, Bemd (East LansinglUSA) 18 Vojta, Paul A. (BerkeleyIUSA) 11,28
Uno, Katsuhiro (OsakalJAPAN) 15 Vojtas, Peter (KosicelSLOVAKIA) 2
Unterberger, Jeremy (ParisIF) 46 Volberg, Alex (East LansinglUSA) 12
Upmeier, Harald (Marburg) 7,14 Voloch, Jose Felipe (AustinlUSA) 11
Ustimenko, Vasilij A. (Kiev) 16 Vorooov, Alexander A. 23,34

(PhiladelphialUSA)
van der Vaart, Aad W. (AmsterdamlNL) 10,30 Voss, Konrad (GrütlCH) 37
Vaillant, Boris (Boon) 13,24 Vossius, Gerhard (Karlsruhe) 44
Vainikko, Gennadi M. (Espoo/SF) 6 Vukadinovic, Jesenko (München) 19
Väisälä, Iussi (Helsinki/SF) 12
Vajda, Igor (PrahalCZECH REPUBLIC) 10 Wachs, Michelle L. (Corat GableslUSA) 3
Valette, Alain (NeuchateVCH) 14 Wagner, David G. (Waterloo/CANADA) 3
Valli, Giorgio (paviall) 34 Wagner, Dorothea (Konstanz) 3,39,43
Valqui, Christian (Heidelberg) 13 Wagner, Wolfgang (Berlin) 19,45
Van Oss, Catelijne (Bonn) 40 Wahl, Jonathan M. (ChapeI HilVUSA) 27
Vanroose, Peter (HeverleeIB) 8 Wainer. Stanley S. (LeedslGB) 5
Varadhan, Srinivasa R.S. (New 41 Wakolbinger, Anton (Frankfurt) 41

YorklUSA) Walcher, Sebastian (München) 7
Varchenko. Alexander (ChapeI HilVUSA) 27 Waldi. Rolf (Regensburg) 18
Vardi. Yehuda Y. (New Brunswick/USA) 10 Waldschmidt, Michel (ParisIF) 11
Vardy, Alexander (UrbanalUSA) 8 Walker, Mark (UrbanalUSA) 22
Vargas, Ana (MadridlE) 31 Wall, Charles T.C. (LiverpooVGB) 27
Vasconcelos. Wolmer V. (New 18 Walter, Rolf (Dortmund) 37

BrunswickJUSA) Wan, Zhe-Xian (LundlS) 8
Vaserstein, Leonid N. (University 22 Wang, Bai Ling (Coventry/GB) 20

ParklUSA) Wang, Changping (Berlin) 37
Vasilovsky. Sergei Y. (PlBag 4, 7 Wang, Shuguang (ColumbialUSA) 20

KwaluseniiSWAZILAND I AFRlCA) Wamecke, Gerald (Magdeburg) 17 eVassiliev, Vietor A. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 27 Wassermann, Antony (CambridgeJGB) 14.23
Vasy. AneJras (CambridgelUSA) 24 Wassermann, Simon (Glasgow/GB) 14
Vaudenay. Serge (ParisIF) 43 Watanabe, Kei-ichi (KanagawalJAPAN) 18
Vaughan, Robert C. (London/GB) 11 Weber, Frank (Halle) 1
Velickovic, Boban D. (parisIF) 2 Weber, Matthias (Bonn) 34
Van de Yen. Antonius (LeidenlNL) 29,32 Weber. Michel (StrasbourgIF) 30
Verdu. Sergio (PrincetonlUSA) 8 Wegener, Ingo (Dortmund) 43
Vergne. MicheIe (ParisIF) 24 Wegener, Raimund (Kaiserslautern) 19
Verhulst, Ferdinand (UtrechtINL) 25 Wehner, Stephan (Bumaby 21CANADA) 5
Vemescu. Bogdan (WorcesterIUSA) 9 Weibel, Charles A. (New Brunswick/USA) 22
Vessella, Sergio (FirenzelI) 6 Weihrauch. Klaus (Hagen) 5
Vettel, Barbara (Düsseldorf) 16 Weingart, Gregor (Bann) 13
Vetter, Udo (Oldenburg) 18 Weinstein. Michael I. (PrincetonlUSA) 25
Vickers, John (Berlin) 2 Weispfenning, Volker (Passau) 43
Victory, jr., Harold Dean (LubbocklUSA) 19 Weiss, Miehael (Ann ArborIUSA) 33
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Weiss. Wolf (Berlin) 36
Welch. Philip O. (BristollGB) 2 Yagola, Anatoly (MoscowIRUSSIA) 6
Welker, Volkmar (Essen) 3 Yao, Andrew C.-C. (PrincetonlUSA) 43
Weil, Klaus H. (Stuttgan) 4 Yau. Homg-Tzer (New YorklUSA) 41
Weller. Michael (Essen) 15 Ye, Rugang (Bochum) 26
Wellner. Jon A. (SeattJelUSA) 30 Yekutieli, Amnon (RehovotlISRAEL) 18
Welzl. Emo (Zürich/CH) 39 Yger. Alain (TalenceJF) 32
Wendland, Katrin (Bonn) 24 Vi, Xiaoding (LeedsIGB) 5
Wennberg, Bemt (GöteborglS) 19.45 Yor. Mare (ParislF) 41
WenzI, Hans (La JoIlalUSA) 14 You. Jiangong (NanjingIP.R. CHINA) 47
Wemer. Oirk (Berlin) 35 Young, Robin (Stony BrooklUSA) 17
Wemer, Elisabeth (ClevelandlUSA) 35 Youssfi. Abdellah (Noisy-Le-GrandIF) 31
Wemer. Wendelin {ParislF) 41 Yu. Kunrui (Hong KongIHONG KONG) 11e Weselmann, Uwe (Bann) 38 Yudovich. Victor I. (Rostov on 25
Wessäly, Roland (Berlin) 39 OonIRUSSIA)
Wheeler. Mary Fanen (Austin) 9 Yukich. Joseph E. (BethlehemlUSA) 30
Wheeler, Wayne W. (AthensIUSA) 15
Wiesend, Götz (Erlangen) 38 Zabell, Sandy L. (EvanstonlUSA) 42
WigdersoD. Avi (JerusalemlISRAEL) 43 Zagier, Don B. (Bonn) 23
Wilczynski. Dariusz (LoganlUSA) 20 Zaidenberg, Mikhail (Saint-Martin- 32~

Wildeshaus. Jörg (Münster) 28.38 d'HeresIF)
Willern. Michel (Louvain-Ia-NeuveIB) 47 Zalesskii, Alexander E. (Norwieh1GB) 15
Willems. Jan C. (GroningenINL) 8,44 Zarchin. Jurii Gennad. (University 28
Willems. Wolfgang (Mainz) 15 ParklUSA)
Williams. Broce (Notre DamelUSA) 33 Zegarlinski. Boguslaw (London/GB) 41
Wi}Jmore. Tom J. (Durharn City.County 37 Zeitouni. Ofer (HaifalISRAEL) 41

DurhamlGB) Zeitz. Michael (Stuttgart) 44
Wilmanski, Krzysztof (Essen) 36 Zelikin, Mikhail (MoscowIRUSSIA) 46
Wilson. Pelham M.H. (CambridgelGB) 32 Zel'manov, Efim I. (New HavenlUSA) 7
Wingberg. Kay (Heidelberg) 38 Zeng, Yanni (Stony BrooklUSA) 17
Winiarski, Tadeusz (KrakowIPOLAND) 18 Zhang, Cun-Hui (New BrunswicklUSA) 10
Winkelmann. Jörg (Bochum) 32 Zhang. Shouwu (PrincetonlUSA) 28
Winslow. Carl (CopenhagenIDK) 14 Zhang. Wei-Ping (New Yorlc/USA) 24
Wisbauer. Stefan (Bonn) 34 Zhou. Guohui (Heidelberg) 17
Wisskirchen. Andreas (Bonn) 23 Zhou. Huan-Song (Lausanne/CH) 47
Wittum. Gabriel (Stuttgart) 9.25 Ziegler. Günter M. (Berlin) 3.:39
Woeginger. Gerhard (GrazlA) 39 Ziesehang. Paul-Hennann (Kiel) 3,~16

Wojciechowski. Michal 35 Zimmermann. Uwe (Braunschweig) 39
(WarszawaIPOLAND) Zink, Ernst-Wilhelm (Berlin) 38
Wojtaszezyk. Przemyslaw 35 Zinovjev, Victor A. (Linkoping/S) 8

(WarszawaIPOLAND) Zinsmeister. Michel (OrleansIF) 12
Wolf~ Jürgen (Frankfun) 11 Zintl. Jörg (Hannover) 32

ewolsey, Laurence A. (Louvain-Ia- 39 Ziv, Jacob (HaifalISRAEL) 8
Neuve/B) Zizler. VacIav (Edmonton. 35

Wong. Wing-Hung (ChicagolUSA) 10 AlbertalCANADA)
Woodin. W.Hugb (BerkeleyIUSA) 2.5 Zorski, Henryk (WarszawaIPOLAND) 36
Wooley, Trevor D. (Ann ArborlUSA) 11 Zsido. Laszlo (RomalI) 14
Wortmann, Sigrid (Köln) 13.38 Zuckennan. D. (AustinlUSA) 43
Wozniakowski. Krzysztof 35 Zuo. Kang (Kaiserslautern) 29

(WarszawaIPOLAND) van Zwet. Willem R. (LeidenINL) 10
WUt Fang-bing (ManhattanlUSA) 24 Zworski. Maciej (Toronto/CANADA) 24
Wunsch. Jared (CambridgeJUSA) 24
Wußing, Hans (Leipzig) 42

Xiang, Qing (NewarklUSA) 3
Xin. Zhouping (CambridgelUSA) 17
Xu, Kun (PrineetonlUSA) 19
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The conference was organized by Wolfgang Arendt (Ulm) and Jan Prüß (Halle). There

were 44 participants from 14 countries. The main subjects of the meeting were t~e following:

a) Hoo·Calculi of Operators and Maximal Regularity

b) Heat Kernel Estimates and G30ussian Bounds

c) IntegrodifferentiaJ Equations and Viscoelasticity

d) Nonlinear Evolution Equations

To present the state of the art in each of these fields, four survey lectures were given, namely

by A. McIntosh (30), E. B. Davies (h), M. Renardy (c), and H. Amann (d). 16 further

plenary talks on very recent results showed the dynamic development in these subjects and

the interesting interplay. The long breaks between the talks and ample free time were used

for direct communication, resea.rch, and many interesting discussions. There were also a few

spontaneously organized informal sessions on special subjects and problems.

Abstracts oe Plenary Lectures
H. AMANN

Remarks on Evolution Equations and Fourier multipliers

In this survey we indicate the usefulness of the theory of Banach-space-va.lued distribu

tions for the study of linear and nonlinear evolution equations. In particular we present a

Fourier multiplier theorem for operator-va.lued symbols that applies to general Besov spaces

of Banach-space-valued distributions without any restrietion on the underlying Banach space.

Applications to maximal regularity results are indicated.

C. J. K. BATTY .

Local spectrurn, asympto~ behavior and Tauberian theorems
/

Let f : R+ --+ X be bounded and uniformly continuous, and suppose th30t the Laplace

transform of f has only countably many singular points in iR, and for each singular point if],

.~~ ~ 111' e-'QU f(s +U)dull =0 ,



uniformly for s ~ O. It is shown that II/(t)1I~ 0 aB t~ 00.

This result is derived from a loeal version of a theorem of Arendt and Batty, Lyubieh
and VÜ concerning st30bility of uniformly bounded Co-semigroups. In turn, the result can be
applied to extend that loeal theorem to eertain orbits of unbounded semigroups.

Related results have been obtained by Vü, Ruess and de Laubenfels.
(Joint work with Jan van Neerven and Frank Räbiger.)

P. BENILAN

Singular limit of semigroups

We eonsider the abstract general problem:

X Banach space

(Am )m=1.2, ... ,oo m-accretive operators in X, Am ---+ Aoo in the sense cf graphs as m -+ 00

(/m)m=l,2, ... with Im E D(Am) and Im ---+ I in X aB m ---+ 00

If I E D(Aoo ), the Trotter-Kato-Br~zis-Pa.zytheorem states that

e- tA ,. Im ---+ e-tA- I in X uniformly for t ~ 0 bounded.

Problem If I ~ D(Aoo ), wh30t can be said 3obout limm_ oo e-tA
,. Im ?

Remark In general there is na limit for t > 0 as shown by the example :

X =]R2 =C , Am = -mi , D(Aoo ) ={O} , AooO =X .

In the linear case, one has convergenee cf the funetian um(t) = e- tAna Im to ~ in
V'(]O,oo[;X) where Uoo is the mild solution of~ + AooUoo :3 Ion (0,00), Uco(O) = Q.

In particular, the following are all equivalent:

i) for same 0 > 0, (um(t» converges in X for 30.30. tE (0,0)

ii) for any 0 > 0, there exists t E (0, 0) sach that {um(t); m E N} is relatively compact in
X and nmeN {uJ:(t); k ~ m} C D(Aoo )

iii) Uoo E Ci(]O, 00[; X) and Um ---+ U~ in C(lO, 00[; X).

In the nonlinear case, no general result seems to be known. We cansider the particular

problem

{

Ut = ~um + g(u) on Q =]0, T[xn
(Pm) U = 0 on (O,T) x an

u(0, .) = f on n '"

where n is a. bounded open set in RN, I E LOO(O), I ~ 0, 9 : lR+ .-:..... R is continuous with
9(0) 2: 0, dg/dr ~ K with K E C(R.+) and the solution of AI = g(M), M(O) = 11/1100 is
defined on [0, T). (Pm) has a unique weak solution, denoted by Um' One has

Theorem (P. Benilan, N. Igbida) As m ---+ 00, Um ---+ U oo in C(]O, T[; L i
( nn where U co is

2



the unique solution of variational problem:

{

Uoo E L~e([O, T) x Ö) n C([O, T); LI(O», 0 5 Uoo ~ 1 ,
there exists W oo E C(]O, T[, HJ(O», W OO ~ 0 ,

woo(uoo - 1) = 0 I a;; = Awoo +g(uoo ) in 1>'(Q) I

uoo(O,·) = l =!X(w>O] + X[w=O] ,

where w is the unique solution of

{

W E HJ(O) , ßw E LOO(n) , °5 f +ßw ~ 1 ,
w ~ 0 , w(f +ßw - 1) = 0 .

e This result is obtained by combining the result in the case 9 == 0 (cf. P. Benilan, L. Boccardo,
M. Herrero 1989) and an abstract perturbation result (cf. P. Benilan, N. Igbida 1996).

Corollary (P. Benilan, N. Igbida) If g(l) ~ 0, then Um ---... !l in C(]O, T[; L 1(n», where !l is
the solution of the o.d.e. il = gC!l) on Q, 1[(0, .) = 1 given above.

D.BOTHE

A reaction-diffusion system with moving boundary

We study a mathematical model desribing the regeneration of exhausted ion exchangers.
In this chemical process we have a number of pellets carrying a chemical B with uniform

_ concentration CB, placed in the (liquid) bulk phase of a reactoT. The bulk phase carries a.
chemical A with concentration c~ which diffuses into the pellets, where it reacts with B to
produce a certain substance. Since this is a fast reaction, we study the limit case of an
instantaneous reaction in which case A and B cannot coexist, i.e. CA· CB = 0 where CA ia the
concentration of A in the pellets. Consequently, A and B are separated by a moving interface
and, since the pellets are of spherical shape, the interface has spherical shape too. Moreover,
the model can be reduced to one space dimension. We assume the bulk phase to be ideally
mixed exept near the surface of the pellets, where we use the so-called film theory. Fina.lly,
balance of mass for the bulk phase yields a dynamical boundary condition at the tilIii surface.
This leads to the following mathematical formulation.

OtCA = D~Or(T20rCA) t > 0, u(t) < r < R CA(t, r) = 0 on [0, u(t)]
if u(t) > 0, lJ,.CA(t,O) = 0

OtCA = D/~{},.(T2a"CA) t > 0, R< T< R+ 6 cA(t,R-) =cA(t,R+)/HA

CB OtU3 = -3DU20rCA(t, U(t)+) t > 0 Dß"CA(t, R-) =D'O,.CA(t, R+)
VLatC~ = vI (c~ - c~) - AD'8"CA(t, R + 6) t > 0 CA(t, R +ci) =c~(t) .

CA(O, r) =0 on [0, R], .CA(O, T) =CA,O(t) ~ 0 on [H, R +6], g(O) =R, c~(O) =c~,o ~ 0 .

Here flet) is the position ofthe moving boundary at time t and its dynamit behavior is modeled
by the third equation where we used e3 instead of U, since tms is the right formulation to
have conservation of mass to be incorporated into the model.

We write this aß a nonlinear evolution equation and the canonical setting is to work in
Ll-spaces, in order to be able to exploit conservation of mass. In fact, it turns out that the
corresponding operator is dissipative and also satisfies the range condition. Consequently, we
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get existence of a unique global mild solution from the Crandall·Liggett-theory. Ta obtain fur
ther regularity we characterize the generalized domain and prove that solutions immediately
enter this set, given that the initial values (corresponding to CA) belong to L2.

Concerning the asymptotic behavior we finally show that every mild solution tends to the
unique stationary solution uoo(t) == (c~/HA, c~, O,~)

(Joint work with J. Prüß, Universität Halle.)

D.DANERS

Domain perturbation for parabolic equations

We study convergence properties of solutions of the nonlinear parabolic equation

1
a'Un - A(x, t)Un= fex, t, un) in On X (0, Tl
tLn = 0 on ann X (O,T]
tLn(O, .) = UOn in On

as On --+- n und UOn --+- Uo weakly in L 2 • Here A(x, t) is a uniformly strongly elliptic
operator of second order in divergence form with real bounded and measurable coefficients.
Convergence of domains is strongly singular and includes cutting small holes or a dumbbell
with shrinking handle. We show that the existence time t+( Uo) of the solution is lower
semicontinuous with respect to the domain and initial values, and that the solution of (*)
converges to the solution of (*) with n deleted in L q (q E (1,00» uniformly with respect
to compact subintervals of (0, t+(uo). In a periodic setting one can prove results on the
existence of periodic solutions cf (*) near a periodic solution of the unperturbed problem.
This can be used to construct examples of parabolic equations having an arbitrary number
of periodic solutions.

E. B. DAVIES

Heat kerneis cf self-adjoint elliptic operators

If K(t, x, y) is the heat kernel of a self-adjoint elliptic operator of order 2m on L2(JRN)
one can often prove an upper bound of the type

for a1l t > 0 and x, y E ]RN. This type of estimate is standard for uniformly elliptic divergence _
form self-adjoint operators of order 2 with real measurable symmetrie coefficients. .,

For higher order uniformly elliptic operators with measurable coefficients, or for second
order operators with complex coefficients one needs a dimensional restriction N ::; 2m for the
bound to be valid. For strictly elliptic second order operators with LP coefficients the natural
distance associated with the coeflicients may be identically zero, so no Gaussian bound need
exist. For Laplace operators on manifolds the long time behaviour of K (t, x, y) for fixed x,
y is independent of x, y aB far as the order of magnitude is concerned, but the actual rate of
decay is not simply related to the geometry of the manifold.
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J. ESCHER

Classical Solutions to some Multi·Dimensional Moving Boundary Problem

Let J and f o denote two compact disjoint hypersurfaces in Rn and consider the following
moving boundary problem: Find a function u and a family of hypersurfaces r = ur, such
that:

~u =0 in {}t}
a"u = b on J
u=u", on f t (*)
V = -a"u on f t

ft=o =f o .

eHere, b E CI(J) is given, U E R is the surface tension, " is the mean curvature of rT , V is
the normal velocity of r. We prove that :

(i) If u > 0 then (*) is classically well-posed.

(ii) If u < 0 then (*) is linearly ill-posed.

(iii) Ir u = 0 and b ~ 0 then (*) is c1assically well-posed.

(iv) If u = 0 and b < 0 then (*) is ill-posed.

(Joint work with G. Simonett, Vanderbilt University, Nashville.)

G. R. GOLDSTEIN

Smoothing for Nonlinear Parabolic Problems

Of concern are equations of the form

au n Ö
8t = ~ 8Xi [tPi(X, Vu») (x, t) E fl x (0, Tl ,

-?$(x, u) . ii = ß(x, u) (x, t) E an x (0, Tl ,
u( x, 0) = f( x ) x E n .

Here n is a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary, ;; is the outward unit normal to
n and 1$ = (1/;1' ... , .,pn)' Under suitable conditions it is shown that for f E LI(n) and t > 0,
one has u(', t) E LOO(!1) and

IIu(" t)lIoo ~ C(T)t-tllflh

lIu(" t)1I2 ~ C(T)t-( '+1)lIflh
for n ~ 3.

Analogous estimates are obtained with other powers of t in dimensions n = 1,2. On addition
our estimates show that sUP(z,')EOx(O,T] lu(x, t)1 < 00, and IIUt(', t)1I3 ~ 0, IIVzu(., t)1I2 ~ 0
as t --+ 00.

(Joint work with Jerome A. Goldstein. )
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P. E. T. J0RGENSEN

Asymptotics cf periodie subelliptic operators

We establish that heat diffusion with periodic conductivity is governed by two scales,
referring to .time, t ---+ 0+, and t --+ 00. The small time diffusion is described by the
geodesic distance dc where

d.{3:, y) := sup {.p(X) - .p(y) It: .pie;;.p; ~ 1 }

with Cij E Loo and C = (Cij) real and symmetrie defining the 2nd order term in the heat
equation. The large time behavior, on the other hand, is dictated by a different and simpler
distance associated with a certain homogenized system c, and a diffusion semigroup {St} , _

tEB+ •
where C= (Cij) corresponds to a constant coefficient problem, and scaling c:j(x) := Cij(X/i).
We show limf_o S: = St. Our main result is

lim liSt - S.II = 0'-00 p_p

where p ---+ p refers to the V·to-V operator norm, and St is the diffusion semigroup cor
responding to the initially given variable coefficient problem. Our methods are general and
apply to stratified Lie groups, and we solve a problem raised by E. B. Davies.

(Joint work with C. Batty, O. Bratteli, and D. Robinson.)

V. LISKEVICH

Dominated semigroups with singular complex potentials

We develop perturbation and approximation theory for Co+semigroups on V-spaces (1 ~

P < 00) with singular complex potentials.
In the first part of the ta.lk for operators H associated with Dirichlet forms and complex

locally integrable potentials q with negative real part in the Kato dass we construct an
extension of H +q which generates a Co-semigroup on V and prove an approximation theorem
for this semigroup approximating q in the sense of Lloc-convergence. This result is a joint
work with P. Stollmann. The main tool we use in the proof is the Feynman-Kac formula.

In the second part we are in a more general context. Namely, we consider a Co-semigroup
(S(t); t ~ 0) on IJ'(M,p.), (M,p.) is an arlltrary measure space. The only assumption we
make on S(·) is that there exists a positive Co-semigroup (U(t); t ~ 0) which dominates S(·). ..
This part is a genera.lization of the perturbation theory by J. Voigt, which was developed ,.
for positive semigroups with real potentials. We construct the perturbed semigroup with
the same conditions on the real part of the potential aB in Voigt's theory, and with "regular"
imaginary part. For tms semigroup we prove a. dominated convergence theorem assuming that
the corresponding approximating sequence of the potentials converges almost everywhere.
The main example considered is the Schrödinger operator with singular magnetic field and
complex potential. We prove also a new domination criterion for this operator. This is a
joint work with A. Manavi.
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8.-0. LONDEN

Fractional conservation laws

Estimates of the difference between the entropy solutions of the single conservation law
Ut +div g(u) = 0, u(O,·) =uo, and of the evolutionary integral equation

are given in terms of k, 9, and uo. A corresponding result is obtained for more general
evolution equations with an accretive nonlinearity.

A. LUNARDI

Optimal Hölder regularity for elliptic and parabolic equations with unbounded coefficients
in Rn

We consider the problems

(E) AU - Au = I , x E Rn, (P)

where

{
Ut-AU=g(t,X) O~t~T,xE;Rn
u(O, x) = uo(x) X E Rn

n n

Au(x) = E qij(x)Diju(x) + Ebi(x)Diu(x) = Tr(Q(x)D 2u(x» + <B(x), Du(x»
i,j=l i=l ~

Q(x) = (Q(x)t ~ 0, qij bounded, bi Lipschitz continuous (possibly unbounded).
We give sufficient conditions in order to get optimal Schauder type esti~ates for the

solutions of (E) and (P), and precisely:

(1) VA > 0, VI E e8 (Rn), (0 < 8 < 1), (E) has a unique solution u E C2+8(Rn) and

lI u llc:l+f(Il"> ~ Cll/llc'(IIl")'

(2) Vg E C([O, Tl x Rn) such that g(t,·) E e8(Rn) and sUPO<t<T IIg(t, ·)lIc'(lIl") < 00;

Vuo E C 2+8(JRn) (0 < () < 1) problem (P) has a unique solutiön- u E el.2([O;~:T] x Rn);
moreover u(t,·) E C 2+8(]Rn) Vt E [0, T] and -

sup lIu(t, ·)lIc:l+l(IIl") $ C (lIuo Il C :3+'(Ba) + sup IIg(t, ')lIc,(s.») .
O~t:S;T O:S;t:S;T

e The simplest case in which (1) and (2) hold was described by Da Prato - Lunardi (JFA 1995),
in the case Q(x) == Q > 0, B(x) = B . x, B any matrix.

A second situation in which (1) and (2) hold is when qij, bi are Lipschitz continuous
and bounded, qij are differentiable and moreover Q(x) ~ ZII, x .-... <Dqij (x ), B(x)> is
bounded [Lunardi. Vespri, preprint]. Ther~ are similar results also in the degenerate case
Det Q(x) = O. In [Lunardi, preprint] it is studied the case where

Q(x) =Q =Q. , B(x) =B· x , det Q =0

under the hypoellipticity assumption

Rank [Ql/2, BQl/2, .... Bn
-

1Ql/2] = n .
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Then it is possible to deeompose IRn = Eo EB EI E9 •.. EB E", k ::; n - 1 in such a way that
setting

C:(lRn) = {cp E Loo(Rn) : VXo ERn, cp(xo + ·)IE• E C 8/(2l:+I)(E.:)}

I!cpI!C:(lI ft
) = z:~f.1I ep(xo + ·)IE.llc,,<n+l)(E.)

the results (1) and (2) are true with C~, C:+2 replacing C', C IJ+2 , respeetively (in this ease,
however, there are distributional solutions, not classical ones).

The proofs are based on the estimates for the semigroup T(t) associated to problem (P),

in the nondegenerate ease, and

in the degenrate case, which allow to prove (1) and (2) by an interpolation proeedure.

A. MclNTOSH

Functional caleuli, quadratic estimates, and interpolation theory

This is a survey talk about holomorphie funetional calculi of operators of type w in
a Hilbert space. We consider the connections with quadratic estimates and interpolation
theory. These results will be considered in the eontext of proving that the operator -bß.
has a bounded holomorphic funetional caleulus in Lp(f!), 1 < p < 00, if b E Loo(O) and
Re b ~ K. > O. (The more recent results were obtained in collaboration with Pascal Auseher
and Andrea Nahmod.)

M. PIERRE

A tridimensional inverse shaping problem and an Hamilton-Jaeobi equation on a closed sur
face

We discuss a question whieh arises in the following tridimensional inverse shaping problem:
Can one find a distribution of eurrents around a levitating liquid metal bubble so that it takes
a given shape? It leads to the resolution cf a Hamilton-Jaeobi equation of eikonal type on the _
surface of the bubble which has a self-contained interest. We answer the question for closed •
smooth surfaees which are homeomorphic to a sphere. We give a necessary and sufficient
condition on the data for existence and uniqueness of a Cl-solution. It follows that small
analytic perturbations of admissible surfaces may not be admissible.

(Joint work with Elisabeth Roisy.)

M.RENARDY

Some Mathematical laBues in Viscoelastic Flows

The lecture reviews a number of topics in viscoelastic fiows which present challenges to
mathematics and open problems. In particular, the following issues are diseussed:
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1. Stability of viscoelastic ßows

In stability studies, two premises are often taken for granted: First that linear stability
implies stability to small disturbances, and second, that linear stability can be determined
from the spectrum. There are abstract results which imply this for Newtonian ßows. However,
viscoelastidty introduces a hyperbolic component to the equations of motion, and there are
actually counterexamples of hyperbolic PDEs where linear stability is not determined by the
spectrum. The talk shows such a counterexample and also presents some positive results for
hyperbolic PDEs in one space dimension and for flows of fluids of Jeffreys type.

2. Corner singularities in viscoelastic fiows

Problems with reentrant corners have long caused difficulties for numerical simulations. In
contrast to the Newtonian case, where corner behavior is dominated by the Stokes equation,
corner singularities in viscoelastic flows are highly nonlinear. Recent results have shed some
light on the corner singularity for the upper convected Maxwell fluid, and also on the souree
of numerical problems. Future challenges include the analysis of other constitutive models as
weIl a.s the possibili ty of a more generalprogram of high Weissenberg number asymptotics.

3. Problems with open boundaries

Computationa.1 problems often involve truneation of the domain, leading to boundaries which
are crossed by the fluid. The memory of viseoelastic fluids leads to the need for extra.
boundary conditions at inflow boundaries. The talk reviews results on the well-posedness
of such boundary value problems for steady flows of differential fluid models of Maxwell or
Jeffreys type. There are many open problems such as a more complete characterization of
admissible boundary conditions and a satisfactory analysis of time-dependent ßows.

D. W. ROBINSON

Complex elliptic operators: Gaussian bounds and Hölder continuity

We review the theory of second-order elliptic operators with complex measurable coeffi
dents.

The theory for real coefficients developed vigorously in the period 1955-70: Di Giorgi
and Nash independently proved boundedness properties and Hölder continuity of solutions
of the corresponding elliptic and parabolic equations, in 1957; Aronson established':- Gaussian
bounds for the parabolic solution, the heat kernei, in 1967. Then Di Giorgi ga.ve an example
of an elliptic system for which boundedness and continuity fall, in 1969.

Since 1980 renewed interest in these problems has developed both in the classical context
and for operators on Lie groups or general manifolds. In 1985 Davies developed aperturbation
technique for deriving near optimal Gaussian bounds from appropriate crOSS-Darm estimates
of the evolution semigroups from L 1 to L oo • Hölder continuity inquires similar estimates from
L 1 to Co. The cross-norm estimates on the Lp-spaees have then been established by various
techniques: Sobolev, log-Sobolev, or Nash inequalities. (For manifolds the validity of these
inequalities, or the cross-norm estimates, are equivalent to geometrie growth properties.)

In 1985, an example of Maiya, Nazarov and Plemenskii established that Di Giorgi esti
mates can faH for complex operators in spatial dimensions five or more; so Gaussian bounds
and Hölder continuity also fail. In 1994, Auseher, McIntosh and Tchamitehian proved, how
ever, that the bounds and continuity are valid for dimensions one and two. Then in 1995,
Auscher showed that uniform continuity of the principle coefficients suffices for both Gauss
ian bounds and Hölder continuity. This proof is based on elliptic Di Giorgi estimates and
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cross-norm estimates for Morrey spaces.
In 1995, ter EIst and Robinson established Gaussian bounds and Hölder continuity for

the heat kerneIs associated with complex subelliptic operators on Lie groups. Their methods
extend Auseher arguments by use of parabolic techniques.

H. SOHR

A perturbation theorem for the sum cf two operators with applications to partial differential
equations

Consider some Banach space X which possesses the UMD-property and two operators A
and B densely defined and with dense ranges in X. Then under some assumptions on their
resolvents and imaginary powers it can be shown that the norms

are equivalent for all 0 :$ er :$ 1. This result yields same new properties of weak solutions
.of the Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domains in particular concerning their asymptotic
behavior as t --+ 00. Furthermore it yields the praof of the Helmholtz decomposition in L9,
q > 1, for infinite cylinders.

(Joint work with Y. Giga and M. Giga.)

O. J. STAFFANS

Coprime Factorizations and Optimal Control of well-posed L2-systems

We study the infinite horizon quadratic cost minimization problem for well-posed L2.
systems (= abstract linear control systems). First we show that the transfer function of every
jointly stabilizable and detectable L2-system has a doubly coprime factorization in 1l00

• The
converse is also true: every function with a doubly coprime factorization in 1/.00 can be realized
a.s the transfer function of a jointly stabilizable and detectable L2-system. We then solve the
quadratic cost minimization problem in state feedback form, and tie the solution to a coprime
factorization with an inner numerator. Moreover, under an extra regularity assumption, we
show that the optimal cast operator satisfies an algebraic Riccati equation. This Riecati
equation is nonstandard in the sense that the- positive definite· weighting operator in the
quadratic term differs from the expected one, and the computation of the correct weighting
operator is a nontriviaJ task.

Definition of well-posed L 2-system:
u = control, x(t) =A(t)xo + BT(t)u = statej Y=Cxo + V1r+ U = observation;
A(t + s) = A(t)A(s), A(O) = Ij A(t)8 = 8T(t)lf_i CA(t) = lf+T(I)Ci r(t)V = Dr(t) , e
1r_V1r+ =0; 1T+D1r_ =CB. .

K. T. STURM

Dirichlet forms, diffusion processes and geodesie spaces

Every regular Dirichlet form (H i u, Hj 11) defines in an intrinsic way a metric f} on the
underlying state space. This metrie turns out useful to describe several properties of the heat
semigroup e- Ht or of the Markov proeess associated with the Dirichlet form. For instance, if
the volume growth r ........... m(B r (xo)) of balls in this metric is ::; C . r 2 (for T --+ (0) then the
semigroup is recurrent.
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H the volume growth is ~ eC .,.2 then the semigroup is conservative, in particular,

If the volume growth is subexponentiaJ, then !Ie- HC 112.2 = 1.
Other topics are Gaussian beat kernel estimates cf the type

and capacity estimates of the type

cap F ~ (1'" m(~~[F)))-1

The latter can be applied to the problem cf hitting the noda! lines {t,O = O} of the weight
function c.p ~ 0 on Rn by·the diffusion process associated with the operator H =-ß +27V.

A. F. M. TER ELST

Weighted subcoercive operators on Lie groups

Let U be a continuous representation of a Lie group G on a Banach space X and 41' ... , adl

an algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g cf G, i.e., the ab' .. , ad' together with their multi
commutators span g. Let A. = dU{a.) denote the infinitesimal generator cf the continuous
one-parameter group t ~ U(exp( -ta.» and set Ao = Ail ••. A•• where er = (i lt .•• , in) with
i j E {I, ... , d'}. We analyze properties of m·th order differential operators

dU(C) = E coAo

lolSm

with coefficients Co E C.
If L denotes the left regular representation of G in L 2 ( G) then dL(C) satisfies a Ga.rding

inequality on L 2(G) if and only if the closure of each dU(C) generates a holomorphic semi·
group S on X in an open representation independent subsector of the sector of hol6morphy,
the action of 56 is determined by a smooth, representation independent, kernel K z which,
together with its derivatives AoK z , satisfies m·th order Gaussian bounds and, in case U is
unitary, (SZ)6 is quasi·contractive on a subsector.

Alternatively, dL(C) satisfies a Gärding inequality on L,(G) if, and only if, the closure cf
dL(C) generates a holomorphic, quasi-contra.ctive, semigroup satisfying bounds IIAi ScII2_2 ~

c t- 1
/

m ewt for all t > 0 and i E {l, ... , d'}.
These results extend to operators for which the directions al, •.• , ad' are given different

weights. The unweighted Gärding inequality is astability condition on the the principal part,
i.e., the highest order part, of dL(C) but in the weighted case the condition is on the part of
dL(C) with the highest weighted order.

(Joint work with D.W. Robinson.)
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H. TRIEBEt

Fractals and spectra

n bounded, smooth domain in Rn
r compa.ct set in Rn ,r c n

r is said to be a d-set, 0 < d < n, if 'H.d Ir (Hausdorff measure restricted to r) has the
property (1ld lr ) (B(x, r» f'\J rd

, 0 < r < 1, Vx E r.
(tr~1L) (cp) =Ir (trrU ) (")') (CPlr) (")')1ld (d")') generates on r an operator from D(n) in Dien). a

The extension of tr~ from B:f"(n) ---. B~:r-(n) is possible. trI' generalizes the multiplica- .,
tion operator Au = (-A)-1 0 trI', where -d means the Dirichlet Laplacian with respect to
fi.

Theorem: Let A be ~ 0, selfadjoint, compact in BI (fl). Let IJJ: > 0, k E N be the positive
eigenvalues. There are two positive constants Cb C2 such that Cl k - 2-(;:-") ~ IJJ: :5 C2 k - 2-<:-d) .

Remark: Classical Weyl exponent: 2/n. Fractal Weyl exponent: (2 - (n - d»/d.
Extension to other (non-symmetrie) PDE, ",DO is possible.

Informal Session on Schrödinger Semigroups

P. STOLLMANN

Perturbation of semigroups with applications to spectral theory

Starting from trace norm estimates of the effect of an obstacle in terms of the capacity
of the obstacle we present results dealing with absence of absolutely continuous spectra for
Schrödinger operators with barriers.

After a discussion of the relevance of such spectral behaviour in connection with random
models we briefiy touch upon recent results establishing localization near the band edges for
Anderson type random perturbations of periodie operators.

EI-M. OUHABAZ

Absence of the maximum princlple for complex elliptic operators

Consider on L2(R.N) the elliptic operator

N

A =- L DI:(al:jDj )
tJ=1

with coefficients satisfying al:j E LOO(RN, C), 1 :5 k, i :5 N. Consider the Cauchy problem

~; = -Au , u(O) =/ .
We are concerned with the following maximum principle

(PM) 1/(x)l:5 1 a.e. => lu(t, z)1 :5 1 (a.e.) \/t ~ 0 .

12
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It is well known that if QJ:j, 1 ~ k,j ~ N are real-valued then (PM) holds.
We show that if (PM) ia satisfied then the operator A has rea.l-valued coefficients.

Informal Session on Singular Interaction Problems

G. LUMER

Singular interaction problems (of parabolic type), ud applications

We treat in Bana.c.h space and classical context, via asymptotic solutions, the singular
parabolic interaction problems (equations) of the type

u' = Au+ F(t)
u(O_) =/
(si u)(O) =q

Bu(t) = cp(t) , t > 0 ,

where X is a Banach space (A = Laplacian in the typical classica.l situation), "(si·)(O)"
means "singular interaction . 30t time t = 0", (J E E~ (Le. E' with supp(.) =0 or 0~~'on Bo =
{X-valued hyperfunctions on R with support 0 or 0}. (q =0 for "mild" singular transitions
without "interaction" such aB heat shocks, while for example (J = e6 (e E X, 6 = 6(t» for
"heat explosions". The solution u of (.) is obtained as limit of regular solutions u" ('1 --+ 0).
The situation where q E E~ is mathematically weIl understood by now, and has 'a. number
of physical and engineering applications, in particular (I, u) ....-.. solution of (.) u(·, /, u) is
injective, (but problems remain on fully understanding certain re1ated physical aspects). On
the other hand it was very recently shown tha.t the just above mentioned injectivity may fall
to hold when (J is a.llowed to be a hyperfunction in Bo \ E~, although a unique solution also
exists in the latter general situation. There are indeed at this time many interesting open
problems in the situa.tion where u E Bo \ E~.

Informal Session on Hoo-Calculi

s. MONNIAUX ._::.~.

p

Analytic generators

In 1987, G. Dore and A. Venni proved their famous theorem on maximal regularity of
the sum of two operators A and B. They used, in particular, the imaginary powers of those
operators. The classical wa.y to define these objects ia to consider sectorial operators for
which we can apply a functional calculus giving the complex powers.

The approach here ia slightly different. For a Co-group (U(s»'EB on a Banach space X, we
define its analytic continuation (Ca)aEC' consisting in - unbounded - operators in X. It turns
out that those operators are closed, densely defined and verify a semigroup property. The
operator C = Cl is called the analytic generator of U; its spectral properties are remarkable in
the case where the type of U is less than 1f'. Moreover, if the space X has the UMD-property,
the analytic generator C of U is sectorial ~d verifies Ci' =U(8) for all 8 E R. This theory
was developed by I. Cioränescu and L. Zsid6 (1976) in the case of bounded Co-groups. Our
- more general - case allows us to prove, quite easily, the theorem of Dore-Venni.
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G. SIMONETT

Bounded Hoo-calculus for elliptic differential operators with non-smooth coefficients

Let A = Llol=m aoDo be an elliptic operator with constant coefficients and consider a
small perturbation B = Llol=m boDo with Loo-coefficients."

Then A + B has a bounded holomorphic functional calculus on Lp (Rn) for 1 < p < 00.

The praof uses Calderon-Zygmund theory, multilinear expansion and the T( 1)-theorem.
(Joint work with X. T. Duong)

Berichterstatter: F. WEBER
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 2/1996

Set Theory Meeting

07. - 13.01.1996

The meeting was organized by Ronald Jensen (Berlin), Menachem Magidor (Jerusalem),
and Ernst Jochen Thiele (Berlin). Tbe subject of the meeting was set theory, and talks
were given on many subjects within set theory as weH as connections of set theory to
other branches of mathematics. ?

Vortragsauszüge

Sv D. FRIEDMAN

Generic Saturation

A forcing over L·is a p.o. P, definable with parameters over (L, A,) for some amenable
A such that P-generics preserve ZFC. P is relevant if P has a generic definable aver
L[O#) and almost relevant if it has one definable over a set-generic extension of L[O#].

Relevance Conjecture If 0# exists and P has a generic tlien P is almost relevant.

Thm 1 Ij 0# exists and P has a generic G s. t. there is a set X 0/ strang indiscemibles
for (L[O#, G], G), o.t. X > w then P is almost relevant.

P is co.dablf1 if it has a generic G s.t. for some real R in L[O#], G is definable in L[R],
R generic over L. P is almost codable if the same holds with "in L[O#]" replaced by
"in a set-generic extension of L[O#]".

Thm 2 P is almost codable iff P has a generic G s.t. for some Ao, A : 1>'0>' = {iQ 10'=
Ao+A· ß some ß} is a class of strong indiscernibles for (L[G], G, A), where io < i 1 < ...



is the increasing enumeration 0/ I = Silver indiscemibles. P is codable iff Ao, A can
be chosen to be countable in L[O#].

Periodicity Conjecture If 0# exists and P has a generic then P is almost codable, i.e.,
P has a generic G S.t. for same Ao, '\, 1).0). is a class of strong indiscernibles for
(L[G],G, A).

Thm 3 If 0# exists and P has a generic G s. t. fOT some X, X is a set 0/ strong
indiscernibles for (L[O#, G], G) I O.t. X > w then Pisalmost codable.

Cor 4 1f there is an (w + 1)-Erdös cardinal then the Periodicity Conjecture is true.

ANDREAS BLASS

Subgroups of ~w

This talk was about some applications of Baire category to the study of subgroups of

To fix notation, let

E .- {x E 111 (VOOn) x(n) = O},
D .- {x E 111 (\:Iq E w \ {O} )(VOOn) q divides x(n)}, and

B .- {x E 111 Range of x is finite}.

I began with a quick review of some known results: All countable subgroups of II are
free hut II itself is not; no uncountable pure subgroup of D is free; all homomorphisms
II ~ ~ are finite ~-linear combinations of projections, and similarly for D -+ ~; and
B is free. Then I presented the following new· results.
11 is not the union of any directed system of fewer than cov(B) proper, analytic suh
groups. (cov(B) means the covering number for Baire category.)
D is not the union of any directed system of fewer than add(B) pure, proper, analytic
subgroups.
The minimum number of isomorphs of n whose umon is D equals the domin*g
number, and so does the minimum number of isomorphs of II whose union is EW.
Every Borel homomorphism B -+ ~ is a finite Z-linear combination of projections.
II has a pure, non-free subgroup H such that H n G is free for every analytic subgroup t_

G of rr except for G's that include a group of the form

Vk,q := {x E n I (\:In< k) x(n) = 0 and (\:In) q divides x(n)}.

(The exception is unavoidable. If H n Vk,q is free for eve~ one k E w, q E w \ {O}, then
H is free.)
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HEIKE MILDENBERGER

Non-existence of Borel morphisms

The combinatorical core of this talk was

Thm 1: n > m ~ 1. There is no Baire measurable 0 : nW --+ m~, such that there is
aß: [w]W -+ [w]W s.th.
Yf E nW VX E [w]w: If o(!) is constant on X, then f is constant on ß(X).

We conjecture that an analogons theorem for "almost constant" instead of "constant"
is also true. Yet we have

Thm 2: n ~ 2, m ~ 1. There is no Baire measurable a : n'" -+ m W such that there
is aß: [w]w-+ [w]W s.th.
'Vf E n"'VX E [w]"': 11 a(f) is almost constant on X, then f is constant on ß(X).

A theorem maybe closely related to the conjecture is

Thm 3: n > m > 1. There is no Bair~ measurable 0 : nW -+ m W
, such that there is

some ß : [w]w -+ [w]W s.th.
'V fa, I. E n'" VX E [w]"': If 0(/0) rX= 0(!1) rX, then 10 r ß(X) =* 11 r ß(X).

ALESSANDRO ANDRETTA (joint work with John Steel)

Iterability for non-tarne mice

Tarne mice were introduced by Steel in "Inner models for many Woodin cardinals".
They are structures of the form J! and although they can have many Woodins they
cannot satisfy

"There is '" which is 6 + I-strong and Dis Woodin".

We introduce an iteration game Q(M), for coarse premice M, and prove that 11 wins
Q(M) if M is countable and M -< V~, some IJ. The game Q(M) is stronger than
the weak iteration game and allows us to prove a comparison theorem for non-tarne
mice containing strong cardinals and Woodin cardinals above. Recently we proved a
comparison process for mice satisfying tbe so-called ADR-hypothesis:

3(Dn ) 3("'n) "0 < 60 < Itl < 61 < ... such that "'n is < 6-strong and ä = sup fJn

(hut the deta.ils of the proof have not been checked carefully!)

JAMES CUMMINGS

Collapsing successors of singulars

Let '" be singular of cofinality w, It a cardinal. A good scale for '" is a sequence
(fOt: a < ",+) where Ja. E n "i (lti an increasing sequence of regular uncountable

i<w
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cardinals, /Ci -+ /C) which is increasing and cofinal in (11 /Ci, <-) with the additional
property (goodness) that for 0" < IC+, cf a > w, there exists A ~ a unbounded and
m < w S.t. ß" E A, ß<, and m < n -+ fp(n) < f...,(n).

Thm If cf(K.) = wand there is a good scale for K. then there is no extension of the
universe in which K.t is the successor 0/ an uncountable regular cardinal.

JEAN A. LARSON

Multicolored graphs

In the notation of Erdös and Rado, the partition relation

holds if and only if for every graph on a vertex set wn whose edges are colored with m
colors, either there is an independent set A ~ wn of type w3 (one with no edges) or for
some q, there is a set B of size i q all of whose pairs are joined by edges of color q.

In joint work with earl Darby, the following theorems have been proved:

Theorem: Suppose lt, i2, ... ,im are positive integerswith 2ti < ii for i = 1, ... , m
and suppose t = t 1 + t2 +... + tm' If n ~ t + 2, then wn f-+ (w3

, lb l2" .. ,lm)2.

Theorem: Suppose ib i 2 , ••• ,im are positive integers with 2ti < ii ~ 2t ,+1 for
i = 1, ... , m and suppose t = tt +.. ·+tm . Ifn > t+2, then wn ---+ (w 3 ,l), l2, ... ,lm)2.

T. JECH (joint work with Saharon Shelah)

A complete Boolean algebra without complete atomless subalgebras

We show that there are forcing conditions which add a definable real of minimal degree
to a ZFC model. By a theorem of McAloon this gives a Boolean algebra as above.

PETER KOEPKE

Extenders

Elementary embeddings of models of set theory are a central feature in large cardinal
theory. To code such embeddings into sets, normal measures and extenders have been
used. We suggest to substitute such ultrafilter-based notions by initial segments of the
maps to be coded. If the initial segment is chosen properly, the same information is
captured. Now the usual extender properties may be transferred to this setting. An
extender would now be a specific set-sized elementary embedding. An ultrapower-like
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construction with a natural Los-theorem is possible, and a closure criterion for exten
ders ensures the well-foundedness of the image model. We gave the characterisation of
measurable, strong and Woodin-cardinals in this setting. Another use of such exten
ders is in constructibility theory, where the components of the constructing predicate
are taken to be embeddings of initial segments of the hierarchy to be constructed. By
this method, coherency and amenability of the hierarchy is easily guaranteed.

LEE J. STANLEY (joint work with Saharon Shelah)

Consistent negative and positive partition relations for singular cardinals of

uncountable cofinality

By adding Cohen subsets of Nt to a model of ONll we produce a model where NW1 f+
(Nw1 , W +1)2, thereby answering, negatively, Question 11.4 of [EHMR]. By then adding
Cohen reals, we can obtain this simultaneously with, for example, 2~~ = NW1 • This was
announced in [419]. We present more general versions of the first construction. Also,
starting from situations where ( < I\, = cf A > w and I\, is weakly compact, we show that .
in the model obtained adding Cohen subsets to K, the positive relations A -+ (;\, ()2
hold.

MENACHEM MAGIDOR

Some soft remarks about covering

We try to analyse the situations in which two models of set theory W ~ V are similar,
for instance have the same cofinalities etc.

Example

Theorem: W ~ V, W F G.C.H V and W agree about cofinalities. Suppose also
that every countable set of ordinals in V can be covered by a set in W 01 cardinality
~ A then every set 01 ordinals X E V can be covered by a set Y E W such that
IYI :5 max(IXI, A).

MOTI GITIK (results of joint paper with Saharon Shelah)

Density of box products

Let d<Nl (K) denote the density of the space ~2 with topology generated by 9's, 9 E Q2,
a C K, lai ~ No. We sketch a construction of a model with a strong limit K, of cofinality
w such that (1) 2" > K+, (2) d<Nl (I\,) = K+. The same may hold for K, = Nw •
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MENACHEM KOJMAN

ZFC Dowker space in Nw+1 and some open problems

Thm: (ZFC) There exists a Dowker space in Nw+1 .

Problem: Is there a linearly Lindelöf not Lindelöf normal space? Such space is
Dowker.

Thm: There is a Födor Lemma for IINn which implies non-countable paracompactness
of various X ~ ll(Wn +l)'

PATRICK DEHORNOY

Applications of set theory to braids

The canonical well-ordering of the ordinals leads to alinear ordering on true algebraic
structure involving a left self-distributive operation, which in turn leads to a linear
ordering on Artin's braid group B oo • The latter leads to a new, very efficient algorithm
for comparing braids, improving classical results by Artin, Garside, Morton, Thur'ston
and others.

JOAN BAGARIA

Forcing axioms as generic absoluteness principles

We present some results about tbe relationship between Forcing Axioms and generic
absoluteness, i.e., absoluteness under forcing extensions. Some of the results are: MA is
equivalent to the statement that the universe is absolute under ccc generic extensions for
EI sentences with elements of H(W2) aB parameters. This is also true for the Bounded
Proper Forcing Axiom, and bounded forcing axioms in general (see [1]). Also, MA
implies that the universe is E~ absolute under ccc extensions. (This answers a question
in [2].) More generally, given any poset P, F AIC(P) implies E~ absoluteness under
P-generic extensions. •
In view of these results we formulate the following general conjecture: Every for~
axiom is a generic absoluteness principle. i.e., given a class of posets rand a cardinal
"', one can find a (natural) class of sentences E and a set X such that FAIC(r) is
equivalent to the statement that the universe is absolute under generic extensions with
posets from r, for sentences from I; with parameters in X. The conjecture is open for
PFA and MM.

References

[1] M.Goldstern and S.Shelah: The bounded Proper Forcing Axiom. JSL. 1995.
[2] H.Judah and A.Roslanowski: Martin's axiom and the continuum.
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ARTHUR APTER

Laver indestructibility and the class of compact cardinals

Using an idea developed in joint work with Shelah, we show how to redefine Laver's
notion of forcing making a supercompact cardinal indestructible uoder It-directed closed
forcing to give a new proof of the Kimchi·Magidor Theorem in which every compact
cardinal in the uDiverse satisfies certain indestructibility properties. Specifically, we
show that if K ~ V is the class of supercompact cardinals, then it is possible to
force and construct a model in which the only strongly compact cardinals are the
elements of K or their measurable limit points, every It E K is a supercompact cardinal
indestructible under ,,-directed closed forcing, and every " a measurable limit point
of K is a strongly compact cardinal indestructible under ,,-directed closed forcing not
changing P(It). We then derive as a corollary a model for the existence of a strongly
compact cardinal '" which is not ,,+ supercompact hut which is indestructible under
K-directed closed forcing not changing P(,,) and remains non-",+ supercompact after
such a forcing has been done. :~:~".

ALAIN LOUVEAU

Descriptive aspects. of logie actions

The talk was devoted to the descriptive set theoretic properties of the Borel actions of
the Polish group 800 (of permutations of IN), which are the oues that oceur in Model
Theory when studying isomorphism between countable structures. Report was given
on an on-going joint work with G. Hjorth and A. Kechris about the possible descriptive
complexities of the associated orbit equivalence relations, and the relationships with
more structural properties of these actions.

MATTHEW FOREMAN

Weak square principles and reßection properties

The talk discussed joint work with M. Magidor and J. Cummings on weak square
properties. We prove the consistency of weak square on Nw and the simultaneous
reflection of stationary' sets in Nw+1 • This implies the non-existence of a very good
scale on IINn/Frechet, a consequence of 0Ne.,,"\ for A < Nw •

7



HUGH WOODIN

Chang's Conjecture and the nonstationary ideal

Theorem 1 Assume ADL(fl)+ there exists a countable set u C IR such that
HODL(R)[u] F= AD +De. -
Then L(IR)Qmu F= Chang's Conjecture + NS is wt-dense.

Theorem 2 (Con( There exists an wt-dense ideal on Wt+ Chang 's Conjecture) ::=:}

Con(ZFC + there exist w Woodin cardinals + there exists an Wt dense ideal on Wt).

Thus ADL[R] f+ L[IR]Qmu F= Chang's conjecture.

I also discussed general properties of the Pmax , Qmax extensions of L[lR].

MARTIN GOLDSTERN

Projective measurability does not imply Baire property

A set X ~ IR is projective if there is a natural number n and a Borel set B ~ lRn+1

such that X = {x : 3Xl VX2 3X3 ... : (x, x., ... , Xn) E B}. In a joint work with Saharon
Shelah we show that it is consistent that all projective sets are measurable, while there
is a projective set without the Baire property (i.e., not equal to a Borel set modulo a
first category set).
The proof uses amalgamation of forcing notions, and coding of arbitrary sets by reals.

ARNOLD W. MILLER (joint work with Juris Steprans)

Orthogonal families of real sequences

For x and y sequences of real numbers define the inner product

(x,y) = E XnYn
n<w

which may not be finite or even converge. We say that x and y are orthogonal iff (x, y)
converges and equals O. Abian asked what are the possible cardinalities of maximal
pairwise orthogonal families (MOF)? Kunen proved that there exists a MOF of cardi
nality c. We prove that it is consistent that the continuum be arbitrarily large and for
every cardinallt with W ~ K. ~ c there exist MOF of cardinality K.. We also show that
MA implies there are no MOF's of cardinality less than c which contain only finitely
many elements of 12 ,
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KAI HAUSER (ongoing joint work with Hugh Woodin)

An application of eore model theory to descriptive set theory

We generalize a result of Leo Harrington to the third level of the projective hierarchy
(making use of tbe E~ eorrectness of the one-Woodin K).

Theorem. (Assume there are two measurable cardinals.) If for every real x any
non-empty Il~(x) set 0/ reals contains a n~(x) singleton then either

1. a~ determinacy

or
'. e 2.

I~-

For any real z for which ß~(z) determinacy fails, all reals are contained in K z

and there is such areal z which is a II~ singleton.

The background assumptions ean be weakened to "The reals are closed under sharps"
by factoring a result of Philip Welch into the statement of the theorem and by modifying
the models K z •

I brießy discussed some open questions related to the "converse" of the theorem.

LEV BUKOVSKY (joint work with N.N. Kholshch~vnikova and M. Repicky)

A-sets for Rademacher and Walsh orthogonal 'systems

A set A ~ [0,1] in an AR-set (Rademacher A-set) if there is an increasing sequence
{Uk}~o s.t. {vu~(:t)}~o converges for .all x E A ({vu } in the Rademacher orthogonal
system).

Every AR-set is meager, negligible and q-porous. Every perfeet set contains a perfect
AR-subset. The smallest size of a non-AR-set is the splitting number ~~ and the covering

number of the family of all AR-sets is the refining (~reaping) number r,.
The family of AR_permitted sets is the ideal

PRM(AR ) = {A ~ [0,1]; (VB AR - s~t)A U B is AR - set}.

There exists aperfeet AR-permitted set. We denote

r'

Then we have

min{IK:I; (V'L E [w]W)(3.1" E A:)(.1" dense in [wr6l,~· and

(VK E .1")(K c· L Of K ~. w - L»)}.

non(PRM(AR ) = :!"eov(PRM(AR)) = ~',

h 5 add(PRM(AR
)) ~ :".

Similar results were obtained for Walsh A-sets.
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ITAY NEEMAN

eontinuously coded determinacy

The talk attempted to convey the general idea of the proof that. continuously coded
games are determined.

Der: Given a set A ~ "'(IR x IR) x IR, the eontinuously coded game GA is played a.s
follows:

LI xc, no Xt, nt ... Zer, n Q

III Yo Yt Ya

Rules: At round Q, player I plays areal x o , and an integer n o • Player 11 then plays a

real y". e
Player I must ensure that er =1= ß~ n o =1= n{J (o.w. 11 wins). Given that, the game ends
once \In E IN, 30 s.t. na = n (The game therefore has eountable length).

Onee the game ended, we let f : w -+ IR x IR be the funetion given by

J(n) = (Xo, Yo) for the unique er B.t. no = n.

We let w E IR be the w.o. of w given by n Q $ nIJ iff Q $ ß.
Then I wins iff (/, w) E A.

Thm: Assume that there exist K. < T < A s. t.

- K, is T + I-strong,

- T is a Woodin cardinal, and

- .A is measurable.

Let A ~ '"(IR x IR) x IR be U~. Then GA is determined.

ALAN Dow

Two questions of set theory from topology

Motivated by the question of whether w U {p} for an ultrafilter p embeds in a nice~
we pose the problem of the existence of a stationary subset of [W2]'" with the prop~
that the sup function is 1·1 and such that it reßects stationarily often.'

Secondly we prove that it is consistent to have p = Wl < c and the following principle:
Given ideals A, B c [w]'" such that lAI + 181 < c and A n B = [w]<'" , then there is
aCe w such that IC n AI = w for all A E A and le n BI < w for all BEB. In
fact there is a u-centered poset which adds a set C as required and which does not
"till" any tower. This model was constructed so as to produce a model in which every
compaet, separable radial spa.ce is Frechet. (A spa.ce is radial if x E A ~ there is a
well-ordered sequence from A converging to x - and Frechet if the sequence can always
be eountable.)
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JÖRG BRENDLE

Cardinal invariants related to ultrafilters on w

Given a free ultrafilter U on w, let us define the following four cardinal invariants:

p(U) = min{IFI; F ~ U, ...,3A E UVB E F(A~· B)}

p measures the P-pointness of U; in particular U is a P-pt iff p(U) ~ Wl

1Tp(U)
1TX(U)

the 1r-character of U.

min{IFI; F ~ U, ...,3A E [w]WVB E F(A ~. B)}
min{IFI;F ~ [w]W, VA E U3B E F(B ~/ A)}

xCV) = min{IFI; F ~ U, VA E U3B E :F(B ~. A)}

the character of U. We discuss the relation between these cardinals and some of
the classical cardinal invariants of the continuum, like the unbounding number, the
dominating number, the splitting number and the reaping number, we also state several
consistency results showing that the cardinal coefficients may be different for different
ultrafilters, and sketch the proof of the following result.

THM.
(a) CON (there are Ramsey ultrafilters U and fJ S.t. p(U) = W2 = c and 1rp(fJ) = Wt).
(h) CON (there are Ramsey ultrafilters U and {} s.t. X(U) = Wl, and 1rX({}) = W2 = cl·

TOMEK BARTOSZYNSKI (results of joint work with Saharon Shelah)

Strongly meager sets

Der. A set X S; 2w is strongly meager if X + H f. 2w for every measure zero set
H ~ 2w •

Let SM = the collection of all strongly meager sets.

Theorem 1. Suppose that K, > No is a regular cardinal. It is consistent that

Theorem 2. Suppose that K, > No. lt is consistent that SM = [lR)<IC. In particular,
ij cfek) = No then SM is not au-ideal.

Berichterstatter: I. Neeman
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Kombinatorik
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Deuber (Bi~lefeld), Herrn
Jackson (Waterloo) und Herrn Jungnickel (Augsburg) stat~~/

/

One of the main aims of this meeting was to bring together people from
different parts of combinatorics, such as enumeration theory, finite geometry
and Ramsey theory. This was reflected by talks ona large variety of topics,
which contained interesting material for both specialists and nonspecialists.
A lot of interest showed up in a problem session, where everyone was invited
to give a short talk on a recent research question.

Vor!ragsauszüge

1. Hauptvorträge

N. Alon:
Max-Cut: Algorithmic, Probabilistic and Algebraic Aspects
The (simple) max-cut problem is the problem of determining the maximum
number of edges in a cut of a given input graph. This algorithmic problem
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is motivated by questions in various areas, including statistical physics and
theoretical computer science, and its study combines combinatorial and ge
ometrie ideas. We discuss some recent (and less recent) developments in the
study of this problem and some related extremal questions, focusing on the
techniques used, and mentioning several related open problems.

F. Bergeron:
MacDonald Polynomials and AS80ciated Modules
For a given partition p of an integer n, we consider the determinant !i.", :=

det Iz~jll~j I, where the pairs (a;, b;) are coordinates of the squares in the
Ferrer's diagram of p. We then consider the linear span 11.", of all partial
derivatives of 11". Garsia and Haiman have conjectured that the bivariate
Frobenius "characteristic of 11." is given by "MacDonald" polynomials. We
give new results and conjectures concerning the intersection nI/ES 11..." for
S c predecessors(p) in the YOUDg lattice order, as weIl as for the associated
bigraded characters.

F. Brenti:
Kazhdan-Lusztig Polynomials from a Combinatorial Point of
View
We introduce the concept of the "KL-polynomial" of a weighted, locally
finite digraph, and show that this coincides with the dassical Kazhdan
Lusztig polynomials for certain weightings of the Bruhat graph of a coxeter
group. We then discuss two long-standing conjectures on Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials, namely the nonnegativity and the combinatorial invariance
conjectures, and survey what is known about them as weIl as present some
new conjectures.

s. Fomin:
Matrix Factorisation and Total Positivity Criteria
An elementary Jacobi matrix is a matrix ofthe form I +eEi,i+l, 1+ jEi,i-l
or I + (h - 1)Ei.i, where I is the identity matrix and EiJ is the matrix with
entry 1 in the position (i, j) and entries 0 in all other positions. A product
of such matrices, with nonnegative parameters e, j, h, is always (weakly)
totally positive (TP), i.e., all its minors are nonnegative. 8y an old result of
A.Whitney, the converse is also true: any n x n TP matrix can be factored
in this way. Efficient TP criteria can be obtained from explicit formulas
for such factorizations. We give these formulas via a combinatorial Ansatz
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based on (i) a representation offactorization schemes by "double pseudcrline
arrangements", and (H) a peculiar involution on the set of TP matrices.
This is ajoint work is with A.Zelevinsky. See the (Oberwolfach February 95)
abstract for the connections with the combinatorics of Lusztig's canonical
basis and his theory of TP in reductive groups. See also the relevant paper
at http://www-math.mit.edu/..Comin/.

c. Godsil:
Antipodal Covers of Complete Graphs
A distance-regular graph with diameter d is antipodal if "is at distance d
from" is an equivalence relation on its vertices (the 3-cube is an example).
An antipodal distance-regular graph with diameter d is necessarily a cov
ering graph of a distance-regular graph with diameter l~J (so the ~cube

covers K 4 ). I am concemed with antipodal distance-regular graphs of di
ameter three. These graphs are related to a wide range of combinatorial
structures - Hadamard matrices, projective planes, Moore graphs and group
divisible designs, for example.
My talk provides an overview of these graphs, and a description of re
cent work, which gave new eonstructions from subspaces of non-degenerate
quadratic forms over GF(q), q even.

D. Hachenberger:
The Additive Group of aFinite Field
We consider the rn-dimensional extension E := GF(qm) over the Galois field
F := GF(q). An element of E is called free over F provided it generates
a normal basis of E over F. An element of E is called completely free
over F provided it simultaneously generates a normal basis over every
intermediate field of E over F. While the existence offree elements, i.e., the
Normal Basis Theorem for finite fields, is weH known (K. Hense11888), the
existence of completely free elements in finite fields has only been settled by
D. Blessenohl and K. Johnsen in 1986. They proved existence in extensions
of prime power degree and aflirmatively settled the general question by using
a reduction argument whose analogue for the esse of free elements is weH
known.
In our talk we have presented recent results conceming the characterizations,
the structure, the enumeration, the algorithmic and explicit eonstruction of
completely free elements in finite fields.
Referring to this, we have studied certain decompositions ~ of the minimal
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polynomial zm - 1 of the Frobenius automorphism in E over F which cor
respond to particular decompositions of the additive group of E and which
allow construction of arbitrary completely free elements by working inde
pendentlyon the direct summands of the additive group of E corresponding
to the factors of !i.. Particular emphasis is focused on field extensions for
which the canonical decomposition IIdlm ~d of zm - 1 (with ~d being the
dth eyclotomic .polynomial) allows independent construction.
The results will appear in the fortheoming monograph: Finite Fields: Nor
mal Bases and Completely Free Elements. Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Boston, 1996.

H. Lefmann:
Multicolored Subsets in Colored Hypergraphs
We eonsider anti-Ramsey type problems for Ic-uniform hypergraphs. We
study the maximum size of totally multieolored subsets Y C X w.r.t.
colorings ti. : [X]II: ~ N, lXI = ß, where distinct k-element sets with
interseetion size 8t least I are eolored differently.. It can be shown that

IYI ~ c,,(lnn)~n~:'~, and this is sharp up to a multiplicative const8Ot.
Extending and improving former results, various related problems on Erdös
Rado numbers, Sidon sets and geometrical selection problems are discussed.

v. Rödl:
Extremal Problems on Set Systems
For a family F(k) = {J1I1) , F~'), ... , :Fe"I)} of k-uniform hypergraphs let
ez(n, F(k» denote the maximum number of k-tuples whieh a k-uniform
hypergraph on n vertices and not eontaining any member of F(lc) may have.
Let rlc (n) denote the maximum eardinality of a set of integers Z C [n], where
Z eontains no arithmetic progression of length Ic.
For any 1c ~ 3 we introduee families F(k) = {J1IB) , F~')} and prove that

ClBnll-1 ~ ez(nlc2
, F(l:» ~ (n'-~)r,(n)

holds. We conjecture that ez(n, F(k» = 0(n"-1) holds.
If true, this would imply the celebrated result of Szemeredi stating that
r,,(n) = o(n). By an earlier result of Ruzsa and Szemeredi, our conjecture is
known to be true for k = 3. The main objective is to verify the conjecture
for k = 4. We also consider some related problems.
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B. Schmidt:
New Developments in the Theory of Difference Sets
The investigation of regular respectively quasiregular automorphism groups
of designs, in particular finite affine and projective geometries, leads to the
nation of a difl'erence set respectively relative diff'erence set. Diff'erence sets
have been studied intensively for more than half a century. But only recently,
same really satisfactory results on the existence of difference sets have been
proved. These results rely on new methods of construction, in particular
the so-called K-matrix method, and new ways of combining results from
algebraic number theory with combinat~rial arguments. With the help of
these ideas it is even possible to obtain a complete dassification of certain
types of difference sets. But it also will be outlined that there are a lot
of important open questions concerning the dassification of other types of
diff'erence sets.

R.P. Stanley:
Hyperplane Arrangements and Trees
The braid arrangement Bn is the set of hyperplanes Xi - Xi = 0, 1 ~

i < ; :5 n, in Rn. We consider some "deformations" of Bn with interesting
connections to the enumeration of trees, as weH as to the enumeration of
internal orders. The two main examples are the Shi arrangement Sn
and the Linial arrangement Ln. Sn consists of the hyperplanes Xi 
Xi = 0,1, for 1 :5 i < j :5 n. It has (n + 1)n-l regions and characteristic
polynomial q(q - n)n-l. The number of regions R which are separated
from a certain base region Ro by ; hyperplanes is the number of trees.with
vertices 0,1"·,, n and with (;) -j inversions. The arrangement Ln is given
by Xi - Xi = 1, for 1 :5 i < j :5 R. The number of regions is the number
of "alternating trees" on n + 1 vertices, ·and the characteristic polynomial
Xn(q) has all its nontrivial zeros on the line Re(q) = n/2. This work has been
carried out. in coHaboration with C.Athanasiadis. L.Pak and A.Postnikov.

A. Steger:
On evolution and threshold phenomena
The study of the evolution of a random graph, initiated by the pioneering
work of Erdös and Renyi in the early sixties, is by now quite well understood
and we will survey some resul~s. Our main aim, however, is to propose some
new directions of further research: the study of the evolution of graphs
satisfying some additional properties. We illustrate and support this by
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surprising new results on the evolution of triangle-free graphs and ofpartially
ordered sets.

J. Stembridge:
Coxeter Groups: Heaps, Reduced Words and Aigebraic De
formations
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. For tu E W let R(tu) denote the set of
reduced words 10 = 81 .•. 81 : 8i ES. Declare two reduced words equivalent
if they difl'er by a sequence of interchanges of commuting generators in S.
This equivalence relation patitions R(1O) ioto "commutivity dasses"i each
such dass C can be expressed as the set of linear extensions of a canonically
associated poset (the "heap"). Ir R(10) has just one commutivity dass, we
say that tu is Ufully commutative" (FC). In this talk, we discuss
(1) characterazations of Fe elements (for example, in SN, 10 is FC iff as a
permutation of {1, ...• N} there is no decreasing subsequence of length 3),
(2) c1assification of Coxeter groups W with finitely many Fe elements,
(3) c1assification of finite Coxeter groups via heaps,
(4) quotients of the group algebra and Hecke algebra with bases indexed by
the FC w E W (example: for SN, the Temperley-Leib algebra),
(5) enumeration of FC elements via representation theory of W.
Note: Several of the results we discuss have also been independently ob
tained by K.Fan and J .Graham in their doctoral theses (MIT 1995 and
Sydney 1995, resp.).

v. Welker:
Combinatorics ofDiscriminants, Ordered and Unordered Con
figuration Spaces
We define combinatorial stratifications of discriminantal hypersurfaces in
Rn and Cn. We consider substrata of the standard unordered discriminant
(Le, the space of polynomials of degree n with 8t least one double zero)
and the standard ordered discriminant (Le, the space of n-tuples of complex
numbers (Z1' ... , %2) E C n , such that at least two coordinates are equal).
These stratifications are indexed by number partitions. The analysis of
topological and homological behaviour in the ordered case is reduced via
formulas of Goresky &t. MacPherson and Ziegler &t. Zivaljevic to the study of
certain partition lattices. The unordered case requires the analysis of certain
lattices of compositions. In both cases we describe the topology of the one
point compactification of same strata via analysis of the combinatorics of
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the associated lattices.

Q. Xiang:
Hadamard Diff'erece Sets and Projective Codes
Hadamard difference sets are difference sets with parameters (4m2, 2m2 - m,
m 2

- m). Because of their dose connpr.tion to Hadamard matrices and per
feet binary arrays, Hadamard difference sets have been studied extensively.
The basic question about Hadamard difference sets is for each integer m,
which groups of order 4m2 contain Hadamard difference sets.
In this talk, we discuss a connection between reversible Hadamard difference
sets and projective 3-weight (2-weight) codes. Under the condition that eer
tain 2-weight codes exist, we give a COllstruction for Hadamard difference
sets in certain groups of order 4p4 , wht. e p is an odd prime. If we eJtoose
certain special spreads in PG(3,p) and let p == 3 mod 4, this basically gives
the eonstruction of Xia. .
In the ease p == 1 mod 4, we discuss the recent construction of Hadamard
difference sets in Z2 X Z2 X Z: by van Eupen and Tonchev. In the cases
p = 13,17, we discuss the construction ef the required 2-weight codes in·the
construction of Hadamard difference sets in more detail. By a composition
theorem. it fellows that Hadamard difference sets exist in certain groups of
order 4m2, for m = 2C13b52cI132c2172c'pJp~ ...p:, where the Pi are primes
== 3 mod 4.

G.M. Ziegler:
Extremal Problems on Polytopes
This talk presents a survey of extremal problems of the type
• What is the maximal number of vertices?
• What is the maximallength of an i~creasingpath?
• What is the maximal number of vertiees of a 2-dimensional projection
("shadow" )1
for certain dasses of polytopes:
• d-dimensional polytopes with at most n facets
• d-dimensional O/1-polytopes.
These questions are motivated by dassic problems of linear and integer
programming, concerning the worst-case behavior of simplex algoritms and
cutting plane approaches.
Current progress inc1udes the concept of "defonned products" of polytopes
that provides a uniform description (and proofs) for virtually al1 exponential
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lower bound constructions for variants of the simplex algorithm, as weil as
a 8(nlfJ) bound for the number of vertices in a 2-dimensional shadow (for
fixed dimension cl).
(This is a joint work with N. Amenta)

P.-H. Zieschang:
Structure Theory of Association Schemes
As a concept related to many combinatorial objects (codes, designs, graphs,
etc.) association scbemes have gained considerable interest during the last
thirty years. It is widely believed that association schemes play a central
role in algebraic combinarorics. On the other hand, one cannot overlook
that, as mathematical objects of their own, association schemes have not
yet been eonsidered tao much so far.
Following group theory (groups can be viewed as association schemes) we
subdivide the general structure theory into three chapters: loeal theory,
representatioD theory, geometrie theory. The Ioeal theory allows the
Jordan-Hölder Theorem. As a consequence, we shall be looking for simple
objects.
The famous Feit-Higman Theorem is part of the representation theory of
association schemes. In the geometrie theory, we offer characterizations of
(eertain classes of) Bruhat-Tits buildings and Moore geometries (2-designs
with .\ = 1).

2. Problem Session

c. Bessenrodt:
Combinatorics related to modular representations of the sym
metric groups
Areport was given on some combinatorial concepts which evolved in the
investigation of ~modular representations of the symmetrie groups Sn' In
the recent work of Kleshchev on p-modular branching results p-good nodes
of partitions were introduced, which have already been recognized as im
portant also in other contexts. Applying these, the long-standing Mullineux
conjecture (describing a combinatorial algorithm for computing the tensor
produet of a p-modular irreducible Sn-representation with the sign repre
sentation) was reduced to an intricate combinatorial conjecture; Ford and
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Kleshchev then found a long involved proo! for this. In joint work with

Olsson we bave now found a new shorter proof using the Mullineux symbols

for p-regular partitions, in which also the position of the p-good nodes was

clarified. These symbols tumed out to be useful (ar other applications as

weH.

For the modular spin representations of the symmetrie groups not even the

'right' set of partition labels (corresponding to the p-regular partitions in

the linear case) is known for p > 5. For p =3 and p = 5 suitable partition

labels were described in joint papers with Andrews, Morm and OlssODj (ar

p = 5 this required a praof of a partition identity conjectured by Andrews

in 1974.

A. Björner:
The Antiprism Fan Construction

Let P be a d-dimensional convex polytope and p. its polar dual with reSpect

to the origin (interior to both). The map z -+ (z, -1) places a copy' of P

in the hyperplane Zd+l == -1 in Rd+l and z -+ (z,1) places a copy of p.

in the parallel hyperplane Zd+l == 1. We now identify P and p. with these

capies.
Construct a d-dimensional polyhedral eomplex Cp sitting in R d+l (possibly

with selr-intersections) as follows. Take for facets of Cp: P, p. and all

polytopes of the form F V p., where F is a proper face of P. Here "V"

denotes the join operation, which is legal smce F and its dual F· sit in skew

subspaces with complementary dimensions. Thus F V F· is a d-polytope.

Theorem:
1. Cp is a shellable polyhedral sphere embedded in RcI+l without self

intersection and with the origin in its interior.

2. Cp is the boundary of a eonvex polytope if and only if the following

condition holds for P:

(*) for each proper face F of P the perpendicular in R d from the origin to

the affine span of F intersects d(F) in the relative interior of F.

3. Cp is star-convex with respect to the origin of R d+1 , i.e. any ray ema

nating from 0 intersects Cp in exactly one point.

4. The face lattice of Cp ia ~ to the poset of all intervals of Lp (the face

lattice of P) ordered by reverse indusion (include the empty interval also).

5. By 3 we have that Cp spans a complete fan Fp centered at 0 E R cI+1 .

Ir P is rational, so is Fp. The torie h-polynomial of Fp is related to the

9



g-polynomials of P, p. and all their faces F, F· via:

hFp(Z) = E zdim F~19F(.!)9F.(Z).
FeLp Z

A.A. Bruen:
Cotangency Sets and (10,3)-configurations
In aplane n, S (a subset of the points) is a cotangency set if there exists
an inßection f: points of S -+ lines of S satisfying the following properties:

(a) for P in S the line p = f(P) does not contain P, &
(h) for P, Q in S we have that P, Q, /(P), f(q) are collinear.
Our main result was that S cannot contain a quadrangle.
G. Pickert has established' a connection between~
this result and the following (10,3)-configuration
In particular, it can be imbedded in PG(2, F), F a division ring, if and
only if Fis not a field. There is a connection between this (10,3)- and
the Desargues configuration. We conjecture that the (10, 3)-configuration is
embedded in a finite plane :n if and only if n is non-Pappian. Some evidence
is provided. The method also provides evidence in support of a celebrated
conjecture of H. Neumann on the existence of Fano configurations in non-

. Desarguesian planes.

w. Deuber:
Independent Subsets ~ Triangle Free Graphs
Recently Hajnal asked whether every triangle free graph on the positive
integers contains a Hindman set. Erdös asked the finite version of it. Re
cently Rödl was able to settle Erdös question in the positive sense. From
bis approach it is clear to specialists that the same holds for artithmetic
progressions, for partition regular systems of equations and for many other
structures which are embeddable into parameter sets.
Aß every graph naturally is ametrie space the problem can be formulated
for metric spaces where it is widely open.
Addendum of 30th of January: Hindman found a counterexample for Haj
nal's question.
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D.M. Jackson:
Some Questions Relating to Two-Cell Embeddings of Graphs
and J aelt Symmetrie FunctioBS
A map is a two-cell embeddiDg of a graph in a locally orientable surface.
The genus series is the generating serles Cor such maps, having been rooted,
with respect to the number of vertices, faces and edges. The underlying
theory, both analytic and algebraic, appears in connexion with metric mod
els, and there is a variety of topological questions about mappings between
surfaces and monochromy, where there are eonstructions that reduee such
questions to a combinatorial problem.
It has been shown that the genus series for hypermaps (face 2-colourable
maps) can be represented in the form

8 ( t
l91

) I(1 +6)t-
O

log E .l.l J9(~j 1 +6)J9(Y; 1 + 6)J9(~j 1 +b) ,
t 9 < 9, 9 >1+b - t=1

where J9(!.; l+b) is the Jac:k symmetrie funetion in ~ = (Zl' :1:2,···) indexed
by a partition 8, with parameter 1 + b, the sum is over all partitions, and
< .,. >1+11 is the usual inner product. Restrietion to orientable and locally
orientable surfaces is by b = 0, 1 respectively. Goulden and I have conjec
tured that the expansion of this serles has coeflicients that are polynomials
in b with nonnegative integer coefticients, and that b marks a combinatorial
statistic for rooted maps.
In recent work (with I.P. Goulden and J. Harer) on tbe orbifold characteri&
tic of the moduli spaces of real curvesJ we have shown that this characteristic
can be obtained by a simple expression involving a parameter a that ean be
specialized to obtain the complex case (treated by Harer and Zagier). Th~re

are same technical reasons to believe that a is related to the Jack parameter
mentioned above, and that knowledge of the combinatorial interpretation of
one can be transported to the other context.

D. Jungnickel:
Signed Steiner Forests
We pose the following combinatorial optimization problem, which comes
from the study of decoding algorithms for temary graphical codes.
Problem ("Signed Steiner Forest"):
(*) Let G = (V, E) be a connected digraph with girth 9 and consider a
set of 2w vertices half of which have sign +, while the others have sign --.
Find a forest S ofsmallest cardinality such that the discrepancy between the

11



number ofplus-vertices and the number of minus-vertices in each component
tree is a multiple of 3.
For our purposes, it would be sufticient to find an efficient algorithm for
this problem under the additional assumptior1s 9 ~ 2w +1 and that a forest
with the required properties and cardinality at most (g -1)/2 exists. Under
these assumptions we have an 0 (IEI3)-algorithm, but we hope that there is
a simpler optimization approach solving Problem (*) in general or at least
under the assumption 9 ~ 2w +1.

D.M. Kulkarni:
Combinatorics of the Ladder Determinantal Ideal
Let X be a matrix of indeterminates. A Bubset S of X is said to be 8at
urated if the following holds: if the principal diagonal of any minor lies in
S, so does the hole minor. The ideal generated by the p X P minors of S in
the corresponding polynomial ring is shown to be prime (Abhyankan, Nar
simhan), Hilbertian (Abhyankar, Kulkarni) and Cohen-Macaulay (Herzog,
Trung). We discuss the method of constructing its Hilbert polynomial by
counting noninterse<:ting p-tuples of paths lying within S and having a fixed
number of north-west turns. A nice expression for even a special case of
Ferrer's diagram shape in general (p > 2) is not known. The question of
log-concavity of its h-vector is still open. Of course, it is a special case of
Stanley's conjecture about h-vectors of a standard graded Cohen-Macaulay
domain.

K.Leeb:
Tarski's "Iogical notions" applied
I.have, in a very compressed form, reported one positive and one contrasting
negative result I had obtained last summer: Dedekind-Lindenbaum-Tarski's
UKettentheorie" supports the distributive law K . B - K . a = K . (B - a)
for non-rigid K only up to K = 2. For non-rigid K ~ 3 this law fails.
For details I have refered to my "Kombinatorik der Komposition..." (and
supplements pp. 121-183 and pp. 185-196), where the following facts are •

12



presented:

page for

187,193 pointed. ~ ~x2~~x3~2~3

187 pointed' 3 ~x35~X4~354

188/9,195 non-rigid 2 21B" 210 => 21B - a

194 non-rigid 2 SfB 1\ Sro ~ SrB - 0
190 signed sets V'ö = 0

n rigid
191 K variably pointed KxA=KxB=>A=B

by A -+ K, B -t K
133 n rigid "X =ny => X =y

comments

~ means injections
S means surjections

classiß.cation of
a1l complementations

the ultimate in
canceling K x .

Related material can be found on pp.134,135,168-178.

J. Schiermayer:
3-Colourability and Combinatoric8
We count tbe maximum number of maximal independent sets for paths
and cycles to pravide an improved (exc:act) algorithm for the 3-colourability
problem. Motivated by Myc:ielski's graph, we construct classes of graphs
with chromatic: number 4. We apply a ramsey argument for a 3-colouring
of an odd cycle to show that these graphs are not 3-colourable.

R.-H. Schulz:
Error Correcting Check Digit Systems
Given a finite abelian group (A, +) as alphabet and automorphisms Pt, ... ,
ßn+l' "Yn,'Yn+2, Curthennore ,sn+2,1n+l E·Aut Au {O}, one can consider-the
check digit system An -+ A,,+2 determining to every ward 01 ••• On two check
digits tIn+l,4n+2, such that the equations E~12 ß.(CIi) = 0 == Ei~..2 "Yi(Oi)
are fulfilled. Under certain conditions on the ß. and 7.,one is able to
detect double errors and to correct single errors and neighbour transpositions
(G1 ... 4iBi+l ... tIn+2 -+ G1 ... Gi+lBi ... C1n+2). This is a generalization of the
work by Sethi, Rajaraman and Kenjale published in Inform.Proc.Letters
7/2, p.72-77 in 1978.
By the Hamming bound, n + 2 $ lAI. It is not known to us whether the
upper bound can be improved.
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T .1. Visentin:
Counting Maps in Orientable Surfaces of Arbitrary Genus
A map is a 2-eell embedding of a graph in a surface. The genus series for
a elass of maps is the formal generating series for the number of such maps
with respeet to the genus of the underlying surface. By appealing to the
embedding theorem for orientable surfaces, one ean encode a map on 2n
edges by a pe~mutation 11 on 2n symbols whose eyde lengths are the degrees
of the vertices. When 11 is multiplied by a canonical representative cf the
conjugacy dass of fixed point free involutions, one obtains apermutation
whose eyde lengths give the degrees of the faces of the map. Using the
Euler-Poincare forrnula, the genus cf the underlying surface is now easily
obtained. The eombinatorial problem of counting map8 in surfaces now
becomes a problem in the group algebra of the symmetrie group and the
genus series can be expressed in terms of sums of characters cf irreducible
representations.
In this talk we describe this combinatorial encoding of maps and discuss
the results which one can obtain using these methods. For example, if
M (u, z, y, z) is the genus serles for all rooted 'maps and Q(u, z, y, z) is the
genus series for rooted quadrangulations with the indeterminate u marking
genus and z, 1/, z marking numbers cf vertices, faceS, edges, respectively,
then one can show that

When the coeflicient cf UO ia extracted on both sides, one obtains the well
known fact that the number of quadrangulations of the sphere is equal to
the number of all maps on the sphere. This can be shown to be true,
by a simple combinatorial construction, but no such construction has been
found which explains this result for higher genera. We have recently found
a generalization which describes a relationship between Eulerian maps and
all hypermaps and we hope that the extra information given by this new
result will help us find the combinatorial construction which we seek.
The result relating quadrangulations and all maps is of sorne importance in
theoretical physics as it implies a relationship between two matrix models
for 2-dimensional quantum gravity, namely the t/J4 model and the Penner
model.
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M. Wachs:
Whitney Homology of Semipure SheUable Posets
It is demonstrated in recent work of Sundaram that Whitney homology
of a (pure) Cohen-Macaulay poset P ean be used as a powerful too1 for
eomputing the character of an automorphism group G acting on the top
homology of P. Here we generalize this technique to semipure sequentially
Cohen·Macaulay poseta by introducing a refinement of Whitney homology
for semipure posets. We apply the technique to eomputing the represen
tation of the homology (in eacb dimension) for a general dass of semipure
posets of partitions of [n]. NameJy, for fixed positive integers m, d, the poset
of partitions whose block snes are of the form m + id, i ~ 0, is shown to be
semipure and shellable (=> sequentially Cohen-Ma.caulay), and a plethystie
expression for the Frobenius characteristie of its homology represeiltation is
given. This generalizes formulas of Calderbank·Hanlon-Robinson and S~.
dar~. ~

D.G. Wagner:
Chow Homology for Partially Ordered Sets ~~

We apply the presentation for Chow homology of a eomplete tone varie'ty,
due to Fulton and Stunnfels, to the case arising from the order polytope P
of a finite partial order (with Ö and i). In tmB ease, the homology is free;
the eodimension one eohomology is the eyde space of the Hasse graph of P
with a new edge joining Öand i; and the dimension one homology is the
free abelian group generated by the connected eomponents of P with Öand
i removed. We give an interpretation for all Betti numbers when P belongs
to a eertain small dass of posets. The general interpretation of these Betti
numbers is open.

Berichterstatter: B. Schmidt
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Variationsrechnung und Optimale Steuerung
- Optimal Control

21.-27.1.1996

Die Tagung wurde von R. Bulirsch, TU München und K.H. WeIl, Uni Stuttgart geleitet.

47 Wissenschaftler aus dem In- und Ausland haben an der Tagung teilnehmen können.
Davon 6 Teilnehmer aus den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, und eine erhebliche Anzahl
aus Lettland, WeißruBland, der Ukraine und Rußland (6). Darüber hinaus nahmen auch
Gäste aus Österreich, Frankreich, Italien, Polen, Israel und Vietnam teil.

In den Vorträgen \vurden Grundlagenfragen ebenso behandelt wie Probleme der Praxis.
Vorträge die eher Grundlagenfragen zuzurechnen sind, befaßten sich mit abstrakten
optimalen Steuerungsproblemen, Garantierte Zustandsschätzung in Dynamischen Sys
temen (Chernousko), Stabilisierung von Dynamischen Systemen durch Methoden der
optimalen Steuerung (KiriIlova), Synthese ~)robleme für lineare und nichtlineare Sys
teme (Korobov), Ein neuer Ansatz um das Beobachtbarkeitsproblem für lineare nicht
stationäre dynamische Systeme zu Untersuchen (Kopeijkina), Anwendung globaler Meth
oden der ortimalen Steuerungstheorie auf einige Flugmechanikaufgaben (Krotov), Über
die Steuerbarkeit der Rotation eines flexiblen Balkens (Krabs), Entwurf einer optimalen
Rückkopplungssteuerung mit logarithmischen Barrierefunktionen (Leibfritz), Hinreichende
Bedingunge!l und Sensitivitäts-Untersuchungen fijr nichtIine~e Steuerungsaufgaben (Mau
rer), Konvergenz von Approximation zu nichtlinearen optimalen Steuerungsproblemen
(Malanowski), Ei.n punktweise gültiges Maximumprinzip für Optimalsteueraufgaben mit
mehrdimensionalen Integralen als notwendige und hinreichende Optimalitätsbedingung
(Pickenhain), Spezifische Aspekte bei Optimalsteuerungsproblemen für elliptische Systeme
(Raitums).

Eine große Anzahl von Beiträgen waren den Anwendungen gewidmet, zum Beispiel:
Nichtlineare kinematische Härtung (Brokate), Numerische Lösung von Verfolgungsspie
len mit Dynamischem Programmieren (Falcone), Anziehende Effekte bei optimalen
Transportflüßen (Klötzler), optimale Steuerung schwappender Flüssigkeiten (Kraft),
Nicht-negative Splineinterpolation (Oberle), Zwei Methoden zur Lösung von Optimals
teuerungsaufgaben mit Zustandsbeschränkungen (Phu), Variations Ansätze für elastische
Mehrkörpersysteme (Rentrop und Simeon), Über Optimalsteuertec4niken zur Simulation
und Optimierung menschlicher Bewegungen (Spägele).

Über effiziente numerische Verfahren wurde berichtet, so über Gitterverfeinerung bei direk
ten Optimierungsverfahren für Probleme der Optimalen Steuerung (Betts), Mechanische
Splines und ihre numerische Behandlung im SpezialfaIl der stückweise Euler Elastika (Rein
seh), Inexakte SQP Methoden und große Optimalsteuerprobleme (E. Sachs), Chernousko's
iterative Methode für spezielle Optimalsteueraufgaben (W. Schmidt), Schätzung der ad
jungierten Variablen in zustandsbeschränkten Optimalsteuerproblemen (von Stryk), Nu
merische Lösung parabolischer Optimalsteueraufgaben durch Lagrange-Newton Methoden
(Tröltzsch) .
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Eine große Anzahl von Vorträgen befaßte sich mit Anwendungen auf die Luft- und
Raumfahrt, so über Existenz optimaler Lösungen für flugnavigatorische Steuerprob-
Ierne (Bittner), Robust optimale Steuerung in der Anwesenheit von unvorhersehbaren
Störungen (Breitner), Designoptimierung und Mehrfachschießen (Callies), Wichtige
Ratschläge zur Quadratischen Konvergenz für die Lösung von Flugbahnoptimierungsauf
gaben mit der Mehrzielmethode (Chudej), Optimales aerodynamisches Design für Flüsse
mi t Schocks (Cliff), Treibstoffoptimaler Aufstieg von Hyperschall FIugsystem'en (Grimm),
Echtzeitfähige Optimale Steuerung einschließlich paralleler Algorithmen (Kugelmann), Ge
ometrische Überlegungen in der indirekten Lösung von Optimalen Steuerungsaufgaben
(Mease), Flugbahnoptimierung und die SchubkraftmodelIierung (G. Sachs und Mehlhorn),
Dynamik und Steuerung von luftatmenden Hyperschallflugsystemen (D.K. Schmidt), An
wendung des zurückweichenden Horizont Steuerungskonzepts für Verfolgungsspiele (Shi- ,_,
nar), Dynamische Steuerung von automatisierten Schleppfahrzeugen auf hochfrequen- _
tierten Flughäfen (Siguerdidjane), Treibstoffoptimale periodische Steuerung und Regelung .
im beschränkten Hyperschallflug (Speyer und Dewell).
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Collectian of submitted abstracts:

Mesh Refinement in Direct Transcription Methods far Optimal Control
J.T. Betts

An optimal control problem can be transcribed into a finite dimensional nonlinear pro
gramming problem (NLP) by discretizing tbe state and control variables. A fundamental
concern in tbe "direct transcription" method is to insure tbat tbe discrete solution to tbe
finite dimension NLP subproblem provides an aceurate approximation to tbe original op
timal control. This paper describes a teehnique for selecting tbe discretization method
as weil as the number and loeation of the discretization points, such that the solution is
accurately represented, and the computational efficiency is assured.

Existence of Optimal Solutions for same Problems of Spacecraft Navigation
L. Bittner

By a convexification with only one parameter a the problems of reentry inta the atmo
sphere, of passage to an orbit, of a Bracbistochrone with tangent angle constraints o.a. are
transformed into so called "weakly relaxed" control problems, so that Fillipov's existence
theorem is applicable. By means of the maximum principle it is shown that the optimal
solution a*(.), u*(.), x·(.) of the relaxed problems is distinguished by a*(t) = 1 a.e., hence
'u· (.), x· (.) is optimal for the original problem. (This is due to the special character of
the quoted problems.) Then aversion of "Fillipov's theorem formultistage processes is
fonnulated. At last a two-stage Brachistochrone problem demonstrates how the idea of
"an oue parameter convexification works also in the case of certaih multistage processes
for proving existence of an optimal solution, which is aprerequisite for the application of
indirect methods.

Robust optimal contral in the presence of unpredictable disturbances
M.H. Breitner

We investigate quite general control problems with unmeasurable and unpredictable dis
turbanees. The disturbances are also present in the state and control constraints. The con"
straints are transformed with the help of different tequniques to deterministic state-control
constraints, for which sufficient conditions for the fulfillment have been developped. The
differential game theory enables to calculate neccessary conditions, which must be fulfilled
by the so-called robust optimal feedback control (Isaacs equation, a partial differential
equation of first order). The robust optimal control can be calculated along extremal
trajectories by the .characteristics method. The cbaracteristics are computed by the mul
tiple shooting method as the solution of multi-point boundary-value problems. At last the
feedback controls can be synthezed by neural networks or other high dimensional approx
imation schemes. The procedure is implemented for various realistic problems, e.g. the
reentry of aspace shuttle under air density fluctuations and the collision avoidance against
a wrang driver on a freeway.
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N onHnear kinematic hardening
M. Brokate

We discuss the wellposedness of certain rate independent elastoplastic constitutive laws,
considered as functions of time only (not as function of space). We show that some such
laws of kinematic hardening type, which are used in mechanical engineering for e.g. the
modeling of ratchetting, can be reduced to a differential equation including a hysteresis
operator (namely, the vector play), and prove the wellposedness. We conclude with some
remarks on optimal control of such systems.

Design Optimization and Multiple Shooting
R. Callies .

The program of design optimization is fully embedded into the formalism of the calculus of
variations. Thus even complicated restrietions and constraints can be handled in a correct
manner. The numerical solution of the resulting boundary-value problems is by a new
version of the multiple shooting method C' JanusNo. 2"). New features are d.l"namic nodes,
a f~lly decoupled approach for the calculation of the sensitivity matrix, the treatment
of DAE's of index one and an embedded homotopy strategy. As a real-life application,
an integrated trajectory and design optimization of a small Venus spacecraft has been
calculated. Reduction in calculation time by the new method was about a factor of 16.

Guaranteed State Estimation for Dynamical Systems
F .L. Chernousko

The guaranteed (set-membership or minimax) approach to state estimation is related to the
notion of reachable, or attainable sets. We develop an approach, which makes it possible to
approximate reachable sets of dynamical systems by ellipsoids which are optimal in certain
sense, for example, in the sense of volume. We consider linear and nonlinear systems
subject to bounded control and / or disturbances. Two-sided optimal ellipsoidal bounds
for reachable sets are obtained. These ellipsoids satisfy certain nonlinear matrix differential
equations. Same properties of these equations are investigatecl. Asymptatic behaviour of
ellipsoids for small t and for t ~ 00 is studied. Various applications of ellip~oidal bounds
are considered including estimates in optimal control, differential games, practical stability. e
Special attention is given to the guaranteed state estimation in the presence of observations
corrupted by bounded measurement errors. The paper presents a survey of results and also
sorne new results obtained recently. For instance, outer estimates for reachable sets are
obtained for the case when the disturbance acts on the coefficients of the linear system.

...
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Solving Trajectory Optimization Problems by Multiple Shooting - Same
Crucial Advice Concerning Quadratic Convergence

K. Chudej

Multiple shooting is an indireet solution method for optimal control problems which yields
precise numerical solutions. The rate of convergence is usually quadratic due to the under
lying Newton type method. Applying the general necessary conditions of optimal control
to problems with a quadratic control component decelerates the method often to a linear
rate of convergence. We identify the erucial boundary and/or interior point condition and
propose a reformulatio~. This restares the quadratic rate of convergence.
Applications include optimal control problems with free final time and/or state inequality
constraints; especially optimization of atmospheric ascent or descent of aeroplanes or space
craft.

Optimal Design of Fluid Flows with Shocks
E.M. Cliff

We study a class of optimization problems wherein it is possible to modify certain fluid
ftows by choice of a parameter 9 E Q C lRk ; some parameters may change the boundary
of the flow domain. Typical of these is the "inverse design" problem wherein the ob
jective functional indicates the closeness of the obtained flow to a given target flow (i.e.
f(u) = Ilu - itI12

). The flow is computed from a nonlinear conservation law (e.g. Euler
Eq.).
Optimization approaches include "black-box" methods wherein an existing code for ap
proximate solution of the flow equation is used to "evaluate" the flow at fixed 9 and a
nonlinear programming algorithm is used to minimize 1(g) == J(üh(g)); ii,h(g) being the
computed flow solution. In this case we recommend that the gradient V19 B~. computed
via the chaic-rule with the required "sensitivity" (~) computed as the solution

4

of a "Sen
sitivity Equation" (SE). The SE is obtained by formally differentiating the flow equation
wrt g. This raises the issue of "consistent" derivatives since the approximate solutions of
(SE) need not be exactly 8aüg

h
• A theory is given and some numerical results shown.

A second approach to the problem is to derive an optimality system and employ an al
gorithm that simultaneously moves toward optimality aod feasibility (Le. satisfy the flow
equation). In this approach we believe it is important to eonsider algorithms that ean use
existing flow codes with only "high level" modifications. We describe an approach based on
Reduced Sequential Quadratic Programming that requires solution of the linearized flow
equation and its adjoint. The first of these is available in many ßow codes that iterate
to a solution. Numerical results are shown for Euler flow in a nozzle, including a single
shock. eare must be taken to formulate an appropriate setting so that the map 9 ~ üh(g)
is smooth. This has the spirit of a shock fitting approach but only in the construction of
the linearized problem.
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Numerical solution of pursuit-evasion games via Dynamic Programming
M.Falcone

The solution of a pursuit-evasion game via Dynamic Programming leads to the character
ization of the value functian as the unique viscosity solution of the Isaac equation. This
approach has been also used to develop numerical schemes which converge to the viscosity
solution (Le. the value function) of that first order partial differential equation under very
general hypotheses. The above schemes can give approximate feedback controls in the do
main where the solution is computed. Moreover, they provide accurate numerical results
(also in cases when the value function is discontinuous) although th~y are very sensitive to
the "rise of dimension ". We will discuss the maiß features of these algorithms and the is-
sues connected with their parallelization via a domain decomposition strategy. We present
SO!lle numerical result on the computation of the value function and of the trajectories ofe
the homicidal chauffeur game.

Fuel-Optimal Ascent of a Hypersonic Vehicle
w. Grimm

Fuel-optimal ascent means to maximize- the final mass on attaining a specified energy.
Three approachs are covered:
1. Solution based on a reduced dynamical model: Using the energy-state model the opti
mal control can be computed pointwise as a feedback contra!. The optimal trajectory is
the solution of an initial value problem.
2. Guidance based on the reduced solution: An altitude controller tracks the altitude
history of the reduced solution. The propulsion control can be extended to a neighbouring
optimal control which accounts for small mass variations.
3. The computation of the optimal control with the point mass model fails for lang trajec
tories. The breakthrough is achieved using internal path controllers in the dynamics. The
most successful one is an internal path controller.

Stabilization of Dynamic Systems by Optimal Control Methods
F .M. Kirillova

The stabilization problem is one of the central problems of the control theory. The most a
existing results on the problem deal with given apriori structures. Besides it is seidom..
that restrictions on control functions are taken into consideration. In the talk the approach
which is based on optimal control methods, is suggested. The scheme of constructing the
stabilizes includes 1) formation of the auxiliary optimal control problem,· 2) method of
realization of optimal feedback and 3) proof of the stabilizability of feedback under con
sideration. We construct the stabilizing feedback with the help of minimum intensity
problem, minimum energy-resticted contral problem and consider the stabilization of dy
namic systems under uncertainty. Nonlinear dynamic systems are investigated using linear
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approximations and traditional conditions on the right part of the system. The stabiliza
tion problem of pendulum in the upper unstable state of equilibrium is solved. Inverted
pendulum on moving trolley is considered.

Attraction Effects in Optimal Transportation Flows
R. Klötzler

Transportation flow problems are mixtures of classical transportation problems and prob
lems of optimal contro!. They allow too the inclusion of combined transports of several
objects under some markdowns. This generates with the intention of cheapest transport
an interest for collective transports and an attraction of transportation projects. The pa
per gives a Inathematical approach to these phenomena via transportation flow technique,
examples, and discussions on the solvability of such problems.

A New Approach to Researching of the Observability Problem far Linear
Nonstationary Dynamic Systems

T. B. Kopeijkina

A ne\v universal method is proposed to investigate the observability problem for linear
nonstationary dynamic systems (LNDS) (ordinary, time delay systems, neutral type sys
tems) of ordinary differential equations and for linear nonstationary singularly perturbed
dynamic systems (LNSPDS) (ordinary, with constant time delay, neutral type systems).
This methoo·uses a uniform approach for construction of determining equations. It takes
into account the specific character of systems being investigated (their nonstationarity,
the presence of time delay, singularity) and does not require the analysis of the conjugate
control systems. In terms of components of solution of new determining equations we for
mulate some results (both new ones and weIl known previously) of complete observability,
relative x-, y-, {x,y}-observability for the above mentioned systems. The rules for the con
struction of new type determining equations are very simple ones. They reflect· the type of
the systems being investigated by the natural way and for the stationary systems coincide
with the rules weil known previously.

Problem of Admissible and Optimal Synthesis for Certain Classes of Systems
V.I. Korobov

Consider the system of differential equations x = fex, u), x E IRn, u E n c lR,.. By
positional synthesis of a continuous control we mean the problem of finding a function
11. = u(x) E n which is continuous for x # 0 and is such that the trajectory of the system
x = f(x, u(x)), x(O) = Xo E Q (a neighborhood of zero), terminates at the point Xl = 0 at
a finite time T(xo), Le. limt-+T(xo) x(t) = O. The set n is assumed to be bounded and to
contain the point 0 in its interior. We give an approach to the solution of this problem.
We construct, for controllable linear system, a set of positional controls, which solves the
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synthesis problem for a domain Q. (For example, if the system is stahle, the problem is
solved for any arhitrary bounded neighborhood of zero.) On the basis of this set of controls,
we give an admissible maximum principle for the solution of the synthesis problem. For
linear system we give a solution of the optimal control problem.

On the Controllability of the Rotation of a Flexible Arm
w. Krabs

We consider the rotation of a flexible arm in a horizontal plane around an axis through
the arm '8 fixed end driven by a ffi9tor whose torque is controlled. The model was derived
and investigated computationally by Sakawa and co-authors for the case that the arm is
described as a homogeneous Euler beam. The resulting equation of motion is a partial
differential equation of the type of a wave equation which is linear with respect to the e
state, if the control is fixed, and non-linear with respect to the control.
Considered is the problem of steering the beam, within a given time interval, from the
position of rest for the angle zero into the position of rest under a certain given angle. At
first we show that, for every L2-control which is suitably bounded, there is exactly one
(weak) solution of the initial boundary value problem which describes the system without
the end condition.
Then we present an iterative method for solving the problem of controllability and discuss
its convergence. Finally we demonstrate the method by numerical results.

On Optimal Control of Sloshing Liquids
D. Kraft

In large industrial storage systems containers have to be moved from position A to position
B in minimum time. The controlling forces f(t) accelerate the container and the including
liquid. The forces are to be applied such that the liquid does not slosh beyond the boundary
of the container. The resulting mathematical model consists of a set of ODEs (container
movement) and a set of PDEs (sloshing liquid). We consider laminar, viscous ft~w (Navier
Stokes equations). The coupling of the ODEs and the PDEs performs via the accelerated
container. The optimal control problem is transformed into an NLP-problem by discretiza
tion of the controlling forces fand by solving initial- and initial-boundary-value problems
for the ODEs and PDEs, respectively.
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Application of global methods of optimal control theory to some problems of
ßight dynamies

V.F. Krotov

Same mathematical problems of optimal control are considered. Solutions provided abso
lute optimum are constructed by global methods of optimal contral theory. These salutions
are used for problems related to control of spacecraft trajectories. The following maneuvers
are considered: 1. The flight with constant mass, cOrttrolled by angle of attack; 2. The
flight of spacecraft with variable roass, controlled by angle of attack and engine thrust.
The minimum of consumption for maneuvers is proved and the computer algorithm is
constructed.

Real-time Computation of Feedback Controls Including Parallel Approaches
B. Kugelmann

In this paper a feedback method is presented which allows the computation of control
corrections in real-time. The scheme is based on the indirect method for optiiifal control
problems and can be applied to a wide class of different and realistic problems. -lt also has
the property of being applicable to different requirements with respe~t to real-ti~me issues.
These features are discussed along with two applied problems: the re-entry problem of an
orbiter under several state and control constraints and the minimum energy guidance of
three aircraft within dense traffic near some airport.

Logarithmic Barrier Methods For Solving the Optimal Output Feedback
Problem

F. Leibfritz

We consider the problem of designing a feedback control law when a complete set of state
variables is not available. The resulting nonlinear and nonconvex optimizatioh-problem
for determining the optimal feedback gain will be solved by a logarithmic barrier ap
proach. The method is tailored to the particular structure of the constant output feedback
problem. We consider two algorithms, an Anderson-Moore type and an inexac~ Newton
nlethod, which are embedded in the logarithmic barrier framework. The loeal and global
convergence properties of the algorithms are discussed in detail. Using test examples from
optimal output feedback design we can also verify these results numerically.
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Convergence of Approximations to Nonlinear Optimal Control Problems
K. Malanowski

An approach of studying convergenee of approximations to cone constrained optimization
problems in Banach spaces is proposed. In this approach stability results for paramet
rie optimization problems, based on Robinson's implieit function theorem for generalized
equations, are exploited. An estimate of the rate of convergence is obtained, provided that
the approximations are uniformly strongly regular.
The abstract results are applied to estimate the rate of convergence of Euler's approxima
tions to nonlinear optimal control problems subjeet to mixed control-state constraints. It
is shown that if some constraint qualifications and eoercivity conditions are satisfied, the
approximations are loeally convergent with the same rate as that of space discretization.

Sufficient Conditions and Sensitivity Analysis for Nonlinear Control Problems
H. Maurer

We review recent seeond order sufficient conditions for optimal control problems with
eontrol-state inequality constraints..Second order theory is an important tOul for conduct
ing astability and sensitivity analysis of perturbed control systems. We derlve conditions
that ensure solution differentiability of the perturbed optimal solutions with respect to
parameters in the system. This property is crucial for designing real-time approximations
of perturbed solutions. The underlying theoretical concepts are illustrated by the Rayleigh
problem from electrieal engineering. Second order conditions ean be checked via Riceati
equations. Sensitivity derivatives are computed explicitly and a convergence analysis of
direct optimization methods is performed. A seeond order theory is developed for the
Rayleigh problem with free final time.

Geometrie Considerations in the Indirect Solution of Optimal Control
Problems

K.D. Mease

Indirect methods for the solution of optimal control problems require the solution of a
Hamiltonian boundary value problem (BVP). The fact that the eorresponding Hamiltonian
vector field preserves volume in the phase (state-costate) space explains the sensitivity .
to initial conditions that often complicates the solution of the BVP. This sensitivity is ..
parieularly problematie when, in the region of the solution of interest, the ft.ow of the cl..

Hamiltonian vector field evolves on two (or more) time seales and exhibits "boundary-
layer" behaviour. At the same time, this behaviour implies a geometrie structure for the
phase flow. The theory of Fenichel establishes, for suffieiently large time-scale separation,
the existence of an isolated slow invariant manifold with associated fast stable and unstable
manifolds. This structure offers the opportunity for constructing a solution algorithm
for this class of problems, in which the sensitivity is actively suppressed. .A conceptual
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overvie,v of an approach being developed is given. The basic strategy is to determine a
phase-dependent basis that splits tbe Hamiltonian vector field into slow, fast/stable and
fast/unstable components. Tbe invariance properties of tbe slo\v and fast manifolds, along
with some guidanee from the phase-dependent eigenvalues and eigenveetors of the linear
part of the Hamiltonian veetor field, are used to determine the desired basis. Forward
integration suppressing the fast/unstable motion and backward integration suppressing
the fast / stable motion are used to construet an approximate solution to a given BVP
by adjusting the remaining degrees of freedom in the unknown initial and final conditions.
This is a computational analog of the analytie method of matched asymptotic expansions,
with the important difference that 00 apriori identification of slow and fast variables and
small parameters is required.

Non-negative Spline Interpolation
H.J.Oberle

\Ve investigate splines from a variatiooal point of view, whieh have the following_ properties:
(a) they interpolate given data, (b) they stay non-negative, when the data are positive,
(c) for a given integer k > 0 they minimize the functional f(x) == J: xek)(t)2dt for all
non-negative, interpolating x E W2

k [a, b]. Known results for k = 2 are extended to larger
k, in particular to k = 3 and general necessary conditions for solutions of this restrieted
minimization problem are developed. These conditions imply that solutions are splines
in an augmented grid. In addition, we find tbat tbe solutions are in C 2k - 2 [a, b] and that
they consist of piecewise polynomials in TI2k-l with respect to the augmented grid. It is
proved that for general, odd k 2:: 3 there will be no boundary ares which means (nontrivial)
subintervals in whieh the spline is identically zero. It is shown also that the- occurrence
of a boundary are in an interval between two neighboring knots prohibits the existenee of
allY further knot in that interval. For k = 3 it is proved that between given neighboring
interpolation knots, the augmented grid has at most two additional grid points. In the
case of two interpolation knots (the IDeal problem) polynomial equations are developed for
the additional grid points which ean be used directly for numerical computation. For the
general (global) problem we propose an algorithm which is based on a Newton iteration for
the additional grid points and whieh uses the loeal spline data as an inital guess. Tbere are
extensions to other types of eonstraints such as two sided restrietions, also ones which vary
from interval to interval. Several numerical examples including graphs of splines computed
by MATLAB- and FORTRAN-programs are given.
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Two Methods for Solving Some Optimal Control Problems with State
Constraints
H.X. Phu

To overcome difficulties caused by state constraints, we developed two methods for solving
optimal control problems. The first one is called the method of region analysis. Using
some function h defined on the state region G, we analyse G to get subdomains, where

- h is positive, or negative, or equals zero. By this structure of G, we can obtain some
information on switching. points of the optimal contral and on contact intervals of the
optimal trajectory with the baundary of the state region G. In some cases, this method can
deliver the complete form of the optimal solution. Another possibility for solving optimal _
control problems with state restrietions is based on the method of orienting curves. Here, ..
optimal trajectory can be constructed part by part, by means of the so-called orienting
curves and bottle-neck points. These methods have been used for solving same practical ~
problems, for instance, optimal control of hydroelectric power plants, optimal inventory
problems, manipulator trajectory planning .,.

A Pointwise Maximum Principle in Optimal Contral with Multiple Integrals
- as a Necessary and Sufficient Optimality Condition

S. Pickenhain

In the last years a weak version of a maximum principle for control problems with multiple
integrals was developed. This maximum principle holds without restricting assumptions,
however a numerical use of this principle is quite difficult since in one of its two formulations
the adjoint multipliers y are measures, y E [L~m(n)]·, and in the other formulation the
maximum condition holds in the so-called "integral form" only.' In this paper we are able
to verify a pointwise maximum condition with multipliers y E L~m(n), 1 < q < 00, for
a subclass of problems. If the Hamiltonian is assumed to be convex with respect to the
state variable the developed maximum principle is at the same time a sufficient optimality
condition.

Specific Aspects of Optimal Control Problems for Elliptic Systems _
U. Raitums ..

The talk is devoted to properties of optimal control problems for elliptic systems
-divA(x, t, u, V'u) + a(x, t, u, V'u) = 0, U = (Ul, ... ' um), X E n c mn. The emphasis
is on the case where the set of admissible controls is not convex, for instance, the opti- ·
mal layout of two materials. The first item of the talk is to describe great difference in
properties (such as relaxability, the type of the necessary optimality conditions, etc.) for
m ~ n - 1 and for m 2:: n. The second item is to discuss the possibilities of the extension
of problems for m ~ n, especially for the case with a non weakly cost functional.

J
t
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MechanicaJ Splines and their Numerical Treatment in the Special Case of
P iecewise Euler Elastica

K.D. Reinsch

l\1echanical splines are defined as plane curves which represents the cent.ral line of thin
rads (with circular rouod cross section) passing through (in a plane) given frictionslessly
rotating slides and loaded with given complanate forces (acting at fixed points of the rod).
In equilibrium the functional of potential energy of the rod assurnes a stationary value.
The curve can be piecewisely expressed in tc~ms of elliptic functions.
If stretching is vanishing, the spline is consisting of pieces of Euler's elastica. In this case
it \vill be p~esented a procedure in numerical calcu~ation of the mechanical spline and
specialized in the t\VO applications:
1) The rod only passes given frictionslessly rotating sUdes.
2) The rod :$ buckled anly by complanate forccs (acting at fixed points of the rod).

Variational Approach for Elastic Multibody Systems
P. Rentrop and B. Simeon

We present a variational approach for multibody systems composed of rigid- and elastic
boclies. Thc resulting model consists of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) and par
tial differential equations (PDEs). As an application a slide crank mechanism is studied.
Separation of time and space and a Ritz ansatz in space yields an index-3 DAE (in time).
Theoretical and numerical properties are discussed and simulations are presen~ed.

Inexact SQP Interior Point Methods and Large Scale Optimal Control
Problems
E. Sachs

Optinlal control problems with partial differential equations lead to large scale nonlinear
optimization problems with constraints. An efficient salver which takes into account this
structure and also the size of the problem is an inexact SQP method, where the quadratic
problems are solved iteratively. Based on a reformulation as a mixed nonlinear comple
mentary problem we give a nleasure when to terminate the iterative QP solver. For the
latt.er we use an interior point algorithm. Under standard assumptions the locallinear and
superlinear convergence can be proved. The numerical application is an optimal control
problem from the nonlinear heat conduction.
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Flight Path Optimization Problems Related to Vehicle Fixed Thrust Direction
G. Sachs and R. Mehlhorn

An unresolved problem in airplane performance optimization concerns the modelling of the
thrust force direction. There are fundamental optimality difficulties when the thrust force
is considered fixed on the vehicle. An approach is presented which is capable of producing
a solution for the above problem. A relaxed optimization problem is constructed as an
equivalent of the original system and a solution is developed on this basis. A range cruise
problem of hypersonic flight is used as a numerical example.

Chernousko's Iterative Method for Special Integral Processes
W.H. Schmidt

For several kinds of optimal control processes described by Volterra or Fredholm inte
gral equations the research group in Greifswald proved necessary optitnality conditions in
view of pointwise maximum principle. The necessary conditions are used here to construct
iterative methods for optimal control processes without boundary or phase constraint. Ad
ditional constraints are to add to the objective functional as penalty terms. The idea is
to start with a dispatcher control, to solve the corresponding state equation and then thc
adjoint equation. We put the calculated state and costate in the Pontryagin function allel
find a new control by the maximum principle. A result of Popov is generalized which guar
antees the convergen~eof the sequences of states, costates and controls in special cases, but
under very strong assumptions. The limits fulfill the maximum principle. Then quasilinear
integral processes with polyhedral control domain are considered. SOlne modifications of
the Chernousko method are discussed. At every iteration step a linear programming prob
lem is to salve. The maximum principle is fulfilled "in the limit". SOIne simple exanlples
illustrate the methods.

Application of Receding Horizon Control Strategy to Persuit-Evasion
Problems
J. Shinar

e

Time-optimal interception of an arbitrary maneuvering evader is investigated using a siln- .
plified kinematic model of planar constant speed motion. Against such an uncertain evader •
behaviour a new and robust pursuer strategy, inspired by the "receding horizon" control
concept, is rleveloped. Numerical results of an extensive simulation study show that for
~f(cases that have been tested the optimal horizon length is approximately 60% of thc
minimum time required to capture a straight flying evader. Moreover, thc performance
loss compared with the optimal control alld game solutions is less than 1%. The proposed
guidance algorithnl, based on the receding horizon control concept and using a singular
perturbation approximation, is very simple to implement and leads almost always to a
near-optimal outcome.
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Dynamic Control of Steering Vehicles at Busy Airports
H. Siguerdidjane

This work deals with the automatie eontro) of traetor systems in order to perform a coop
erative rendezvous between these systems and the aircrafts. We are interested in this work
on taxing phase of the aircrafts. Since the traffic is becoming so important than a fully
autolnatic ground motion should be considered in the future. Feedback nonlinear controls
are derived in such a \vay that the tractor system may track given prescribed trajectories.
These trajectories are generated by the computer according to the airport configuration
and in an optimal \vay. The tractor system consists of two vehicles \vhich are described in
the presentation. A successful cooperative rendezvous is performed.

An Optimal Contral Technique far the Simulation and Optimization of
Human Movements

T. Spägele

Motivated by the need for better understanding the coordination of human move.ments by
the central nervous system, optimal control theory is used as a framework t"o study the
intennuscular control of human multi-joint movements. Obviously muscle forces are deter
nlined by the central nerVQUS system according to same optimization schemes.. Therefore,
dynalnic optintization techniques can be used to calculate muscle forces necessary for mea
sured hUluan movements as weB as for the optimization of movements. The appropriate
biolnechanical model of thc human musculoskeletal system consists of differential equations

.describing the kinematics and dynamics of the skeleton and of the human muscles. The
results for an 9ptiInai limb Illovement and the simulation of a human vertical jump are
prcsentcd ..

Fuel-Optimal Periodic Contral and Regulation in Constrained Hypersonic
Flight

J.L. Speyer and L.D. Dewell

Tlte concepts of optilnai periodic control theory prove to be particularly beneficial· in its
application to hypersonic cruise. In this study, it is demonstrated that optimal periodic
solutions luay yield fuel savings over the best static cruise of over 10 %. Moreover, such
a periodic ftight path possesses a more favorable aerothermodynamic environment than
static cruise. These results were obtained in spite of a stringent constraint on the vehicle
acceleration. These optimal periodic trajectories can be mechanized via a regulating guid
ance law in which the second variation of the cost is minimized while also guaranteeing
asymptotic convergence to the extremal orbit. Finally, the regulator is extended to include
a slowly-varying vehicle mass by application of the method of multiple time scales.
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Estimates of Adjoint Variables in State Constrained Optimal Contral
O. von Stryk

Nowadays direct transcription nlethods have become efficient tools for salving a great
variety of optimal control problems. In contrast to indirect methods knowledge of optiInal
control theory is not necessarily needed in order to apply them. Also they are remarkably
robust with respect to bad initial estimates of the solution.
A further great benefit of some direct methods is that they can provide with reliable
estimates of adjoint variables (even in the presence of aetive state constraints) although
adjoint variables da not explicitly appear in the fornlulation of the direct methods.
These estimates make it possible to use the information related to adjoint variables without
having to deal with adjoint differential equations.
Therefore the subsequent use of an indirect method can be facilitated enormously. Or e
consistency checks of the computed discretized control byan (estimated) switching function
as weIl as aloeal, numerical synthesis of the feedback control is made possible.
In the talk it is described how these estimates of adjoint variables can be obtained by a
direct transcription method based on collocation. Numerical results for problems of various
complexity are presented. Results for areal industrial robot are shown in a 16 mrn filrn.

Numerical Solution of Parabolic Control Problems by Lagrange-Newton
Methods

F. Tröltzsch

We consider the application of Lagrange-Newton-SQP methods to the numerical solution
of optimal control problems governed by the heat equation with nonlinear boundary COI1

dition. On transforrriing the optimality system of the problem into a gelleralized equation
we are able to invoke known results on the convergence of the correspoildillg Newton
method. In this way the quadratic convergence of a SQP method can be ShOWIl for the
control problem. Any numerical implementation of this technique has to deal with the
high dimension of the generated discretized problems. We report on first numerical expe
rience with a mult(grid strategy w.r. to tl'e control function applied to the (constrained)
linear-quadratic subproblems. Some high-precision examples are.presented.

Berichterstatter: R. Bulirsch
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 5/1996

Rekursionstheorie

28.01.-03.02.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Klaus Ambos-Spies (Heidelberg), Ge
raId E. Sacks (Cambridge) und Robert I. Soare (Chicago) statt. Unter an
deren wurden folgende Themen behandelt: der Halbverband der aufzählbaren
Turing Grade sowie der n-r .80. Grade, die Struktur a.ller Turing Grade, der
Verband der aufzählbaren Mengen und seine Automorphismen, höhere Re
kursionstheorie, rekursive Modelltheorie, berechenbare algebraische Strukturen,
rr~ Klassen sowie Beziehungen der Berechenbarkeitstheorie zu verwandMm Ge
bieten (z.B. Beweis- und Lerntheorie). Die interessanten Beiträge wurden leb
haft diskutiert. Außerdem gedachte die Tagung der Wissenschaftler Stephen C.
Kleene (1909-1994) und Robin O. Gandy (1919-1995) in zwei besonderen Ver
anstaltungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

MARAT ARSLANOV (Kazan)

Degree structures and their elementary theories

We consider (Turing) degrees oI unsolvability containing finite Boolean combi
nations of recursi vely enumerable (r.e.) sets. Let Dn denote the set of n-r .e.
degrees (degrees of Boolean combinations of n r .e. sets) partial ordered by the
relation ST of Turing reducibility. We prove the following main theorem.

Theorem If the predicates "x is r.e." and "x is r.e. in y" are definable in the _
degree structures {D n , $T} and {Dm, $T}, 2 $ n, m, n '# m, then Dn and Dm •
are not elementarilyequivalent.

DOUGLAS CENZER (Gainesville)

Index sets for II~ Classes

A II~ class is an effectively closed set of reals. We study properties of these
classes determined by cardinality, measure and category as weH as by the com
plexity of the members of a class P. Given an effective enumeration {Pe: e < w}
oI the Il~ classes, the index set I for a certain property (such as having positive
measure) is the set of indices e such that Pe has the property. For example, the
index set of binary II~ classes oI positive measure is E~ complete. Various no
tions 01 boundedness (including a new notion of "almost bounded" classes) are
discussed and cla.ssified. For example, the index set of the recursively bounded
classes is Eg complete and the index set 01 the recursively bounded classes which
have infinitely many recursive members is n~ oomplete. Consideration of the
Cantor-Bendixson derivative leads to index sets in the transfinite levels of the
hyperarithmetic hierarchy.

(Joint work with Jeffrey Remmel) e

PETER CHOLAK (Notre Dame)

Automorphisms of computably enumerable sets

We discuss the computably enumerable sets with the following conjecture in
mind;
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Conjecture (Slaman and Woodin)
The set {(e, i) : We ~ W i } is ~t-complete.

[n addition we discuss our recent result:

Theorem (Cholak and Downey)
There are automorphic computably enumerable sets which are not
ß3-automorphic.

(Joint work with Rod Downey)

CHI TAT CHONG (Singapore)

II2-Blocking and the jump operator

Let P- denote the Peano axioms without·induction. Let JE" denote the En 

induction scheme, and B~n the ~n-bounding scheme. We show that in the
absence of IE2 , any model of P- + BE2 contains only three degrees: 0', 01.5

and 0" to be the jump of r .e. degrees. Furthermore, using the technique of
n2 blocking, we identify those models in which every incomplete T.e. degree is
low. There is a link between the' work reported here and that of Maass on the
existence of high O-f.e. sets in higher recursion theory.

(Joint work with Yue Yang)

DECHENG DING (Nanjing)

Some properties of d-r.e. degrees . ~

The talk presented recent results on the d-r.e. and n-r.e. degrees ans! focussed
on the embeddability problem offinite lattices into the d-r.e. and n-r.e. degrees.

ROD DOWNEY (Wellington)

The contiguous degrees are definable

It is proven that a is contiguous iff a is locally distributive in R, i.e., iff

(Va}, 82, b) [al U 82 = 8 1\ b ~ 8 =>
(3bI, b2) [bi -:; 31 A b2 S 82 1\ b t U b 2 = b]J

(Joint work with Steffen Lempp)
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SERGEI S. GONCHAROV (Novosibirsk)

Recursive and decidable models

I would like to discuss the problem on existence of recursive and decidable
models. First of all there is Morley problem on decidability for countable models
of Ehrenfeucht' theones with recursive types. I will give a counterexample to
this hypothesis and would like to present some related problems.

In the second part of my talk I would like to present some new results
about autostability and Turing spectrum of relations in recursive models. These
results were proved by me together with R. Shore, A. Nerode, B. Khussainov
and P. Cholak.

EnWARD R. GRIFFOR (Uppsa.la.)

Proof Theoretic Large Cardinals

Recursion theoretic hierarchies have been given for the first recursively Mahlo
ordinal all of which are non-positive seen as inductive definitions. We present an
extension of Martin-Loef type theory which has the proof theoretic strength of
KPM (Kripke-Platek set theory with a Mahlo axiom). The definition is positive
and involves an inductive generation of universe operators or quantifiers.

As a consequence we have a constructive explanation of the ordinal notation
system used in M. Rathjen's ordinal analysis of KPM.

(Joint work with M. Rathjen)

MARCIA GROSZEK (Hanover)

IlA classes and minimal degrees

We construct a recursive infinite binary troo T such that every path through T
Turing computes a real of minimal degree. This shows that e

WKL r "There is a minimal degree" ,

answering a. questionof Harney Friedman and Stephen Simpson.
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VALENTINA HARIZANOV (Washington)

Nowhere simple sets

R. Shore proved that every computably enumerable (c.e.) set can be split into
two (disjoint) nowhere simple sets. Nowhere simple sets were further studied
by D. Miller and J. Remmel, and we generalize some of their results. We
characterize c.e. sets which can be split into two (non)effectively nowhere simple
sets, and c.e. sets which can be split into two c.e. non-nowhere simple sets. We
show that every c.e. set is either the disjoint union of two effectively nowhere
simple sets or two noneffectively nowhere simple sets. We characterize c.e. sets
whose every nontrivial splitting is into nowhere simple sets, and c.e. sets whose
every nontrivial splitting is inta effectively nowhere simple sets.

R. Shore proved that for every effectively nowhere simple set A, the lattice
.c*(A) is effectively isomorphie to c*, and that there is 30 nowhere simple set
A such that .c*(A) is not effeetively isomorphie to c*. We prove that every
nonzero c.e. Turing degree contains a noneffeetively nowhere simple set A with
the lattice .c*(A) effeetively isomorphie to c*.

EBERHARD HERRMANN (Berlin)

Finite endintervals in factor structures
of the lattice of enumerable sets

Equivalence relations on r.e. sets like =* induce 30 fa.ctor structure. Finite end
intervals in the factor structure of =* are always finite Boolean algebras and are
generated by intersections of maximal sets. Similar results hold for many nat
ural equivalence relations hut it is also possible 10 find an equivalence relation
which has finite endintervals different from any finite Boolean algebra.

PETER HINMAN (Ann Arbor)

Iterated relative recursive enumerability

The n-r.e. and n-REA degrees form two intertwined hierarchies over the r.e.
degrees. We study the combined hierarchies over the r.e. degrees defined by: A
is (mo, ... , mk-b n)-REA iff A is n-r.e.[B] for some B which is (mo, ... , mk-l)
REA and B $r A. A sampie result is that there exist (1, 2)-REA degrees whieh
are not (n, l)-REA for any n. We diseuss manyopen questions.
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JULIA KNIGHT (Notre Dame)

Results (and questions) related to the Ash-Nerode theorem

Let A be a recursive structure, and let R be a relation on A. Consider isomor
phisms f from A onto recursive structures. Ash and Nerode gave conditions
under which f(R) can be made not recursive. Harizanov showed that under
these conditions, f(R) can be given arbitrary r.e. degree. Barker gave condi
tions under which j(R) can be ma.de not ß~. Under these conditions, f(R)
can be made equivalent modulo a complete ß~ set to an arbitrary E~ set C
(more general sets D can be substituted for the complete ß~ set). The setting
can be varied, considering a pair of relations Rand S, or a family of relations
(Rp)ß<Ot. It is possible to make f(R) =T C (where C is r.e.) by coding C into
f(R) and making f ~T C, but making f(R) =T C and feS) =T C' (where C,
C' are r.e. of different degree) requires something different. Shlapentokh has e
sorne intriguing results on pairs in specific algebraic settings. Coding a family
of sets {Cß}ß<Ot (each REA relative to those below), raises some questions of
technology.

MASHIRO KUMABE (Chiba City)

A fixed point free minimal degree

Let c)n. be n-th reduction procedure for sorne fixed recursive enumeration of all
such operators. A function f is fixed point free if for each n, c)n :I ~J(n). We
show that there is a fixed point free minimal degree.

MARTIN KUMMER (Karlsruhe)

On the complexity of random strings

We show that the set R of Kohnogorov random strings is truth-table complete. e
This improves the previously known Turing completeness of R and shows how
the halting problem can be encoded into the distribution of random strings
rather than using the time complexityof non-random strings. As an application
we obtain that Post's simple set is truth-table complete in every Kolmogorov
numbering. We also show that the truth-ta.ble completeness of R cannot be
generalized to size-complexity with respect to arbitrary acceptable numberings.
In addition we note that R is not frequency cornputable.
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STEFFEN LEMPP (Madison)

How on Earth did we cook up L20?

We exhibit a finite lattice L20 - a.s drawn in Figure 1 - without critical triple
that cannot be embedded into the enumerable Thring degrees. Our method
promises to lead to a full characterization of the finite lattices embeddable into
the enumerable Turing degrees, and ultimately to adecision procedure for the
two-quantifier theory of this degree structure.

(Joint work with Manuel Lerman)

1

f

o
Figure 1: Lattice L20

MANUEL LERMAN (Storrs)

The embedding problem for the enumerable degrees

We describe recent progress towards the characterization of the finite partial
lattices which can be embedded into the enumerable degrees. We present a
finite lattice with no critical triples which cannot be embedded and discuss the
extension of our proof to finite ranked lattices. We also describe the remaining
obstructions towards obtaining a (non-effective) necessary and sufficient condi
tion for embeddability and to effectivizing this condition.

(Joint work with Steffen Lempp)
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ANDREI S. MOROZOV (Novosibirsk)

Groups of computable automorphisms
of recursive structures

This is abrief survey on results on computable automorphisms of recursive
structures. It contains general results on computable permutations, recursive
automorphism groups oI recursive models, most of which were obtained partially
by the author in last ten years.

YIANNIS N. MOSCHOVAKIS (Los Angeles)

Concurrent recursion

I discussed the problem which arises when we try to solve fixed point equations
oI the form

(1) p(n) = f(n,p), (p: M --+ W)

when W = II(D) = Power(D)\{<p}, for a domain D. These come up in the
attempt to model faithfully programming languages which allow for full (func
tional) recursion and also have non-deterministic a.nd concurrent constructs,
including fair merge. A solution was proposed for the simpler case M = c)

(parameterless procedures, DO value-passing) when (1) reduces to

(2) x = f(x), (x E ß(D»

[see Information and Computation '91], and the relevant notion of recursion was
justified by showing that (in the proper forma.tion) it satisfies the same identities
as least fixed point recursion. In this work, the construction is extended to the
more complex (1), a.nd the same justification is given, bared on a complete and
decidable a.xiomatization of functional recursion. [See Proceedings of ICLMPS
in Florence, 1995]

ANDRE NIES (Chicago)

Definability in the enumerable degrees I

We show that any relation on the recursively enumerable degrees, which is
invariant under the second jump and for which the corresponding relation on
the indices is arithmetical, is first-order definable in the partial ordering of the
r.e. degrees. In particular, for any given r.e. degree a, the classes {b : b" ~ a"}

8



and {b : b" = a"} are definable. It follows that the lown and highn degrees are
definable for n ~ 2. Moreover, the definability of the high. degrees is shown
too.

(Joint work with Richard Shore and Theodore SIaman)

DAG NORMAN (Oslo)

Categories of domains with totality;
connections to higher recursion t~eory

Higher recursion theory provides tools for investigating structures of the form
L,,(HC) for certain ordinals K,.

We sharpen those tools via representation theorems for higher recursion
theories using domains with totality and via implementing idea.s of I1~-logic for
every domain with totality. ;."

At the same time we show that there are connections between higher recur
sion theory and quite different branches of logic.

WOLFRAM PORLERS (Münster)

Prüof theory vs. recursion theory

We give an outline of methods' and results in proof theory and indicate how
these are linked to generalized recursion theory.

GERALD E. SACKS (Cambridge)

Forcing and type-omitting in recursion theory

A technique for simultaneously applying forcing to local requirements and type
omitting toglobal requirements is used to obtain further results on the minimal
upper bound.problem for hyperdegrees.

9



HELMUT SCHWICHTENBERG (München)

Finite notations for infinite terms

Kleene has observed that for his system 0 of ordinal notations some standard
functions like addition are in fact primitive recursive; this is a consequence of
the Kleene recursion theorem for primitive recursive functions. The author has
adapted this method to a notation system for infinitary terms, and used it to
prove a trade-off result, which essentially says that any detour through higher
type levels in the definition of a < co-recursive functional can be eliminated at
the price of rising the order types of the recursive well-orderings used by some
powers of omega.

Here we present a different proof of this result, by adapting a method of
Buchholz. The basic idea is to introduce a primitive recursive notation sys
tem for well-founded w-derivations in the same way as one usually introcduces
an ordinal notation system as a system of terms generated from constants for
particular ordinals by function symbols corresponding to certain ordinal func
tions. A less-than relation between ordinal notations is then deri ved from the
properties of the denoted ordin"als and ordinal functions. Instead of ordinals
Buchholz considers well-founded derivations in the standard system Zoo of w

arithmetic, with an unrestricted w-rule. Each derivation in Peano-arithmetic
Z can be viewed as a notation for a particular Zoo-derivation; so Z-derivations
play the role of constants here. The role of ordinal functions is taken over by the
standard operators for cut elimination in infinitary derivations, a.s introduced
by Schütte, Tait and Mints. Buchholz then introduces a system Z'" of finite
terms built from derivations in Z by these function symbols. Each term (or
notation) h E Z" then clearly denotes an infinitary derivation ~h~ E Zoo.

The main technical achievement oI Buchholz' paper is that without explicit
use of indices for (primitve) recursive functions in a coding of infin~tary deriva
tions he obtains rather elegantly defined primitive recursive functions .[.] and 0[']
such that h[n] denotes the n-th premise of the infinitary derivation ~ h ~ denoted
by h, and o(h) gives an ordinal bound for ~h~. It is quite clear that one can give
recursive definitions of these functions, since the corresponding operators on in
finitary derivations Zoo are defined by transfinite recursion. The trick to obtain
primitve recursive such functions is the usual one, namely to introduce some
delay operators, in the present case the repetition rule introduced by Mints.

Here we adapt Buchholz' approach to the somewhat more flexible setting of
infinitary (typed) terms. This allows applications in recursion theory as weH
a.s in proof theory, since by the well-known Curry-Howard correspondence any
natural (infinitary) deduction can be viewed as an (infinitary) term with formu
las as types. However, in the talk we restrict ourselves to just one application of
the method in recursion theory, namely the trade-off theorem mentioned above.

10



VICTOR SELIVANOV (Novosibirsk)

Finite hierarchies of regular w-Ianguages

By applying descriptive set theory to the Wagner's fine structure of regular w
languages we obtain quite different proofs of his results. This approach leads to
several new results, e.g. an easy description of the Wagner hierarchy in terms
of Boolean operations, and easy invariants for all levels.

ALEXANDRA SHLAPENTOKH (Greenville)

Weakly computable fields and rings

Let F be a countable field. Then a v~'ea.k presentation of F is an isomorphism of
F onto a field whose elements are natural numbers such that the field operations
of F are translated by functions which have total recursive extension§.~.We show
that if F is infinitely generated then it has a weak presentation <?J. arbitra.r:y
Turing degree and arbitrarily high enumeration degree. .

JOSEPH R. SHOENFIELD (Durham)

Recursive functions of finite type

This talk is abrief deseription of the theory of recursive functions of fini te type
objeets. It discusses the definitions and prindpal results of Kleene and the main
advances in the subjectwhich have been made since. .

RICHARD A. SHORE (Itha.ca)

Definability in the enumerable degrees 11

We sketch the proof of the following theorem which is one of the main technical
results needed for the definability o[ the jump classes a.s described in the talk
by Andre Nies:

Given any 0 <T A ~T U with U promptly simple, there are r.e. sets Eo, Et ,

Fo,Fl,B,P,Q,R and Gi (for i E w) with R = (JJGi,Fo = ffJG2i,Ft = ffJG2i+1

and B = ~o] (for each i E w) such that P, Q :5r U, all the other sets constructed
are recursive in A and

(T) : Gi ffi P ~T Q.

11



(D) : Gi lT Gj for i =F j.

(M) : If B is recursive in an r. e. W which is recursive in Rand W ffi P ~T Q,
then there is a j E w such that Gj ~T w.

(K) : RffJ Pis low.

(Y) : For each i E w, (G2i EB E1)AF1 =T G2i+1 and (G2i+1 EB Eo)AFo =T G2i+2 •

(Joint work with Andre Nies and Theodore SIaman)

RICHARD A. SHORE (Ithaca)

There is no degree invariant half-jump

We prove that there is no degree invariant solution to Post's problem that always
gives an intermediate degree. In fact, assuming definable determinacy, if W is
any definable operator on degrees such that a <W (a) < a' on a cone then W is
low2 or high2 on a cone of degrees, i. e. there is a degree c such that W(a)" = alt
for every a ~ C or W(a)" = a'" for every a ~ c.

(Joint work with Rod Downey)-

STEPHEN G. SIMPS,ON (University Park)

Reverse mathematics: recent results

1. AT~ +-+ König duality ~ heorem for countable graphs.
(+- is due to Aharoni·Matidor-Shore, JeT, 1988.
-+ is due to Simpson, JSL, 1994.)

2. II~ -.CAo +-+ for every separable Banach space X
and any countable set C ~ X*,
the weak* closed linear span of C exists.

(Humphreys & Simpson, TAMS, 1996, to appear.)

3. We survey the role of weak-weak König's Lemma in measure theory. Yu
& Simpson (1989) have shown that WWKL is equivalent to countable
additivity of Lebesgue measure on open sets.
Brown·Giusto.Simpson (1995, in preparation) have shown that WWKL
is equivalent to the Vitali covering theorem.

12
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THEODORE A. SLAMAN (Chicago)

On a Question of Los
Suppose that P is a countable partial ordering. We sa.y that P* is a constrained
f]-extension of P, if P* is a dense linear order without endpoints, the domain of
P* is equal to the domain of P, and for all x and y in the domain of P, x >p Y
implies x >p. y.

J. LoS posed the following problem: Find a necessary and sufficient condition
for a given counta.ble partial ordering 10 have a constrained 'l-extension.

Whether P has a constrained '1-extension is a E~ (P) property. Further, by
the Kleene Basis Theorem for sets which are ~~(P), if P has a constrained
'1-extension, then it has such an extension which is recursive in OP, where oP
is the complete II~(P) set. Thus, LoS's question about P is naturally reduced
to eJP. We give a logician's solution 10 LoS's question, by showing that it has
no simpler answer.

We show that any question about OX can be reduced to an instance of
LoS's question for a partial order which is recursive in X, and so the question
of whether a partially ordered set has an '1-extension is a :E~-complete ques
tion. Consequently, the upper bound provided by the Kleene Basis Theorem is
optimal. We also exhibit a natural nl-rank on those countable partial orders
without constrained '1-extensions, and observe that this rank an be used to
uniformly construct a constrained '7-extension of P, whenever there is such an
extension.

(Joint work with W. Hugh Woodin)

RoBERT I. SOARE (Chicago)

Definable properties and information content of c.e. sets

We announce and explain recent results on the computably enumerable (c.e.)
sets, especially their definability properties (as sets in the spirit of Cantor),
their automorphisms (in the spirit of Felix Klein's Erlanger Programm), their
dynamic properties, expressed in terms of how quickly elements enter them
relative 10 elements entering other sets, and the Martin lnvariance Conjecture
on their Turing degrees, i.e., their information content with respect to relative
computability (Thring reducibility).

(Joint work with uo Harrington)
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FRANK STEPHAN (Heidelberg)

Learning with Queries and Oracles

Inductive inference oonsiders two types of queries: Queries to a teacher about
the function to be learned and queries to a non-recursive oracle. This talk
combines these two types - it considers three basic models of queries to a
teacher (QEX[Succ], QEX[<] and QEX[+]) together with membership queries
to some oracle.

The results for each of these three models of query-inference are the same: If
an oracle is omniscient for query-inference then it is already omniscient for EX.
There is an oracle of trivial EX-degree, which allows nontrivial query-inference.
Furthermore, queries to a teacher can not overcome differences between oracles
and the query-inference degrees are a proper refinement of the EX-degrees.

STANLEY S. WAINER (Leeds)

The hierarchy oE tenninating recursive programs over N
This talk concerned tbe Kleene hierarchy REC(a), a < wfK, of total recursive
functionals Fe : NN -+ NN defined by programs e whose (well-founded)
computation trees have height ~e~ ::; Q. The Hardy-functionals BeI playa
natural and crucial role a.s dominating functionals, and provide a canonicallink
with proof theory via w-role, and a general framework for measuring complexity.
Thus for chosen well-orderings of type Q' (0 an epsilon-number) REC(< 0') =
PROVREC(TI( < 0'.)) = ELEMENTARY(H<OI).
(Joint work with M. Fairtlough, related to similar results 0/ A. Weiermann)

STEPHAN WEHNER (Burnaby)

Computable Enumeration and the Problem of Repetition

A class C of computably enumerable (c.e.) sets is called computably enumer
able if the members are unifonnly computabIy enumerable, Le. if there is a
computable function f such that C = {WI(n) : n E w}, where W denotes a
Gödelnumbering of the c.e. sets as usual. Pour-EI and Putnam introduced the
notion k-c.e. A c.e. class C is called k-c.e. for k E w, if there is a computable
function f such that C = {W/(n) : n E w} and I{n : W/(n) = Cli ::; k for every
C E C. A class is called w-c.e. if there is a computable function f such that
C = {Wf(n) : x E w} and I{n : Wj(n) = Cl' < w for every C E C. Pour-EI and
Putnam showed that there are (k +1)-c.e. classes which are not k-c.e., and that
tbere are w-c.e. classes which are not k-c.e. for any finite k. Furthermore there
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exist c.e. classes which are not w-c.e.
It is an open problem of computability theory to characterize the k-c.e.

classes. Tbe talk discusses some results from tbe speakers recent Pb.D.-thesis
of the same title.

1. Using a computably enumerable listing c(e) of a11 computably enumerable
clasSes the index sets

CEk := {e : c(e) is k-c.e. }

a.re defined, where k E w U {w}. CEIe is E2-complete for k E w, k > 0 and CEw

is Eg-complete.

2. A characterization is given for the l-c.e. classes of cofinite sets which satisfy
'Pn • A class satisfies PR (n E w) if the complement of every mernber contains at
most n numbers. A class C satisfying PR is l-c.e. if and only if every suhclass C'
such that tc -C/I ~ 2(R-l) is c.e. This implies that for finite k the notions k-c.e.
are equivalent for c.e. classes satisfying PR. On the other hand there are c.e.
classes C which are not w-c.e. hut every subclass C' such that Je - C'I < 2(n-1)

is c.e.
For classes of cofinite sets which do not satisfy Pn the characterization prob

lem seems as difficult as in general: There is a c.e. class of cofinite sets which
is not l-c.e. hut has a "dense" l-c.e. suhclass. Here "dense" means that every
finite set which' has an extension in the class has infinitely many exteD;sions in
the subclass. This shows that the following necessary property (G) 'of l-c.e.
classes is not also sufficient:

to have a l-c.e. subclass which contains for every finite set the same
number of extensions.

3. The corresponding necessary property of w-c.e. classes is also sufficient: A
dass is w-c.e. if and only if it has an w-c.e. subclass which contains for every
finite set the same number of extensions.

No such statement is possible for the notions k-c.e. with firn te k, for there
is a c.e. class which is not k-c.e. for auy k E w hut satisfies (G).

XIAODING YI (Leeds)

The quotient semilattice of the recursively enumerable .
degrees modulo· the cappable degrees

For a given 1st order structure 5, studying its algebraic properties is usua.lly the
first step to understand the structure. For tbe structure R of the recursively
enumerable (r.e.) degrees, virtually all the major algebraic results about R
can be viewed as embedding, extension/nonextension of embedding results for
R in a certain language. An important and unexpected result in 80's ia an
algebraic decomposi tion of R as the disjoint union of two sets of degrees - M,
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the set of r .e. degrees which are halves of minimal pairs (cappable degrees), and
PS, the set of r.e. degrees which contain a promptly simple set - the former
being an ideal. A major obstruction to formulate a "decision procedure of the
two-quantifier theory of (R, $,0, 1) is the interact among prompt simplicity~

non-embeddability and Slaman-Soare phenomenon. A better understanding of
the relation between R and M is highly needed.

Two major questions about the quotient structure R/M of the r.e. degrees
modulo the cappable degrees are:

1. 15 R/M dense?

2. Does R/M satisfy the Shoenfield's Conjeeture?

It is known that if a countable structure satisfies the Shoenfield's Conjecture,
then it has many niee properties that the strueture of rationals does. One •
motivation for looking at R/M is the hope of finding a natural, degree-theoretic
upper semi-Iattice satisfying Shoenfield's Conjecture. I have proved that the
Shoenfield's Conjeeture fails on R/M. In the present talk, PU diseuss the proofs
of the following results:

1. For a given p.s. degree a, there exist degrees b, c such that [cl< [b] < [al
and for all w ~ c, a S b V w implies a :5 w. (Therefore, Shoenfield's
Conjecture fails on every initial interval of R/M).

2. R/M is not dense. (Therefore, Shoenfield's Conjeeture fails on (R/M,
~,O, 1).)

Bereichterstatter: Frank Stephan
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Math. Forschungsinstitut
Obenwolfach ..

IE ~O L?l53 f .

The conference on Inverse Problems in Medical Imaging and Nondestructi
ve Testing was organized by Heinz Eng! (Linz), Alfred Louis (Saarbrücken)
and Wiliam Rundell (Texas A&:M) in the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut
Oberwolfach in the Black Forest in Germany from February 04 to 10, 1996.

Forty participants from thirteen countries presented their research results
which can be grouped into the categories:

• overviews on the state of art in medical imaging and nondestructive
testing

• x-ray computerized tomography in two and three dimensions

• ultrasound and microwave tomography

• electrical impedance tomography

• electron microscopy

• ilow tomography

• inverse scattering

• regularization methods for nonlinear problems

• wavelets and regularization

The common background of the reseach in ~hese fields is invers~ problems.·
It became again evident that much progress in the underlying mathemati
ca! research was directly transformed into new algorithms for solving these
real world problems in two areas which, at a first glance, seem to be very
different. Frorn a mathematical point of view similar principles are applied
to measure the data although the realization can be rather different as an
example in x-ray computerized tomography shows. In nondestructive testing
typically the measured object is rotated and x-ray source and detectors are
fixed, which, of course, is impossible in tbe medical application.

The lively scientific atmosphere and the inspiring setting in Oberwolfach sti
mulated many discussions which certainly will contribute to further progress
in the field. Although one is tempted to take this invariably high standard
in the Mathematische Forschungsinstitut far granted we thank the staff.
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Inverse Problems in Medical Imaging and Nondestructive Testing

Beth, Th.: Wavelets and Waves For Imaging: Inverse and Illposed Problems

Starting with an example from medical X-Ray Imaging and related compression problems
. the outstanding role of wavelets as transform kerneis is discussed. Their property of forming
Quadrature Filter pairs can be exploited for highly reliable compression schemes for pictures,
providing bandwidth economic preview and browary schemes with simultaneous back-up for
zooming and lossless documentation. Examples of compressed NMR pictures, which show
no subjective deterioration at compression rate 134:1 and 28.03dBPSNR are presented and
compared with results of other schemes such as JPEG.

A Family of symbolic signal processors for high-speed wavelet transforms based on algorithms
designed through the algebraic equations of the Daubecrues wavelets has been presented.

Using the technique of QMF pairs, a genetic algorithm for the evolution of high quality
data compression schemes is developed. A eomparism of our algorithm family btj.box with
known algorithms such aB standardized IPEG, IndustriaJ Wavelets or the newly fracta! coding
methods shows a superior performance w.rt. compression rate on PSNR, and - as far as the
latter methods are concerned - also highly superior algorithmic behaviour. Examples of
24Bit-Colour Pictures of 4.5 MB original size are shown at a compression rate of up to 1:521.

The second part of the talk has address the availability of optical transform teehniques for
any kind of linear fUtering approach! A short recollection of properties of Fourier optics
and Wavefront manipulation techniques describes the setup of socalled 4f-systems, in which
paraxial farfield wave equations ean be handled. The problem of the solution of the famous
inversion of Kirchhoff's Diffraction Integral is briefly discussed while the main problem of
optica! transform eomputing in the paraxial far-field regime is reduced to the illposed inverse
problem of designing unitary diffractive elements of speci:fied behaviour: Given a modulus
distribution I/(x, y)1 2 for a eomplex function 1 : lR2

--+ C in (x, y) E D C m.2 find a complex
phase distribution 4>: IR? --+ ~ with 14>(v, u)1 = 1 for (v, u) E E C lR2 such that 4> =F-l(/),
Le. 1 is the Fouriertransform of 4>.

This is a highly nonlinear-problem even in the large set of all possible solutions. New methods
developed at the authors institution based on homotopy no's of loeal phase rotations can be
used to minimize the number of so ca.lled speckles. New applications in industrial pattern
recognition and printing devices are prese~.ted.

Blaschke, B.: Same Newton type methods for the regularization of nonlinear
ill-posed problems

This lecture is concerned with regularizing algorithms for nonlinear ill-posed problems

F(x) = y

based on Newton- and Quasi-Newton-type iterations. For the resulting methods - the ite
ratively regularized Gauss-Newton method, aLandweber type method, and a Newton type
method based on regularization by projection - we show convergenee and convergence rates



as the iteration index goes to infinity, in the noise free situation. In the case of noisy data
(with noise leve16) we propose apriori and aposteriori stopping rules that, under appropriate
canditions, yield the convergence rate O(vD).

Brambila, F.: Fraetal tompgraphy

From cross section image we can compute the 2-d Mandelbrot dimension (using digitaliza
tion). After that we find the 3-d Mandelbrot dimension by Brambila-Mattilla's lemmas and
with this 3-d Mandelbrot. We obtain the porosity of 3 dimension objects using the relation

(1 - p)d3 /3 + (p)2/3d3 = 1

where d3 = 3-d Mandelbrot dimension.

Work is done in vectorial Radon transform (ü vectorfield R( u, 1)

Radon transform.

f u . ds) and Fractal
I

Colton, D.L.: Using Microwaves to Diagnose and Monitor Leukemia .,~

We consider the inverse scattering problem of determining the index of refraction of 'a.~ iso
tropie inhomogeneous medium from a knowledge of the electric near field data. This piöblem
oecurs in the problem of diagnosing and monitoring leukemia in the upper part of the lower
leg. The inversionprocedure is based on the so-called 'dual space method' developedby the
speaker and P. Monk. Numerical examples using synthetic data at 800 MHz and 1.6 Ghz are
given.

Dobson, D.C.: Recovery of blocky images in electrical iinpedance tomography

Due to the inherent instability of recovering high-frequency components of conductivity
images in electrical impedance tomography, sharp edges of 'blocky' images are generally
blurred in reconstructions. Earlier work has demonstrated that this effect can often be
greatly reduced by applying nonlinear regularization techniques based on total variation mi
nimization. This raises the interesting question: under what circumstances can images be
successfully recovered by these techniques? We will present some results along these lines,
both positive and negative, for several generic image recovery problems and discuss the im
plications for electrical impedance tomography.

e Engl, H.W.: A note on regularized phase reconstruction

In 'phaseless inverse scattering', one want to reconstruct an obstacle or a potential from
the amplitude of far-field data only. Also, inverse problems in diffractive optics lead to the
problem of reconstructing the phase from amplitude measurements, Le. to reconstruct a
real-valued function 9 E L 2(lR) from 191. This is a nonlinear, generally ill-posed problem; We
investigate the regularizing properties and convergence rates for Tikhonov regularization and
iterative methods applied to this problem. Ref.: B. Blaschke, H. Engl, W. Grever, M. Kli-
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banov, An application of Tikhonov regularization to phase retrievaJ, to appear in Nonlinear
World.

Faridani, A.: Reconstruction of density diff'erences in A-tomography

Standard, or global tomography involves the reconstruction of a. density function f from line
integrals. J\-tomography produces the related function LF =o.(Af +JJA-1 f) where A is the
square root of the positive Laplacian, -ß.. Reconstruction of LI is Ioeal in the sense that
camputation of LI(x) requires only integrals over lines passing arbitrary elose to x. We dis
cuss the relation of Lf and f and present a method for computing approximate density jumps
from Ai when I is a linear combination of eharacteristic functions and a smooth background.
The algorithm is demonstrated with reaJ-world examples as weIl as with mathematical phan- ...
toms. ..

Grünbaum, A.: Variations on the theme local-vs-global

The search for differential operators that commute with 'naturally arising' integral operators
has recently been tied up with arbitrary solutions on the Gauss hypergeometric equation. I
display 3 new explicit examples connected with 'Krall polyn.' and also point out that Gauss'
equation gives - along the lines of Gelfand et al. - solutions to the F. John compatibility
conditions for the Radon transform in the ease of one dimensional lines in 1R3

•

Hanke, M.: An inexact Newton method in electrical impedance tomography

We consider the numerical inversion of the parameter-to-solution mapping F : a -+ A in
electrical impedanee tomography. Here, A is the Neumann-to-Dirichlet operator associated
with the selfadjoint elliptic differential equation -div(agradu) = 0 in the bounded domain
n c IR2

, and a is the corresponding positive conductivity coefficient.

Several authors have applied the Levenberg-Marquardt method to approximately minimize
A - F(a) with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In this talk we present and moti
vate an inexact Newton-Krylov implementation. For a. general (ill-posed) nonlinear equation
F(a) = y we derive assumptions on F with which we can prove convergence and regularizing
properties for the case that the Landweber method is used for the inner iteration. Finally, we
discuss the validity of these assumptions for electrical impedance tomography, and present
some numerical resu!ts. e
Isakov, V.: On identification of the diffusion coefRcient from boundary measure
ments

We consider recovery of the coefficient a of the parabolic equation

Ut-div(aVu) = 0 in Q, u = 0 on nx{O}, u = gon anx(O,T), Omega C /Rn (n = 1,2,3)

from a.dditional data
a81/tL = h on 8n x (0, T.)
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We have no uniqueness results with one pair (g, h) except for n = 1, so we prescribe the
map A : 9 --+ h for all smooth g, and prove uniqueness of any a = a(x) E GI(n), of
a == ao +kx(Q), (ao, k E G2(Ö) are given, Q changing in time) and discuss, numerical results
for the linearized problem (a = 1 + f(lxl), f is small).

Kress, R.: Inverse obstacle seattering with the modulus of the far field pattern
as data

The inverse problem we consider is to determine the shape of a sound-soft or perfectly con
ducting infinity lang cylindrical obstacle from a knowledge of the far field pattern for the
scattering of incident time-harmonic plane waves. In particular, a quasi Newton method is
discussed where the Frechet derivative of the far field operator which maps the boundary
curve onto the far field pattern of the scattered wave for the unit circle as initial curve is kept
fixed throughout the iteration. Both the recoDstruction from the full {ar field and from the
modulus of the far field as data is considered, the latter modulo translations of the obstacle.
The question of uniqueness is adressed and numerical examples are presented, illustrating
satisfactory reconstructions.

Kristensson, G.: Transient external3D exeitation of a dispersive and anisotropie
slab

Propagation of a transient electromagnetie field in a stratified, dispersive and anisotropie
slab, and the related direet and inverse scattering problems are investigated. The field is
generated by a transient external 3D sauree. The analysis relies on the wave splitting con- .
cept and a 2D Fourier transform in the transverse spatial variables. The wave propagator
approach provides an exaet solution of the transmission operator. From this solution it is
possible to extract the first (Sommerfeld) preeorsor. An inverse algorithm is outlined using
refleetion and transmission data corresponding to four 2D Fourier parameters.

Kunisch, K.: Image Reconstruction by Minimizing Total Bounded Variation

Lagrangian and augmented Langrangian methods for nondifferentiable optimization problems
arising from total bounded variation formulation of denoising and deblurring of images are
studied. Conditional convergenee of the Vzame algorithm and unconditional convergence of
the first order augmented Lagrangian schemes are diseussed. A Newton type method based
on an active set strategy defined by means of a duality framework is introduced and numerical
examples are given.

Langenberg, K.J.: Applied Inversion in Nondestructive Testing

Either electromagnetic or aeoustoelastic waves ean be utilized for nondestruetive testing pur
poses. The aim is two-fold, either to characterize materials or to deteet, localize and image
defects. To solve the latter problem it is possible to model the defect as a perfectly scattering
target, and this gives rise to a linearizing approximation in terms of the physical optics argu-
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ment to solve the inverse scattering problem. Therefore, the talk concentrated on diffraction
tomography in 3D and its possible extensions to inc1ude polarization of electromagnetic waves
and mode canversion for elastic waves. Numerous simulations and applications to experimen
tal data illustrated the potential of linear inversion algorithms in nondestructive testing.

Lobei, P.: Gauss-Newton and Gradient Methods for Microwave Tomography

We present different iterative methods and compare their performance for solving an inverse
scattering problem: the reconstruction of the complex permittivity profile of inhomogeneous
dielectric objects embedded in a homogeneous medium from near or farfield scattered data in
the 2D-TM case. Applications concerned here are medical imaging, non destructive testing
and target identification.

The nature of this problem is strongly non linear and ill-posed when quantitative imaging
is requested. During the past 15 years, intensive studies have concerned reconstruction al
gorithms able to give an effident solution to quantitative imaging. Among them, Newton
Kantorovich or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms, Gradient and Modified Gradient method
have been applied to this problem. Starting from an exact integral representation of the
EM field, the moment method is utilized to generate matrix relations. Different iterative
optimization procedures for the inverse problem have been used. For example, one based on
the minimization of a cost functional decomposed into two residual errors or with a functio
nal using a non linear matrix relation between the scattered field and the contrast profile:
From this non linear formulation, gradient method is used or a Newton type algorithm using
Tikhonov regularization with identity operator or gradient operator in order to deal with
ill-conditioned matrices which have to be inverted. The different iterative procedures have
been constructed in order to incorporate multiinddence or multifrequency configurations.

Investigations on the initial of the cornplex permittivity profile have been made with a back
propagation scheme using the adjoint operator which a.llows to provide an estimate of the
induced current inside the inhomogeneous object.

Different configurations of interest have been studied for different applications of microwave
imaging Le. medical applications, non destructive te~ting in dvil engineering and target iden
tification from bistatic ReS measurements. Influence of the initial guess (without apriori
information and using the backpropagation schemel are also investigated.

Louis, A.K.: Filter design techniques for X-ray CT and ultrasound

The solution of AI = 9, where A is a linear operator between the Hilbert spaces X and
Y, and especially X = L 2«(E3), Y = fCN for finitely many data, is achieved by applying the
approximate inverse.

For an arbitrary mollifier or wavelet e-y(x, y) the minimum norm solution of A*W-y(x) =
e..,.(x,·) is computed. If Y is a finite dimensional space, this is always possible, otherwise
smoothness conditions on e..,. are required depending on A*. Then the approximate inverse is

5..,.9(X) = < 9, '11..,.(x) > =< Af, W-y(x) >=< fM, e"'1(x,') >

5



where fM is the minimum-norm solution of AI = g. The advantage of this approach is that
the reconstruction kernel '1'..., can be precomputed independently of the data.

Invariance properties of A reduce dramatically the storage need for the reconstruction kernel
and the computer time for evaluating 5..,g.

This technique is applied for developping reconstruction kernels for X-ray CT and ultrasound.
In the case of X-ray CT for finitely many data the inversion is of filtered backprojection type.
Reconstructions from real data in 2D (fan beam) and 3D (cone bearn) show the applicability
of this technique.

Maaß, P.: Accelerated regularization methods

Tikhonov regularization and iteration methods are amongst the most frequently used regula
rization methods for solving linear and non-linear inverse problems. The numerical efficiency
of these methods depends on fast algorithm for the evaluation of the involved operators (Ax
or F(x)).

If the operator is replaced by a family of sparse approximating operators, thety the speed
of the algorithm can be improved considerably. However convergence and convergence rates
can only be proved if the approximation levels are updated during the iteration. -"Optimality
results are proved for linear problems (accelerated Tikhonov - and Landweber - method) and
non-linear problems (accelerated Landweber iteration). ".:"

Natterer, F.: A numerical method for ultrasound tomography

Ultrasound tomography is modelIed by the inverse problem of a 2D Helmholtz equation at
fixed frequency with plane-wave irradiation. It is assumed that the field is measured outside
the support of the unknown potential I for finitely many incident waves. Starting out from
an initial guess 1° for I we propagate the measured field through the object /0 to yield a
computed field whose difference to the measurements is in turn backpropagated. The back
propagated field is used to update JO. The propagation as weIl as the backpro~~gationare
done by a finite difference marching scheme. The whole process is carried out in a:single-step
fashion, i.e. the updating is done immediately after backpropagating a single wave. It is
very similar to the weil known ART method in x-ray tomography, with the projection and
backprojection step replaced by propagation and backpropagation.

Pidcock, M.: Electrical Impedance Tomography

The advantages and disadvantages of EIT are weIl known. In particular EIT systems are
modest in size, cost and complexity but image quality remains modest. In order to make EIT
systems useful it is important to make improvcments which retain the advantages. In the
move to 3D imaging the modelling and computational costs are high and it is vital that both
are performed in the best way possible, particularly, when using iterative reconstruction al
gorithms. In this talk I will discuss two such issues: First the problem of electrode modelling
which the violent behaviour of the current density distribution at the edge of the electrodes
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causes significant computational problems and second: The choice of optimal current injec
tion patterns and voltage measurement patterns.

Piero, A.R. De: Parameters Choice using Generalized Cross-Validation in Emis
sion Tomographie

We analyze theoretical and practical problems arising from the application of Generalized
Cross-Validation (GCV) as a stopping criterion for iterative methods for solving large scale
ill-posed problems. We present some results for linea.r stationary methods and for the con
jugate gradient method that allow us to derive efficient algorithms to compute the GCV
functional. Finally we apply the results to PET (positron emission tomography) data.

Pike, E.R.: Three-dimensional Superresolving Confocal Laser Seanning Fluore
scenee Microscopy.

The problem of inversion of the image data in high-numerical-aperture confocal scanning
laser microscopy of three-dimensional fiuorescent specimens is defined and a solution based
on the use of an optical mask placed in the image plane, calculated by a singular value de
composition of the Ignatowsky Richards and Wolf imaging kernel is discussed. The numerical
techniques used will be described and examples of inversions of both simulated and real data
will be given.

Plato, R.: On the regularization of Abel's integral equation

Several applications like the spectroscopy of cylindrical gas discharges or seismic imaging of
the sub-surface lead to Abel integral equations of the first kind

(Au)(t) := r(11/2) J~ (t - S)-1/2U(S) ds = /.(t), t E [O,a], (1)

(with 0 < a < 00, and r denotes Euler's gamma function) in X = L2 [O,a]. For the approxi
mate solution of (1) with noisy data, Le.,

I. E R(A), 16 E X, 11/. - /6112 ~ 6, (2)

we consider (for fixed integer m ~ 2) Lavrentiev's m-times iterated method which for real
1 > 0 generates an u~ E X by

(i1 + A)vn = iVn-l + /5, n = 1,2, ... , m,
u~ := Vm, (3)

with Va = O. The regularizing properties of the discrepancy principle as accompanying para
meter choice are investigated.

Ramm, A.G. :1) Inversion of fixed-energy noisy data: 3D inverse scattering.
2) Finding discontinuities of funetions from tomographie data.

1) An aigorithm for inversion of noisy fixed-energy 3D scattering data is described. Stability
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estimates for the inversion method are given.
2) New methods for finding discontinuities of functions frorn tomographie data are described.

Rieder, A.: A multilevel iteration (or cone-beam reconstruction: first ideas

In an abstract setting we introduce a multilevel method which is designed for the solution
of the normal equation which arises by applying tbe method of least squares eombined with
a Tikhonov regularization to an operator equation of the first kind. We give a convergence
result and demonstrate the performance of the method by numerieal simulations in the con
text of ID-integral equations.

Next we discuss the potential of the iteration for the solution of the cone-beam reconstruction
problem in 3D-tomography. We consider an a-priori estimate of the convergence speed and
we look carefully at the algebraic strueture of the normal equation. Dur investigations show
that sparse matrix techniques can be used to store the normal equation and to speed up the
method. Our preliminary results vindicate a further exploration of the proposed method.

Sabatier, P.C.: Patchwork approach to boundary measurements

This is an attempt to appraise the information eontained in boundary measurements on a
loeal topic vs agiobai one. Tbe reconstruetion of a three-dimensional domain from: boundary
measurements is studied by means of local methods, applying the subdomains, and coupled
tagether , being understood that apriori information encloses the unknown parameters in
these subdomains and that they are reasonally far from each other. It is also understood
that for eaeh loeal subdomain, the direct and the inverse problem could be given solutions
if the other subdomains did not exist. The general study is therefore that of a patchwork
whose texture would be known and features are under study. .

The first part of the lecture deals with a linear problem, where the measurements produce
values of the Neuman-Dirichlet operator on apart of the surface of the domain. Thanks to
the formal overdetermination (the operators depends on 4 variables, the parameter v in the
differential equation - the Schrödinger one, depends on 3 ones), one can hope to obtain tbe
situation described above. In many eases, this is ·true and an algorithm yields the result.
Some variations on nonlinear cases are then given. Finally, a one dimensional example is
exactly calculated.

Somersalo, E.: Impedance Tomography Algorithms

The problem under consideration is to estimate an unknown resistivity distribution in a body
based on current-voltage measurements on the surface of the body. In the talk, two nume
rical algorithms were presented. Tbe first one is a variant of gradient based optimization
algorithms. Here, the novel features are tbe use of a rea.listic electrode model by introducing
conta.ct impedances, and the use of the total variation of the resistivity distribution a.s a pe
nalty term. The second algorithm is based on the use of a Riecati equation that propagates
the Neumann-to-Dirichlet operator in the radial direction of a circular body. Both methods
have been tested by using synthetic and real data.
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Sparr, G.: Flow tornography

We consider the problem of recovery of a vectorfield on a compact region in the plane from
information collected along lines. Motivated by the modeling of ultrasound Doppler measure
ments, the Doppler Spectral Transform (DST) is introduced, by associating to the vectorfield
ü and the direeted line Tthe distribution of projections onto f of the field vectors ü along l.
It is conjectured that, under some regularity conditions, knowledge of DST(ü, T) for all [ de
termines ü uniquely up to a radially symmetrie field. This has been verified for an analogous
discrete problem. Using parts of the information, only the fi~st moment of the speetrum,
earlier results (Juhlin, Tech. report, Lund 1992, Sparr et al, Inverse Problems 1995) have
been implemented and used on experimental data (Jansson et al, Teehnical report, Lund
1995).

Sylvester, J.: Layer Stripping via the Hilbert Transform

The technique oflayer-stripping has been proposed as a method for solving a variety ofinverse
problems. There have been a number of numerical experiments applied to one dimensional,
as weil as multidimensional problems. However, these methods have not been arnenable to a
rigorous mathematical analysis of convergence or stability.

In this talk, we will summarize a mathematically rigorous and numerically stable layer
stripping algorithm to solve the inverse scattering problem for the one dimensional Helmholtz
equation, summerizing the approach in [S-W-G] as weil as subsequent developments.

The new features of the theory include a nonlinear plancherel equality, nonlinear Paley
Wiener and sampling theorems, and'a nonlinear Hilbert transfonn, which enforces eausality
and eliminates the need for trace formulas which have been apart of previous implementa
tions.

[S-W-G] Sylvester, Winebrenner, Gylys-Colwell, Layer Stripping for the Helmholtz Equation,
SIAM Journal of Applied Mathernatics, June 1996.

Vainikko, G.: Stability estimates of some fast solvers of periodic integral equati.
ons

A dass of periodic integral equations of the first kind is considered. The corresponding inte
gral operators build isomorphisms between Sobolev spaces H -\ and H -\-0 of periodic functions
for any A E IR (0 E IR is the order of equation). Fast solvers are constructed on the basis _
cf trigonometrie Galerkin method, two-grid iterations and asymptotical expansions of inte- .,
gral operators (treated as periodic pseudodifferential operators). The stability properties cf
the methcd with respeet to errors in the data (free term and the kernei) are established.
Choosing the discretization parameter in correspondence to the error level of data, the (self)
regularization of the approximate solution to the (ill·posed) problem is achieved.

Vessella, S.: Stability estimates in an inverse problem for 3D heat equation

We consider the problem of determining an insulating body, D, contained in a conduc-
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ting one, n. Ir u(x, t) is the temperature of Sl\D and the following data are assigned
u = <p on an x [0, Tl], such that wr > 0, and u(x,O) = 0; if the flux t is measured on
r x [Ta, Tl] (r c an), then D is determined.

A logarithimic stability estimate is faund if some apriori assumptians are given on D.

Yagola, A.G.: Inverse Problems in Electronic Minosepty

Considered 3 inverse problems in data processing of electronic microscopy: 1) image proces
sing at electronic microscopy autoradiography of surfaces. 2) reconstructian cf 2D magnetic
fields; 3) induced currents methods for semiconductors nondestructive testing. Regularized
proced ures for data processing were proposed and applied ..
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Tagungsbericht 7/1996

Jordan-Algebren

11.02. - 17.02.1996

An der Tagung über Jordan-Algebren, die unter der Leitung von W. Kaup (Tübingen),
K. McCrimmon (Charlottesville) und H. P. Petersson (Hagen) stattfand, nahmen 46
Mathematikerinnen und Mathematiker aus Deutschland, England, Frankreich, Irland,
Israel, Kanada, Neuseeland, Österreich, Rußland, Schweden, der Schweiz, Spanien, Swa
ziland und den USA teil.
Die während der Tagung gehaltenen Vorträge sind den Gebieten

- Algebraische Theorie der Jordan-St"rukturen"")

- Jordan-Strukturen und Analysis

- Graduierte Strukturen und Wurzelsysteme

- Allgemeine nichtassoziative Algebren

zuzuordnen.
Neben 25 Übersichtsvorträgen, in denen der aktuelle Stand der Forschung in Teildiszi
plinen zusammenhängend dargestellt wurde, gab es eine Reihe von informellen "work
shops", in denen in kleinerem Kreis neue Ergebnisse präsentiert und diskutiert wurden.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

B. ALLISON: "
.,/'

Extended affine Lie algebras

We report on some recent results on extended affine Lie algebras (EALA's) which were
introduced by Hoegh-Krehr and Turresani 1990 as a generalization of tbe important
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class of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. This work is joint work with S. Azam, S. Ber
man, Y. Gao and A. Pionzeta. By definition, any EALA possesses a nondegenerate
invariant form. We have shown that this form is positive semidefinite, as conjectured
by V. Kac. Using this fact, we can attach a. root system called an extended affine root
system (EARS), to any EALA. We have given an abstract definition of EARS and then
shown how any EARS defined in this way an be constructed using semilattices. These
constructions of EARS suggest several constructions of EALA'8 that use Jordan alge-
bras and other structures which are finitely generated modules over the ring of Laurent _.
polynomials in several variables. •

J. A. ANQUELA:

Primitive Jordan pairs through local algebras I

Dur aim is to outline the proof of the following theorem:

"If V is a strongly prime Jordan pair having a primitive Iocal algebra Vh+
(b E V-) then V is primitive at b."

This, together with D'Amour and McCrimmon's result which establishes the converse,
provides a so-called Iocal characterization of primitivity for Jordan pairs. According with
Zelmanov, D'Amour and McCrimmon's results on strongly prime Jordan systems, the
task can be divided into two cases: The case when ~+ is PI, called homotope-PIcase,
where finite-dimensional techniques can be used, and the non-homotope-PI or hermitian
case, in which Zeimanov polynomials are needed. Hermitian polynomials, introduced by
Zelmanov wben studying strongly prime Jordan algebras, are one of the most powedul
tools in Jordan systems. Tbe hermitian or Zeimanov polynomials needed in this case are
homotope-eaters, whose construction is based on previous constructions of Zelmanov,
D'Amour, Montaner and the authors. These polynomia.ls are special-jordan-algebra
polynomials which, when evaluated in the homotope of a Jordan pair, give rise to _
elements which "eat" associative pair products and put them inside the original Jordan •
system or even in a given inner ideal of the homotope. They are used to create primitizers
in a Jordan pair from primitizers of a local algebra.

J. ARAZY:

Contractive projections in CI' (joint work with Y. Friedman)

For 1 :5 p:5 00 let Cp be the von Neumann-Schatten class, i.e. the Banach space of alt
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compact operators x on a sepa.t:ab1e infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space H, for
which 11 x 111' := (trace(x·x)P/2)1/P is finite.
In this work we establish the following result.

Main Theorem. Let X be a el08ed subspace of CI" < p < 00, p :/: 2. Then the
following four properties are equivalent:
(1) X is the range of a contra.ctive projection from C,;
(2) X is the lp-sum of subspaces, each of which is canonically isometrie to the CI' ideal
of a Cartan factor of one of the types I-IV;
(3) X p - 1 := {v(x)lxIP- 1; x E X} is a closed linear subspace of Cq , (p-l +q-l = 1) where
x = v(x)lxl is the polar decomposition of the operator x;
(4) V := spanw• {v(x); x E X} isclosed under the tripie product

{u,v,w} = (uv·w +wv·u)/2,

and is an atomic JCW·-subtriple of B(H). Moreover, X is a module over V, namely
{VVX} ~ X and {VXV} ~ x.

As a eorollary we obtain that tbe category of CI' ideals of atomic JCW·-triples is stahle
under eontractive projections.

G. BENKART:

Raot graded Lie algebras

Let g = 1-l EB E ga be a finite-dimensional split simple Lie algebra over a field , of
aE4

characteristic o. A Lie algebra List ß-graded if i) L = EB L...,·; (ii) L 2 0; (iii)
..,e4U{O}

L..,. = {x E LI [h, x] = ,(h)x for all h E 1-l} 2 g..,; and (iv) La = E [La, L_a]. Examples
aE4

of ß-graded Lie algebras include the affine algebras, the toroidal Lie algebras, the Tits-
Kantor-Koecber construction of a unital Jordan algebra, all finite-dimensional simple
Lie algebras over F containing a nontrivial toral subalgebra, and many others.
In this talk we discuss the recent classification of ~-graded Lie algebras, their deri
vations, &8soeiative forms, and central extensions, with an eye towards developing a
representation theory for them.
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C.-H. CHU:

Some functional analytic aspects of Jordan structure

Let Z be a. J B*-triple and let u = u(Z, Z·) be the weak topology on Z.

Theorem 1 (Bunce and Chu [1]) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The map Q(a) : z t-+ {aza} is u-compact for every a E Z;
(ii) The map D(a,a) : z 1-+ {aaz} is u-compact for every a E Z;
(iii) Z is an inner ideal of Z·*;
(iv) The spectrum Ba for any a E Z is discrete.

A map between subsets of Z is called sequentially weakly continuous (s.w.c) ifit preserves
u-convergence of sequences.

Theorem 2 (Chu and Mellon [2]). Tbe following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The map z 1-+ {zza} is s.w.c. for every a E Z;
(ii) Z has tbe Dunford-Pettis property..

Theorem 3 (Chu and Mellon [2]). A JBW·-triple Z has the Dunford-Pettis property if
and only if Z = 100 - EI) LOO(no)®Co where Co is a Cartan factor and sup dirn Ca < 00.

o a

[1] L. J. Bunce and C.-H. Chu, Pacific J. Math. 153 (1992) 249-265.

[2] C.-H. Chu and P. Mellon, J. London Math. Soc. (to appear).

T. CORTES:

Primitive Jordan pairs through local algebras 11

We consider hete the main applications of the so--called local characterization of primi
tivity for Jordan pairs.

The main result is the description of primitive Jordan pairs in the spirit of the classifi
cation of strongly prime Jordan pairs given by Zelmanov, D'Amour and McCrimmon.
The characterization is used to establisb the transfer of primitivity between a Jordan
pair and its nonzero ideals, aB weIl as between an associative pair with involution and _
its ample subpairs, from the oorresponding known results for algebras.
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We next remark that a subquotient of a primitive Jordan pair inherits primitivity from
it, as a consequence of the local characterization of primitivity, so &nswering affirma
tively the question posed by Loos and Neher.

Primitivity of a tight envelope of a primitive Jordan pair can also be obtained with the
direct use of the bermitian polynomials involved in tbe proof of tbe above mentioned
characterization.

Finally, we consider the case of primitive Jordan tripie systems, which may have local
algebras that are not primitive. Here we manage to take the problem of their description
into the language of pairs, defining what we call "tight double pairs", which can be
associated to any Jordan tripie system and inherit from it regularity con~itions.

C.M. EDWARDS and G.T. RÜTTIMANN:

Structural projections and Peirce inner ideals in JBW*-triples

Let A be a JBW·-tripie. A linear subspace J of A is called an inner ideal in A provided
that the subspace {JAJ} is contained in J. A subtripie B in A is said to be comple
mented if A = B ffi Ker(B), where Ker(B) = {a E A : {BaB} = O}. A complemented
subtripie in A ia a weak*-closed inner ideal. A linear projection on A is said to be
structural if, for a11 elements a, b and c in A,

{PabPc} = P{aPbc}.

The range of a structural projection is a complemented subtripie and, conversely, a
complemented subtripie is the range of a unique structural projection.
We analyze the structure of tbe weak*-closed inner ideal generated by two arbitrary
tripotents in a JBW*-tripie in terms of the simultaneous Peirce 8pace8 of three suitably
chosen pairwise compatible tripotents. This result is then used to show that every weak*
closed inner ideal J in a JBW*-triple A is a complemented subtripIe in A and therefore
the range of a unique structural projection on A. As an application structural projections
on W·-algebras are considered. (Joint work with K. McCrimmon.)

Tbe annihilator J J. of a weak* closed inner ideal J in A is tbe weak* closed inner ideal
consisting of elements A in A such that {JAA} is equal to {O}. Tbe JBW*-triple a can
be decomposed into the direct sum of J, ker(J) \ nker(J.l) and J.L. Modulo five of the
generalized peirce relations, tbis decomposition is a grading of a of peirce type and an
example is given of a weak* closed inner ideal in a JBW*-triple A for which al1 five
fail to hold, thereby showing that the result is tbe best possible. It ia also shown that
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the condition that a weak- closed inner ideal in a JBW--tripIe A leads to a grading of
A which is of peirce type ia equivalent to several other conditions, all of a topological,
rather than algebraic, nature.

J. R. FAULKNER:

Elementary groups for Kantor pairs (with B.- N. Allison)

. A pair algebra (K+, K_) with product Kt1 x K_t1 X Kt1 -t Kt1 satisfying
(KPI) [VZ,y, ~,w] = VcZJ/z},w - ~,{yzw}

(KP2) Ka,bVZ ,1I + ~,zKatb =KKQ ,b%,lI

where V:r,tlz = {xyz} and Ka,bX = {axb} - {bxa} is called a Kantor pair. A standard
construction gives a graded Lie algebra

The group generated by all exp(ad(x + A» with (x, A) E (Ja x 02t1, u
p~jective elementary group G.

±, is the

A· study of elements of G tbat either preserve or reverse the grading of 0 leads to notions
of invertibility and quasi-invertibility in Kantor pairs, and also to generalizations of tbe
quadratic operator and the Bergman operator of Jordan pairs.

For Kantor pairs which can be embedded in a certain way in 3 x 3 matrices, the cal
culations are considerably simplified. In particular, for the Kantor pair of a hermitian
form, the Bergman operator, in a special case, reduces to an Eichler transformation.

G. HESSENBERGER:

Harnes idempotents and cocapacity in Jordan pairs

We caU an element (x, y) of a nondegenerate Jordan pair V quasi-Fredholm, if it ia
quasi-invertible modulo the socle. For arhitrary (x, y) the cocapacity of (x, y) is defined
by

coc(x, y) := inf{IC{lt2(e)) : e E Soc V is an idempotent, B(y, x)V- 2 ltQ(e)-},
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where K. denotes the capacity [2], and l'i(e) are the Peirre-spaces of e. Note that the
cocapacity is a non~negative integer or 00. H e E Soc V is an idempotent such that
B(y,x)V- 2 Vo(e)- and coc(y, x) = 1t(\f2(e»), it is called a (Jordan) Barnes idempotent
to (x,y).

We show that the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (x, y) is qua.si~Fredholm,

(ii) (x, y) has finite cocapacity,
(iii) (x, y) possesses a Barnes idempotent.
This generalizes a well-known theorem of aBsociative Fredholm-theory, which says that
for invertibility modulo the socle the existence of a Ba.rnes idempotent is necessary and
sufficient [1]. Furthermore, finiteness of thc.' cocapacity is the Jordan-theoretic counter~

part of finiteness of tbe nullity "nul" and tbe defect "der', tbe dimensions of the kernel
resp. cokernel of the image of an element oI an associative algebra under a faithful
representation [1].

Thus it is DO surprise that in the case where V = (A, A) is the Jordan pair of an
associative algebra tbe cocapacity can be calculated with the help oI nullity and defect:
For a quasi-Fredhoolm element (x, y) we have

coc(x, y) = max{nul(lA - xy), def(lA - yx)}.

[1] Barnes et al., "Riesz and Fredholm theory in Bana.ch algebras", Pitman (Boston,
1982)

[2] Loos, "Finiteness conditions in Jordan pairs", Math. Z. 206 (1991L_

N. C. HOPKINS:

Some nonassociative algebras associated to differential equations

We construct a class of Zrgraded commutative algebras in the following fashion: Let 8
be a commutative nonassociative algebra over lR, V a vector space over R, C asymmetrie
bilinear form on V, f : 8 -+ IR linear, Q E B and M E End(V). We let M = 8 EI) V

(%)2 (X2 +C(~ Y)Q)
a.s a vector space and define the product on M by y = f(X)M(Y . Then

A is a Zrgraded algebra with .Ao =8 and Al = V. This class includes all Zrgraded
algebras over IR for which dirn Ao = 1 or dirn At = 1 and hence all Zrgraded algebras
of dimension 2 or 3. As we are interested in the solutions to the differential equation
~ = z2 for Z E A, we consider two algebraic properties known to be important to the
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study of such differential equations, namely nilpotence and simplieity. For both we give
necessary eonditions and sufficient conditions for .A to have the property. We close by
outlining some open problems. This· is joint work with Michael Kinyon.

A.ILT'YAKOV:

On polynomial and rational invariants of simple exceptionallinear algebraie groups

It is known that minimal linear representations of simple exceptional algebraic groups
are related to certain simple nonassociative algebras. Using this connection, we describe
generators of the algebra (field) of polynomial (rational) invariants in several vector
variables. Also rationality of the field of rational invariants is proved in the ease of
groups of type F4 and E6 •

I. KANTOR:

A generalization of Jordan approach to symmetrie Riemmanian spaces

By abisymmetrie spare we understand a homogeneous fibrebundle with symmetrie fiber
and symmetrie base. .

Theorem 1. Given a Jordan tripie system of second order "p tbe subalgebra L(",)
U- 2 + U- t + Uo + U1 + U2 contains a subalgebra 8(",) = Ho + Et + E2 , whieh has
the structure of the Lie algebra of abisymmetrie spare. Moreover an orbit of 8(",) on
an R-space (corresponding to a Lie algebra L(r.p)) is a domain on M which has the
structure of abisymmetrie spare.

We will say that a Lie algebra S-(cp) =Ho + iEt +E2 whieh has the same space and
the same commutators but where the commutators [Et , E2] have opposite signs ia a Lie
algebra 0/ a dual bisymmetric space.

Theorem 2. Among all Jordan tripIe systems of second order with tbe same L(cp) there
is one for whieh the domain coineides with tbe whole M. The orbit of tbe Lie algebra
s- (<p) of a dual bisymmetrie spare ia a projectively bisymmetrie domain.

8
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G. LETAC:

Reeent results on Wishart distributions on Euelidean Jordan algebras

Wishart distributions are here defined as probabilities on the assoeiated symmetrie cone
Oby

e'e exp(-Trace 8x)p,,(dx);

where e is in n and Pp is the measure on nwith Laplace transform (det a)-p, and p be
longs to the Wallach set {~, ... , der;I)} u (der;!), +(0) (r = rank, d = Peirce constant).
We survey some results about these distributions:
1) Continued fractions (XI + (X2 +(X3 +...)-1 )-1 )-1, where Xi are Wishart (Bernadac).
2) Homogeneous quadratie varianees eharacterize Wishart (Casalis). :~~-

3) Peirce decompositions and expectations (Massam, Neher).
4) Quadratic conditional expectations characterize Wishart (Casalis, Letac, Massam).

A. F. LOPEZ:

Orders in Jordan pairs with DCa on principal inner ideals

In a joint work with Eulalia Garcia Rus, we have given a notion of order in Jordan pairs
which extends the definition of order in Jordan algebras given by Zel'rilanov, in the
following sense: ·If a Jordan algebra J is an order in a unital Jordan algebra Q then the
Jordan pair (J, J) is an order in the Jordan pair (Q, Q). Our notion of order in Jordan
pairs is "loeal" and it is inspired by our recent works on Jordan algebras sä.tisfying Ioeal
Goldie conditions. We prove that if a Jordan pair V is an order in a nondegenerate
Jordan pair W with dec on principal inner ideals, then
(i) V is nondegenerate and satisfies &Ce on the annihilators of its elements. Moreover,
V is strongly prime iff W is simple.
(ii) V is an essential subdirect product of Jordan pairs Vi each of which is an order in
a simple Jordan pair Wi with dcc on principal inner ideals.
(iii) If W is locally artinian then any element x E V~, (0' = +, -) has finite Goldie
dimension, i.e., the principal inner ideal [xl does not contain infinite direct sums of
inner ideals of V.
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C. MARTINEZ:

GK -dimension in Jordan algebras

If A is a finitely generated algebra (not necessarily associative) over a field K, V is afinite-dimensional vector spa.ce that generates A and V" denotes the linear span of allproducts of elements of V of length ~ n, then GK -dirn(A) = BUp lim ln(~m:n) (Gelfand
1'&-00Kirillov dimension). _It is known that the definition does not depend on V and that finite- dimensionalalgebras are those having GK -dimension O. If A is not finite-dimensional, then GK -dirn(A) ~ 1. Bergman proved that if A is associative and 1 :5 GK-dim(A) < 2 then GK-dim(A) = 1 and also tbe following result by Small-Stafford and Warfield is known inassociative algebras:

Theorem: Let A be a finitely generated associative algebra. Then: (a) N(A) js nilpotent,(b) A/N(A)is a finite module over & finitely generated subalgebra of the center.
Here it is proved that if J is a finitely generated Jordan algebra, then:
(a) If J is special and Ais an associative envelopingalgebra, GK-dim(A) = GK~dim(J).(b) GK-dim M(J) $ 2 GK-dim(J) where M(J) is a universal mult. enveloping algebra..(e) If J is special, then GK-dimM(J) =2 GK-dim(J)
Also the following result (with E. Zel'manov) is given:
Theorem: Let J be a finitely generated Jordan algebra and 1 S GK -dimeJ) < 2. Then(a) GK-dim(J) = l.
(b) N(J) is nilpotent, where N(J) denotes the McCrimmon radical of J.
(e) J/N(J) is a finite module over a finitely generated subalgebra of the associative
center.

J. MARTINEZ:

Inner derivations on ultraprime Banach algebras

We show that, for every ultraprime real Banach algebra A, there exists a positive number
'"'1 satisfying '"'1 11 a +Z(A) II~ 11 D tJ 11 for all a in A, where Z(A) denotes tbe centre of Aand Dca denotes the inner derivation on A induced by a. Moreover, the numer 7 depends
only on the nconstant of ultraprimeness" of A.
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F. MONTANER:

On Goldie theory tor Jordan algebras

A Jordan version of Goldie's theory was given by Zelmanov in the late 80's. In this talk

two related problems are considered. First, extending Zelmanov's results to quadratic

Jordan Algebras, and second, the extension to Jordan theory of some of the ideas

_ involved in Goldie's work, such as nonsingularity and uniform dimension.

Tbe results presented here have been obtained in joint work with A. Fernandez Lopez

and E. Garcia. Rus. Our main result states that a. Jordan Algebra ia a (elassical) order in

a simple (semisimple) artinian Jordan Algebra if, and only if, it satisfiesithe analogous

conditions to the ones giyen by Zelmanov in the linear case, if, and only if, it is strongly

prime (resp. nondegenerate), nonsingular, and has finite uniform dimension, with an

adequate defini tion of these concepts.

The proo! makes use, among other ideas, of a GPI-type theorem, which· js based on

recent work by D'Amour and McCrimmon, and same Jordan polynomials defined by

Anquela and Cortes. These ideas also allow a deeper study of the uniform dimension of

a Jordan algebra.-

E. NEHER:

Structures graded by root systems

The basic concept introduced in the lectures was that of a root system grading of a

Jordan pair V = (V+, V-): a decomposition.V = EBOER1VOl' Va = (VOl+, VOl-
), where R1

_ is the I-part of a 3-graded root system R = R1 Ü Ro Ü R_1 , such that Q(V:)Vp-~ c

_ lI;~-th {V:Vß-
C1 V;} c V:-fl+-y and D(V:, Vß-(1) = 0 for a.l.p (O' =±, 0:,13, 1 E R1).

If such a grading is induced by idempotents (Example: V is covered by a grid) there

is hope to obtain a classification, and in the talk the present stage of the classification

was discussed.

Lie algebras graded by root systems are related to Jordan pairs with a root system

grading via the following

Theore~: A Lie algebra L has a root system grading iE and only if L is a central extension

of the Tits·Kantor-Koecher algebra of a Jordan pair covered by a grid.
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The second talk reported on joint work with O. Loos on Steinberg groups for Jordanpairs. Let V = $OER1 VO be a Jordan pair with a root system grading 'R. = (R, R1 ). TbeSteinberg group St(V, 'R.) is given by a presentation: generators are XD'(V)' v E Va', andtbe relations are some of tbe basic relations valid in the projective elementary groupPE(V). Thus, one has a canonical epimorphism 1(' : St(V, 'R.) --. PE(V). Examples for
St(~ R) are the classical Steinberg groups St,,(A), A a ring [here V is a rectangularmatrix pair) and the unitary Steinberg groups [here V is a hermitian matrix pair].Among the theorems presented was tbe following:

Theorem: If the foot system grading is induced by a family of idempotents and if R is
irreducible of rank ~ 5, then St(V, 1(,) covers central extensions: Whenever G -!... PE(V)is a central extension there exists a unique homomorphism cp : St(V,~) --+ PE(V) such
that 1( = tP 0 'P.

Hence St(V, 'R.) is the universal central extension whenever 1(' : St(V, R) -+ PE(V) ia acentral extension. For example this is so if R has infinite rank (and is irreducible) - aresult proven earlier by Milnor for R of type A and by Bai< for R of type C. This is alsoso if V is simple, nondegenerate and Artinian (eacHer work of Steinberg and Deodhar).

J. M. OSBORN:

Lie algebras of class W*

Let F be a field of characteristic 0, and let B be the F -span of the monomials:crl
, xi2

••• ,x~n = XCI where Qi E ~i CF. Each ~i is either the nonnegative integers, or is an additive subgroup 01 F containing 1. B is a commutative associati-
ve algebra using the product xQxlJ = x Cl+ß. The set A = {E I.ai IJi E B} whe-

i=1re 0. is the partial derivative with respect to Xi is a Lie algebra using the product[!iOi,gjOj] = !8i(gj)8i - gj8j (!i)Oi. The class of algebras defined in this way is calledW*.

For a fixed monomial hEB, define L(h) to be the linear span of tbe set {Db (I) =
haj(/)a. - hOi(f)oj}. Tbe derived algebra L'(h) = [L(h),L(h)] is simple, and tbe algebras defined in this way form the clus S·.

In this talk we discussed the derivation and automorphisms oi these algebras, and also
the question of when two of these algebras can be isomorphie to each other.

12



S. PUMPLÜN:

Composition algebra! over a ring of fractions

Composition algebras over tbe Ring R = {~ E k(t) Ij ~ 0, 9 e k[t] with degg :5 2j},
with /ca field of characteristie not two, and f(t) E k[t] a monie irreducible polynomial
of degree two, are enumerated and partly elassified. Crucial steps include
1. a proof that every composition algebra Cover R without zero divisors or rank> 2
contains a composition subalgebra of half rank, and thus ia a generalized Cayley-Dickson
doubling of the latter,
2. a proof that for any composition algebra without zero divisors of rank :5 4 whieh
is defined over k there is up to isomorphism at most one non-elassical Cayl~y.-Diekson

doubling which results in a composition algebra without zero divisors not defined over
k.

After elassifying the composition algebras of rank 2 (the tori) over R it turns out tbat
every composition algebra of rank> 2 is the elassical Cayley-Diekson doubling of a
suitable torus.

Classifieation is facilitated by the fact that the subalgebra defined over k mentioned in
1. is uniquely determined up to isomorphism if C ia not defined over k.
It should be emphasized that results of this kind are not to be expected for arbitrary
rings. The most important feature of R used here is its elose relation to tbe projeetive
line, i.e. SpeeR = lPl- {(f(t»}.

......:r··

B. RUSSO:

On tbe Iwasawa decomposition of the automorphism group 01 a bounded symmetrie domain

Let G be tbe connected component of the holomorphie automorpbism group of a boun
ded symmetrie domain D in C" with Lie algebra g. Let E, {',.,.} be tbe J B*-triple for
which D is the open unit ball, and let VI, ••• ,Vr be a frame for E with v = VI +...++vr.
Denote the joint Peirce decomposition with respect to this frame by E = E Ekl, and
for b E E, write b = r: b,eI. This decomposition could be refined by replacing the Peirce
projeetions by Pl , = PIe,(] +eQ(v»/2 (e = ±). Then bk, = p:,b.
Denote by G = PK,Q = 1(, + P the Cartan decompositions, so that 'P = {eb : b e E},
where eb(Z) = b - {zbz}, and let G = KAN, g = 1(, + A +.N be tbe Iwasawa de-
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compositions constructed by use of a regular element ebo, where bo = Lj SjVj with
SI > ... > Sr > o. Let L = AN and (, = A +AI' denote the corresponding solvable
components.

•( 1) (1)"1p{bo)b = E -- bkl E -- bt, + E -bo,.
t:5;kSISn St k + S, lSk<ISn Bk - SI 1=1 8'

Theorem L, = {Ro(bo, p(bo)b) + eb : b E E}, where Ro(a, b) ia the curvature tensor at
the origin of the Bergman metric: Ro(a, b)z = 2{abz} - 2{baz}, and p(bo) is a "refined'
, Schur multiplier with respect to the frame Vt, ••• , Ur:

This theorem describes, in algebraic and geometrie terms, the element of K., namely
&(bo,l'(bo)b)), which needs to be added to a given element eh of'P in order to obtain
an element of (,. The "correction term" Ro(bo, p(bo)b) can be shown to be independent
of tbe choice of bo. Moreover, this tenn ia a new "alternating curvature" with respect
to the frame {Vj}, acting on b E Ekl as Ra(Vk - cU" b).
There is aversion of tbe Theorem at the Lie group level: if 0- E L has Cartan decomp08i
tion (J' = "1'00 Va with <Pa E P and Va E K, then Va can be expressed in terms of Q = 0-(0)
by means of the fundamental operators of a J B*-triple. For example, if a belongs to
tbe nilpotent group N and the domain D is of tube type, then Va = B(a, o)-! B(a, v),
where B(x, y) is the Bergman operator.
(This is joint work with Yaakov Friedman.)

1. SHESTAKOV:

Exeeptional Jordan superalgebras

New constructions for simple exceptional finite dimensional Jordan superalgebras ar~
given. Tbe simple Jordan superalgebras J12 and J21 of chara.cteristic 3 and of dimension..
12 and 21, respectively, are represented in the form H3(B, *) for a suitable simple
alternative superalgebra B with a superinvolution.
The Kac superalgebras KlO and K g are represented in the form J + U + V, where J is
a simple Jordan superalgebra of dimension 3 or 4, U and V are two isomorphie copi~

of a certain irreducible 3-dimensional superbimodule aver J, U2 =V 2 = 0, UV ~ J.

S: SKRYABIN:

Representation theory for a. class of Lie algebras of deriva.tions
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Representations of the Lie algebras of vector fields in tbe modules of sections of vector
bundles serve as a motivating example for a purely algebraic study of representations
in quite general settings. Let R be a commutative associative and unital algebra, W a
Lie algebra of its derivations which ia a projective R-module of rank n. I introduce a
eertain category of W -modules which earry additonal structures of an R-module and
a module over a certain Lie R-algebra 9 which is just the general linear Lie algebra
91(n, R) in tbe simplest case of height one representations. The general principle is
that every W -submodule of an object of this category is also an R-submodule and a
g-submodule and that every W-module homomorphism between two objects respects
the R-module and g-module structures als weIl. There is, however, a certain class of
exeeptional representations realized in tbe modules of differential forms whose theory
is more complieated.

A. SLINKO:

Linearly compact algebras and coalgebras

It is proved that a coalgebra is locally finite if and only if its dual algebra is profinite
dimensional, Le., isomorphie to tbe inverse limit of finite-dimensional algebras.
We speeify a large cla.ss of vaneties for whieh alilinearly eompa.ct algebras are profinite
dimensional.
This elass includes &11 Jordan and alternative algebras. Necessary and suffieient con
dition for a linearly compact Lie algebra to be profinite-dimensional ia obtained. In
particular, linearly compact algebraic Lie algebras are profinite-dimensional': Moreover
they roust be algebraic of bounded degree.

e H. UPMEIER:

Semisimple Jordan algebras and quantization of non-convex tube domains

The classical theory of Toeplitz operators on tbe Hardy space H'(O) over the positive
cone n in a formally-real Jordan algebra X can be generalized as folIows: For any
semi-simple Jordan algebra X, a connected component {} of its re$Ular set is a non
convex pseudo--symmetric space. The aBsoeiated tube domain T(O) is homogeneous
but not symmetrie. It has asymmetrie envelope 1'(0) recently contructed by Faraut
and Gindikin. The associated Hardy space H:(ö') consists of ~-closed L2-cohomology
classes of (0, q)-forms on T(ö'), where q is the concavity index of O. In joint work with U.
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Hagenbach we have shown that the associated Toeplitz C*-algebra has a11 its irreducible

representations realized on the {aces (boundary components) of T(n).

E. ZELMANOV:

On graded Jordan superalgebras • 'A..

All algebras are considered over an algebraically closed field of characteristic O.

A superconformal algebra is a simple Z-graded Lie superalgebra L = E L, such that
'EZ

all dimensions dirn Li '8 are uniformly bounded and tbe even part of L contains the

Virasaro algebra. Vir. If Lo is not solvable then the even part of Lo contains a subalgebra.

8/2 =< e, /, h >. Tbe action adL(h) has finitely ma.ny eigenvalues. In the partieular (hut

important!) case when the eigenvalues are -2,0,2, L is isomorphie to a Tits-Kantor

Koecher eonstruction K (J) of a simple graded Jordan superalgebra. J.

Theorem (V. Ka.c - C. Martinez - E. Z.) Let J = E J, be a simple graded Jordan

superalgebra such that the dimensions of J,'s are bounded from above and K(J)o ;2 Vir.

Then there exists a. Z/nZ-graded vector spare V = VO +... +Vn - 1 and a generalized

Poissoo superbracket [,) 00 the twisted algebra A of functioDs on odd variables from V

and one Laurent variable t such that J is the Kantor double of (A, [, ).

Then K (J) is a contact Lie superalgebra.
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Zusammenfassungen der Vortragenden:

Rudolf Ahlswede and Nirig Cai

The arbitrarily varying channel with noiseless feedback and maximal error
probability: a trichotomy of the capacity formula

Let W be the' set of transmission matrices of the AVe with alphabets X, Y . Denote its
capacity by C/(W). Define Yx = {Y E Y : w(Ylx) = 1 for some w E W} .

We need also the sets W = convex hull (W), W = row-eonvex hull (W), and W
set. of 0-I-matrices in W.

Positivity Theorem: Cf(W) > 0 <=>

Ci) CReW)!: max min I(PIW) > 0 and (ii) Yx n.Yx' = 4J for some x =F x'
PE'P(X) wEW

Capacity Theorem (with Trichotomy)

{

0, if (i) .or (ii) does not hold

Cf(W) = min(CR(W), C/(W»), if W,e 4J and (i), (ii) hold

CR(W),_ if W= tP and (i), (ii) hold

Here C/(W) was determined by the first author (1973).

Vladimir B. Balakirsky:

On interval linear complexity of binary sequences

We consider the problem of partial approximation of binary sequences by the outputs of
linear feedback shift registers. A generalization of the linear complexity profiles of binary
sequences leads to a sequence that is regarded as the profile of interval linear complexity.
Some properties of this sequence are examined.

Marat Burnashev and Leonid Bassalygo

Authent~cation, identification" and pairwise separated measures

We show that authentication and identification problems are equivalent to each other. Mo
reover, both problems are majorized (in a c'ertain s.ense) by problem of pairwise separated
measures. The statement of the last problem is the following. .

Definition. A collection {IJi, i :::: 1, ... , M} of probability measures J1.i on a finite set A
is called q-separated if .

II/-Li - /-L; 11 ~ 2(1 - q) for any ~,e.J.

Let M{A, q) be the maximal possible number of q-separated prob. measures on a set
A of card A = A . We get a new upper bound for M(A, q) .

2
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Toby Berger and Xiahai Zhang

Asymptotics of tight typicality

XI, ... , Xn are i.i.d.r.v. with distribution {p(ai) = Pi, 1 ~ i ~ M} . The type, or
composition,of (XI, ... ,Xn ) is the vector K = (K1, ... ,KM) where Kj = I{i :
1 ~ i ~ n, Xi = aj} I. K is multinomially distributed with components satisfying
K 1 + K 2 + ... + KM = n . A realization !f = (k1 , •.. , km) will be called a tightly ty
pical type if Iki - npil < n l +e for 1 ~ i ~ M , where E E. (O,~) is fixed. The
set Sen, E) of a11 tightly typical types has asymptotic probability 1 in the sense that
lim P{K E S(n,E» = 1 . We show the asymptotic formula

n-+oo

M

P(K = lf'> ,...., v21Tn rr
i=l

subject to !f E Sen, e), (*)

I

".

. . P(K=~ _-
in the sense that hm max f Ri ht hand aide of (.) 1 f - 0 .

n-+oo !ES(n,e) g

This equation (*) appea~s to imply that tbe M components of K areasymptotically·
uncorrelated. However, they are actually nega~ively correlated with one another for all n
and even in the limit n --t .00 . The reason why there is no contradiction here is that
tbe formula for P(K =~) is not a product of functioris of the individual components
ki because its domain is restricted to k1 + ... + kM = n which is not in product form.
It also should be noted that the terms in the product are not the asymptotic marginal
densities of the K i / Vii ; those would be N(npi, npi(l - Pi» whereas the terms in the
product in our formula are N(npi' npi) . Dur result can be derived either byeareful,
repeated applications of Stirling's formula or by deriving the asymptotic jointly normal
of any M - 1 components of K / Vii and then maniptilating the result by replacing
kt+···+kM - t by n-kM.

Robert A. Calderbank

A 2-adic approach to the analysis of cyclic codes

This paper describes how 2-adic numbers can be used to analyse the structure of binary
cyclic codes and of cyclic codes defined over Z2Q , a ~ 2 , the ringof integers modulo
2a . It provides a 2-adic proof of a theorem of McEliece that characterizes the possible
Hamming weights that can appear in a binary cyclic code. A generalization of this· theorem
is derived that applies to cyclic codes over Z2Q that are obtained from binary cyclic codes
bj· a sequence of Hensel lifts. This generalization characterizes the number of times a
residue modulo 2Q appears as a ~omponent of an arbitrary codeword in the cyclic code.
The limit of the sequence of Hensellifts is a universal code defined aver the 2-adic integers,
which is the main subject of this paper. Binary cyclic codes and cyclic codes over Z2Q are
obtained from this universal code by reduction modulo some power of 2 .

A special case of particular interest is cyclic codes over ~4 "that are obtained from binary
cyclic codes by means of a single Hensel lift. Tbe binary images of such codes under
tbe Gray isometry include the Kerdock, Preparata and Delsarte-Goethals codes. These
are nonlinear binary codes that contain more codewords tban any linear code presently
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known. Fundamental understanding of the composition of codewords in cyclic codes over
Z4 is central to the search for more families of optimal codes. This paper also constructs
even unimodular lattices from the Hensellift of extended binary cyclic codes that are self
dual with an Hamming weights divisible by 4. The Leech lattice arises in this way as do
extremallattices in dimensions 32 through 48.

Imre Csiszar

On common randomness

The common randomness capacity of a two-terminal model is defined as the maximum
rate of common randomness that the terr.rlinals cau generate using resourees specified by ...
the given ~odel. In arecent work, R. Ahlswede and tbe author determined this capacity ..
for various models, including those whose statistics depend on unknown parameters. Here
it is shown that a key lemma of that paper about robust Uniform randomness, implies
a general existence resuit about a functioll. of a random variable which function is nearly
uniformly distributed on a large set and is almost independent of another random variable.

As a consequence, a substantial sharpening of the wiretap channel coding theorem is
obtained. Namely, the usual criterion that the wiretapper's mutual information about the
sent message grows slower than linearly with the block-Iength, is replaced by this mutual
information going to zero exponentially, and still the same secrecy eapacity is obtained.

Bernhard Dorsch

High-rate unit-memory-codes

Unit-memory (UM)-codes, resp. partial-unit-memory (PUM)-codes describe convolutio-
nal codes by algebraic structures with good free distance and extended distances, espeeially
the extended row distance, which give limits for the correctability of distributed errors.
Known good decoding procedures (U. Sorger & U. Dettmar) allow promising concatena
tions of short, ML-decodable, inner block-e~des with outer (P)UM-Codes without much
delay by interleaving. One of the main problems is that outer high-rate PUM-Codes have
a relatively poor free distance and UM-Codes of rate > 1/2 are not know. Here new
construction methods for high-rate UM-Codes with good free and extended distance pro-e
perties will be discussed.

Thomas Ericson and Victor Zinoviev

On Fourier invariant partitions of finite groups and Mac Williams identity for
group codes

Partitions of finite abelian groups are considered. We introduce the concept of F-partition
and demonstrate that this concept can be used in order to formulate very concise necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Mac Williams identity with respect to a given
weight function.
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G. David Forney jr., Rolf Johannesson and Zhe-xian Wau

Minimal and canonical rational generator matrices for convolutional codes

A full-rank k x n matrix G(D) over thc rational functions F(D) generates a rate-k/n
convolutional code C. G(D) is minimal if it can be realized with as few memory elements
as any encoder for C, and G(D) is canonical if it-has a minimal realization in controller
canonicai form. We show that G(D) is minimal iff for all rational input sequences 1!(D) ,
tbe span of y(D)G(D) covers tbe span ~f y(D). Alternatively, G(D) is -minimal iff
G(D) is globally zero-Jree, or globallyinvertible. We show that G(D) is canonical if and
only if G(D) is minimal and also globally orthogonal, in the valuation-theoretic sense of
Monna.

Ernst M. Gabidulin

Metrics generated by ~ set of bases

A new family oe metries for coding is proposed. Let. F; be a vect<;)r spa~e.:over tbe field
Fq • Let :F = {ll' l2' ... ,LN : Li E F;J be a set of vectors such that: l}-:':.'N ;::: n ; 2) F
contains n linear by independent vectors."

Definition: The F -Dorm ia defined by

The weight distribution for any F is faund.

Some applications in communication theory and cryptology are considered.

Tor Helleseth

On exponential sums .in Galois ring and applications to the weight hierarchy
of Kerdock codes over Z4 . .~--"

The r-th generalized Hamming weight dr of the Z4-linear. Kerdock code is determined
for r = 0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5. In addition it is shown that it is possible to determine the
generalized ~eight hierarchy oE the Kerdock codes of larger length using -tbe results of
dr for a given length. We give a closed-form expression of tbe Lee weight of. a Kerdock
codeword in terms of the coefficients" in its trace expansion.

Tom H0holdt and Ruud Pellikaan

Aigebraic geometry codes, without algebraic geometry

Since Goppa's discovery of algebraic geometry codes a lot of effort has been put inta a
presentation of these" codes without using the full machinery of algebraic geometry, in
particular the Riemann-Roch Theorem.

We describe, by elementary means, a class of codes which includes the socalIed one-point
AG-codes using

1) An 1Fq algebra R
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2) A weight function g: R -t No U { -oo}

3) A surjective morphism t.p.: R -+ ur:;
We determine the parameters of the codes and present a decoding algorithm which decodes
up to half the designed minimum distance.

Henk D.L. Hollmann and Peter Vanroose

Entropy reduction, ordering in sequence spaces, and semigroups of non-negative
matrices

We develope a mathematical framework to investigate classification or ordering of sequen- a
tial input by means of finite-state algorithms, with the aim to reduce the "diversity" at.
the output, that is, to achieve entropy reduction.

Our main interest is in optimal time-varying strategies; here, given a (finite) collection
of algorithms sharing a common set of internal states, we consider ordering srategies re
presented ·by sequences of this algorithms, where the action taken 'on tbe t-th input is
determined by the t-th algorithm in the sequence. So in asense we are considering a
programmable finite-state device and we are looking for tbe best program. Surprisingly,
there is a uniform method to handle questions of this type. Indeed, we first show how
to transform such a problem to a problem on eigenvalues in a related semigroup of OOD

negative matrices, and then we present an approach to this eigenvalue problem which seems
to succeed most of the time. We apply our methods to a problem concerning ordering in
sequence spaces introduced by Ahlswede, Ye, and Zhang (1990), which motivated part of
this work. In particular, we show that 72(0,2,1) = ~3Iog(2 + J3) , as conjectured by
Peter Vanroose (co-worker on this problem) same years ago.

Rolf Johannesson, Zhe-xian Wan, and Emma Wittenmark

On systematic convolutional codes over rings

Convolutional codes over rings are motivated frorn phase-modulated signals.

A conyolutional code is defined to be honest if it has an encoding matrix which has a right.
inverse. The definition is independent of the chosen encoding metric. All convolutionale
codes over finite fields are honest but there exist convolutional codes over rings which are
not honest. If a b x c encoding matrix G(D) has a b x b subdeterminant which is
a unit in R(G) , the ring of rational functions, then the convolutional code encoded by
G(D) is honest. A convolutional encoding matrix "is said to be systematic if it causes the
information symbols to appear unchanged among the code symbols. A convolutional code
over a ring R is sys·tematic if it has a systematic encoding matrix. We have the following
little

Proposition: A convolutional code over a ring R is systematic if and only if it has an
encoding matrix, that has a b x b subdeterminant which is a unit in R(D).

Dur propositioIJ. is equivalent to a result by Massey and Mittelholzer [1).
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[1] J.L. Massey and T. Mittelholzer, "Systematicity and Rotational Invariance of Con
volutional Codes over Rings", Proc. 2nd lot. Workshop on Alg.. and Comb~natorial

Coding Theory, Leningrad, Sept. 16-22, 1990.

Levon H. Khachatrian and Rudolf Ahlswede

Optimal anticodes

1. A system oE sets A c ([Zl) is called t-intersecting, if (Al n A 2 ) 2: t for a11 Ab A2 E

A ,and I(n, k, t) de'notes tbe set of all such systems. Let

M(n, k,t) ~ max lAI, 1 ~ t ~ k ~ n.
AEl(n,k,t) .

Theorem: For 1 ~ t ~ k :5 n with. ,~_

(i) (k - t + 1) (2 + ~+U < n < (k - t + 1) (2 + t~l) for sorne r-i N we have

M(n, k, t) = IFrl , and :Fr is up to permutations the unique optimal.

(ii) (k - t + 1) (2 + ~~~) = n for rEN U {O} we have M(n, k, t) =:=JFrl = l.1="r+11
"and an optimal system equals - up to permutations - either Fr ,". or F,.+l .

2. For a Hamming space (X:;, dH) , the set of n-Iength words over the alphabet Xe- =
{O, 1, ... , a - I} , we determine the maximal cardinality of subsets wi~h~a prescribed
diameter d or in another language, anticodes with distance d. .

Torleiv Kl0ve and Tor Helleseth

On the weight hi.erarchy of product codes

Barbers and Tena recently proved a conjectured expression for the weight hierarchy of the
product of two codes satisfying the chain condition.

_ Using this result we have deterrnined the weight hierarchy of sorne products:

simplex code ® simplex code

simplex code ® l--order Reed-Muller code

I-order Reed-Muller code ® I-order Reed-Muller code.

Janos Körner

Zero-error information theory

1.) We show that the only number k for which Da Hamming space can be partitioned into
k Hamming spheres is k = 3 . 'Furthermore, we conjecture that among the "numbers
l for which {O, l}n can be partitioned into l Hamming spheres there is a gap, in
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the sense that the smallest i larger, than 2 for which such a partition is possible is
i = n + 2 . (joint work with Emanuela Fachini.)

2.) We get a new upper bound for the Sperner capacity of arbitrary digraphs in terms
of a new entropy nation for digraphs. This concept generalizes the c9ncept of graph
entropy due to the author (1973).

Vladimir I. Levenshtein

Random Boolean functions, designs, and codes

A system of Boolean functions in n variables is called randomized if the functions pre
serve the property of their variables to be independent and uniformly distributed randome
variables. Such a system is referred to as t-resilient if for any substitution of constants '
for any i variables, where 0 5 i ~ t , the derived system of functions in n - i varia-
bles will be also randomized. We investigate the problem of finding the maximum number
N(n, t, T) of functions in n variables of which any T form a t-resilient system. This
problem is reduced to the minimization of the size of certain combinatorial designs, whieh
we call split orthogonal arrays. YVe extend some results of design and coding theory, in
particular, a duality in bounding the size of codes and designs, in order to obtain upper
and lower bounds on N(n, t, T) . In some cases this gives rise to final results.

Jacobus H. van Lint, Henk D.L. Hollmann, and Ludo Tolhuizen

On codes with the identjfiable parent property

Let C be a code of length n over an alphabet V of size q. For any two codewords
Q, Q, we define the set of descendants 1J(Q, l!) .by

For a code C, we define the descendant code C· by

C·:= U V(g,q).
~ECJl!EC

Since Q and Q are in V (g,!!.) , we have C ~ C· .

We say that C has the "identifiable parent property" (IPP) if for every ~ E C· there is
a codeword 1T(f) E C such that

We define
F(n,q) :== max{IC! : C ~ Qn, IQI = q,C has [PP}.

We present ~he following results:

(I) F(l, q) = F(2, q) == q (easyexercise)
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(2) F(3, q) = 3q + o(q)

(3) F(4, q) ~ qvq + o(q) ,Conjecture F(4, q) ~ qJQ .

(4) q2 ~ F(5,q) ~ 3q2 for q ~ 7

(5) F(n, q) ~ 3q ri 1

(6) F(n, q) ~ c. (~) i

Simon Litsyn

New upper bounds far self-dual codes

Using a variant of tbe linear programming method we derive a new upper bound on the
minimum distance d of doubly-even self-dual codes of length n. Asymptotically it reads
5 = d/n :5 0.166315 ... , thus improving on the Mallows-Odlyzko-Slo~nebound, fJ ~ 1/6 .
Ta establish this we prove that in any doubly-even self-dual code the distance diStribution
is asymptotically upperbounded by the corresponding normalized binomiafdistribution in

the interval Icn, (1 - c)n] where cis! - J66-1±~t:f±32/,2 '~~

Hans-Andrea Loeliger

On J aynes' proof of the second law

A concise and general proof of the second law of thermodynamics was given by Jaynes.
Disregarding some details, the argument is as fo11ows. Let W =]Rn be the phase space
of sorne physical system. (we assnme classical mechanics.) For x E W r le~ g(x) be the
"macroscopic state" of the system. For x E W , let [x]g ~ {x' E W : g(x')" = g(x)} .

Definition: Hg{x) ~ log VoI([x]g) .

Let f: W --+ W : x(to) --+ x(t1 ) be the evolution of the system according to the laws of
mechanics.

Theorem: If (i) f is volume-preserving and (ii) x' E [x]g => f(x') E (f(x)Jg thene Hg(x) ~ Hg(f(x» .

Condition (i) is satisfied for auy Hamiltonian (Liouville's theorem).

Condition (ii) is satisfied for any reproducible experiment;

J ames L. Massey and Shirlei Serconek

Linear complexity of sequences with arbitrary period

Suppose So, 51,52, . .. is an N-periodic (i.e., Si = 5i+N for a11 i 2 0 ) sequence over
GF(~ where N = pVn and gcd(n,p) = 1 . The linear complexity L of this sequence
·is the degree of the polynomial C(d) = 1 + eID + ... + c2DL such that SN (D)C(D) =
P(D)(l-DN ) where SN(D)=sO+SID+···+SN_IDN-l and gcd(C(D),P(D)=l.
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But (1 - D)N = (1 - DM)PV . If 0 is a primitive N-th root of unity in (an extension
of) GF(pV) , it follows that the multiplicity mi of oi as a zero of C(D) is mi = 0 if
and only if a i is a zero of SN (D) of multiplicity at least .pll and is mi(> 0) if and
only if a i is a zero of SN (D) of multiplicity pV - mi . Letting SN[il(D) denote the
i.:...th Hasse derivative of SN (D) , it follows that L = mo + mi +... +mn-l is the "active
area" (i.e., the number of non-zero entries or entries below non~zero entries) of the matrix
whose (i + l)st column is (SN(ai),SN[l](Qi),~ .. ,SN[p"'-l](ai )) for 0::; i < n. This is
equivalent to a result proved recently by eh. Gunther.

Edward C. van der Meulen and V.V. Prelov

Asymptotics of Fisher information under weak perturbation and an asymptotice
generalizatioD of De Bruijn's identity

An asymptotic expression is derived for the Fisher information of the surn Y of two in
dependent random variables X and Ze, when Ze is smalI. This asymptotic expression
is valid under some regularity conditions on the probability density function of X and
conditions on the moments of Z. The first term of the expansion is the Fisher infor
mation of X . Higher order terms of the expansion are calculated as weH. A statistical
example cao be given concerning the asymptotic effic~ency of an unbiased estimator in a
certain parametric model. Using the main result for the case ZE = EZ , an asymptotic
generalization of De Bruijn's identity is obtained; 'which provides a relationship between
differential entropy and Fisher information. When Z has a Gaussian distribution with
unit variance, X has a proba.bility density function with finite variance, and X and Z
are independent, then De Bruijn's identity in integral form states that

l1E2

•h(X + cZ) - h(X) = 2" 0 J(X + 1}Z)d1}2,

where J(X) denotes Fisher information. We obtain that for non-Gaussian Z, ~ith

a11 moments of Z of order up to and including m coinciding with the corresponding
moments of a Gaussian distribution, the following generalization of De Bruijn's identity
holds

Thomas Mittelholzer

Fast maximum-likelihood decoding of group codes from finite reflection groups

Slepian-type group codes generated by finite Coxeter groups· are considered. Prom the
exceptional finite reßection groups new high rate codes with excellent distance proper
ties are obtained. Tbe decoding regions for maximum-likelihood decoding are explicitly
characterized and an efficient ML-decoding algorithm is presented.
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Prakash Narayan, A. Kanlis .and S. Khudanpur

Typicaiity of a good rate-distortion code

We consider a good code for a discrete memoryless source with a specified distortion level
to be one whose rate is close to the corresponding rate-distortion function and which,
with large probability, reproduces the source within the allowed distortion level. We show
that any good code must contain an exponentially large set of codewords, of effectively
the same rate, which are a11 typical with respect to the output distribution induced by the
;rate-distortion achieving channel. Furthermore, the output distribution induced by a good
code is asymptotically singular with respect to the i.i.d. output distribution induced by the
rate-distortion achieving channel. However, the normalized (Kullback-Leibler) divergence
between these output distributions converges to the conditional entropy of the outpute under the rate--distortion achieving channel.

Alon Orlitsky

A pair of preposterous product problems :-;lz.

We show that the AND and OR products ofgraphs are special cases ofa general hypergraph
product arising naturally in problems combining source coding (with -an~' without side
information) and quantization.

Via the tlbook critic" problem, we show that for a11 c .(however smalI) and all 6- (however
large) there is a quantization problem where one instance requires ~ 6 bits but repeated
indep. instances require ~ c bits/instance. (This extends results with N. Alon.)

We describe the chromatic entropy H x (G) of a probabilistic graph and show that
~HX(Gk) ~ HK(G) , the graph entropy of G . We mention results showin~g that for large
classes of graphs, HK 2: Hx -log e and that for some graphs HK :::; H x -log H x - log e .
We end by mentioning a few ideas in proving that this ·is the largest possible discrepancy.

Mark Pinsker and Leonid A. Bassalygo

Codes detecting -Iocalized errors

We fouod the asymptotically optimal rate of a code which detects the linearly increasing
number t = rn, 0 < r < 1 of localized errors:

Ropt = 1 - T.

Ralph-Hardo Schulz

Check digit systems with error correction

Check digit systems are systematic block codes with Olle or two check characters which
allow to detect single errors, neighbour transpositions
(that are errors of the form al ... aiai+l ... aN ~ al . " ai+lai ... aN) or double errors.
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By Sethi, Rajaraman alld Kelljale (1978) it is clear that- detection of double errors and
correction of single errors and neighbour transpositions are possible with the same code.
We are ahle to generalize the" results of Sethi et al from Zp to finite· abelian groups and
to show the following theoreIll.

Theorem: Let (A, +) be a fi~ite ahelian group with ßi' 'Yi E Aut A a~d 'Yn+2ßn+2 =
ßn+2'Yn+2 such that there exists the inverse of 'Yn+2ßn+1 - ßn+2'Yn+1 . The check digit
system

n+2 n+2
An ~ An+i with a1 ... an -+ al ... anan+1.an+2 and E ßi(ai) = 0 = E 1'i(ai)

i=1 i=1

is double error detecting and single error and neighbour transposition correcting if the
following conditions are fulfilled: e
(1) ßi'Y;l"YjßjI is fixed point free on A for i < j ~ n.+ 2 = N

(2) ßi+l - ßi, 'Yi+1 - "Yi and ßi'Yjl('Yi+1 - "Yi)(ßi+"l - ßi)-l - 1 are invertible for
i = 1, ... , n + 1 and j = 1, ... , n + 2 . (Here 1 denotes tbe identity autoniorphism.)

(3) (ßj+1-ßj)('Yj+l-'Yj)-1('Yi+l-'Yi)(ßi+l-ßi)~1 operates fixed point freelyon A" for
a11 i, k with i < k ~ n + 1 . If lAI = pt with p 1= 2 prime W~ can give examples
as long as N ~ ~ .

ShioIllO Shamai (Shitz), Sergio Verdu and Ram Zamir

Communication ·with systematic transmission

We investigate the information theoretic aspects of "systetnatic" communication, where
the raw data, analogue or digital, is transmitted over the channel unencoded. Additional
resources such as power, banc:Jwidth, supplementary or shared channels, over which full
encoding is allowed, are used to either reduce the average distortion below that provided
by the unencoded systernatic link and/or increase the rate of the transmissable infornlation.
This generic model emerges in many applications where the unencoded link is to be retained
while attenlpting to enhance the communieation eapabilities of the system, exploiting the
additional resources.

The achievable average distortion in this model is fully characterized and the conditi
ons under which the unencoded link does not ineur lass of optimality are identified and
explicitly stated.

This framework extends the results by Shamai and Verdu, where fully reliable communica
tion (zero average distortion) is at foeus. In the model here, the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion
function plays a fundamental role, paralleled to that fulfilled by tbe Slepian-Wolf source
eoding for the zero average-distortion ease.

Tbe results are demonstrated for a Gaussian bandlimited souree and a Gaussian channel
where the invarianee of thc bandwidth-SNR (in dß) product is established, and whe
re optimality of the systelnatie transmission is demonstrated. A binary Bernoulli source
transmitted over a binary symmetrie or a Gaussian channel is considered. Discussed is also
an overlayed uncoded/coded communication of a Bernoulli source over a single Gaussian
channel where no additional power or bandwidth are available. It is demonstrated that in
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all the Bernoulli source cases described here, systematic transmission does incur Loss 01
optimality, hut for the extreme situation of zero average distribution [Shamai-Verdu].

PanI C. Shields

Lower bounds via coding

For each n 2: 1 let in (.) be the length function of aprefixcode on An, where lAI < 00 .

Let P be a probability measure·on Aoo

Lemma: (Barron) in(.Xi) + logP(Xi) ~ -210gn eventuallya.s.

Corollary: If P is ergodic' with entropy H then timinf ln(;i) ~ H , a.s.

Application 1 (String matching): Let L(Xi) be.the length of the longest string that
appears at least twice in Xl' . Assume P has finite energy, that is, 3K , 0 < e < 1 such
that P(X:tr'IXf) ~ Kern. Then 3D such thaf L(X}) ~ Dlogn, eventually.a.s.

Application 2: Eventually almost surely if Xi. == a(1)V(1)a(2)V(2) ... a(t)V(t)a(t + 1)
where i(V(i)) ~ ~(1+ c) and each V(i) appears earlier then Ei(V(i)) ~ En .

AppLication 3: If qk (·IXl ) == empirical k-block distribution and n 2:: 2kH then even
tually almost surely any set B C A k of size almost 2k(l+t:l satisfies qk(BIXr) < E .

Yuri Shtarkov arid J. Justesen

Combinatorial entropy of discrete images

The existence of such entropy is proved for the case, when the only known properties of the
image source are arbitrary stationary (invariant to shift) constraints of values of picture
elements. The bounds of combinatorial entropy are discussed.

Juriaan Simonis

Almost affine codes, ideal secret sharing schemes, and MacWilliams identities

An almost affine code is a code C .with the property that the size of all codes obtained
by multiple puncturing of C is apower of a fixed integer. Almost affine codes are more
or less the same as ideal secret sharing schemes. An interesting tool in the analysis of their
properties is a kind of MacWilliams equations.

Geibor Simonyi

Recovering set systems

(A, B) ~ 2[n] is a recovering pair if

(i) A \ B = A' \ B' => A = A' 'VA, A'I EA, VB, B' E Band

13



(ii) B\A==B'\A'=:>B==B' V'A,A'EA, V'B,B'EB.

It is a several year olrl conjecture that for a recovering pair (A, B) one has IAIIBI ~ 2" .

Here we consider the uniform version of the problem where an elements of A and B
have size k for some fixed k. The optimal configuration in this case is given and is
similar to the one conjectured to be optimal in the non-uniform case. Furthermore, we
generalize the problem in the following .way. Let G he a graph on {I, 2, ... , m} , and

.Al, A 2 , . •. , Am ::; 2[n] be assigned to its vertices. They forma recovering family for G if
(Ai, A j ) is a recovering pair whenever {i,j} E E(G) . 'This defines new graph invariants
for both the uniform and the non-uniform case. It turns out that the new invariant in the
uniform case is intimately related to an old invariant, namely graph entropy.

Ludo Tolhuizen

Diamond codes

We present a new method for combining two error-correcting codes, Cl and C2 • The
code so .obtained, called Diamond code, enjoys both the error correcting capabilities of
product codes'and the small memory requirements of CIRC, the code applied in tbe Com
pact Disc system.
A word of the Diamond code is represented as a strip with a11 columns in Cl and all
diagonals (lines with a slope of 45 degrees) in C2 • Encoding is non-trivial, as a finite
number of non-zero information symbols may result in an infinite number of non-zero
parity symbols. We show that for conveniently chosen' Cl and C2 (e.g. both s~ortened

Reed-Solomon codes), this undesirable infinite impulse response behaviour does not oc
cu~. We discuss block variations of these codes. One of these versions is a cylinder code,
consisting of all matrices of given width wit}l all columns in Cl and a11 diagonals, when
folded back cyclically, in C2 ·. Some results on the dimension of cylinder codes are given.

Peter Vanroose and Mikl6s Ruszink6

The collision channel with multiplicity feedback

Consider the follow.i~g communication situation, wh.ich is commonly called the (slotted~

multiple-access coll'ts'ton channel: ..

An unlimited number of users are allowed to transmit packets of a fixed length whose
duration is taken a.s a time unit. A slot is a time interval [t, t+l) ,where t E {O, 1,2,3 ... } .
All users send their packets through a common channel, such that each packet falls in
exactly one slot. There is a single common receiver. Senders of different packets cannot
interchange information. The packet arrival times are modeled as a Poisson process in time
with intensity A.

When two or more users send a packet in the same time slot, these packets "collide" and
the packet information is lost, i.e., the receiver cannot determine the packet'contents, and
retransmission will be necessary. However, a11 users can learn - from the feedback just
befoTe time instant t + 1 - the multiplicity of the collision in time slot [t, t + 1) . Thus,
multiplicity 0 means an idle slot, multiplicity 1 means successful transmission by a single
user, while multiplicity > 1 means that retransmission will be necessary.

14



A conftict resolution protocol is aretransmission scheme for the packets in a collision. Such
a scheme roust insure the eventual successful transmission of a11 these packets.

Clearly, because of the Poisson arrival of messages, i.e., of new users, message packets
waiting for transmission will accumulate during the epoch. These packets will a11 be trans
mitted in the time slot following the epoch.

It is of course important that the maximum transmission delay, i.e., the maximal expected
time between the generation and tbe successful transmission of a given packet, must be
finite. The supremum of tbe set of intensities ,.\ for which a certain protocol still gives
raise to a finite delay is called its throughput. The capacity of a certain collision channel is
the supremum of achievable througbputs, taken over a11 possible protocols.

A good overview on collision channels can be found in the special issue of March 1995 of
tbe IEEE Transactions on Information Tbeory. For the collision cbannel without feedback,
Massey aQd Mathys proved in tbat issue that tbe capacity is l/e = 0.36788 . In tbe "clas
sical" situation of binary feedback (collision/no collision), the capacity is still unknown;
the best lower bound is 0.48775, tbe best upper bound 0.587.

Pippenger showed in 1981 (IEEE-IT-27(2):145-151) in a probabilistic wai~t~at the capa
city of a collision channel with multiplicity feedback is one. Since then, nd· constructive
proof of this result was given. We have now derandomized Pippenger's proof, and also
provide an absolute upper bound on the expected packet delay, which only depends on A.

We modify Pippenger's protocol in the following way: instead of having "a single 'detecting'
matrix for a given number k of 'active' users, which corresponds to a parallel search
strategy for tbe identifiers, we first split the users into k/ log k groups and" then have
a 'detecting' matrix for each group separately, i.e., a two-step adaptive search. While no
construction exists for tbe detecting matrices used by Pippenger, we can use· the detecting
~atrices constructed by Lindström in 1965 (Can. Math. Bull. 8(4): 477-4~0).

We prove that the expected packet delay is upper bounded by 128e2 /("\)/(1 - A) , whe
re f(A) = Lt t log log t/ log t , and where the sum extends to the value of t for which
log log t/ log t < (I - "\)/(32A) .

Sergio Verdu

The exponential distribution" in information theory

It is shown that the exponential distribution leads to information theoretic formulas which
are strikingly similar to their Gaussian counterparts:

a A saddle-point property satisfied by the mutual information between a Tandom varia-
ble and its surn with an exponential random variabie.

• Rate-distortion function of the Poisson process.

• Capacity of single-user and multiaccess channels with additive exponential noise.

• Capacity of Controlled Markov Processes.
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Zhe-xian Wan

On the. uniqueness of the Leech lattice

It was fouud that there is an error in Venkov's praof of tbe uniqueness of the Leech Lattice.
A construction of neighbours of even unimodular lattices is given and is used to modify
Venkov's proaf so that the error can be corrected.

Jan Willems

Representation of linear systems

Let lF be a finite field, or lR, or C. We will call a behaviour, Le., a subset of (Jrl)Z,
a convolutional code if it is linear, shirt-invariant and complete (meaning that wEB i~

W![to,h] E BI[to',td\fto, tl E Z ).

Let n E lR·xq[~, ~-1] and denote by D the delay. Cansider the set of diflerence equations
n(D, n-1)w == 0 . The set of solutions defines a convolutioD. code and conversely, every
convolutional code can be obtained this way. We will call this a kernel representation and
the rows of 'Tl are called syndrome formers.

There exist many other representations and specifications of convolutional codes. Let us
j ust mention one of them. We have just seen that every convolutional code is the kernel
of a polynomial operator in D. Is it also the image of such an operator? The answer is
yes, provided the code is controllable, i.e., if Wb W2 E B implies the existence of a wEB
and T > 0 such that w(t) = Wl (t) for t < 0 and w(t - r) = W2(t) for t ~ T .

Jacob Ziv and Neri Merhav

On the amount of statistical side information required far lossy data compres
sion

Consider a vector quantizer that is equipped with N side information bits of an arbitrary
representation of the statistics of the input source. We investigate the minimum value of
N such that the rate-distortion performance of this quantizer would be essentially the
same as the optimum quantizer for the given source.

Berichterstatter: B. Balkenhol, U. Tamm
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Porous IVledia

25.02.-2.03.1996

The meeting was organized by Jim Douglas (West Lafayette), Ulrich Hornung (Neu
biberg) and Peter J<nabner (Erlangen). Each presentation was 35 minutes long followed
by 10 minutes for questions and discussion. The meeting was 'very mueh of workshop
character.
The topics discussed during the meeting were:

• Modeling M. Celia has presented a pore-scale model for two-phase flow in porous
nledia. M. F. Wheeler and R. Ewing gave their talks about simulating multiphase
flow and transport. F. Keil's talk was about modeling of diffusion and reaction with
general kinetics in three-dimensional random networks. A multicompon-ent model of
reactive transport in heterogeneous porous media was presented by R. Liedl (math
ematical aspects) and G. Teutsch (basic concepts and parametrization). M. Murad
spoke about multiseale flow and deformation in hydrophilie swelling porous media.
A microstructure model for microbial growth in aggregated soils was presented by
E. Priesack. The talk of M. Quintard was eoncerned with the process of dissolution
of hydrocarbon phases trapped in aquifers (NAPL). A. Schuppert has presented
models for elastieity and creeps in highly anisotropie media with defeets.

• Homogenization A. Bourgeat has presented a justification of the double poro~tyr
model for two-phase flow using periodic modulation. H. I. Ene gave a proof for
convergence of the homogenization proeess which in the ease of heat conduction
leads to a two-temperature model. W. Jäger established the effective equations
for flow through a filter. A. Mikelic has studied a problem with inertial effects
for a stationary viscous incompressible flow in a parous medium; he has proved
well-posedness of the homogenized problem and eonvergence of the homogenization
process. B. Verneseu has presented elektrokinetic phenomena in modeling of clays.

• Numerics T. Arbogast presented mixed finite element methodsfor approximating
elliptie equations posed in multi-block domains. C. Dawson studied the large time
behavior of the solution to a transport model using asymptotic balancing and nu-
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merical simulation. P. Frolkovic proposed a new formulation of consistent velocity
approximation for density driven flows. A framework for the numerical solution of
nonlinear parabolic equations was discussed by J. Fuhrmann. J. Jaffre presented a
method of generalized cell-centered finite volumes for two-phase flow in a heteroge
neous paraus medium. H. Molenaar spake about multigrid and second-order upwind
schemes for multiphase flow. A comparison between standard and mixed finite el
ements and applications in hydrology are discussed by M. Slodicka. G. Wittu.m
spoke about multigrid methods for paraus media.

• Inverse problems A general method for solving a class of inverse problems in which
the unknown ingredients to be identified are funetions of the state variable only and
da not depend explicitly on position or on time was presented by P. DuChateau. B. a
Igler studied identification of nonlinear isotherms in reactive flow through paraus .,
media. Identification of eletromagnetic parameters for media with microstructure
was presented by J. Gottlieb.

• Stochastics J. H. Cushman has studied convection and diffusion in randorn me
dia and derived nonlocal equations for the effective behavior of concentrations. G.
Dagan showed the significance of heterogeneity of evolving scales to transport in
porous formations. J. Glimm has investigated anomalous diffusion in media with
infinite correlation lengths. A new method for generating random velocity fields in
3D was presented by Y. Rubin. T. Russel has developed a practicaJ tool for gener
ating upscaled dispersivity coefficients in simulations of passive salute transport in
heterogeneous media.

The subjects discussed covered a large variety of aspects from the mathematical theory
of flow and transport thorugh porous media.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Todd Arbogast, L.C. Cowsar, M.F. Wheeler, I. Yotov:

Mixed Finite Element M ethods on Multi-block Domains

We present 3 numerical schemes for approximating elliptic equations posed in multi-block
domains. These are domains divided into nonoverJapping sub-domains or blocks. A
discretization grid is defined on each block, but these grids may not match across the·
subdomain interfaces. We use a mixed finite element method in each block combined
with conditions on the block interfaces to control the pressure and flux discrepencies.
Each oE our schemes conserves mass element-by-eJement; in fact, across air element faces
except those on the block interfaces. The first scheme approximates the interface pressure
in a "mortar" finite element space defined on the block interfaces. A symmetrie, positive



definite, bilinear interface can be defined. It can be used to contral discretization errors
on the interface. The scheme therefore converges optimally; moreover, computational
results show that superconvergence is achieved at the noda! points. The second scheme
is similar, but it approximates the Bux in a mortar space rather than the pressure. The
third scheme uses no mortar space. It is based on matching Robin boundary conditions
on the interface. Apriori estimates show that the pressure and the Bux discrepencies are
contralIed directly. Therefore, the scheme converges optimally, as weH.

_ Alain Bourgeat:

Convergence 01 the Homogenization PTocess lor Establishing the Double Porosity Model
fOT Immiscible Two-Phase Flow

We justify rigorously by periodic homogenization the double porosity model for immis
cible incompressible two-phase flow. The scaling is such that, in the final homogenized
equations, the less permeable part of the matrix contributes as a nonlinear memory tenn.
We prove the convergence of the total velocity and of the "reduced" pressure by means
of two-scale convergence. But to get the homogenized equation, due to adegenerated
nanlinear term, we have to use the periodic modulation tool. .

Michael A. Celia:

Pore-Scale Models fOT Two-Phase Flow in Porous Media

Pore-scale models may be used to simulate capillary-dominated displacement in porous
media, based on a description of the pore space as an interconnected lattice of pore bodies
and pore throats. Through use of these computational models, continuum-scale consti
tutive relationships may be derived, including the traditional Pc - Sand Kr - S relations
as weIl as relationships between dispersivity and saturation and between mass-transfer
coefficient and saturation. In addition, these models may be used to predict interfacial
areas between phases. Such predictions rnay then be used to test recent theoretical de
velopments that relate interfacial areas to capillary pressure and saturation. This talk
shows the relationships between Pc, S, and interfacial areas, and iilustrates how sphere
pack models may be used to calculate required pore-size distributions for the pore-scale
network models.
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John H. Cushman, Fei-Wen Deng, and Bill X. Hu:

Nonlocal Theories 0/ Reactive Chemical Transport in Porous Media

A shift in paradigm is required to adequately simulate transport under uneertainty within
an Eulerian framework. The new paradigm, which is discussed in detail, requires Eule-
rian constitutive theories for mean concentration be nonlocal. Various first and seeond
order nonlocal models are developed for reactive transport under nonequilibrium linear
adsorption with random or deterministic forward and backward rate constants. If the rate
constants are deterministic and if Ioeal dispersion is neglected in the Eulerian framework,
then the nonlocal Eulerian models exactly reproduce the expected moments derived via
Lagrangian theory. However if loeal dispersion is included in the Eulerian model substan-.A
tial disagreement exists between the Eulerian and Lagrangian moments. Under appropri- ..
ate limiting conditions the nonloeal models reproduce results of Naff, Gelhar, Neuman,
and Dagan and Cvetkovic.

Gedeon Dagan:

The Significance 0/ Heterogeneity 0/ Evolving Scales to Transport
in Porous Formations

Flow takes place in a heterogeneous formation of spatially variable conductivity, which is
modeled aB a stationary space random function. To model the variability at the regional
scale, the formation is viewed a.s one of a two-dimensional, horizontal structure. A eon
stant head gradient is applied on the formation boundary such that the flow is uniform
in the mean. A plume of inert solute is injected at t = 0 in a volume \10. Under ergodie
conditions the plume centroid moves with the constant, mean flow veloeity U, and a lon
gitudinal macrodispersion eoefficient dL may be defined as half of the time rate of change
of the plume second spatial moment with respect to the centroid. For a log-conductivity
eovariance Gy of finite integral seale I, at first order in the varianee a~ and for a travel
distanee L = Ut » I, dL --+ a?UI and transport is coined a.s Fickian. Ergodicity of the
moments is ensured if I » I, where I is the initial plume scale. Some field observationse
have suggested that heterogeneity may be of evolving scales and the macrodispersion eo
efficient may grow with L without reaehing a constant limit (anomalous diffusion). To
model such a behavior, previous studies have assumed that Gy is stationary hut of un
bounded integral scale with Gy 'V arß( -1 < ß < 0) for large lag r. Under e~godic

conditions, it was {ound that asymptotically dL '"'J aULl+ß, i.e., non-Fickian behavior and
anomalous dispersion. The present study claims that an ergodie behavior is not possible
for a given finite plume of initial size l, sinee the basic requirement that l » I cannot be
satisfied for Gy of unbounded scale. For instanee, the eentroid does not move any more
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with U but is random, owing to the large-scale heterogeneity. In such a situation the
actual effective dispersion coefficient DL is defined as half the rate of change of tbe mean
second spatial moment with respect to the plume centroid in each realization. This is the
accessible entity in a given experiment. We show that in contrast with dL , the behavior of
DL is controlled by land it has tbe Fickian limit DL I"'.J aUl1+ß. We also discuss the case
in which Y is of stationary increments and is characterized by its variogram 'YY. Then U
and dL can be defined only if 1'Y is truncated (equivalently, an "infrared eutor' is earried
out in the speetrum of V). However, for a bounded U it is shown that DL depends only on
1Y. Furthermore, for ,y = arß , DL ,....., aUl2 LIJ-l; i.e., dispersion is Fickian for 0 < ß < 1,
whereas for 1 < ß < 2, transport is non-Fiekian. Since ß < 2, DL cannot grow faster than
L = Ut. This is in contrast- with a recently proposed model (Neuman, 1990) in whieh
the dispersion, coefficient is independent of the plume size and it grows approximately like
L1.5.

Clint Dawson:

Asymptotic Profiles in Contaminant Transport

The large time behavior of the solution to a transport model

(Oe + pS)t + V'. (qc - DV'c) = g(c,s)

St = Kc!,p > 0

is studied using asymptotic balancing and numerical simulation. The numerical scheme
is based on a higher-order Godunov method for advection combined with a mixed fi
nite element method for diffusion. The numerical solutions for large t!!Pe are com
pared to the limiting profiles derived by asymptotic balancing for several choices of p
and g(c, s) == -I<{AtOe+ A2pS),.x";\2 ~ 0, in one and two space dimensions. On all cases,
the numericaI solution compares weIl with the predicted asymptotic limit.

Paul DuChateau :

A Uniform Method /or a Class 0/ Structural Identification Problems

A general method is presented for solving a class of inverse problems in which the unknown
ingredients to be identified are functions of the state variable only and do not depend
explicitIyon position or on time.
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The method is based on integral identities that relate changes in the unknown ingredi
ents and the corresponding changes in the measured outputs from which the ingredients
are to be identified. The method is illustrated using the following examples:

• simultaneous identification of the hydraulic properties of a porous medium,

• identification of an unknown source term in a heat equation,

• identification of an unknown diffusivity in a n~n-linear diffusion equation.

Using the method it is possible to answer such questions as (a) in what sense can the
output measurements distinguish between unknown ingredients (b) if the inverse problem
is reformulated as an output least square problem, does the solution to the OLS problem _
necessarily solve the inverse problem (c) how is existence to be interpreted (d) what is ..
the best way to design the identification experiment?

Horia I. Ene:

On Heat Transport in Porous Media

Using the homogenization method it is possible to obtain different models for heat trans
port at tbe macroseale. Following the order of magnitude of the interfacial thermal resis
tance, one can obtain a model with one-temperature equation or with two-temperature
equations. The proof of the homogenization process which leads to a two-temperature
equations is made in the case of the heat conduction.

Richard Ewing :

Simulation 01 Multiphase Flow and Transport

The ability to numerically simulate both single- and multiphase flow of fluids in porouse
media is extremely important in deve10ping an understanding of the complex phenomena
governing the flow. The flow is complicated by the presence of heterogeneities in the
reservoir at many length scales and by phenomena such as diffusion, dispersion, and
viscous fingering. We first discuss the modeling process on both the microscopic and
macroscopic scales, including issues of scale-up. The processes are modeled by terms in
coupled nonlinear time-dependent partial differential equations, which form the basis of
the simulator. The simulator must be able to model both single- and multiphase ßow
regimes and the transition betwen the two. The need for modeling a dispersive/diffusive
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process for multiphase flows that incorporates effects of heterogeneities will be discussed.
Several models for multiphase flow will be developed and contrasted. Three-dimensional
field simulations of multiphase processes will be presented together with a discussion of
directions for future work.

Peter Frolkovii::

Consistent Velocity Approximation for Density Driven Flows

Artificial velocities can appear in the numerical simulation of density driven ßow problems
due to the variable density if a standard finite element or finite volume method is formally
applied. To avoid this numerical artifact an algorithm was proposed by Voss & Sonza
[1987]. It can be validated only by verifying hydrostatic conditions and only for linearly
variable densi ty. Tbe new formulation of consistent velocity approximation is proposed
that is validated for general conditions with nonlinear density for an arbitrary reference
element of finite element or finite volume methode

Jürgen Fuhrmann:

A Framework for the Solution of Nonlinear Parabolic Equations

A framework for the numerical solution of nonlinear parabolic equations, e.g. the porous
media equation, Richards' equation or the equation describing the movement of a viscous
compressible fluid in a porous medium, is discussed. The solution scheme is based on an
implicit time discretization combined with finite volume method for space discretization
and an affine invariant Newton 's method to solve the time step problems.

For tbe solution of the linear problems, iterative methods are used. The usage of
algebraic multilevel preconditioners on structured and unstructured meshes is possible.

James Glimm:

Heterogeneities at the Pore and Field Scale

In this talk, we consider three separate topics, each related to heterogeneities: (1) statistics
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of pore geometry, (2) residual saturations for the problem of resin-phase filling in the
manufacture of fiber reinforced pIaster resin composite materials, land (3) hyperbolic vs.
parabolic renormalization for the scale up of flow in heterogeneous porous media.

For pore scale statistics, we report on work of Lindquist and Venkatarangen. Data
come from BNL light source, giving J.lm level resolution of the rock geometry pore space.
Two sandstone sampies and a glass bead sampIe were analyzed. Distribution of grain and
pore-throat diameters were analyzed. The latter was observed to be exponential for the
rock sampies. The distribution by volume of the disconn"ected components of the pore
space was also analyzed.

For the manufacture of composite materials, the residual air saturation (voids) is an
important eonsideration. Our main eonclusion is that residual saturation is governed
by compression of pore scale mierovoids. Thus the pressure ration Ptoe/Pinit is the key e
variable to contral residual saturation. Here P10c is the loeal pressure and Pinit is the
pressure at the filling front at the time and space point of the void formation.

For the upscale problem, we consider two phase immiscible displacements, with the
Backley-Leverett equations. The permeability in Darcy's law is given by a lognormal
random field. This problem is weakly nonlinear, and we find the degree of layering, or
length range geostatistical correlation is the important factor governing the upscaling
renormalization.

We consider fractal, or power law nonlocal correlations in the log permeability corre
lation. Cases which are regular at infinity lead to parabolic regularization (upscaling) of
the flow, with an anomalous dispersion term in the upscaled equations. Cases with geo
statisties singular at large distances give stronger layering and a different renormalization.
Here upscaling occurs in the hyperbolic part of the How equations.

Johannes Gottlieb, S.I. Kabanikhia, V.G. Romanov, S.l. Martakov, S. Schlaeger:

Identification of Eletromagnetic Parameters for Media with Microstructure

During the last time several methods of deseribing saH contamination from electomagnetic
surface measurements are investigated. ~

In our paper we consider a corresponding inverse problem for the Maxwell-Hopkinson..
system. Thc latter arises from a homogenization approach to a periodic medium. We
solve thc inverse problem (existence and uniqueness) of ground penetrating radar for a
layered medium in the case of Jonscher's dispersion model.

Finally, we discuss the numerical solution by nonlinear cg-methods and present a new
method of automatie optimization of parallel programs.
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Bodo Igler, Paul DuChateau, Peter Knabner:

Identification 0/ Nonlinear Isotherms in Reactive Flow through Porous Media

Nonlinear isotherms are identified by soil column breakthrough experiments, which are
modelIed in one space dimension. The infiow concentration essentially infiuences the
experimental design. The necessary overdetermination is given by outflow measurements.

Integral identities involving the solution of the adjoint problem are crucial in the anal
ysis of the inverse problem. It can be shown that isotherms can be recovered uniquely (in
an appropriate sense) by breakthrough measurements. The output least squares method
is proven to salve the inverse problem. .

The discrete output least squares method was implemented. The isotherms are parametrized
as piecewise linear functions. A multigrid concept provides good start values. The gra-
dient can be approximated at reasonable costs by solving the discrete adjoint problem.
Promising identification results are obtained for realistic measurement errors.

Jerome J affre:

Generalized Cell-Centered Finite Volumes for Two-Phase Flow
in a Heterogeneous Porous Medium

This is a presentation of a numerical method which follows the finite volume methodology
- approximation spaces are defined and equations are written cell per cell, interactions
between cells are written out explicitly following the physics - while borrowing from mixed
hybrid finite elements the approximation spaces. The advantages of the method' are shown
for two-phase flow in a porous medium with several rock types.

_ W. Jäger, A. Mikelic:

Effective Equations /or Flow through a Filter

Consider a pipe, separated by a porous filter into two parts. The pores of the filter are
cylindrical channels distributed periodically with aperiod of order c and connecting the
two parts of the pipe. Assume inflow of a fluid on one end of the pipe and outßow on
the other end, caused by apressure difference. The flow is assumed to be incompressible
and modelIed by Navier-Stokes equation and no-slip boundary condition. The smallness
of the scale c guarantees the existence of smooth solutions.
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The asymptotic behaviour for e --+ 0 of the flow is determined in the first order term.
The expansion for the velocity starts with a term of order e2 which can be computed by
solving Stokes -systems with appropriate boundary conditions on both sides of the filter.
The necessary estimates use constructions of appropriate boundary layers at the interfaces
of the filter. The asymptotic analysis is similar to the approach used in arecent paper
dealing with the transmission conditions on the interface between a free fluid and a flow
through a porous medium.

F.J. Keil, C. Rieckmann:

Modeling 0/ Diffusion and Reaction 0/ General I(inetics
in Three- Dimensional Random Networks

Three-dimensional random network models have advantages as follows: the connectivity
is taken into account; any type of network, any pore size distribution, any type of pore
shape (cylindrical, slit-like, etc.) can be used; and nonuniform distribution of reactants
throughout the pore space can be investigated. Especially nonuniform distribution of
reactants in pore space cannot be described by the continuum equation of diffusion and
reaction. The same holds for phenomena elose to the percolation threshold.

We havc taken the dusty-gas model as a basis for the diffusion and reaction in a single
pore. Thc pores were then assembled to a random three-dimensional network. At each
node of the network the system of'differential equations describing the diffusion/reaction
processes were solved. At the outer surface of the network boundary conditions have to be
fulfilled. The problem has been solved by a finite-difference method. Very large systems of
equations are obtained. The computed values may be compared to experimental results.

Rudolf Liedl:

A Multicomponent Model 0/ Reactive Transport in Heterogeneous Porous Media:
Some Mathematical Aspects

This talk focuses on two mathematical aspects of a multicomponent model which is being
developed in order to simulate reactive transport of solutes in heterogeneous aquifers.

First an analytical solution of modelling retarded intraparticle diffusion is presented
which can be applied to heterogeneous aquifer material (different lithological components
and grain sizes). Additionally, it is possible to consider non-stationary boundary con
ditions so that this solution can be directly coupled with numerical models for solute
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movement in columns or at field scale.

Second, 'it is shown how the ID version of the multicomponent model could be used

to simulate 3D transport. This may be achieved by employing the stochastic approach of

Dagan/Cvetkovic whieh is based upon the Lagrangian representation of salute transport.

Andro Mikelic:

Inertial Effects fOT a Stationary ViscotLS Incompressible Flow in a Porous Medium

We consider the stationary viscous incompressible fluid flow through a rigid porous medium.

If the geometrie strueture of tbc porous part is periodie with the period c: and if the

Rcynolds number and inverse of Froude's number are of order g-l then the formal asymp

totic expansion established by E. Sanchez-Palencia and J .-L. Lions gives a homogenized

problem ealled "Navier-Stokes system with two pressures" . Supposing that. the data are

not toD large, we prove the well-posedness of the homogenized problem and the conver

gence of the homogenization process.

Hans Molenaar:

Multigrid and Second-Order Upwind Schemes for Multiphase Flow

Second-order upwind schemes are widely used to avoid excessive numerical diffusion in

multiphase flow computations. In many cases (like gravity driven flow or strong cap

illary effects) implicit time integration schemes are necessary for stability reasons. We

consider the use of multigrid for the iterative solution of the discretized equations. Some

preliminary results show the feasability of this approach.

Marcio A. Murad, John Cushman:

Multiscale Flom and Deformation in Hydrophilie Swel/ing Porous Media

A three-scale theory of swelling porous media is developed where the colloids and vicinal

water (water next to the eolloids) a.re considered on the microscale and hybrid mixture

theory is used to upscale them to form mesoscale swelling particles. The mesoseale par-
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ticles and bulk phase water (water next to the sweUing particles) are then homogenized
via an asymptotic expansion technique to form a swelling mixture on the macroseale.
The solid phase on the macroscale can be viewed as a porous matrix consisting of swelling
parous particles. Two Darcy type laws are developed on the macroseale, each correspond
ing to a different bulk water connectivity. One in which the bulk water is entrapped by
the particles , forming a disconnected system, and the other in which the bulk water is
connected and flows between particles. In the latter case the homogenized equations give
rise to a distributed model with microstructure in which the vicinal water is represented
by source/sinks at the macroscale. The theory is used to construet a three-dimensional
model for consolidation of swelling clay soils and new eonstitutive relations for the stress
tensor of the swelling particles are developed. Several heuristic modifications to the classi-
cal Terzaghi effeetive stress principle for granular (non-swelling) media which account for e
the hydration forces in swelling clay soils recently appeared in the literature. A notable
consequence of the theory developed herein is that it provides a rational basis for these
modified Terzaghi stresses.

E. Priesack:

A Microstructure Model fOT Microbial Growth in Aggregated SoiLs

A dual porosity model is derived for solute transport and microbial growth in unsaturated
aggregated soils. Experimental results showing diffusion and degradation .of 13C-glucose
in a singe aggregate are presented. Since the partial differential equations are of the linear
diffusion-eonvection type, for the simulations presented a finite difference scheme is used
with respect to space and a fully implicit scheme with respect to time. The nonlinear sink
term is dealt with using a Newton-type iteration. Finally the solutions of the equations
for macro- and micro-scale are approximated simultaneously by an alternating iteration
scheme. Break-through curves and distributions of microbial bio-mass at macro- and
micro-scale are compared for cases with different types of aggregation. Existence, unique
ness and Ll-estimate for weak solutions for the system of ordinary and degenerate partial
differential equations are proved.

Yoram Rubin:

Stochastic Modeling 0/ Flow and Transport in Heterogeneous Aqui/ers

A new method for generating random veloeity fields in 3D is presented. The method is
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based on geostatistical concepts and on stochastic representation of the Bow and trans
port processes. The method allows an extensive Monte-Carlo analysis in 3D due to its
numerical efficiency. The principles of the method will be presented and some numerical
results, emphasizing the statistics of the concentration field. The scale dependence of the
concentration is investigated.

Tom RusseH, David Dean, Tissa Illangasekare, R. Mapa, J. Garcia:

e Upscaling 01 Dispersivity in Solute Transport in Heterogeneous Media

Our objective is to develop a practical tool for generation of upscaled dispersivity coeffi
eients in simulations of passive salute transport in heterogeneous media. To be practical,
restrictive assumptions such as ergodieity, periodicity, small perturbations of a uniform
flow, small variance, and single-scale or continuous-scale (fractal) correlation structure
should be avoided. To obtain the desired flexibility we work in the framework of a La
grangian stochastic dispersion model developed by G. Dagan, which can yield variable
coefficients on numerieal grid blocks. Instead of analytical models we compute with a nu
merical discretization, allowing local assumptions to replace traditional global theoretical
assumptions, and proceeding direct1y from conduetivity statistics without needing velocity
statistics. Lagrangian particles are traeked with an accurate analytical seheme that is ex
act for lowest-order Raviart-Thomas velocity fields. Non-Ioeal time- and scale-dependent
dispersivities are eomputed for conductivity data from two-dimensional heterogeneous
laboratory experiments.

Michel Quintard:

Active Dispersion in Porous Media: LocaI Non-Equilibrium Modelse This paper is concerned by the process of dissolution of hydrocarbon phases trapped in
aquifer (NAPL). The dispersion of the pollutant in the water is affected by the mass
flux at the NAPL-Water interfaces, hence the word active dispersion by opposition to
passive dispersion occurring when there is no exchange at the fluid-fluid and fluid-solid
interfaces. Active dispersion in paraus media can be described macroscopically by a loeal
non-equilibrium model involving a modified dispersion tensor, and a mass exchange eoeffi
cient. Results obtained through a valurne averaging technique are discussed. Examples of
direet ealculations of macroscopic coefficients are provided in the case of two- and three
dimensional unit cells, and for more complex, random porous media. The application
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of these models to the interpretation of experiments is emphasized on the basis of new
core-Iaboratory displacements .

Andreas Schuppert:

Models for Elasticity and Creeps in Highly Anisotropie Media with Defects

Highly anisotripc media with defeets are typically realized in highly oriented polymer
fibers with stiff molecules. They have a sealable fibrillary structure where rigid rods are '.
glued" together by weak farces in a lamellar strueture. Therefore the shear properties are
mueh lower than tensile properties and the void eoncentration is comparably high eausing
special rnacroscopic effects. .

By asymptotie analysis for very low and very high shear moduli it could be shown
that the eriticäl value deterrnining the transition from a shear dominated to a tension
dominated elongation mode under pure tension load ean be efficiently controlled by the
length of the rigid rods.

The irreversible creep elongation under constant load shows a logarithmie time law
over many time scales together with an annihilation of defects. A model is presented
describing the stress indueed transport of defects in anisotropie fibrillary struetures leading
generically to the observed logarithmic time law. Due to the Saint-Venant principle, this
behavior has been shown to be a typical property of fibrillary struetures with a high
concentration of voids.

M. Slodicka, E. Holban, U. Hornung, Y. Kelanemer:

Standard and Mixed Finite Elements. A Comparison and Applications in Hydrology

The goal of this talk is to compare the standard and the mixed hybrid finite elemena
methods (FEMs).The relative L2 errors for pressure and flux are computed with respeeW
to the CPU time which each method needs for solving the corresponding linear algebraic
system. Several examples of linear elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) related
to th~ transport in porous media are presented.
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Georg Teutsch:

A Multicomponent Model 0/ Reactive Transport in Heterogeneous Porous Media:
Basic Concepts and Parametrization

Abandoned gasworks sites pose a threat to the environment by the release of PAM
compouncls. In the talk a model concept is developed for the transport of multiple PAM
compounds and t~e effect of surfactants. The model takes into account the differential
advection occurring in a heterogeneous aquifer as weH as surface sorption and intraparti
eIe diffusion. Based on a so called 'parcel-tracking' technique consisting of a chain of
advective reactors, we were able to simulate sorption kinetie experiments conducted in
the laboratory.

Furthermore, soil column experiments were simulated. including the application of
surfactants below and above the CMC (critical unicell concentration). The upscaling
concept is based on the stochastic streamtube approach presented by Cvetkovic & Dagan
in 1994. There the reaction funetion can either be solved analytically for simr~e conditions
or using our multicomponent pare,el-traeking model. :..~~

Validation of the model at bench- and field-scale is presently under way: -T

Bogdan Vernescu:

Elektrokinetic Phenomena in the Modeling 0/ Clays

We study the influence of surface charge distribution of the macroscopic behaviour of
clays. At the interface between phases a double layer is formed. That is of order of
magnitude of Debye's charateristic length. Due to the double layer a slip veloci~y condition
is imposed. In the framework of the homogenization method the macroscopic· behaviour
of such clays is obtained. At the microscopic level the flow of a univalent electrolyte and
an elastic skeleton are considered. The homogenized flow is modeled by a Darcy law and
a visco-elastic type law in which the coefficients depend on the surface and bulk charge
distribu tion.

Mary F. Wheeler:

Multiphase and Geochemical Modeling in Porous Media

A major problem in the numerical simulation of multiphase flow and transport with
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biological and chemical kinetics is the accurate and efficient modeling of a large number
of chemical species in one to four fluid phases interacting with multiple solid mineral
phases making up the permeable media.

In this presentation a summary of equations with Ne components, Np flowing phases
and II solid phases (minerals) was given. It was noted that the mass transfer of compo
nents between phases is analogous to the transfer of components between species within
a phase.

A new numerical algorithm for minimizing Gibbs free energy, the interior point method,
was introduced. Computational examples for a multiphase case, aqueous and on mineral
phases, were presented to illustrate the effectiveness and robustness of this procedure. A
radionuclide (strontium) kinetic case study was also described. The problem here involve~
modeling the flow and transport with adsorption of a multicomponent system. Calcul.
tions provide explanation of field experiments. Collaborators: S. Bryant, G. Pope, F.
Scaf.

Gabriel Wittum:

Multigrid methods for porous media flow

Berichterstatter: E. Holban
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht
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Mathematische Stochastik

10.03. - 16.03.1996

The meeting was organized by Peter BickeJ (UC BerkeJey), UrsuJa Gather (Dortmund), and
Friedrich Li(;se (Rostock).

The major ureas of emphasis were

• Semiparametric models, censoring models

• Robust methods
• Inference and probabilistic analysis of complex stochastic structures.

New results wcre presented e.g. on constructing stable but still effective methods of estimation
in scmiparametric models and on the analysis of efficient methods in special models of)
ilnportance in biostatistics. _.-.

Further highlights were discussions of application and irnplementation of high breakdown
Inethods, clustering methods and jackknife methods. Stimulating presentations concemed
graphical rnodels for vector processes, the contact process, network analysis, and modelling
polymer growth.

e, Many novel lopics were addressed such as quantum statistics, probabilistic algorithms for the
traveJling salesman and other problems. New insight was also gained into the normal
approximation of the t-statistics, goodness of fit tests and martingale - inequalities.

All talks were weil attended, discUt'iSion was lively and collaborations progressed and were
initiated. /.

The following abstracts presenled by the authors show the fuH range of the interesting topics
which havt" been treated at the conference.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE:

P. BICKEL:

What is a linear process?

We ask what kinds of processes (stationary) can be distinguished from MA(p) processes:

(I) XI = r;=o 'l'jEr- j

where EI are i.i.d. F, EE,= 0, EE~ < 00 and ('IIo, ... ,'V p )' p, F are unknown, using

realizations of arbitrary length n. That is, we characterize the c10sure of the sei 01' probabilities _

on R"" induced by { X I } as in (I). This closure is in terms of Mallows (2) convergence of finite·

dimensional distributions. Dur analysis leads to the conclusion that to meaningfully speak of
the hypothesis of linearity for a stationary stochastic, process (ergodic) we Inust specify

restrictions on the order of processes that are admissible in terms 01' the length n o( realizalions

that is available. We make similar analyses for AR(p) processes,

~p •• cl b(2) x t = ..LJj=l <P.iXI-.i +E I , EI LI. . as a ove.

This is joint ~ork with P. Bühlmann.

L. BIRGE:

An adaptive compression algorithm for Besov spaces

We present a new algorithm for the compression of a function f belonging tel an unknown

Besov space B;~..., [0, IJ. Assuming that the function f has a proper expansion of the fonn f =
f + L a j,k <Jlj.k (wavelet Of spline expansion) we want to get a compressed version of f of

j,k

the f9rm f:= f + r a j.k <P j.k with IAI = D is given. One wishes that f provides
(j.k~EA

approximately the best approximation with respect to the IL q -norm, for a given value of D. 1t

is known that provided that a >*-{ the best rate of approximation is of order D -11 • One

provides a new algorithm which achieves such arate,and is such that f depends only on D,
but not on any knowledge of a, p or q. '"

This is joint work with P. Massart.



E. BOLTHAUSEN:

Random perturbations of random walks

For a randorn walk So =0,S" ... ,5
0

on Zd with law P and a function W:IN xZ
d

---+ IR, a

perturbation of P is defined by

Pn.w(S) =eXP{Af W(j. Sj)} PCS)/Zn.W '
FI

where Zn. w is the appropriate nonning. A random perturbation arises when W itself is

randorn, with law IP.
The best known case is when the W(j,x) are all i.i.d., the directed polymer in random

environrnent. Most of the questions one is interested in, e.g. the scaling behavior of the
cndpoinl Sn for large n, are still unsolved. An easier model is W(j, x) = W(j)f(x) where

W(j) are Li.d. and f is a deterministic function, which is monotone and bounded. We take a~

a special case f(x)=sign(x)~ W(j)=±I, IP~W(j)=l)=h. Sinai proved recerttly in the

symmetrie ease h = 0 that the path localizes in a strong sense for all A. > O. In -~ "recent joint

paper with Frank den HoJlander it 1S proved that there is a transition from a localized phase for
sIllall h to a delocalized for large h at a eritieal point h c CA.). We also discuss the behavior of

the function A~ h~. (A).

RJ. CARROLL:

Nonparatnetrie regression via local estimating equations

We show that essentially all previously defined nonparametric function estimati<:>n problems
can be phrased as solutions to locally weighted estimating equations based on""an unbia~ed

estimating funetion. We derive asymptotic theory in this general context. These methods
generally re}y on a tuning constant (span in loess, local bandwidth for kemels), and we ·show

how to e~timate these tuning constants without direet reference to the a~ymptotics. We
i lIustrate the power of the approach by consideration of a number of problems for whieh
nonparamctric function estimates have not been addressed previously.

This is ajoint work with D. Ruppert and A.H. Welsh.

R. DAHLHAUS:

Graphical interaction models for multivariate time series

The concept of graphical interaction models for mullivariate data i5 extended to multivariate
ti.ne series and point processes. We define an edge in the graph by using the partial spectral

coherence between two components of the time series given all remaining components, i.e. by

looking at the correlation structure of the two series after the linear effects of all other series

have been rernoved. lt is proved that these partial coherences can be obtained by inversion and



rescaling of the spectral matrix of the process. By using this result a separation theorem for
tilne series graphs is proved. The method is applied to air pollution data, neural nets and the

Austral ian stock exchange.

L.T. FERNHOLZ:

Target estimates for bias and variance reduction

Given a parametrie family and a statistical functional T with finite expectation we define the
corresponding target estimate. We show that under mild conditions the target estimate will
have smaJler bia" and variance. The von Mises expansion of T is used to explore further these

issues. e
S. V AN DE GEER:

A maximal inequality for martingales

Let (Q, F, lP) be a probability space, and Fo C PI c ... an increasing sequence of sub- cr -algehras

of F. We consider Fj -measurable randorn variables Yj,o' i= 1,... ,n. indexcd hy a panllnelcr

8 E e. with E( Yj •o I Fi _ l ) = 0, i= I ,... ,n, 8 E E>. If for same constant K. I Y i .O I~ K. i= 1•... ,11.

8 E e, then by Bernstein's inequality, for a ~ b2/K,

p~~~ y. 91 ~ a/\ V 0 ~ b 2
) ~ 2 exp {-a:},

~LI=1 I, n, 4b-

where Vn,O is the predictable variation of L~=, Yj,e . We present conditions on a. band e,
such that

P~L~=,Y;.el ~ aA V•.e ~ b
2

for some eEEl ) ~ C exp {~2~2},

für some universal constant. C. The assumptio~ IYi,el ~ K, i = 1, ... , n, e E e, can he

weakened, using higher order variational processes. e
As application, we consider maximum likelihood and auto-regression. For example, suppose
we have real-valued observations X o ' Xl' .... X n • Let Fj =0' (Xo ,···, XJ, and suppose that thc

conditional density of X j given Xi_I' with respect to L.ebesgue measure on IR, is equal to

8 o (X j -Xi_I)' with

80 E E> = {8: IR ---7 [0,00), J8(x)dx =1,8(x) i for x < O,9(x) J, für x > O}.

Let 8n be the Inaximum likelihood estimator of 8 0 , We show that für all T sufficiently large

provided that für same m>O lim Ix Im 8 0 (x) < 00, ~ I X II/m 9 0 (x) < 00.

Ixl~o<> 1'1-t0



R.D.GILL:

Towards quantum statistics

Technological advances are glvlng great impetus to quantum computing and quantum
cryptography. Small quantum systems are becoming directly observable. Quantum phenomena
are intrinsically random but many experts, both from physics and from probability theory, have

claimed that 'a different kind of probability' is involved.
I give an introduction 10 quantum probability with a view toward (coming) statistical

applications. In particular J discuss old and new results on hidden variables models; these are
models which attempt to provide a classical detenninistic explanation for the randorn
phenomena observed at the quantum level. Finally I draw attention to striking phenomena in
quantum statistics, such as: quantum randomisation allows one to extract more information,

not less.
Going back to hidden variables· models, a new contribution is a short geometrie proof (joint
work with M. Keane) of the fundamental theorem of Kochen and Specker (1967). This
theorem ShO'NS that any hidden-variables theory for quantum measurement (on an at least
threc-dimensional system) must be contextual: i.e., in a detenninistic theory, randomness is
explained nct just by hidden states in the quantum system under study but also from hidden

statesin the Ineasurement devices.

F. GÖTZE:

When is Studcnt's statistic asymptotically standard nonnal?

The asynlptotic normal approxinlation is investigated for Student' s statistic and selfnormalizing

statistics likc t N := (XI+ ...+XN)/~XI2+...+XN2 for sequences of independent r.v.'s

X.i,j EIN.

In joint work with V. Bentkus, SFB Bielefeld, it is proved that the error in the normal
approximation admits the same type of bound as in the case of sums with nonrandom norming.
The result hr..llds in the i.i.d. case and extends to the non identically distributed case. (The latter
is joint work with V. Bentkus and Bloznelis, Vilnius).
In partieular it is shown that Lindeberg's condition still implies nonnal convergence but the
Lindeberg-Feller result does not hold any more.
Furthermore. a conjecture made by (Logan et aJ. 73, AP) that in the i.i.d. caCie t N => N(O, 1) is

equivalent to X being in the domain of nonnal attraction and EX =0 has been verified.
Moreover, if is shown that t N' NEIN is stochastically bounded is equivalent to sub Gaussian

behaviour of the tails of t N • i.e. supEexp[at~] for some a>O. The last two results are joint
N

work together with E. Gine and D. Mason.



'R. GRÜBEL:

Hoare's selection algorithm

Hoare's selection algorithm finds the tth smallest of a set of n nUlnbers, requiring a randorn
number Co,! of comparisons. We consider convergence in distribution of the processes

(~ C, I-tl) as n --7 00. We also obtain stochastic upper bounds for ~Cn t that hold
I, 11 O<f~f .

uniformly in n and t . These bounds arise as perpetuities in insurance mathematics and have a
tail behaviour similar to that of Poisson distributions.

N. HENZE:

00 components of smooth tests of fit have diagnostic properties?·

Smooth goodness of fit tests were introduced by Neyman (1937). They can be regarded as a

compromise between globally consistent tests of fit and procedures having high power in the

direction of a specific alternative. It i5 commonly believed that components of s.TIooth tests
like, e.g., skewness and kurtosis measures in the context of testing for normality, have special
diagriostic properties in case of rejection of a hypothesis H () in the sense that they constitute

direct meac~ures of the kind of departure from Ho' Recent years, however, have witnessed a

complete change of attitude towards the diagnostic capabilities of skewness and kurtosis
-nleasures in connection with nonnality testing. We argue that any component of any smooth

test of fit i5 strictly non-diagnostic when used conventionally. However. Cl proper rescaling of
components does indeed achieve the desired "directed diagnosis h

•

I. IBRAGIMOV:

Some statistical problems arising in the theory of SPDE

In this work Uoint with R. Khasminskii} we investiga~e some nonparametrie estilnation
problem occuring in parabolic SPDE of the form

d U(t, x) = L U(t, x) d t + E d W(t, x)

where L is a partial differential operator with partially unknown coefficients and W is an
infinite dimensional Wiener proce~s. We derive asymptotic properties of estirnators when
E~O.



•

A. JANSSEN:

Testing statistical functionals

The tal koffers ,a method how to deduce tests for nonparametric statistical functionals. The

approach is based on differentiable functionals and the framework of asymptotic statistics. For

one- and two-sample testing problems asymptotic maximin most powerful tests are obtained.

In various cases these tests turn out to be asymptoticaJly efficient with respect to implicitly

defined loeal alternatives given by the functional. It is surprising that their asymptotic power

function does not depend on the special (implicit) direction of the alternatives. It only depends

on the functional.
In connectiDn with the full nonparametric two-sample problem the efficiency of the Wilcoxon,

the log-rank, and the median test is obtained for special functionals.
The present work continues the research of H. Strasser (1985) which was done for one-sample

problelns.

U. KAMPS:

The inspection paradox with random time und applications

When considering a delayed renewal process one may be interested in both, the renewal

funetion and the expected length of the interarrival time that contains some fixed time t. In

general, it is difficult to obtain explicit expressions for specific underlying distributions.

Replacing t bj a randorn variable T, representations and bounds of the quantities are derived.

Thc results lead to simple identities if T is exponentially distributed, and to an extension as weil

as to a refinemcnt of the cla,;sical inspection paradox. Moreover, related characterizations of

exponential distributions are shown. The result,; can be applied to the analysis of control charts

with variable sampling intervals in quality control and to the premium principles in insurance

Inathematics.

_ CA1. KLAASSEN:

Efficient esti I nation of maximum correlation

Consider a two-dimensional random vector and the correlation between its two components

after appl ication of possibly different transformations of these components. Maximizing over

all possible transformations we obtain the maximum correlation coefficient.

Our random vector fits into the normal copula model, if the above transformations may Oe
chosen mo~otone and such that the resulting randorn vector is normal. In this case the

fnaximum correlation coefficient equals the absolute value of the ordinary correlation

coeffieient of the corresponding normal vector. We show that the Van der Waerden normal

scores rank f~orrelation coefficient is an asymptotically efficient estimator of this correlation
coefficient in the semiparametric normal copula model.

This is joint work with J.A. Wellner.



Y.A. KUTOY ANTS:

Some problems of nonparametrie estimation by observations of ergodic diffusion processes

We consider the problems of density and distribution function estinlation by the observations
of an ergodie diffusion process.

Two lower bounds on the risks of any estimators are proposed and the propertics of the
nonparametrie estimators of the density and distribution function a~e studied. Particularly, the

JT -consistency of the Kernel-type and a new (unbiased) estimator as weil as their aSylnplotic

nonnality are established. Unfortunately, both estimators are not asymptotieally efficient. Then
the aSYlnpto!ic effici,ency of the empirie distribution function is shown.

E. MAMMEN:

Direct estimation of low dimensional components in additive models

Additive regression ITIodels have turned out to be a useful statistical tool in analyses of high

dilnensional data sets. Recently, an estimator of additive componc"nts has been introduccd ny

Linton and Nielsen (1994) which is based on marginal integration. The cxplicit definition of

this estimator makes possible a fast computation and allows an asymptotic distribution thcory.
In this paper a modification of this procedure is introduced. We propose to introducc a weight

function and to use local linear fits instead of kernel smoothing. These modifications have thc

following advantages:
"(i) We demonstrate that with an appropriate choke of the weight function, the additive

components can be efficiently estimated: An additive cornponent ean be cstimated with the
same asymptotic bias and variance as if the other components were known.
(ii) Applieation of locallinear fits reduees the design related bias.

The talk reports on joint work with J. Fan and W. Härdle.

V. MAMMITZSCH:

Remarks on optimal kerneis

According to T. Gasser and H.G. Müller (1979) a function K: [-1,+ I]~ IR is said to be of

order ( v , k ) if there holds

•

+1 1 0(I) JK(x)x} dx= (_I)vv~

-I ±o

if O~j<k,j*v

if j = v

if j = k, v -5: k - 2; v, kEIN .



A kerneI of order (v, k) is defined to be optimal iff

1
# changes of sign of K =k - 2 and

+1 k-v +1 2v+l

ACK):=IJIKCX)Xkdx/ .(JIK2CX)dx) =min.

B. Granovsky and H.G. Müller ( 1989) showed that optimal kemels are of the form

(2) K(x) =p(x) for all x E {x E [-1,1]: K(x) :I; O},

K continuous, p polynom of degree k. If k - v>3, P is not uniquely defined by (I) and (2), as

C. Pfeifer (1991) showed that there exist (Xi E [fl,l] with O~ (ll < (l2 <...< (lm ~ I, m = [k2V],
and polynomials Pi of degree k with Pi (-1)= Pi «(lj )=0, i= I ,... ,m, such that for

K.(x) ={Pi(X)
I 0

if -1::; x ~ <Xi

if (lj < x$;I

cquality (I) holds. cf. also the paper by B. Granovsky, H.G. Müller, and C. Pfeifer (1995).
Using Gegenbauer polynomials as the main tool, in this paper we show
A(K 1) > A(Kz) > ... > A(K m)·

R. MARONNA:

Computationally cheap robust regression estimators

Robust regression estimators with high breakdown point involve the minimization of functions

with many loeal minima, and this implies a computational cost that rapidly increases with. the

number of predietors. It is well-known that multiple least-squares regression can be perforriled
by the repeated applieation of univariate regressions. We investigate the behaviour of

proeedures based on this idea, but using robust univariate regressions. Simulations show that

the resulting estimators perform much better than regression S-estimators, with a much lower
eomputing time.

G. NEUHAUS:

On testing tumor onset times

In a typical bio-assay a substanee is studied with respect (0 its cancerogenicity by building a
treatment group of n I rats and a control group without treatment of n 2 rats. When rat i dies

at the time Ci' say, it is checked whether itdied with tumor (~i=l) or without tumor (~i=O),

while the tumor onset time Ti' say, is not observable. Hence the observations are



Zj = (Ci' 6 i)' I ~ i~ n l + n 2 =: n. All rv's are assumed to be independent and identically

distributed in the treatment groups I ~ i~ n l resp. in the control groups n, + I ::; i~ n with

distribution functions F I , F2 of the tumor onset times resp. GI' G 2 of the times of deaths. One

wants to test the null hypothesis of no cancerogenicity, i.e., Ho: F, =F2 versus the alternative

of cancerogenicity, i.e. K: F, ~ F2 , F, "* F2 , whereby GI and G 2 are nuisanee parameters.

In the talk asymptotieally optimal tests are constructed by LAN-theory for the above situation.
Moreover, counting process theory is used for justifying replacement of the basie point

F:= F, = Fz by some estimator Fand for removing the dependenee on the un known GI' G 2 •

As examples analogues of the log-rank test and the Wilcoxon test for the above "interval
censoring" problem are presented.

l. PIGEOT:

A survey on jaekknife estimators in contingency table analysis

We discuss the estimation of a common relative risk and a common odds ratIo in stratified
eohort studies and in stratified case-control studies, respectively. Since these eslimators are
typically biased, the jackknife principle is applied to achieve a bia~ reduction. The asymptotic
properties of the resulting jackknife estimators are discussed mainly for the case that the
number of strata remains fixed while the sampIe sizes within each stratum teod to infinity.
Here, a general resu It is presented which under certain regularity conditions yields consistency
and asymptotic normal.ity of every jackknife estimator of a variety of functions of binol11ial
probabilities. Furthermore, it can be shown that jaekknifing indeed leads to a hias reduction.
In addition, another jaekknife approach is presented and the asymptotic propertres are
discussed under the so-called sparse data model.
Finally, we mention a computer system we developed which makes these techniques not only
available for practitioners, but also gives recommendations on request concerning the choice of
an estimator in a given data situation. These recommendations are based on rules gained from
simulation studies using artificial intelligence.

D. RASCH:

Replicationfree optimal designs in regression analysis

Exact locally 0- and C-optimal experimental designs for non-linear regression problems based
on model functions with p parameters often contain p support points x I ' X 2 , ••• ,x p and need

n i > I measurements für the point Xi' For some practical applications we conslruct oplilnal

designs with at most one measurement at any of N points x j E [XI' xu ]' The paper presents a

search algorithm for the construction of so-called replication-free exact locally optirnurn
experimental designs for ccrtain optimality criteria für non-linear regression functions with p
parameters.

•



W.-D. RICHTER:

Geometrie approach to guantile approximation for noncentral generaJized chi-square
distributions

ASyluptotic ~xpansions for large deviation probabilities ean be used to derive quantile

approximation procedures in many statistical situations. Tail probabilities of noneentral
generalized chi-square distributions with k dJ. can be viewed as tail probabilities of respective
k dimensional shifted spherically distributed randorn vectors. For this purpose, multivariate
asymptotie expansions for a special type of Laplace integrals are needed. Namely, one has to
study the case that there exists a uniquely determined maximum point of the function to be
integrated over the large deviation domain and that this maximum point belongs to the
boundary and degenerates a~ymptotically when the large deviation paramter approaches
infinity. The latter case will be dealt with using global and local geometrie properties as weil of

the spherical distributions as of the large deviation domains.

H. RIEDER:

EstilTIation of ITIortality rates

The estilnation of true mortalities at ages x on the basis of observed mortalities q", has been

treated by inany authors; for a textbook aceount see e.g. Benjamin and Pollard (1982). More
recently, tv1iller and Olbricht (1996) have fit a regression line f (x) = b· min {-31, x} + C to

logq)J. hy minimum -LI followed by the backtransformation CI", =exp{f(x)+02 /2}, where

the scate estimate is the (standardized) interquartile range of the min - LI residuals.

Using the L~'place transform we prove that such estimates are systematically bia~ed unless the
errar distribution in the log-linear model is normal and the scale estimate is gauged to normal
variance. We determine this bia~ under the contaminated normal F= (1- r)N(O,I) + rM for

M==Ö." (Dirac), M=N(z,I). and M=t(o_1. +Ö1.), M==N(O,Z2) - both for min -LI' IQR.

and Inin - L 2 • VAR. Atrcady for z:= 2.5 the true morta1ities may be underestimated by SO%!

Instead, we therefore propose the square-root model:~ = fex) + (o/.JL:)E x (L",: size of

group üf age x). As opposed to log, the ..[ is variance-stabilizing, can cope with q", =O. and

has the 11 nonparametrie" backtransformation fonnl:lla CI x = f(x)2 + 0 2/L", (based on

Ey2 =).12 + 0 2 vs. E eY = exp{J! +02/2}).

Für the 1994 DAV-smooth, one real data set, and simulated binomial mortalities based on the
DAV-smooth we fit a 2nd and 3rd degree polynomial fex) and an exponentia]
f(x)=exp {a+b· min(31 ,x)} by min - L 2 , min - LI' and by robust regression rg_Huber (as

implemented in the ISP-program). and obtain fits, which are excellent and practically
indislingu ishahIc.



J. M. ROBINS:

Toward a curse of dimensionality appropriate (CODA) asymptotic theory for semiparametric
models

We argue, due to the curse of dimensionality, that there are major difficulties with any pure or
smoothed Iikelihood-based method of inference in studies with randomly missing observations

when missingness depends on a high-dimensional vector of variables. We study in detail a
semiparametric superpopulation version of continuously stratified randorn sampling. We show
that all estimators of the population mean that achieve any prespecified rate of cO~'lvergence,no
matter how slow, require the use of the selection (randomization) probabilities. We argue that,
in contrast to Iikelihood methods which ignore these probabilities, inverse selectinn probability-
weighted estimators continue to perfonn weIl. We develop a curse of dimensionality
appropriate (CODA) asymptotic theory for inference in non- and semiparametric models in an e
attempt to fonnalize our arguments. We discuss whether our results constitute a fatal hlow to
the likelihood principle and study the attitude towards these that a committed Bayesian would
adopt. Finally, we apply our CODA theory to analyze the effect of the 11 curse of
dimensionality" in several interesting semiparametric models.

D.M.ROCKE:

Robust scale-free cluster analysis

Many cluster analysis techniques assurne that the appropriate distance between any two points
i5 known; yet in many cases this assumption is not reasonable. We investigate a class of

methods that are affine equivariant and can cope with clusters each of whose shape i5 unknown

and in which the shape may or may not be the same between clusters. Nonn~\1 TnaximUln

likelihood would satisfy these requirements, but there are two large problems with this method.
First t in dimensions higher than two or three: the global maximum of the likelihood is very
difficult to find. Second, even a small percentage of contamination can entirely ruin the
process. The method we describe is a robustification of normal maximUln likelihood which,

with associated search techniques, allow for broad application.

P. J. ROUSSEEUW:

Recent applications of robust statistics

The purpose of this talk is to discuss some recent applications of robust methods. We will
foeus on 11 positive breakdown n techniques, which can resist a substantial fraction of

contamination in the data without breaking down.
The first part of the talk is concerned with robust regression techniques, such as the least
median of squares (LMS) estimator. Contrary to the cla,;sical least squares approach t which

tends to mask outliers and other substructures, the LMS method attempts to fit the majority of
the data and thereby detects the outliers. Apart from illustrative examples, we will consider
SOllle substantive applications. One is to electric power systems, where one needs to estinlute



the system's state variables robustly. Other applications are to computer vision, where LMS
has been used for image recovery, .surface reconstruction, and to detect moving objects in

video from a mobile camera.
The second part of the talk is abaut detecting outliers in a multivariate point cloud, using the
minimum volume eliipsoid (MVE) estimator of location and scatter. In a geochemistry

application, MVE-based robust distances were used to detect mineralizations hidden beneath
the surface. The MVE can also be used to robustify multivariate techniques such as principal
component analysis and discriminant analysis. Applications in computer vision include image
segmentation and detennining shapes from color images.

L. RÜSCHENDORF:

• Slochaslic analysis of algorilhms - Ihe contraction melhod

The contraction method for the asymptotic analysis of (stochastic) recursive algorithms is
based on essentially two ingredients. Firstly, to find a suitable probability metric all~.wing to
obtain asymptotic contraction properties of the nonnalized algorithm and suitable estimates
froln" above in terms of moments. Secondly, one has to prove convergence to same linliting
equation, typically by some decomposition technique.
This Inethod has applications to algorithms from different fields. In particular we will discuss
sorting type algorithms, randorn trees and permutations, Arch- and branching-type algorithms

as weil as applications of the contraction method to some probabilistic problems.

N. SCHMITZ:

Permutation tests - arevival?

It is shown that permutation tests have convincing optimum properties for interesting
M

·classes
of continuous distributions as well as discrete distributions with fixed support. Conditions
sufficient für uniformly maximal power on subclasses are given. Moreover, a variety of
examples is presented. To make these results applicable an efficient algorithm für cümputinge

l
the crilical region of Ihe permulation lest is derived. The performance of Ihis algorithm, which
is based on an idea 'of Pagano & Tritchler, is demonstrated by simulation results. Moreover,
this algorithm ls compared with an algorithm due to Green.

J. STEINEBACH:

Variance estimation ba~ed on invariance principles

Consistent variance estimators for certain stochastic processes are suggested using the fact ;that
(weak or strong) invariance principles may be available. Convergence rates are also derived,
the latter being essentially determined by the approximation rates in lhe corresponding



invariance principles. Some multivariate extensions are briefly discussed, too, together with
possible applications in the changepoint analysis of renewal processes.

H. STRASSER:

Invariance properties of estimators and incidental nuisance parameters

It is shown that the asymptotic infonnation bound which is valid for the estimation of a

parameter in the mixture model remains valid in the model with incidental nuisance parameters
if only perturbation invariant estimators are considered. Perturbation invariance is a property

which is closely related to permutation invariance. In particular, equicontinuous functions of •
empirieal processes are perturbation invariant. Thus, the result settles a problem posed by

Pfanzagl of how permutation jnvariance is to be modified in order to exclude superefficiency in
models with incidentaJ nuisance parameters.

A. V AN DER VAART:

Likelihood inference in the proportional odds model

The proportional odds model specifies that the odds ratios F(tlz}/( 1- F(tlz)) of thc

distribution F(tlz) of a survival time T given a covariate Z are equal to the product

H(l) exp(zTb) of an unknown function Hand an exponential regression faetor. The function

H is necessarily monotonely increasing, cadJag and 0 at the origin. We give adefinition of a

likelihood function for this model and discuss the behavior of the maximum likelihood
estimator for the parameter (H, b), the behavior of the likelihood ratio statistic for testing

hypotheses on b, and a discretized derivative of the profile likelihood function. The maximum

likelihood estimator is asymptotically normal and efficient, the Iikelihood ratio statistic
asymptotically ehisquared, and the derivative of the profile likelihood a consistent estimator of

the asymptotic variance of the maximum Iikelihood estimator of b. This is shown by deriving
the likelihood equations, and inverting them, after showing that the information operator is
continuously invertiblc, and that cerlain c1asses of score functions form Donsker c1asses ore
functions.

I. VAJDA:

Statistical inference based on convex distances of probability distributions

Let OJJl be the set uf all probability densities on a measurable space (3,.4) with respect to a (J

finite measure J..l. We consider a samp]e XI,·.·,X n with i.i.d. components -Po'E f1lJl. We

discuss estimators Pn of Po considered in [1] which are consistent in the sense
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n% (Pp - PO)2 dl.l = Op (I).

Po

Further, if fP ={Pa:9 E S} c O'~ for some Sc IRd and Po =Pao' we consider the estimalor 9 n

of 90 which minimizes the total variation V(Pn ,Pe) =f IPn - Pe IdJl on S. We show that if for

some c(90 ) > 0

then .9 n is consistent in the sens~

n'xllsn - 80 11 ~ Op (I) .

This is compared with the results of [2].

[1) L. Györfi, F. Liese, I. Vajda, E. van der Meulen: Distribution estimates consistent in X2_

divergence (preprint).
[2] P.V. Rao, E.F. Schuster, R.C. Littel: Estimation'of a shift and center of symmetry based on
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. Ann. Statist. 3, 862-873.

Y. VARDI:

Network Tomography: Estimating source-destination traffic intensities from link data

We consider the problem of estimating the traffic intensity between all (directed) pairs of nodes

of a (strongly connected) directed network, based on data measured on the links of the

network repeatedly. We assume that the traffic originating at nodes i and i" is Poisson with

parameter Ai' i =(i, iI) , and is independent of traffic betwcen other pairs. Thus ther~ are n(o-
'4.--

]) Poisson parameters to be estimated. The number of links is of order o(n), and we repeat the
link measurement K times. We consider two different types of traffic routing (I) detenninistic
(2) Markovian. We show that an exact MLE is computationally too complicated and we

discuss an alternative based on the normal approximation. We then derive in detail an estimate
based on the method of moments. The moment equations give rise to a LININPOS problem
(Vardi & Lee, JRSS B, 1993) which is then solved using an EMIML method. A small

simulation study based on a network with 4 nodes (and hence 12 directed pairs) and 7 directed

links is carried out, and the results indicate good statistical characteristics for moderate size
data sets.

W. H. WONG:

A Monte Carlo method und its application to the salesman proble~ and nonlinear PDE

We propose a weighted Markov sampling scheme for simulation and global optimization. The

original sampJing problem is embedded into a sequence of problems with decreasing levels of

complcxity. To makc transitions between levels possible, it is necessary to introduce an



"ilTIportance weight \\ variable into the Markov system. Traditional Metropolis-Hasting
transition rUles are not applicable because the target density für the augmented system (original
variables + weight) i5 not knüwn explicitly. We present a method for the construction of
transition rules that will yield valid weighted sampies. We also discuss ways to control the
behaviour of the weights. The methüd is tested on the travelling salesman problelTI and on
ITIultigrid Mante Carlo from Gibbs distributions whose minimum energy states correspond to
solutions of nonlinear elliptic PDEs.

C.-H. ZHANG:

Linear regression with doubly censored data •Linear regression with doubly censored responses is considered. Buckley-Janles-Ritov type
estimators are proposed. An expansion of the estimating equations is obtained under fairly
general assumptions. Sufficient cond~tions are given for the asymptotic consistency and
normality of the estimators. Semiparametric infonnation and projective scores are also
discussed.

This is a joint work with Xin Li.

W.R. VANZWET:

Statistical estimation for the contact process

At every time t ~ O. each site in the lauice Zd is either healthy or infected. Thc dynamics of
the contact process are as folIows. Healthy sites are infected by each of their infected
immediate neighbors with rate A, and infected sites become healthy with rate I. All processes
involved are independent. The process starts e.g. with a single infected site at the origin at time
t=O.
The discussion centers on the estimation of Aon the basis of an observation of the process at a
single time t . An estimator is constructed which is consistent and a~ymptoticallynormal as •
t--7 oo .

Berichterstatterin: Ursula Gather
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Tagungsbericht 11/96

Diophantine Approximations

17.-23.03.1996

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H.P. Schlickewei (Ulm), R. Tijdeman
(Leiden), M. Waldschmidt (Paris) und J. Brüdern (Stuttgart) statt. Im Mit
telpunkt standen klassische Themen wie diophantische Approximation und
diophantische Gleichungen, Einheitengleichungen, Irrationalität 'und Tran
szendenz, Linearformen in Logarithmen, diophantische Geometrie. Erstmals'
war aueh eine kleine Gruppe analytischer Zahlentheoretiker geladen; die vor.j
allem neuere Entwicklungen im Bereich der Hardy-Littlewoodschen Kreis
methode vorstellte.

Vortragsauszüge

F. AMOROSO: Aigebraie numbers elose to 1
Given a rational function Rand areal number p ~ 1 define hp(R) as the
LP- norm of max(log IRI, 0) on the unit circle. We studied the behaviour of
hp ( R) and gave various bounds for it. Tbe results le'ad to an explicit con
struction of algebrait numbers elose to 1 having small Mahler's measure and

,/
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small degree. This shows that a lower bound for the distance 10' - 11 reccntly
given by Mignotte and Waldschmidt is almost sharp.

R.C. BAKER: Goldhach's problem in short intervals
It has been known since the 1930's that, for any A > 0,

E(X) = #{2n ::; X : 2n # PI + P2}

has O(X(log X)-A) members, so that almost all even integers are the surn of
two primes. Montgomery and Vaughan sharpened this to O(X l - 6 ) in 1975,
though subsequent efforts by J.R. ehen and others to give a numerical value -.
for J, e.g. &= 1/25, contain serious errors. Here the problem is considered
in short intervals. One asks for an estimate of the form

with a small value of (). This problem has attracted some attention since
Perelli and Pintz obtained () = 7/36 + f in 1993, and Mikawa, Jia and Li
Hong Ze have given better results, the latter being () = 7/81·+ (. In joint
work with Harman and Pintz it is now shown that f) = 11/60 is admissible in
this problem. The method requires the Hardy-Littlewood method, the sieve
of G. Harman and some new mean value results for Dirichlet polynomials
(although the latter are based on the usual principles of Montgomery and

Halasz).

A. BALOG: An additive property of stahle sets
An infinite set of positive integers A is called stahle if for any t > 1 fi-xed one
has

#{n ::; x : n E A but tn rt A, or in E A but n f/. A} = o(x).

Clearly any set of zero density is stahle. Typical examples of less trivial
stahle sets are

Qo = {n : P(n} > na},

here 0 < a < 1 and P( n) is the greatest prime factor of n. We are interested
in solving a binary linear equation inside a stable set. The following general-e
ization of a resuIt uf A. Hildebrand gives an affirmative answer to a question
of E. Fouvry.

Theorem 1 Let a > 0, b > 0 and c be integers such that (a, b) Ic. Let A be
a stable set with positive upper density d( A). The equation ax - by = c has
infinitely many solutions x E A, y E Aj-moreover d(aA n bA + c) > o.

J. BECK: Uniform distribution and the class number
Let {x} denote the fractional part of x. A proof of the following stat.enlent
was outlined:

2



where 0' = [ao; al, a2, . ..] is the continued fraction expansion, and I is the
least index for which the denominator qt of the I-th convergent Pt / qt of 0'

exceeds N. This result has three interesting consequences.
I) We obtain a 3-line-proof of the famous Hirzebruch-Zagier-Meyer for

nlula: if p == 3(4), p > 3 prime and h(p) = 1, then h(-p) = ~ 2:7=1 aj where
.JP = [[ .JP]; a., ... ,ak].

2) We can evaluate the diophar.~"ineseries

N 1
L . ( ) =ca logN+O(l)
n=l n sln 1T"nO'

where the constant Ca can be expressed in terms of the digits in the continued
fraction expansion of Q' and Ci/2.

3) A sufficient and necessary condition for the Central Limit Theorem"
about the series 2:{nCi}. Let Ci = [ao; at, a2, .. .]. Then

~I{l < n < N : 2:k=I( {kO'} - ~) - f(N) < A}I-* -1-1'" e-u2
/ 2 du

N - - g( N) ~ ~ ~ -00 .

as N --+ 00 holds if and only if

n a?
L---!"--+ex> (n-+oo).
i=l a~

Here f(N) is the mean value (Cesaro mean) and g(N) is the variance which
is between two constant multiples of 2:~=1 a; where l is defined by the re
quirement N ~ qJ.

M.A. BENNETT: Simultaneous Pell equations
Ir a and bare distinct nonzero integers, then the equations

have at most 3 solutions in positive integers x, y, z. This result sharpens
work of Masser and Rickert (1995) and is not far from the truth in that,
given a ~ 2 there exists an infinite family of b's for which (*) has at least
2 positive solutions. The proof uses simultaneous rational approximation to
algebraic numbers via Pade approximation, gap principles and a lower bound
for linear rorms in two logarithms due to Laurent, Mignotte and Nesterenko
( 1995).

v. BERNIK: Khintchine type theorems on manifolds
l'here are two versions of the classical Khintchine theorems in metrical the
ory of diophantine approximation (homogeneous and inhomogeneous). In
1964 Sprindzuk proved Mahler's conjecture, and W.M. Schmidt obtained

3



the general metric theorem for curves in the plane. In 1989 the theorenl of
Sprindzuk (Beroik) and in 1995 the theorem of Schmidt (Dodson, Bernik)
were improved to the analogous Kintchine's theorem in the case of conver
gence. There are two theorems in the case of divergence. Let 1/J(q) be a

nlonotone function with L~l t/J( q) == 00.

Theorem 1 (Dodson, Hernik). The inequality

la2zm +alz
n +aal< t/J(H)1/2

has for almost all z E C an infinite number of solutions for a set of positilJe e
measure. lfere H = max(laol, lall, ja21).

Theorem 2 (Beresnevich, Hernik) The inequality IP(x) + Yl < H- 11/J(H}
has for almost all (x, y) E R 2 an infinite number 01 solutions in quadratic
integraL polynomials P, and H == H(P) is the height.

D. BERTRAND: Diophantine problems on algebraic groups with
real multiplications
Let 0 be the ring of .integers of a totally real number field, and let G be the
universial vectorial extension of an algebraic variety A defined over areal
number field k. Assurne that End A ~ 0, and that dim(A) == rkzO. Then:

Theorem 3 A non-torsion k-rational point of G cannot lie in the maXirf1.11l
compact subgroup 01 G(R).

The proof consists in pushing out G to each of the extensions of A by G
which admit multiplication by 0, and in noting that the determinant of the
corresponding I-motive can be computed in terms of periods of differential
forms of the third kind on A which are eigenforms for the action of O. 'T'heir
non-vanishing then follows from Wüstholz's theorem on periods.

E. SOMBIERI: Heights ofalgebraic points on subvarieties ofabelian
varieties and linear tori

Let X C A be a subvariety of an abelian variety and let 11, be the Neroll- _
Tate height associ~ted to asymmetrie ample divisor. It is weIl known that .-
hex) = 0 if and only if x is a torsion point of A. Bogomolov asked whether
points of A(Q) of small height had special properties, and in particular if
points in X(Q) of small height were discrete in A(Q) with respect to thc

distance d(x, y) == jh(x - y) on A(Q)/ tors. Of course, for this to be true
one needs to remove from X all translates of abelian subvarieties.

Theorem 1 Let XO == X \ U{Y} where Y runs through all translates 0/
abelian subvarieties of dimension ~ 1 contained in X. Suppose that A ü; a
GM abelian variety. Then XO(Q) is discrete in A(Q) in the sense thai fo.,.
y E A(Q) the set of points x E XO(Q} with d(x, y) < c is finite provided c is
sufficiently smalI. The constant c > 0 and the number 01 points depend only
on the degree 0/ X and A.

4



There are several generalisations. Prüofs are elementary and depend on
Fermat's congruence aP == a mod p.

P. BO RWEIN: The order of vanishing of polynomials of low height

Theorem 1 Every polynomial

n

p(x) = E ajxi (aj E C, lajl ~ I)
j=O

has at most cJn(1 - log lanD zeroes at I; here c is sorne absolute constant.

This is essentially sharp. Sharp estimates for the minimal norm of such
polynomials are also given.

D. BROWNAWELL: Some transcendence results in positive ~char

acteristic
Let 7T be the period ofthe Drinfeld exponential function ec(z). Then ec(Tz) ==
Tec(z) + (ec(z))q.

Theorem 1 a) z, ec(z), e~t·](z), ... , e~n](z), ... are algebraically independent.
b) 1, tr, tr[l), ... ,tr[q-I] are linearly independent /Fq(T),
where [i] denotes the divided derivative given by (Tn)[i] == (7)Tn-i, n > O.

.1. BRÜDERN: Binary, quarternary and octary cubic forms
(joint work with T.D. Wooley). Let 4>t, ... , <1>4 be binary cubic forms with
integer coefficients and non-zero discrimants. Let N{P) be the number of
solutions of the diophantine equation -'

subject to lxd ::; P, IYd ::; P (1 ::; i ::; 4). Then, for any t > 0,

N{P) » p 5-,.

One expects an asymptotic formula for N{P) with main term about p5,
and can indeed show that N{P) « p5+' so that the result is elose to best
possible. The proof uses a p-adie iterative process within the framework
of the circle method. The same method also yields that almost all natural
numbers satisfying certain necessary congruence conditions can be written as

11. = <1>1 (XI, Yt) + et>2(X2, Y2), with integers Xi, Yi· These results improve work
of Chowla and Davenport (1961). They ha.d to assurne that <1>1 is diagonal,
and also missed the lower bound (*).

W.CHEN: A result of Lev in irregularities of distribution
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rrhe following surprising result of Lev was diseussed: Suppose that P is
a distribution of N points in the torus Uk = [0, l]k where k ~ 2. For every
x E U k let B(x) denote the aligned reetangular box with one vertex at 0 and
one at x, and wri te

D[P; B(x)] = #(P n B(x)) - Nvolume(B(x)).

Also, for y E U k let P + Y be the translation of P by y modulo U k
. For

q E {I, (0) write

Write also
Doo{P} = sup ID[P; B(x)]I.

XEUk

Theorem 1 (Lev) There exist positive constants A 1(k), A 2(k) such that for
every q E [1,00) we haue

A 1(k)Doo ep) ~ sup Dq(P +y) ~ A2(k)Doo (P).
yeUk

S. DAVID: Heights on abelian verieties
(joint work with J.B. Bost). In arecent work, Masser and Wüstholz

proved an estimate on the degree of the smallest abelian subvariety eontaining
aperiod of a given abelian variety in its tangent space. This theorem is weil
known to imply uniform isogeny estimates first establishes by Faltings. Our
aim was to clarify the effeetivity of the above stated result. In addition to
bringing down the exponents to essentially the best possible bounds, we solve
the question of effeetivity by proving a totally explicit comparison estimate
between the Falti ngs height of an abelian variety and same modular height.
This proof avoids recourse to the Satake compactification.

L. DENIS: Transcendence properties of Bessel-Carlitz functions
Let k be a rational function field over the finite field with q elements, koo

its completion with respect to the infinite place. and c a completion of an
algebraie closure of koo ' L. Carlitz has defined the analog of the classical
Bessel function J(z) and its derivative J'(z) in this situation. Call these
analytie functions J(z) and ßi(z) C.L. Siegel proved that if Q is a non-zero
algebraic number then J(a) and J'(a) are algebraically independent over Q.
It is now shown that if a is in the algebraic closure of k in c and is not zero
then 1(0) and ~j(a) are algebraically independent over k.

M. DODSON: Metric diophantine approximation on manifolds
The functional relations between coordinates of points on a manifold are
an obstacle to trans[erring classical results in Diophantine approximation to
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manifolds. In joint work with Rynne and Vickers it has been shown that
Khintchine's theorem on simultaneous diophantine approximation holds for
smooth (C 3 ) manifolds M embedded in Rn and satisfying some curvature
conditions. Similar results for the linear forms version of the theorem have
also been obtained and the Hausdorff dimension of the associated exceptional
sets determined.

In the case of convergence in Khintchine's theorem, the manifold is re
quired to be 2-convex (this reduces to non-zero Gaussian curvature for sur
faces in R 3 ) almost everywhere. In the harder divergent case, where quasi
independence is needed, more severe restrietions are required, and certain
submanifolds of M have to be 2-convex. For simultaneous approximation, a
mild decay condition on the error has to be imposed; this has the effect of
forcing dirn M ~ !!fl. Although this might be a technical difficulty in the
arguments it might also be connected with the positive curvature of M and
the inadmissibility of the lattice {p/q : p E zn, q E N}. However, only a
slightly stronger decay condition gives an asymptotic formula for the number
of solutions of the system of inequalities, using a method of W.M. Sch-midt.

J.H. EVERTSE: Singular differences of powers of 2 x 2 matrices
(joint work with R. Tijdeman) For two matrices A, B E GL2 (C) let

SA,B = {(m,n) E Z2: Am - Rn is singular}

Two pairs of matrices (A, B), (At, Bd are said to be equivalent if there is a
Inatrix J E GL2 (C) such that (JAJ-1, J BJ- 1) is equal to one of the pairs
(AI, 8 1), (BI, Al), (AT, Br), (B;, AT) where cT denotes the transpose.

Questions by Polligton inspired us to determine the pairs (A, B) for which
... SA,B is infinite. It is easy to see that these pairs can be partitioned into

J equivalence classes with respect to thc equivalence relation defined 1tbove.
We determine all equivalence classes of (.A, B) such that at least one of A, B
can be diagonalised, and SA,B is infinite. Moreover a necessary condition for
a pair of non-diagonalisable matrices A, B with infinite set SA,B is given.

The basic tool is a result of Laurent on exponential polynomial equations
in several unknowns which is applied to det(Am - Bn) = O. Laurent's result
goes back to Schmidt's subspace theorem. These results were applied by
Pollington in his research on normality with respect to matrices.

E. FOUVRY: Gaussian primes

Theorem 1 (Fouvry-Iwaniec) Let AI E C with lAd::; 1. Then

L A/A(l2 +m2
) = L AI1P(l) + O(x(log x)-A)

12+m2 5x J2+ m 2$x

where A is von Mangoldt '8 function,

t/>(l) = II (I - x(p)),
pV p- 1
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X is lhe non-trivial character mod 4, A is any positive nurnber, and the
implied constanl in the error term depends only on A.

By choosillg for At the characteristic function of a dense set L (which
means #(.c n [-x, xl) 2:: x(log x)-C for some c > 0 and x tending to infinity)
we deduce that the number of Gaussian primes 1T such that 17r1 ~ x and Re
7f E C has the expected order of magnitude for x ~ 00. The proof uses large
sieve techniques and properties of the polynomial [2 +m 2

.

K. GYÖRY: The number of families of solutions of decomposable .A\
form equations -
(joint work with J .-E. Evertse) Consider the decomposable form equation

F(x) = ±b in x E zn

where F E Z[XI, ... , Xn] is a decomposable form and b E Z \ {O}. Using
a quantitative result of Schlickewei (1990) on S-unit equations the speaker
obtained in 1993 explicit upper bounds for the number of maximal families
of solutions of (*), as weH as for the minimal number of those families of
solutions whose union contains all the solutions. Considerable improvements
are now possible. An explicit upper bound for the number of solutions of (*)
is obtained provided that this number is finite. When the number of solutions
is infinite, an asmptötic formula of the form c{log Ny + O((log Ny-I) holds
for the number of solutions of (*) with max lXii ~ N. This generalizes a
result of Györy and Pethö (1977) on norm form equations.

Our results have been established in the more general situation when the
ground ring is the ring of S-integers of an arbitrary number field. The nlain
new tools are a general result of Evertse (1995) on Galois-symmetric S-unit
vectors and an improved and generalized version of some results of Schmidt
(1990) and Györy (1993) on decomposable form equations.

M. HATA: An application of Beukers' integral
Considering the double integral Jfs P(x)Q(y)(l-xy)-l- n dxdy where P{x) == _
Q{x) == (x(1- x))n, n E N and 8 == [0,1]2, F. Beuker's gave an elegant prüof _
of the irrationality of ((2) = f. It seems natural to modify his integral
in order to study arithmetical properties of .some other numbers. Here we
change the integration domain S to the new 8 1 = [1, 2] x [t, 1] and obtain a
non-qu'tdraticity measure for log 2:

Ilog 2 - {! 2:: H-25.051 (H ~ Ho, Ho effective)

where ~ is any quadratic number with height H. Although the double integral
over 52 diverges, it can be justified as the limit as z ~ 1 along a curve in
the upper half plane of

F(z) = J' ( P{x)Q(y) dx dy.
1s2 (1 - xyz)n+l

8
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Taking real and imaginary parts of limz-+l,lmz>O F(z) one obtains a simulta
neous rational approximation to log 2 and log22. The choice

P{x) = {x - 1)n+[n/lO] (x _ 2)n-[n/lO], Q{y) = (y - 1)n-[n/lO]{2y - 1)n-ln/5]

gives the result. For the estimate a complex 2-dimensional version of the
saddle method is needed.

K. KAWADA: On the representation of numbers as the sum of
four cubes
Let E( N) be the number of natural numbers not exceeding N that cannot
be written as a sum of four cubes. Then, for any ( > 0 there is a TI > 0 such
that

E(N + M) - E(N) «Mt-Tl, providing M ~ N~~:~+t:.

This is an improvement of a result due to Brüdern and Watt who obtained
the exponent ~ in place of ~~:~. T.D. Wooley pointed out that the above
result can be improved by new results due to hirn which he described during
this conference.

M. LAURENT: Linear forms in two logarithms
Let 01,02 be two non-zero algebraic numbers, bt, b2 be positive integers.
Lower bounds for the absolute value (archimedian and p-adic) of A == b1 log 01

b2 log 0'2 and O~l - 0~2 (which is roughly' the same) are obtained. We get
bounds of the shape

: .;J..

where 0 is an upper bound for the degree [Q(ot, (2) : Q], B is an upper
bound for bt, b2 , and log Ab log A 2 for the absolute logarithmic height of
0'1,0'2. Here C is a constant (absolute or depending upon p) which is fairly
sluall, around some dozens in the archimedian case.

H. MAlER: The size of the coefficients of cyclotomic polynomials
Let ~n(z) be the n-th cyclotomic polynomial, A(n) the absolute value of

its largest coefficient. The following result is obtained: Let t/J(n) -+ 00 for
n -+ 00. Then A(n) ::; n1j1(n} on a sequence of asyrnptotic density one.

The method of proof consists in the analysis of $n(Z) on the unit circle
in combination with techniques from probabilistic number theory.

T. MATALA-AHO: Irrationality results for p-adic logarithmic and
binomial series

In joint works with A. Heimonen and K. Väänänen we investigated some
lower bounds
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for the values Q of a dass of Gaussian series 2 F1 • Now irrationality measures
m'p(a) for p-adic logarithmic and binomial series are ohtained. Let 1 < 1·f.5 E
Q, p Vs, eTlrl~ < 1. Then

T S log lrlp
m p (log( 1 - -)) ~ 2 1 I I I .

s og r p + og r + 1

There exists a similar bound for r / s < 1. For binomial series (1 + z) l/k there
are analogous results.

B. OE MATHAN: Roth's theorem in positive characteristic
Let K be a field of positive characteristic p. It was proved by A Lasjaumias
and the speaker that Thue's theorem holds for every algebraic element 0: E
K((T-l)) which satisfies no(!) equation 0 = (Aap" + B)j(Cap" + D) where
sEN, A, B, C, D E K[T], AD-BC =I O. An example of such an element was
given by Bude and Robbins. For this element, Roth's theorem holds in the
form 10' - P/QI » IQj-2-f hut not in the stronger form 10' _ PjQI » IQI-2 .

E.M. MATVEEV: Elimination of the mulpile n! from estimates for
linear forms in logarithms

Let I< C C be a field. Suppose that 01, ... , On E K* satisfy the Kummer
condition [K(fi1,. "'~) : K] = 2n with fixed values of logaj. Puf,

D = [K : Q] if K c Rand D = ~[K : Q] otherwise. Now write

A j = max{l, Dh(oj), Ilogoil}, n =:: Al ... An,

p = rankR{log 0., ... ,log On}.

Consider a ho~ogeneous rational linear form in logarithms

A = b. log 01 + ... + bn log On

with bn E Z. It was shown that there exists an absolut constant C > 1 such
that

log lAI 2:: _cnpn D2 0log(eB) log(cnpn D 2njAn )

where B = maxj{lbjIAjjAn }.

M. MIGNOTTE: On the Thue equation axn - byn = c
We consider a binary form F(x, y) = ax n

- byn with n ~ 3, a, bE N*, a #- b
and the equation F(x, y) = c, C E N*. In 1937 Siegel proved

Theorem A. The inequality IF(x, y)1 :::; c has at most one solution (x, y) E
Z2 with gcd( x, y) = 1 provided

(ab)~-l 2: 4c2n - 2 (n II pl/(n-l))n.
pln

10
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Here, using arecent result on linear forms in two logs of Laurent-Mignotte
Nesterenko we obtain a general lower bound of the form

IF(x,y)l;::: lyln-C2(logn)2 forn;::: C 1(a,b).

As a corollary of this result we obtain

Theorem 1 In the special case F(x,y) == (b+ l)xß
- byß, b 2:: 1, suppose

that 0 < IF(x, y)1 < min{(2ß
- 2)b, ~n2b3} with lxi # lyl, xy # O. Then x n

and yn are 0/ the same sign. I/ x > 0, Y > 0, then y > x > 1, Y ~ nb(y - x)
and n < 600.

In the special subcase (b + 1)xn
- byß == 1 combining Theorem A and

a refined version of Theorem 1 we get: if (x, y) # (1, 1) is a solution, then
n :s; 350 and b :s; 370.

H. MIKAWA: A· variant of the Eratosthenes sieve \"
Sieve methods seem to produce an ambiguity between integers with an

odd number of prime factars and ones with an even numher. From this point
of view it is of same interest to note that

p.(n) == 1 implies E p.(d) == O.
dln

d<vn

Thc relation to the sifting process and. the effect on finding primes has been
discussed. In particular, the problem of primes in almost all short intervals
has been considered.

v.v. NESTERENKO: Modular functions and transcendence prob
lems

Let P(z), Q(z), R(z) be the functions introduced by Ramanujan in i916,

J (z) == 1728 Q(Z~(~~(z)2' and let j (T) = J (e21l-i'r) be the modular function.

Theorem 1 For any complex number q, 0 < Iql < 1, among q, P(q), Q(q), R(q)
there exists at least three numbers algebraically independent Qver Q.

Corollary 1 Let q be algebraic, 0 < Iqt < 1. Then the numbers in each
set

1) P(q),Q(q),R(q); 2) J(q),(}J(q),(}2J(q)

where () = z1;, are algebraically independent. In particular all these numbers
are transcendental.

The assertion 2) was conjectured by D. Bertrand in 1977.
Corollary 2 Let p(z) be a Weierstrass elliptic function with algebraic

invariants 92,93 and complex multiplication over the field k; let 4! be the pe
riod of p(z). Then for any T E k, Im T # 0, the numhers rr,w, e21Tir are alge
braically independent. In particular, the numbers in each set {11', e1T

, r( 1/4)};
{rr, evJ , r(I/3}}, {11', eVD} where D is a positive integer, are algebraically in
dependent.
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Theorem 2 Let q E C, 0 < Iql < 1 be such that the transcendence degTce
0/ the field K == Q(q, P(q), Q(q), R(q)) equals 3 and let () = (01, ()2, (J3) bc fL

t1'anscendence basis of K. Then there exists a constant , > 0 depending only
on q and e such that for any polynomial A E Z(xt, X2, X3], A #- 0, one has

whert: t(A) == log H(A) +deg A. In partieuiar sueh an estimate holds fo1' the
set 01 numbers 'iT, e1T

, r{1/4).

Theorem 3 Let LI, L2 be positive integers. Then for any polynomial A E
Z[z, Xl, X2, X3], A #- 0, with degz A :::; LI, degxe A :::; L2 one has

ordA(z, P(z), Q(z), R(z)) < 2(1~)45L 1 L 2

where ord denotes the order 0/ zero at z == o.

P. PHILIPPON: Aigebraic independence and K-functions
Two applications of the new. construction-extrapolation of an auxiliary func
tion invented by Barre-Sirieix, Diaz, Gramain and Philibert are given to solve
conjectures by Mahler and Manin on the transcendency of the values of the
modular j function. The first application to Eisenstein series generalizes this
resul t and contains the prüof of algebraic independence of the three numbers
1T, e7t' and f{1/4) obtained by Nesterenko. The second application gives the
expected lower bound for the transc"endence degrees of the fields generated
by certain values of functions satisfying functional equations. It generalizes
results of Mahler and improves a result of Amon. The new method applies
to an interesting sub-class of the G-functions ("K-functions").

M. POE: Distribution of solutions on S-unit equations
Consider the equation

•

(1)

Assume that a, ß" are fixed non-zero relatively prime rational integers,
Pt, . .. , pr are distinct rational primes, all not dividing aß,. All solutions
of (1) with

(2)

are considered. It is shown that with at most 2ss exceptions all solutions lie
in a smaller box

s2log sM
ai - äi:::; (1:::; i:::; s)

log Pi

where aj denotes the smallest exponent of Pi occuring in aB solutions of (1)
and (2).
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A. POLLINGTON: Riesz products and normality
(joint work with G. Brown and W. Moran) For () > 1 let B(() denote the set
of real numbers x for which {()n x } is uniformly distributed modulo 1. Then,
as shown by Schmidt, B(r) = B(s) (r, SEN) if and only if r n = sm for some
n,111. E N. For non-integer <jJ,.,p we have

Theorem 1 B(.,p) C B( 4» if and only if log .,p / log 4J E Q and either
1. .,p = a l / n , cf> = al/rn, a E N and Q(cf» C Q(.,p),
or
~. t/; = ()m,4> = /Jn,()k ± /J-k E Z and mln.

We employ the method of constructing a Riesz product measure JL on
a set of non-normal numbers with respect to one base and then show that
with respect to this measure J-l-almost all numbers are normal with re.spect
to the other base. This uses Davenport-Erdös-LeVeque and digit arguments
on transform space.

We are able to extend this method to the case of 2 x 2 almost integer
ergodie matrices settling a question of Schmidt in this case. The applica
tion of Davenport-Erdös-LeVeque now requires a certain matrix identity to
have only finitely many solutions This result was obtained by Evertse and
rrijdeman, and was also reported on at this conference.

D. ROY: Algebraic approximation to transcendental numbers
and algebraic independence
(joint work with M. Laurent and M. Waldschmidt) The problem of prov
ing algebraic in.dependence using interpolation determinants has been open
for some titne. Two solutions for this problem are proposed. The first. one
is based on the existence of good algebraic approximations to famili~s of
cornplex numbers in a field of transcendence degree one. The second uses
a generalization of Gelfond's lemma in whi~h multiplicities are taken into
account.

A. SCHINZEL: The Mahler measure for polynomials in several
variables
Let F E C[Zl, ... , z,,] and define the Mahler measure M(F) by

M(F) = exp { log IF(e2lriOl, ... , e27riOa)1 d(Jt ... dOs.
1[0,1]"

Theorem 1 Let F = Ei=l akz~kl ••. Z~k", where ak E C· and the vectors
ak = [akt, ... , O'ks] are distinct. 1I there exists 1 ::; 1, J ::; sand a vector
vERs such that

VQi < VOk < VOj for all k i= i,j

then

M(F)2 + la;ajl2 < t la 12
M(F)2 - k=l k .
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Equality holds if F( z., ... , zs) F(zll , ... ,Z;I) has exactly 3 terms.

This generalizes a result of V. Gongalvez.

H.P. SCHLICKEWEI: The equation x + y = 1
Let G C (C*)2 be a finitely generated subgroup of rank r. We study the
~quation x + y == 1, to be solved in elements (x, y) E G. Let N be the
number of solutions of this equation. Two years ago, the speaker derived thc
first bound for N that depends only on r, namely

N ::;" 2226+36r2.

This was improved in a joint paper with W.M. Schmidt to

N ~ 213r+63rr.

In recent joint work with F. Beukets we proved

N ::; 28r+8
•

W.M. SCHMIDT: The distribution of sublattices of zm
The similarity class of a lattice of rank n may be parametrized by the orbits
of the action of G Ln(Z) on "the generalized upper half plane 1-ln, cons·isting
of matrices

[

1 X12 Xl n 1
o Y2 X2n

Z ==. .. .. .
o 0 Yn

with Yi > 0 (i = 2, ... , n). Put differently , it may be paramerized by the
points of a fundamental domain :F for the action of GLn(Z) on 1-ln.

Now let 2 ::; n ~ m. Let V be an open subset of:F. Then the number
N(V, T) of sublattices of zm of rank n and determinant ~ T whose similarity
dass belongs to some Z E V has

N(V,T) ~ c{m,n)J.L{V)Tm

as T ---+ 00 where j.L{V) is the invariant measure on H n .

A. SHIDLOVSKI, Y.V. NESTERENKO: Linear independence of val
ues of E-functions

Theorem 1 Let f.(z), ... , fm{z) be E-functions, satisfying the system 0/ dif
ferential equations

·e

m

y~ == EQkiYi, Qki E C(z), k = 1, ... m,
i=1

(1)

and linearly independent ouer C( z). Then there exists a finite set A c
C} dependent on 11, ... ,1m such that for any ~ E A \ A the values 0/
I. (~), ... , fm (~) are linearly independent ouer A.
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Let p be a prime ideal, generated in C[z, Xl,· .. ) X m ] by al1 in Xl," . , X m

homogeneous polynomials Q with the property Q(z, JI(Z)"", Jm(z)) == O.
Denote by Pe the image of p in C[Xl,'" , x m ] under the spezialisation z -7

( E C. There exists only finitely many ~ (points of bad reduction) such that
Pe is not a prime ideal. The set A in the theorem contains zero, singular
points of the system (1) and points of bad reduction. We conjecture that the
theorem holds for any ~ E A distincL from zero and singular points of (1).

C. STEWART: On prime factors of integers of the form ab + 1
(joint work with K. Gyöty and A. Sarközy). For any integer n exceeding

I let P(n) denote the greatest prime factor of n. Denote the cardinality of a
set .\' by lXI. The following result is a multiplicative analogue of a result of
P. Erdös, R. Tijdeman and C. Stewart.

Theorem 1 Let ( > 0, and let k, 1 be integers with k 2:: 3 and2" ::;: 1 ::;:
Co~~~o~:k)I/2. There exists a positive number C(f) which is effectively com

putablf'. in ternlS 0/ (, such that if k ~ C(() then there are sets 0/ positive

integers A, 8 with lAI =: k and 181 = l for which

p(II II(ab+l)) «Iogk)'+l+~.
aEÄ bEB

M. SKRIGANOV: Ergodie theory on homogeneous spaces, dio
phantine approximation and lattice points counting polyhedrons
It. is shown that counting lattice points for polyhedrons can be reduced to
Sill1ultancous diophantine approximations for linear forms. These diophan
tifle problclllS are then interpreted in terms of certain flows on homogeneous
spaces SL(n, R)/SL(n, Z). As a result, we derive from ergodie 'Üieorems
on semisimple groups that for any expanding polyhedron the lattice point
count.ing has a logarithnlically small error for almost aB lattices with respect
1.0 the invariant measure on SL(n, R)jSL(n, Z). Applications to algebraic
nUlnher fields, unifornl distribution and spectral theory can also be given.

J. THUNDER: Hermite's constant for number fields
Für Tl > I Hermite's constant is the smallest real number rn such that for
any positive definite quadratic form Q(x) in n variables there is a nonzero
integer point z satisfying Q(Z) ::; rnD1/n where D is the discriminant of Q.
This definition can be formulated using heights, and can then be used to give
adefinition for Hermite's constant over a general number field. Upper and
lower bounds for these constants are obtained.

C. VIOLA: A group-theoretic approach to irrationality results for
the dilogarithm
Let L2(z) = 2::=1 ;;. be the dilogarithm. In joint work with G. Rhin, for
L2 (1) = 1r

2 /6 the irrationality measure 5.441243 is proved, improving recent
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results of M. Hata. This is obtained by applying to double integrals of the
type

[I {I x h (1 - x)iyk(l - y)i dxdy

Jo Jo (1 - xy)i+i-1 1 - xy

the action of the permutation grollp related to the Gauss hypergeometric
function. The method extends to yield irrationality proofs and irrationa:lity
measures für L 2 ( I / q), for suitable integers q i= 0, 1. In particular, L2 ( 1/6) f!.
Q. In 1993 Hata showed L2 (lfq) f/. Q for any integer q E (-00, -5] U [7, 00).

R.C. VAUGHAN: The Montgomery~Hooleyasymptotic formula and
some generalizations.
Let

q

V(x, Q) = L L 11/;(x, q, a) - A-(x ) 1
2

q<Q a=1 'P q
- (a,q)=l

where

'l/J(x,q,a) = L A(n)
n<x

n:anlOdq

, and A is von Mangoldt's function. In joint work with Goldston the following
theorem, improving earlier results of Barban, Davenport-Halberstam, Gal"':
lagher, Montgomery, Hooley and Friedlander-Goldston, is obtailled.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the generalised Riemann hypothesis hold8 and let

U(x, Q) = V(x, Q) - Qx log Q + cxQ

where
logp

c = , + log 21T + 1 +L -(--).
p p p - 1

Then (i) when 1 ::; Q ::; x one has

and (ii) there is an absolute constant C such that when xfQ -t 00 with

C X
5

/
7(log 2x) 10/7(log log 3x )8/7 < Q ~ x

one has

An unconditional theorem, for more general sequences than the primes, was
also descri bed.

P. VOJTA: Roth's theorem with moving targets
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Theorem 1 Let k be a number field, S a finite set of p/aces of k, CER, and

{ > O. Then any infinite set oftuples (x, (O'v)vES) in k#S+l with log Hk(O'k) =
o(log Hk(x)) for all v E S must have

for alt but finitely many tuples (x, (av ))'

When #S = 1 and O'v E K for some fixed K ::> k, this follows from a
result of van der Poorten and Bombieri (1988).

This statement was suggested by a conjecture of R. Nevanlinna proved by
C. Osgood. The proof follows Steinmetz's simplification of Osgood's proof.

J.F. VOLOCH: Linear forms in p-adic roots of unity
(joint work with J. Tate) Let C p be the completion of the algebraic closure
of the p-adics. If al '.' .. ,an E C p there exists a constant c > 0 such that for
any roats of unity (1, ... ,(n E Cp either L: ai(i == 0 or IL ai(i I 2:: c.

We also speculate when a., ... an are in a number field, how the canstant
evaries as we vary the place in the number field .

.J. WOLFART: Jacobians of CM type
Let .X be a nonsingular projective algebraic curve, defined over C, and of
genus> 1 (for sinlplicity). If Jac X is of CM type it is defined over a number
field, and X can also be defined over Q.

Theorem 1 If.\" is defined ouer Q it has a covering curve Y with "large

autolHol'phisln gr'oup" Aut Y, i.e. any proper deformation of Y decreases

#Aut Y. Jac X is 01 GM type if and only il Jac Y is of GM type.

(The proof involves the existence of a Belyi function on X and Fuchsian
groups). Y is also defined over Q.

Theorem 2 If X has a large automorphism group it has a Jacobian 01 GM
type if e.g.
. the genus of X is 2 or 3 or

Au t X is abelian.

ExaOlples: Klein 's quartic, Fermat curves
Counterexamples: Bring's curve (g=4), Macbeath 's curve (g=7).
Ideas of proof: Consider periods of first kind on X and their behaviour under
Aut .\', apply linear independence results for these periods (Shiga-Wolfart )
corning frorn the analytic subgroup theorem, or transcendence results for
Siegel modular functions (P.Cohen-Shiga-Wolfart).
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T.D. WOOLEY: Progress on exponential sums over smooth num
bers
The exponential sums

f( a; P, R) = L e(aLxk
),

xEA(P,R)

~here e(a) = exp 21ria and

A( P, R) = {n E {1, P] n Z : pln --7 p :::; R}

have been fundamental in recent approaches to a number of additive prob
lems, including Waring's problem. Hitherto, mean values of such SUIDS,

U.(P, R) =f If(aj P, R)I' da

have been estimated, for s which are not even integers, by Hölder's inequality.
Thus, if t is the integer with 2t :::; s < 2t + 2, then

Us(P, R) :::; U2t (P, R)l+t- ~SU2t+2(P, R)~s-t.

In new work, we provide a method, extending Vaughan's "new" iterative
method, which provides non-trivial estimates for all moments. Anlongst the
corollaries one has:
(I)

(I 6
10 I L e(ax3

)\ da« p>'3+(
xEA(P,R}

where R = pT], TI = 7]( f) > 0 and A3 = 3,24959.
(ll) The nu~berN of integers n :::; x which are the surn of three k-th powcrs
satisfies N » xt-e-

k
/

17
, eoming elose to the expected lower bound N » x3 / k .

(lI!) Also the new estimates proved important in the prüüf (with R.C. Haker
and J. Brüdern) of:
When >'1, ... , A7 , f.L are re~l numbers with Al / A2 irrational, Ai =J. 0, there are
infinitely many integral solutions of

Some problems posed at the problem session

D. BERTRAND: For any integer N ~ 1 denote by cIlN (X, Y) = 0 the n10d
ular equation of level N, and by J(q) the usual modular invariant. The
following would extend the theorem of Barre, Diaz, Gramain and Philibert:

Conjecture: Let ql, q2 be non-zero algebraic numbers of absolute value < I
such that J(qt} and J(q2) are algebraically dependent over Q. Then ql and
q2 are multiplieatively dependent; in particular, there exists an integer N ~ I

18
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such that <t>N{J{ q.}, J{q2) = O.

In relation with the 4-exponential problem we mention the following conse
quence of the conjecture:

"Corollary": Let 0'1,02 be positive real algebraic numbers distinct from 1.
'l'hen (log 01 )(Iog 02) and ((2) are linearly independent over Q. .

P. HORWEIN, D. BOYD: Does there exist a polynomial p(z) = 1 + atZ +
... + an z l1 with ai E {O, I, -l} which has a repe~t root of order 5 at some
.point a with lai f:. l? In general can such polynomials have non-cyclotomic
factors of arbitrary high order?

J. BRÜDERN: Let Sn be the strictly increasing sequence of those natural
numbers which are the surn of two cubes of natural nurnbers, and define the
gap set as 9 = {sn - Sn-I: n ~ 2}. I conjecture that 9 has positive ·d"ensity.
This would follow from the following paucity type estimate. Let T( P) denote
thc number of solutions of the diophantine inequality

with 1 ~ Xi, Yi ~ P. Here I expect T{P) « p 3 which would imply the
conjecturc.

A. SCHINZEL: Let F E C[zt, ... , zsl be a polynomial, let L(F) denote its
length. and M (F) the Mahler measure. Let Fn be polynomials over C. Does
limn -4c() = L(Fn - F) = 0 imply lim M(Fn ) = M(F)? (D.W. Boyd has shown
the answer is yes under the additional assumption that Fn E C[Zl, ... , zsl
alld deg F:l is bounded).

R. TLJDEMAN: A Beatty sequence is a sequence of the form {Lna+ßJlnEz
or {rno + /J1 }nEZ where 0' ~ 1 and ß are reals. The complement of a Beatty
sequence is a Beatty sequence.
Is it true that for m > 2 there are only finitely many ways to split Z into m
Beatty scquences with distinct a's?

Berichterstatter: Jörg Brüdern, Stuttgart
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Tagungsbericht - 12/1996
FUnktionentheorie: konforme und quasikonforme Abbildungen

24.03-30.03.1996

T'he Inee1.i ng was organized by

F. W. Gehring (Ann Arbor), R. Kiihnau (Halle), St. Ruseheweyh (Würzburg).

Forty-nine lnathenlatieians from eleven countries took part in the meeting. The seientifie
activities consist.ed of three different parts:

Expositol'Y Lectures, Specialized Talks, Infornlal Senlinars.

Thc Expository Lectures were intended to give participants a. survey of areas where there
had beeil reCf'ut irnportant advances 01' new fields which could be expected to play an
illlport.aut. role in cOlllplex a.nalysis in the future. The foul' areas seleeted for the meeting
are as I'ollows

I. Classieal Geolnetrie Function Theory - C. Pomtuerenke leetured on reeent
surprising developlnents in the global integrability of the derivatives of eonformal
Illappings and tbc role the C0l11puter has had in this work. .

2. Quasieonformal Geonletry - K. Astala explained the elose connection between
quasiconfol"llla.l 1l1appings and hololllorphie Inotions and showed how the latter
Inethod \\Zas lIsed to solve a 40 year old problenl. J. Heinonen then sketched a
radically new way for deriving global properties for quasiconformal rnappings from
the locäl dtrat.a.tion condition, a nlethod which will permit researchers to extend
the t.hcory 1.0 gelleral lnetric spaces and, in particular, the Heisenberg and Carnot
groups.

:.3. Potential Theory and Harmonie Measure - A. Solynin discussed some elassical
.extrernal problenls for harmonie Ineasure and explained a general method by which
these and other long outstanding questions could be settled.

4. Circle Paeking - K. Stephenson discussed analogues between circle packing and
cOlllplex analysis and illustrated how eircle packing has been used to make substan
tial progress on certain classical conjectures such as the Kreisnormierungsproblem
of Koebe. The ideas and nlethods described in these leetures are very new and were
of considerable interest to 11105t participants.

The shorter Speeialized Talks were in large part focussed on topies in the three of the
foul' areas tllentioned above which were already [a.nliliar to most participants.



1. Classieal Geometrie Funetion Theory - M. Bank gave a new way to de
rive an inequality for the euclidean length of a hyperbolic geodesie using weights.
J. Garnett outlined recent progress on a problem concerning interpolating Blaschke
products. A. Grinshpan discussed Grunsky operators and qllasiconfornlal extend
ability. K. 0yma considered extensions of interpolation theorenls. D. Prokhorov
pointed out the relation between the equations of Hele-Shaw in nlechanics anrl of
Loewner-Kufarev in function theory. S. R.ohde and A. Yolberg spake on the .JlIlia
sets of complex dynamics.

2. Quasiconfornlal Geometry - V. Andrievskii spoke on Erdös-'Turan theoreills for
quasieonfonnal circles and ares. W. Bergweiler gave a new application 01' qUil.si- e

}
confonnal nlappings to iteration theory anel value distribution. C. Earle applied
the frame eriterion ta answer an open probleI11 for Riernann slIrfaces. S. Kl'llShkal,
J. Krzyz and E. Reich spoke on various aspects of quasicoll 1'01"1 nal rcflect.ion allel
extension. S. Rickman exhibited a quasiregular luapping with branching on a wild
Cantor set and K. Strebel talked on extremal mappings with givell houndary values.

3. Potential Theory and Harmonie Measure A. Baernsteill used his well knowlI
inequality to discuss the sets where univa.lent functions are large. P. Duren disclIsscd
an extension of the notion of capacity. W. Hengartner alld T. SlIffridge cxplained
sinlilarities and differences between the theory of injective a.nalytic allel hannonic
mappings. R. Laugesen conlpared the eigenvalues of the Laplacian for Val'iOllS clo
o1ains anel surfaces while O. Schralunl discussed thc problelll of percolatiotl, Clll'
rently of interest to physicists.

The two Informal Selnina.rs consisted of a nunlber of shol't, sOllletinlCS SpOl1talleous~ pr<:
sentations of results anel/or problems together with a free anel cOlnpletely unstrllctured
eliscussion of issues related to topics which had been raised in earlier talks. The purpose
01' these selninars was to

1. gfve all participants an opportunity to speak,

2. encourage participants to present open problems,

3. generate free and informal discussion.

'fhese seminars were instituted by the Organizers as experiments. We believe tha.t they
were relatively successful in achieving these goals. For exalnple, apresented problcln
related to nunlerical analysis was answered during the same session by somebody in
Teichmüller theory. This could not have happened exeept during a free and informa.l
discussion in a group of mathematicians with a broacl range of interests and hackgrollnds.
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Vortragsauszüge

V. ANDR.IEVSKII:

Erdös-Tliran type theorenls on quasiconformal eurves and ares

The t.heorelns of Erdös and rruran Inentioned in the titie are connected with the distribu
t.ion 01' zeros of a Inonie polynolnial with known uniform nornl along the segment 01' thc
unit disko We extend these results to a polynolnial with known uniform norm along an
arbitrary quasiconforInai curve 01' a.re. As applieations, estimates for the distribution of
the zeros of best unifonn approxinlants and of the values of orthonormal polynomials are
obtained.

K. AS'I'ALA:

Planar qllasiconforrnal lllaps, extrell1al problelTIs and applieations

'vVe give a.n exposition 01' pla.nar quasic.onfonnal (qc) Inappings fronl the analytic point
01' view. 01' tbc great variety of connections of qc Inaps to other areas we recall e.g.
haw recent qc cl istortion results gi ve optimal regularity and removability estimates for
solution:;; of general elliptic equa.tions (in plane), optinlal bounds of distortion of dimension
under holonlorphic dcfornlations and precise bounds for the Beurling transform. The
Illa.in ernphasis is, however, on new extrelnal problenls (weighted area estimates) for. qc
Inaps which have arisen froln and have applications to lhe theory of homogenization and
conductivity properties of c0l11posite materials.

A. ßAER.NSTEIN 11:

Thc size of thc set where a univalent function is large

Let SO denole the usuaJ class of functions f(z) = z + f anzn which are univalent in the
n=2

unit disko We prove, with lEI denoting I-dilnensional Lebesgue measure,

Theorem 1 Fo1' ~ :::; t ::; 1, and fES,

3
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Equality holds <==> f( z) = e- io F t (ein z), whe're Ft E S' is the '1HUP 01 the disk onlo lhe
co'mple1nent of (-00, -t)U (sym1netric circularly lork stil on I'wl = t).

t

-(0
This result had been conjectured by A. Solynin. It is derived froln Theorenl 2, which
asserts that if 5t1, 5t2 are domains in C with 0 E fl l n [22, fl2 circularly sYllunetric, a.nel
fl1 , [22 satisfying certain conditions, then for the Green functions one has a,n inequality

~ rr 4t1J1>(g(Te
ie , 0, 0 1 , ) )dEl ::; J1>(g(Te

ie , 0, fl2 ))dEl, V,· E (0,00), V1> convcx / .

R.. W. BARNARD:

Approxinlation theory and the confluent hypergeometrie fUl1ction

We disClLSS the verification of a lO-year old conjecture on the KUlluner function anel
show how it detefInines a sharp norm estimate for approxilnating functions with Grain
polynolnials.

W. BERGWEILER:

Applications of quasiconformal maps in iteration anel value distribution

The Fatou set F(f) of a meromorphic function f is the set where the fanlily Lf1t
} ol' iterates

of f is normal. For a component Uo of FU) we denote by Un the component of F(f) that e,
contains fn( U). A conlponent Vo is called wandering if Un =I Um for n f:. 1rJ,. A fanl0us
theorelTI of Sullivan says that rational functions do not have wandering domains. This
has been extended to certain classes of transcendental functions by Eremenko, Lyubich,
Goldberg, Keen, Devaney, Baker, Stallard, and others. We use Sullivan's technique to
obtain a result about Baker domains. By definition, a cOlnponent Vo of F(J) is called
a Baker domain if Up = Vo for same p, jpnl uo ----4' Zo E BUa, and JP(Zo) is not. defined.
We show that if the family of all meromorphic functions f4J = (j) 0 f 0 rp-l, where l/J is
[<-quasiconformal, depel1ds on only finitely many paralneters, thcn ui:~Uj contains a
singularit.y of j-l, if Vo is a Baker domain of period p.

The result has applications to linear differential equations. Suppose that u" + Pu == 0,
where P is a polynomial of degree m. Classical results of Hille give the asyrnptotics of 'l/.

in sectors. Now sectors where u ~ 0 correspond to Baker dOlnains of f{z) == z - ~.
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Using thc above Inentioned result on Baker donlains we deduce that if P has only k zeros
where k < mi2

, then the Nevanlinna deficiency 6(0, u) satisfies 6(0, u) ~ m+~-k < 1.

[joint work with N. Terglane]

M. BONK:

\Neights allel thc Gehring - Haynlan theorem

A well-knowll t.heorclll by Gehring anel HaYll1a.n says that among all curves in the unit
disc 0 with given endpoints the hyperbolic geodesie has shortest image length uoder a
confonnal Inap f up to a lllltltiplicative constant only depending on f·
This theorenl can bc generalized as follows. Suppose 1U is a positive continuous weight on
D. Using 'w a l1ot.ion of length and area can be defined corresponding to length anel area
in the ilnage d0l11ain of .r if w(z) = If'(z)1 2

, f conformal on O.

[r "LU salisfies a condition siJnilar to the Kocbe distortiün theorenl alld a growth estimate
für a.rea~ thcn a.n analogue of thc Gehring - Haynlan theorenl is true.

M. C:HlJAQUI:

HOrnC0l1l0rphic f'xtcnsions of confonnal Inappiogs anel the Nehari class

According to a theorenl of Gehring and Pommercnke (198.5) an analytic function defined
in the unit disc anel sa.tisfying Nehari's univalence criterion (1949)

(1)

adIllits a. spheric.ally continuous extension to the closed disco Furthermore, the image of
thc disc under such a. Inap is a Jordan dOlnain with the single exception of Möbius images
01' a. parallel stri p.

Under t.he stronger assumption

for sonle 0 ::; t < I, Ahlfors and WeiB showed in 1962 that f adlnits a ~ - quasiconformal
extension to the sphere. They gave an explici t fornlltla for the extension in case the
Inapping was regular up to thc boundary.
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Ln our work with B. Osgood we show that the Ahlfors- \\leiB extension relnalns a hornco
Illorphisrn of the sphere to itself ~vhen f satisfies (1) anel 15 not of thc except ionetl type.
No analyticity up to the boundary is required.

P. DUREN:

Robin capacity anel confonnallnapping

Let n be a finitely connected domain containing 00. Divicle thc boundary int.o two dis
joint parts: an = AU B. The Robin function R(z,oo) is harrnonic in [2 \ {(X)} witb
R(z,oo) - log lzl hannonic near 00, R(z,oo) = 0 on A, anel '~~(z,oo) = 0 Oll 13. Tlw
Robin capacity of A with respect to fl is 6(A) = e-r(A), where '"'dA) = }i!~.{Jl(.:~oo)-

log lzl}. lt is known that 8(A) ::; d(A), the ordinary capacity 01' A. 'l'hus by conforlllal
invariance inf! d(f(A)) 2: 8(A), where the infinll~m extends over all confonnal rnappings
with the fOrIn j(z) = z + bo + ~ + " . near 00. Eql1ality occurs at. least if A i5 conlpo~ed

of entire boundary components. For such sets A C an, let fl :J [} bc thc dOlnain with
boundary ah = B = 8f?\A; and define the NeUlllann function N(z, () Lo be hannonic in
52 \ ({(} U { 00 } ) wi th N (z , () = Iz: (I +0( 1) as z -4 (, N (z , () = - log Iz I+ 0 ( I ) as .: -4 00.

alld ~N (::, () = 0 for z E B. Let I(J-L) = f JN(z, ()dfl(::)dp(() bc thc cllergy int.egral 01' a
Ln EE

positive unit 11leasure IL on E, the closed interior of A. If V = inf/l' 1(//,) is 1.11(\ Ininillllllll
energy, then the Robin capacity is 8(A) = e- v . There is a unique Illinilllizing IllcaSlire Il,

supported on A = BE and given by dJ-L(z) = f;~~(z,oo)ldzl.

[ Joint work with J. Pfa.ltzgraff and R.. Thurnlan ]

C. J. EARLE:

An application of the frame mapping criterion

Let X be aRiemann surface whose universal covering surface i8 the unit. disko Suppose
f : }{ -4 X is a qc map that is in the Teichmüller dass of the identity 1l1ap. Our first
result uses a 111inor extension of a method of Reich and Strebel to generalize a theorenl
of Teichmüller . It has been observed independently by Frecl Gardi ner and proba.bly by
others.

Theorem 1 Let p be any point 0/ ..Y and let )(' = )(\{p}. 1/ f is as abo'IJe, fheu, I.hc
Teieh1nülle'r elass 0/ the 7~estricted nutp fIX' contains a 'Unique cxl1'e'Tnal ',nap, und it. is n.

Teichm1'iller mapping with a quadratie differential 0/ finite T/,O'1'17l.

When .X is the punctured unit disk Theorenl 1 provides a negative answer to a questioll I
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was asked last year by Genadi Levin. \~ith the help of Theorem 1, some previous results~

anel SOllle new ideas we obta.in

Theorenl 2 On eveTy fiber of the f01'!}elful l1lap front Teich(X') to Teich()(), the in
jinitesil1lal Teicll1nülle1~ distance along the fibe1~ is (st1~ictly) less than the injinitesi7nal
PoincaTti distance at eve1~y ]Joint.

J. GARNETl':

Interpolating Blaschke products

HOCl is the ring of bounded analytic functions on the unit disco An interpolating Blaschke
product is a. Blaschke product -:,,-.

-2 z - z
B(z)=II~ ~n~

n I~nl 1 - "'n""

such that.

In 1976 D.E. Marshall- proved ffoo is the unifornl c10sure of polynomials in Blaschke
products. In tYY4, Artur Nicolau and I proved Hoc is the unifofITI c10sure of polynomials
in irtlerpolaling Blaschke products.

A. CRINSHPAN:

Tbe Grutlsky operator a.nel coefficients of univalent functions

We shall consider some coefficient properties of univalent functions related to their
Grullsky operators anel quasiconfornlal extendibility. Some bounds of the sharp growth
order in n and nuolerica] estimates for coefficients and coefficient differences of analytic
a.nd univalent functions in the unit disk will be given. These results depend on a restriction
of the nornl of the Grlll1sky operator.
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J. HEINONEN:

Quasiconformal maps in Rn and beyond

There is an increasing motivation, 111uch of it cooling fronl geonlctry alld cOlnbinato
rial group theory, to understand quasiconfornlality in cirCtUllstances Illore general thall
Euclidean/Rielnannian. In this talk, I discuss how to obtain global properties of quasi
conformal maps in Inetric spaces that satisfy certain bounds on thcir Inass anel geollletry.
The traditional slnoothness assumption is replaced by the aSSulllption that ollr llletric
space adnlits a suitable Poincare inequality. It turns out that Jnuch of the c1assical qua.
siconforma.1 analysis of Rn can be done in spaces where a. Poincar<~ type incquaJit.y holds~

and that there are lnany nontrivial exanlples of such spaces including 1l01l-Ricllla.lllliall

~'C'a'''''lot spaces'. Furthennore, the Poincare inequality that we nee<! is substantially wcakcr
than what is true in Rn while many analytic resul.ts relnain eqllally strong. Finally, I dis
cuss what quasiconformal invariants nletric spaces can harbour. Geornetric topology offers

deep exanlples of spaces such as finite polyhedra that are knowll to be hOllleolllorphic La

a round sphere, hut very little is known about the geolnetry of tlw~(' Inap:-;.

[The resuIts are joint with P. Koskela.]

W. HENGARTNER:

Non-paranletric Ininimal stnfaces with a univalent Gauss 11la.p auto a half-ball

Let S be a non-parametric surface over a domain f} of the c01l1plex plane, i.e.

5' = {(u,v,s(u,v)): (u,v) E f/}.

Then S is a (regular) Inininlal surface if and only if there is a plane dOIllain D anel a
univalent orientation-preserving harmonie map f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) from D onto n such

that s; = -ai;, where fz-(z) = a(z)fz(z). Observe that~ E l-I(D) anel that la(z)1 < 1
onD. Therefore, f is a locally quasiconformal mapping on D. If (I i8 a proper silnply
connected domain of the complex plane, then one may choose for D thc uilit disk (). Thc
normal vector fJ, N3 > 0, of S, cal1ed the Gauss Inap,

N = _(2_Im_~_a_,2_R_e_vu_a_,1_-_la_D
1 + lai

depends only on the second dila.tation function a( z) of f· In pa.rticular, thc C~auss rnap is
univalent and Olaps U onto the upper half-ball if anel only i1' there is a univalent solution

f = u + iv of f-z(z) = Z2 fz(z) which Inaps D onto n. In the following theorelll we

characterize such donlains n.
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Theorem (a) Let n be a simply connected concave Jordan domain with 10tH' points of
convexity. Then there exisls a non parame17'ic mini7nal sur/ace over n wilh a univalent
Gauss 7nap onto the uppel' half-ball if and only if LI + L3 = L2 + L4 • There is essenlially

only one such lnini71l,al SlL1jace.

(b) Let. n be a sitnply connecled concave J07'dan d07nain with three points 0/ convexily.
Then. the'1'e exisls always a non parametl'ic 7ninimal sur/ace over n wilh a univalent Gauss
nLap onfo fhe 'Upper half-ball. Thel'e a're at rnost ih1'ee essentially diffel'ent minimal SUT-

faces.

(c) If [l is a Sil1l,ply connected J07'dan dOlnain which does not belong to one 0/ the two
c~ses ulc.,-dioncd above, then there is 71,0 non pa7'ametrie 1ninimal surface over n wilh a
univalent. Gaus,'; lnap onto the upper half-ball.

E. HOY:

Eine a-priori-Absehätzung für die Gaußsche Krülunlung einer Quasinlinimalftäche

Es sei;1: = ;r('ll~v): {(u,v): u 2 +v2 < I} --+ R3 eine Quasiminilnalfläehe, deren sphärisches
Bild eille Ulllgehung auf der Einheitssphäre ausläßt. O. B. cl. A. enthalte diese Umgebung
den Nordpol der Einheitssphäre. Für die Gaußsehe Krünlluung !{ an einer festen Stelle
wird (·~ine Abschä.tzung hergeleitet, in die für eine gewisse Klasse von Quasiminimalflächen
nur eine Zahl () > 1 als (bekanntes) Maß für die Quasikonformität der sphärischen
(Gaußsehen ) Abbildung~ eine Schranke für die Projektion des sphärischen Bildes und
der Abst.and der festen Stelle zum Rand der Fläche eingehen. Insbesondere ergibt sich
hiera.us für vollst.Ändige Quasinlininlalfläehen ein Satz vom Bernstein-Typ. .

S. KR.LJSHKAL:

Quasircfleetions ove)' analytie ares anel a quasieonformal dynamic property of the disk

'I'he problerll of evaluation of quasirefleetion coeffieients for curves and ares arises in
various qucstions. 1'he case of ares has speeific features and is less studied. We eonsider
the quasirefleetions over analytie ares. These turn out to be intrinsically eonnected with
the geometry of l'eichmüller spaces and holomorphic extension by the classical Bernstein
vValsh-Siciak approxinlation theorenl. One of the basic points here is the r 2 -property of
the disk: its conformal elnbeddings into the eomplex plane possesses r 2-quasieonformal
extensions over 1'-levellines of the Green function. We show also that this is a charaeteristie
property of the disk: any silnply eonneeted dOlnain which is not a disk does not admit an
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1,2- property.

[joint work with R.. Kiihnau]

J. G. KRZVZ:

Conformally natural extensions of quasisynunetric nlaps

Let M denote the class of all Möbius automorphisrns of the ullit disk .d a.ntl let. QS
stand for the class of all quasisymmetrie autoll1orphisrns of T = 8.:.1. An operator I/
which assigns to each , E QS a quasiconformal autornorphisIll Hf,) of d allel satisfies
H[J.l 0 , 0 v] = tt 0 H[,] 0 v for any J.l, v E M is said to be confonnally natural. Douady
and Earle constructed an operator E[,] with this property.

An innate problclTI arises to find sorne other confornutlly na.tura.l operators. A llH.,thod
leading to cl releva.nt construction is proposed.

R. S. LAUGESEN:

Extremals cf zeta functions of Laplacialls

Over forty years ago, G. P61ya and G. Szegö showed that for sinlply connecied plane
dOll1ains, the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian is rnaximal for a disk, under a COnfOr1l1a.l
Inapping norn1alization. That is, if f(z) is a conformal map of a disk D onto a. boullded ,
sirnply connected plane domain n and if 11'(0)1 = 1 then

We extend this result from the first eigenvalue to the zeta function oi' the Laplacian, which
we show is mininlal for the disk:

00 1 c<l 1

?= A·(fl)s ~ ?= A-(D)s
J=l ) J=l }

for a11 s > 1, where the Aj are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian under Dirichlet boundary
conditions.

We further prove similar theoretTIs for sinlply and doubly connected surfaces having cur
vature bounded above, and we prove that for a compact t.wo-dilTlensional Riernannian
manifold A1g with sn100th boundary, the zeta function of the Laplace-Beltrarni operator

10
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L\wg is a convex functional of the confonnal factor tu. (Here tu shouJd be positive and
sl1100th on the surface.)

These extrelnal results for the zeta function all have anaJogues for the finite surn of
reciprocal eigenvalues Lj:l A;I, for each m.

fjoint. work with C. 1\1orpurgo]

I. NEZHMETDINOV:

Classes of unifonnly convex and starlike functions as dual sets

L(~t A be the dass of functions f(z) = z + a2(f)z2 + ..., regular in the ~iinit disk E.
A. Goodnlan (1991) introd uced the subclass UST of unjformly starlike functions such
that R.e {(z -().f'(z)/[f(z) - f(())} > 0 for any (z, () E Ex E, and proved, in particular,
that a conditioll of t.he fann (*) L~=2 nlan(f)1 ~ fJ is sufficient for f E A to be in [/ST,
what.ever {j :S V2/2 = 0.70 ... 111ay be, but for no b > \1'3/2 = 0.86 .... We representthe dass {I S'T as t.he dual set (in St. Ruscheweyh's sense) of a certai n two-paranletric
falnily of fUllctions fro111 A. Then the best value of the constant fJ for which the underlined
condit.ioll (*) still illlplies JEU 51' is proved to equal 0.7963 .... A similar representation
is constructed für thc Sli belass lJC V of uniforrnly convex functions. This aHows us to
deducc necessary anel sufficient conditions for the Hadanlard convolution of functions
[ruin 'r-6-neighborhoods (defined by T. Sheil-SnlaJl and E. Silvia) of certain subclasses to
lie in f./ST (01' (lC'V) and det.ernline the best radii of such neighborhoods.

1\.0YMA:

JllterpoJa.ting sequences

A seql1cnce {zn} in the upper half plane is called an interpolating sequence if for every
bOl1nded sequence {wn} the interpolating prolJleln f(zn) = W n has a solution in Hoo. For
E c Riet w(z, E) be the harnlonic 111easure of E w.r.t. the upper half plane.
Theorem {zn} is an interpolating sequence if and only if there exisl disjoint subsetsEn eR, fJ > 0, E > 0, such thai

!(:"-:m I~ fJ for allI-n-zm

w(zn, En) ~ E.

11
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D. PARTYKA:

The generalized harmonie eonjugation operator and thc Hilbert trausfonnation

Let 0 := {z E C : Izi < I}, T := {z E C : lzl = I} and let QT be the dass of a.ll
homeornorphic self-nlappings of T which adnlit a quasiconforolal extension 1,0 D. For
cvery integrable function ! E LI (T) definc

and set

1 j, 'll+z!o(z) := - f(u)Re--ld'lll,
27l" T 1l - Z

z E 0,

where dS := dxdy (z = x+iy). For !, gEH we identify .f anc1 9 alld write f = 9 whenever
! - 9 is a constant almost everywhere on T. Then His areal I-lilbert space with the inner
product

1 [ -
(!,g)H:= 2" Re Jo (!o)'(gro)'dS, 1,9 E H.

With any 1 E QT we can associate a linear hoeonl0rphisln A--y : H ---1 H ca.1led the

generalized hannonic conjugation operator assigned to I' Givcn a donlain [1 C t let.
A2 (D) := {F E A(f2) : In IFI 2dS' < oo}. Thc dass A2 (f2) with thc usual inner product

is a complex Hilbert space. We recall that the two-dilnensional Hilbert transfonnatioll 'rn
maps every integrable analytic function F on n into an analytic function l~[)(F) E A(fl)
by nleans of the singular integral

where D(z,c:) := {tl E C : lu - zl < c}. l'he Hilbert transfonnation Tn is an antilinear
bounded operator of A2 (!?) into itself and its suprelnum nOrIn satisfies IITnl1 ::; 1.

If !? is bounded by a quasicirc1e r c ethen a welding hOmeOITIOrphisll1 1 of r belongs to
QT and the operators Ta and A--y are strictly related. We discuss this topic allel present

examples of applications.
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eH. POMlvIER.ENKE:

The integral Ineans spectrU111 of uni valent functions

Let I be a <:onfonnal Inap of D Ol1to a bounded dOlnain C C and define

(-00 < P < +00).e The integral means spectntm of (bounded) univalent funetions is defined by

B(p) = SUp{ßf{P) : f bounded univalent}.

It is only partially known, in particular by recent work of Carleson, Jones and Makarov.
For instance B( 1) det.ennines the growth behavioul' of the coefficients. Brennan, Carleson,
.lones and Kraetzer have conjectured that

(BCJK conjecture)

which wOlild iJllply that

B(p) = 'pl - 1 for 'pi 2: 2.

D. V. PIlOKHOROV:

Starlikeness of soJut.ions of thc Hele-Shaw equation

The Hele-Shaw equation

is known in tnechanics anel applications. This is a kind of the Loewner-Kufarev differential
equation with boundary feedback. There was posed a problem to describe those geometrie
properties of the ini tial mapping /0 (z ). whieh are inheri ted by aB the solutionsw(z, t), t >O. We prove thc

Theorem 1I Jo( z) is starlike und the Hele-Shaw equution has its solutions w( z, t) on
(0, taL then w(z, t) are also starlike.

A similar statement is true for w(z, t) mapping the exterior of the unit disc ünto domainswith convcx cornplelllent.
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E. REICH:

Same examples of least non-analytic extensions (with applicatiolls to quasiconfortnal
mappings)

Let D = {izi < I}. Suppose f E C 1(8D). There exists a uniqllc extension f~(.:) 01' f to
D U aD wi th the property that

ma[I] == inf{IIl1Flloo : F is an extension of f to DU aD} = IlaPüll,x..

In the silnplest situation

- ~
(*) 8Fo == l1l0[f] ~~(z)'

with <Po holon10rphie in J) anel Area[4>o{ D)] < 00. We investigate thc <jllestioll 01' whci,hcr
Fü indeed is of the type (*) when f is a trigonometrie polynolnia.l.

A related question for quasieonformal self-mappings of D is whether 01' not knowledge 01'
the suprenlUlTI of lTIoduli ratios M(f(Q))/M(Q) for quadrilaterals Q will! dOlnain IJ a.lld
vertices on an is sufficient to determine the maxilTIal dilatation of the extrerllal extension
of a quasisymmetrie homeomorphism f.

S. RICKMAN:

Quasiregular nlaps with branching on wild Cantor sets

'vVe have shown that a J{-quasiregular map can have arbitrary high loca.l index on a
sufficiently regular Antoine's necklace with J( an absolute bound, lllore precisely:

Theorem Let A C R3 be a necklace of Antoine with a selfsimila1' con8i'r'llc!ion. Then:: c:r·L";"
finite positive numbers J(, M, and N such that fo1' eve,'Y ). > N there is a J( -quasiregula'/' e
map f : R3 -+ R3 of polynomial type with Iocal index i(x, f) = .x for x E A, (lud i(;r, f) ::;
M JOT X E R3 \A.

Earlier Ricknlan used his rnethod in the Picard example constructioJl to prove that high
loeal index can Qccur on a tarne Cantor set. A nlodified method applies also here für the
wild Cantor set A. S. Semmes showed that the function w(x) == Hlin{l,dist(x,A)S} is a.
strong Aoo weight in his terminolügy when s > 0 and that there cannot be any bi-Lipschitz
nlap from the metrie space (R3, Dw ) tü R3 when s > 3, where Dw is the nlctric associa.teel
to the weight tu. The Inap in the theorem can be used tü answer negatively astronger
version of a question raised by Semnles:

Corollary There is a strong Aoo continuous weight w in R3 such thaI the associated ',nelTic
space (R3 , Dw ) is not bi-Lipschitz equivalent Lo R3 although R3 rece'i:ues 'regula'" nuzps (in
the sense of G. David and S. Sent1nes) j1'OUl (R3

, Dw )'
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The nlethod gives also a proof for the existence of a quasiconformal group, which is not
topologica.Ily equivalent to any Moebius group but which is semiconjugate to one by a.
quasiregular IIlap.

[Joint work with Juha Heinonen]

S. ROHOE:

Porosity of Collet- Ecknla.nn J ulia sets

Consider a. rational function f : t ~ t together with its Julia set J. A weak notion of
hyperbolicity is as folIows: f is said to satisfy the Collet-Eckmann condition, if there are
C > 0, A > l, such that

(CE)

for all critical points C of .f in J whose forward orbit does not meet other critical points,
a.llel for alt n.

For insta.ncc, it is kllown that the set of real a .E [-2,0] for which z ~ Z2 + Cl satisfies
(CE) (anel 0 E .1) has positive lneasure. Based on pioneering work of Przytycki, we show
tha.t. the .J IIlia set of .f ha.s a certain porosity property if J has (CE), J =1= t and no
parabolic p~riodic point.. Roughly this porosity property says that around every x E J,
thc-' scales on which t.he cOlllplenlent of J contains a disk of radius conlparable to the scale
have den~it.y IIl1iforlllly bounded away fronl O. l'his inlplies dinl J < 2 for the Minkowski 
(thll~ 1-1 ausdorfr -) dinlension, aJlswering a question of Graczyk and Slnirnov. -

[joint work with F. Przyt.ycki]

G. SCHMII~DEn.:

Loka.lisierung der Ableitungsnullstellen eines Polynools

Es werden Einschließungssätze für die Ableitungsnullstellen eines Polynoms in Termen
seiner NullstellCIl behandelt., z. S.:

Satz Es sei 1)( =) == ii (z - Zj) ein k01T'tplc:tes Polyno'ln mit n > 1 sowie a E C und r > O.
i=1

Fiir j == 1, ... ,11. gelle IZj - 0.1 < l' und auf Iz - (LI == l' liege weder eine Nullstelle noch eine
Ablcif.ungsnullslelle von IJ. (,'ilt dann für jedes k E {n't +1, . , . ,n} eine de1' Ungleichungen
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so enthält !(T (a) = {I Z - al :s; r} genau M - 1 Nullslellen von .Pl, wenn M die A 'nzahl
der j E {l"", n} nül la - zjl ::; r bezeichnet.

Q. SCHRAMM:

T'he conformal invariance conjecture for critical percolation

Percola.tion can be heuristically described as the stucly of connected cOlnponent.s of ra,Ildolll
subsets of Rd (01' other rTIanifolds/metric spaces). The confornlal invariancc conjecture
states that important properties of percolation in CL donlain D in the pla.ne cUP invariant
under conformal homeomorphisms of D. In the talk, a. new rnodcl for 1)(~rcolatioJl will be
described, which is bettel' suited for thc study of this conjecture. Thc new !llodel is )rt.scd

on Voronoi tesselJatiolls. We prove a confonnal invariance theorenl für Vorolloi percolat.ioll
(which is neither stronger nor weaker than the conjecture).

[joint work with I. Benjanlini]

A. YU. SOLYNIN:

Estilnates and extrenlal problems for hanTIonic measures

Two methods of estinlating harmonie measures are presented.

Using the first method we obtain numerous new estimates for the hal'tl1onic Ineasures of
continua, concerning several problen1s which have been eonsidered für a long tirne hy rr.
Hall, D. Gaier, J. A. Jenkins, W. K. Hayman and W. Wu, ancl others. We usually give e
a conlplete solution of a problem, including a description of the extrelnal configurations.
Dur approach is based on some new results in the Modul theory developed by .1. A.
Jenkins and K. Strebel.

The second method is based on the polarization transforrnation. lt leads to cOlnplete
solutions in problems connected with the integral means of harnl0nic Ineasures, Green
funetions and the Poincare metries.
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K. STEPHENSON:

Classical analysis & circle packing

'rwo survey lectures were presented on circle packings and their connections with classical
analytic fllnctions and conformal geometry.

I. A circle packing is a configuration P of circ1es with a specified abstract pattern f{ of
tangeneies. Each packing has dual "nature as combinatoric and geolnetric object.

Theorem (Koebe - A~dreev - Thurston) Given a ll'iangulalion J( 01 a topologieal sUlface
8., lhel'e e:cists a unique eonformal strueture on Sand an essentially unique eirele paeking
p/\" in S in the eOlTesponding intrinsie metric so that Pr.: satisfies: (1) the pattern 01
langeneies specified by A', (2) eireles with .,nutually disjoint interiors) und (3) the carrier
fills S. -

RenloviHg requirelnents for extrelnality, univalence, and cOlnpleteness and intl:oducing
natura.l branch points, there Inay be a huge variety of packings sharing combiliatorics,
a.nel this suggests thc following.

Definition A discrete analytic function f : Q ---+ P is a map between circle packings
which preserves tangency and orientation.

"Ve obtain analogues of rnany classical maps: discrete entire, rational, polynomial, Blaschke
prodllct, anel so forth. Likewise, analogues of classical theorell1s: discrete Schwarz-Pick,
unifonnization, Lioll ville, anel so on. Moreover, these discrete objects converge to their
classical analogues as the llnderlying packings becolne finer. A pleasant surprise is the
faithfulness of the discrete objects to the classical modes of behavior, even for very coarse
packings.

I I. Tbe second lecture highlighted eInerging links with sper.ific classical topics:
The ~ t.ype' problcll1, discrete and circle paeking extrema.l length, harmonie nleasure and
discrete potential theory, tailored random walks on circle packings, 'paekable' surfaces
in Teichnliiller space, work (with Phi] Bowers) on discrete Belyi functions and 'de.5si'ns
d"Enfants' of Grothendieck, and applications in graph embedding. The lecture eoncluded
by describing methods of circle packing which motivated recent progress by Z - X. He and
O. Schramnlon Koebe's well-known Kreisnormierungsproblem. .

K. BTREBEL:

Point shirt differentials and extremal quasiconformal mappings

We consider quasiconforlnal selfmappings f of the disk with given boundary values. For
fixed Zo the set of inlage points {Jo( zo)} for all extremal mappings Jo is called the vari
ability set VlzoJ of zoo Extremal mappings Im which take Zo into points W m tJ. VlzoJ are
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called point shift mappings. They are Teiehmüller mappings associated with quadratic
differentials <Pm of norm Il<,?m 11 = 1, ealled point shift differentials. It is shown that the <pm

form Hamilton sequences for the extremal mappings which take Zo ioto boundary points
of V[zo]' From that it folIows, using the frame mapping criterion, that the <Pm depend
continuously in norm of the point W m • Their constant dilatation f([wm ] is ealled the di
latation function. Based on a variational method for point shift mappings it is shown that
the level lines of f{[wm ] are Jordan curves separating V[zo] from 80w . Thus, V[zo] is a
conlpact, connected set without holes.

T. SUFFRIDGE:

Harrnonic mappings in the complex plane

Let SH denote the complex valued mappings 1 that are harmonie and sense preserving in
the unit disk and that satisfy 1(0) = 0 and fz(O) = 1. Also, let S~ = {f E SH : fz(O) = O}.
We introduce some slit mappings and show that the inner mapping radius of the image
of the unit disk can be arbitrarily near to 4 for 1 in SH and arbitrarily near 2 for f in
8YJ. This gives a counterexample to the conjeeture of Sheil-Small that the inner mapping
radius of the image of the disk for functions in SH is bounded by 1r /2. In addition, we
give some results eoncerning harmonie sense preserving poiynomials.

A. VOLBERG:

Green's boundary condition and an estimate of Hausdorff dimension of Julia sets

We consider a condition similar to a quasihyperbolic boundary eondition hut in which
quasihyperbolic distance is replaced hy Green 's function. Then one can prove that exactly
as in the case of Hölder domains the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary is strictly less
than d (domains are in Rd

). The result is similar to those of Smith·Stegenga and Koskela
Rohde and follows the ideaof a Jones-Makarov theorem B(p) = p-l+0((p-l)2), P~ 2.
One can combine the result with the recent estimates of Collet-Eckmann maps.

18
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A. VOLBERG:

Hunt-I\1uckenhaupt- Wheeden theorem with and without the inverse Hölder inequality

One can give a very simple praof of the classical Hunt-Muckenhoupt-Wheeden theorem
about A2 weights using only the formula of Green. We can give 2 such proofs. The second
of thern indicates an unexpected connection of this subject with Belhnan's price function.
These new proofs can be applied to obtain Inatrix A2 condition.

Berichterstatter: Prof. 01'. Stephan Ruscheweyh, \;Vürzbu1'g
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Problems

This is a collection of problems presented at the Oberwolfach meeting on Function Theory,
March 1996. They have not been edited, exc"ept for some typographical unifications.

e K. ASTALA:

Problem Let B = {izi < I}; recall the Beurling trans/orm

1 J f(()
Sf(z) = -; (( _ z)2dm(().

c

If E c Band k > 0 find opti7nal bounds JOT the quantity

JISXEldm + kJISXEldm,
B\E E

when XE is the cha1'acteristic /unction 0/ E.

The bound should depend only on k and lEI; recall that when k = 0

I ISXEldm ~ lEI log 1;1
B\E

and equality holds for E = B(r) = {z : Izi < r}.

The prohlen1 is connected to finding optimal bounds for conductivity properties of come pound materials.

A. BAERNSTEIN 11:

Conjecture" Let f C -+ C be a Lipschitz function with compact support, and
2 < p < 00.

Then

(1)



The conjecture is suggested by work of Burkholder on sharp inequalities for Martin-Gall
transforms. If true, the conjecture will imply a conjecture by T. Iwaniec that the LV norOl
of t he Beurling transform S satisfies

1
IISllp == max (p - 1, --1)' 1 < p < 00.

p-
(2)

From work of Iwaniec, it is known that the validity of (2) in the limit p -+ 00 iluplies the
sharp area distortion inequality for QC mappings, which was proved by Astala in 1994.

We note that (1), for p = 2, holds with equality for every Lipschitz f with compact e
support. For f of the form

with 9 E LiPc(R+) satisfying rlg'(r)1 ::; g(r), (1) holds with equality for every p E [2,00).

P. DUREN:

The Robin capacity 8(a) of a set A C an with respect to a domain [l containing {(X)}
is no larger than the ordinary capacity: 0 :::; 6(A) :::; d(A). Thus d(A) == 0 => 8(A) == O.
However, the converse is false even for Jordan domains. There exist a Jordan curve an
and a subset A c an with 8(A) == 0 and d(A) > O.

On the other hand, if an is a quasicircle this cannot happen; then for A C an, 8(A) == 0
if and only if d( A) == O. [Results of P. Duren, J. Pfaltzgraff, and R. Thurman, to appear]

Problem Desc1'ibe the Jordan curves an with property that 6(A) == 0 <::} d(A) == 0 fOT
all A C an.

C. J. EARLE and F. P. GARDINER:

Let <.p be a nontrivial quadratic differential on a compact Riemann surface X of genus
9 ~ 2. Let G(ep) be the group of Teichmüller mappings of X onto itself whose initial
and terminal quadratic differentials are scalar multiples of <p (we permit complex scalars).
By definition the Teichmüller disk D(<p) is the subset of the Teichmüller space of .Y
determined by all the Teichmüller maps whose domain is X and whose initial quadratic
differential is a scalar multiple of c.p. If f is such a. map then so is fog for every 9 in G(<p).
So the group G(ep) acts on the disk D(c.p). This action is like the action of a Fuchsian
group on the unit disko

2

i
~

I
I
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Problem Given 9 2: 2 find t.p and X to minimize the Poincare area of the quotient space
D(cp)/G(cp).

Comnlent. Examples of Veech show that the minimum is always finite.

D. GAIER:

In journal publications, and also at conferences, one can observe that the nature of math-e ematical problems becomes more and more specialized. It often happens that even the
fOrIl1ulation of a problem is fuH of technical details that only the specialist understands
who has worked in that area himself, and the same is true also for the result. In contrast,
the ideal problein permits a simple formulation, in clear language and without technical
ities; the result is siolple to express and understandable to "everybody"; while Oie proof
of the result is non-trivial, sophisticated, and contains new ideas sometimes fr0!ll other
mathematical areas. A typical problem of this sort is: Does fES imply lanl :::; n?
I present four related problems on the analytic dependence of domain functionals.

Problem 1 Let G( r) be the doubly eonneeted domain bounded by the unit square Q
(centered at 0) and by the circle {z : Izl = r}} wilh 0< r < 1. Let M(r) be the modulus
01 G(r). Is M(r) an analytic function 01 r? (Power series expansion 01 M(r) at each ra
wilh 0 < ra < 1.)

Problem 2 Let G( x) be the doubly eonnected domain bounded on the exterior by the
uppe1' half of the unit square Q and the lower half of {z : Izi = I}, and on the inte1'ior
by the slit {z : 0 ~ z ~ x}, with 0 < x < 1. Is the modulus M(x) of G(x) an'~'":iznalytic

function of x q

Problem 3 Let Tb 12 be two Jordan ares lying in {z : 0 ~ Im z ~ I}, each eonneeting
{z: Im z = O} to {z: Im z = I}. Let h be the horizontal distanee between ;1 and;2,e and let m(h) be the modulus 01 the quadrilateral with 11 and 12 as opposite sides. Consider

. this configuration with fixed ;1, 1"2 but varying h. Is m( h) an analytic funetion of h q

Note: The asymptotic behavior of m(h) - h, as h ~ 00, was studied in two recent papers
by Gaier and Haynlan.

Problem 4 Lct r : z = z( t) with 0 ~ t < 00 be an analytic Jordan are (t is are length)
such that 0 f/. rand z(t) ~ 00 as t ~ +00. Let Fs : z = z(t) (t ~ s) be a subarc 0/ r,
and let R( s) be the eonformal radius 01 C\Fs at zero. Is R( s) an analytic function 0/ S ?

3



D. GAIER, W. LAUF, G. SCHMIEDER:

Let k be a conformal mapping of the unit disk 0 C C onto a simply-connected and
bounded domain G c C. Then E(G) denotes the group of all eonformal self-mappings of
G endowed with the topology of uniform eonvergenee in- G, i.e.,

d(f,g) := sup If(w) - g(w)\, f,g E E(G).
wEG

Problem E( G) connected => k continuously extensible to 80?

A. GRINSHPAN:

Let Set\,) be the elass of functions fez) = z +C2z2 +... , j(O) = j'(O) - 1 = 0, regular and
univalent in the open unit disk E with IIG111 :::; K, where G1 is the Grunsky operator.

Problem 1 Let j(z) = z + C2 Z2 + ... E S1/2(1\,) = {f ES; Jf(z2) E S(K)}, K < 1.
Estimate the coefficients Cn , n ~ 2.

Problem 2 Let fez) = z + C3z3 + C4Z4 +... E SC"), K; < 1. Estimate If(z)l, z E E.

A. GRINSHPAN:

Let S be the dass of regular and univalent funetions

00

j(z)=z+Eanzn

n=2

in the open unit disko

It is known that max lanl, n ~ 2, is realized by (n-1)-symmetrie functions in the subdass
SM of functions fES, If(z)\ < M (M = Mn is elose to 1), and in the subdass S~(oo)

4



I,

i

of functions fES which have a K-quasiconformal extension j onto the whole complex
plane C = Cu {oo}, j(oo) = cx>, '" = "'n is small).

Problem Describe other sets Q of close to the identity functions fES such that
mßx lanl, n ~ 2, is realized by an (n - l)-symmetric function.

J. HEINONEN:

Let f be a quasiconformal mapping of the open unit ball sn of Rn, n ~ 3, onto a Jordan
domain D in Rn. Then f extends homeomorphically to the boundary aD. Assume that
aD is (n -1)- rectifiable (in the sense of Federer) and that the Hausdorff (n -l)-measure
Hn - 1 of aD is finite.

Problem 1 18 it t'rue that the image at every set E c aSn of positive Hn- t me~~ure has
positive H n - t measu1'e? .-~

Problem 2 (Gehring nlany years ago). As above but assume that f extends quasicon
fornlally to all 01 Rn ?

Problenl 3 (Heinonen - Koskela). As above, but remove all the metric assumptions on
aD. What is the s1nallest Hausdorff dimension f( E) can have if E c asn has positive
Hn-I rneasure? Is this number independent 01 the quasiconlormal dilatation 01 f?

COlnments

Problem 1. It follows from recent works of Heinonen, Semmes and Väisälä that the answer

to the dual problem (Hn - 1 (E) = 0 J. Hn-t(fE) = 0) is YES if and only if Hn- t almost
every point of 8D is a point of inner tangency of D. Moreover, this condition fails only if
the set of n-density (= 1) points of Rn\D on an has positive Hn- t measure.
(See Heinonen, Semmes, Revista Matern. Iberoamericana, to appear)

Problem 3. Shown by Heinonen - Koskela (Pacific J. Math. 94) that there is abound
(2/«(J)) l':n > Q.

e
P. KOSKELA:

Assurne that n c Rn satisfies

(*) kn(x, xo) ::; Cl log d(xjtan ) + C2

for a fixed Xo E {l and all X E n. Here

5



where the infimum is taken over aB rectifiable curves that join x and Xo in fl. If n == 2
and n is simply connected, (*) implies that there exist C3 , C4 S.t.

(
C )-1

C3 mod (Bo, F; il) ~ log diam(F)

for each continuum F C rl\Bo, where Bo = B(xo, d(xo, an)j2). Here mod (Bo, F; I]) is
the Illgdulus of the curve family that joins Bo and F in il, or equivalently, the conformal
capacity of Bo and F relative to D.

Problem Does (*) always guarantee that

( C) I-n

C3 mod (Bo, F; il) ~ log diam(F)

JOT fixed constants C3 , C4 and all continua F C il\Bo?

R. LAUGESEN:

Let f( z) be a conformal map of the unit disk D onto the bounded, simply connected plane
domain il. (That is, fES is bounded and n = j(D).) Write Aj(D) for the j-th eigenvalue
of the Laplacian on il with Dirichlet boundary conditions, so that -L1f/Jj = Aj(D)«Pj in D
for thc j-th eigenfunction «Pj , and «Pj = 0 on an.

Conjecture The trace of the heat kernel is minimized jor D,. that is,

Remarks

00 CX)L e-tAj(n) 2:: L e-tAj(D),

j=1 j=1

t> O.

1. The proposer {I] can prove this only for t ~ 2j>"t([}).

2. Letting t ~ 00 recovers the old P6lya-Szegö inequality Al(D) ~ Al(D).

Th .. . all O' ~ tA·(n) area(D)3. e conJecture 18 true a8ymptotlc y as t -+ 5lnce Li e- J "V --- as t --+ 0
j=1 41rt

and area(il) 2:: area(D).

Reference:

{l] R.S. Laugesen and C. Morpurgo, 'Extremals for eigenvalues of Laplacians under con
formal mapping', preprint.

6



CH. POMMERENKE:

Let f be a conformal map of the unit disk 0 into C. For -00 < P < 00, let

Makarov has defined the universal integral means spectrum (of bounded univalent func
tions) by

B(p) = sup{ßJ(p) : f bounded univalent in D}.

Hs determination would be of great interest for various problems about the boundary
behaviour of conformal maps. Starting from the known results and the conjectures of
Brennan and Carleson - Jones and furthermore from numerical results using ..,.t~~e J ulia
sets of quadratic polynomials, Philipp Kraetzer made the following

Conjecture

(BG J I< conjecture).

E. REICH:

This problem deals with the question.of whether a limit of analytic functions, subject to
a further condition that describes how good the convergence is, is necessarily analytic.
(The question is of interest in connection with a uniqueness condition for extremality of
quasiconformal mappings.)

Suppose

(i) fn(z) is analytic for Izi < 1, j' ( Ifn(z)ldxdy < 00, n = 1,2,3, ... ,
J(zl<l

(ii) lim fn(z) == F(z) a.e. for Izi < 1, and 0 < j' { IF(z)ldxdy< 00 whenever
n-oo J1z1<R
O<R<l.

(iii) J!..~JjZI<1 {lfn(z)l- Re [1~~:~lfn(z)]}dXdY= o.

Problem Do conditions (i), (ii) , (iii) imply that F(z) is analytic for Izi < 1?

7



J. VÄISÄLÄ:

Problem Let n 2:: 2 be an integer. What is the best possible constant an > 0 such that
the Jollowing is true: Let In be the unit cube 0/ side 1, and let A C In be a Borel set with
Hausdorff (n - l)-measure m n-l(A) < an' Then there is y E In such that Ln A = 0 for
each line L th1'ough y parallel to a coordinate axis.

In particular, is inf{an: n ~ 2} > 0 ?

Results.

(1) an :<::: 1. Proof. Take A = face of In. e) ~i

(2) an ~ l/n.Proof. Let PI, ... ,pn be the projections onto the coordinate planes and-
set Ei = In np;l Pi A. Then m(Ei ) < l/n, and hence there is y E /n\(E t u ... u En).

(3) a2 = 1

(4) a3 ::; v0" - 1/2 = 0.9142 ...

8
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AG: Nichtkommutative Geometrie

31.03. - 6.04.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J.Ctintz (Heidelberg) , J.-B. Bost
(Suresnes, Frankreich) Wld J. Lott (Bonn) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Inter
esses stand das Kennenlernen grundlegender Methoden und Fragestellungen
des Gebiets der nichtkonunutativen Geometrie.

Die nichtkommutative Geometrie ist eine neue mathematische Disziplin
und ein Brennpunkt aktueller mathematischer Forschung. Sie basiert auf
einer Erweiterung der klassischen globalen Methoden der Differentialgeome
trie (Differentialformen, Vektorraumbündel, charakteristische Klassen 1 1<
Theorie usw.) auf nicht kommutierende Variablen (wie sie etwa in der Quan
tenmechanik aber auch in vielen Anwendungen innerhalb der Mathematik
vorkommen). "Nichtkommutierende Variablen" werden dabei als Elemen
te von gewissen nichtkommutativen Algebren (typischerweise C*-Algebren
oder geeignete Vnteralgebren von C*-Algebren) verstanden. Diese Algebren
werden dann in Analogie zu Algebren von stetigen Funktionen auf topologi
sehen Räumen oder von differenzierbaren FUnktionen auf Mannigfal tigkeiten
behandelt. Natürlich können aber auch, im Sinn einer "nichtkommutativen
algebraischen GeometrieH

, allgemeinere nichtkommutati ve Ringe oder AIge
bren betrachtet werden. Die Grundidee der nichtkommutativen Geonletrie
ist, wie in der algebraischen Geometrie, die Ersetzung eines Raurnes durch
eine Algebra, bei der aber zugelassen wird, daß sie nichtkommutativ sein
kann. Für solche Algebren kann topologische (Wld algebraische) K-Theorie
und eine Homologie/Kohomologie-Theorie vom de Rham Typ (zyklische {(o

homologie) entwickelt werden. In der nichtkommutativen Geometrie im Sinn
yon Connes wird weiter die "Geometrie", d.h. die differentialgeometrische
und die metrische Struktur, eines solchen nichtkommutativen Raumes durch
einen " Fredholmmodul" über der gegebenen Algebra bestimmt. Der F)-ed
hohmnodul, der die Geometrie einer Riemannschen (Spin-) Mannigfaltigkeit
M bestimlnt, entspricht hierbei denl Diracoperator, der einen I?redhohnmo
dul über der Algebra der glatten FUnktionen auf M definiert. Die in der
nichtkommutativen Geometrie entwickelten Methoden stellen eine wesentli
che Bereicherung des Arsenals der Mathematik zur Behandlung einer großen
Anzahl von Fragestellungen sowohl in der Mathematik (Blätterungen, topo
logische dynamische Systeme, Indexsätze und ihre Konsequenzen, Novikov
vermutung, Knotentheorie, harmonische Analyse usw.) als auch .in der ma
thematischen Physik (Quantenfeldtheorie, Quanten-Hall-Effekt, Standard
modell, usw.) dar.
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Vortragsauszüge:

Stefan Kühnlein

1. K-Theorie

Der KO- FUnktor in der topologischen K-Theorie wird eingeführt, das Serre
Swan-Theorem dient dann dazu, K o für C*-Algebren zu definieren. K n wird
motiviert und die Bottperiodizität für C*-Algebren bewiesen. Die Pimsner
Voiculescu-Sequenz wird eingeführt. Dann werden Ko und I< 1 für eine Reihe
von C*-Algebren berechnet. .

Michael Spieß

2. Dirac-Operatoren

Zunächst wurden Spin-Strukturen auf Vektorbündeln über Mannigfaltigkei
ten eingeführt und gezeigt, daß sie genau dann auf dem Vektorbündel E
existieren, wenn die 2. Stiefel-Whitney-Klasse von E verschwindet. Dann
wurde für VektorbUndel mit Ci(X)- Modul-Struktur und gegebenen Zusam
menhang der Dirac-Operator D auf den Coo-Schnitten des Bündels definiert.
D ist ein eHiptischer selbstadjungierter Differentialoperator 1. Ordnung.
Schließlich wurde für verallgemeinerte Laplace-Operatoren ß auf kompak
ten Mannigfaltigkeiten die Weyrsche Asymptotische Formel vorgestellt.

Jens Franke

3. Fredholmmoduln und K-Zykel

Motiviert durch ein Problem und eine !(onstruktion aus der Theorie der
elliptischen Pseudodifferentialoperatoren wurden Prä-Fredhoimmoduln und _
Fredholmmoduln eingeführt. Es wurde gezeigt, daß beide Klassen von Mo- .,
duln zur selben K-Homologieführen. Außerdem wurden noch K-Zyklen (d.
h., unbeschränkte Fredholmmoduln) eingeführt und der auf Baaj und Juig
zurückgehende Zusammenhang zwischen diesen und den gewöhnlichen Fred-
holmmoduln vorgestellt. Für K-Zyklen und Fredhoimmoduln wurde der Be-
griff der p-Summierbarkeit eingeführt.

2



Alexander Schlnidt

4. Fredholmmoduln und K-Homologie

In Verallgemeinerung von topologischer K-Homologie von CW·Komplexen
wird die K·Homologie nicht notwendig korrunutativer C*-Algebren eingeführt
und zwar als Fredholmmoduln modulo Homotopie. Die Homotopie wird
über eine stetige Familie von Hilberträwnen, sogenannten Hilbertmoduln,
eingeführt. Eine Indexpaarung wird definiert. In Verallgemeinerung werden
stetige Familien von FrOOholmmoduln betrachtet, was zur Definition der bi
varianten K-Theorie von Kasparov führt.

Vincent Lafforgue

5. Bivariant K-Theory

We defined KK-Theory for 7l/2 gradOO C*-algebras, then we discussed the 
following classical example: Let F E K K(C(A), C(B» ( with A ---+ B some
fibration of Coo-compact manifolds) be some continuous family (parametri
zoo by B) of elliptic pseudodifferential operators of order 0 on some vector
bundle, and G E K K(C(B), C) be an order 0 elliptic pseudodifferentiaJ J.

operator on B. In order to get some element in K K(C(A), C), yau must
consider (; same" connection " of G, and set H = Ml/2(F ® 1) + N 1/ 2G,
where M and N are some truncations at the level af symbols. If Fand Gare
associated to order 1 differential operators D and 1Y, you may take H to
be associated to the order 1 elliptic differential operator on A: (D® 1+ lY),
but this corresponds to another kind of truncation which involves a choice
of horizontal subspaces, and therefore doesn't suit to the general case (but
it works for instance for the external product). Then we stated Kasparov's
product theorem, and gave two features of the proof. This theorem asserts
that there exists a product K K(A, B) x K K(B, C) ---+ K K(A, C) which
is associati ve and generalizes classical operations, as the pairing between
K-theory and K-homology.

Christian Kaiser

6. Poincare-Dualität und Anwendung

~s wurde der Beweis "der folgenden Dualität skizziert: M kompakte glatte
Manigfaltigkeit, dann existiert ein Isomorphismus: K.(M) -=-. J(*(T* M).
Die Beweisstrategie ist folgendennaßen : Man konstruiert das Inverse des
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obigen Isomorphismus allgemeiner: [(*(T* Al x N) ~ K [«G(M), G(N)),
für N lokalkompakt, indem man Elemente der !(-Theorie durch Clifford
sYlnbole repräsentiert und diesen eine Familie von Pseudodifferentialopera
toren zuordnet. Die Abbildung w· führt zur Definition des Gysinmorphis
mus f!E K K(G(M), G(N» für K-orientierte f : M --+ N, bzw. allgemeiner

fUr Korrespondenzen [ M !2- Z Ä N], 11 proper, /2 K-orientiert. Ent
scheidend ist, daß dies funktoriell ist, bezüglich Verknüpfung einerseits, und
Kasparov-Produkt andrerseits. Als rein formale Konsequenz erhält man:
a)Die obige Dualität.
b)Den Thom-Isomorphismus für K-orientierte Mannigfalt igkei ten.
c)Den Atiyah-Singer-Indexsatz.

Erasmus Landvogt

7. Einführung in die zyklische (Ko)Homologie

In der nichtkommutativen Geometrie übernehmen die Hochschild Homologie
und die zyklische Homologie die Rolle der Differentialmoduln und der de
Rham-Kohomologie. In diesem Vortrag wurde für einen komnlutativen Ring
k und eine nicht notwendig unitale k-Algebra A die Hochschild HOITlologie
H H*(A) als Homologie des Komplexes

und Hochschild Kohomologie als I<ohornologie von

Hom(k,Ä*)~ Hom(A,A*) ~ Horn(A02 ,Ä)~ ...

Außerdem werden drei Definitionen der zyklischen Homologie He. ge
geben:
a) Als HOIllologie des Totalkomplexes des zyklischen Doppelkornplexes

GC.. (A)t
b) als Homologie des Connes-Komplexes C",(A) und _
c) als Homologie des Totalkomplexes des B-b-Komplexes B(A). •

Auf dualer Weise erfolgen die Definitionen im kohomologischen Fall. Ist
Q c k so liefern a) und b) die gleiche (Ko)Homologie. Ist A uni tal, so lie
fern a) und c) die gleiche (Ko)Homologie. Schließlich wird die SBI-Sequenz,
die einen Zusanunenhang zwischen Hochschild- und zyklischer Homologie
herstellt t vorgestellt:

... ~ HHn(A) ~ HGn(A) ~ HCn-2(A)~ Hfln_1(A) ~ ...

4
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Thomas Schick

8. Zyklische (Ko)Homologie und de Rham Theorie

Für Frechet-Algebren wird HH~ und HC:op eingeführt.

Satz: Sei M eine kompakte Mannigfaltigkeit. Dann gilt:

H H~(COO(M» ~ (nn(~»' == 'Dn(M) = De Rham currents

HC~(COO(M» ~ Ker ~ EB Htn~2)(M) EB Htn~4)(M) ffi ...

wo i<er d~ C 'Dn(M)
Danach betrachten wir eine kommutative Algebra A mit Eins. Wir führen
Differentialformen 0A und de Rham-Kohomologie HdR(A) ein.

Satz: Sei A formal glatte kommutative k-Algebra mit 1, Q Ck. Dann gilt:

11Hn(A) ~ nÄ (Isomorphismus von k-Vektorräumen)

IfCn(A) ~ nn/dnn - 1 EB H~~-2)(A) EB H~~-4)(A) EB ...

Bernhard Köck

9. Indexformel

Es wurde eine Fonnel für die in Vortrag 4 eingeführte Indexpaarung:

K*(A) x K*(A) -+ &::

zwischen der K-Hotnologie und der gewöhnlichen algebraischen K-Theorie.
K.(A) einer Algebra über C entwickelt und bewiesen. Hierzu wurde der 
Chern-Charakter ch*(H, F) eines endlich summierbaren Fredholmmoduls
(H, F) als Element der zyklischen Kohomologie HC*(A) und der Chern
Charakter ch.(e) einer idempotenten Matrix e E Mr(A) als Element der
zyklischen Homologie HC.(A) konstruiert. Dabei ist ch*(H, F) als ein Er
satz für die gewöhnliche Integration von Differentialformen anzusehen, und
ch*(e) ist eine Liftung des klassischen ehern-Charakters von der de Rham
Kohomologie in die zyklische Homologie. Die Indexfonnel besagt nun, daß
folgendes Diagramm kommutiert:

J(*(A) x K.(A)
Indexpaarung

:l

ch·x eh.1 lbn
HC·(A) x HC.(A)

Kronecker-Paaruug
I k

5
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Hp·(B)

r
Hp·(J) +-- Hp·(A)

1

HP.(A) = H.(limX(TAI(JA)n)) ~ H.(limX(P/sn» t

"n ~

berechnet die periodische zyklische Homologie für sogenannte quasifreie Al
gebren, die durch eine Lifteigenschaft charakterisiert werden. Für beliebiges
A ist

Der aus der Algebra O· Ader nichtkonunutativen Differentiale erhaltene de
Rham -(Super)-.Konlplex

11. Bivariante periodische zyklische Kohomologie

H P*(A, B) = H.(HomPro-v(X(TAI(JA)CX» ,X(T BI(J B)OO»

wobei X(TAI(JA)OO) der Pro-(Super)Komplex X(TAI(J A)n»nEN ist und
Homomorphismen von Pro-Vektorräulnen genolnlnen werden. Es ist

Ziel des Vortrags ist der folgende Ausschneidungssatz von Cuntz-Quillen
in der periodischen zyklischen Kohomologie Hp·:
Ist 0 -+ J --+ A --+ B ~ 0 eine Erweiterung von (nicht notwendiger
weise unitalen) Aigebren über einen Körper der Charakteristik Ot so gibt es
eine natürliche exakte 6-Term Folge

Uwe Jannsen

Bernhard I(eller

10. Ausschneidung in der zyklischen (Ko)Homologie

wobei 0 --+ JA --+ TA --+ A --+ 0 die kanonische Darstellung durch
die (nicht unitale) Tensoralgebra TA ist, bzw. 0 --+ S -+ P --+ A --+ 0
eine beliebige Darstellung von A durch eine quasifreie Algebra P . Die bi
variante Theorie wird definiert durch

Im Beweis folgen wir der historischen Entwicklung: wir beginnen mit Wod
zickis Ausschneidungssatz in der zyklischen Homologie t den wir nach der

.Methocle. von .0l!C~JOI}_~o. ucclql1e Qe"Yeise_I}~. Als_nä~:l1s~~~ zeiget) yvjr den ~.atz

in der periodischen Theorie unter der zusätzlichen Annahme, daß J approxi
mativ H-unital ist (nach Cuntz-Quillen). Unter der Benutzung der Tatsache

t

daß jedes Ideal einer Tensoralgebra approximativ H-unital ist, leiten wir dar
aus den allgemeinen Fall her (nach Cuntz-Quillen).



HP*(k, B) = HP*(B) und HP*(A,k) = HP*(A) für den Grundkörper k,
und durch konsequente Betrachtung von Pr(}-Objekten (auch Pro-Algebren,
usw. ) zeigt man die guten Eigenschaften der Theorie: Ausschneidung in bei
den Variablen, Homotopieinvarianz und Moritainvarianz. Ein. Algebrenho
momorphismus f/J : A -+ B induziert eine Chernklasse eh(</» E H PO( A, B),
und die Transformationen (/J. : H P*( -, A) --+ H P*( -, B) und
</>* : H P*(A, -) ~ H P·(B, -) hängen nur von ehe</»~ ab. Der Satz von
Goodwillie läßt sich dazu verschärfen, daß für ein Ideal 1< C A und r E

N, eh(tr) E H PO(AI Kr, AlK) ein Inverses besitzt für 1r : AIKr -+ AlK
die kanonische Projektion.

earl-Friedrich Bödigheimer

12. Bivarianter ehern-Charakter

Für zwei separable C*-Algebren A, B wurde der bivariante Chern-Charakter .~

Ch : K K.(A, B) -+ H P*(A, B)

von einer algebraischen Version der KK-Theorie in die bivariante periodi
sche zyklische Kohomologie definiert. Dazu wurde die KK-Theorie (nach
Cuntz) beschriehen als: K Ko(A, B) = [qA, Moo(B»), die (differenzierbaren)
Homotopieklassen von Homomorphismen qA -+ Moo(B), den unendlichen
Matrizen über B. Dabei ist QA = A * A das freie Produkt, beschrieben als "
Vervollständigung der universellen Algebra erzeugt von linearen Symbolen
x und QX (x E A), mit der Relation

q(x . y) = x . qy + qx . y - qx . qy

und qA ist das von den Symbolen qx erzeugte Ideal in QA. Man zeigt nun,
daß qA stabil äquivalent zu q2 A = q(qA) ist und kann deshalb einfach das
Kasparov-Produkt

# : ](Ko(A, B) x K Ko(B, C) ----+ K Ko(A, C)

durch Komposition definieren; es ist bilinear und assoziativ. Da nun
H PO(A, B) = Ho(Honl(X(TAI(J A)OO), X(TBI(JB)oo» ist, liefert ein Ho
momorphismus </>: qA -+ Moo(B) zUliächst ein Element eh(</» in
H PO(qA, Moo(B». Dieses Element wird noch mit gewissen invertierbaren
Elementen in H PO(A, qA) und H PO(Moo(B), B) von links, bzw. rechts mul
tipliziert, wodurch man das Element eh(</» E HPO(A, B) erhält. Offenbar
ist eh multiplikativ. Für KKt(A, B) ~ H pl(A, B) geht man analog vor.

7



Ehnar Schrohe

13. Dixmier-Spur und nichtkommutatives Residuum

Vorgestellt wurde zunächst die Konstruktion von Spuren auf dem Ideal
.c.(1,00) aller kompakten Operatoren, deren singuläre Werte die Relation

1 N-l

sup (IN L /Ln) < 00
N og n=O

erfüllen. Man erhält die Familie {Trw } von Spuren auf .c(1,oo) , parametri
siert durch eine Familie von FUnktionalen auf Cb(l, (0), angedeutet durch
den Index w . Der zweite Punkt war das nichtkommutative Residuum, das
1984 von Wodzicki (und unabhängig von Guillermin ) entdeckt wurde. Es
ist die einzige Spur (bis auf skalare Vielfache) auf der Algebra aller klas
sischen Pseudodifferentialoperatoren auf einer kompakten Mannigfaltigkei t

M. Nun ist leicht zu sehen, daß Pseudodifferentialoperatoren der Ordnung n
auf eineIn Vektorbtindel E über M, Elelnente in .c(1,00) (für den Hilbertraunl
L2{M;Et)--liefern,- aufdfeserrfRaum shld älso-beide Spüren -aeffnlert.--Wie
Connes 1988 zeigte, stimmen diese überein. Der Beweis dieses Satzes wurde
angedeutet.

Anton Deitmar

14. Das " Wörterbuch" von Connes

Will die nichtkorrunutative Geometrie eine Erweiterung der klassischen kom
mutati yen Geometrie sein, muß sie zunächst alle Begriffe der klassischen
Geometrie abbilden. Man muß also topologische Räume, Mannigfaltigkeiten,
Riemannsche Metriken, Volumenformen, Hausdorffmaße, usw. mit nicht
kommutativen Mitteln darstellen können. Diese Übertragung klassischer in
nichtkommutative Begriffe findet im Wörterbuch statt. lbpologische Räume
etwa, zumindest die lokalkompakteu, werden durch C-*Aigebren dargestellt.
Komplexe Variablen durch Operatoren auf Hilberträumen, Einsetzen dersel
ben in holomorphe FUnktionen wird übersetzt in den holomorphen Funkti0
nalkalkül. Glatte Mannigfaltigkeiten entsprechen dichten Unteralgebren, die
abgeschlossen unter glattem FUnktionalkalktil sind. Die wichtigsten Begriffe
der Differentiation und Integration gehen über in I<onunutatoren mit Pha
senoperatoren und Spurfunktionale. Differenzierbarkeit einer Funktion ent
spricht der Frage, in welchem Operatorideal der Kommutator mit Fliegt.
In speziellen Fällen wie den stetigen Funktionen auf der Kreislinie findet
man klassische Integrale wie das Wegintegral der l<omplexen Analysis oder
Hausdorffmaße auf Jordankurven durch Spezialisierung wieder.

8
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John Lütt

15! The Standard Model in NODcommutative Geometry

I talked about joint work with Alaio Connes which formulates the stan
dard Inodel of particle physics in the language of noncommutative geometry.
I first wrote the Lagrangian of the standard model, as a classical field theory
on Minkowski space. Then I described the finite-point space F such that the
Yang-Mills action on R4 x F reproduces the Lagrangian of the standard
m0del. Finally, I discussed how to define aod compute the Yang-Mills action
in noncommutative geometry, using a complex of differential forms which is
adapted to the Fredholm module.

Jürgen Eichhorn

16. Die Novikovvermutung und ihre geometrische Motivation

Es wurden die Grundlagen der Surgery-Theorie vorgestellt: Poincarekomplexe,
Spivacbündel, "nonnale Abbildungen und Bordismen, Wallgruppen, algebrai
sche Poincarekomplexe und Mishenkos sylnmetrische Signatur. Sodann die
Novikovvermutung, d.h. die Homotopieinvarianz von

(L(M)f*a, IM»,

f : At -. B rr , a E //*(Br.; Q).
Schließlich wurde der 1. Mishenkosche Beweis für die Richtigkeit im Fall

B1r geschlossene Mannigfaltigkeit mit K :5 0 skizziert. ~

Saris Vaillant

17. Beweis der Novikovvermutung nach Connes-Moskovici

Der Signaturoperator iJ auf L2 (AT* Nt) ist invertierbar modulo der Algebra
rl-2.r (HIn die diagonale konzentrierten) Glät.tungsoperatoren
Cgo(M Xr Nt, AT* M#(AT* Mt) =: J. Die Paarung seines K-theoretischen
Index indrD E Ko(J) --+ Ko(Cr0R.) mit einem Gruppenkozykel c via der

Abbildung c : Ifn(r) --+ Hr(Cr)~ H~(Cr0R.)kann identifiziert werden
mit (L(A1) U lI*c, [MI), wo 11 : M --+ BI' die klassifizierende Abbildung der
uni verseHen Überlagerung Nt ist. Da indrD unter der Abbildung
/ : CI' 0'R --+ c;r ® K, auf die homotopieinvariante Miscenko-Signatur in
Ko(C;r) abgebildet wird, bedarf es einer Methode, die Paarung

9



(ch(indrD), r(c)#tr) über er (:) 'R auf eine Algebra in c;r (9 K. rnit
derselben K-Theorie wie c;r auszudehnen.

Gregor Weingart

18. Die Novikovvermutung für hyperbolische Gruppen

Hyperbolische Gruppen tragen eine Wortmetrik (zu einer endlichen Men
ge von Generatoren), die einem einfachen Axioln genitgt. Dieses hat einlge
schöne Konsequenzen, so daß diese Gruppen ähnlich zu diskreten Unter
gruppen von Isometriegruppen l-zusamnlenhängender l\1annigfaltigkeiten
mit K ~ € < 0 sind, u.a. ist die C;r-Norm des Faltungsoperators 'ljJ f---+ x*'l/J,
x E cr, abschätzbar mit Hilfe der·Haagerup-Ungleichung.

Daneben gibt es ein Resultat von Gromov, daß jede Klasse in
Hk(r, C) := Hk(Br, C), k 2:: 2, einen beschränkten Repräsentanten c hat,
I c(go, ... ,9k) I~ C < 00, Vg, .. [)eshalb kann man den zu c gehörenden

_.- --zyklischen--!(ozykel Tc-äuf eine Zwischenajgc"bra i3~-- tr®n c· i3- C- c;r--0-k-
(R Glättungs-, K. kompakte Operatoren) fortsetzen.

Wir haben folgendes Diagramm

I

l

lJ... .J\,t
)

( \

\,
j1

I'

alM,<!>]

j<o(c;r) ~ Koß

[indc;rDI ~ [k]

j(o(cr 0R)

lindrDj

C
höhere
Signatur

Daraus folgt: Da alM, <!>l eine orientierte HOInotopieinvariallte ist, sind.
es auch die höheren Signaturen.

Berichterstatter : Christian Valqui
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Tagungsbericht 14/1996

C*-Algebren

8-13 April 1996
The meeting was organized by Joachinl Cuntz (Heidelberg, Germany), Uffe

Haagerup (Odense, Denmark) and Laslo Zsido (Rome, Italy). There where -23
talks with SOlne elnphasis on the classification of simple C·-algebras aod the the
ory of subfact.ors. There were three inofficial evening sessions by F.Radulescu,
G.Elliot and E.Kirchberg (abstracts are included). The pleptyful sparetime was
nsed for discussions.

Abstracts of t.he talks:

"A Polynomially Bounded Operator which is not
Similar to a Contraction",
Gilles Pisier, Paris

We present the construction of an example as indicated in the title. This solves a
prühlenl raised by Hahnos around 1970.

The exalnple is an operator T of the following form

where r : HEB HEB··· -+ H ffi H ffi··· is a vectorial Hankel operator and where S
denotes t.he shift Oll H ffi H ffi .. '. Here H = f.2.

J
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'flte operator r has an associated (Hankel) matrix

co/2° cl/21 0 c2/22 0 0 0 c3/23 ..
cl/2 J 0 c2/22 0 0 0 C3/2:J 0

0 c'l./2'l. 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0
c'l./22 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0 0

r= 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0 0 0
0 0 c3/23 0 0 0 0 0
0 c3/23 0 0 0 0 0 0 e,c3/23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

where Cn : H ---+ H are operators such that 'v'(on) E f 2 : 11 L oncnll :S (2: lc~nI2)1/2.

For any choice of (Cn), the operator T is polynomially bounded (this follows
froIn an idea proposed around 1982 by Peller) hut for some choice of (cn ) (for
instance if (cn ) is a sequence satisfying the CAR - callonical anticollnnutation
relations -) T is not similar to a contraction.

"Ramanujan Graphs and C*-Norms on B(H) ® B(H)",
Alain Valette, Neuchätel

Set A(n) = Stlp {1111:\t:, u a tensor of finite rank n in B(H) 0 B(H)}. In a re

Inarkable paper (GAFA 1995), M.Junge and G.Pisier proved that there exists a
constant c > 0 such that

cn1
/ 8 ~ ..\(11.) :S vTi,

In particular, 1I·llmin :I \I·llmax on B(H) ® B(H), solving a long standing question.
Junge and Pisier ask for the asymptotic behavior of ..\(.). Using Ramanujan graphs,
we prove:

11, .;n
Proposition 1: ;\(11,) 2: r:::::---1 > -2 for n = 1 + q, q a prime power.

2vn -1

From this we deduce:

2 I·· f ..\(11,) 1
Proposition: ~~..fii 2: 2

"Almost commuting selfadjoint matrices",
Michael R0rdam, Odense

Huaxin Lin proved in 1993/94 the following theorem conjecturerl by Pcter Rosen
thai in the Iate 1960'ies:

2



There exists a function 1 : jR+ ~ ~+ with 1(0) = 0 aud eoutilluo,us at t = 0
such t.hat for every n E f-1 and every x E Mn(C) with IIxll ~ 1,

dist.(x, N(/lln(C)) ~ f(lIx·x - xx· I!),

where N(A) is the set of nonna) eierneIlts in A.

We present a new and shorter proof of the theorem, which is ajoint work with Peter
Friis. The problem ean be reduced to showing that for every sequence {nj} C PI,
t.he C·-algebra

00 00rr Mnj (<C)/ L M nj (C)
j=1 j=1

has property (FN): every normal element ean be approximated by finite spectrum
nonnal elements. The key to thc short proof uses the observation that for' any
unital C*-algebra A, we have N(A) n Gl(A) = N(A) nGl(A). This implies~that if
Ais a C·-algebra with property (IN) (Le. N(A) c Gl(A» the following holds:. each
nonnal element in A ean be approximated by normal element with I-dimensional
speclrunl. COlnbilling this with a theorem of H.Lin yields that A has property
(FN) Hf A has property (IN): RR(A) = 0 and U(A) is eonnected. The algebra in
ql1estion is easily seen to have the latter property.

Thc sante methorls yield a generalization of Lin 's theorem whereby the function
F : ~+ ~ IR+ ean be chosen to work sirnultaneously for every stable rank Olle C*
nlp;ebra alld every purely infinite siInple C· -algebra.

"Canonical algebras associated to intermediate subfac
tors" ,
Dietmar Biseh, Berkeley

'fhe Tmnperley-Lieb algebras are the fundamental symmetry associated to any in
dusion of I/I factors N C Al with finite .Iones index. If there is an intermediate
subfactor P of N c Al the addi tional symmetry is captured by a tower of certain

algebras I An~ which are defined in the following way: let N c P C .Al ~ PI 2
All ~ P2 c: A12 t: ... be the .Iones ba.c;ic const.ruction, where Pi C A1i PC- l

Pi+1
ei+l

and l'vfi - 1 C l\li C Mi+I are the basic constructions. Let Q = [P : N]-I,
ß = [Al: P]-l and define IAn{n,ß) = AIg(l,el,pl, .. ,en+bPn+d c N'nMn- 1•

These algebras form a Popa system and thus, by aremarkable theorem of Popa,
arisc as lligher relative commutants of a subfactor, which then hAS necessarily an
internlcdiate sllbfactor. They are therefore the fundamental symmetry associated
t.o an illterrnediate subfactor. We describe the structure of the I An(a, ß) and their
Dratelli diagranl. This is done by studying a hierarchy «FCk,n(ao, .. , ak»nEN)k>1

of colored generalizations of the Tenlperley-Lieb algebra, using a diagralnmat"ic

3



approach a la Kaufman, that is independent of the subfactor context.. TIle Fuss
Catalan nUIlloers (k+l\n+1 ((k~12)n) appear as the ditnensions of our algebra.~. We
give a presenhttion of FCt,n(a, b) and calculate their structure enlployillg a dia
graInIuatic Iuethod, which we call the middle pattern ana.lysis. The principal part
of t.he inclusion diagram FOt,t C FCt,2 C FCt,3 C ... turns out to be the Fi
bOllacci trce. Our algebras have a natural trace (which is a two parameter Markov
trace) aud we COInpute the trace weights explicitly. If the indices satisfy 0', ß ::; 1/4,
the algebras I An(a, ß) and FC1,n(a, b) are isomorphie (0: = 1/a2 , ß = 1/b2 ) and if
olle of thc indices is strictly smaller than 1/4, they are quotients of FCl.n. We give __
thcir structure also in this situation. In particular, the (IAn, (0, ß), tr ) depend .i
oulyon Q and ß. Our results generalize to a chain of k intermediate subfactors.
This is joint work with Vaughan Jones.

"Quantum Doubles of the Hecke Algebra Subfactors
and Orbifolds",
Yasu Kawahigashi, Tokyo
(joint work with David.E.Evans)

Ocneanu's aSYlnptotic inclusion Iv! U (M' n Moo), especially it's system of Aloe 
ALx> bimodules has caught much attention recently as a subfactor analogue of
the quantum double construction. Ocneanu has observed a mysterious orbifold
phenonlenon for the Aloe - Aloo bimodules of the Jones subfactors of type A2n+ 1.

We show that this is a general phenomenon and identify some of his orbifolds with
lohe ·orbifolds in our sense by working on the asymptotic inclusion of the Hecke
algebra subfact.ors of Wenzl. That is, we show that their Aloo - Aloo bimodules are
described by certain orbifolds. We actually compute several dual principal graph::;
of the asymptotic inclusions.

Roughly speaking, ghosts appear to reeover the non-degeneracy of the braiding;,
hut. they are next killed by the orbifold construction.

We can identify Ocneanu's orbifolds with the orbifolds on N 0 N c M 0 M alld _
this gives a certain ·'orbifold construction with braiding."

"C* - Algebras Associated to Unitary Representations
of Lattices in Semi-Simple Lie Groups",
Mohammed B.Bekka, Metz

We first reported on joint work with M.Cowling and P. de la Harpe:

Theorem 1: Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group, without conlpact factors
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anel with trivial center. Let f be a Zariski-dense (not necessarily closed) suugroup
of G. Thell the reduced C*-algebra C;(r) (f being viewed as discrete) is simple
filld it.s canonical trace T is unique (as Ilonnalized trace).

The result applies, for illstance, in the following situations:

(i) r a latt.ice in G

(ii) r = <G(tQI) for an algebraic group G over Q such that G = G(lQ) satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 1

(iii) r a close<l subgroup of G '50 that the homogeneous space GIr is amenable
in EYlnardls sense (r is Zariski dense by a result of Guivarc'h and Stuck).

We then discussed extensions of this result to the C*-algebra C*(1r(')'» generated
uy a unitary representation 1r of r:

Theoren12: G, r, T being as in Theorem 1, suppose in addition that G is simple.
Let 1r oe an irreducible unitary representation of G, 1r :F 1. Then

(i) The regular representation ,,\ of r factorizes through C· ('rr(r»:

C*(1r(f))~C;(r) (joint with P. de la Harpe)

(ii) Kcr"\1T is the unique luaximal ideal in c*(1r(r»

(iii) T 0 ,,\n- is t.he nnique t.race on C*(rr(f)).

"On von Neumann Aigebras Associated with Discrete
Groups", -
Florin Radulescu, Otawa

Let r be a lattice in PSL(2, ~). Recall that for a type 111 factor Al and for any
posit.ive nUlllher t the von Neunlann algebra. Mt is t.he isomorphism dass of the
algebra eAfe where e is auy projection in !'vI of trace t.

By using tbe Berezin quantization defonnation nlethod and the computation
of t.llP. von Neulnann dimension of the Hilbert space of an irreducible unitary
representatioll of a semisimple Lie group as a left module over the algebra of
a discrete ::;ubgroup (due to Atyiah and Schmidt, ConneR, Goodman and de la
Harpe alld .Iones) we find the following generators and relation description for the
von Neumann algebra .c(f)r' r > 1. Let [x, y, z, t) be the cross ratio of the points
:1:. y, Z, t in the upper half plane IHI. For any z, <in IHl there exists elements e~,< in
L:(r)r so that .

tr(e~,<e~l'<l) = L [("(z», ,(),Zi, (Ir,
'lEG
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for all Z,(, Zl,(l in IHI.

fvloreover

e~,<e~l'<l = L:{(1'(z)),l'«),Z1'(lre~l"«)'
,er

ThiR if; done by introducing a stronger nonn on a strongly dense *- subalgebra
of L(r),.. Thc cyclic coholnology cocycle associated with the Berezill clefonnatioll
is boullded with respect to this norm tao.

"The free O(n) & U(n) compact quantum groups",
Theodor Banica, Paris

The "non coouuutative" analogues of O(n) aod U(n) in Woronowicz' theory are
the Hüpf C*-algebras Ao(F) and Au(F):

Definition: Let n E N and F E Gl(n).

(i) At/(F) := C*( {(U)i,j=l,.. ,n lu unitary, FuF-1unitary}),

(H) Ao(F) := C*( {(U)i.j::;l, .. ,n lu = FüF- 1 unitary})
(here F F E IR· In, otherwise u is not irreducible).

It turns out that the irreducible representations of Ao(F) are labeled by PI an<!
satisfy the salue product fonnulae as those of SU(2). The representation theofY
of Au(F) is given by:
The. irreclucible representations of Au(F) nlay be labelecl by n EB 1"'1. They verify
f o = C r 0 = 'lJ., rß = Ü, the adjoillts are given by f x = f x and t.he pfoduct
fonnulae are:

f.'try = L: fa.b·
X=09
fI=~fI

(here [:1 EB 1',1 is generated by Q, ß and - is the involution on H EB I'~ defined by

ü=ß)· -
OUter results: Ao(F) aod Au(F) (n ~ 3) are not amenable. Au(F) is not exact. •
Ao(In.)rcd and Au(In)red are not nuclear. Au(F)red is simple with a unique KMS-
stat.e - t.he Haar nleasure. There is a.n embedding Au(F)red C-+ C(1f) *rp:d Ao(F):
if F F E CIn . Thc factor Au(I2)~ed is equal to W*(IF2 ). There is an cntbedding
of Hopf-C*-algebras C(SO(3)) C-...4 Au(I2 ). The character x(u) of the fundalnental
representation U of Ao(F) has a semicircular distribution with respect t.o the Haar
lueasure. In the case of Au(F), the character X(u) has a. circular *-distribution.
The COlllmutants Mor(uk , uk ) of the k-th tensor power of thc fundaulental repre
sentatioll U of Ao(F) are Tenlperley-Lieb algebras.
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"An Axiomatization of the Higher Relative Commu
tants of a Subfactor",
Sarin Popa, Paris

\Ve consider a set ofaxiolns for a system of finite dinlensional algebras {Aij }O$i$j$n

t.lwt Are shown to be necessary sud sufficient for {Ai!j} to occur as higher relat.ive
conullutants of some subfactor N C Al, Le., such that Ai,j = MI n Mj, where
N C 1.1 C All C ... is the Jones' tower of factors for N C M. The axioms
requirecl are:

(i) Tbe conlmuting square axiom

(ii) A braid relation for some representation of the Jones relation for some rep-
resentation of the .Iones projections in UAOj :'_'"

(iii) A Markov condition

(iv) A COlIlInutation relation, [Ao,j, Ajk ] = o.

An iIllportant application of our axiomatization is that if {A ij } is a lattice of
lligher relative COlnmutants and Aij C Aij contains the Jones' projections of Aij
aud sHtisfies i) then {Aij } is itself a lattice of higher relative commutants. This
('orollary enahles us to obtain sOlne obstruction criteria for bipartite graphs to be
graph::; of Sl1bfactors.

"Conformal field theory and subfactors" ,
Antony Wassermann, Cambridge

We explained how three important ideas in the multiparticle theory of von Neu
lllallll algebr~c;; - Doplicher-Haag-Roberts theory of superselection sectors, Connes
fusion for biInodules, .Jones theory of subfactors - could be applied to nlodels
in t.he confonnal field theory. Positive energy representations of LSU(N) =
C OO (S1 1 SU(N)) are classified by a level l 2: 1 and a lowest energy represen
tation VI, an irreducible representation of SU(N) which liust have signature
I1 ~ ... 2: IN with 11 - IN 2: N. The fusion problein in CFT is to define a natural
tensor product structure on the representations of levell. We gave a solution using
Connes fusion of the biInodule arising by considering a p.e.representation as a rep
resentat.ion of LfG x LfeG where J and Je are complementary intervals in Si and
LJG denotes loops trivialoff./. Fusion is conlputed using the braiding relations for
vector primary fields aod their conjugates. This provides a rieh source of subfactors
of type 11, and type 111: and in particular gives a conceptually simple construction
of the .Iones-Wenzl and Erlijman-Wenzl subfactors. These constructions olake it
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cm.,y to COIupntc the towers of higher relative commutants which classify the RUb

factors. In addition we show how the natural Illonodrotny representation of the
braid graul' on products of priInary fields makes the level I p.e.representation into
a 1l1odular braiderl tensor category. Modularity cau be seen using Weil's nletaple
c:ic representation of SL(2,~) associated with a finite Abeliall group (the weight
lattic.e olodulo (N+L) times the root lattice). We briefly showed how thc level
Olle t.hrory extended to Segal's modular functor for Rienlann surfaces, regarded as

honlislns between disjoint unions of boundary circIes. This should extend to level
L representations. Finally we relnarked that these loop groups exanlples provided ..
t.he ooly non-trivial example of chiral theories in 1 + 1 dimensions satisfying the _
DHR axioms with non-integer dimension.

"Unitary Topological Quantum Field Theories and Sub
factors" ,
Hans Wenzl, San Diego

We explained how one can construct Inodular braided tensor categories frOlll tangle
categories (joint work with Turaso). Checking the modularity condition leads to
graph automorphisms of the principal graph of the associated subfactors. FroIIl'
this oue ean get new examples of subfactors.

A Illodular uraided tensor category is a monoidal semisiInple ca.tegory with
only finit.ely nlany equivalence classes of simple objects, say {V~,..\ E I}. Let
a>"./! : V>.. ® \f,t -+ Vp.0 VA be the canonical braiding isomorphisID, and define

Then the nlatrix S = (SAJ.l) is required to be invertible. Such tensor categories
have been constructed using the representation theory of quanturll groups, or loop
groups. Our lllethod here goes as folIows. Let T be the tangle category. Its ob
jects are the nonnegative integers n. Hom(n, m) is the lC-vector space spanned
hy isotopy da~ses of (n, rn) tangles. e.g. R (2,4) tangle is:

Concatenation is as with braids. This category is tao big for our purposes. Mod
ding out. by the skein relations of the Kaufman polynomial

x
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(1)

we obtain finite dimensional quotients Hom(n, m). From this we derive a new cat
egory C: wherc the objects are projectiolls in End(n), n E PI and where Illorphisnls
are ~pnnned uy

One can show the following:

C has finitely many simple objects
<==> r = ±qn, n E Z and q a root of unity

The objects ean he desc~ibed as a set of Young diagr~s, r(r, q). One has~:3-cases:

(i) silllpiecticcase: r(r,q) = {AI Al ~ MtA~ $ N}, where Al = # boxes..in first
row, A; = # boxes in first column

(ii) Be eas€': r(R, Q) = {AIA) ~ }vI, A~ + A; ~ N, N odd}

(iii) ort.hogonal case: r(r,q) = {AIAI +A2::; M,Ai +A; ~ N}

Here 1\'1 alld N ean be eOlnputed from the degree of the root of unity q and from
r = ±qfl. These categories satisfy all conditions except possibly the modularity
condit.ioll. It. is checked that the latter only holds in the simplectic case. ODe
('an define graph autonlorphisms derived from the restriction rules for O(N) to
SO(N). This way, we obtain new subfactors corresponding to SO(2N) via a so
ealled 'orbifold construction', and conjecturally further subfactors via an orbifold
w.r.t. 'L/2 x ~/2. :~~,

"An Analogue of the Kac-Wakimoto formula and Black
Hole Entropy",
Roberto Longo, Roma "Tor Vergata"

In 1985 Kac and WakiInoto showed in particular that if p is a lowest weight repre
selltatioll a certain Kac-Moody algebra, Hp is the conformal Hamiltonian and Ho
is the confoflnal Hanliltonian in the vacuum representation then

lim Tr(e-
ßHp

) = d(p)
ß-O+ Tr(e-ßHo )

where d(p) has the formal property of a ditnension. It is believed that (1) holds in
(nore generality.
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We fntlnd a loeal version of (1):

where K" = i~U(A(t»lt=o is the generator of the special conformal group asso

ciated with I, (·0,0) is the vacuum state on the von NeUlllann algebra A(I), p is
loealized in land d(p) is the Doplieher-Haag-Roberts dimension.

An analogue of this formula holds for quantum field theory on Minkowski spaee
if the von Neumann algebra is associated to a wedge region. e

Based Oll Sewell model we find an independent derivation of Hawking's formula
for the temperature of a blaek hole

where F is the relative free energy between the vacuum and the KMS state in the
sector p:

with S Araki's relative entropy, ß the Hawking inverse temperature alld

H(p) = H(A(w)lp{w))

is the Connes-St0rmer eonditional entropy of p.

"A Class of C*-algebras considered by Pimsner gener
alizing Cuntz-Krieger algebras",
Claudia Pinzari, Rome "Tor Vergata" /Copenhagen
joint work with S.Doplicher and S.Doplicher,
J .E.Roberts

We started by discussing an model action of quantum matrix subgroups of S"U(d) e
(defined via Tannaka-Krein duality) on Cuntz algebras. Results of Doplicher-
Roberts for the case J.L = 1, ean be generalized to get a universal erossed product
J3 of a C*-algebras A by an endomorphism with determinant 1, that carries a
eoaction of Sp.U (d). The problem of the abstract characterization of coactions of
subgroups cannot have a positive solution if the relative commutant A' n B does
not have a character. We noticed that if A is generated by the intertwiners, B
is a Pimsner C*-algebra associated with a finite projective ßlodule gifted with a
conjugate in apower of it.
rvIotivated by this example, we introduced a eriterion on the bimodul of powers
of the luodule that guarantees a control on the ideal structure of the Pinlsner
algebras in terms of ideals of the coefficient algebra. This criterion applies as
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weil to Cuntz-Krieger bimodules, or to real and pseudoreal bimodules. Then we
discussed the notion of conjugation in the 2-C·-category of Hilbert binlodules in
t.enns of Pinumer-Popa inequality, 8S equivalent to the existence of an adjoint
fUllct.or that tensorizes on the left by the bimodule. Extending results of Drown
Green-R.ieffel, we discussed the general form of a Hilbert bimodule, countably
generat.ed, equipped with a conjugate (a notion that generalizes strang Morita
e<luivalence) over q-unital, stable C· -algebras.

"Continuous fields of nuelear C*-algebras",
Etienne Blanchard, Luminy

Given a unital separable continuous field of nuclear C· -algebras A over a compact
Inetrizable space X, we show that the C(X)-algebra A is isomorphie to a unital
C(X)-subalgebraofthe trivial continuous field 02®C(X) (where 02 is th~..fCuntz

C*-algebra), iInage of 02 ® C(X) by a norm one projection. -._"

"K-groups of simple C*-algebras",
George A.Elliott, Copenhagen, Toronto

A construc.tioll W8..l5 described that yields a separable amenable simple C·-algebra
with pre-ordered Ko-group an arbitrary countable simple pre-ordered abelian group
which is weakly ullperforated (Le., in which ng > 0 for SOllle n = 2,3, .. implies
9 ~ 0), with cune of positive traces an arbitrary lattice topological convex CODe
wit.h conlpact luetrizable base~ with duality between Ko-group and tracial cone an
arhitrary pairing; which is weakly unperforated (T{g) > 0 for every non-ze~o T in
tim cOlle itnpIies 9 2:: 0), and with Kj-group an arbitrary countable abeliangroup.

"O'n the classification of simple C*-algebras" ,
Eberhard Kirehberg,
Humboldt Universität Berlin

First. the following classification-theorelll for continuous fields of C· -algebras was
presented.
Theorelu; a) If A is a Huclear separable continuous field of C·-algebras over aspace
X then there exists a continuous C(X)-algebra P(A) with purely infinite separable
unital nudear fibres such that

(i) P{A) ® 0 00 == P{A) ®C(X) C(X, 0 (0 ) ::::::: P(A)

(ii) P{A) "'"'R/(f({!}(x.-,.) A

11



b) Let. A, B be separable continuous fields of C*-algebras with simple nudear
tibers such that A <&> 0 00 ::::: A and B ® 0 00 ~ B. Then, every invertible eleruent in
'R[( [\.{l} (X, A, B) is induced by a C(X)-isomorphism of A onto B.
Finally, an "axiomatization" of the proof of classification theorems which includes
tohe dassification theorem for pisun C*-algebra...c;; and the above classification thc-
orenl for continuous fields has been discussed. A main part of the proof cOllsists
in showing that the map from the analogue of R0rdam's group R(X, A, B) into

RJ(J(J~1(X,A, B) given by the mapping cone construction is an isomorphism. e
Note that for the proof of the classification theorem for pisun C*-algebras Olle has
to apply the following theorem, taking A®K., QS(SB), Cb(l~+,K®B)/Co(IR+, K®
B) as A,B,J.
Proposition: Let A be a separable C·-algebras, B a unital C"-algebra and J c B
a elosed ideal. Assunle given two monamorphisms ho, Ho : A -+ B, and an in
volution a : B -+ B with ho(A) c J, aHo = Ho and a(J) n J = {O}. Define
C := Ho(A)' n Band consider the following hypothesis:

(i) ho(A)' n Ho(AY nB c C contains a unital copy of O2 with al02 = ido2

(ii) if k : A -+ B is dominated by Ho (Le. there exists an isometry .9 E B such
that for all a E A, k(A) = s*Ho(a)s) then there exists u E B unitary such
that for aU a E A one has u*(k EI;) HoHa)u - Ho(a) E J

(iii) 3D c C C*-algebra such that O'(D) = D and DHo(A) C J +O'(J) verifyill~

\:I/ E J +u(J),q E D, q projection, 3p E D with pI = Ip = land q ~ p,q i=
p

(iv) 3a-illvariant projection Po E D and a-invariant isometry So E B such that
80050 =po and \:Ia E A, süHo(a)sQ = ho(a) + a(ho(a»
1 - Po is the range projectioll of a a-invariant isometry to E C

(v) every non-zero projection in D is unitarily equivalent to Po by a unitary in
l+D

(vi) ho +u ho dominates ho
if d : A -+ B maps A iota J alld d + a(ho) is dOloinated by Ho then d is
dOlninated by ho.

(vii) if s, t are the generators of the copy O2 c B, there exists a unitary u 1 E J'n B
~;uch that Ul 0'0 ho{- )S8· = tt*aoho(· )Ul

If (i)-(vii) are satisfied, then

(i) ho ffi Ho is ullitarily equivalent to Ho

12
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(ii) the Inap [k ffi hol .-. [k EB Ho] defines a group isomorphism
D(A, B! ho} + [ho] ~ D(A, B, Ho} + [Ho]
where D(A, B, ho} == ([h] : h d0l11inated by hol

RCl11ark: In t.he ca..c;c of pisun C*-algehras and bundlcs with pisun fibres, (vi) is
equivalent to the existence of an asymptotic Weyl-von Neumann theorem.

"Application of amalgamated products to approxima
tion in C*-algebras" ,
Terry Loring, Albuquerque

Al11al~anlated products of C*-algebras do not always have intractable internal
structure. For example, there is an isoillorphism of Mn(A) with Mn(Co(O, l))*Co(O,l)

A when A is a-unital, Le., there is a push-out diagranl -
.~

Co(O, 1] ® eil

1
GiV~ll a COll1ll1utative diagraul

(] -----+ /'2

0--+11

Mn(Co(O,I])

1
Atfn(A)

B ----+ 0

B --+ 0

wit.h cxact. rows~ if n: is proper (u(/d/2Q (Id) = 12) then (*) is a push-out. (This
is joint work wit.h S.Eilers alld G.Petersen.) By interpeting C*-algebra concepts,
~\l('h RH real-rank zero, as extensions of Illorphisol probleills, such as

e[o, 1/2) EI1 C[I/2, 1]

fu ~
C[O,I] --+ nA/EBA

rp 1 1

we eRU derivc corollary extension results using amalgamated products. In this way,
hard lifting pro~)lems are reduced to easy ones. Now approxiInation results can be
derived. For exaulple, we know that matrix-valued approxitnate representations
of the equatiom:;

A* A = AA*, B* B = BB*, B* A = AB*, B 2 = (1 - A)A

Cf'lJl hp. perturhcd to exact. representations. The equations are a presentation of
(:(\~~1P·2) so we kllOW that approxiInately nnllt.iplicative finite diInensional represen
tatiolls of C(IH~IP,2) are elose to *-homolnorphisms.
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"Continuous Embeddings of Continuous Fields of N u
clear C*-Algebras in O2 (with a side remark on noo
classification of purely infinite simple C*-algebras)" ,
Christopher Phillips, Eugene

The first (shorter) part of the talk was about the following Hnoll-dassification'~

theorelll:

Theoreln: Let Go and GI be countable abelian groups, and let 9 EGo. Thell there
exist uncountably nlany mutually non-isonlorphic separable unital purely infinite
siInple C*-algebras A with Ko(G) ~ Go, KI(A) 9:! Cl, and [1] = 90 in jfo(A).

Thus, the c1assification theorenl for purely infinite silnple C· -algebras fails dra
luatically (as aspected) for non-nuclear algebra.s. This result is easy to outain froul
the resent results of Junge and Pisier on non-separability in the ct~Banach-Mazur

distance of spaces of finite dimensional operator spaces. The talk cousidered the
slightly easier ease K.(A) = Q.

The second part is on joint work with Eberharrl Kirchberg. Let A be a ('on
tinuous field of C·-algebras (in the seuse of Dixmiers book) over a sufficently nice
cOlllpact space X (such as a finite complex), with section algebras r(A) separahle
aud with the fiber A(x) (x E X) nuclear. Then there is Cl. fanIily or elnbeddings
of t.he fibers, <Px : A(x) -+ 02 for x E X, which is cOlltinuOtlR in the Reuse that
if a E r(A) is a continuous section, then x ~ <px(a(x» is a cOlltillUOUS fUllctions
froln X to O2 . MOff~over, one ean control the embeddings so A.~ to contral the
IllOdulus of cOlltinuity of the function x ~ <p(a(x» for specific seetions (L E r(A),
in ternlS of the structure of A and how the sections a sit inside r(A). For eX8lnple,
let Ao be the rotation algebra, and let u(8) and v(8) be the standard generat.ing
unitaries satisfying u(9)v(B) = v(8)u(B) . e27fiO • Then there are nnital embeddings
c.po : Ae -+ O2 such that IIcp(u(8t}) - CP(U(02» 11, 11<p(v(Ot}) - CP(V((J2»11 are both
:::; GIBt - 92It/4~ for some constaut C (which ean bc chosen less than 1400(0000).
(Haagerup an cl R0rdanl gave sinlila-r enlbeddings in L(H), with exponent 1/2
instead of 1/4).

"Combinatorial Aspects of the Theory of Free Random
Variables" ,
Alexandru Nica, Ann Arbor
joint work with Roland Speicher

The theory of free random variables was developed by D.Voiculescu, with luoti
vatioll frOll1 problems on free products of operator algebras; it is a collection of
result.s paralleling aspects of classical probability, in a contcxt where the fUllda-
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luental roles of tensor products and independence are now taken by free products
alld frceness for (non-comnlutative) ralldoIn variables.

Tim ulain object in the talk is the Inultivariable R-transforrn, which is, in some
seuse t.he free analoguc for the logarithln of the Fourier trausform for an n-dimensional
probability distribut.ion. We show how t.he R-transfonn can be used in an effi
dcut (and elegant) way in the study of free randanl variables. Concrete examples
presellt,ed are related to compressions by free projections and to the realization
of the free Pois..~on process. Also, we show how the R-transform can be used for
obtaining a cOIllbinatorial description for the operation of taking the commutator
of two free random variables.

"Free product of finite dimensional von Neuman.~,alge-
bras", ,-
Ken Dykema, Odense ..;.:

The von NeUluann algebra free product

of finit.e rlintellsional al~ebras A and B for arbitrary faithful states ifJA and (/JB is
of the fOrIn

/\1 = !vlo or /\,f = Mo EB D

wlH'n" D is finite dilnensional and Mo is a factor. The algebras Mo and D and the
:-;t.at.e, 4J on t.helll, are descriherl in detail.

"Shape equivalence, nonstable K -theory and AH alge
bras" ,
Cornel Pasnicu, San Juan

\"Ale g;ive several necessary and sufficient conditions for an AB algebra (i.e. an
indur.tive lintit of homogeneous C*-algebras) to have its ideals generated by their
projer.tions. Denote by C the cla&c; of AB algebras as above and in addition with
slow dilnension growth. We completely classify the algebras in C up to a shape
equivalence by a !( -theoretical invariant. For this, we show first, in particular,
that any C· -algebra in C is shape equivalent to an AB-algebra with slow dimen
sion g;rowth and real rank zero (generalizing so a result of Elliott-Gong). We prove
that any C*-algebra in C has stable rank one, generalizing result of Blackadar
Dndarlnt-R0rdam and of Elliott-Gong. Other result concerning weakly unperfo
ration in f<o(A): A E C are obtained (they extend theorem of Dadarlat-Nemethi,
Martin·Pasnicu and Blackadar).
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"The Baum-Connes conjecture für discrete amenable
groups" ,
Gennadii Kasparov, Marseille

This is a joint work with Nigel Higson and (partly) also with his student .lody
Trout.

Thc l\tlain Theoreul: The Baum-Counes conjeeture is true for any discrete group
f aeting affine-isonletrically and properly (in the loetric sense) on a Hilbert space.

Applying the result of Hekka., Cherix, Valette on the existence of proper affine
isometrie actions of amenable groups on a Hilbert space we get the Baulll-Connes
conjecture for alnenable discrete groups.

For the proof of the main theorem we construct a C*-algebra A(H) of a Hilbert
spaee H. Let S the algebra Co(lR) which we consider as ~-graded (by even and
odd functiolls). We prove first the Bott periodicity result (sanle assunlptiollS on
f-action):

Theorelu: A(H) is r-equivariantly E-equivalent to S (where E is the hivnriant 1<
t.hcory of COlloes-Higson). Moreover, c*(r, A(H» ~ C;(r, A(H») is E-eql1ivalent
to both c*(r) ® S alld C;(r) (i) S.

Corollary: A discrete group r acting properly, affine-isometrically 011 H is E
alnellable.

For the proof of the Bott periodicity, the Dirae and dual Dirac elelnents
in E-theory are constructed. Then we use an exhaustive systenl of Hilbert f
sublIlanifolds with boundary ..tl C ... C Xm C ... c H, each Xk havillg boundeo
fUlldaUlelltal oOInain, to present both c*(r, A(H» aod C;(r, A(H» as an indllC
tive liInit: linl--+ c*(r~ A(Xk», where A(Xk) is a subalgebra of A(H) associatcd

Ir

with Xk = Int(Xk)' Finally, we prove aversion of Poincare duality in E-t.heory:

whiclr gives the prüof of the main theoreIll.

"Topological Orbit Equivalence, full groups and exten
sions" ,
Thierry Giordano, Ottawa
joint work with lan Putnam and Christain Skau

To a Ininitna) Cantor system (X, Y') (Le. X Cantorset" Y' nlinimal seltllolneo
nlorphism of ....\"), we associate the fuH group [!p] = {"y E Hmneo(X)h'(x) =
epll(X) (x), X E X, n(x) E 1:} and the topological fuH group r{ep] = {"y E [ep]; 11, :
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)( -+ LE c:ontilluous}. Extending a result of H.Dye, we show:

Theorclll : Let (Xi, <pd be nIinirnal Cantor systems (i = 1,2). If a is an iso
1l1orphisIl1 uptween [<pd and [<P2] (resp. r[rpd and r[<p:,d), than it. is spatial (i.e.
3n. : ~y1 -+ )('). hOlueolllorphhulls R.t. o(a) = auü- I

, Va E [ft/I] (resp. r[rp}))).
Corollary : Let. (Xi, c.pi) nlinimal Cantor systeuls. The following are equivalent

(i) (X1,rpt) anrl (X2,<P2) are Hip conjugate (reps. orbit equivalent)

(ii) T[rp.] and T[rp2] (reps. [ft/I] and [CP2]) are isomorphie.

Extending results of Connes-Brieger and Hamachi, we define a homeomorphism

nlod from the llornlalizer N[rp] of<p to Aut(KO(x, rp)/Inf(KO(X, ep»). Recall that

/(O( ...\"", rp)/Inf(/(o(X, <p)) is a cOlnplete invariant of orbit equivalence of 'P:jo We show
t.hat: -~~..

Proposition: luod is surjective and Ker(mod) = [~] (for the pointwise convergence

in nonn in C(X».
We finish our talk !Je presellting results using the K - Theory to study extensions
of luiniJual Cantor systems.

"Toeplitz C*-algebras on Multivaribale Hardy Spaces",
Harald Upmeier, Marburg

C·-al~ebras gencraterl by Toeplitz operators on multi-variable Hardy spaces arise
in several cOJllplex variables and Berezin quantization. A general situation covering
Illf\UY ~xa.nlpleR (Reillharrlt rlomains~ symmetrie domains, etc.) is as folIows: Let
/\p bc a cOIupactly elnbedded (i.e' f compact ) Lie group, and let /{u = KlKU be
the synnnetric space uuder an involution (7. Then the complexification K~ has a
canllOlliacal Hardy space H 2( /{u) associated with an arbitrary polyhedral cone A
in a Cartan suhspace of kfT = k/k".

Thearelll : The lbeplitz C·-algebra 7(/(u) has an C·-filtration

K = 11 <1 12 <1 ... <1 Ir <J T

of lenp;t.h R = dirn A~ such t.hat Ik+ 1/ Ik in the direct sum of foliation C·-algebras
C*(/{/ l() (Krollecker type), where i< is a (not necessarily closed) subgroup of K
associaterl with any k-dilnensional face Ä of A.

Partial results have been obtained in new situations, for example for the Hardy
space

H 2 (SL(2, IR» = E ffi
discrete series representations

occllrrin~ in the Gelfand-Gindikin program, and in the in~nite dimensional setting
of ~Yllllnetric dOlllaills of Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
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Berichterstatter: Bernhard Neubüscr
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 15/1996

Darstellungstheorie endlicher Gruppen·
14.04. bis 20.04.1996 .

The meeting was organized by J. Alperin (Chicag9), B. Huppert (Mainz) and G.
Michler (Essen).

It was devoted to a broad survey of the major achievements.and new developments
in thc different areas of representation theory. The main part of the program was

. aseries of sixteen fifty minute lectures giving detailed overviews. The e~phasis

in these lectures ranged from reports on recent progress to surveys ~f an entire
area. There were a number of. exciting conjectures discussed. The great number
of connections between them was a strong feature of the expositions. The pro
gram also gave indications ~f where the most promising areas were to be found.
Another feature of tbe program was the number of relations with other branches
of mathematics including number theory, computational algebra, combinatorics,
algebraic groups, topology and the representation theory of algebras.

G. Robinson reported on his work with J. G. Thompson on Brauer's celebrated
k(B)-conjecture where k(B) denotes the number of characters in a block. They
have proved an important special case (except for finitely many primes) , one that
has been studied on its own for decades. This was a very surprising development!

E. Dade lectured on the famous conjectures counting characters in blocks which
bear his name and on his reduction program to redure these questions to simple
groups. A n~mber of other important conjectures are consequences of tbe Dade
conjectures including very old questions of Brauer. K. Uno gave a detailed survey
of work on these conjecture(in tbe case of simple groups, ci. very involved situa
tion. Some computation)il "miracles" suggest strongly that there are some basic
discoveries to be made in the structure of finite reductive groups to explain the
results. .



Broue lectured on his conjectured relation between blocks (with abelian defect
groups) and the tbeory of derived categories. Tbe work suggests that constructions
first found by Deligne and Lusztig for finite reductive groups have generalizations
to all finite groups and these in turn would give structural results to explain the
Dade conjectures in tbe abelian case. Malle lectured on tbe startling new results
on finite complex reflection groups and Hecke algebras which where motivated by
these ideas. Rickard explained the progress with derived categories. Linckehnann
followed this up with bis new results generalizing Rickard'8 ideas and brougbta)
the basic ideas of Puig on 80urce algebras and the theory of G-algebras into this"
area. Puig reported on recent ~asic work in the area of source algebras.

C. Bessenrodt reported on Kleshchev's dramatic progress on tbe representation
theory of tbe symmetrie groups leading up to the solution (in joint work with
B. Ford) of the Mullineux conjecture as well as her work with J. 01580n giving
a quite significant si~plification. Kleshchev's work includes sorne impressive new
combinatorial contruetions. Tbe symmetrie grOUp8 also appeared in a sho~t talk
by I. Kiming who exposited tbe ideas in number theory, including the use of
modular forms, which bas led to a complete solution of the very basic question
of the existence of p-blocks of defect zero in symmetricgroups.

A number of otber reports covered a number of areas. A survey lecture by B. Küls
hammer was devoted to the tbeory of integral representations and its connections
with number theory. C. Casolo lectured on several remarkable questions about
degrees of cornplex characters (the most basic data in representation theory),
their connections with solvable groups, and unexpected connections with questi-
ons about conjugacy class sizes. T. Keller discussed the recent progress in the
representation theory of solvable groups. Geck and Hiss covered the representa-
tion theory rnodulo I of the finite reductiv'e groups which involves a11 of block
theory, the theory of algebraic groups as weIl as extensive machinery from alge
braic groups. K. Erdmann discussed tbe interaction between the tbeory of group
representations and the representation theory of algebras. A new conjecture would
have immediate applications to a very old conjecture about the number of cba~\
racters. J. Carlson leetured on the eobomology of groups and his programs which"
allow some remarkable computations of projective resolutions and the eohomolgy
algebras mod p. H. Gollan described a new existence proof of tbe sporadie simple
group of Lyons. It uses a new algorithm by Cooperman-Finkelstein-York-Tselman
for constructing large permutation modules by means of powerful computers.

Tbe program was completed with shorter talks devoted to reports on recent work.
The participants universally feIt that tbe meetipg was both important and timely.
They look forward to future progress stimulated by the lectures and public and
private discussions.
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Abstraets of the talks

c. Dessenrodt: Representations of the symmetrie groups and related
groups

This was a survey on some recent progress in the modular representation theory
of the symmetrie group8 and related groups. The representation theory of the
symmetrie groups has seen significant new deve10pment in partieular in an im
pressive series of papers of A. Kleshchev. He has made important progress towards.
a modular branching theorem, Le. a description 01' the restrietion DllSn _ t for the
modular irreducible representations Dl (~) p--regular) of Sn in maracteristic p > 0
by the following results:

Theorem 1. soe(DlISn _ t ) ~ ED Dl\A ;;.:~
Agood -~."

Theorem 2. DllSn _ t is completely reducible if and ooly if all normal ~hodes of
;\ are good.

The combinatorial eoncept of good and normal Bodes introduced by hirn have
alrea.dy turned out to be of importance also in other contexts. Applying Theo
rem 1, Kleshchev reduced the long-standing Mullineux Conjecture describing th~

partition ;\P with D>' ® sgn ~ Dl
P

to a purely combinatorial conjecture. This
was then proved in a long technieal paper jointly with Ford, and recently another
short proof giving additional insights was found by Bessenrodt and 01880n. The
main combinatorial ingredients and the behaviour of the Mullineux map were also
described; this is currently exploited to obtain results on irreducible restrietions
of the modular representations of the alternating groups. In a paper of this ye
ar, Kleshchev now determines the multiplicities of all composition factors of the
form D).(j) in D).ISn-l by a combinatorial formula. In particular, this provides
an ilnproved lower bound for the dimensions dirn D>', for which so far only very
limited information is available.

R. Boltje: Virtual extensions of representations in the ease of coprime
action

Let G be a finite group which is acted upon by a finite group S of coprime
order and let GS be their semidirect product. It is weIl known that each S-stable
irreducible character of G can be extended to an irreducible character of GS.
We present a method, using canonical induction formulae, which allows to prove
virtual extendibility of S-stable G-representations of various kinds, as for example
projective modules, trivial source modules, linear source modules.
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M. Broue: Complex reflection groups

The following conjecture has been stated in 1988.

Let G be a finite group. Let l be a prime number, and let 0 := Zd(G] where
(a := exp(2i1rIICf).
Let B be a block (i.e., an indecomp08able two-sided ideal) of the group algebra
OG. Assume that B has an abelian defect group D, and let BD be the correspon- ..'
ding block of ONa(D). Then the derived bounded categories 1)6(B) and z>b(Bv ) a~
of, respectively, tbe algebras B and BD are equivalent. •

This conjecture has many aritbmetic coDsequences about character values, which
have~n (and still are) extensively studied. One of its co~sequencesis that there
must bei ä. perfect isometry between Band Bn. In the case of principal blocks,
this is now proved, among other case8,

• for all finite groups if l = 2 or 3 (Fong~Harris),

• for all finite reductive groups over Fq if l does not divide q (Broue-Malle
Michel),

.. for all sporadic simple groups (Rouquier).

~The work reported here (a joint work witb Gunter Malle and Raphael Rouquier)
is part of a general program to study the above conjecture in the case where G =
G(lFq ), a finite reductive group, and l does not divide q. In this case, assuming

for simplicity that B is the principal block, it can be shown that NG(D) is an
extension of a Levi subgroup L = L(IFq ) of G by a section Wt of tbe Weyl group W
of Gwhich has a natural complex faitbful representation as a group generated by
pseudo-reßections. In the case where Gis split over IFq and where II (q-l), then
Wt = W. Moreover, some of the Deligne-Lusztig varieties X(G, L; U) associated

with tbe pair (G, L) should playa key role in tbe desired derived equivalence. We
conjecture tbat tbere is'~ action of tbe braid group associated to Wt (see below) A\
on tbe l-aclic cohomology of X(G, L; U) via a "Hecke algebra" of Wt (a suitable,.
deformation of the group algebra of Wt ), and this action should provide a large
part of the derived equivalence. This leads naturally to studying the complex

reßection groups (groups generated by pseudo-reßections), specifically to extend
to thiR more general context known properties of WeyI or Coxeter groups - a
subprogram of the program mentioned above. This talk is the first part of a

series of two talks (the second one is delivered by G. Malle).

J. F. Carlson: Computing projective resolutions and cohomology rings

4
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We describe a computer program for the computation of minimal projective re
solutions of modules over the modular group algebras of finite zrgroups. Other
programs available compute chain maps from the cohomology elements. The com
positions of the cbain map8 give the cohomology (cup) products. For a group of
reasonable size, tbe programs can compute generators and relations for the coho
mology ring of tbe group with coefficients in the field with p elements. Presently
the mod-2 cohomology rings of the groups of order 64 are heing computed. Some
sampie calculations will be exhibited.. As currently set up tbe programs run in
the MAGMA environment, thougb it should not be too difficult to convert tbem
to other systems. -

Tbe system has also been used for part oe the calculation of the mod-2 oohomology
of the Higman-Sims group, HS. Tbe order of the Sylow 2-subgroup of ij~ is 512
and because of that it was only possible to compute seven steps in the pi'ojective
resolution. However certain of the relations among the generators in" the first
seven degrees could be derived frorn cpmputer calculations of the restrictions to
tbe centralizer of the maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroups.

c. Casolo: Clase lengths and character degrees

We give abrief survey of some aspects of the research on the arithmetical structure
of the lengtbs of conjugacy classes and of the degrees of irreducible characters in
finite groups. We restrict to two topics~ The u-p conjectures and the associated
graphs. .

For a broader picture, interested people are referred to B. Huppert '8 survey uRese·
arch in Representation Theory at Mainz (1984-1990)", Progress in Mathematics
series 95, Birkhäuser, Basel 1991. ·;-t.

H G is a finite group, we write lr(G) for the set of all primes dividing IGI. If X
is an irreducible complex character of C, we denote by O'(X) the set of all prime
divisors of X(I), tbe degree of x. Similarly, for 9 E C, we denote by (7G(g) the set
of alt prime divisors of IG : CG(g)l, the length of the conjugacy class 9G • Then
we define

q(G) = max {lu(x)1} , p(G) = U u(x) ,
xEIrr{G) xEIrr(G)

u*(G) = max{IO'G(g)1} , and p*(G) = LI O'G(g) .
gEG gEG

By the Ito-Michler Theorem,. p(G) is precisely tbe set of a.ll primes p in 11'(G) such
that G does not have anormal abelian Sylow p-subgroup. On the other hand, it
is an elementary fact that p·(G) = 1r(C/Z(G».

5



The so called lT-p conjectures were proposed some years ago by B. Huppert. The
original conjecture concerns characters and states that Ip(G) I :5 2u(G) for every
soluble group G. If correct, this bound would be optimal.

Theorem 1. Ip(G)I:S; 2u(G) holds i/ u(G) = 1 (0. Manz) or i/ u(G) = 2 and
Gissoluble (D. Gluck).

Theorem 2. a) Ip(G) I :5 3u(G) + 2 if Gissoluble (Manz & Wolf; Gluck). _

b) Ip(G)1 ~ 5u(G) + c for all finite groUp8 G and a computable constant c (Dolfi .~
and Casolo).

c) Ip(G)1 ~ 3u(G) ifG is nonabelian and simple,(Alvis & Barry; Manz, Staszew
ski & Willems).

For conjugacy classes, it ia proved that Ip*(G)1 :s; 2u*(G) when u*(G) = 1 (Chillag
& Herzog), u*(G) = 2 (Casolo; Mann; P. Ferguson), and G is soluble and u*(G) ==
3 (Casolo). Also, the inequality 11I"(G')I < 20'*(G) holds for any finite group G,
whence in particular Ip*(G)1 < 2u*{G) if G is aperfect group. However, tbe factor
2 is not correct in g~neral:

Lemma 3. (Dolfi & Casolo) I/G is metanilpotent then Ip*(G)1 ~ 3u*(G). Mo
reover, there exists a family {Gn } 0/ supersolvable metabelian groups such thai
li Ipe(Gnll 3
n~ O'e(G) = .

Thus we conjecture that
Ip*(G)1 ~ 3u·(G)

for all. fini te graups G.

Theorem 4. a) Ip*(G)1 :5 4u*(G)+ 1 i/G is a soluble group (P. Ferguson; Dolfi
& Casolo; Z. Yiping).

b) Ip·(G)1 ~ 5u·(G) + 1 fOT all finite groups G (Dolfi & Casolo). e,
E.C. Dade: On Dade's conjectures

We're going to explain tbe extended version of the conjectures studied in my
paper

[CCB2] Counting Characters in Blocks, II. ereIle 448 (1994), 97 - 190.

As in that paper, we fix a loeal prineipal ideal domain 9t with unique maximal
ideal '+l = J(9t). We assume that the field of fractions ;J of ~ has eharacteristic
zero, and that the residue class field ~ = 9t/'lJ has prime characteristic p. The
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finite group G in that paper is now embedded. a.s anormal subgroup in another
finite group E. We fix an epimorphism e o{ E onto a third finite group F such
that G is the kernel of e. Thus we fix an exact sequence

1-+G4E~F---+l (1)

of finite graups. The totally split twisted. group algebra 21 of G over a-.in [CCB2,
7.1) now becomes a totally split twisted group algebra of E over j.

Let C be any p-chain of G. The normalizer NB(C) of C in E inter8ects G in tbe
normalizer Na(C) of C in G. We call the image NF(C) =e(NE(C») ofNE(C) the
normalizer of C in F. Then the exact sequence (1) restricts to an exact sequence

(2)

of finite groups. We ca.n use the homomorphism e: NE(C) -+ F to t~ the
restrietion 2l[NE(C») of 21 to NE(C) ioto an F-graded ~-algebra with the p
component

21[NE (C»)p = E 21(1

(1ENs(C)
e(O')=p

for any p E F. Of course this p-component is non-zero if and ooly if p lies in
NF(C), a fact we express by saying that NF(C) is the support of the F-graded
~-algebra2l[NE(C»).

The identity component in the above F-gl'ading is the subalgebra

2l[NE(C)hF = 21[Na(C)]

of 2l[NE(C»). The centralizer of 2t{Na(C)J in 2![NE (C)] is just the fixed subal
gebra 2l[NE (C)]No(C) of Na(C) nnder oonjugation in the twisted group algebra
21[NE (C)] of NE{C) over ij. It is an F-graded ii-subalgebra of 21[NE(C»), having
its idcntity component .

a.s a ccntral subalgebra. Because 2l[Na (C») is a split, semi-si~plealgebra ·of finite
dimension over ~, its center is the direct SUffi

Z(21[Na (C»)) = E a-l~
tl»ElrT(g(No(C»))

of copies of ij. Here Irr(21[Na(C»)) is the set of all irreducible ~-characters 4> of
2l[Na(C)], and Itl» is the primitive idempotent of Z(21[Na (C)]) corresponding to
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any such 4>. It follows that 21[NE (C)]Na(C) is the direct sum

2t[NE(C)]NG(C) = E 21(C,4»
ePeIrr(~a(C»))

(3a)

,-
(3b)e

of F-graded ~-subalgebras

21(C,4» = 21[NE(C)]NG(C)l~

for t/J E Irr(21[Na (Cl))·

Tbe group NE(C) acts on the set Irr(!X[Na(C») by conjugation in the twisted
gtoup algebra 21. Its normalsubgroup Na(C) fixes each t/J E Irr(21fNa(C»)). Hence
the stabilizer NE(C, <p) of 4> in NE(C) has Na(C) as a nonnal subgroup. We denote
by NF(C,4» the image e(NE(C,t/J») of NE(C,t!» in NF(C), Then (2) restricta to
an exact sequence

(4)

for each 4> E Irr(21[Na (C)]). We know from [CCB2, §11] that that the summand
21(C,4» in "(3a) ia a totally split twisted subgroup algebra of F over a- with the
"stabilizer" NF(C,4» as its support. This means that the p-component 21(C,4»p
is zero for p E F - NF(C, 4», and that the restriction of (e,4» is a totally split
twisted group algebra of NF(C, 4» over a-.
Now we fix a p-block B of the restrietion 21[G] of 21 to a twisted group algebra
of G over ~. We also fix a non-negative integer d. We denote by ChIrr(B, d) the
family of aB ordered pairs (C, 4», where C is a Jrchain of G and 4> is an irreducible
~-character of 21[NG (C)] such that the defect d(4)) of cl> is equal to d and the p
block B(<jJ) of 21[NG (C)] containing 4> induces the p-block B of 2l[G). The group
C" then acts on the set Chlrr(B, d) by conjugation, with any T E G sending any
(C, 4»" E Chlrr(B, d) to the pair (C, <I»T = (CT, <f>T) E ChIrr(B, d). •

We define an equivalence relation l:::j on th~ pairs in ChIrr(B I d) so that two sude
pairs (C, cf» and (C', 4l) are equivalent if and"only if there is some isomorphism
of 2l(C, </» onto 21(C' , 4/) a.s F -graded 3-algebras. This happens if and only if
NF(C,c/» and NF(C',fjl) are the same subgroup I of Fand the restrictions of
21(C, <jJ) and 2t(C' , <11) to I are isomorphie twisted group algebras of lover J. It
is easy to see that this equivalence relation is weaker than G-conjugation, in the
sense that

(5)

for any (C, </» E ChIrr( B, d) and T E G. If I is any equivalence class for ~
and C is any p-chain of G, then k(C,I) will denote the number of characters
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4J E Irr(21[NG(C)]) such that (C,t/» belongs to I ~ Chlrr(B,d). It follows from
(5) that k(C,I) depends only on tbe G-conjugacy class of C. Furthermore, it is
easy to see that k(C,I) depends only on the normalizer NE(C) af"e in E. So
[CCB2, 2.10] implies that the altemating SUID

E (-1)IC1k(C,Z)
CEF/G

(6)

is independent of tbe moice of F among the families 1'(GIOp(G», E(GIOp(G»
and X(G) of p-chains of G, aB defined in [CCB2', §1]. Here F/G ia any fainily of
representatives for the G-ronjugacy classes in F, and ICI ia tbe length n of the
p-chain C: Po = Op(G) < PI < ... < Pn. The extended projective form of the
conjecture in (CCB2] can now be stated as -.-r'~";.

Conjecture 7 IIOp(G) = 1 and the block B has delut d(B) > 0," then the
altemating sum (6) tJanishes for any equitJalence class Z in Chhr(B, cl) ..

K. Erdmann: Methods fro~ algebras in modular representation theory

(I) The stable Auslander-Reiten quiver r .(A) of a finite-dimensional algebra A
ia an important bomological invariant. We are interested in the case when A ia a
block B of some group algebra.

Suppose tbe defect groups of Bare cyclic or dihedral, semidihedral, quaternion
(that is, B is of finite or tarne type) ..Then classification problems are solved by the
following strategy. First one determines the graph structure of r. (B). Then one
classjfies all basic algebras A with r.(A) ~ r.(B), subject to suitable regularity
conditions. One obt~ns a list which contains the possible basic algebras': for B.

A hard unsolved problem is the classification of indecomposable modules for the
quaternion group algebras over characteristic 2.

All other blocks are of wild type. It has been proved:
Theorem B is 0/ wild type ij and only if r.(B) has only components of the
form ZAoo or ZAoo/(Tk

}, and ZAoo-components occur.

Suppose B ia of wild type. It is not known how to recover properties of B from
r.(B) for B of wild type. For M indecomposable, define the quasi-Iength ql(M)
of M, to be the row number of M in its component. Answers to the following
questions would be interesting=

If S ;n B is simple, is theIi 91(S) = 1; equivalently, ia the heart of the projective
P(S) indecomposable? Tbere are partial results by S. Kawata (see this meeting).

Is. the number of simple modules in B related to properties of r.(B)? Results
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on hereditary algebras suggest that the quasi-length qI(M) of modules M with
End(M) = K} migbt be bounded by l(B).

The maximal rank of tubes, i.e. tbe maximal period of periodic modules of B, is
not known; although it is known that there is an upper bound in terms of the
cohomolQgy ring.

(11) Quasi-hereditary algebras were introduced to study highest weight modules, _
as they occur in tbe theory of semi-simple Lie algebras and algebraic groups, in '.
tbe context of finite-dimensional algebras. This enabled one to use methods hased
on finite global dimension; an important result is the discov~ry of distinguished
(generalized) tilting modules which have various applications. These methods and
resu1ts can be used for representations of symmetrie groups, via Schur algebras.
In partieular there is new insight into decomposition numbers and dimensions
of simple modules. Quasi-hereditary algebras also occur in the rontext of other
families of finite groups. For example, let M = ffii>okG/ Ji where J is tbe radical
of the group algebra kG; then the endomorphism-ring of M is quasi-hereditary.
For the case when kG is.local, some work has been done hut not in general.

P. Fleischmann: Finite locally semiregular groups

Let p be a prime. A finite group will be called p'-semiregular if it has a linear
representation such that each ]/-element acts without any fixed points. In joint
work with W. Lempken and P.H. Tiep we classified all finite p'-semiregular groups;
thus generalizing a classical result of Zassenhaus on semiregular groups. I will talk
on tbis result and its applications in the theory of finite permuation groups, where
it can be used to classify all primitive groups such that any two point stabilizer
Ga.b is a p-group. In the meantime we also finished the classification of all these
primitive permutation groups G. The p'-semiregular groups, which oecur if G
bas abelian socle, also appear in investigations of the multiplicative structure of
Galois extensions of fields. This has been pointed out by R. Guralnick and R. ~.
Wiegand, who also obtained the classification of p'-semiregular groups (up to a~
certain case whieh is missing in their paper).

M. Geck: Character sheaves and I-modular Brauer characters

Tbe aim of the talk is twofold:

1) To summarize some basic implications of Lusztig's theory of character sheaves
and Shoji's proof of Lusztig's eonjeeture on eharacter sheaves to the ordinary
character theory of finite groups of Lie type. (The point being to do this in a
way as elementary as possible, by avoiding .the original geometrie language and
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....

formulating tbe results in terms of almost characters and twisted induction).

2) To apply these results to the problem of finding basic sets of I-modular Brauer
characters, especially in tbe case where I is a bad prime. (All of the above is joint
work with G. Hiß, Heidelberg)

H .. GoUan: CODstruction of Lyons' simple group

In this lecture we describe a method by Cooperman, Finkelst~, Tselman, and
Vork for the construction of permutation representations from matrix represen
tations. Their algorithm was first tested with the sporadie group of R.. Lyons to
produce a permutation representation of degree 9606125 from a matrix repre
sentation of dimension 111 over the field GF(5)", These permutations ·h~ve been
used in my Habilitationsschrift to give an independent existence proof for Lyons'
simpl~ group, and to produce a new presentation for it. All the relatioris in the
2 generators are. presen.ted in the lecture together with an outline of the proof.
This new existence proof is independent of the previous, but unpublished work
of C. Sims.

D .. J .. Green: The spectrum of the ehern subring

Uoint with I.J. Leary) The mod-p cohomology ring of a finite group G can be
studied using tbe methods of commutative algebra. Quillen described the prime
ideal spectrum of the cohomology ring as a colimit over a category of elementary
abelian p-subgroups of G. We study the ehern subring, a large subring of the
coho.mology ring whieh is constructed using the representation theory of G. After
giving examples where the cohomology ring and the Chern subring have:aifferent
spectra, we obtain a description of the spectrum of the ehern snbring as a colimit
over a larger category of elementary abelians.

There is a common generalization of these colimit theorems which holds for many
large subrings of tbe cohomology ring. Tbis in turn gives rise to a tower of natural
subrings of the cohomology ring, which seems to be related to the generalized
char::,.cter theory of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel.

J .. A. Green: Quantum shuffle algebras

G. Lusztig, in his book "Introduction to quantum 6IOUPS", constructs the quan
tUITt group U2(g) corresponding to a simple Lie algebra 9 (over a field k of cha
racteristic zero), by first making a k(q)-algebra f (q is an indeterminate) which
can be regarded as a quantization of U(n-), wh~e 9 = n- m1] ffi n+ is the usual
"triangular" decompos~tionof g.
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By a trivial change of Lustzig's construction, f is presented as a subalgebra of a
"quantized shuffle algebra" S; this latter specializes at q ~ 1 to R. Ree's shuffie
algebra (1958). Multiplication in S can be given quite explicitely, and provides a
useful way of calculating in [.

MO' Herzog: Products of conjugacy classe8 in the group8 PSL(n, F)

Let G be a (non-abelian) simple group, finite or infinite. We define cn(G) = r if _
r is tbe l~t integer satisfying e" = G for all nontrivial conjugacy classe8 C of .;
G. Such r exists for all finite simple groUp8. J. Thompson conjectured that ea.ch
simple group G contains at least one conjugacy class C satisfying: C 2 = G. This
conjecture implies Ore's conjecture asserting that eachelement of a simple group
ja acommutator.

We shall coDsider G = PSL(n, F), F any field. A matrix T E GL(n, F) ia called
cyclic ii the Jordan form of T over the aJgebraic closure of F has a unique block
corre8ponding to each eigenvalue of T. A conjugacy class of PSL(n, F) ia cyclic if
it contains an image of a cyclic matrix in SL(n, F).

Theorem 1 Let G = PSL(n, F), n ~ 3, F any field and Cb C2 , C3 cyclic conju
gacy classes of G. Then: 01C20 3 ;::: G - {I}.

Theorem 2 Let G = PSL(n, F), n ~ 2, F is algebraically closed, CI, C2 are any
conjugacy classes of G. Then CIC2 = G<=> C2 = Cl 1 and Cl, C2 are cyclic.

Theorem 3 Let G = PSL(2, F), F is algebraically closed and C any nontrivial
conjugacy class of G. Then: C2 = G. In particular cn(G) = 2.

Theore.m 4 All simple PSL(n, F), F any field, satisfy the Thompson conjecture.

Theorem 5 Let G = PSL(n, F), n ~ 4 and F any field, satisfy 1Ft ~ 4. Then:
cn(G) = n. These results were obtained by my' Ph.D. student Arie Lev.

G. Hiß: Decomposition numbers and blocks of finite groups of Lie type

In this talk I give a survey on sorne new results on decomposition numbers oC_
classical groups. Furthermore, I shall report on the theory of blocks of finite
groups of Lie type in non-defining characteristics.

The talk centers around Harish-Chandra philosophy. First of all I shall present
a theorem of Geck, Malle, and myself on the classification of the irreducible
representations of a finite group of Lie type in non-defining characteristic. This
is a theorem of l-Harish-Chandra theory.

Next the d-Harish-Chandra theory of B~oue, Malle, and Michel is sketched, 'and
their main theorem on the distribution of the ordinary characters ioto blocks is
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described.

Then I shall talk about the new results of Gru"ber and myself on the computation
of decomposition matrices of classical groups in the case of so-called lin~ar primes.
Finally, I shall sketch tbe definition of the new q-Schur algebras of type Band D,
which played a crucial role in the determination of these decomposition matrices.

Finally, if time. allows, I shall report on the algorithm of Lascoux, Leclerc, and
Thibon for tbe determination of decomposition numbers of q-Schur algebras at
foots of unity and the connection of this theory to groUp8 of,Lie type.

s. Kawata: On the Auslander-Reiten components and simple moetules
for finite group a1gebras

Let G be a finite group, k a field of characteristic p > 0 and Ba block ofthe group
algebra leG. Erdmann sbowed that if B is a wild block, then a1l AR-components
of the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of B have tree class Ace,. Here we ask where
simple modules lie in the AR-component with tree dass Ace, and we consider what
happens when same simple module does not lie at the end.

1. Let A be a symmetrie algebra and e an AR-component containing a simple
module. Suppose that the tree class of e is Aoo and some simple module does
not lie at the end of 8. Then for some simple A-modules 5, Tl, T2 , ••• ,Tn , the
projective covers Pi of n are uniserial and their composition factors, from the top,
are given: ~,Ti-17· .. ,Tl' 5, Tn , Tn - h · .. ,Ti. In particular the Cartan matrix for
A is as folIows:

2 1 1 0 0

1 2

1 1 0e 2 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0

*
0 0

2. For a wild block B of kG, under the following condition (2.1) or (2.2), all simple
modules in B lie at the end.

(2.1) G is p-solvable and k is algebraically closed.
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(2.2) G has a non-trivial normal ~subgroup and k is algebraieally elosed.

T. M. Keller: The derived length and the number of irr~ducible cha
racter degrees in solvable groups

Let G be a finite solvable group, dl(G) the derived length of G and cd(G) the set
of all irreducible complex character degrees of G. We are interested in bounding
dl(G) in terms of Icd(G)I. The first result 00 this problem was obtained by K.
Taketa in 1930, who proved

dl(G) ~ Icd(G)I
for mooomial groups. G. Seitz conjectured that this bound also holds for arbitrary
sOlvable groups. T.R. Berger estahlished this conjecture for groUp8 of odd order.
D. Gluck proved that dl(G) $ 2Icd(G)1 for all80lvable groups. We discuss these
bounds for small values of dl(G) = Icd(G)I. Such groups G are ooly known for
dl(G) ~ 5. Furthermore we ask whether a linear bound is asymptotically best
possible. For p groups, a logarithmic bound seems more probable, as recent results
of B. Huppert, I.M. Isaacs and A. Previtali on Sylow subgroups of linear groups
indicate. However, one is far away from being ahle to improve Taketa's result for
p-groups in general. So to attack the linear bouod, it makes sense to regard elasses
of groups where tbe p-group problems do not oecur. If G is a solvable group such
that all its Sylow subgroups are abelian, and its d}(G) ~ 16, then

log led(G)1
dl(G) :5 Blog log Icd(G)1 + 5.

I. Kiming: Arithmetic of some partition problems

Let p be an odd prime and let n be a natural number. Let Sn be tbe symmetrie
group of degree n and denote by Sn a double cover of Sn.

We give elementary proofs of the following two theorems.

Theorem 1: (Granville-Ono). If p ~ 5, then for all n E N, Sn has a faithfull,
irreducible character of p-defect o.

Theorem 2: (Erdmann-Michler for p = 7, Kiming for p ~ 11). If p ~ 7, then for
all n E N, Sn bas a faithfull, irreducible character of p-defeet O.

Denote by tp(n) and sp(n) respectively tbe number of "p-core partitions" of n and
tbe number of "jj-core partitions" (in the sense of J. B. Olsson) of n respectively~
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"Then theörem 1 ja equivalent to the statement that t p ( n) > 0 for p ~ 5, n E N~

Similarly theorem 2 is equivalent to the statement that sp(n) > 0 for p ;:: 7,
n E N. By work of Garvan, Kim and Stanton, one knows that tp(n) equals the
number of integral 801utions to:

and
p-l

LXi=O.
i=O

By 0188On's theory, one has that sp(n) equals the number of integral 8Olutions to:

Our proofs of the above theorems for p ~ 11 consist In proving .the existence
of 8Olutions (for each n e N) to the above equations. At the heart of the proo!
stands in hoth cases an application of Gauss'· theorem on the representation of
integers as sums of 3 squares.

We also consider for a fixed p the asymptotics of the numbers tp(n) and sp(n).
Usin@" modular forms, it is only an exercise to find an asymptotic fonnula for tp(n).
The case of sp(n) is somewhat more complicated. Again using modular forms (and
in particular the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture, proved by Deligne) we have
obtained asymptotic formula.e for sp(n)-in the cases: (p == 1 (4) and p ~ 13).

Suppose for example that p == 5 (8), p ~ 13. Put k := ~, and let X denote the
Dirichlet character belonging to Q(R), so that X(x) = (~1)S;l for odd x E Z.
Then if n E N and we write N := 4n + (p- 1

nP-2) = "'m, where p tm, we have for
all t: > 0 :

sp(n) = (-I)tyl. '2k . _2_. N lc - 1 • LX(d)d1- lc + O(n~+~) .
B lc ,x pk - 1 dlme Here B.,)( is the k'th Bernoulli number belonging to the character x.

B. Külshammer: Some recent results in integral representation theory

This survey talk will be mainly concerned with the following topics:

I. Realizing finite group representations over rings of algebraic integers.
11. Galois-stability of lattices.

I concentrate on results by G. Cliff, G.-M. Cram, O. Neiße, J. Ritter and A. Weiss.
The following questions will be addressed, for a finite group G and an irreducible
character X of G.
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1. Suppose that X is afforded by a representation G ~ GL(n, K), for an algebraic
number field K. Js X also afforded by a matrix representation G -+ GL(n, ()K )

where OK is the ring of integers in K.

2. Is X always afforded by a representation G -., GL(n, ZrC,]) where t := exp(G)
and Cf = e2'Jri/t.

3. Over which cyclotomic fields and rings can X be realized?

4. Let V be an ab80lutely irreducible FG-module affording X where F is a Ga.lois tI'
extension of K := Q(X). Then r := Gal(FIK) acts on the set of isomorphism -
classeB of O.FG lattices on V. Is there a. r-stable isomorphism class?

In sorne cases answers are known for solvable groups only.

M. Linckelmann: Splendid equivalences for non principal blocks

Jeremy Rickard developped the notion of a splendid derived equivalence for which
he then proved that at least for principal p-blocks of finite groups with same Ir
local structure such an equivalence induces derived equivalences at alliocalleveis
of the considered blocks and shows in particular, that the blocks are isotypic. We
slightly modify Rickard's definition of a splendid derived equivalence in order to
prove the analogous results for arbitrary blocks with a comnion defect group and
same Jr local structure.

G. Malle: Complex reflection groups aod cyclotomic Hecke algebras

Let W ~ GL(V), V = Cn
, be a finite complex reßection group. In this lecture

we presented recent results on the structure of the associated generic cyclotoIDic
Hecke algebra ll(W,g). Let M = V - U H be the complement of the set A of

HeA
reflecting hyperplanes of Wand B(W) = R1(M/W, xo) be tbe fundamental group
of the space of regular orbits, the braid group associated to W. For H E A/W
let U#:1> ... ,UH'.H b~~nd::.terminant8, where eH = ICw(H)I, and u = (UH..IH Ee'
AIW,t). Let fH(X) .- nä=l(X - UH.ä).

Then the cyclotomic Hecke algebra 1l(W, u) is the quotient of Z{u, u-1 } B(W)
modulo the ideal generated by the IH,(8) for all generators of the monodromy
around the H E A.

By a result of Broue, Rouquier and the author, this gives tbe same object as
previous definitions starting from generalised Coxeter diagrams, up to finitely
many possible exceptions. It is known that 1l(W, u) is a free Z{u,u-1}-module
of rank (W), hence isomorphie to the group algebra of W over U(u) by Tits'
deformation theorem, in almost all cases.
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By a result of Brenche and the author 11.(W, u) carries a canonical symmetrizing
foml, up to finitely ma.ny possible exceptions. In the talk we stated a conjecture
as to what the relative degrees associated to this form should be. This is kn~wn to
be true for small cases. Tbe relative degrees, as conjectured have tbe correct spe
cialization to character degrees in blocks of finite groups of Lie type, as predicted
by the conjectures of Broue a.nd the author.

Finally it was stated that a certain standard speclalization of tbe relative degrees
leads to a set of polynomials which can be extended to a set e(W) of s<rcalled
unipotent degrees for W (in tbe case tbat W is imprimitive· and generated by
n = dim V reflections). These degr~ share many combinatorial properties with
the sets of degrees of unipotent charaders of finite groups of Lie type.

G. Pazdenki: On groups all of whose charaden are quasi-primitive

An ~rreducible character X of a finite group G is sa.id to be quasi-primitive if its
restrietion XN to any normal subgroup N of G deoomposes bomogeniously, i.e. if
XN is a multiple of a certain irreducible character of N. In case tbat every irredu
cible character of G is quasi-primitive we will call G quasi-primitive. Obviously
each abelian group is quasi-primitive, and it is known (see Isaacs, I.M.: Character
theory of finite groups, p.96) that a quasi-primitive solvable group necessarily is
abelian. In this talk a complete characterization of all quasi-primitive groups is
presented. It says that quasi-primitive groups are exactly the direct products with
amalgamated centers of quasi-simple groups. This result uses the classification of
finite simple groups.

Furtheron two generalizations of quasi-primitivity are considered. The first one
relates to groups for wbich the restrietion of irreducible characters: merely to
characteristic subgroups decornposes homogeniously, the second one relates to
groups which have on tbe conjugacy classes and on the irreducible characters of
any normal subgroup similar permutation representations. Tbis is joint work with
Rene Bartseh.

L. Puig: Source algebras of blocks from the source a1gebras of their
splitting extensions

It is well-known that, when studying a block b of a finite group G over aperfeet
field k of characteristie p, the inertial quotient I = NG(P, e)/ PCa(P) of a maxi
mal Brauer pair (P, e) associated with b ia not necessarily a p-group. Precisely, if
we assume that b is absolutely primitive in Z(kG) (i.e. Z(kGb)/J(Z(kGb» = k)
and set k = Z(kCG(P)e)/J(Z(kCa(P)e», the Sylow p-subgroups of Gal(k/k)
and I are isomorphie. In my talk I will show that a source algebra of bis a cros-
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sed product of a source algebra. of a block bin kGb and a suitable k·-extension of
this inertial quotient I, over the corresponding central k·-extension of the inertial
quotient of a maximal Brauer pair (p, e) associated with b. I will apply it to the
case where b is a nilpotent block.

J. Rickard: Derived categories and applications to group representation
theory

Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K of charac- 411
teristic ze~ and residue field k of characteristic p > o. For a block algebra OA
oe a finite group, we denote by kA the corresponding block algebra over k. For
R = 0 or k, we denote by D6(RA) the derived category of bounded complexes
of finitely generated RA-modules.

Some time ago, we proved thai for block algebras RA an~ RB finite groups G and
H, tbe derived categories D6(RA) and D6(R"B) are equivalent (as triangulated
categories) if and only if there is a bounded complex X of finitely generated RA
RB-bimodules, projective over RA and over RB, such that X fg}RB X· ~ RA and
X· ®RA X ~ RB in the derived categories of RA-bimodules and RB-bimodules.
X is then called a "tilting complex". Such equivalences are conjectured by Broue
to be very COuunOD. For example:

Conjecture (Broue): H G is a finite group with abelian Sylow p-subgroup P,
then the principal blocks of OG and ONG(P) have equivalent categories.

Many phenomena observed in the evidence for this conjecture remained unex
plained by simply an equivalence of derived categories. This led us to make the
following definitions which applies in the case where G, H have a common Sylow
p-subgroup P:

Definition: A tilting complex X for block algebras RA (of RG) and RB (of RH)
is called splendid if X ®RB X· ~ RA and X· ®RA'X ~ RB is the appropriate
chain homotopy categorie8, of complexes of bimodules, and the terms of X are •
(when regarded as R[G x H]-modules) direct summands of permutation modules _~
that are induced from subgroups of 6.P = {(1r,1T) E G x H : 1T E P}. We
call the equivalence of derived categories induced by such a complex a splendid
equivalence.

Evidence suggests that it is reasonable to hope that tbe equivalences predicted by
Broue's conjecture should be splendid. The definition also has good consequences,
as described in the following theorems:

Theorem: In tbe context of Broue's conjecture, if there is a splendid equivalence
between tbe principal blocks of kG and kNa(P), then for every Q ~ P there is
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a splendid equivalence between the principal blocks of keG (Q) and k[eG (Q) n
NG{P»).

Theorem: If there is a splendid equivalence between blocks kA and leB, then
there is a splendid equivalence between OA and OB.

Together these theorems give a stroctural explanation of a phenomenon at the
level of characters, called an "isotopy" by Broue, that bas been observed in nu
mer(;UB examples.

G. R. Robinson: On Braue~8 k( B)-problem for p-8olvable groups

Brauer asked whether it ia tbe case that when B is a block with defect group
D of a finite group, then Ie(ß) ~ IDI ( k(B) denotes the number'i9f ordinary
irreducible characters in B). In the general case, Br~uer and Feit (1958) proved
that k(B) :S ~IDI2 + 1, abound which has resisted significant impro~ment.

In 1962, H. Nagao (using results of P. Fong) established that to prove the k(B)
conjecture for p-blocks of p-solvable groups, it suffices to prove tbe "k(GV)
conj~ture": if G is a finite p'-group, and V js a faithful irreducible GF(p)G
mod-Jle, then k(G) ~ lVI. This problem has been extensively studied. Between
1980 and 1984, R. Knörr introduced powerful new ideas, which were sufficient, for
example, to establish the truth of the k(GV)-conjecture when G is supersolvable,
or IG' is odd (the latter case was done independently by D. Gluck, making use of
Knörr's methods). In 1990, R. Knörr showed that the conjecture ia correct if the
re is some v E V such that Resgo(v)(V) is a permutation module (for any given
GV). In 1993, R. Gow showed that the conjectured inequality holds if V ~ V·
as GF(p)G-module. ,c.

In 1995, J.G. Thompson and I proved the following theorem, which establish tbe
k(GV)-conjecture for p sufficiently large:

Theorem 1: Let G, V be as above. Suppose that there is a vector v E V such
that Resgo(V)(V) has a faithful self-dual submodule. Then k(GV) ~ (VI.

Theorem 2: Let G, V be as above, and suppose that p > 530• Then there is
a vector v E V such that Resgo(v)(V) has a faithful permutation module as a
summand. In particular, k(GV) $ lVI.
The proof of Theorem 2 relies on a result of M. Liebeck, which as3erts that if G, V
are as above, and E(G) is quasi-simple with F(G) = Z(G), tbe~ if p > 530i G
has a regular orbit on V, unless E(G) ~ Am where dim(V) = m - 1 and m < p.
This improves an earlier result of Hall, Liebeck and Seitz.

As to improving the bounds, a student of Liebeck (Dorninic Goodwin) has made
significant progress in reducing the 530 bound to 56. Another case which needs to
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be considered (after Clifford theoretic reductions) is when Oq(G) is of symplectic
type for some prime q. It can then be shown that a vector with the necessary
properties exists if p > 6875. These techniques also yield:

Theorem 3: Suppose that G ia a finite solvable group, p > 751 is a prime, and
B is a ~block of G. Then k(B) :$ IDI, where D ia a defect group for B.

B. Srinivasan: Green polynomials of symplectic group8

This taJk is based on joint work with T. Shoji. Let G be a connected reductive •
group de6ned over 1'" F : G -+ G a Frobenius morphism and G = G a finite
group of Lie type. Let Tl C BI be an F -stahle maximal torus and Borel subgroup
respectively, and W = NG(TI)/TI the Weyl group. Then

representations for the maximal tori of G can be written as {Twl w a representa
tive of.an F-conjugacy clus of W}. For each Tw we have a Green function Q~w

on the unipotent elements of G. The values Q~w (u) form apart oI the character
table of G (u E G).

Let u E G. Hy a theorem of Springer we have a representation of W on H;(Bu,QI)
where Bu is the variety of alt Borel subgroups of G containing u. Then we can
write

Q~w(u) = E(-l)iTr(wF, H;(Bu », at least for goodp = char lFq •

i

Also A(U) = CG(u)/c&(u) acts on Bu , so we can talk of (H;(Bu))cP where
<P E A(;). Now let G = Sp(2n,'lFq ), G = Sp(2n, Fq ). Then W = W' D, where
D <;] W, W' ~ Sn. Let 1f' : W ~ W' be the natural map. We define a map
f : {Unipotent classes ofSp(2n, F2 } -. {Unipotent classes ofGL(n, lFq )}. Then
fix W1 E W', and consider 1l"-l(W1). We would like to compare

I ~I E (~»(q)
WE",-l(Wa)

where - means arranging over G-conjugacy classes contained in the G-coujugacy
class of u, and

This means that we compare

H2i(B7(~» with H4i(B~P)PaB w' = Sn-modules.

(i.e. the part of H4i(B~P) which is fixed by D and where A(u) acts by 1, the trivial
character).
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We show the existence of tbe commutative diagram

and show q is injective.

An upshot ia that (1) = (2) + eiTor term. The error term ia 0 for certain classes
(u), e.g. where U ia p~ametrized. by a partition of 2n with·al1 parts even.•

Hi(BGL) ~

4>J.
H2i(B(lc~) ~

Hi(BSP)D

.l.<P
H4i(B~P)f

J. Thevenaz: The Dade group of a p group
..... ~."...-

Let k be an algebraically closed field of roaracteristic p and.let ~:be a finite
p-group. The Da.de group D(P) of P is an equivariant version of "the Brauer
group of a field. It is an abelian group made of equivalence classes of simple P
algebras over k having a P-invariant basis. Many important invarian.ts in modular
repr~ntationtheory lie in D(P) (e.g. sources of simple modules, block invariants.
etc.). The structure of D(P) is only known if P is ahelian (Dade, 1978).

It was proved 15 years aga by Puig that D(P} is finit~y generated hut, until
recently, DO significant progress was made about its structure. There are now
some results about the torsion-free rank of D(P).

A suitable suhgroup T(P) of D(P) plays a crucial role. In particular Q0 D{P)
embeds in the product of the groups Q ® T(Np(Q/Q), where Q ~ns over· all
5ubgroups of P up to conjugation. r-r.::

Th~()rem 1 (Alperin, 1995): Let X be the poset of elementary abelian subgroups
of P of rank 2:: 2. Then dim{Q ® r(p)} is the number of conjugacy classes of
connected components of X.

Note that the connected components of X can be described explicitly. Alperin'5
proof uses relative syzygies and I have a. proof using tensor indudion.

Theorem 2: dim(Q® D{P» $ Edim(Q®T(Np(Q)/Q» where Q runs over all
Q

subgroups of P up to conjugation.

Equality is e~pected to hold, at least in most cases. Another open problem is
the description of the torsion subgroup of D(P). It is expected to be a 2-torsion
group.

A. Turull: Character quotients for coprime acting groups

Let A be a finite group acting on the finite group G with (lAI, IGI) = 1. Let P be
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tbe semidirect product of A and G. Let X be an irreducbile character of r whose
restrietion to G is irreducible. Let C(A) be the set of all restrietions of X to A where
X runs over all those that arise with G a direct product of extraspeci:\l groups. In
a paper of the author and B. Hartley we proved tbat Res~(X)EC(;\) as soon as
the simple sections of G satisfy some condition of the Green functiolls of groups
of Lie type. Here we prove that the function Q(X) : S ~ C Q(X)(s) = 1~1!»)1 is

also an element of C(A) under the same hypotheses.

K. Uno: List of the cases where some form of Dade's conjecture has
already been verißed

1. SIMPLE GROUPS
•

Mn
M12( covering groups, outerauto.incl.)
M 22( covering groups, outerauto. incl.)

M23,M24

J1

J2 ( covering groups, outerauto.incl.)
J3 ( covering groups, outerauto. ind.)

McL
Ru
He
C03

L 2(q)
L3(q)

Sz(22n+1 )

G2 (q)
2G2(32n+1 )

2 F4(22n+1)
2F.. (2)'(Tits group, outerauto. inel.)

2. OTHER CROUPS

final
final
final
final
final
final
final

invariant ordinary p =1= 2
ordinary

final
final
final

final plq
final

ordinary, p t q
final,p #- 3

ordinary, p =1= 2
final

Dade [Dl]
Dade
Huang

Schwartz, An, Condcr
Dade [Dl]

Dade
Kotlica
Murray
Dade

An, preprint
An, in preparation

Dade
Dade
Dade

An [Al]
An [A2]
An [A3] Al
An [A4] ..

GL(n,q)
Sn
Sn

ordinary,plq 01sson, Uno [OUl)
ordinary,p =1= 2 Olsson, Uno [OU2)
ordinary, p = 2 An, preprint
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3. GENERAL RESULTS

cyclic defect group case
tarne block case

abelian defect unipotent block
abelian defect principal block p = 2
abelian defect small inertia index

final
invariant ordinary

ordinary
ordinary
ordinary

Dade [D4) +0
Uno [U]

Broue Malle, [BM]
Fong, Harris (FR] .
Usami, preprints
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w. Wheeler: Stratifying the rank variety of a module

Suppose that E is an elementary abelian p-group, k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p, and M is a finitely generated kE-module. By considering
the direct SUffi decomposition of M upon restrietion to cyclic shifted' subgroups
< U a >, it is possible to decompose the rank variety Vr(M) into a. disjoint union
oIlocally closed subspaces. Specifically, let X(M;"h ... ,np) denote the set oI all
Q E V"(k) such tbat the i-dimensional indecomposable module has multiplicity
"i as a summand oftbe restriction M<Uo> for 1 :5 i:5 p. Then X(M;nl' ,np) •
is locally closed in V"(k). Moreover, the closure of the subspa.ce X(M; "1, ,n p )

can be,destribed in terms of deformations of modules over a group of order p.

A. E. Zalesskii: Eigenvalues of matrices in representations of quasi
simple groups

The talk disCU8Se8 the problem of determining the degrees of minimal polynomials
of p-elements in representations oE quasi-simple finite groups. The main result
describes the pairs (G, n) where G is a quasi-simple group and n is the degree
of a non-trivial irreducible representation of G over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic 0 or p, provided G has a cylic Sylow p-subgroup. For n < p the
problem was solved earlier by Blau-Zhang. For n ~ p tbe result can be stated as
folIows.

Theorem. Let G be a quasi-simple finite group, and p be an irreducible repre
sentation of G of degree n ? p. Suppose G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup and
there is a p-element 9 E G such that the degree of tbe minimal polynomial of
cp(g) is less than Igl. Then n = 2(p - I), and one of the following holds:

i) p = 5, G/Z(G) E {Aa, Ag, Sp6(2)},
ii) p = 7, G/Z(G) E {G2(4),Suz},
iii) p = 13, G/Z(G) = Cot .

This report was written by: Michael Weller
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 be r i eh t 16/1996

Buildings

21.04 - 27.04.96

The meeting has been organized by Mark Ronan (Univ~rsityof lliinois at Chicago)
and Peter Slodowy (Hamburg). Same of the subjects treated in the talks inc1uded:

a) Generalizations of Buildings, including Twin Buildings,
b) applications to

i) the theory of symetrie spaces
ii) harmonie analysis
iii) graphs and geometries



M.RONAN:
Twin Buildings

The purpose of this talk was to give an introduction to hvin buHdings in prepara
tion for the talks of several other participants. A twin building is a pair of build
ings along with a eodistanee funetion (taking values in the Coxeter group) from
the chambers of one building to those of the other. The automorphism group is
more restricted than that of a single building. For example GL

n
(k[t,t1]) is almost

the whole automorphism group of a twin building, whereas each of the two build-
ings concerned admit the much larger group GLn(k«t))) and GLn (k«t1

))). Twoe
main theorems were discussed. A rigidity theorem showing that a certain mild
restrietion on fixed point set~ gives on!y the identi ty as an automorphism; this
leads to a natural eoneept of ·foot groups. The other theorem was a loeal to global
theorem showing that the loeal structure detennines the global strueture in almost
all eases where tree residues are exeluded.

] JOST:
Hannonie Maps iota Buildings and Applieations of Algebraie Geometry

Harmonie maps into Euclidian buildings or more general spaees of generalized
nonpositive eurvature in the sense of Alexandrov are defined by same kind of
infinitesimal mean value property. A general existence theorem is presented that
exploits suitable convexity properties of such spaces, but does not require them to
be loeally compact.

Applications of trus theory include results in the direction of Margulis s~perrigidi

ty, as weIl as factorization theorems for p-adic representations of Kähle groups (the
latter represents joint \vork with Kang Zuo).

ELANDVOGT:
Functorial Properties of the Bruhat-Tits Building

Since the Bruhat-Tits building is defined not very naturally, there are simple ques
tions which carmot be answered directly, e.g=- whether the Bruhat-Tits building
depends functorially on the °group. So the purpose of the talk was to prove the fol
lowing theorem:
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Theorem: Let K/k be a Galois extension of Ioeal fields and GQ-I a k-inclusion of
connected reductive k-groups. Then there exists a map BT(G,K) ~ BT(H,K) which
is G(K)- and Gal(K/k)-equivarient and, after renormalization of the metric on
BT(G,K), an isometrical indusion.

(Here: BT(-,K) denotes the extended Bruhat-TIts building).

Consider the following map:

{

L: BT(G,K)~BT(H,K) }

_ G(K)- and Gal(K/ k)-equivar - BT(H,K)

isometrical inclusion L..... L(X)

where xEBT(G,K) is a fixed special point. Denote by Jl the image of this map. and
by Z the centralizer of G(K) in H(K). Then: .".'1':j -

Theorem:

(i) There is a bounded subset Jlo~Jl such that Z·Jlo=Jl.

(ii) If G splits over an unramified extension of K, then there is a point xE!-! such
that Il=convex hull oE Z·x.

G. LEHRER:
Split Buildings oE Reductive Groups

Let G be a connected reductive group over a fixed arbitrary field k. For any k-split
torus 5, \ve have the sphere (8(5) consisting of ~ -lines in Y(5)®R (Y being the
cocharacter group). The spherical building of G is defined as a quotient oE
Bt(G)=I;IC'B(5) (disjoint union over all max k-split tori of G) by the equivalence rela
tion b t.....b2 if b2= jb1 for same gEP(bt)(k) where P(b) is the parabolie subgroup corre
sponding to bEcBt(G). If L(b) is the Levi subgroup defined by bE(Bt(G), define a

eweaker equivalence on c.B.(G) by b.=b2 if b2= sb! for some gEL(b)(k). The split
building is defined as S(G):= (BI(G) / =::. Clearly one has a surjective map
S(G)~<'B(G);morever an easy lemma shows that S(G)5!({(b,b')E(ß(G) x <BeG) Ibis
opposite b'l. The split building has the following properties: (i) it has apartments
B(5) (H) S is a funetor (group homomorphism required to be injective) (iii) If
xEG(k) is semisimple, S(G)x=S(Cc(x)O) (iv) S(C) is the d-fold suspension of the
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simplicial complex S(C), defined belo\v, where d=k-rank Z(G)o.

Conjeeture: For any field k, and any connected reductive k-group G, the split
building S(C) is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres.

Theorem: For G classical, the eonjeeture is true.

Trus follows from a diserete version of the result, proved by myself with Leanne
Rylands. The simplicial version of S(C) is defined as the poset of pairs (~L), P a k
parabolie subgroup of G and L a k-Levi subgroup of P (HENCE: the name split
building: P=LU is a splitting of P). The ordering is reverse on inelusion. The case A
of type A may be identified with the poset of direct deeompositions of a k-vector _
space; this was treated by R. Chamey. The other classical cases may be similarly
identified: if V is a k-veetor spaee with a sesquilinear form ( , ), define
S(V) := {(A,B) IA,B are subspaces of V; A, Bol totally isotropie; V=AE>B}. The order-
ing is inclusion of the 1st term, reverse inclusion of the seeond.

The spaee S(V) may be identified with S(C), G the isometry group of (v:< ,» when
(, ) is non-degenerate [there is a complieation in type D, ' but it may be overeorne].

Theorem: (Leher-Rylands) ~(V) is Cohen-Maeauley (CM) over any field if ( , ) is 0
or non-degenerate.

The proof uses the Quillen spectral sequenee' of the map f:S(V)-.T(V)
(f= 1st proJ"eetion), \vith E2 =Hp(Y,H (f ». The fibres f also need to be studiedPet q ::!:y ~y

and the proof depends on an induction. The following posets are proved to be CM
in the process: if ACB are subspaces of V: {U<V I UnA=O, U+B=VJ;
t(U,W)ES(V) IlQM, W2NJ and corresponding sets in the classical case (not type
A).

Applications include (i) Identities fcr rational functions of q arising from different
expressions for the number of spheres (or dirn Htop(S(G»). (ii) Representation theo
ry of G(k) (k is finite) (iii) Quillen eomplex Q(C(k» for k-finite and f;echar k.

J. TEITELBAUM:
P-adic Symmetrie Spaees

In this leeture I presented joint work with Peter Schneider (!vlünster) regarding
analytic properties of Drinfeld's p-adic symmetrie spaee. Let *denote the eompli-
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ment in P~ of the set of hyperplanes defined over K, where K is a loeal field of
eharaeteristic zero having a non-archimedean valuation. The space *can be used
to construct algebraic varieties by dividing by the action of a discrete group.
Schneider and Stuhler proved that H~R(*,K) is isomorphic to Hom(St,K), where St
denotes the Steinberg representation of the group GLd+t(K). I described the con
struction of two maps:

Res: H~R(*,~)--.Hom(St,K)

I: Hom(St,UK)-+ H~R(*,K)e'which are inverses to one another (ResoI=Id). The Residue map "Res" is construct
ed by realizing Horn (St,K) as aspace of harmonic functions on the Bruhat-Tits
building BT(GLd +1,K). The integration map I is bäsed on viewing Hom(St,0K) as a
space of bounded p-adic measures on G/P and integrating. these measures ag~nst
a kernel function.

B. MüHLHERR:
2-Spherical Twin Buildings

Twin buildings are structures which generalize spherical buildings in a natural
way. This motivates the question about a classification of all irreductible twin
buildings of rank at least 3. It turns out that one has to require that all entries of the
diagram are finite; i.e. that the buildings are 2-spherical.

Under this assumption the most important theorem used in the classification of
spherical buildings was proved in joint work wi th M.Ronan for almost all twin
buildings.

The classification reduces now to the following questions: Which Moufang foun
dations are foundations of twin buildings?

eiwe have the following results:

(i) Given a desarguesian foundation F, whose diagram has avertex of valency at
• least 3, then if F is the foundation of a twin building the coordinatizing division

algebra is a quaternion algebra or a field.

(ii) If k is a field and Aut(k)<oo then each split Moufang foundation is the
foundation of a hvin building.
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(iii) Each finite Moufang foundation is the foundation of a twin building.

The first result is proved by analyzing Moufang ~-buildings; using a fixed-point
lemma one gets (ii) and (iii).

P. SCHNEIDER:
Verdier duality on buildings

In this talk we considered the semisimple building X of a connected reductive _
group G over a nonarchimedean locally compact field K. We want to use the build- .,
ing in order to investigate the category of all smooth G-representations denoted by
Alg(G). In joint work with U.Stuhler we constructed "localization" functions from
Alg(G) to the category of G-equivariant sheaves on X as weIl as to the category of a
G-equivariant coefficient systems (ar cosheaves) on X. Exploration of the BoreI-
Serre compactificatian of X allows us to compute the (co)homology of these local-
ized objects. As an application one can construct a natural duality theory on the
category AIg(G). In the second part of the talk the obvious question was discussed
how that duality is related to uclassical" Verdier duality fonnaIism for sheaves on
X. It was shown that indeed these two duality theories correspond to each other
under the functor "cohomology with compact support". In order to see this one
first has to redevelop the classical Verdier duality in the G-equivariant setting
\vhich can be done without much difficulty. The key observation then is that the
coefficient systems on X naturally embed into the derived category of sheaves on X
as same kind of perverse sheaves. Moreover Verdier duality maps the abelian cate-
gory of constructible coefficient systems on X into the abelian category of con-
structible sheaves on X by the very simple procedure of passing to the linear dual
on staIks.

D.E. TAYLOR:
On Outer ,A.utomorphism Groups oi Coxeter Groups

Given a Coxeter system (W,R) of finite rank such that rs has finite order for all
r,sER, we show that I Aut(W)/lnn(W) I is finite. This is proved in two steps.

Jf V isa reflection module for Wand if Aut(W) denotes the group of automor
phisms of \ V arising from orthogonal transformations of V then, using the fact that
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every finite subgroup of W is contained in a finite parabolic subgroup, we show
that I Aut(W): Aut(W) I is finite.

Ta complete the proof we show that if W is an irreducible Coxeter group of finite
rank with reflection module V, root system <1>, root basis ~ and if $:V.....V is an
orthogonal transformation permuting <1>, then epn=±wll for same wEW. The idea is
to show that N($) or N(-<P) is finite where N(ep)={aE<I>+ I ep(a)E ct>-}. The finiteness of
N($) is equivalent to ep preserving the TIts cone and also equivalent to cl> preserving
the dominance order on <1>.

When W is spherical, affine or hyperbolic it can be shown direct1y that ep or -$ pre
serves the lits cone. In particular, this proves the result in the ease that W has rank
at most 3. Finally, if <I> preserves dominanee on all irreductible rank 3 subsystems,
then <I> preserves dominanee on the entire root system.

J. TITS:
Twin Trees

In this lecture, trees are always truck, i.e. a1l vertices have valency ~3. Let T..:, T_ be
hvo such trees and let V(T), V(TJ be their sets of vertices. A codistance, or a twin
ning between T+ and T_ is an integer-valued funetion d*: V(TJ x V(TJ--+N such
that, for xET+ and yET_,

(CDl) if d*(x , y)=O, then d*(xI ' Y}= d*(x , Yt)=l for all neighbours Xl of X in T+ and
all neighbours YI of y in T_, and

(CD2) if d*(x,y}= n~l, then, "vith the same notation as in C\=_Dl),
d*(x1 ,y)= d*(X'YI)= n -1 for a1l Xl ' Yt , except for a single Xl and a single y;", far
which d*(x) , y)= d*(x,y)= n +1. An easy eonsequence of these eonditions is that if
hvo vertices of T+UT_ at even distance or eodistance have equal valencies; thus T+
and T_ are isomorphie semi-homogenous trees.

e'Twin trees (i.e. pairs of twinned trees) are the "simplest" examples of twin build
ings, though some techniques used in higher ranks are not applicable here.
Motivation for their shtdy can be faund in the references given below.

There is a standard example af twin trees attached to the graups SL2(k[ t, t l
])

(k any field), where T+ and T_ are the trees attaehed in the well-known fashion to
SL

2
(k«t)) and SL/k((t·l )). One can show, using the Moufang property, that
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the full automorphism group of the twin tree in question is generated by
SL

2
(k[t,t-1])/ {±1}, Aut k and two groups isomorphie with k x: the group of

(Co) .
conjugations by 0 1 (cEkx), and the group of parameter changes, t H ct (cEkx).

.The problem of constructing twin trees is discussed from various angles in (Tl],
[Fl, [RTII]. All twin trees which "naturally" tumed up so far satisfy the already
mentioned Moufang condition whieh is a strong homogeneity condition irnplying,
for instanee, that the autornorphism group of a Moufang twin tree is transitive on
the set of pairs of opposite edges (an edge of T. and and edge of T_ are said to be e
opposite if each vertex of the first is at codistance 0 of avertex of the second).
Fonnulas given in [Tl] describe "in principle" all Moufang twin trees; they yield in
particular the existence of uncountably many nonisomorphic twinnings of homo-
geneous trees of valency 3. The content of [F] was the subjeet of the D.G. Fon-Der-
Flaass talk at this meeting. The present lecture was rnainly focused on [RTII].

The method developed in the latter (as yet unpublished) paper consists in associat
ing to any serni-homgeneous tree T a certain graph TO, the universal twin of T, in
which any tree twinned with T is canonically embedded. All twinnings involving
T ean be obtained by constructing the hvin T_ inside TO. The group Aut T operates
naturallyon TO and two twinnings (T,TJ and (T,T) are isomorphie if and only if
T_ ,T~ are eonjugate (in TO) by an element of Aut T. An analysis of the structure of
TO leads to the following resu} t, among others:

Theorem: Jf ais the cardinality of T, there exist 2° non isomorphie hvinnings (T,T).
(A twinning is said to be rigid if its automorphism group is redueed to the identity).

Referenees

[F] D.G.Fon-Der-Flaass, A combinatorial construetion for twin trees, European
Journal of Combinatorics, 17 (1966), 177-189.

[RT I] M. Ronan and Jlits, Twin Trees I, Invent. rvIath 116 (1994), 463-479

[RT 11], [RT III], ..., Twin Trees II, III, in preparation.

[Tl] J. TIts, Resurne de Cours, Annuaire de College, 8ge annee (1988-89), 81-95

(T2] J. Tits, Twin Buildings and groups of Kac-Moody type, in Groups,
Combinatorics and Geometry, Land. Math. Soc. Lecture Notes 165, Cambridge
U.P., (1992), 249-286.
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v. USTIMENKO:
BN-pairs and Extremal Graph Theory

Buildings oI rank. 2 turn out to be extremely useful in extremal graph theory and
its applications.

An example: By ex(v,n) we denote the greatest number of edges (size) in a graph
on v vertices 'with girth > n.

From Erdös' Even eyde Theorem folIows, that

_ ex(v,2k)5:CV1+1/k

It is known that the bound above is sharp for k=2,3,S. We can just consider the in~

dence graph I
k

for the geometry of groups J\(q), B2(q), G2(q) (generalized rn-gons,

m=3,4,6). 5ize of Ik is an upper bound. . ~;'-:'.'

Other problein: Let {Gilw' be a family of graphs such that {Gi) is anti-reguJar of
increasing order Vi and girth gj . Following Biggs we say that {Gi} is a famlIy of
graphs with large girth if gi~ylogr'l(vi). Known explicit results belong to Margulis and
Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak. Actually y<2, bigger y corresponds to a bigg~r size.
The best known case is y= j . .

Construction: Let G be locally finite Tits group of Moufang type. Pt and P
2

are stan
dard parabolies containing B-. The orbit (])S Pt (cD5 P

2
) of U+ on the set (G:P

t
) «G:

P2) respectively) which has the largest order (i.e. largest dimension), we shaIl refer
to as a dual Schubert cell. The restrietion of the incidence relation for the geometry
of Gon «(/)5 P1) U (CVS P) we shalI refer to as dual Schubert structure <VS(G).

Theorem: There is an" infinite family of quotients of cDS(G) which is a family of
graphs with large girth.

Certain defonnations of cDS(G) gives us a family with y= j (Lazebni~ Ustimenko,
Woldar,1985).

_ The quotients of cDS(G) turn up as solutions of the foIIowing problems.

,j Problem 1 (Lubotzky): Prove that for every b3, there are infinitely many k-regular
Ramanujan graphs.

Problem 2: Prove that for every b3, there are infinitely many k-regular Cayley
expanders.

The solutions of both problems are explicit.
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H. VAN Ml\LDEGHEM:
Some Results on Automorphism Groups of Affine Buildings of Rank 3

The Moufang condition for spherical buildings contains essentia11y two ingredi
ents: one requirement is a transitivity condition (implying a regular action); a sec
ond requirement is that the automorphisms under consideration fix all chambers
which have a panel in a certain mot (but not on the boundary); or, equivalently,
some commutation relation holds. There are several ways to generalize this to the
general case. Actuall~ lits already introduced this and it is our aim to find, in the
special case of rank 3 affine buildings, alternative, but weaker conditions. This is
obtained by considering (i) a transitivity condition on chambers "at the boundary"
of a root, and, a commutation relation on "root groups", (ü) a transitivity candition
on apartments through a root, and, requiring that all automorphisms under con
sideration fix chambers as above. For all rank 3 affine buildings, (i) implies
Moufang at infinity. For all ~-buildings, (H) irnplies Moufang at infinity. We have
also: a lacally finite A2-building with a group transitive on ,.pairs of chambers at
fixed Weyl distance, is classical (e.g. all strongly transitive ~-buildings). Finally,
we introduce a p-adic Moufang candition. Most hyperbolic rank 3 buildings can
not satisfy such a condition. Everything is joint work with Kriste] Van Steen.

M. RAPOPORT: _
Problems on Bruhat-Tits Buildings A~sing in the Theory of Shimura Varieties

The problems referred to in the ti tle arise in describing the Dieudonne modules of
abelian varieties over Fp• T\vo types of general results were discussed:

1). Let (V,$) be an isocrystal of he~ght n over Fpi with Newton vector v(tP)EQnnC.
For a lattice Me\!, let ~(rvl,<p)EznnCbe the relative position of M and $(M). Then

v(<t»~ Jl(M,<P)

in the usual partial order on the positive Weyl chamber. e
2) Let (V,ep) be an isocrystal Qver Fp' For a11 c>O there is C>O with the following
property: For any lattice ~ICV with

pC:'<p(M) CMCp< q,(M)
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there exists a lattice Mo with

pe .MoCMCp-c.Mo

such that Mo is deeomposable w.r.t. the slope deeomposition of ~$) and rational
\v.r.t the rational structure over Qp on V defined by it.

\tVe explained how these results may be viewed as state.ments on the Bruhat-TIts

building of GL
n

and how to extend them to an arbitrary reductive algebraic group
over Q . We also related these results to the following result of G.Rousseau.p . .

Theorem (Rousseau): Let B be a building of Euclidian type and let oEAut(B) with
BO~0. For xEB-Bo let X

o
be the unique point in Ba dosest to x. There exists 8>0 such

that

4 xo ([x,xo]'[ a(x),xoD~8

and hertce d(x, o(x»~2d(x,xo) sin i

H.BEHR:
Finiteness Properties of S-arithmetic Groups

Survey of Results: On finiteness properties (generation, presentation, type FPn) of
S-arithmetic subgroups of simple algebraic groups over funetion fields.

tvlethods: (a) Action on (euclidean Of twin) buildings, (b) Filtration of buildings
(gallery distance, distance to infinity), (c) Reduction to Ioeal topological properties
of subcomplexes of finite spherical buildings, (cl) In the ease of finite presentation:
Reduchon to amalgamations of finite stabilizers. . "_

New Approach: (Program details not checked!) (a) Action of f==SLn(Fq[t]) on
suhcomplex Y of the affine building X of codimension 1 e'boundary of the
non-stahle region"), (b) Description of Y as a subcomplex Y~ of the "split building"
y 21 ={(~pt) IPEX

co
(Fq(t», pt opposite P}.

If (i) Y~ is homeomorphic to Y

(ii) Y~ is (n-l)-spherical

(iii) Y~ is a retract of Y

Then r is of type F0-2 .
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P. ABRNvfENKO:
Twin Buildings and Groups Acting on Them

This is abrief survey on topological properties of certain subcomplexes of twin
.buildings and some of their group theoretic applications.

Let 8=(6.+ ,6.. ,d*) be a twin building and c+ E 0+ a fixed chamber. Consider the sub
complex 6.°(c+) of 8_ consisting of all chambers opposite c+ and alt of their faces.
Then one obtains:

Theorem 1: If 6. is a spherical building of type An ' Cn or Dn such that every panel
of ß is contained on at least 22n+1+1 chambers (respectively 2n

- l +1 chambers for type e
An)' then I6.°(C) I_VSn-1•

Remark: There exist counter-examples to the conclusion of Theorem 1 for usmall"
spherical buildings.

Theorem 2: Let 6. be an n-dimensional Moufang twin building of irreducible affine
or compact hyperbolic type satisfying

(5) I A(x) I-VS( for all e-dimensional (e <n) links Aa

and all charnbers x of A

Then I L\,°(C) I is (n-2) - but not (n-1) - connected.

Using a criterion of Ken Brown, Theorems 1 and 2 can be combined to get the fol
lowing applications:

Corollary 1: Let q be a classical Fq-group, q;e22n-t, with n:= rk
Fq

q > O. Then
q (Fq[t,t1]) and q (Fq[t)) are of type Fo_t ' and q (Fq[t)) is not of type Fn.

Corollary 2: Let q be a (minimal, split) Kac-Moody group of rank n+1 and of irre
ducible affine or compact hyperbolic type. Set G:=q (Fq) and assume that the asso
ciated twin building ß satisfies (5). Then G and all its parabolic subgroups are of
type Fn_1 , whereas no proper parabolic subgroup is of type F

n
•

Assumption (5) in Corollary 2 cannot be dropped:

Example: Is q is of type ~ (n+1=3, all Coxeter numbers =4) and r a proper par
abolic subgroup of q (F

2
), then r is not of type F

1
, i.e. not finitely generated. There

is work in progress concerning generalizations of Theorem 2 (Corollary 2) to other
types of twin buildings (Kac-Moody groups).
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D. FON-DER-FLAASS:
A Combinatorial Construction for Twin Trees

The definition of a twin tree J=(T+ ,T. ,eod} can be faund in J.TIts' abstract.

I begin my constroetion with defining a~ 1t:T+....T. as a graph isomorphism
such that cod(x,T(x»=O for all vertices x. Every twin tree admits such pairings; if J
is of valenc)' 3 then every pair of opposite edges v+w+ ,v_w_ uniquely detennines a

pairing for which 1t(v)=v_, 1t(w)=w_.

Thus given ahNin tree J with a pairing 1t, we can define a halved twin tree
(T, c:TxT--+Z~) where the codistance function c is defined by c(x,y)=cod(x+, y).

All halved twin trees can be constructed inductively. Let Co be a partial codistance;
cn(x,y} is detennined for those x,yET for which d(x,y)~ (cl is the graph d.ist~ce in
T). It can be shown (ref[F] in J TIts' abstract) that any Co can be extended to c~~~ and
that any partial codistance c

n
has uncountably rnany different codistance functions

extending i t.

Für valency 3, the function c
2

is unique up to isomorphism, and we .have
Go~ Aut

o
(T,c

2
)!::!Z3,:,,:Z2 acting sirnply transitivelyon the edges of T [Auto is the

group of type-preserving automorphisms] and Aut(T,c2)=Z3*Z2 is sirnply transi
tive on flags {directed edges}.

Theorem 1° .A. twin tree J of valency 3 is Moufang if and only if for some pairing 1[,

AutoO, 1t)=G
o

and Stab(v, n(v»=S3'

2° There are uncountably many halved twio trees (T,c) such that Auto(T,c)=Go'

3° Für any Moufang twin tree Jof valency 3, AutoT=(x,y,z), Ix I= IY1=3, !z 1=2,

(X,y)=Z3 *Z3' (y,Z)=S3"

The bad news is that there is apparently 00 easy combinatürial way to ensure that
a halved twin tree (T,c) admitting Go admits also the extra automorphism z.

L.KRAMER:
Aigebraic Polygons

A generalized n-gon (~L,F) is called K-algebraic if the point set P and the line set L
are K- varieties, and if the map (x,Y) ..... projyx is a K-morphism on the set
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{(x,y)E(PUL)21 d(x,y)=n-l} of almost opposite vertices. Here, K is an algebraically
closed field of characteristic O. We prove

Theorem: There are precisely 3 K-algebraic polygons, namely the projective plane,
the symple~cquadrangle, and the split Cayley hexagon over K.

The proof uses Knarr's Theorem on conlpact n-gons, some complex algebraic
geome~ arecent result of Schroth-Van Maldeghem, and same model theory. As
an application we abtain:

Corollax:y: Let (G,B,N,S) be an irreducible effective, spherical lits systems of rank _
:U. If G'is a K-algebraic group and if BkG is Zariski-closed, then G is simple and B _
is a Borel subgroup.

This is joint work with Katrin Tent.

D. CARTWRIGHT:
A Farnily of Groups Acting Sirnply-Transitivelyon the Vertices of a Building of
Type Ä

ll

Let q be any prime power, and let n22 be any integer. Let ß be the thick building of
type Än associated with the Ioeal field Fq«x». In joint work with T.Steger it is
shown that there is a subgroup r of PGL(n+1,Fq«x») which acts sirnply transitive
lyon the vertices of ß. This group is realized as a finite index subgroup of A(Fq[~])'

where A is the automorphism group of a suitable cyclic simple algebra defined
over Fq(x).

G. ROBERTSON:
A Haagerup Inequality for A2 Buildings

In 1979 U. Haagerup proved an inequality relating the operator nonn and. the [2

norm for funetions on a free group. This inequality and its generalizations \vere
used in proving Banach space approximation properties for function spaces and
for proving the Novikov conjecture for ward hypebolic groups.

Attempts to obtain higher rank analogues of H~agerup's inequality were unsuc
cessfu~ until no\v. Ramagge, Robertson, and Steger have proved such an inequali
ty for ~ groups.
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c. BENNETr:
Affine A-Buildings

In this lecture I discussed the question of generalizing the work on A-trees of
Morgan, Shalen, R.Alperin, H.Bass, and others to general affine buildings of higher
rank. In this case we consider A to be a general totally ordered abelian group, the
hvo main examples being A=Z~Z and A=R.We compared and contrasted the def
initions given by myself in 1994/1990 and the definition of Parshin (1994/1996).

My definition of an affine building uses the language of J.1its' 1984 Corno confer
ence paper working on embeddings of apartments. Difficulties encountered in this
definition include the definition of an apartment structure that a group can act
upon, and of defining a W-invariant A-metric structure. These ebstades are over
come first by using the spherical root system to define the aparhnent structure and
then using a modified J\·1inkowski metric for a W-invariant metric. Tros technique
works for arbitrary A, but loses the simplicial structure useful in ether cases. _

Parshin's work on the other hand provides a simplicial structure, but as a ~esult

on!y works for the case L= Z x Z x ... x Z. This is more useful in providing a
G-equivariant space.

In both cases, ~ fundamental example is given in the case K:=k(x,y). v:K-+ Z x Z a
2-dimensional valuation and we w~rk through this example thoroughly.

G. 'ROUSSEAU:

T\vin Buildings Associated to Forms of Kac-Moody Aigebras

To a Kae~Moody algebra is assoeiated a group acting transitivelyon pairs of oppo
site chambers of some nvinned buildings B+ and B-. A fonn of a Kac-Moody alge
bra over a fieid K of characteristic 0 is a Lie algebra BK such that BK®K (if Kis the
algebraic elosure of K) is isomorphie to a Kac-Moody algebra 8. Fixing such an iso
morphism one gets an action of the Galois group f=Gal(K/k) of B, G and B+UB-.
The form is called almost split if G stabilizes B+ and B-. Then I prove that B+r and
B-r are twinn~d buildings and that G

K
acts transitivelyon the' pairs of opposite

eharnbers. This gives interesting examples of twin buildings and allows one to
develop a BorelTits theory for almost split forms of Kac-Moody algebras (see J of
Algebra 171(1995), 43-96)
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~-H. ZIESCHANG:
An Algebraic Treahnent of Buildings via Association Schemes

In a first step, the class of buildings will be e~bedded into the class of aSE'ociation
schemes. Here, in the class of association schemes, the buildings play "exactly" the
role which is played by the Coxeter groups in group theory.

The above-mentioned embedding provides us \vith two possibilities to character
ize buildings:

1: Let A be an association scheme generated by two "fundamental involutions".
Suppose these two involutions generate the Hecke algebra of A.

Then A "is" a finite building of rank 2 or a Moore geometry.

.2: The concept of aparbnents will be generalized to association schemes. Then we
can prove:

Buildings and certain quotients of buildings, viewed as association schemes, are
characterized by their apartments.

References:

1. P.-H. Z.: Homogeneous ..., J. Algebra 178,677-709 (1995)

2. P.-H. Z.: A Algebraic Approach to Association Schemes, Springer Lect. Notes
Math (ta appear 1996).
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Hyperbolic Systems of Conservation Laws

April 28 - May 4, 1996

The conference on hyperbolic systems of conservations laws was attended by 46
participants from 11 countries.

The main idea of this meeting was to bring together people from both the theoretical
(22 participants) and numerical (24 participants) aspects of this topic, since the
exchange of ideas between these groups is of great importance for further progress
in this field. This has been confirmed by many results obtained in the past.

Same month before the conference all participants were asked if they prefered a 40
minute-talk, a ID-minute-talk or to lead a discussion group. Most people indicated
that 10 minutes was too sbort, but many were happy to give a 20-minute-talk.
On the basis of the response we scheduled seventeen 4D-minute-talks and four 20
minute-talks for the morning sessions, twenty-one 20-minute-talks for the afternoon
session and three discussion groups about the following topics:

• Theoretical aspects of multidimensional conservation laws

• How useful are truly multidimensional schemes

• Initial boundary value. problems and boundary layers.

It turned out that tbis combination of short and more comprehensive contributions
and the discussion groups was very effective and stimulated a lot of informal discus
sions during the "free" time.

The main subjects which have been lectured on and discussed during this conference
were:

• Numerical schemes in multidimensions

• Improved higher order-schemes in I-p-

• A-priori error estimates

• Existence and uniqueness of solutions for special systems

• Existence of smooth solutions in multidimensions
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• Travelling wave solutions

• Perturbations of shock waves

• CODservation laws with relaxation and stift' source terms

• Stability of linear and nonlinear waves

• Applications (liquid-gas flow, astrophysics).

The idea. of Professor Kreck to organize thc award ceremony of the prize of the

Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach on Wednesday afternoon (instead

of tbe nsual walk) was accepted by most of the participants and onIy a few took

a walk and then returned to the second part of the award ceremony. The awards

talks were excellent and fit weIl with the topics of our conference, so this was really

a positive addition to the conference.

Finally we would like to thank tbe Oberwolfach Institute for the excellent meals and

lodging which made it possible to work in a stimulating atmosphere.

List of abstracts:

H. D. Alber

Inelastic Material Behaviour of Metals. Transformation cf Internal Variables.

Let n c m.3 be an open set representing the mass points of asolid body, let u(x, t) E

lR3 denote the displacements, T(x, t) the Cauchy stress tensor and p =constant > 0

the density. The initial-boundary value problem governing small deformations of

tbe body consists of the equations

PUtt div%T
T D(€ - Bz)
Zt !(E, z),

and appropriate initial- and boundary conditions. Here f. is the symmetrie part of

the deformation gradient V%u{x, t), z e IRN i8 the vector of interna! variables, and

EI' = Bz is the plastic strain, B is a linear mapping. f is a given funetion, which

roust satisfy the following condition. There exists a function (E, z) .-...+ 1/J(t, z) E [0,00)

such that
pVE1/J(f., z) = T

P'Vzt/J(f.,z)"j ~ O.

1/J is called free energy. For this system of equations an existence theory is sketched,

which is based on introducing new interna! variables h(x, t) = H(z(x, t)), where the

vector field H : mN -.. m.N is chosen such that the transformed system .has a form

for which existence can be proved using tbe theory of evolution equations to mono

tone operators.
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Alberto Bressan

The Semigroup Approach to Systems of Conservation Laws
Every n x n strictly hyperbolic system of conservation laws admits a Standard Rie
mann Semigroup. In other words, tbere exists a globally Lipschitz semigroup, whose
domain contains all functions witb suitably small total variation, which is compatible
with the standard solutions of the Riemann problems.
Tbe talk will outline the main steps in the construction of the semigroup, including
sharp decay estimates for positive waves and structural stability results for solutions
generated by wave-front tracking approximations.

Gui-Qiang Chen

Global Entropy Solutions with Geometrical Structure for the
Inviscid Compressible Flows in Several Space Variables
We are concerned witb global entropy solutions for inviscid compressible flows with
geometrical strueture. Recent developments in this direetion are reviewed and tbe
role of the shoek capturing methods is discussed. Some efficient shock eapturing
sehemes and their convergenee are analyzed in order to eompute the corresponding
compressible flows and to construct eorrect approximate solutions.

Bernardo Cockburn

APriori Error Estimates for Sealar Conservation Laws
A general theory of apriori error estimates for scalar eonservation laws is constructed
by suitably modifying tbe original Kuznetsov approximation theory.
As a first .applieation of this general technique, we show that error estimates for
conservation laws can be obtained without having to use explicitly any regularity
properties of the approximate solution. Thus t we obtain optimal error estimates for
tbe Engquist-Osher scheme without using the faet (i) that the solution is uniformly
bounded, (ii) that the scheme is total variation diminishing, and (iii) that the dis
erete semigroup associated with the scheme has the L1-contraction property, which
guarantees an upper bound for tbe modulus of continuity in time of the approximate
solution.
As a seeond application, we foeus on how the lack of consistency introduced by
the nonuniformity of the grids inßuences the convergence of flux-splitting mono
tone sehemes to the entropy solution. We abtain the optimal rate of convergence
of (Llx}1/2 in LOO(L1) for consistent scLemes in arbitrary grids without the use of
any regularity property of the approximate solution. We then extend this result to
less consistent schemes, called p-consistent schemes, and prove that tbey converge to
the entropy solution with tbe rate of (Llx)min{1/2,p) in LOO(L1); again, no regularity
property of the approximate solution is used. Finally, we propose a new explana
tion of the fact that even inconsistent schemes converge with the rate of (Llx)1/2 in
LOO(L1). We show that this well-known .<:upraconl1ergence phenomenon takes place
because the consistency of the numerical rlux and the fact that the scheme ia writ
ten in conservation form allows the regularity properties of its approximate solution
(total variation boundedness) to compensate for its lack of consistency; the nonlin
ear nature of the problem does not play any rale in this mechanism. All the above
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results hold in the multidimensional case, provided the grids are Cartesian products
of one-dimensional nonuniform grids.

Björn Engquist

Multiphase Geometrical Optics
A system of nonlinear conservation laws for the high frequency approximation of
the wave equation is derived. The derivation is based on a kinetic formulation. A
closure assumption assuming a finite number of phases at each point in space and
home is essential. Numerical solutions are given showing the importance of non split
approximation schemes.

Michael Fey

Numerical Methods for Nonlinear Multi-Dimensional
Systems of Conservation Laws
The topic of the talk is related to the numerieal solution of multi-dimensional sys
tems of conservation laws. It is the aim to obtain methods of high accuracy that
show no or only weak dependencies on the underlying grid. This means that the
shape of strong gradients or shocks does not change whether they are aligned or
oblique to one of the coordinate axes.
We will explain the idea of the method by means of the sealar adveetion equation.
For a finite volume discretization and with the idea of characteristies, it is possible
to simulate an advection or transport process with the numerical method that uses
the "physical" propagation direetion instead of the coordinate axes. This allows to
generate high order methods with very compact stencils. In the linear case, the nu
merical method computes almost the analytic solution.
In the system case, the single propagation direction of the scalar equation has to
be replaeed by the union of all the characteristic hyper-surfaces. This introduces
infinitely many propagation directions into the numerical methode This process can
generally be described in the framework of wave propagation phenomena. Since the
update to the new time level uses contributions from domains to domains rather than
a flux across cell boundaries, the one-dimensional definition of a consistent ßux has
no analogon in the multi-dimensional ease. We will introduee sufficient eonditions
on the general wave strueture that guarantees a eonsistent ßux. Various modifica
tions are possible to obtain eertain properties of the numerical method, e.g. smooth
"fluxes", simple evaluation etc., and they ean easily be cheeked with these relations.
One of the modifications cao be interpreted as a loeal deeomposition in time of the
non-linear system iota a number of scalar advection equations. This allows a rigor
ous error analysis of the approximation error and allows the extension to high order
of accuracy. Thus, we can return to the first problem mentioned of solving scalar
equations.
Application of this idea to various systems will be presented, e.g. wave equations,
Euler equations and some numerical results are shown.
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Heinrich Freistühler

Asymptotic Stability of Traveling Shock Waves
We prove the asymptotic stability of traveling shock waves in arbitrary scalar vis
cous conservation laws, for arbitrary LI perturbations. The Rux may be non-convex,
non-concave; the shock wave may be characteristic on one or either side; the pertur
bation may be large. The proo{ is done in two steps: ODe first establishes stability
for perturbations with small LI norm. Then stability for arbitrarily large perturba
tions, is inferred from the observation that the basin of attraction is open and closed
in LI. (Joint work with D. Serre.)

Marguerite Gisclon

Boundary Conditions for a Strictly Hyperbolic System via the Godunov Scheme
We study hyperbolic systems of conservation laws in one space variable, in particular
the behaviour of the boundary conditions for the Godunov scheme as the space step
tends to zero.
Thanks to entropy estimates, we prove the convergence of the solution of the scheme
towards the solution of a hyperbolic initial boundary value problem in the slab m.+ x
(0, S) where S is less than the shock breaking time.

REFERENCES:

(IJ A. BENABDALLAH et D. SERRE, Probl~mes aux limites pour des syst~mes
hyperboliques non Iin~aires de deux ~quations A une dimension d'espace, G.R. Acad.
Sei. Paris, t 305, Serie I, p 677 - -680, (1987)

(2} B. DUBROCA, G. GALLICE, "Resultats d'existence et d'unicite du probl~me

mixte pour des syst~mes hyperbaliques de lais de conservation monodimenslonnels",
Comm. in Partial Differential Equations, 15(1), p 59 - -80 (1990).

f3J M. GISCLON, "Etude des conditions aux Iimites pour un systeme strictement
hyperbolique, via I'approximation parabolique", Prepublication mathematique de
l'Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, n° 148 (1995), aparaftre dans Journal de Math
ematiques pures et appliquees.

f4} A. HEIBIG, D. SERRE, "Une approche algebrique du probleme de Riemann",
G.R. Acad. Sei. Paris, t 309, Serie I, p 157 - -162, (1989).

(5J R. J. LEVEQUE, "Numerical Methods for Conservation Laws", Lectures in Math
ematics, ETH Zürich, Birkhäuser, 1990.

(6) LI TA TSIEN, YU WEN-CI, Boundary value problems tor quasilinear hyperbolie
systems, Duke University, Mathematics Series, Durham, 1985.

James M. Greenberg

Integrating of Hyperbolic Equations with Sonfce Terms
We consider a quasi linear conservation Iaw with an even convex flux function and a
given bounded piecewise smooth source term depending on the space variable. We
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first characterize the solution of the Riemann problem tbrough a new LAX type for
mula. Then we prove that the associated semi group is a LI contraction and obtain
an existence theorem for weak solutions. We conelude by constructing Godunov type
difference schemes and prove that these schemes are Loo stable and preserve stable
steady solutions.

Florence Hubert

Fast-Slow Dynamics for Perturbations of Conservation Laws
We study the "large time" behaviour of parabolic perturbation of hyperbolic systems.
By "large time", we mean time inversely proportional to the size of the perturbation.
We restrict our attention to systems endowed with both linearly degenerate and gen
uinely nonlinear fields,witb periodic initial data.
For "moderate time", tbe perturbation may often be ignored. For "Iarge time", we
observe easily in tbe scalar case that the linear wave does propagate in a way which
depends deeply on the perturbation, whereas the nonlinear one are damped. For sys
tems, these behaviours both occur, but their coupling makes the description harder.
We give a qualitative description of the dynamics for "large times", by means of an
asymptotic expansion : at the leading level, the nonlinear modes depend only on
slow time, whereas the linear mode is a wave whose speed and profile depend also
on slow time.
The justification of such an asymptotic expansion is of great importance and far from
trivial. We give in this talk a solution to this problem in several cases.

Shi Jin

The Relaxation Scheme for Systems of Conservation Laws
We present tbe relaxation schemes for systems of conservations laws in several space
dimensions. The idea is to use a loeal relaxation approximation. We construct a
linear hyperbolic system with a stift" lower order term that approximates tbe orig
inal system with a small dissipative correction. The new system can be solved by
underresolved stable numerical discretizations without using eitber Riemann solvers
spatially or a nonlinear system of algebraie Equations temporally.

Smadar Karni

Computations of Slowly Moving Shocks - An Explanation?
Shock capturing sehemes for computations of slowly moving shock fronts may gener
ate disturbances propagating along the characteristics that are not associated with
the shock family. These disturbances take the form of a continuous oscillation, and
appear as a wavy tail attached to the shock front. Tbey are generated already by first
order schemes, but become more pronounced in higher order schemes due to their
lower dissipation. A key observation is that the numerical viscosity in the shoek
family beeomes very small for slow shoeks, and third order effects are no longer neg
ligible. We have studied perturbations to travelling wave solutions by keeping the
3rd order terms in the modified equations. The perturbations are shown to be gener
ated by a source at the shock 'layer', moving with the shock speed. The disturbanees
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are then projected onto the shock characteristic as well as 'the other' characteristic
through a nonlinear coupling term. These disturbances may be interpreted in the
context of stability theory of viscous shock profiles.

Barbara Keyfitz

I would like to outline a new approac~ which Suncica Canic and I have made to
studying self--':similar two-dimensional problems. There is a supersonic/subsonic di
chotomy for unsteady self-similar two-dimensional problems, which makes the math
ematieal issues similar to those in steady transonie ßow. We have fouod some elues
to nonlinear wave interactions by analysing the subsonic region, where a very in
teresting degenerate elliptic equation govcrns the flow. The solutions may display
singular behavior near the sonie line, and this may explain same of the difficulties
in extending mathematical analysis to mure than one space dimension, as~well as
eventually suggesting aresolution of these difficulties. ,~.'

Christian Klingenberg

The Relaxation Limit for Systems of Broadwell Type
This is joint work with Y.G. Lu. We consider the Cauehy problem for the following
system coming from an equation of Broadwell's type:

Pt+mx =0
mt + (p - 4s)x = 0

F(p, m, s) __ 0
St+----

T

with bounded L 2 measurable initial data

} (0.1)

(p, m, s)lt=o = (Po(x), mo(x), so(x» (0.2)

With certain assumptions on (0.1) we show that the solution of the equilibrium
system

Pt +mx =0
mt + (p - 4h(p»x = 0 } (0.3)

is given by the limit of the solutions of the viscous approximation

as fand T go to zero.

Pt + mz = fpxx
mt + (p - 48)x = ffflzx

F(p,m,s)
St + = fSxx

T

7
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Dietmar Kröner

Measure Valued Solutions of Conservation Laws
The question of global solutions in time for general systems of consevation laws is
still an open problem. In arecent joint paper with W. Zajaczkowski we have shown
at least the existence of a measure valued solution for the Euler equations of gas
dynamics, where the conservation-of-energy-equation is replaced by the transport
equation for the entropy. We have used an elliptic operator of sixth order in the
momentum equation as an E-regularization. The existence of a solution of the reg-
ulaized problem has been obtained by a Galerkin method. Stability estimates for ei

the Galerkin solution hold uniformly and could be carried over to tbe solution of the
c-regularization uniformly in E. These estimates imply the existence of a measure
valued solution in the limit E ---t 0. It is still not dear how to show that tbe obtained
measure valued solution is a Dirac measure, which would imply the existence of a
weak solution.

Jan Olav Langseth

A Three-Dimensional Wave-Propagation Method
for Systems of Conservation Laws
A dass of wave propagation algorlthms for tbree-dimensional conservation laws are
developed. This unsplit finite volume method is based on solving one-dimensional
Riemann problems at the cell interfaces and applying fiux-limiter functions to sup
press oscillations arising from second derivative terms. Waves emanating from tbe
Riemann problem are further split by solving Riemann problems in the transverse
direction to model cross-derivative terms. Due to proper upwinding, the method is
stable for Courant numbers up to one. Several examples using the Euler equations
are included.

Philippe LeFloch

Non-Classical Shock Waves in Scalar Conservation Laws
In this lecture, I report on a joint work with Brlan T. Hayes, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. We study the non-classical shock waves that arise as limits
of certain diffusive-dispersive approximations to hyperbolic conservation laws. Such
shocks are associated with non-eonvex fiux-functions and connect regions of different
convexity. They are undercompressive, have negative entropy dissipation for one
entropy function, hut do not obey the classical Oleinik entropy inequalities.
We sball discuss the sealar conservation law

8t u + 8x f(u) = 0, u(x, t) E ffi, x E ffi, t > 0,

where tbe fiux-function f : m. ---t ffi is non--convex. We mostly focus on the pro
totypical case of the cubic fiux f(u} = u3 . We give necessary conditions for the
existence of non--classical sbock waves, and construct them as limits of traveling
wave solutions for several diffusive-dispersive approximations.
We introduce a "kinetic relation" which acts as a selection principle to pick up a
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unique non-elassical solution to the Riemann problem. The convergence to non
classical weak solutions for the Cauchy problem is investigated. Finally, using nu
merical experiments, we demonstrate that the Beam-Warming scheme produces nOD
classical shocks while no such shocks are observed with the Lax-Wendroff scheme.
All of these results depend crucially on the sign of the dispersion coefficient.

Yun-Guang Lu

The Study on the Degenerate Hyperbolic System and on the
Degenerate Parabolic Equation
This talk consists of two parts. In part one, we introduce a method to use the
compensated compactness with the entropy-entropy flux pairs of Lax type to prove
the convergence of the approximate solutions (viscosity solutions, Lax-Frid~i~J:1s nu
merical solutions or Godunov numerical solutions) for some nonstrictly hyperbolic
systems, such as LeRoux system; one-dimensional compressible fluid ßow; 2 x 2 chro
matography system; a special 2 x 2 system of conservation laws with quadratic ßux
and so on. In part two, we consider the Cauchy problem

{

Ut + f(u}x = G(u)xx
u(x, 0) = uo(x}.

We give a critical condition on the nonlinear function Gasfollows: Let

Z = meas{u : G'(u) = O}.

(0.5)

(0.6)

If G'(u) ~ 0 and Z = 0, then the Cauchy problem (0.5) has a unique Hölder con
tinuous solution. If the set Z is positive, then the solution of the Cauchy problem
(0.5), in general, is discontinuous. In the second part, we also introduce a method
to obtain the Hölder continuous solution with explicit Hölder exponent for the high
dimensional Porous Media equation

Ut = ßum

The second part in this talk is joint work with W. Jäger.

(0.7)

Pierangelo Marcati

Singular Limits for Hyperbolic Systems of Conservation Laws
We expose a general theory for analyzing the singular behaviour of hyperbolic sys
tems under non-hyperbolic scaling.

K.W. Morton

Evolution-Galerkin and Generalised Godunov Schemes for Multidimensions
For a scalar problem in ID there is a wide consensus on the key elements of an
effective scheme: use the characteristics; p.w. constant or p.w. linear basic approx
imation; recovery by continuous parabolics to give third order accuracy; solution
adaptivity to deal with shocks. Either of the main formulations, evolution Galerkin
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or Godunov extend readily to conservation law systems. Even for the scalar problem
there is less agreement in multidimensions. However, use of the characteristies in
either formulation gives the crucial terms, while other formulations do not always
do so. The real test is multi-D systems, typified by the second order wave equation
and the Euler equations. For the former, an exact evolution operator can be given in
terms of integrals along bicharacteristics and over the characteristie eone; and this
has been used as the basis for a number of numerical schemes. Ostkamp has also
shown how it cao be applied to the Euler equations.

Ingo Müller

The Symmetrie Hyperbolic Systems of Extended Thermodynamics
- Light Scattering and Shock Wave Structure

Tbe symmetrie hyperbolic systems of extended thermodynamics result from tbe ki
netic theory of gases by forming moments. WeIl-known is the Grad 13-moment the
ory but tbis offers no great improvement over tbe Navier Stokes theory, even though
it is hyperbolic. Many moments are required for a better description of nature when
rapid changes and steep gradients are involved. This proposition is illustrated for
light scattering and shock wave structures.

Claus-Dieter Munz

Numerical Methods for Low Mach Number Flow
An asymptotic analysis of the compressible Euler equations in the limit of vanisbing
Mach numbers is used as a guideline for the development of numerical scbemes in
tbe weakly eompressible regime. Multiple pressure variables are introduced wbich
accounts for the three physieally distinct roles of tbe pressure as a thermodynamic
variable, an acoustic wave amplitude, and the balaneing agent for inertial forces.
Advection of mass and momentum as weIl as lang wave acoustics are discretized
explicitly, while in solving the sonie terms, the scbeme uses an implicit pressure cor
rection formulatioo to guarantee both divergence-free flow in the zero Mach number
limit and appropriate representation of weakly nonlinear acoustic effects for small
but finite Mach numbers. This asymptotics based approach may be used to ex
tend compressible as weIl as incompressible flaw solvers to the weakly compressible
regimes.

Benoit Perthame

A Numerical Approach for Two Phases Flows
Tbe engineering literature proposes models for two phases flaws of the fallowing type:

8t OkPk + 8x (o.kPk'Uk)

8t OkPk'Uk + 8 x (OkPk'U~ + OkP)

8tOkEk + 8xOk(Ek + p)Uk

o
p8x O k + added mass forces
-p8t O k·

Tbe exact form of the added mass forces (and other terms we do not mention here)
depends on the flow. It is therefore useful to propose methods which da not rely
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on this specific form although these terms enforce the hyperbolicity of the system.
We propose such a method which is based on classical Riemann solvers for classical
hydrodynamics. (Common work with F. Coquel, K. EI Amine, E. Godlewski, P.
Rascle).

Christian Rohde

Weakly Coupled Systems of Conservation Laws
We consider a nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservation laws in several space di
mensions where the coupling of the equations is only due to the source functions.
Problems that lead to these weakly eoupled systems can be found for example in
eombustion theory, hydrology or mathem·...:.tical biology.
Based on tbe well-known viseosity method unique existence of appropriately defined
entropy solutions is derived if an associated parbolically regularized proble~~~mits

bounded classical solutions. Some physically relevant model problems are proyen to
have an entropy solution. "__
Concerning the numerical solution of weakly coupled systems we present ~a finite
volume method on unstructured grids. Extending a result of DiPerna we can give
criteria that ensure tbe convergence of the finite volume method for initial value
problems. By' application of this theorem strong convergence to tbe exact entropy
solution is verified.

Mirko Rokyta

A-Priori Error Estimates for Upwind Finite Volume Schemes for Convection Dominated Diffusion
We consider the following boundary value problem

Lv := -eßv + div(bv) + cu

v

f in n,
o on an,

(0.8)

(0.9)

where n is a convex polygonal domain in m,2 and b(x), c(x), fex) are fUDctions which
are smootb enough such that 0 < CO :5 c(x) :5 Cl, div b = O.
We use upwind finite volume discrete operator to obtain approximate solution to
the problem. Under suitable conditions on smoothness of the exact solution and
the function f we first show that t if tbe discrete operator is formally of first order,
the a-priori error estimate is of order O(h). Then we prove that, if a second order
linear reconstruetion operator is used for discretizing the diffusion term, tbe a-priori
error estimate is of order O(h2 ) in subdnmains not containing IDeal extrema of the
solution. (Joint work with D. Kröner and M.Wierse.)

Tommaso Ruggeri

Hyperbolie Principal Subsystems:
Entropy Convexity and Subcharacteristic Conditions
We eonsider a system of N balance laws cLmpatible with an entropy principle and
convex entropy density. Using the special symmetrie form induced by the "main field",
we define tbe concept of "principal subsystem" associated to tbe system. We prove
that the 2N - 2 principal subsystems are also symmetrie hyperbolic and satisfy a
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"subentropy law". Moreover we can verify that for each principal subsystem the max
imum (minimum) charaeteristic velocity is not larger (smaller) than the maximum
(minimum) characteristic velocity of the full system (subcbaraeteristie conditions).
We present some simple examples in the case of the Euler fluid. Then in the case of
dissipative hyperbolic systems we consider an equilibrium principal subsystem and
discuss the consequences in Extended Thermodynamics. Finally, in the moments
approach to the Boltzmann equation we prove, as a consequence of the previous
result, that the maximum characteristic velocity evaluated at the equilibrium state
does not decrease when the number of moments increases.

Denis Serre

Global Smooth Multidimensional Compressible Flows with a Finite Mass
One proves the existence of non-trivial such fiows for a polytropic gas. The pres
sure law is either p = p"Y (isentropic case) or p = (1 - l)pe (non isentropic), with
'"Y ::5 1 + 2/d, d being the dimension of the physical space. The monoatomic gas
eorresponds to '"Y = 1 + 2/d ; in that special case, the global existenee follows from a
loeal existenee and a "conformal invariance" of Euler's equations.

Michael Shearer

Shear Band Formation in Granular Materials
The appearance of sbear bands in an elastoplastic solid is associated with a change
of type in tbe pde's: Loss of hyperbolicity in dynamic equations, 1055 of ellipticity
in quasi-static equations. Here, the evolution of the deformation in simple shear is
followed up to the time of shear band formation. As the shear band forms, it does so
at a weak spot in the material; in the analysis, we in'troduce a corresponding small
nonuniformity in material properties. We find that the deformation is extremely
nonuniform in a small interval of timt· before the shear band appears.

Chi-Wang Shu

Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory Schemes _
Weighted ENO (Essentially Non-Dseillatory), or WEND, schemes are based on ENO _
schemes, to use adaptive steneil idea to design high order shock capturing schemes.
Instead of using one of the candidate stencils as in ENO, WEND uses a linear combi-
nation of all candidate stencils. We will discuss ways to choose the nonlinear weights
with the objective of getting a smooth, high order stencil in smooth regions and
sharp, monotone shock transition.

David Sidilkover

New Discretizations and Fast Solvers for the Inviscid Flow Equations
One of the most glorious pages in the history of numerical analysis was the construc
tion of the so-called high-resolution schemes for gas dynamics. These schemes had
to ineorporate a certain smoothness monitor (Le. to be highly nonlinear) in order
to combine second-order accuracy and non-oscillatory properties. The drawback of
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this approach is that high-frequeney error eomponents are not sufficiently visible to
the residuals of such schemes. Therefore, it may be inherently impossible to con
struct a relaxation with good smoothing properties using the discretizations of this
type. This explains in part a poor performance of the existing multigrid ßow solvers.
This difficulty cau be traced to the particular way the high-resolution mechanism
(nonlinearity) is incorporated within the schemes (Le. to the dimensional splitting).
We shall present brießy a genuinely multidimensional approach towards the con
struction of high-resolution schemes. The key advantage of this approach is that
it allows to achieve non-oscillatory properties of the discrete scheme without dam
aging its stability. This facilitates the possibility to construct a simple (namely,
Gauss-Seidel) relaxation with good smoothing properties for the entire ~ange of flow
regimes.
The resulting genuinely multidimensional scheme has intriguing links to some stan
dard schemes used for incompressible ßow computations. Exploration of these' links:
facilitated in part a construction of the discretization suitable for the ineompres~

ible flow computations. This seheme is formulated on (non-staggered) triangular
uostructured grids. It allows to achieve optimal multigrid efficieney (i.e. efliciency
identical to that for Poissoo equatioo). sinee it separates the elliptic and advection
factors of the system. The most remarkable property of this scheme is its extreme
simplicity together with the simplieity of the entire solver:

- it reHes 00 the primitive variables;

- simple treatment of the boundary eonditions;

- use of the Collective Gauss-Seidel relaxation.

This approach readily extends to the eompressible subsonic ßow case. It faciliates
the optimal emdeney of the multigrid solver for eompressible case as well (Le: the
same emdeney that ean be obtained when solving a Full-Potential equation) ..fThe
important point here, besides the simplicity of this approach, is that there is no
10ss of aceuracy/efliciency in the ineompressible limit. The scheme/algorithm con
structed for the compressible ßow computations becomes identical to those used for
the ineompressible ftow mentioned above.
Numerical experiments illustrating tbe eflicieney and aceuracy of these new ap
proaches will be presented.

Carlo Sinestrari

Travelling Waves for Conservation Laws witb Source
We investigate the qualitative properties of the solutions of the sealar conservation
law with souree

8tu(x, t) + öx/(u(x, t)) = g(u(x, t)) xE ffi.,t ~ 0

under various types of initial data (periodic, with compact support, or Riemann
like).
We show that the asymptotie profile of the solutions is given by a superposition of
shoek waves and travelling waves, instead of the rarefaction waves familiar from the
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9 = 0 case. The travelling waves are of two types: there are continuous waves con
necting two consecutive zeros of 9 and discontinuous one oscillating around a zero of
g. We prove that waves of tbe Iatter form have an unstable character, and that for
a generic dass of initial data the asymptotic profile of the solution does not contain
any of such waves. We also analyze how the rate of convergence of the solutions to
their asymptotic profile is affected by the presence of the source.

Marshall Slemrod

Relaxation Limit for Non-Ideal Gases
The shock structure of materials exhibiting phase transitions has been a popular
subject recently. This talk will discuss recent investigations into the shock structure
and viscous compressible gas dynamics of a condensing vapor. The main tool are
a discrete velocity Boltzmann like model and same recent ideas of O. Penrose on
metastability.

Thomas Sonar

Recent Developments in the Construction of ENO Schemes
on Unstructured Meshes
Essentially non-oscillatory recovery is tbe most expensive algorithmic part in finite
volume approximations of hyperbolic conservation Iaws. We describe tbe use of gen
eralised Mühlbach expansions in order to allow a cbeap construction of the recovery
function. Generalised multiresolution algorithms to further increase the emdency
of these schemes are discussed. These methods work on arbitrary domains and are
independent of tbe underlying grid partitioning.

P. Souganidis

Existence and Stability of Entropy Solutions
for the Hyperbolic System of Isentropic Dynamics
In this talk I will discuss the existence and compactness (stability) of entropy soIu-
tions for the hyperbolic systems of conservation laws corresponding to the isentropic •
gas dynamics, where the pressure and density are related by a ,-law, for any 11.
Our results (joint work with P.-t. Lions and B. Perthame) considerably extend and
simplify the program initiated by DiPerna and provide a complete existence proof.
Our methods are based on the compensated compactness and the kinetic formulation
of systems of conservation laws.

Anders Szepessy

Multigrid Methods for Shocks
In the talk I present two theorems on the residual damping in multigrid methods solv
ing convection dominated diffusion equations aod shock wave problems, discretized
by the streamline diffusion finite element methode One theorem shows that a V-cyc1e,
including sufficiently many pre- and post-smoothing steps, damps the residual in
Lloe for a constant coefficient problem with small diffusion in two space dimensions,
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without the assumption that the coarse grid is sufficiently fine. The second theorem
prooves a similiar result for a certain continuous version of the two grid method,
with isotropie artificial diffusion, applied to a two dimensional Burgers shock wave
problem.

Eitan Tadmor

Nonoscillatory Central Schemes for Nonlitiear Conservation Laws
and Related Equations
During tbe recent decade there was an enormous amount of aetivity related to the
eonstruction and analysis of modern algorithms for the approximate solution of non
linear hyperbolie eonservation laws and related problems. To present the sueeessful
achievements of this activity, we review some of the analytical tools which are used in
the development of the convergenee theories associated with finite-difference,·..,finite
element, finite-volume and spectral approximations of nonlinear hyperbolie systems.
In particular, we foeus our diseussion on modern high-resolution finite-differenee
approximations to hyperbolic conservation laws.
We highlight those schemes which are based on centml differeneing: their build
ing block is the use of staggered grids. The main advantage is simplicity, since
no Riemann problems are involved. In particular, we avoid the time-consuming
field-by-field decompositions required by (approximate) Riemann solvers of upwind
difference schemes. Excessive numerieal dissipation is compensated by using mod
ern high-resolution, non-oseillatory reconstructions. Moreover, in the scalar case
we prove total-variation bounds, one-sided Lipschitz bounds (- which in turn yield
precise error estimates), as weIl as entropy stability estimates.
Finally, a variety 'of numerical experiments - including second- and third-order ap
proximations to Euler and MHD equations, demonstrate tbat these central schemes
offer simple, robust, Riemann-solver-free approximations for tbe approximate sölu
tion of one- and two-dimensional systems. At the same time, these central schemes
achieve the same quality results as the high-resolution upwind schemes.

Athanasios Tzavaras

Self-Similar Viscous Limits and the Riemann Problem for Nonlinear Hyperbolic Systems
We consider the problem of constructing solutions u(x/t), e = x/t of the Rie
mann problem for an N x N system of strictly hyperbolic conservation laws for
data lu+ - u-I << 1 via solving

-eu~ + F(u()' EU~

uE(±oo) U±.

It is shown that Ut is of uniformly bold variation and thus uEn (e) -+ u(e> and that
u(x/t) solves the Riemann problem. The solution satisfies the Lax shock conditions
and at shocks U E has the internal structure of traveling waves. The solution of the
Riemann problem in the case of nonconservative hyperbolic systems üoint work with
Ph. LeFloch) is also discussed.
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Roland Vilsmeier

Flow Computations Employing Explicit Adaptive Methods on 3D Hybrid Grids
Aim of the investigations is to create reliable and efficient algorithms to solve the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in geometrically complex geometries. Oue to
the very bad properties of tetrahedral elements when diseretizing terms eontaining
seeond spatial derivatives, a hybrid grid approach, employing automatie mesh gen'-
erators will be prefered in future. .
As a first step in this direction a numerical method based on finite volumes is pro
posed, that, due to its simple data structure, is able to be employed on any grid.
At present, solutions are obtained on fully unstruetured, tetrahedral grids as weIl
as manually arrangedgrids employing different element types in azonal approach.
These grids contain prismatic layers and cartesian blocks covered by pyramids, while
the empty spaces are "filled" by tetrahedra.
Integration is carried out explicitly. If local stability conditions vary essentially
throughout the computational domain, a renewed version of a previously developed
multisequence Runge-Kutta method, now fully conservative, can be employed.

Zhouping Xin

On Initial-Boundary Value Problems and Boundary Layer
Behaviour of Weak Solutions for Conservation Laws
We present some results on boundary conditions formulations for systems of hy
perbolic conservation laws and study the traces of not only entropy-ßuxes but also
density variables. We apply this theory to some nonstrietly hyperbolic systems and
scalar convex conservation laws. The solutions under study are generated either by
viscous approximations or Godunov schemes. Some interesting phenomena are dis
cussed.

Robin Young

Growth Rates for 3 x 3 Conservation Laws
We consider the Cauchy problem for 3 x 3 conservation laws in one spaee dimension,
including Euler's equations for gas dynamics. We consider initial data having large
total variation and small oscillation. We briefly show some examples which demon
strate that the total variation is not bounded in general. By considering the scaling
properties of solutions, we identify a new length scale which determines the growth
rate of the total variation. We then restrict to systems with aRiemann coordinate,
which includes the Euler equations. We prove a large-time existence theorem and
show that the total variation grows at most exponentially with growth rate deter
mined by the length seale, which is obtained from the initial data. Most of this is
joint work with Blake Temple.
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Yanni Zeng

Conservation Laws of Composite Type
We study systems of conservation laws which contain both hyperbolicity and dissipa
tiveness. Large time behaviour is studied for solutions that are small perturbations
of a constant state. We give pointwise estimates, both in space and in time, on the
solution for large time for Navier-Stoke& equations without heat conductivity.

Guohui Zhou

Accretion Disk Problems
Accretion disk problems arise in astrophysir..s if a star is rotating in a high speed and
hurning out in the stage of expansion. The matter flows from the star with supersonic
speed and is accreted near the star. This accreted body revolves on its own center.
With the increase of the angular speed, an accretion disk is formed. Mathem"ä'ticaIly,
the movement of the accretion disk fulfills the nonstationary Navier-Stokes eq~tions
in cylindrical coordinates. .
With the operator splitting method, we decouple the system in single equ~tions,
so that we salve scalar equations in each time step. Each decoupled equation ia
convection-dominated. Ta maintain the stability and to get sharp front of the shocks
which occur near the inner boundary, we use the streamline diffusion finite element
method to salve each equation. Shock-capturing techniques are also used to damp
away the possible over- and undershootings. Test computations for model problems
in one dimension are presented.
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Tagungsbericht 18/1996

Kommutative Algebra und algebraische Geometrie

05.05. - 11.05.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Ernst Kunz (Regensburg), Josepf Lipman

(West La.fayette (USA» und Uwe Storch (Bochum) statt.

In den Vorträgen und Diskussionen wurde über neuere Ergebnisse und Probleme

aus der kommutativen Algebra und algebraischen Geometrie berichtet und es

wurden insbesondere Fragen angesprochen, die heiden Gebieten gemeinsam ent

springen. Auch Verbindungen zu anderen Bereichen der Mathematik (Homotopie

theorie, K -Theorie, Kombinatorik) wurden geknüpft. Eine Reihe von Vorträ.gen

beschäftigte sich"mit Residuen und Spuren in der Dualitätstheorie. Weitere Schwer

punktsthemen waren Fundamentalgruppen algebraischer Varietäten, birationale

Geometrie, Frobenius- F\mktoren, Auflösungen und Hilbertfunktionen graduier

ter Ringe und Moduln, insbesondere in Verbindung mit der Geometrie endlicher

Punktmengen im pn und kombinatorischen Strukturen. In diesem Zusammen

hang sind auch mehrere Vorträge über die· MultipllZität lokaler und graduierter

Ringe zu sehen.

Das große Interesse an der Tagung spiegelt sich auch in der hohen Zahl ausländischer

Gäste wider. Neben den 19 deutsChen Teilnehmern kamen 10 weitere aus eu

ropäischen Ländern (davon 3 aus Osteuropa), 12 aus Nordamerika und je einer

aus Indien, Israel, Japan und Taiwan.
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Vortragsauszüge

Abhyankar, Shreeram.S.

Local Fundamental Gronps of Algebraic Varieties

For a. prime number p and integer t ~ 0, let Q,(p) = the set of all quasi
(p, t) group8, i. e., finite groups G such that G/p{G) is generated by t generators,

where p(G) is the subgroup of G generated by all of its p-Sylow sub~oups;

members of. Qo(p) are called quasi-p groUp8. Extend this for p = 0 byagreeing

that the identity gr~up 1 is the only O-Sylow subgroup. For P = a prime number

or 0, let P,(p) = the set of all (p, t)-groups, i. e., the set of all finite groups G

such that G/p(G) is an abelian group generated hy t generators. Note that then

Pt{p) = Q,(p) for 0 :5 t ~ 1, hut P,(p) is much smaller than Qt(p) for t > 1.

Let Cg be a nonsingular projeetive algebraic curve of genus 9 over an alge

braically closed ground Held k of characteristic p (where p may or may not be

zero). Let Cg,t+l = Cg minus (t + 1) points. Let 1rA(Cg,t+l) be the algebraic
fundamental group of C"C+l which is defined to he the set of a1l Ga.lois groups

of finite unramified Galois coverings of O"t+l. In my 1957 paper, I made the

following conjecture above 1rA •

Curve Conjecture. For t ~ 0 we have 1I'A(Cg ,C+l = Q2g+t(p). In particular

1I'A(Lk,t) = Qt{p) where Li,t is the t-punctured affine line over k.

Now that Harbater and Raynaud (1994) h80ve a.fIinn8otively settled this Curve.

Conjeeture, it seems worthwhile to make explicit the eonjeeture about the local

algebraic fundamental group 1r~<!If,,) at a t-fold normal erossing near a

simple point P of a. d-dimensional algebraie variety V , with d ~ 2, over k, which

was implicit in my 1955 paper. So let W be a (d - 1)-dimensional subvariety of

V. Recal1 that W has a. t-fold normal crossing at P means, near P, W is defined

by Xl ••• Xc = 0 where (Xl, ••• , Xd) is a regular system of parameters on V at P.
Assuming ~ to have a t-fold normal crossing 80t P, 1I"~(N:,t) is defined to be

the set of inertia groups above P in finite Galois coverings of V whose branch

loeus at P is contained in W. The said loeal eonjeeture predicts the following:

Local Co~ectureFor t > 0 we have 1r~(Nt,t) = Pt(p).
Similarly, it seems worthwhile to make explicit the conjecture about the al

gebraic fundamental group 1r'A(V - W} of the complement of W in V, which

was implicity in my 1959 paper. Recall that 1rA(V - W) is defined to be the set of

all Galois groups of unramified finite Galois coverings of V - W. The said global

conjecture predicts the following

Global Conjecture H V is the d-dimensional projective space over k (with

d ~ 2), W has only normal crossings, the number of irredueible component of W
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is t + 1 (with t ~ 0), and at least one irreducible component of W has degree

1, then 1TA(V - W) = P,(p). In particular 1TA(L~t') = P,(p) where L~" is the
d-dimensional affine spa.ce over k punctured at t hyperplanes which, together

with the hyperplane at infinity, have onIy normal crossings.
As supporting evidence for the above Local and Global conjectures, for t = 1

and p > 0, I have recently ShOWD that for integers m > 1 and all powers q of p,

the groups PGL(m, q) and GL(m, q) belong to 1T~(Nt,l) as we11 a.s to 1TA(Lf,l)·

Alonso Tarrio, LeovigUdo
Why Grothendieck duality on formal schemes? (joint work with A. Jeremias and

J. Lipman)
We discuss some applications of the theory developed in the talk of A. Jere

mias.
Let f : X -+ Y be a pseudo-proper map between noetherian formal schemes.

We denote f! : O(Y) --+ Dqc'(X) the twisted inverse image functor, ß-adjoint to
the usual Rf•. We construct a new functor f* : Dc(Y) -4 Dc(X) by the following

formul&.:

f*:F:= R rtomx(Rrx(Ox), f!:F)

With this definition, it is possible to state a Grothendieck duality {armula tor
coherent sheaves on formal schemes, namely,

Theorem With f as before, :F E Dt(Y), g E Oqc(X)

Rf.R1tomx(g,f#:F) -=-+ R1tomY(Rf.RrxQ,:F)

This formula allows us to recover (in an abstract fashion) prevjous results by

Hübl, Kunz, Lipman and Hartshorne.

Aramova, Annetta
Gotzmann theorems for exterior algebras and combinatorics (joint work with H.

Herzog and T. Hibi)
We show two theorems on f -vectors of simplicial complexes which correspond

to Gotzmann Persistence theorems and Regularity theorems tor Hilbert functions

in the polynomial ring. The classical Kruskal-Katona theorem chara.cterizes finite

integer sequences which are the f -vector of a simplicial complex. It can be inter
preted as a theorem on Hilbert functions. To see this we atta.ch to each simplicial

complex ß a finite dimensional K -algebra, called the indicator algebra.

Theorem Let A be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n] = {l, 2, ... , n}

with f -vector (10, f1, . .. ,/d-1). Then:
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a) (Kruskal-Katona) Oi(!i) :5 !i-t for 0 ~ i :5 d - 1.

b) (Persistence) If ß is pure and Bi(!i) = !i-l for same i, then Bj(fj) = /j-t
for a1l j $ i.

c) (Regularity) H s ~ 1 is an integer such that Bi(!i) = /i-l for all i :5 s, then
iI j- t (6T , K) = 0 for all j :5 s and all T C [n]

Batyrev, Victor

Residue and push-forward in eguivariant cohomology

Let T be a. d-dimensional algebraic torus a.cting on an n-dimensional smooth
projective algebraic variety X over C. Assume that there exist only finitely many

T-fixed joints on X (IXTI < (0). Then the ring of equivariant cohomology

R = Hf(X,C) is a Gorenstein C-algebra of Krull dimension d. Using Atyah
Bott Iocalization theorem, one obtains a natural 1- to 1 correspondence bet

ween elements of the fixed point set XT and irreducible components of Spec R.
Let A := HT(pt). Then A is isomorphie to the polynomial ring in d variables

and R becomes a free module over A of rank IXTI via the ring homomorphism

"1r* : A -+ R indueed by the projection X -+ pt. Example: (M.Brion) If X is a

torie variety (n = J), then R is isomorphie to the Stanley-Reisner ring of the sim

plieial eomplex of cones in the fan defining X. The push foward map 1r* : R -+ A
can be computed via. the Bott residue theorem. This method allows to eompute

generating functions for intersection numbers of tautological classes on moduli
spaces of stable maps of rational curves a.nd confirm predictions of physicists for

"numbers" of rational curves on complete intersections in torie varieties.

Campillo, Antonio
Tone ideals and syzygies

For a monomial (or non normal torie) variety, i.e. an affine variety parametri

zed by monomials, we eompute the defining ideal and syzygies from eombinatories,

namely by using the homology of certain ~implicial complexes associated to the

semigroup of the involved monomials. Hy using this computation as unifying ele

ment, we make the algebraic-geometrie study of such vaneties.

Chardin, Mare and Ulrich, Bernd
Hilbert functions and residual interseetions (joint work with D. Eisenbud)

We are interested in tbe question of when the Hilbert function of an R-ideal
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J generated by s forms is determined by the degrees of the s forms and the
intersection J'5..-1 := I of the primary components of height at most s -1 of J.

This question has an a.fIinnative answer if R is Cohen-Ma.caulay and

s ~ ht(J) + 1. In general, however, one needs to impose conditions on I:

Definition. I is s-residually 52 if, for every i :5 3 and every i-residual inter

section K, the ring R/K satisfies Serre's condition 52.
Theorem. Let R be a homogeneous Cohen-Macaulay ring over an infinite fie1d

and I a homogeneous s-generated ideal satisfying G.-1 • Set 1= JS--l. H I is

(3 - 2)-residually 52, then the Hilbert function of R/J is determined by I and

the degrees of tbe s generators of J.
Here, G. means that IJ(Ip ) ~ ht(p), Vp E Supp R/I ht(p) $ s - 1. A

criterion for the residually 52 condition is given by the following:
Theorem. Let R be Gorenstein and I an ideal of height 9 satisfying G•. H
Ext~+j(R/Ij, R) = 0 for all 1 :5 j :5 8 - 9 + 1, then I is a 3-residually 52:'

Cutkosky, Dale

Local factorization of Birational maps

The Iocal factorization theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar shows that an in

clusion of regular local rings of dimension two with a common quotient Held can
be factored by a unique finite product of quadratic transforms. In higher dimensi

ons this statement is false, as shown by examples of Hironaka., Sallyand Shannon

showing that regular local rings ReS of dimension 3 cannot be a produet of
monoidal transfonns.

We prove tbe following theorem on Iocal factorization:

Theorem Suppose that R, S are excellent regular loeal rings, of dimension 3,
containing a field k of cha.ra.cteristie zero, with a common quotient field K, such
that S dominates R. Let V be a valuation ring of K which dominates 5. Then

there exists a regular local ring T, with quotient field K, such that T dominates

S, V dominates T, and the inclusions R --+ T and 5 -+ T can be factored by
sequences of monoidal transfonns.

An affirmative answer to a question of Abhyankar follows from this theorem.
As a corollary, we give a geometrie interpretation of this theorem for complete

morphisms. Complete -is tbe analogue of proper for a not necessarily separated
morphism.

Foxby, Hans-Bjorn

Gorenstein dimension and Ioeal homomorohisms
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Consider Ioeal rings (R, m) and (S, n), and a ring homomorphism ep : R --+ S
which .js loeal (i. e. ep(m) S; n). Of eentral interest is the ability of ep to transfer
a given property from the souree R to the target S - and viee versa. Under
the additional assumption that S is of finite Hat dimension over R this has been

serutinized by Avramov and me for a variety of properties (ineluding "Gorenstein"

and '''Cohen-Maeaulay''). The talk deseribes a wider class ofhomomorphisms with
excellent transfer abilities for the "Gorenstein" property: the "Hat dimension" can

be replaced by "Gorenstein dimension" which is a finer invariant. It was introduced

by Auslander for finite moduls - and extended in the talk to general ones.

Eisenbud, David
Resolution of the ideal of a general set of points

The Minimal Free Resolution Conjecture asserts that for a general set r of

--y points in Pi;, the free resolution of the ideal Ir C k[Xo, ••• , X r ] =: S of the

points satisfies dim Tor~(Ir, ~)j = 0 or dim Tor:+1(Ir, k) j = 0 for every i and j .

The MRC is known to be true for r :5 4 (Ga.eta, Ballico-Geramita,Walter) and
for --y » r (Hirschowitz-Simpson). But Schreyer made computation suggesting
strongly that it fails in p6 for 11 points, p7 for 12 points, and p8 for 13 points.

(No counterexample occurs in p9 for $ 50 points (Kreuzer)). With Sorin Popeseu

I proved:
Theorem for r ~ 6, r ~ 9 there is a number --y(r) such that the MRC fails in pr
for ')'(r) points. Explicitly, if we write

r = ( s ~ 1 ) + k with 0 $ k $ 8

then we may take

(8+2),=r+8+2= 2 +k+1

Huang, I-Chiau
Residue Theorem via an Explicit Construction of Traces'

Let X be a Iocally Noetherian scheme and let 4> : Y -+ X be a morphism

of finite type whose fibers have bounded dimensions. Assume that X admits a
residual complex K"x which is explicitly given, that is, an injective huH M( p) far

each point p E X is chosen and how K"x is built up from the M( p) '5 is specified.
I have constructed canonically an injeetive hull M(~) for each point '.P E Y and

described a map M(~) --t M(O) for each pair of points '.P,11 E Y so that these
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information give rise to a residual complex K y on Y. In tbe talk, I will give. a
short review of these construetions and give same concrete examples. I will then

describe explicitly a map

tr~,p : M('.ll) -+ M(p)

for each pair of points '.p E Y and P E X and compare it with the Tate's trace.

The maps trc.p,p induce a map

of Ox-moduls. Residue theorem asserts that try/x is a map of complexes if 4J
ia proper.

Bübl, Reinhold
Geometrie Applications oi Residues (joint work with E. Kunz)

A el~sica1 result of Humbert states that tor aplane curve C and a. line H
intersecting C in. deg(C) many points, tbe sum E cot(ap) ia an invariant

PECnH
01 the points of C and H at infinity. Here ap denotes tbe angle between H
and C at P. A formula of Reiss states that E si,::=f;» = 0, where "p(C)

PECnH P

denotes the curvature of the curve C at P. The residue theorem on curves allows

to generalize these results to tbe intersection of arbitrary curves C ~ A;: witb

hypersudaces H = {f = O} ~ Ai: .

Jeremias L6pez, Ana
Grothendieck duality and Hat base change for formal scbemes (this is part of a

joint work with I. Alonso and J. Lipman)
Given :r an ideal of definition of a locally noetherian formal scheme X,

consider the functor

Let Aqet(X) be the full subcategory of tbe category of quasi-coherent sheaves F
verifying r~(.1") =.1". Let Dqct(X be the subcategory of D(X) of complexes
whose homology is in Aqct(X).

Let f : X -+ Y be a map between locally noetherian formal schemes, let

:J C Oy, J c Ox be ideals of definition of Y and X such· that :fOx c J.
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Set X[O] (resp. 1(0]) for the map of ordinary schemes indueed by f. The map

f : X --+ Y is separated iff /(0] : X[O] -+ 1(0] is aseparated map of schemes. We
say / : X -+ Y of pseudo-finite type (resp. pseudo-proper) if /(0] : X[O] -+ l'(O] is a
finite type (resp. proper) map of sehemes.

Theorem 1. (Grothendieck duality on formal schemes) Let f : X -+ Y be a se

parated pseudo-finite type map of noetherian formal schemes. Then the triangular

functor Hf. : Oqct(X) -+ O(Y) has a triangular right adjoint.

For a pseudo-proper map of noetherian formal schemes f : X --+ Y we will

write f! : O(Y) -+ Oqct(X) for the right adjoint to Rf. : Dqct(X) -+ O(Y), as

usua! for proper maps of schemes.

Theorem 2. (Flat base change isomorphism) Let j : X -+ Y be a suitable

pseudo-proper map and u : U -+ Y an adie Hat map of noetherian formal schemes.
Complete the diagram (f, u) to a fiber square with projection maps v : V --+ X

and 9 : V -+ U. Then there ia a "base change" isomorphism

(F E O:t(y»
c

(when we write f! for fX, and the index ~ means the "homology is a direct limit

of coherent moduls" over Y)
As consequenee we get: Sheafified version of Grothendieck Duality on formal

schemes: For any pseudo-proper maps / : X -+ Y of noetherian formal schemes,

every f E Dqct(X) and F E D~(X), there is a bifunetorial isomorphism
c

R/.R1iomox(f,/!F) ~ R1f.omY(Rj.f,:F)

Jouanolou, Jean-Pierre
Inertia. and acyelieity

We present an "inertia lemma" that is an effective version of the acyelieity

lemma in eommutative algebra.. More preeisely, the use of resultant ideals permits

to have a lot of information on the COhOIIlOlogy modules of eomplex of finite free
modules. Applications are given: effeetive eriterion for a sequence of polynoms

to be a regular sequenee using a description of the regular loeus of the resultant

variety, torsion of quotient rings, more precise version of the Falting's lemma,...

Köck, Bernhard
The Eguivariant Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch Theorem
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Let G be a group or a group scheme. We established fonnulas for the equi

variant Euler characteristic of locally free G-modules on a projective G-scheme
X: We proved an Adams-Riemann-Roch theorem and, under a certain continuity

assumption for the push-forward map, a Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem in
(higher) equivariant algebraic K -theory. Furthermore, we presented the following
applieation: In case of a Hag variety G/ B, the above continuity 8Bsumption has
be verified, and the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem for this situation yields

a new proof of tbe Wey! character formul&.

Korb, Thomas
On Rees algebras with a Gorenstein Veronese-subring (joint work with Manfred

Herrmann and Eevo Hyry)
Tbe talk should illustrate tbat the &8sumption which ia mentioned in ~he title

provides a very good setting for considering properties and the structure of blow

up algebras. The following question was i.p. eonsidered: Suppose the blow up
algebras of an ideal 1 in a loeal ring A have some "good properties". What can
then be said about upper bounds for the reduetion exponent r( I) of I?

We reealled some known answers to this question (e.g. Goto/Shimoda as gene
ralized by Johnston/Katz; Aberbach/Huneke/Trung for the Gorenstein-ease etc.)
and mentioned then that all these results follow immediately from the follwing
a-invariant formula:

a(GA(I» = max(r(I) -1(1), 6(G( I»}

which holds in ease GA (I) is Cohen-Macaulay. Using this formula we can even
generalize some of the above mentioned results to:

(ht(I) > 1, GA(I)CM)RA(I·)Gor. => r(I) $ l(l) - s - 1

The questioD is now whether we can obtain the same upper bound for r(I) in other
cases (i.e. when GA (!) is not CM). We presented a theorem in this direction which
is bases on a new duality result (coming from the Sancho de Sal88 sequence and
Lipman's loeal-global duality), the theory of multi-Rees algebras and the fact that

we have in our setting: WGA(I) ~ GÄ(I)(-8 - 1), where GÄ(I) denotes the form
ring of the so called Ratliff-Rush filtration eoming !rom I.

Kreuzer, Martin
Kähler Differentials for Points in pn
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For a O-dimensional reduced subsebeme X C pn with homogeneous coor

dinate ring R = PlI = K[Xo, ... ,XnJII, we study the Hilbert function of its
first module of Kähler differentials nklK. We showed that this Hilbert function

Ho contains more information about the geometry of X than H" or the minimal

P -resolution of R. The function Ho (i) was described for small i, for i >> 0 (by

giv:ing a sharp upper bound for the regularity of nkl K ), and for an intermediate
range. We also presented a number of results about the torsion submodul TRI"
of nk/K' including an explicit system of generators and - strengthening the po
sitive answer to Berger's conjecture- its nonvanishing in all suitable degrees. As

a consequence, we also obtain a lower regularity bound for nk/K which is sharp.
Finally, the relation between Ho and the Hilbert function of the symbolic square e
of I was exhibited and used - together with the Alexander-Hirschowitz theorem

on systems of double points - to calculate Ho in the case of generic sets of points

X.

K wiecinski, Michal
Tensor powers with applications to symmetrie algebras

For a morphism of complex algebraie varities f : X -+ Y we define a topologi

ca! invariant cp(f) equal to the maximal number of points in 811Y give fibre, whieh

lie in a limit of one sequence of general fibres. When X, Y are affine this invariant

can be expressed a!gebraically: cp(f) := sup{ i : ®~[YJ C[X]/v'O is torsion iree

over C[Y)/VO}.
Several results about this invariant (also over general fields) describe same

aspects of how general fibres degenerate to special fibres. Two applications of

these results are:
1) If f : X ~ Y is a generically finite map, with an isolated special fibre of
dimension w > 0, then there are at least [dim;;-1] points in the generic fibre.

2) Let K be an algebraically closed field, R a finitely generated K -algebra which
is a ~egular ring and M a finitely generated R-module. H Spec SymM is equidi- _

me~sional 811d P is a minimal 8Bsociated prime of Fittr-1M and not of FittrM -
then codim P :5 r( r - rkM). (Results of Simis and Vasconcelos give lower bounds

for such a codimension).
Exeept for the Symmetrie Aigebras part, this is joint work with Piotr Twor-

zewski.

Neeman, Amnon
Homotopy theoretic methods in algebraic geometry
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Let f : x -+ Y be a morphism of schemes. Let f. : D(X) -4 D(Y) be the

induced map of derived categories of chain complexes of quasicoherent modules.
Grothendieck proved that f. has a right adjoint, denoted f!. The original proof
was based on trace map. One explicitly gave the counit of adjunction i./!(x) -+ x,
often called tbe residue map, and then computed that it gives an adjuntion.

Using a theorem of Brown, originally conceived in homotopy theory, it is easy

to give a. sbort, direct proof of tbe existence of Grothendieck's a.djoint.

Peeva, Irena
Homolcgy cf codimension 2 lattice ideals (joint work with Bernd Sturmfels)

Let S = K[X1 , ••• , X n ] be a polynomial ring over a fie1d K. We study
homoloy of lattice ideals; a esse of particular interest are prime lattice ideals,

Le. toric ideals.
For a lattice ideal I we prove that the projective dimension of S/ I is

~ 2codim(J) _ 1. When codim(I) = 2 we construct the minimal free resolution

of SI I and prove that reg(i) :5 deg(I). The latter inequality is strlct for prime
ideals - this shows that Eisenbud-Goto's conjecture is true for codimension 2 tonc

varieties.

Sastry, Pramathanath
Global Torelli Theorems for Moduli Spaces of Vector Bundles

Recall that a polarized abelian variety is a pair (M, [wD, where M is an
Abelian variety and [w] E H2(M, Z) is a polarizing class on M. A map between

polarized Abelian varieties is a map of tbe underlying Abelian varieties which is

compatible with the polarizing classes. "
A compact Riemann surface of genus 9 2:: 1 gives a (principally) polarized

Abelian variety (J(X), [wx]) where J(X) is tbe "Jacobian" and [wxl ia Wx ia
given by wx(a 1\ ß) = #0:' ß f~r a,ß E H1(X,Z). We then have the" classical

Torelli 's theorem:
Theorem (Torelli): If X and X' are compact Riemann surfaces (of genus ~ 1)

such that
(J(X),[wx)) ~ (J(X'),[wx'))

as polarized Abelian varieties, then

X~X'

The above theorem was generalized by Mumford-Newstead (in a special case)

and Narasimhan-Ramanan in the following way: For aRiemann surface X, let
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M~(n) denote the moduli space of rank n bundles V, with determinant det V
equal to L.

Theorem (Narasimhan-Ramanan/Mumford-Newstead): Let n, dEZ, with
(n,d) = 1. Let Xt,X2 E 001 9 (the moduli space of genus 9 curves), 9 ~ 3, and
let Li E Pic Xi, d = deg Li. Suppose

Then

We generalize this to include the case when n and d are not necessarily coprime.
The work is joint work with D. Arapura. The principal difficulties in the "non

co-prime" case are

a) M}(n) is not smooth.

b) It is not a "fine" moduli space (i.e. it does not represent the moduli funetor).

Dur result is:
Theorem (0. Arapura & P.S.) Fix n. Let Mx = MfX(n). Then

Here Mx is the stable locus of Mx.
V.Balaji has a related result when n = 2.

Schenzel, Peter

Applications of Koszul homology to syzygies

R = EB Rn denote a graded K -algebra of finite type with Ro = K a field
n>O

and R = Ro(Rt ]. For a finitely generated graded R-module M and a "suffi-

ciently" general system of linear forms ~ = Li, ... ,L" S ~ dimM, the following e
cohomologymodules Hi(g,;H~+(M)),i,j E Z arestudied. ThismixtureofKoszul
homology of local cohomology is a Iocal analogue to the K;.9 -invariants introdu-
ced by M. Green in 1984.

Results: 1) Finiteness conditions for Hi(~; Hh+ (M», 2) Bounds on the minimal
numbers of genera.tors for ideals, in particular in small codimension, 3) A new
description of the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity, and 4) A generalization of
M. Green's duality theorem. The usefulness of this generalization is described in

studying the minimal Iree resol~tion of non-singular rational curves in Pi< in terms
of their Hartshome-Rao module.
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Seibert, Gerhard
Frobenius F\metors and Invariant Factors

We characterize the noetherian loeal rings (R, m) of prime characteristie with

the following property: H M is a finite generated R-module then there exists
. T

n,T E N and elements al, ... ,aT E m such that Fji(M) ~ EB R/aiR wherei=l
FR( _) denotes the n-th power of the Frobenius functor with respect to R.
These sie exa.ctly the noetherian Ioeal rings (R, m) of prime characteristie and
dimension less than or equal to 1 which are geometrieally unibranch in the sense of

Grothendieck, i.e. Rred ia an integral domain, the integral clos~ Rred of Rred in
its field of fractions is loeal and the residual field extension of Rred / Rred is purely
jnseparabiej for exampie noetherian Iocal complete domains of prime characteristic
and dimension less than or equal to 1 and algebraically closed residue neid are
such rings.

Srinavasan, Heroa
Bounds for Multiplicities

Let R be a polynomial ring over a field and I be a graded ideal of R. Let

S =R/I. The minimal graded resolution of S over R is

6. 6, 1>1

o -+ E R(-d.j ) -+ ••. -+ E R(-dtj) -+ ... -+ E R(-d1j) -+ R -+ S -+ 0
j=1 j=1 j=1

So, P dim S = s. S is said to have a pure resolution if dt; = dt 1 :5 j :5 bt
1 ~ t ~ s. In 1986 Huneke and Miller have proved that if S is Cohen-Macaulay
with a pure resolution

then the multiplicity of S, e(s) = d, ~id.. Let us denote by mt = ~ndtj and
)

Mt = mljLXdtj, the minimal and maximal shifts in the t ~h place. Then we conjee-
J .

ture that:

H S is Cohen-Macaulay, then

n:=l Mt > e(S) > n:=1 mt, - - ,s. s.

This is clearly true when S is a graded cotnplete intersection. H S ist not Cohen
Macaulay the lower bound fails in genera!. In joint work with Jiirgen Herzog we
prove the following:
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Theorem 1. H S is Cohen-Ma.caulay with the minimal graded resolution satis

fying mt 2: M t - 1 for all 1 < t ~ s, then the conjecture ia true.
Theorem 2. If I ia astahle monomial ideal or a square free strongly stahle
monomial ideal then tbe conjectured upper bound holds for S = R/[' and the
lower bound holds for the multiplicity of S if S is Cohen-Macaulay. We also
prove the conjecture for height 2 Cohen-Macaulay ideals 1. Tbe conjectured
upper bounds are verified in some other cases including the grade 3 Gorenstein
ideals and S = R/I with a p-linear resolution.

Stückrad, Jürgen
Composition genes and a new invariant of loeal rings (joint work with W. Vogel)

Let A be a Ioeal ring or a graded K -algebra (K a field). For any (graded)
f. g. A -module M we consider the following two numbers:
nA(M) :.= BU~{l(:tk?~))IQ (homogeneous)mA - primary ideal} E R+ U {co}

iiA(M) := sup{l(e(JtL,)IQ(homogeneous) parameter ideal of M} E R+ U {oo}
The problem is to chacacterize those M for which nA(M) or nA(M) is finite.
Here are the main results (M ia always f. g. ):

1.) H nA(M) < 00 then M is quasiunmixed (in the sense of Nagata).
2.) If A is Ioeal and nA(M) < 00 then M is quasiunmixed.
3.) HAis graded then nA(M) < 00 for a1l f. g. graded A-modules M.
4.) H for all compiete regular loeal rings R (ar all polynomial rings R)

nR(R/P) < 00 for a1l (homogeneous) prime ideals P of R, th~n nA(M) is always
finite, provided M is quasiunmixed.
5.) nR(R/I) < 00 if R is a polynomial ring and 1 ia a quasiunmixed monomial
ideal of R. In this situation

nR(R/I) ~ r - degR/I + 1

if there is a composition senes 0 = Mo ~ Mt ~ .. · ~ M r = R/I of length r such
that Mo,Mt ,.·. ,Mr are graded R-modules with Mi/Mi-l ~ R/Pi (up to shifts
of degree), where Pi are monomial prime ideals of R, i = 1, ... , r. Moreover,

nR(R/1) :5 degRII for arbitrary monomial ideals of R, where r is defined a.s
above.
Examples show that even for square free monomial ideals

nR(R/I) < nR(R/I) « (0).
:F.

Conjectures: 1.) nA(M) < 00 for all f. g. quasiunmixed (graded) A-modules

M.
2.) nA(M), nA(M) E Q if these numbers are finite.
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Thoma, Apostolos
Set-theoretic complete intersections

A monomial curve in the n-dimensional affine or projective space is set theo

retie eomplete intersection if it is defined as a set by n -1 equations. We presented

a technique which from a given projeetive monomial c~e which is set-theoretie

complete intersection provides infinitely many monomial curves which are set
theoretic complete intersections in the next dimension affine or projective space.

Vasconcelos, Wolmer
Homological Degree of Modules

This is a proposed extension of the notion of multiplicity to allow for apriori

estimates usually requiring CM conditions. For a graded module M over a stan

dard graded Gorenstein algebra S. one looks for numerical functions Degt·) sa-
tisfying: .~~ .

(0) Deg(M) = deg(M) = multiplicity of M if it ia CM
(1) H L = r!Dt(M) , Deg(M) = teL) + Deg(M/L)
(2) H h E SI is a regular hyperplane section

Deg(M) ~ Deg(M/hM)

(2) may look counter-intuitive hut it has the derived goal.

The proposed "big" degree is given 8S

Deg(M) = deg(M) + :E Ci • Deg(Ext~(M, S»
;>0

where c~ 's are certain binomial coefficients. For example, if d = dim M = dim S,

Ci = (~= ~). It can be computed through Gröbner basis techniques.

One proves that (2) hold, for generic, regular hyperplane seetions. A similar
definition can be given in the local case.

One of the properties of any such Deg(·) is Deg(M) ~ vs(M) = minimal
number of generators of M.

Watanabe, Keüchi
Characterizing terminal singularities via Frobenius map

Our aim is to chara.cterize terminal (resp. canonical, log-terminal, log-canoni
cal) singula.rities using Frobenius after taking mod p reduc~ion. For that purpose
we define F -terminal ring in char =p > O.
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Definition Let A be a ring of char = p > 0 s. th. F : A -+ A, a ~ a1 / p

is a finite morphism and let I be tbe defining ideal of Sing (A) . Then we say
that A is F -terminal if for every q = pe >> 0 there exists c E 19 such that
the map A ~ Al/q sending 1 to C1 / 9 splits as A-module homomorphism. We

show that if A (char = 0) has F -terminal reduction for p >> 0, then A is
a terminal singularity and the converse holds if dim A ~ 3. We can also show
many interesting properties of F -terminal rings very easily. (Hopefully getting

ringtheoretic properties of terminal singularities. )

Winiarski, Tadeusz
Some new applications of Gröbner hases (joint work with J. Apel, J. Stückrad
(Leipzig), P. Twonewski (Krakau)).

We introduce a notion of Gröbner reduction of everywhere convergent power
senes over the real or complex numbers with respect to ideals generated by poly

nomials and an admissible term ordering.

Dur main theorem states the existence of a fonnula for tbe divis~on of ever
ywhere convergent power series over the real or complex numbers by a finite set
of polynomials. If tbe set of polynomials is a Gröbner basis then the reminder of

their division ~epends only on tbe equivalence class of the power senes modulo
the ideal generated by the polynomials. When the power senes which shall be de
rived is a polynomial the division fonnula lews to a usuaJ Gröbner representation
well-knowil for the polynomial rings.

Finally the results are applied to prove the closedness of ideals generated
by polynomials in the ring of everywhere convergent power series, to give a very
simple proof of the affine version of Serre's graph theorem, to extend the effective

Hilbert Nullstellensatz to the ring of entire functions and to prove that the ring

of entire functions is Hat over the ring of polynomials. In the second part we
present a method for determining tbe reduced Gröbner basis with respect to a.

given admissible tenn order of string type of the intersection ideal of an infinite

sequence of polynomial ideals. As an application we diSCU88 the Lagrange type
interpretation on algebrBic sets and the "approximationn of tbe ideal I of algebraic
sets by O-dimensional ideals, whose affine Hilbert functions converge towards tbe

affine Hilbert function of I.

Yekutieli, Amnon
On the Intersection Cohomology of a Curve (an Application of Beilinson Comple

tion Algebras)

16
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Suppose Y is a smooth variety over R and X is an irreducible subvariety. Denote
by Dy the sh~ of differential operators on Y. There is a simple Dy -module
l.(X, Y), with the property that its DeRham complex DRr..(X, Y) is the intersec

tion cohomology sheaf of X with middle perversity. (Brylinski-Kashiwara). We

give an explicit algebraic characterization of .c(X, Y), using Beilinson CompletioD

Aigebras and algebraic residues, when X is a curve. In fact our description is

valid over any field of characteristic o.

Berichterstatter: R. Waldi
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Analytische und numerische Approximationsmethoden für Probleme der
Plasmaphysik, der Physik verdünnter Gase und von Halbleitern

12.05.-18.05.1996

This meeting has been organized by Helmut Neunzert (Kaiserslautern) and Pierre
Arnaud Raviart (Palaiseau). In the talks subjects from different fields (plasma
physics, rarefied gases, SPH, semiclassical and quantum semiconductor theory) have
been presented, based on the common ground of microscopic transport equations.
Asymptotic analysis has proved to be a powerful tool in deriving approximating
equations, setting up boundary conditions and designing numerical schemes. The
interest of the audience showed up in lively discussions after the talks. During the
weil dimensioned breaks as weil as in the evenings, discussions have been continued
in smaller groups.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE:

Monday, 13.05.

A.M. ANILE:

Hydrodynaluical Modeling of Carrier 'ITansport in Semiconductors

Starting from the extended hydrodynamical model recently introduced by Anile
Pennisi and Annile-Muscato, which consists of a hyperbolic system, a reduced model
is obtained in the aue-dimensional and stationary case. The reduced model resembles
thc usual hydrodynamical models currently implemented in industrial simulators but
has a non linear (gradient dependent) heat constitutive equation. The reduced model
seenlS to be computationally more affordable.

M. JUNK:

Kinetic schemes for higher moment equations

Traditionally, kinetic schemes have been used as numerical schemes for the Euler
equations but the concept can be extended to other moment systems which are
derived fronI a kinetic equation. In two special examples thc scheme is applied to
1l10Inent equations which include higher moments like energy flux or flux of energy
flux as variables. Prof. Levermore's moment equations naturally allow the use
of kinetic schemes. Numerical difficulties connected with a moment problem for
the exponential densities proposed by Levermore' are analysed. In order to set up
a kinetic scheme for the hydrodynamical model for semiconductors introduced by
Prof. Anile a suitable partial equilibrium density is constructed. Beside the moment
conditions given by Anile's closure relations the density has to satisfy additional
moment conditions in order to get a stable kinetic scheme.
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o. MUSCATO:

Testing an extended hydrodynamic model for semiconductors by
Monte dada simulations

The increasing miniaturization of modern electron devices requires an accurate mod
eling of energy transport in semiconductors which is important to descrihe such phe
nomena as hot electrons, impact ionization and heat generation in the bulk material.
Tbe standard drift-diffusion equations currently used in the deviee simulation do not
include the carrier energy as a dynamical variable. In order to avoid the expensive
direct nll.:nerical integration of the full Boltzmann transport equation for carriers in
semiconductors it is usual to resart to an augmented set of equations usually refered
to as hydrodynamieal models. Anile, Penuisi and Muscato proposed a model in
which the closure is ohtained with an Entr. 'py Principle (within the framework of
Extended Thermodynamics) and the production terms are modeled as re1äJcation
terms in such a way, near the thermal equilibrium, they satisfy the Onsager Reci
procity Principle of linear irreversible thermodynamies. In order to check-such a
model we developed a homogeneous Monte Carlo code for silicon at rO<?ffi tempera
ture, witiI spherical valley (such that the effective mass approximation, usually used
in the hydrodynamical models, holds). With this code we obtained the distribution
function and hence we checked the closure equations and thc relaxation times are
evaluated.

J. MOHRING:

Generalization of the Spherical Harmonics Expansion of the
Boltzmann Transport Equation

The 'SHE-method was introduced by tbe groups of Baccarani and Goldsman in the
late eighties to simulate high energy effects in semiconductor devices. The BTE is
approxinlated by an elliptic equation of second order. This equation is uo langer de
fined on the whole 6D phase space hut rather on the 4D x-energy space and includes
only Iocal difference and differential operators. However, the elassical derivation by
expanding the distribution function inta spherical harmonies on spheres of constant
energy and by elosing the system just by cutting thc expansion after the second term
applies only to spherically symmetrie bands and is lacking in justification. These
restrietions can be ovetcome by performing an asymptotic analysis of the BTE based
on the following observation: elastic part of the collision operator, drift and accel
eration term, and inelastic component of tbe collision operator are of decreasing
order in typical submieron devices. In contrast to the results by Ben Abdallah and
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Degond, the present diffusion approximation yields not only asymptoticaIly, hut
exactly the classical equation for spherically symmetrie bands.

N. BEN ABDALLAH:

On a Scattering Schrödinger-Poisson system for tbe modeling of quantum couplers

The present trend of submicron device technology shows a dramatic size reduction
of thc components. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate quantum effects iota
the mathematical and numerical models of semiconductors. The natural extension
of the semiclassical kinetic models to quantum physics consists in the Wigner equa
tion, oe cquivalently to a system of infinitely many Schrödinger equations. Much
about the recent mathematical progress which has been done on these models is
about the whole space problems. However) the modeling of real deviees requires the .
definition of appropriate boundary conditions. In order to. model current carrying
states in a submicron structure (large currents), we introduce appropriate bound
ary conditions for the steady-state Schrödinger equation. These conditions are of
transparent type and aJiow to compute scattering states of the Schrödinger operator
(which are current carrying). We then prove the weIl posedness of the obtained
Schrödinger equation coupled with the Poisson equation. Afterwards, we prove that
in the ~ne dimensional case, the transparent boundary conditions lead, when the
Planck constant tends to zero, to the standard inflow boundary condition for the
Vlasov equation. Finally, we will present some numerical results of the simulation
of the self-consistent model applied to quantum couplers.

c. SCHMEISER:

Moment expansions as a numerical method for the semiconductor
Boltzmann equation

The aim of this work is the development of algorithms for an efficient transition
between kinetic and macroscopic models for charge transport in semiconductors.
The approach is based on moment expansions where the closure is obtained from
the framework recently developed by Levermore. This leads to moment systems
with favourable properties (symmetry, hyperbolicity, entropy) which can be used for
convergence praofs of the moment systems to the Boltzmanß equation on the one
hand (as the order tends to infinity), and to the drift diffusion model on the other
hand (as the Knudsen number tends to zero). Semiimplicit time discretizations
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and space discretizations of tbe moment systems can be given which 'are stahle
uniformly in the Knudsen number. The transition between macroscopic and kinetic
models is achieved by an adaptive, locally varying choice of the order of the moment
expansions.

A. ARNOLD:

Absorbing boundary conditions for the Schrödinger equation:
Derivation and discretization

Transport boundary conditions (TBC) for the transient Schrödinger equation on a
domain n can be derived explicitly under the assumption that the given pqt~.ntial V
is constant outside of this domain. In 10 these boundary conditions are ~ön-Iocal
in time (or memory type). For the Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme, "discrete
TBC's are derived and the resulting scheme is proved to be unconditionally stable. A
numericai example illustrates tbe superiority of discrete TBC's over existing ad-hoc
discretizations or the differential TBC's.

Tuesday, 14.05.

Y. BRENIER:

A hierarchy of moment equations between the rree transport equation
and the Hopf equation

We consider Liouville equations (and, in particular, the free transport equation
in ooe space dimension) and .solutions valued in {O, I} ("waterbags" or "binary
solutions"). A simple observation shows that moment equations can be closed at a
finite order when the velocity variable is scalar. This leads to systems of eonservation
laws of order K, for each fixed integer K. For K = 1, we recover the Hopf equation
("inviscid Burgers" equation). For K = 2, the isotropie gas dynamies equations
with 1=3. It is shown in a joint work with L'ucilla Corrias (Paris 6), in a paper to
appear i:'l Ann.IHP.A.Non Lineaire, that those systems have global entropy solutions
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for \vhich we can give a kinetic formulation ala "Lions-Perthame-Tadmor". Namely,
they can be related to the foHowing system:

. ßt /+v8x f+(-8v )K/-L=O

\vhere IL(t, x, v) ~ 0 is a nonnegative Radon measure and (at least when K = 2N is
cven) f is constrained to be of the form

f(t,x,v) = ll{v E [al,bd u··· U [aN,bN]}

where al = a.(t, x) :5 bl (t, x) ~ ... :::; bN(t, x) = bN .

J.J. MONAGHAN:

A survey oe SPH

a.e. in (t, x)

In this paper I survey the particle technique SPH (smoothed particle hydrodynam
ics). I give abrief introduction to the theory of particle interpolation and show how
thc particJe equations can be derived from thc continuum equations. Applications to
water jets and ideal gas shock tubes show that SPH gives good results. The dissipa
tion terms for shocks are constructed by using, as a guide, the Riemann techniques
of Marti et al. (Phys.Rev~D 43,3794,(1991)). Abrief account of the relativistic
equations shows that the Riemann idea can be used to give an effective relativistic
algorithm.

J.P. VILA:

S.P.H. Hybrid Schemes

We have presented same new tools to deal with SPH type approximations of COD

servation laws. After briefly reviewing the mathematical principles of the particle e
approximation of functions, we have given rules for the design of SPH approxima-
tions of a model PDE. We have given Lax-Wendroff-like consistency results. They
provide the basis for the understanding of the way that SPH equations compute
the weak soIutions of conservation laws. Classical formulation of SPH equations are
recovered. As an alternative ta the use of artificial viscosity we have presented a
class of hybrid schemes which use Finite-Difference type fluxes and Riemann ex-
act or approximate solvers. Connections with arbitrary Lagrange Euler formulation
and Harten-Hymann finite difference schemes are also discussed. We finally have
presented some numerical tests with the new formulations of SPH equations.
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P. MARKOWICH:

Dispersive Sehemes for Quantumhydrodynamies

A diseretization for the quantumhydrodynamie equations based on WKB asymp
toties for the Sehrödinger equation is presented. The diseretization is well-suited to
the dispersive nature of the problem and is eapable of resolving the macrostrueture
correetly on rather coarse grids. Numerieal results for resonant tunneling diodes
(negative differential resistanee) are presented.

c. CERCIGNANI:

Bounda:-y conditions for the distribution function in semiconductors

In order to solve the Boltzmann equation for a semiconduetor chip, one needs bound
ary conditions on the distribution funetion. This topic is hardly touched ia the lit
erature. In the talk I propose to discuss the different kinds of boundary conditions
that should be applied at insulating and ohmic contacts. The consequences of these
boundary conditions for approximate methods will also be discussed with particular
attention to the case of high fields.

G. RUSSO, A.V. BOBYLEV:

A Vlasov-Boltzmann equation for bubbly flow

The development of a kinetic theory of spheres in an ideal liquid is discussed. A
Lagrangian is derived for a system of N spheres of radius Cl in an ideal fluid, which
depends on position and velocity of the spheres. A Hamiltonian formulation is
given. The collision of the spheres is described by tbe addition of a hard eore
repulsive potential to the Hamiltonian. Starting from the Liouville equation for the
N-particle system, a hierarehy of equations is derived for the N-particle distribution
function. Two limit equations are obtained for the one-particle distribution funetion.
The first limit is the Boltzmann-Grad limit, obtained by letting N ~ 00, d -+ 0,
Nd?- = const. In this limit a Boltzmann equation for hard spheres is obtained. The
only effeet of the fluid is tbe reduction of the effective cross sectioll. A Vlasov
Boltzmann limit is obtained as N -+ 00, N d3 ~ 0, () == N d3 M 2 = const, where
M is a suitable defined Mach number of the ßow. Tbe Navier-Stokes equations
are derived by the Chapman-Enskog expansion. An instability is obtained for large
values of (), both for the linearized Boltzmann and Navier-Stokes equations.
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Wednesday, 15.05.

F. DONNEDU:

Ion Extraction in Laser Separation (AVLIS):
Physical Modelling and Numerical Simulation

In AVLIS process, ruetallic uranium is vaporized, and the vapour is selectively ionised
by pulsed laser beams; ions are extracted from the plasma by means of negatively
biased electrodes. Ion extraction is unsteady. The physics of this extraction is stud
ied by means of a ID particle-mesh simulation (Vlasov equation). In a first short
period the plasma constructs its Debye screening; the electric field oscillates before
rcaching a quasi equilibrium. These oscillations make electrons go to the anode,
and SQme of them return back inta the plasma with a supra-thermal velocity giving
rise to several electron families with different velocities at the same place. This phe
nomenon prevents us from using fluid models for the electrons. In a second stage,
when the electrons are in equilibrium with the electric field, the transient dynamics
of ion cxtraction takes place. This dynamics may be described by an appropriate lD
model assuming quasi steady state. From this model, a scaling law of ion extraction
is deduced, \vhich is used in 2D particle simulations to reduce the computing time
by allo\ving a Debye length longer than the actual one. The simulation results are
in good agreement with experimental Olles. A study of the effects of the magnetic
field upon thermal expansion of the plasma have been performed in the case of a
self-nlagnetized plasma (electrons are magnetized, but not ions). In the non colli
sional case, nunlerical experiments show that the expansion of the plasma across B
takes place because of a turbulent motion of the electrons due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability. But the expansion is slowed down by the magnetic field. Numerical ex
periInents taking into account electron collisions with ions show that these collisions
accelerate the expansion. When the collisions are very frequent the expansion is
quite as rapid a..~ in the B = 0 case.

R. SENTIS:

Quasi-neutrality for weakly ionized plasmas and sheath models

We are concerned with weakly ionized plasmas made of neutral particles, ions (whose
charge is + 1) and electrons. The applications are the hypersonic aerodynamical flows
ncar a wall. We assurne that the neutral flow is known and that the mean free path
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of collision between charged particles and neutraiones is smalI; then the ion density
Ni satisfies a drift diffusion equation

where 'lj; is the electric potential, which solves the Poisson equation. The electron
density Ne satisfies

We give the "quasi-neutrality approximation" of the two equations when the Debye
length goes to zero and we study the boundary layer problem near the wall which
is a 1D sheath model.

H.D. VICTORY, JR. :

Particlc Methods for Solving Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck Kinetic Equations

We consider particle methods for approximating Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck sys
tems. Random methods are based on the fact that the trajectories of a particle,
undergoing Brownian motion due to collisions with the medium or background par
ticles, can be obtained as the solutions of stochastic Langevin equations, which
are the precise analogs of the deterministic Hamiltonian system in the collisionless
model. The particle approximation simulates the action of the viscosity by üse of in
dependent Wiener processes (Brownian motions). Deterministic methods are based
on splitting methods, whereby particle methods are used to treat the convective
part and the diffusion is simulated by convolving the particle approximations over a
timestep with the' field-free Fokker-Planck kernel. The convergence treatmentmakes
use of the velocity moment analysis of P.L. Lions, B. Perthame, and F. Bouchut for
studying global existence of solutions to Vlasov-Poisson and Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker
Planck systems.

A. NOURI:

Ionization and Recombination in Plasmas

Jonization and recombination in a plasma are considered. It gives rise to a system
of kinetic equations with cubic source terms. Taking into account in the momentum
conservation law that the electron's roass is negligible with respect to the ion's mass,
an existence theorem is proved for such a system.

9



s. CORDIER, C. BUET, P. DEGOND, M.LEMOU:

Fast, conservative and entropy schemes for the 3D Fokker-Planck equation

We are interested in the discretization of the Fokker-Planck operator in 3D, which
can be derived as the leading term of the Boltzmann operator when the angular
cut-off tends to zero. Many methods have already been proposed but none of them
preserved all the properties of the continuous operator i.e. conservation of mass,
Illomentum and energy, "decaying the entropy and Maxwellian steady states. Thc
discretization has to be performed on the following weak formulation of the Fokker- .-
Planek equation. Let 'l/J be a test function, f(v, t) the distribution function -

8t 1f'ljJdv = -~1L(V1f; - V1f;.)41(v -v.)ff.(Vlnf - Vlnf.) dvdv.

\vith <I>(w) = Iwl-3(lwI213 - w ® w). The natural discretization of this form leads to
a quadratic cost N 2 (N being the numher of discrete velocity points). We present
three approaches to reduee this cost while preserving the above properties.

• Sublattice methods: N 2 ----t N 2 /a2 where a~ 2 is a sublattice paranIeter.

• Multigrid methods and Monte Carlo integration: N 2 ----t N In N.

• Multigrid methods and Multipole expansion: N 2 -+ NlnN.

E. FRENOD, B. LUCQUIN-DESREUX:

A multi-species Fokker-Planck code

The Fokker-Planck operator acts on the distribution function of a plasma f(t, x, v)
and is purely loeal in position. In the case of one species of particles it writes

pu, f) = divv f f(v)f(v1)cI>(v - v1)(Vlogf(v) - V log f(v l
)) dv l

with <p(w) = Iwl-3(lwI2
[ - W (8) w). The solution of the space homogeneous Fokker

Planck equation possesses properties which are: decay of entropy, conservation of
IUass , momentum and energy (and of only those quantities), and thermodynamical
equilibrium characterized by the Maxwellian distributions. Those properties are a
consequence of the logarithms, of the particular form of the tensor tI> , of the fac't
the operators (-div) and (V) are mutually adjoint, and last of the solution of the
equation

10



to be 'lj; ('lJ) = ~ 1V 12 + b . V + c. Since those properties are a transcription of the rale
of the collisions in the evolution of tbe plasma we want to build a discrete Fokker
Planck operator having the same properties. Then, to make such a discretization,
we have to approximate tbe gradient operator by an operator D satisfying

1
D'lj;(v) - D1j;(v l

) = V - VI <=> t/J(v) = "2lvl2 + b· v + c (1)

and the divergeoce operator by (-D*) such that D and D* are discrete mutually
adjoint. This is what we do in the case when tbe distribution fUßetion depends 00

the velodty variable ooly via VII = v . x/llxll aod V.1 = IIv - vlJx/llxllll. The maiß
difficulty of this work is to satisfy (1) because of the lack of symmetry of (1) when
expressed component by component.

K.XU:

Gas-Kinetic Scheme for Compressible Flow Simulations

A" numerical scheme can be regarded as consisting of two key steps: a reconstruc
tion step followed by a gas evolution step. The gas-kinetic method based on the
collisional BGK model provides an alternative to Riemann solvers for the gas eva
hItion step. Tbe BGK-scheme is a high-order accurate method, which couples flow
variables nonlinearly in both space .and time and gives the Navier-Stokes fluxes di
rectly aruund a cell interface. The scheme satisfies both an entropy condition and a
positivity condition, which guarantees a positive dnsity and temperature at the cell
interface during a complete time step. Numerical results for one-dimensional and
two-dimcnsional test cases are presented to show the accuracy and robustness of the
proposed approach.

v. SANDOR:

Thc Euler-Poisson system with zero pressure as continuum limit of the
Vlasov-Poisson system

For an ensemble of particles with self-consistent interaction we consider two models
of the matter for describing the time evolution of the system: the kinetic model
(Vlasov-Poisson) and the fluid model (Euler-Poisson with pressure zero). Suppose
that in the kinetic description velocities are initially concentrated. We then show
that velocities also concentrate for later times. In the limit we obtain the fluid
dynamical model.

11



Thursday, 16.05.

F. ROGIER:

Deterministic methods for solving thc Boltzmann equation

The purpose of this talk is devoted to the analysis of an eulerian approach for solv
ing rarefied gas problems. First, different discretizations of the collision operator are
presented and related to discrete velocity models. A stochastic technique is needed
for reducing the computational cast. Comparisons with the particle probabilistic ap
proach illustrates the efficiency of this approach. Finally, a time marching algorithm
is proposed and validated on a supersonic flow test case.

w. WAGNER, S. RJASANOW:

Stochastic particle methods for Boltzmann type equations

The talk discusses some new results in the field of stochastic particle methods for
rarefied gas dynamics. The problem addressed is how to change the simulation pro
cedure in order to improve the accuracy of the calculation in some regions of the
cornputational domain. The basic idea is a collision mechanism based on randorn
weight transfer. This mechanism contains certain degrees of freedorn that are used
as contral parameters. One parameter is an intensity function influ~ncing the prob
ability distribution of the postcollisional velocities. The other parameter is a weight
transfer function governing the amount of weight given to the particles with the
postcollisional velocities. The product of both parameters is related to the colli
sion kernel of the Boltzmann equation. The resulting method generalizes the direct
(physical) simulation procedure. Numerical tests for a nonlinear model equation are
presented.

A. KLAR, R. WEGENER:

Enskog-like Kinetic models for vehicular traffie

In this talk a general criticism of kinetie equations for vehicular traflie is given. It is
shown that standard kinetie models are not ahle to deal with inhomogeneous traf
fic flow situations. An Enskog type kineticequation is derived from a microseopic
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model. This yields a new kinetie model whieb is able to deserihe correctly inhomo
geneous traffie flow patterns. Moreover fluid dynamie equations are derived. This
derivation yields new coefficients, like the traffie pressure, the anticipation term,
and the relaxation time, for the standard fluid dynamic equations of vehicular traf
fie. A fast numerical seheme for kinetic models is presented allowing the simulation
of inhomogeneous traffie situations witb reasonable computation times. Moreover,
the eoefficients for tbe fluid equations are numerically evaluated. The resulting fluid
equations are solved and the solutions are compared to those of the kinetic equation.

S. MISCHLER:

Convergence of discrete veloeity schemes for the Boltzmann equation
.':'._"',".

The convergence of two discrete velocity deterministic schemes of the Boltzmann
equation (C. Buet's and a finite volume scheme) are presented. Tbe discretized
equation: whieh writes as a discrete velocity Boltzmann equation, is rewritten in
the shape of continuous Boltzmann equation, in order to be in the framework of
DiPerna-Lions' theory of renormalized solution. We present the discretization in
the case of the homogeneous Boltzmann equation hut the same result holds for the
fuU" Bolt~mann equation. To prove the convergence we have to overcome several
difficulties: the convergence of the discretized collision kernel is very weak and in
the case of the full Boltzmann equation the velocity averaging compactness lemma
can be recovered only asymptotically when the parameter.of discretization tends to
zero.

....

Friday, 17.05.

J. STRUCKMEIER:

Some Aspects of Particle Methods for the Boltzmann equation

The paper presents the general principles of particle methods for thc Boltzmann
equation. First, we diseuss the theoretieal background of particle schemes as weIl
as classical methods to derive the time evolution for the particle ensemble, like the

13



splitting method and schemes for the spatial homogeneous Boltzmann equation.
Moreover, some recent improvements, like fully implicit discretization, second-order
discretization techniques as well as schemes for the steady state equation are prc
sented. It is shown that the resulting schemes are ve;ry similar to thc classical
approach but might lead to more efficient particle simulations. Finally, we present
an application of particle methods on chemically reacting rarefied ftows which in
volves 5· spezies and 17 chemical reactions (full air chemistry model). 1.t is shown
how the standard schemes has to be enlarged in order to treat internal energies, Iike
rotation and vibration of molecules, and dissoziation and exchange reactions.

I. CHOQUET:

Modeling and numerical simulation of thermal nonequilibria in rarefied gases

An exact and systematic procedure to derive individual probabilities for inelastic
collisions, that reproduce, on average, experimental relaxation times, is introduced
in this lecture. This procedure is applied here to the rotational and vibrational
müdes.

c. BUET:

Discrete velocity methods for the Boltzmann equation oe monoatomic gases

A fast, conservative and entropy decreasing numerical method for the Boltznlann
equation based on thc theory of discrete velocity gases is presented. Numerical
results on high Mach numbers are shown. Extensions of the method for polyatonlic
gases and gas mixtures are also presented.

H. BABOVSKY:

Numerical simulation of kinetic boundary layers

Results of stochastic simulation schemes for steady kinetic equations depeud at times
in a hardly predictable way on the specific underlying stochastic model. The main
topic of the talk is the development of a deterministic numerical scheme for simplified
nonlinear kinetic equations for the simulation of kinetic boundary layers. After
the modeling of an appropriate discretization of the collision operator, an iteration

14
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schenle based on a continuation method is presented which produces solutions for
decreasing Knudsen numbers and yields a criterion for a limiting Knudsen number,
when the solutions break down. In a model calculation, a boundary layer adjacent
to a flow field is produced.

Berichterstatter: Michael Junk
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 20/1996

Four-dimensional manifolds

19.5.-25.05.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Ronald J. Stern (Irvine) und Stefan A. Bauer
(Bielefeld) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen zur Topologie vierdi
mensionaler symplektischer Mannigfaltigkeiten und dreidimensionaler Mannigfaltigkei
ten mit Kontaktstruktur. Schwerpunkte der Tagung waren der Zusammenhang zwis
chen Seiberg-Witten Invarianten und Donaldson Invarianten, Verklebungsformeln für
Seiberg-Witten Invarianten und die Anwendung der Seiberg-Witten Invarianten auf
Probleme der niederdimensionalen Topologie, sowie Fragen zur Eindeutigkeit symplek
tischer Strukturen.

Vortragsauszüge:

Selmar Akbulut;
Shake slice knots and Adjunetion formula

(Joint work with R. Matveyev.) We show how the adjunction inequality gives examples
of isomorphie but not isotopic contact structures, fake 4-manifolds with ~ = 1, and
obstructions to non-shake sliceness of same knots (e.g. all Whitehead doubles pf some
knots).

Paul M. N. Feehan:
Gluing non-abelian monopoles and the relation between Donaldson invariants
and Sciberg-Witten invariants of smooth 4-manifolds

(Joint work wtth Thomas G. Leness). We describe our progress towards the proof of
the conjec(ured relationship between the Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants of
smooth 4-manifolds .using a moduli space of non-abelian monopoles proposed by V.
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Pidstrigatch and A. Tyurin. This moduli space has an Uhlenbeck cOlllpactification;
its singularities include hoth the Seiberg-Witten moduli spaces (the 'reducibles ') and
thc lIlOduli space of anti-self-dual connections. By cutting the non-abelian monopole
nloduli space along suitably chosen links of these singularities, oue essentially obtains
a smooth manifold-with-boundary and, in principle, this allows a comparison of the
two types of invariants for any smooth 4-manifold.

One of the main analytical difliculties inherent in the' program of Pidstrigatch ande
Tyurin is in constructing the links of the lower stratum Seiberg-Witten moduli spaces
which lie at the boundary of tbe Uhlenbeck compactification. We have approached
this problem by constructing certain gluing and ungluing maps which can be used to
analyze the topology of the moduli space ends and define the links. As in Taubes'
and Donaldson's constructions of gluing maps for the moduli space of anti-self-dual
connections, our gluing maps are constructed by perturbing approximate solutions to
the non-abelian monopole equations obtained by splicing. However, the strategy needed
to salve the non-abelian equations for the required perturbation is not a straightforward
modification of previous methods for anti-self-dual connections. We show that the
gluing maps (togther with accompanying obstruction maps) provide a finite atlas of
coordinate charts for the moduli space of non-abelian monopoles. Dur gluing theorem
then allows us to give local parametrizations for the links of the lower stratum Seiberg
Witten moduli spaces.

Sergey Finashin:
Quotients of complex surfaces by complex conjugation

Given a nonsingular algebraic surface defined over IR denote by X its complex points
set and by Y = X / conj the quotient by the complex conjugation, conj : X -t X. Y
is a closed 4-manifold, which inherits from X differential structure and orientation. 1_
turns out that quotients Y tend to be decomposable into connected sums of elementary
pieces, S2 x S2, Cp2 and Cp2, when Y are simply connected (note that Y is simply
connected for example if X is and the fixed point set X lR = Fix(conj) is non-empty).

I proved this decomposability property for all real types of rational and Enriques sur
faces and gave a new proof for real K3 surfaces (the first proof for K3 is due to Hitchin
and Donaidson). I proved it also for complete intersection of arbitrary multi-degree,
which can be obtained by method of small perturbation and for double planes whose
branching loci are obtained by perturbation from generic configurations of lines.

This property provides a description of the differential topology of complex surfaces in
terms of knottings X IR C Y in "standard" 4-manifolds Y. Elementary bifurcations of
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these knotted surfaces under deformations of real algebraic surfaces were discussed.

Kenji Fukaya:
The Arnold Conjecture

(Joint work with K. On~.) Let (X 2n ,w) be. a symplectic manifold, H : X x (0,1) -+ JR,
Ht(x) = H(x, t), and put iXH

t
= dH~. Consider the system

d<pt Id1 t=to = X Hto (cpto),

Theorem- Let <p be transversal. Then

<PI = (j), <Po = identity.

t..,.·-

The proof is based on the solution of a 'negative multi cover problem' in symplectic
geometry, which is based on a Kuranishi theory with finite symmetry and a gluing
theorem.

Mikio Furuta:
Simple Type Conditions

Witten proved that every Kähler manifold with b+ > I is of simple type. In this
talk I explaincd an idea to extend the proof to other 4-manifolds with b+ > I when
they have open Kähler submanifolds with non vanishing holomorphic 2··forms. If a
4-manifold has an embedded surface of genus 9 > 0 with intersection number zero,
then a neighbourhood of the surface has a Kähler structure because it is of the form
1:g x Si XI. When stretching this part, there are three apriori possibilities: if one takes
a subsequence, then one has (1) a translation invariant monopole (2) a finite energy
non trivial monopole, or (3) an infinite energy monopole. When we use aperturbation
coming from a nonzero holomorphic I-form on the surfaee, then (1) does not oeeur. In
this talk I explained (2) does not oeeur uoder some eondition, and (3) does oeeur for
some 4-manifolds with b+ = 1.

Lothar Göttsche:
Theta functions and Donaldson invariants

This is areport on joint work with Don Zagier. Let X be a smooth 4-manifold with
b+ = 1. We study the Donaldson invariants of X. Unlike the case b+ > 1 they are
not independent of the metric, but by Kotschick and Morgan they depend only· on
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the period point w(g) of 9 in the positive cone H 2 (X, R)+ / R· of X. We extend the
definition of the Donaldson invariants to the boundary of the positive cone, and show
that for two classes F, G on the boundary the difference of the Donaldson invariants
fullfils the k-th order simple type condition, (i.e. is zero on the ideal generated by

(p2 _ 4)k for P E Ho(X, Z) the dass of a point), for a k which is explicitely determined
by Fand G. There is a set of "basic" classes, such that the difference is a sum
of contributions for each basic dass, each given by a universal formula in terms of_
modular forms. The leading terms are analogous to the corresponding formulas of
Kronheimer-Mrowka in the simple type case for b+ > 1. If X is a rational algebrai~

surface the results are valid for tbe Donaldson invariants at the boundary points, and
not just for their differences. In general, the basic classes occuring are precisely the
characteristiccohomology classes of X, for which the corresponding Seiberg-Witten
invariants for metrics near Fand near G differ. This leads to a precise conjectural
formula for the relationship between Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants in case

b+ = 1.

Robert E. Gompf:
Stein surfaces anel Kirby calculus

A complex surface is Stein if it admits a proper holomorphic embedding in CN for some
N.

Theorem(Eliashberg)- A smooth 4-manifold admits aStein structure if and only if
it has an open handle decomposition such that all handles have index ~ 2 and each
2-handle is attached to the boundary of (O-handle U I-handles) (US I x 8 2 ) along a
Legendrian curve, with framing obtained from the canonical framing by adding a left
twist.

Here U8' x 82 has a canonical induced contact structure € = ker(O'), (0' E n'(U8' x 82)),_

a curve K is Legendrian if alK =0, and the canonical framing on K is determined by
anormal vector field to (I K.

Via Eliashberg's theorem, any Stein manifold X with only finitely many handles cao
be descirbed by a handle diagram (Kirby picture) in a certain 'standard form'. The
Chern class Cl (X) can be computed directly from the diagram. One can also define and
compute a set of invariants of the boundary of X with its induced contact structure (.
These invariants distinguish the homotopy dass of € as a 2-plane field on M, and are
luore sensible than Cl (().
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lan Hambleton:

The spherical space form prohlenl

(Joint work with R. Lee.) We prove that the finite fundamental groups of closed,

oriented 3-manifolds are just the finite subgroups r c SO(4) which act freely and

linearly on B3. The method is a combination of

i) techniques from algebraeie number theory and surgery, and

ii) equivariant gauge theory (DonaIdson, Taubes, ... ).

The first ingredient is used to construct a suitable smooth 4-manifold (Z, aZ) wi th
bt (Z) = 0, 7Tl (Z) = G, where G ~ Q(8p, q) is any one of the groups from Milnor's

1957 list. The boundary of Z consists of (fake) space forms, togethero with quotients

of homology 3-spheres by proper subgroup of G. In the second part_~t4V!~ use the ASn
moduli space (for manifolds with cylindrical ends) to derive a contradiction to the

existence of the fake space form E/ G.

Dieter Kotschick:

Irreducibility and orientation-reversing diffeomorphisms

We discuss.ed a few results which are suggested by Donaldson theory and proved using
Seiberg-Witten invariants. .

Beauville asked which compact complex surfaces admit a complex structure compatible

\Vi th the other orientation, not the one defined by the original structure. If one changes

the snlooth structre, there are lots of examples. For a fixed structure there should be

only very few, because often surfaces contain spheres of negative self-in~ersection. We

now have a cOlnplete result, except for surfaces of dass VII in Kodaira~s classificatioll.

Theorem 1- Let }{, Y be compact complex surfaces ~hich are orientation-reversing

diffeomorphic with respect to their complex orientation. Then X (and Y) satisfies one

of the following: (a) X is geometrically ruled, or

(b) c~(X) = C2(X) = 0, or
(c) X = (IHr x lHI)/r.

Corollary 1- Ir X, Y are as above and 11Td < 00, then X, Y are S2-bundles over 52.

Ir we assume K od(X) ~ 0, then we have a complete list of examples. All these surfaces,

without 1T1-assumption, of course, carry compatible Thurston geometries.

Using Taubes' theorems, we proved:

Theorem 2- Let }( be a minimal symplectic four-manifold with bt(X) > 1. If X is

smoothly X I UX2 , then olle of the Xi is a Z-homology sphere ,vhose trI has no non·trivial

5
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finite quotient.

Corollary 2- Minimal symplectic 4-manifolds with bt > 1 and with residually finite

1Tl are irreducible, i.e. in a smooth decomposition one sumluand must be a homotopy

sphere.

Combining Theorem 2 with Gompf's construction of symplectic four-manifolds with

prescribed 1T] gives lots of counterexamples to the smooth Kneser conjecture.

Tian-Jun Li:

Seiberg-Witten invariants and the topology of symplectic 4-manifolds

We first study Seiberg-Witten invariants on 4-manifolds with bt = 1. On these man

ifolds, associated to each spinC-structure, there are two SW-invariants. We prove a
basic result expressing the difference of the two SW-invariants. This generalizes the

wall crossing formula of Kronheimer and Mrowka for 4-manifolds with bt = 1 and

b] == O.

We take on the problem of the moduli space of symplectic structures and prove the

uniqueness oE symplectic structures up to deformation and diffeomorphisms on ruled

surfaces and get some partial results for general symplectic 4-manifolds.

Sy generalizing Kronheimer and Mrowka's ideas, we prove for symplectic 4-nlanifolds

a generalized adjunction Inequality. Suppose M is a symplectic four-manifold with

bt = 1 and w is a synlplectic form. Let C be a smooth connected embedded surface

with nonnegative self-intersection. If [C].w > 0, then 2g(C) - 2 ~ K.[e] + [C]2.

vVe prove that rational or ruled surfaces can be characterized among all symplectic

4-manifolds by the existence of smoothly embedded essential spheres with nonnegative

squares, or the existence of 'exotic' embedded - - 1 spheres.

Gordana Matic:

Tight contact structures and Seiberg-Witten invariants

(.Joint work with Paolo Lisca.) AStein structure on a 4-manifold with just 0- and 2

handles can be described by a framed link in 53 with Legendrian components. Eliash
berg shows that the necessary and sufficient conditions for such a link to describe a

Stein structure is that is satisfies the condition Ir = tb - 1. We co~struct examples of

different Stein structures on the same smooth 4-manifold such that they have different

Cl. We then show induced tight contact structures on the boundary are non-isotopic
henee proving:
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Theorem 1- There exist homology 3-spheres \vith arbitrarily large numbers of ho
nlotopie, non-isomorphie tight eontact structures.

To study contact structures on boundaries of eonvex domains in Stein surfaees we prove
an symplectic embedding theorem for compact domains:

Theorem- Let X be aStein manifold, and 4J : X -+ IR a smooth strictly plurisub
harmonie function. Let T E IR be a regular value of (jJ, and X r = {q, < T} C X. Then,
there exist~. a holomorphic embedding of X r as a domain inside a smooth projective
variety with ample canonical bundle S having a Kähler form whose pull-back to X
equals W~ = dJ-(d4J). Moreover, when X has complex dimension two S may be chosen
so that bt(S) > 1.

We than use thc ahove theorem and Seiberg-Witten invariants to sh<?~ the following
theorem (also proved by Kronheimer-Mröwka):

Theorem- Let X be a smooth 4-manifold w.ith boundary. Suppose J1 , J2 are two
Stein structures with boundary on X with associated SpinC-structures 8 1 and 8 2 ,

If the indueed eontact structures ~1 and €2 on ax are isotopic, then 8 1 and 8 2 are
isomorphie (and in partieular have the s.ame Cl).

This together with the eonstruction, which produces Stein structures on the same
slnooth manifold with different Cl, proves theorem 1.

Dusa ~1cDuff:
Froln synlplectic deformation to isotopy

,,-

Let (..Y, w) he a symplectic 4-manifold which is not of SW-simple type in the sense
that therc are non-trivial Gromov invariants Gr(A) occuring in classes A E H~ with

k(A) == Cl (A) + A2 > 0) where Cl == Cl (X, J) == -K and K is the canonical divisor. By
the results of Li-Liu and Liu these are precisely the symplectic manifolds 8.t. b+ == 1
and, in ease bl =1= 0, have non-trivial cup produet map H I x HI -+ iI2 • Using the
inflation procedure, I showed that if Wt is a family of symplectic farms on such X with
[wol = [w.] E H 2(X; IR), then {Wt} is homotopic to an isotopy w; relative endpoints. In
partieular, this means there is a fmaily 9t of diffeomorphisms of X with 90 == id and

g~Wl == Wo·

As applications, one gets uniqueness of structure r~sults for ruled surfaees, certain
products EI x E2 (~i Riemann surfaces) and results on ~he symplectic blow-up and
existencc of packings. In particular, aB cohomologous blow-ups of CClP2 are equivalent,
and, as Biran showed, there is a full filling of CIP2 by k'equal balls for any k ~- 9. (This
means one can symplectically embed k disjoint balls inta <ClP2 to fill as much of the
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volulne as one wishes.)

G. Mikhalki"n:
Adjunction inequality for a pair of real algebraic curves

I describe a construction which yields applications of the adjunction inequality for
the Seiberg-Witten classes in real algebraic geometry. It produces new theorems on_
the arrangement of the ovals of plane curves (starting from degree 7), and mutual
arrangement of the ovals of a pair of curves.

Tom Mrowka:
Contact Structures and Monopole Invariants

(Joint work with Peter Kronheimer.) This talk described süme techniques which give
rise to invariants of a pair (X,~) where X 4 is an oriented connected four-manifold
with non-empty boundary and ~ ~ ax is a contact structure compatible with the
boundary orientation. The contact structure determines a SpinC-structure, so, on ax.
The domain of the invariant is the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (8, i) where s

is a SpinC-structure on X and i : slax ---+ So is as isomorphism. CaU this set I(X, ~).

The invariants generalize the Seiberg-Witten invariants and take the form of a function
Jl : I(X,~) -+ Z. These invariants elljoy the following "property:

If there is symplectic form w on X compatible with the orientation of X so that wl~ > 0
then Jl(Sw = ±1, where Sw denotes the SpinC-structure determined by w.

Reeall that a contact structure (Y,~) is called fillable in case there isa pair (X, w) as
above with ax = Y and wl~ > O. One of the consequences of the existence of these
invariants is'

Theorem- Only finitely many components of the space of two-plane fields can contai,e
a fillable contaet structure.

Via arecent result of Thurston and Eliashberg we also get

Corollary- Only finitely many components of the space of two-plane fields can con
tain a taut foliation.

\Ve can also recover the recent result of Lisca and Matic regarding Stein surfaces.

Theorem- Suppose X is a smooth four-manifold carrying a pair of exact syrnplectic
forms Wt = d1]t, W2 ~ d1J2 and contact structures ~t, ~2 on a..:\{ so that wd~i > 0, i = 1,2.
Then if ~l is isotopic to ~2) then the SpinC-structures SWI and SW2 -are isomorphie.

8
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Vicente Munoz:
Basic classes for connected sums along Riemann surfaces

Let Xl and X2 be two compact oriented connected four-manifolds with bl = 0, b+ > 1
and of simple type, such that there are embedded Riemrnan surfaces Ei C Xi of
the same genus 9 and self-intersection zero and representing odd homology classes.
Consider a connected surn X = XI #X2 of Xl and X2 along the Riemann surfaces
(there might be many). We want to use Floer homology to compute the Donaldson
invariants of X in terms of the invariants orx. and X2 . When the genus is 9 = 1, we
get explicitly the invariants of general connected sums along tori. -As an application,
we get the invariants of the elliptic surfaces with b1 = 0, of a generalised logarithmic
transform and of the manifold S = CIPI X 'Ir (with r~spect to suitable ~etrics).

When the genus is 9 = 2, we use a suitable version of the Atiyah-Floer conjecture to
get that X is of simple type and that for every pair LI, L 2 , with Li E H2 (Xi ; 7l), the
surn of the coefficients of all the basic classes K E H2(X ;-Z) such that Klx. = Li,
i = 1,2, is zero unless Li are the restrietion of basic classes Li for Xi, i = 1,2, such
that LI .EI = L2 • E2 = ±2, in which case is ±32 times the product of the coefficients of
LI and L2 • We generalise to manifolds of (potentially) non-simple type and to the case
of b+ ~ 1, notably proving that any manifold X with an embedded Riemman surface
of genus 2- of self-intersection zero and representing an odd homology class is of finite
type. .

We also relate these results with the ones of Morgan-Szab6-Taubes about t.~e behaviour
of Seiberg-Witten invariants for connected sums along Riemann surfaces.

Victor Pidstrigatch:
Donaldson Invariants and Seiberg-Witten invariants

(Joint work with A. Tyurin.) We define a moduli space MB (PI (E), Cl (E) + c) of solu
tions of the system

Da4J = 0 (Ft)o = -(q, ® ~)oo,

where a E .Aw = {b E AEltrFb = w} is a connection on·a rank 2 hermitian vector bun
die E on a 4-manifold X, W± are Spinc-bundles on X, 4J E r(w+ <8l E), Cl(W±) - c.
Reclucible solutions of this system are either points of type (a,O) subject to the condi
tion F: = 0, or of type (..\1 EB ..\2,0 EB.4>2) subject to F211

+v = -(4)2 ® 4>2)00. Reducibles
of the first type correspond to antiselfdual connections and those of second type to
solutions of abelian Seiberg-Witten equations. We proof a transversality theorern and
construct a compactification for MB . MB is a bordism between modifications of the
moduli space of asd connections and links of moduli spaces of reducibles of the second
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type in MB' These latter ones aredescribed. in terms of moduli spaces of Seiberg
Witten Msw and 'universal' gluing parameter spaces GLr(q.) described ·.by Kotschick
and Morgan. To get a relation between Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants we
assume that the Conjecture of Kotschick and Morgan holds true: Then

J /.L~viU4r~l-d = L)m~ftIEI2ta(E)i-2l
Lr(o)

with coefficients km that depend only on H2(X, Z) and the intersection form Q.

The bordism MB provides a formula for the Donaldson polynomial

where W2 = c}(E) mod 2, d = -Pl(E) - ~(btl + 1). This gives

Theorem- Let X be a four-manifold of simple type with Donaldson series given by

,(E) = exp(IEI2/2} . ( L .m o eXp(a(E)))
oEBsKM

and SW-invariants {ß, nß}ßEBssw' Then BSKM = Bssw and there is a canstant C
depending on Hs(X, Z) and Q only such that nß = C.mß.

Zoltan Szab6:
Gluing Formulae for Seiberg-Witten Invariants

(Joint wo~k with J. Morgan.) We investigate SW-invariants of smooth closed 4

manifolds, split along the three-torus X = Xl UT3 x 2 . We prove the existence of rel
ative S:W-invariants SW : H2(Xi , T 3 ; Z) ~ Z, compute the SW-invariants of ..Yi(<I» _
Xi UcZ» D2

X T 2
, where <I> : aXi ~ 8(D2

X T 2) in terms of SWXj ' We also compute t~
SW-invariants of X in terms of SWXi .

Note that the character variety of T3 contains a unique singular point, where the Dirac
operator has a nontrivial kerne!. In order to define the relative SW-invariants, we have
to investigate the structure of the cylindrical end moduli space around the singular
boundary value. This is done by computing the stable set of the singular point in the
centre manifold.

10
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Mina Teicher:
New invariants for compelx surfaces

The mocluli space MC~tC2 of a11 algebraic complex surfaces with given ~, C2 is not
irreducible. The fundamental group of a complement of the branch curve of a generi~

projection does not change when· one moves in a connected ,component. Thus these
groups can distinguish between surfaces lying in different components. An algorithm
to compute such groups was -introduced and a few examples were presented. Unlike
former expectations these groups turn out to be 'almost solvable', i.e. they contain a
solvable subgroup of finite index.

In tbe process of computing such groups, we found new algebraie surfaees: Surfaces of
general type which are simply connected, spin, and have nonnegative sign·ature. These
surfaces were introdueed: They are Galois covers of Hirzebruch surfaces.-:_

Andrei Teleman:
The coupling procedure and G-monopoles

(Joint work with C. Okonek and A. Sehmitt.) We explain first the 'Coupling Procedure'
in Geometrie Invariant Theory. This means to study 'correlation funetions' on a GIT
GL(m)-moduli spaee by eoupling the given group operation with a new one (which
leads to a simpler modul i space). We get in this way a group-operation of GL(m) in
the projective spaee P(A ffi B) of a direct surn of vectör spac'es. Suppose C· acts by
homotheties, hut with different weights on A and B. O~r strategy consists in studying
the 'master space' Q := IP(A E9 B)SS§SL(m) as a C*-space. F~torising,..by S1 C C·,
we get a homological equivalence which allows us to express correlation functions· on
the given moduli space Q~ource = IP(A)S~§SL(m) in terms of correlation functions on
Q~ink = P(B)'u§SL(m) and on the spaee of 'reductions' (fixed points of the C' -action
which do not lie on Qsource U Qsink·)

We construet a Gieseker moduli space of semistahle 'oriented pairs' (tripIes (E, <p, E)
with E torsion free, '{J : E ~ Eo, E : det(E) ~ L, Eo E Cohx torsion free, L E Pic(X)
fixed) and we describe this moduli space cis a 'master space', by identifying the source
and the sink. We show that previous results using 'Geometrie approximation" can be
reeovered easier using the 'eoupling procedure' in our sense.

We introduce the concept of G-monopole equations (associated to a SpinG (4)-structure
on a 4-manifold) and we discuss possible applications: Construction of new invariants
for 4-manifolds or of moduli spaces relating different versions of Donaldson theories to
different versions of Seiberg-Witten theories. The SpinG (4)-monopoles arise naturally

11



hy applying a differential geometrie coupling procedure to the ASD equations.

Shuguang Wang:
Four-manifolds as branched covers

We show the following result:

Theorem- For a Kaehler surface X with H 1(X,Z) = {I}, let ~ c X he the fixed
point set of an anti-holomorphic involution. Su~pose that E consists öf orienta_
surfaces only and [E] = 0 E H2(X, Z2). When E is connected, assume in addition thP
[I:] -I 0 E H2 (X, Z). Then the double cover of X hranched along E admits a symplectic
structure.

This theorem is interesting in ~hat the other construction, the quotient of X under
the anti-holomorphic; involution, is often without symplectic structure. Furthermore
the double cover in the theo~em may weIl be non-Kaehler, thus giving another possible
construction of non-Kaehler symplectic 4-manifolds.

For a gerneral smooth branched cover, we also discuss same relation of Seiberg-Witten
invariants on the base and cover manifolds, and interpret the relation in terms of
deforming the holonomy of singular Seiberg-Witten solutions. This part of research is
in progress, joint with Yongbin Ruan.

Berichterstatter: M. Lehn, Bielefeld
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 21/1996

Geo~etricRigidity and Hyperbolic Dynamies

2.-8.6.1996

The meeting has been organized by Werner Ballmann (U Bann) and Anatol Katok (Penn
State U). Some of the subjects treated in the talks are the following:

a) Semihyperbolic and hyperbolic geodesic flows
b) Rigidity of symmetrie spaces and of .spaces of nonpositive curvature
c) Asymptotic geometry
cl) Billiards
e) Group actions
f) Singular spaces

The meeting was very lively. Special discussions in the evening were devoted to some of
the more spectacular developments.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Viviane Baladi:

Correlation spectrum of quenched and annealed equilibrium states for

random expanding maps

We show that the integrated transfer operators for positively weighted independently and
identically distributed smooth expanding systems give rise to annealed equilibrium states
for a new variational principle. Using work of RueHe and Fried on generalised Fredholm
determinants for transfer operators, we prove that the discrete spectrum of the trans
fer operators coincide with the correlation spectrum of these invariant measures (yielding
exponential decay of correlations) anp with the poles of an annealed zeta function. A mod
ified integrated transfer operator describes the (relativised) quenched states studied e.g.
by Kifer. Conditions (including SRB) ensuring coincidence of the quenched and annealed
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states are given. For small random perturbations, stability results on the quenched and
annealed measures and speetra are obtained by applying perturbative results of Young and
the author.

Yves Benoist:

Asymptotic properties oe linear. groups

Let M be a simply eonnected symmetrie Riemannian spaee of nonpositive curvature, S its
sphere at infinity, sreg its regular part. Let r be a subgroup of the group G of isometries
of M. Let Sr be the limit set of r in S and s~eg = Sr (1 sreg. The objeetive of this leetur..!

is to deseribe the strueture of the limit set Sr when r is Zariski dense in G. _
We denote by X the set of chambers in S and Ar the set of ehambers which meet s~eg. 
Recall that any two chambers in S are canonieally isometrie. I prove that

1. s~eg is dense in Sr.
2. The interseetion Sr n C "does not depend on r" when C varies in Ap . eau this

intersection Cr the limit cone of r.
3. Cr is a subset of the chamber which is closed eonvex, of non empty interior and

invariant by the opposition involution.
4. Reeiprocally, any subset of the ehamber which satisfies these properties is the limit

cone of a Zariski dense subgroup r of. G.

Mare Bourdon:

Hyperbolic buildings, conformal dimension and rigidity

We adapt to a family of hyperbolic buildings some geometrie quasi-conformal arguments,
which are classical in the case of rank one symmetrie spaces of non-compact type. In par
ticular we compute a quasi-isometry invariant of these buildings: the conformal dimension
(of Pansu) of their boundary. We also prove that their lattiees are Mostow-rigid in the
elassieal sense.

Ulrich Bunke:

The divisor of the Selberg zeta function associated to a Kleinian manifold

We eonsider a complete hyperbolie manifold such that its fundamental group is eonvex
cocompact. The associated Selberg zeta funetion has a meromorphie eontinuation. A
natural question is to describe its singularities. We prove a (modified) conjeeture of Pat
terson relating the singularities of the Selberg zeta funetion to t~e cohomology of the
fundamental group with coefficients in a natural subspace of principal series representa
tions.
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As a first step towards a generalization of this result to bundles and other rank-one spaces
we prove the absence of singular continuous speetrum of tbe Laplacian on bundles over
tbe loeally symmetrie spaee. The same methods allow to construct a meromorphic contin
uation of the resolvent kernel (up to same exceptional points).

Sergei Buyalo:

Catching geodesics in Hadamard spaces

For every quasi-isometrie map / : X --+ Y of Hadamard spaces we define its asymptotic
limit S f which sends .the boundary at infinity 800 X to the cone CooY aver 800Y and estab
lish its analytic properties. In the case when X and Y are coeompact rank one spaces with
respect to the same discrete isometry group r and hence f-equivariantly quasi-isometrie we
give a sufficient eondition for sI to be an equivariant homeomorphism between o(X)X and
800 Y with respect to the standard topologies and biLipsehitz homeomorphism with respect
to Ti t5 metries. Apart of this condition there is a large number of equivariantly quasi
isometrie cocompact Hadamard spaces whose boundaries at infinity are nqt. equivariantly
homeomorphic. This answers a question of M.Gromov. ;'~."u

Christopher B.Croke (joint work with V.Sharafutdinov):

Isospectral deformation rigidity of compact manifolds oe negative curvature

For a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) let Spec(g) be the spectrum of the Laplace
Beltrami operator. We show:

Theorem 1: Ir (M, g) is a compaet manifold of negative curvature and 9t is a smooth
1-parameter family of metrics such that Spec(Yt) =Spec(g) and 90 = g, then there are
diffeomorphisms 4>, of M such that 9 = <1>; (gt) for all t.

M is said to have simple length speetrum if for every pair of prime closed geodesies 1'1
and 1'2 we have that L(11)/ L(12) is not rational. This is a generie eondition for negatively
eurved manifolds. We show:

Theorem 2: Let (M,g) have negative curvature and simple length spectrum. If PI
and P2 are Coo functions such that .6 + PI and .6 + P2 have the same spectrum then

PI =P2'

These Theorems generalize results of Guillemin and Kazhdan (1980), later improved by
Min-Oo, which apply in 2 and in higher dimensions under stronger eurvature assumptions.

We consider the operator d : sm(T· M) ~ sm+l (T* M), where sm(T*M) represents the
symmetrie rn-tensor fields, defined by d(T) =u(VT), where V is covariant derivative and
Cf is the symmetrization operator. Theorems 1 and 2 as weH as other interesting results
are shown to ~ollow from:
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Theorem 3: Let T E sm(T*M), where M is a compact manifold of negative curvature.
If for every closed geodesic i we have

iT('Y(t), . .. ,1'(t))dt 0

then T = dS for some S E sm-l (T* M)

Renato Feres:

Infinitesimal &. Ioeal linearizations of higher rank actiQns

Let G be a semisimple Lie group of real rank at least 2 which aets ergodically an_"
smoothly on a compact manifold M,' such that some element of G defines a partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism of M. We ask wetl~er one can find a (non-stationary) "Birkhoff
normal form" type theorem for such actions. The following oo-jet linearization provides
some poositive evidence:

Theorem: Suppose that G preserves a smooth foliation H transverse to the orbits and .
that T H decomposes continuously as a direct surn of subbundles, EI EB E2 , corre
sponding to a uniform exponential splitting for same element f of G, where EI is
I-dimensional and is the fastest contracting subbundle for f. Assurne moreover that
the action is "effective to first order". The~ the action can be continuously linearized
up to infinite order and the linearization is associated to a linear representation of G.

Serge Ferieger:

Uniform estimate on the "umber of eollisions in a semidispersing billiard

Let M be a C 2-smooth Riemannian manifold with bounded sectional curvature and pos
itive injectivity radius, {Bi}i=l C M convex bodies such that a~i are C1-submanifolds of
M; form the billiard B = MI U~=l IntBi, {Tt}t~oo the billiard flow.

Theorem 1: For any such billiard and x E B, there is x E U c B a neighborhood, whicla
the particle leaves, making only finitely many collisions. •

Theorem 2: For any such billiard and x E B, provided the billiard is non-degenerate
(see below), there is a neighborhood x E U C B which the particle leaves, making

( )

2(n+2)
no more than Cl(~) + 2 collisions, where C(x) is non degeneracy constant, n
number of walls.

Theorem 3: If the curvature of M is non-positive, then, provided that the billiard is non
degenerate, htop(T1 ) < P log n + lim,-+oo log ~(l) where P is a constant, depending
onlyon C and H(l) is the homotopy growth.
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Theorem 4: In a non-degenerate billiard of negative curvature, the number P{k) of
periodic points of period k is not greater than n k, number of periodic trajectories of
billiard flow p{k) of length k is not greater than n(p+l)k, unless P{k) or p(k) are equal
to infinity.

Definition: Billiard is called non-degener~te at a neighborhood of a point x E B, if
VI c {I, ... ,n}:

waxkt ~st(y, B)) ~ C l Vg E (U n B)I nBi.
dist y, kEl Bk iEl

Patrick Foulon:

Rigidity of convex .sets and Finsler geometry

We prove a theorem for regular Finsler metrics of constarit negative curvature.

Theorem: Let (Mn, F) be an n-dimensional closed manifold. If the regular metric F has
curvature RF = -1 then F is a Riemannian metric of constant negative curvature.

This is a first attempt to understand the modul spaces in Finsler geometry.
A nice corollary is that we recover the result of Benzecri for a convex bounded set of JRn,
with strictly convex smooth boundary. Namely if such a convex has a compact quotient
then it is an ellipsoid.
The key point is that such a geodesic flow is an Anosov flow. By BLF-theorem we obtain a
conjugacy with a Riemannian symmetrie spaee. The rest of the proof eonsists in showing
that this eonjugaey comes from an isometry.

Boris Hasselblatt (joint work with Anne" Marie Wilkinson):

Open sets of Anosov diffeomorphisms with non-Lipschitz holonomies

{
symplectie } .

Theorem 1: There are open sets of eodimension 1 Anosov systems whose holonomles

{along I-dimen~ionalleaves}are non-Lipsehitz almost everywhere (with respect to
some fuHy supported ergodie invariant probability measure).

The proof shows this lack of regularity for the distributions, the result then follows from
the following observation, which may be of independent interest:

Theorem 2: If a CO-foliation by Coo-leaves has o-Hölder foliations {al evterywhere
h

}
mos everyw ere

then the tangent distribution is (0 - E)-Hölder {al evterywhere
h

} far any E> 0mos everyw ere
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(If the Ieaves are ooly C k , k < 00, then there appears to be the possibility of a genuine
1055 of regulari ty. )

The starting point is a l-spread (everywhere) Anosov system (e.g. a linear symplectic
diffeomorphism whose largest positive Lyapunov exponents differ by more than a factor of
2 - unfortunately 00 geodesic flows with this property appear to be known). The open set
then is a neighborhood of a suitable perturbation.
The basic ingredient of this perturbation is in my thesis (ET&DS 1994)

Sergej Ivanov:

Geometry of the limit norm of a periodic metric

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and r c Iso(M) be an abelian graup acting discretely
and cocompactly. We say that 9 is a r-periodic metric on M. Assume r ~ zn and
n ~ dimM.

Examples: .1) M ~ IRn, r = zn. Then (M,g) is the universal covering of a Riemannian
n-torus.

2) Universal abelian ~overingsof 2-surfaces of genus ~ 2. r is a group of deck-transforma
tions.

There exists a norm 11 . 11 on rand C > 0 such that

VxEMVvEr: Id(x,x+v)-lIvlll ~ c

(D.Burago 1992). Here d is the Riemannian distance and x + v is the action of v on x.
The norm 11·11 is called limit norm, or asymptotic norm, or stable norm of (M,r,g) .. We
include r into r ® IR. ~ IR n and extend 11 . 11 onto lR n. Let B denote the unit ball of 11'· 11.

Theorem 1: (joint work with D.Burago and B.Kleiner). Let 9 E C 2 and v E aB be an
irrational vector, i.e. its coordinates are Q-:independent. Then B cannot have a sharp
tangent cone at v.

Theorem 2: (joint work with D.Burago). Vk E N 3n E N such that ror almost ever_
vector v E Rn there exists a Z"-periodic Ck-smooth 9 on IR" for which aB is not
smooth at v. L.

The smoothness/nonsmoothness properties of aB are closely related to the structure of
the set of minimal geodesics in (M, g) with a given direction v at infinity.

Open questions: 1) Are there Coo-examples in Theorem 2? .
2) Is Theorem 2 true for abelian coverings of surfaces in place of IRn?
3. Can one improve Theorem 1 by finding lower bounds for the dimension of the edge

of the tangent cone of B at v? For example, is n;-l such abound?
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Svetlana Katok:

Arithmetic and geometrie eoding of geodesies on the modular surface

Closed geodesics associated to conjugacy classes of hyperbolic matrices in SL(2, Z) can be
coded in two different ways. The geometrie code, wi th respect to the standard fundamental
region, is obtained by a construction universal for all Fuchsian groups, while the arithmetic
code, given by "-" continued fractions, comes from the Gauss reduction theory and is
specific for SL(2, Z). Both codes are finite sequences of non-zero integers up to a cyclic
permutation; the geometrie code may contain positive and negative integers while the
arithmetic code contains only positive integers ~ 2. We give a complete description of all
closed geodesics for which the two codes coineide.

Theorem: For a closed geodesie with the arithmetic code (nI,"" n m ) its geometrie eode
coincides with the arithmetic code if and onIy if for any i (mod m)

1 1 1
-+--<
ni ni+I - 2

l.e. if the arithmetic code does not contain the following forbidden pairs:

{2,q} , {p,2} , {3,3} , {3,4} , {4,3} , {3,5} , {5,3}

Closed geodesics for whieh the two codes coincide are distinguished by the following
regular behavior: All segments comprising such a closed geodesic "'f in the standard
fundamental region for SL(2, Z), F, are oriented clockwise, and the entire closed
geodesic in F consists of m "bootstraps" "'fi, where m is the length of the code:
I = Tl U 12 U ... U Im' Therefore we call sueh closed geodesics regular. The following
propositions relate the arithmetie code with the length of a closed geodesie.

Proposition 1: The length of any closed geodesie I with the arithmetic ·code
(nt, n2, ... , n m ) can be explicitely computed in terms of the ni.

Proposition 2: If a closed geodesic with the arithmetic code (nI, ... , n m ) is regular, then
the length of each individual "bootstrap" li is given by an explicit formula in the nj.

The paper" Coding of closed geodesics after Gauss and Morse" will appear in Geometriae
Dedicata, 1996, and may be retrieved from
http://www.math.psu.edu/preprints/katok...s/paper.html
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D.Kleinbock (joint work with G.Margulis):

Logarithm laws for flows on homogeneous spaces

We prove the following

Theorem: Let G be a eonnected simple Lie group, r c G a la~tice, J.l a normalized
Haar measure on GIr, {gi c C} a nonquasiunipotent (i.e. partially hyperbolic)
one-parameter subgroup of G. Further, let {An} be a family of measurable subsets
g C GIr such that

'rIf > 03r > 0 such that {l(r - neighborhood of aAn ) ~ €J.l(A n )

Then for almost every x E GIr

00

<Xl

is bounded if L J.l(An ) < 00

n=l

The theorem is motivated by Khinehin's theorem on diophantine ap·proximation and by
Sullivan 's "Iogarithm law for geodesics" , and both of these results ean be deduced from it.
Moreover we have a eonsiderable strengthening of SuiIivan's result and its generalization
to arbitrary loeally symmetrie spaees. E.g. consider a function ~ : GIr ---+ IR+ such that

(i) ~ is uniformly eontinuous
(ii) its distribution funetion is uniformly continuous

(iii) p{x E G/r Iß(x) ~ z} I"'W e-dz , d.> 0
Then i t follows from the theorem that

I
. ~(gtx) 1
Imsup---
t-+<Xl log t d

In paxtieulax, with ~ eoming from a distanee function on a loeally symmetrie spaee, thie
gives a logarithm law for geodesies on loeally symmetrie spaees of finite volume and noo
compact type. One can also state a multidimensional version of the above theorem, thus
obtaining logarithm laws for flats in locally symmetrie spaees. The proof uses ergodie prop
erties of {gt}-aetion on G/r, i.e. exponential decay of correlation coefficients of smooth
funetions. The nature of the method is very general and applications to other dynamical
systems are quite possible.
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Bruce Kleiner:

A higher dimensional analog cf hyperbolicity for spaces of nonpositive

curvature

The main results af the lecture cancern nonpositively curved spaces which are not Gromov
hyperbolic.

Theorem 1: (Croke-K.) Fori = 1,2 let di be a negatively curved metric on a surface
N 2 of genus two, let d i be the corresponding produet metrie on M = N2 X 51 (the

51 factar may have any length), let di be the induced metric on NI, and let 8~M be
the geometrie boundary of M defined by di . If either

i) idM : M -4 1\4 earries every d1-geodesie to within finite Hausdorff distance of some
d2-geodesic or

ii) idM induces a homeomorphism 8id : a~M -+ 8~M
then dl is homothetic to d2 by a homothety homotopic to idN :2.

S.Buyalo and K.Ruane have related results. Theorem 1 shows that the basic property of
g-hyperbolic Hadamard spaces - that quasi-isometries induce boundary homeomorphisms
- fails badly for Hadamard manifold containing flats. In these examples, however, a~NI
and a~M are TrI (M)-equivariantly homeomorphic.

The next example answers a ques~ion of Gromov from "Asymptotic invariants of infinite
groups" .

Theorem 2: (Croke-K.) There is a graph manifold M3 carrying two nonpositively

curved metrics d I , d2 such that the corresponding geometrie boundaries a~M are
not TrI (M 3 )-equivariantly homeomorphic. .

The next results iodieates that hyperbolie phenomena appear above the dimension of top
dimensional flats.
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Theorem 3: Let X be a locally compact Hadamard space so that Isom(X) acts COCOffi

paetly on X. Then the following are equivalent:

1. There is an n-flat in X.

2. There is an n-quasiflat in X.

3. There is an isometrie embedding of a standard

(n - 1)-sphere in Orits X.

4. Hk(8ritsX) # 0 for some k 2:: n - 1

5. There is a compaet set K ~ OritsX with topological dimension 2:: n - 1

6. Some asymptotic cone of X contains an n-flat.

7. For some asymptotic cone X", of X, we have a point e
x E X w so that the loeal homology group Hk (X"""X"", \ x)

is nontrivial for some k 2:: n

8. There is an asymptotic cone of X which contains a compact set with

topological dimension 2:: n .

G.Knieper:

Asymptotic geometry of manifolds with non-positive curvature

In this talk we gave the precise asymptotics of the volume growth of geodesie spheres on
Hadamard spaees admitting a compact quotient. More precisely, we obtained the following
result:

Theorem A: Let X be a non Hat Hadamard manifold admitting a eompact quotient.
Then if p E X and volSr(p) denotes the volume of the geodesie sphere of radius r
about P

rankX-l h
volSr(p) ~ r--2-e r

where h > 0 aod ~ means that the ratio of both functions is uniformly bounded awaa
from 0 and infinity. _

Furthermore we considered the growth rate of closed geodesics. Let

!,(t) = #{primitive closed geodesics of period ~ t, modulo free homotopy}

We obtain:

Theorem B: If M is a compact rank one manifold then

10



where a > 1 and lbyp(t) counts only rank one (hyperbolic) closed geodesics.

The rank one part of Theorem A we obtain studying Busemann densities (conformal den
sities) on the sphere at infinity. In particular we showed that they are uniquely determined
and realized by a Hausdorff measure.

F .Labourie:

An example of lamination: the space of convex surfaces

The purpose of the talk was to describe a lamination of a compact space by surfaces,
associated to every 3-dimensional compact manifold M with K ~ -1, having the following
properties:

(i) The reunion of compact leaves is dense.
(ii) A generic leave is dense.

(iii) Stability in the following sense: if Mg is the space assoeiated to M with metric g;
if g' is elose to g; then Mg and Mgt are homeomorphic by an homeomorprusm that
preserves the leaves. ' .....

The space eontains' natural subfoliations: for instance, let MI be the bundle over UM,
whose fiber at n consists of the eircle of normal vectors to n, then Mt C M and furthermore
(iv) Let Cg be the reunion of compact leaves of genus 9 then Cg ::) Mt.
(v) Let AgO = Ug~goCg then Aga = M.

Another interesting subfoliation is in the ease of M = JH[3 Ir:, M 2 the Grassmanian of
two-planes foliated by totally geodesic planes then
(vi) M2 C M.

To define the spaee, let 's define a k-surface to be a surface in M satisfying
(a) detB = ~,

(b) tr(B)(B·, -) is a complete metric where B is the shape operator. Let's now define

Mo = {(x, E), ~ is a k-surface, x E E}.

k~surfaces (as other Monge Ampere problems) have a nice compactness property. It
turns out that with the topology of convergence on every compact set, Mo can be
compactified by adding MI, i.e. k-surfaces degenerate into geodesics. Then

M = Mo U Mt

is the definition of our space. To prove the properties asserted, oue has to solve the
"Plateau problem" with different variants, according to k-surfaces.

11



Urs Lang (joint work with V.Schroeder):

Quasiflats in Hadamard spaces

Let X be a Hadamard space in the sense of A.D.Alexandrov. We consider k-flats F in X
for which the projection 1r : X -+ F satisfies the following uniform

Contraction property: There exist s > 0, A > 1, such that the following holds: If Q is
a k-dimensional cube of edge length 35 in F, Ql,.'" Q21c are the cubes of edge length
5 located in the corners of Q, and Xl, ... , X21c are points in X such that d( Xi, F) = 5

and 1r(Xi) E Qi, then d(Xi,Xj) 2:: Ad(1r(xd,1r(Xj») for some 1 ~ i < j::; 2k .

For instance, fiats of maximal dimension in a locally compact and cocompact Hadamar~
space X possess this property, with 5, A depending only on X. We prove:

Theorem: For all 1 2:: 1, c 2:: 0, k E N, 8 > 0, A> 1 there exists a (computable) constant
D such that the following holds: If X is a Hadamard space containing a k-flat F with
the (8, A)-contraction property, and if f : -IRk -+ X is an (L, C)-quasiisometric map
satisfying

1
. sup{d(f(x),F) : lxi ~ T} . 1
lIDSUP < -L'
r-+oo r

then the Hausdorff distance between f(IR k) and Fis not larger than D.

Avery similar result has recently been proved by different methods by B.Kleiner.

F.Ledrappier (joint work with M.Babillot):

Geodesie paths and horocyclic flow

Consider a regular za cover S -+ S, where S is a closed hyperbolic surface.

Theorem: The horocyclic flow is ergodie on S for the Liouville measure.

In fact, there is a whole family {J..'n, n E IRa} of invariant measures for the horocyclic flow,
with J1.o being the Liouville measure. e
Theorem: For any n E IRa J.ln is ergodie for the horocyclic flow.

The proof yields apreeise estimate of the number of geodesie paths with length between
T - ~ and T and with prescribed Frobenius element.
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Bernhard Leeb (joint work with M.Kapovich):

Large-scale geometry oe 3-manifold groups

We study quasiisometry invariants for fundamental groups of 3-manifolds. Denote by M
the elass of all elosed irredueible 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental group whieh are
geometrisable but not geometrie, i.e. have a nontrivial eanonieal deeomposition in the
sense of Jaco-Shalen and Johannson. There is a strang link between these manifolds and
the geometry of nonpositive curvature (npc):

1) A manifold ME· M generically admits a npc metrie. This is, for instance, the case if
an atoroidal piece occurs in the JSJ decomposition.

2) For all M E M, 'TrI M is large-scale nonpositively eurved in the sense that there is a
npe MI E M such that 'TrI M and 1rt MI are quasiisometrie.

This has various direet implieations for geometrie properties of 'TrtM, e.g.
a) geometrie components and Z2-subgroups are quasiisometrically embedded.
b) quadratic isoperimetrie inequali ty.

We use the presenee of npc to find more quasiisometry invariants:
1) We classify all 2-dimensional quasi-Hats in lt'I M. In the npe ease theequiva1ence

elasses of Hausdorff elose quasi-Hats eorrespond to simple closed curves in the Tits
boundary.

2) We show that the canonical decomposition is a quasiisometry invariant.
3) We conclude, using work ofTukia and R.Schwartz that finitely generatecl groups quasi

isometrie to a lt' I M, M E M, are finite extensions of groups commensurable to 7rlN,
N E M. It is an open question which groups are quasi-isometrie to Sol.

Jochen Lohkamp:

Dispersive .metries

Ametrie is eonsidered "dispersive" if the assoeiated geodesie ßow on the sphere bundle
is (in some weak sense) hyperbolic. The classieal example of such metries is provided
by 'metric whose geodesie flow is Anosov. In turn the Anosov property has the (central)
implication of ergodicity of the How. Even more, the flow has the Bernoulli property and
positive entropy. The question we diseussed in this talk was whether there is a difference
of impaet of Anosov versus Bernoulli property. The results are that the Anosov type man
ifolds have a topologieal rigidity property, while there is 00 implieation from the Bernoulli
property, which is a "loeal" property.
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Grigorii Margulis (Yale University):

Decay of matrix coefficients and exis~ence of compact quotients of

homogeneous spaees

We give same new examples of homogeneous spaces which do not admit compact quotients
by discrete subgroups. The idea is to use the asymptotic properties of matrix coefficients
of unitary representations.

Definition: Let G be a locally compact group, H a closed subgroup of G, and K a
compact subgroup of G. Let e denote (left invariant) Haar measure on H. We say
that H is (G, K)-tempered if there exists a function q E LI (H, 6) such that e

{p(h)Wl, W2} :5 q(h)llwlllllw211

for any h E H, any p(K)-invariant vectors Wl and W2 and any unitary representation ,~
p of G without non-trivial p(G)-invariant vectors. "

Theorem: Let G be a unimodular locally compact group, H a closed subgroup of G,
and r a discrete subgroup of G. Suppose that H is (G, K)-tempered and r is not a
lattice. Then r L :I GIH for any compact subset L of GIH. In particular if H is not
compact then, for any closed subgroup FeH, G/ F has 'no compact quotients by
discrete subgroups (we consider quotients with respect to left actions on GfF).

The proof of this theorem is rather simple. Using estimates for spherical functions we get
the following corollaries.

Corollary 1: Let trn denote tbe n-dimensional irreducible representation of SL(2, IR).
Suppose that n ~ 4. Then SL(n, lR)f1rn (SL(2, IR)) has no compact quotient by discrete
subgroups.

Corollary 2: Let H be a noncompact simple Lie group. Then there exist only a finite
number of finite dimensional irreducible representations 1r of H such that
SL(dimrr, lR)f1r(H) has compact quotients by discrete subgroups.

Shahar Mozes (joint work with Mare Burger and Bob Zimmer):

Lattices in the automorphism group oe a product oe trees

We study uniform lattices r < Aut{Tt ) x Aut(T2 ) where each Ti is a (bi)-regular tree
whose vertex degrees are ~ 3. Given such a lattice let Bi = proi(r) be the closure of the
projection inta Aut(Ti).
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Definition: A subgroup B < Aut(T) will be called primitive if H acts transitivelyon
the edges of T and for every vertex v of T, StabH(v) acts primitively (in the sense of
permutation groups) on the set of edges adjacent to v.

Theorem: Let r < Aut(T1 ) X Aut(T2 ) be a uniform lattice such that each H i = proi(r)
is primitive. Then one of the following holds:

1. r is reducible.
2. For every homomorphism p : r ~ GLn(C) the image p(r) is finite.
3. 3 primes PI,P2 and semisimple Pi-adic groupes Li, i = 1,2, and surjective continuous

homomorphisms rPi : Bi ~ Li, i = 1,2, such that kerrPi is discrete torsion free,
(<PI x rP2)(r) < LI x L 2 is an arithmetic lattice. The kerneis of <PI and 4>2 are triviale if and only if LI and L 2 are of rank one.

Theorem 2: Let r < Aut(TI ) x Aut(T2 ) and r' < Aut(T{) x Aut(T~) be uniform lattice~.

Assume that Hi = proi(f) are primitive, i = 1,2, and that there is an isomorphism
1f : r ~ r'. Then 1r is induced by an isometry T : TI x T2 ~ T{ x T~. ~~.,

Carlos Olmos (joint work with Bernardo Molina):

Manifolds all of w hose ftats are closed

Let Mn be a compact Riemannian manifold such that any geodesic is eontained in a
Hat (k ~ 2). It is not in general true that the manifold, if locally irredueible, must be
symmetrie. There is a large non symmetrie family with the above property, constructed
by Spatzier-Strake (the homogeneous examples were already known to Ernst Heintze). Of
course, if we want to obtain a loeaJly symmetrie space of compaet type, the k-flats roust
be (immersed) eompact. This condition turns out to be suffieient for the loeal symmetry

. as it is shown in the following .

Theorem: Let M be a compaet Riemannian manifold such that every geodesie with
initial eondition in an open dense subset of TM is .contained· in' a eompact flat of
dimension at least 2. Assume furthermore that M is loeally irreclueible at any point
of an open nonempty subset of M. Then M is a loeally symmetrie spaee of the
eompaet type.

Viktor Schroeder (joint work with Urs Lang):

Kirszbraun's theorem for Alexandrov spaces

The elassieal Kirszbraun theorem states:

Theorem: Let S c Rn be arbitrary and f : S ~ IR m be an L-Lipschitz map. Then there
exists a Lipsehitz extension 1:an -4.lRm with the same Lipsehitz eonstant L.
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We generalize this result in the context of Alexandrov spaces. Let M~ be the modulspace
of constant curvature k and let Dk := diam(M~). For triangles ß in a geodesie space X
with Perimeter(Ll) < 2Dk there exists a unique comparison triangle ßk in M~. ß is called
k-thick (k-thin) if the distance between to points on ß is ~ (~) the distance between the
corresponding points in ßk.

Theorem: Let X (resp.Y) be geodesie length spaces such that all triangles ß in X
(resp.Y) with perimeter< 2Dk are k-thick (k-thin). Assume in addition that Y
is complete. Let SeX be arbitrary and j : S -+ Y be a l-Lipschitz map with
diamj(S) ~ ~Dk. Then there exists a l-Lipschitz extension 1 :X --+ Y.

We remark that the condition on diamj(S) is sharp. The main technical tool in the proof
is the definition of a "scalar" product on the tangent cones of an Alexandrov space. This
scalar product has some semiadditivity properties in. the case that the space has an uPPCA
or lower bound. ..

V.Sharafutdinov:

Inverse problem of determining the source in the stationary transport

equation on a Riemannian manifold

In physical terms the problem is posed as folIows: One has to determine a source distri
bution of particles (or radiation) in a bounded domain M from the known flow emitting
through the boundary. Particles are assumed to move along geodesics of a Riemannian
metric. The domain contains a medium that can absorb and scatter the particles. We
assurne that only direction of a particle vary in scattering while velocity is preserved. In
physical terms this means that collisions of the particles with medium atoms are elastic,
the medium atoms are unmoving and much more heavy than the particles.
Mathematical posing of the problem: Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with
boundary,

TM = {(x,e)lx E M,e E TxM}

be its tangent space, and

nM = ((x,~) E TMII~12 = <~,~) = gij(x)~i~j = I} e
be the unit sphere bundle. By H: COO(nM) -+ COO(nM) we denote the geodesie flow
vector field. The (stationary, isotropie, unit velocity) transport equation is the following
equation on the manifold nM:

Here the coefficient a E COO(M) is called absorption (or attenuation), the coefficient s E
COO(M x [-1, 1J) is called the scattering diagram, and the term f is called the source.
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Integrating in (1) is performed over" the unit sphere nrM = TxM nnM at the point x, and
dwx is the natural measure on nxM. Equation (1) is supplemented by the homogeneous
boundary condition (absence of incoming ßow): Ula_oM = 0 where

8_nM = {(x,~)EnMlxEaM, (~,l/(x))~O}

is the manifold of inner boundary vectors (v(x) being the outer normal to the boundary).
We discuss a tzheorem solving the inverse problem of determining the source f( x) from
the known outgoing flow Ula+oM = Uout·

Referenees:
1. Siberian Math.J., 1995, V.36, No.3, 664-700.
2. Siberian Math.J., 1996, V.37, No.l, 211-235.

J acek Swil)tkowski:

Homogeneous polygonal complexes of nonpositive curvature and th.eir

automorphism groups

Polygonal complex is a polyhedral eell 2-eomplex. We say that it is homogeneous, if

(1) 3k 2:: 3: eaeh eell is a k-gon; "
(2) 3 univalent graph L: eaeh link is isomorphie to L.

Simply eonnected polygonal eomplex satisfying (1) and (2) is called a (k, L )-complex.

The following inequality expresses combinatorically the nonpositive curvatu~e condition:

2k
g(L) 2:: k-2' (NPC)

where g( L) is the number of edges in the shortest nontrivial circuit in L. It is known
(see (BB]) that for (k, L) satisfying (Npe) (k, L )-eomplexes exist. The following result
answers the question of uniqueness:

Theorem 1: Let (k,L) satisfy (NPC).
(a) If all embeddings of a star of edge in L ioto L extend to automorphisms of L and

k 2:: 4, then (k, L)-complex is unique.
(b) If k = 3 and all embeddings of star of star of vertex in L into L extend to automor

phisms of L, then (k, L)-complex is unique.
(e)" In both cases (a) and (b) the automorphism group of resulting complex is uncount

able and acts transitivelyon Hags of the complex.
(d) For all other cases, there are uncountably many non-isomorphie (k, L)-complexes.

Next theorems deal with existence and classification of symmetrie polygonal complexes in
some of the nonuniqueness cases.
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Theorem 2: Assume L is regular (i.e. AutL acts transitivelyon oriented edges of L)
and 3-valent, (k, L) satisfy (Npe).

(a) There exist exaetly two (k, L )-eomplexes admitting flag-transitive groups of automor
phisms, exeept in the eases (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.

(b) If the pointwise stabilizer of a star of vertex in graph L is nontrivial, then the groups
of automorphisms of complexes from (a) are uneountable.

(c) If AutL contains a subgroup aeting simply transitivelyon oriented edges of L then
the group of automorphisms of a (k,L)-eomplex from (a) contains a subgroup acting
simply transitivelyon Hags.

Theorem 3: Let L be isomorphie to a Cayley graph C(H, 8) of a finite group H with
presentation H = (8 IR). Assume that S n 5-1 = 0, and for each sES ehoose
k. ~ 3 satisfying (Npe) condition g(L) ~ k~~2' Let r be given by the presentatio_

r = (SU{r}IRU{T 2 }U{(TS)k·}:8 ES).

Then r acts simply transitivelyon oriented edges of a (NPC) polygonal complex X,
aH links of whieh are isomorphie to L.

Proves of theorem 1-3 go by performing the induetive eonstruction of [BB] earefully.

[BB] W.Ballmann, M.Brin, " Polygonal Complexes and Combinatorial Group Theory", Ge
ometriae Dedieata 50, 1994.

Berichterstatter: Harald Rotter, Bonn
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Algebraische K-Theorie

9.-15.06.1996

The conference was chaired by D. Grayson (Urbana) and U. Rehmann (Biele
feld). The program consisted of 27 talks. The most important result was a
proof of Milnor's Conjecture given in two talks of .Voevodsky.

Vortragsauszüge

A. J. Berrick:

Row versus column operations

This joint work! with K. L. Boey and K. H. Leung in Singapore. addresses thc
question: which n xn-matrices A (calIed bireducible) have thc prope/ty that
each sequence of row operations on A is equivalent to a sequence of column
operat.ions, and vice versa? Most complete answers are obtained when the
entries of A lie in a ring R assumed to be a commutative domain, and either
n ~ :J or 11. = 2 and a further cODdition holds (e.g. SL2 R is characteristic in
E2 R), as assumed for the results below.

Thc key result is:

Theorem. A is bireducible if and only if either A = 0 or A has a nonzero
determinant that divides every product 0/ an entry 0/ A with a co/actor 0/ A.

Corollary 1. Thc property that any sequence of row operations is replaceable
by a sequence of column operations is equivalent to the property that any
sequence of column operations is replaceable by a sequence of row operations.

Corollary 2. A is bireducible if and only if after each localization at a maxi
mal ideal it becomes the preduct of a scalar and an invertible maL~ix.

Corollary 3. When A is bireducible, its entries generate an ideal whose class
in Pic{ R) has order dividing n. If this class is trivial, then A is the product of
a scalar and an invertible matrix.

Thus, while over R = Z[A][x], when n is odd A is bireducible if and only
if it is the product of a scalar and an invertible matrix, for n = 2 we exhibit

1to appear in J. of Algebra
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an invertible matrix which is not bireducible, and for even n ~ 4 we exhibit
a bireducible matrix which is not the product of a scalar and an invertible
matrix.

H. Esnault:

Survey on recent results on characteristic Hat bundles
and open questions

We review Reznikov's theorem showing that higher Deligne classes of Bat bun
dIes on projective smooth complex varieties vanish (Bloch's conjecture).

We list some open questions related to this result and show how this is
related - via an algebraic theory (joint with S. Bloch) - to other conjectures
(e.g. of Ogus).

E. M. Friedlander:

A double cube relating K-theory, cycles and homology

We \consider the following commutative diagram of spectra associated to a
quasi-projective variety X je

!{alg( ..X") -----. Ksemi(x) -----. l(lOP(~X")

1'" QaIg(X) +"'Qsemi(X) -t>QIOP(X)

~alg(}[) + ~semi(x) + KtoP(X) 1
'\. lalg(x) --+"\, lsemi(x) ----> I.lOP(X)

The 12 terms are defined in terms of cycles: Kalg(X) arises as the algebraic
singular complex of linear cycles equidimensional over X. ( )alg --+ ( )semi---+
( )top involves relaxing the candition of algebraicity: (- )semi denotes the topo
logical singular complex of linear cycles (topology given in ternlS of Chow
varieties). whereas (- )top denotes topological singular complex of analytic lin
ear cycles. The vertical (respectively, diagonal) maps of this diagram reflect
the relaxation of the linearity (resp., equidimensionaIity) condition.

One might speculate that the horizontal maps are mod-n equivalences (above
some degree upon X), the vertical maps are rational equivalences, and the
diagonal maps '\. are weak equivalences for X smooth. For certain maps,
these speculations are confirmed in terms of Lawson homology/ cohomology,
motivic homology/cohomology, singular homologyjcohomology, and various
K-theories.
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T. Geisser:

Tate's conjecture, algebraic cycles and
rational K-theory in characteristic p

In this talk we connect conjectures on algebraic cycles in finite characteristic
and give a description on what to expect from rational K-theory in character
istic p, assuming Tate's conjecture:

Theorem. Assume Tate 's conjecture holds for the field 1Fq • Then the follow
ing statements are equivalent:

1. CHi(X)Q = A~um(X) for all smooth projective X/fFq and all i, i.e. ra-
tional and numerical equivalence agree. :.~'"

2. CHi(X)Q is finite dimensional for all smooth projective X /JFq and all i.
3. Q[1rx] ~ CHdimX(X x X)Q, the subalgebra generated by the Frobenius

endomorphism, is finite dimensional for all smooth projective X/1Fq •

4. Therc is aseparated filtration on the Chow groups such that the graded
pieces factor through numerical equivalence.

Furthernlore, if these conditions are satisfied, we have

Ka(X)Q = 0

for all smooth projective varieties ove1' IFq and a > 0 (Pa rsh ins 's conjecture).

The proof uses Jannsen's semi-simplicity result, the characterization of mo
ti ves via their Frobenius endomorphism and some argument on eigenvalues of
Frobenius, which was first used by Soule.

The second main theorem shows that Parshin 's conjecture gives~ strong
baunds on K-theory of fields:

Theorem. Let k be a field 0/ characteristic p and assume Parshins 's conjec
ture.

i) Iftrdegk/IFp = r, then Ka(k) = 0 for a > r.
ii) Let K~ (k) be Afilnor 's K-theory, then

Ka(k)Q = Ka(k)~). = K~(k)Q'

The praof uses the Gersten-Quillen spectral sequence and de Jong's theorem
on alterations.

The theorenl has some corollaries, the first one states that

.min(a+d,r+d)

K:(X)Q = EB K~(X)g)
i=a

for any variety X of dimension d over a field k of transcendence degree r. It
is proved using the Gersten-Quillen spectral sequence.

The theorem also i~plies that the Gersten-Quillen spectral sequence degen-
erates at E2 , Ka(X)g) = Hi-a(X, Ki)Q. ..



M. Hanamura:

Motivic sheaves and thc intersection Chow groups

We study the analogue of the motivic t-structure in the framework of the
theory of motivic sheaves over a variety. This leads, in particular, to the
motivic analogues of intersection complexes in topology, hence the theory of
intersection Chow groups.

L. Hesselholt:

On the K -:theory of finite algebras over perfeet fields

Classically, one has for every commutative ring A the associated ring of p
typical Witt vectors W(A). We extend this "construction to a functor which
assigns to every associative (hut not necessarily commutative or unital) ring A
an ahelian group W(A). This extended functor comes equipped with additive
Frobenius and Verschiebung operators. Let K ... (A; Zp) denote the p-adic K
groups of A, that is, the homotopy groups of the p-completion of the spectrum
K(A). We prove that if A is a finite dimensional associative algebra over a
perfeet field" k of positive characteristic p, then

Ki(A; Zp) = Li+1W(A)F, i ~ 0,

the left derived functors in the sense of Quillen of the Frobcnius coin~ariants of
W(A). We note that the l-adic groups K.(A; Z,), where I is a prime different
from p, are equal to products of l-adic K -groups of division algebras over the
ground field k. For k finite, these are given by Quillen's original calculation.

The proof is by comparison with the topological cyclic homology TC ... (A)
introduced by Bökstedt-Hsiang-Madsen. We show that the topological cyc1ic
homology of a free associative lFp-aIgebra without unit is concentrated in degree
-1, and hence if Fp-algebra, TC.(A) = L.+1W(A)F. We then prove that for _
any associative ring •

TC_ 1(A) = W(A)F'
Since it is known that Ki(A; Zp) = TCi(A), for i ;::: 0, when A is f.d. over a
perfeet field k of characteristic p, the stated result folIows.

R. Jardine:

Localization theories for simplicial presheaves

There is a general theory of localization for s"implicial presheaves and presheaves
of ..spectra that specializes to Bousfield homology localization theories in the
stahle and unstable case, to the usual closed model structure for simplicial



presheaves, and to a notion of loealization along a geometrie nlorphism. There
is also a loealization theory arising in this way for spaees, and eorresponding
to an arbitrary presheaf of speetra. This theory answers a question of Soule
eoncerning integral homology loealization of simplicial presheaves.

Roh de Jeu:

Towards regulator formulas for eurves over number fields

Let C be a proper, smooth, geometrically irreducible eurve over a number field
k, with funetion field F = k(C). Assuming the Beilinson-Soule conjecture on
weights, we eonstruct cohomologieal eomplexes for weights n + 1 (n' ~ 1) in
degrees 1, ... ,n + 1, as in the conjectures of Goncharov, together with a map
from 112 to K~:+l)(F). For n = 2 and 3, we also compute an approximation
of the boundary map

K~:+l)(F) ~ IJ K~:~l(k(x))
xEC(l)

on the image of H 2
• (For n = 1 this is c1assieal, given by the tarne symbol.)

Together with work of Goncharov, this yields a eomplete description of the
image of the regulator map of K~~+l)(C) for n = 2 or 3. This description is in
fart valid without assuming the Heilinson-Soule conjecture.

Bruno Kahn:

Thc Bass conjecture, the Milnor conjecture
and the Heilinson-Soule conjeeture

The (nlotivic) Heilinson-Soule conjecture prediets that motivic cohomology of
regular sehemes vanishes in non-positive degrees. The (motivic) Bass conjec
ture predicts that motivic eohomology groups of a regular scheme of finite type
over Z are finitely generated. Using the recent results of Suslin and Voevodsky
on the positive solution of the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum eonjecture for 2-primary
coefficients, we show that the second conjecture implies the first up to odd tor
sion. We get stronger consequences for fields of positive eharacteristic.

The proofs are cODditional to resolution of singularities in nonzero char
acteristic and purity for motivic cohomology in the case of a general closed
immersion of regular schemes. One can expect, however, that getting rid of
these two conditions wiJl be of a much lower degree of difficulty than proving
either the Bass conjeeture or the Beilinson-Soule eonjecture.



F. Keune:

Multirelative K-theory

l\1ultirelative K-groups Kn(R, Ob' .. ,Om) are introduced using sinlplicial free
resolutions of rings for m-tuples of ideals satisfying the condition

(na;) +L Oj =n(°i +L Oj )

iEl JEJ iEI JEJ

for an I, J ~ {I, ... , m}. Long exact sequences are derived including Ko.
Multirelative K-theory for such m-tuples can be defined as

Together with the property that K-groups vanish for nonunital free associative
rings, this characterizes K-theory of rings. So the properties could have been
taken as a set ofaxioms for the theory.

K. Knudson:

The homology of special linear groups over polynomial rings

We study thc homology of SLn(F[t, t-l]) by examining the action of the
group on a suitable simplicial complex. The EI-term of the resulting spcc
tral sequence is computed and the differential, d l

, is calculated in sorne spe
cial cases to yield information about the low-dimensional homology groups
of SLn(.F[t, t-I]). In particular, we show that if F is an infinite field, then
H 2 (SLn(F[t, t-I]), Z) = K 2(F[t, t- 1

]) for n ~ 3. We also prove an unstable
analogue of hOlllotopy invariance in algebraic K -theory; namely, if F is an infi
nite field, then the natural map SLn(F) -+ SLn(F[t]) induces an isomorphism
on integral homology for all n ~ 2.

B. Köck:

Adams operations on the K-theory oe group rings

We present a new construction of Adams operations (on the Grothendieck
group and on the higher K-theory of schemes) which even works for the K
theory of projective modules over group rings where, in general, no exterior
power operations exist. This construction uses generalization of Atiyah's cyclic
power operations and shufHe products in higher K-theory.

-I



Furthermore, we ratlier explicitly describe Adams operations on K1(Cf) (C
an algebraically dosed field of characteristic 0 and f a finite group). Using
these results we K-theoretically explain the "Adams operations" on Ko(Zr)
defincd by Cassou-Nogues and Taylor using Frölich's Hom-description and Tay
10r's group logarithln techniques.

M. Levine:

Chow groups of varieties of low degree

(joint work with H. Esnault and E. Vieweg)

We consider the Chow groups (with rational coefficients) CH,,(X)Q of a Bubset
X of 1P'j; defined by equations 11,". ,Ir of degrees d1 ~ d2 ~ ••• ~ dr ~ 2,
where k is an algebraically closed field. The main result is

Theorem. Let I ~ 0 be an integer. Suppose that either

a) d1 ~ 3 or r ~ 1+ 1, and

or
b) d t = ... = dr = 2, r ~ land 1'(1 + 1) ~ n - r + 1- 1.

Thcll .\' contain.s a linear subspace L of dimension I, and CHs(X)Q = Q, with
generator a dimension s linear subspace of L, JOT 0 ~ S ~ I.

Thc proof uses classicaJ aJgebraic geometry, Fulton'8 intersection th~ory and
the results of KoHaf, Mori and l\1iyaoka on the rational connectivity of Fano
varieties. The result gives a partial confirmation of some consequences of
conjcctures of Bloch and Beilinson which relate the Chow groups to singular
(or eta.le) cohomology.

J.-L. Loday:

Dialgebras

Periodicity in algcbraic K-theory is a phenomenon which is not weIl understood
yet. However it is weH understood in its additive analogue: cyclic homology.
In this setting the obstruction to periodicity is Hochschild homology. What is
the analogue of Hochschild homology in algebraic K-theory? Tbe aim of the
talk is to construct new algebraic objects in order to solve this question. These
objects are: Leibniz algebras and dialgebras.

A Leibniz algebra is a vector space Y with a bracket operation satisfying

[x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z] - [[x, z], y] .
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A dialgebra is a veetor space D equipped with two operations ~ and ~

satisfying .5 axioms (looking like associativity conditions) such that

[x, y] := x ., y - y f- x

is a Leibniz bracket.
The homology of these algehras are diseussed and shown to be strongly

related to planar binary trees.

References:
J.-L. Loday, Une version non commutative des aIgebres de Lie: les algebres de
Leibniz, Ens. Math. 39 (1993), 269-293.
J.-L. Loday, Algebres ayant deux operations associatives (dialgebres), C.R.A.S.
Paris 321 (1995), 141-146.

A. S. Merkurjev:

K-theory of homogeneous varieties

Let G be a reductive group acting on a variety X over a field F. We considcr
equivariant K-groups l(~(G; X) and the restrietion homomorphism

l{~(G; X) ~ K~(X).

Theorem. a) The restrietion homomorphism Kb( G; X) --+ KbC~) 'tS sur
jective for any -"Y iff Pie GE = 0 fOT any field extension EI {4';

b) 11)( is smooth projective und Pie GE = 0 !Qr any field extension E / f',
then 1(~(G; X) -+ K~(X) is a spUL 5urjeclion.

Theorem. lf G is a split group and 11"1 (G) is torsion free, t!zen there is a

speetralsequence e
E~·q =Tor:IG) (Z, K~(G; X)) ~ K;+q(X) ,

where R(G) is the rep.resentation ring 0/ G. In the case 0/ srnooth projective
X this spectra/ sequence degenerates, i. e. E~,q = 0 if p > 0, so that

Corollaries . 1) Let G be an arbitrary reductive group. Then /(0((;)(1) is
a finite group.

2) If H C G is a connected subgroup, then /(o(G/ H) is finitely generated.
3) For any G-variety ..\', the group G(F) acts triviallyon Kb()()·
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S. Mueller-Stach:

Higher Chow groups via transcendental methods

By a theorem of Spencer Bloch, Quillen's K-groups for quasiprojective varieties
can be computed at least rationally by higher Chow groups. In this talk we
show how representation theory on cohomology groups may be used to study
the image of certain regulators from graded pieces of K-groups to cohomology.
First we recall 5 different proof of the Noether-Lefschetz theorem on surfaces
in projective 3-space. Then - quasi as a generalization of that theorem 
we study the group CH2(X, 1) = H1(X, 1:,2) on a smooth cornplex variety X.
It consists of divisors carrying rational functions such that their divisors surn
up to zero on X. This group has a natural subgroup generated by the image
of Pic( X) ® c'" . We call the quotient group the indecomposable pint. Its
image in Deligne cohomology modulo NS(X) ® C· is countable by Beilinson's
rigidityargument. Many interesting algebraic surfaces have been studied which
have non-trivial indecomposable part even modulo torsion: Nori and Collino
(abelian varieties), Voisin/Oliva and myself (K3 surfaces) and Shioda sextics
of general type (by myself). Examples over number fields were given much
earlier by Heilinson, Ramakrishnan, Flach and Mildenhall. Over the complex
nunlbers the groups of indeconlposables is even not finitely generated modulo
torsion (Collino).

At the end we explain sonle existing conjectures and further problems. De
tails can be fOllnd in my paper in the duke eprint server (Nov 1995). See also
Pedrini 's abstract for a sheaf theoretic approach to this problem.

A. Nenashev:

Algebraic description for K1 oe an exact category

Definition . A double shorl exact sequence in an exact category A is a pair
of sh<?rt exact sequences

of the salne objects. We write such data in the form

~ B~ C).
h 92
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Given a double short exaet sequence t, we assign to it a loop It(t) in (rA
(the G-construction of Gillet and Grayson):

(A,A)

e(A) "

e(l)
----+

(0,0)

(8,8)

/ e(B)

and let m{l) be the dass of p,{I) in 1rt(G.A) = K 1(A).

Theorem. (i) Vx E K 1(A) 31 such thai x == m(l).
(ii) The elements m(l) are subjects io the relations

(a) /1 = /2, g1 = 92 => m(l) = 0;
(b) ij we are given a diagram of the form

A' -.. A ----Jo A"----Jo -+

11 11 11
B' -.. B -.. B"-+ -..
11 11 11
C' -.. C -.. C"-.. -..

in which the l-si arrows COlumute wilh ihe 1-si alTOWS and the. 2-nd
arrows comlnute with the 2-nd arrows, then

(iii) Any other relation is a consequence 01 (a) and (b).

Ivan Panin:

On the Gersten type conjecture for Azulllaya algebras

A variant of Gersten's Conjecture was proved for the !(-theory of Azunlaya
aigebras over a smooth Ioeal ring of geometrie type. A corollary of this is the
positive solution of the conjecture of Grothedieck on principal homogeneous
spaces for the special linear group SL1,D.

Reference:
I. A. Panin, A. A. Suslin, On a Grothendieck Conjecture for Azumaya Aigebras.
Preprint POMI, 1996, submitted to St.-Petersburg Math..Jour.
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c. Pedrini:

Bloch 's conjccture alld decomposability 01 higher Chow groups

Let X be a smooth projective variety over the complex field <C and let

CHP(X,n)

be the higher Chow groups as defined by S. Bloch.

Definition. We say that CHP(X, n) is decomposable if there exist positive
integers rand s with 0 < r < p and 0 < s < p such that the map induced hy
the product structure for higher Chow groups :

(CHr(X,I) ® CH·(X,m») ® Q ~ CHP(X,n) 0 Q .:-.,-.

(whcre I +m = n) is surjective.

Because of the isomorphisms

CH2 (X, 1) ~ H 1(X,K 2 ) and CH 2(X,2) ~ HOeX,K2 )

decomposability of CH2(X, I) and CH2(X,2) are equivalent respectively to
the cokernels of the maps

Pie 4ll" ® C -+ H 1(X, K 2 ) and K 2(C) -+ HO(X, K 2 ) \

being torsion. \
Let Ao(X) be the group of zero cycles of degree 0 and T(X) the kernel of the~

Albanese map Ao(X) -+ AlbX; then Bloch's Conjecture asserts that, when '-~

}[ is a surfacc, then pg = dirn H 2(X, Ox) = 0 implies T(X) = O. \
This conjecture has been proven for all surfaces but those of general type (in

which case also q = dimH 1(X,Ox) = 0). Bloch alld Srinivas showed that if
pg = 0 and Bloch's conjecture holds then.the group CH2(X, 1) is decomposable
and that the same result holds for CH 2 (4"<' 2) if also q = O.

Several authors have given examples of surfaces with Pg 1= 0 such that
Cl/2(X, 1) is not decomposable.

\Ve prove the following :

Theorem . Let X be a smooth projective sur/ace over C; assume 

J/J(X,Ox) = 1/2(X,Ox) = O.

Then t.he gl'OUpS C H2(X, 11) are decomposable JOT n ~ 2 iJJ Bloch 's Conjecture
holds for X.

The proof is based upon a description of the cokernels of the maps

Pic X ® C* .-. H 1(X, K 2 ) and K 2(C) --t HO(X, K2 )

in terms oe the sheaf maps
K,1 ® C* -+ K,2

and of the Chern dass map K,2 -+ 1-lb (Z(2»), where 1-l1 (Z(2») is the Zariski
sheaf associated to the Deligne-Beilinson cohomoly groups.
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D. Quillen:

Morita invariance of K-theory for h-unital rings

We extend the category mod( R) of unitary modules over a unital ring R to
nonunital rings A, which are idempotent: A = A2 , as folIows. We call an

A-module M firm when A ®A M ~ M, a ® m t-+ am, and we say that A is

a firm ring when A ®A A ~ A. Let 9Jt(A) denotes the full subcategory of

firm modules in all A-modules. Then !Dt(A) is abelian, because it is eq~tvalent

to the quotient abelian category of all A-modules by the Serre subcategory of
modules killed by A.

Two idempotent rings A and Bare said to be Morita equivalent when !D1( A)
and rot(B) are equivalent. A natural question is to what extent results about
Morita invariance for unital rings extend with this more general setting.

Theorem. K I is Morita invariant for firm rings. In other words, a Morita
equivalenee rot( A) ~ 9Jt( B) with A, B firm gives rise to a eanonieal isomor
phism K.(A) ~ KI(B).

Theorem. Cyclie type homology: H H., HG., eie. is Morita invariant for
h-unital algebras flat over a commutative unital ground ring.

Conjecture . K. is Morita invariant for h~unjtal rings. (These are defined by

-- -, T<?~~(Z, A) = 0 Vn.)

w. Raskind:

On the Chow group of O-cycles of the self-product
of a CM elliptic curve over Q
(joint with A. Langer)

Let E bc an elliptic curve over Q with CM by the ring of integers of an
imaginary quadratic field K. Let X = E x E, and denote by CHo(X) the
group of O-cycles modulo rational equivalence. Let N be the conductor of E,
and assume for simplicity that (N, 6) = 1. We show that for pa prime where E
has good reduction, the p-primary component of CHo(X) is finite (p 1= 2,3).

·~··l' ~.'~ ~

~

;1

~
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J. Rognes:

Topological cyclic homology of tbe integers
and the stahle pseudoisotopy space of a point

The topological cyclic homology TC( A) of a ring A is assembled from the fixed
points T H H(A)C of its topological cyclic homology, for the various finite sub
groups CeS!, by means of structure maps R, F : T H H(A)C -+ TH H(A)B
for B C C C 8 1 , called tbe restrietion and Frobenius maps. We compute the
mod 2 homotopy of tbe fixed points T H H (Z )C2 n for all n, where Z denotes the
integers, together with the homomorphisms induced by the R- and F-maps.
As a result we can compute tbe mod 2 homotopy of TC(Z).

By theorems of McCarthy and Hesselholt-Madsen, this amounts to a~talcu

lation of the mod 2 algebraic K-groups of the 2-adic integers, K.(Z2; Zj2). By
a further topological analysis, we obtain the 2-adic homotopy type of K,(Z2),
which may be described by the following two fiber sequences of implicitly 2
completed infinite loop spaces and maps:

The connecting luaps for these fiber sequences mayaiso be described.
As a corollary, we see that the natural map K(Z) -+ K(Z2) induces an

isomorphism of 2-completed groups modulo torsion, in a1l degrees 4k + 1 for
k~1.

As a different application, we use a theorem of Dundas identifyi'ng the homo
topy fiber of the linearization map A(*) -+ K(Z) with that of the linearization
nlap TC(*) -+ TC(Z). Here A(*) is Waldhausen's algebraic K-theory of the
Olle-point space *, though of as the K -theory of the sphere spectrum. Likewise
TC( *) is the topological cyclic homology of a point, as defined and computed
by Bökstedt, Hsiang and Madsen, thought of as the TC-theory of the sphere
spectrum.

Ay the calculations above, TC( *) and TC(Z) are .known 2-adically in a
range, allowing us to express A(*) in terms of K(Z) in"a similar range. Using
Waldhausen's theorem A(*) = Q(SO) X ß2P{*) where P( *) is the stahle pseu
doisotopy space of a point, and the calculation of tbe 2-torsion in K ... (Z) done
during the conference, we find

1r.P(*) = (O,Zj2,O,Z,O,Zj2,O, ... )

modulo odd groups in degrees 3 and above. This has an interpretation in terms
of the space of diffeomorphisms of high-dimensional dises.
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M. Rost:

On splitting varieties for 3-symbols mod 3

Consider a symbol {at, a2, a3} E KrF /3. Let A = (al, a2) be the degree 3
algebra givcn by at, a2. Then a generic splitting variety for {at, a2, a3} is given
by

z = {x E A INrd(x) = a3}'

Let Z be a smooth compactification of Z. Using the theory of exceptional
Jordan algebras one can show that the direct image maps (d = dirn Z = 8)

are injective for i = 0, 1.

S. Saito:

Filtration on Chow groups
and generalized normal functions

Let X L S be a projective smooth morphism of non-singular algebraic
varieties. We define a map

Here CHT(X) js the Chow group of cycles of codimension r in X, FsCHr(X)
(v ~ 0) .is a filtration which is a relative version of Bloch-Beilinson filtration, _
DJ~/s is a sheaf on S~ and f(S, DJ~/s) is the space of the sections which are ..
called generalized normal functions. For 11 = 1, FJ CHT(X) is the suhgroup of
cyc1es homologically equivalent to zero fiberwise and p~~s is the classical map
associating normal functions due to Griffits. We investigate P~/S in the case
that F is the universal family of complete intersections and show a modest
generalization of Abel's theorem.

V.Voevodsky:

Milnor's conjecture

Abstract not provided by the speaker.
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c. Weibel:

Tlte 2-torsioll in K.7l

For i even, define Wi == Wi(Q) to be the largest power of 2 dividing 4i; this
equals the order of HO(Q, pr:) for v » 0, and also equals the ~ven part of the
denominator of ( 1 - 2i). It also equals the order of the 2-Sylow subgroup of
!m(J)2i-l' Then:

Ko(Z) == z
!(l(Z) == 7../2

K 2 (Z) = 71.,/2

K 3 (Z) == 7../48

/(4(Z) == 0

/\5(71.,) = Z ffi (3-torsion group)

K 6 (Z) == (odd)

K7 (71) == Z/240 EB (odd)

Ksn(Z) = (odd) far n ~ 1

KSn+1 (Z) == Z Ef7 Z/2 ffi (odd)

K Sn+2 (Z) == Z/2 ffi (odd)

K Sn+3 (Z) == Z/16 E9 (odd)

K Sn+4 (Z) = (odd)

Ksn+s(Z) == Z EB (add)

K Sn+6 (Z) == (odd)

KSn+7 (Z) == (71/Wi) EB (odd), i = 4(n + 1).

Hefe the symbol "(odd)" denotes a finite group of odd order. In particular, note
that up to odd torsion we have t times Lichtenbaum's conjectured formula:

IK4i-2(Z)1 == !(l - 2i).
IK4i-t(Z)1 2

The Incthod is to use Voevoclsky's version

f;~q == H:t-q(Q; Z/2) => J<p_q(Q; Z/2), (p ~ 0, p ~ q)

of the 'Bloch-Lichtenbaum spcctral sequence.

Berichterstatter: N. A. Karpenko, Münster (z. Zt. Besanc;on)
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INTRODUCTION
The conference was organized by Yurü Ivanovif Manin, Don Zagier (both Max-Planck

Institut ftir Mathematik, Bonn) and by Wemer Nahm (Physikalisches Institut, Universität

Bonn).
Wbereas the study of topological quantum field theories has become a well-established

domain of mathematical research, conformal field theory is still in its infancy. Even work on

its axiomatic foundation is still in a somewhat experimental stage, though relations between

modular operads, V-modules and vertex operator algebras are partially understood.

Nevertheless, conformal field theory has become an important tool for the construction of

new invariants of varieties (quantum cohomology). In part, the latter can be understood

as the differential geometry of moduli spaces of topological field theories. Simultaneously,

conformal field theory yields automorphic forms on the moduli spaces of~e classical

structures.
Flom the physics point of view, both quantum fields on algebraic surface6 and on three

dimensional Calabi-Yau spaces seem to be important for the understanding of nature.

Besides, four-dimensional Calabi-Yau spaces require investigation in string theory, since

many string theories in lower dimensions arise from the reduction of a twelve-dimensional

entitiy (F-Theory), though the latter does not seem to have an independent existence by

itself. Up to now, these dimensional reductions are the best tool to understand duality

relations between various string theories, which go beyond perturbation theory. One of

these dualities describes the mirror symmetry of CaIabi-Yau manifolds, for which a com

plete understanding seems to be in sight. The work on vertex operator, or W-algebras

should become a tool for these studies, though at present it is limited to abstract nonsense

and the study of elementary examples like the moonshine module.

Another direction of research concerns q-deformations on the mathematical and lattice

models on the physical aide. These quantum symmetries have an independent importance

in the description of integrable models, but also relate to the fusion ring of conformal field

theory. Fusion can be described by a tensor product on bimodules of operator algebras,

hut also reiates to bundles over natural moduli spaces (Verlinde's formula). The latter

introduces arithmetic aspects, "hich seem to require an explanation in the context of

algehraic K-theory (polylogarithms).

1
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COLLECTION OF ABSTRACTS:

MONDAY:

Jack Morava (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimare)
Integrality properties of the Kontsevich-Witten genus
Following work of Di Francesco, Itzykson, and Zuber, we construct a ring homomorphism
kw: MU·(pt) ~ ~. ® (Q where ~. = 7l[qili ~ l]/(Li(-1)iqr-iq"r > 0) is a Hopf
algebra with coproduct qi ~ Ei+k=i qj ® qk· The generating function q(x) = L qkx"
satisfies q(x)q(-x) = 1. So log(q(x» is an odd power series, and the genus is defined by
the formal group law kw-1 (kw(X) + kw(Y» = X +kw Y with kw(T) = T 1

/
2 Iogq(T1

/2a
This defines a candidate ~ for a quantum cohomology spectrum; we can begin to see.
few things about the diagram

Mg
monodromy

Brg BUq)

1
I
I
J.

Mg
Tw kw

MU ) ~(4).

Dimitri Lebedev (Moscow)
Central Extended Yangian Double as Dynamical Symmetry of Massive Inte-
grable Models
An impressive success of the bootstrap approach for integrable massive models stimulated
the discovery of the underlying mathematical structure. This structure is usually referred
to as adynamical symmetry of the theory. Bernard, LeClair and Smirnov strongly moti
vated that the Yangian double should be such a symmetry. The main obstacle to complete
the understanding of a massive integrable theory from the symmetry point of view was the
absence of nontrivial examples of infinite-dimensional representations of the Yangian dou
ble. This talk is based on papers [1-4] and is devoted to the investigation of the dynamical
symmetry of the SU(2)-invariant Thirring model as a typical example. The main state
ment is the following: The complete dynamical symmetry of the SU(2) Thirring mo~
is the central extended Yangian Double at level c = 1. This is formulated in aseries.
theorems.

[1] S. Khoroshkin, Central Extension of the Yangian Double, Preprint q-alg/9602031 ~
[2] S. Khoroshkin, D. Lebedev, S. Pakuliak, Intertwining Operators for the Central Exten-

sion ofthe Yangian Double, Preprint DF-TUZ/95/28, ITEP-TH-15/95, q-alg/9602030
[3] S. Khoroshkin, D. Lebedev, S. Pakuliak, Group-theoretical interpretation of bootstrap

form factor integrals, in preparation
[4] S. Khoroshkin, D. Lebedev, S. Pakuliak, Traces of Intertwining Operators for the

Yangian Double, Preprint q-alg/9605039

2
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Alexander VoronotJ (UnitJersity 01 Pennsylvania, Philadelphia)

Cohomology of CFT's

We describe the cohomology of algebras over certain operads of moduli spaces, including

the cohomology of conformal field theories (CFT's) and vertex operator algebras (VOA'8).

There are three types of cohomology theories, Hochschild-like, Harrison-like (see Kimura,

A.V., The cohomology ofalgebras over moduli spaces, in: Moduli Space ofCurves, Progress

in Math., val. 126, Birkhäuser, 1995), and Chevalley-Eilenberg-like (A.V.). These eoho

mology theories produce a number of invariants of CFT's and VOA's, aue of which is the

space of their infinitesimal defonnations. The problem of complete reducibility of certain

CFT's and modules aver VOA's can also be solved using these cohomology theories.

Martin Schlichenmaier (Universität Mannheim)

Sugawara constructioD for higher genus afflne algebras (Krichever-Novikov al

gebras)
The talk reports on joint work with Oleg K. Sheinman (partly done in the framework of

the "Research in Pairs" program).

After a review of the classical Sugawara construction, it is shown how to pass from highest

weight representations of Krichever-Novikov vector field algebras of affine type (rar many

punctures) to representations of the centrally extended Krichever-Novikov vector field al

gebras via the generalized Sugawara construction (for arbitrary genus of the underlying

Riemann surface). Relations between the weights of the corresponding representations are

given and CasiInir operators are constructed. There is arecent preprint (q-alg/9512016)

on this subject which considers applications of the construction, tao.

Bong H. Lian (Toronto, Ontario)

Large Radius Limit

A review of mirrar symmetry is presented. TheTe should exist a fibred space with Calabi

Yau fibres such that the Hodge structure near a singular point predicts the'Gromov-Witten

invariants of the Calabi..Yau variety. Physically, this neighbourhood corresponds to large

radius. Tbe cases that are best understood concern toric varieties PE. The integral over

a top form can be described by the Gauß-Manin connection. The closure of the Kähler

cone K (PE) C H2 (PE, IR) can be identified canonically as a cone in EG, where EG is the

fan corresponding to the Gröbner compactmcation of Hom{H2 (l'E, Z), (*). We obtain the

following theorem (Hosono, Lian, Yau): Let G ~ G' be any equivariant resolution of G.

Then G' contains at least one large radius limit.

3



Paul S. Green (College Park, Maryland)
A Universal Semi-Group in Conformal Field Theory
We combine the axiomatic approach of Segal with an observation inspired by the light cone
gauge. Namely, given aRiemann surface with at least two boundary components, and an
integral cocycle on the boundary, there is a unique section ~ of a Bat unitary bundle over
the surface such tbat I{I is constant on each boundary component. If, in addition, a point
is given on each boundary component, then each component is uniquely parametrized.
This singles out a unique glueing scheme for Riemann surfaces with one ineoming and
one outgoing boundary component. Tbe resulting semigroup operates on every conformal
field theory, and generates a eyelic module over the vacuum for whicb the inner produet
eontains information precisely equivalent to the modular functions of the theory.

TUESDAY:

Ezra Getzler (Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn)
Modular Operads
(joint work with M. Kapranov)
Let {a9tn l2(g - 1) + n > 0, g, n ;::: O} be formal variables, and eonsider tbe integral

By Wick's theorem, tbis equals

~2 ~n 1
21i. + L L 1i.

g
-

1
n! IAut(G)I TI ag(v).n(v)

g,n Gerg,n vEVert(G)

where r 9.n is the set of (isomorphism classes of) stahle graphs, whieh are conneeted graphs
with n legs, and a genus g(v) ;::: 0 at each vertex, such that 9 = h1(G) +Ev g(v) (h1(G) is
the first Betti numher of tbe graph) aud 2(g(v) - 1) + n(v) > 0 (n(v) is tbe valenee of v).
A stable S-module is a eolleetion {a«g, n»12(g - 1) + n > O} of Sn-modules. Motivated
by this formula, we define the functor on stable S-modules

lMa«g, n) = E9 ( ® a«g(v), n(v»»)
Ger9,n vEVert(G) Aut(G)

This is a free modular operad. We explained what modular operads really are, gave some
examples, and sbowed how to generalize Wick's theorem to calculate tbe Euler eharacter
istic of lMa (using symmetrie functions).

4



Yukihiro Kanie (Tsu)
Birman-Wenzl-Murakami Algebras in Conformal Field Theory

1 • h ACl) •• ded hEarlier work on confonnal field theory on P wlt 1 symmetrles 18 exten to tecases
A~l), B~l), C~l) and D~l). On the solution sp~e of the KZ-equation which is satisfied by
N-point functions of vertex operators and has a basis consisting of them, we can construct
representations of BN: the braid group of N-strings. In the case of A~l), these representa
tions are factorized into the Iwahori-Hecke algebra H N (q), the resulting representations are
a11 irreducible and mutually inequivalent, and give a full set of irreducible ones (q generic),
or of unitarizable ones (q a root of 1) obtained by H. Wenz!.
In the case of B~l), C~l), D~l), the representations of BN are factorized into the ones
of Cn(q, Q), a specialization of the Birman-Wenzl-.Murakami algebra GN(Q, A) with A =
A{Q, q). We construct representations of CN(q, Q) according to Murakami's method, and
we can show their irreducibility and mutual inequivalenee in tbe ease of Bl1

) , C~l). In
the ease of D~l), where we take the Dynkin diagram automorphism into eonsideration, we
get irreducible and mutually inequivalent ones. And in all esses, these·. give a full set of
irreducible representations ofthe semi-simple quotient of Cn(q, Q) due to.the Markov trace.
In conformal field theory, we can also define the Markov trace by Verlinde-like ealculus.
As a result, we get representations that are irredueible and mutually inequivalent, both
for generic q and q a root of 1. Of course, we must develop conformal field theory with
D~l) and Dynkin diagram automorphism.

Terry Gannon (Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn)
Galois, Kac-Moody algebras, and the Classiftcation of RCFT
I review tbe problem of classifying modular invariant partition functions, which are sesquilin
ear combinations of affine Kac-Moody characters at fixed level. I pay particular attention
to a Galois symmetry inherent in the problem, whieh has played an important role in the
modern attacks on tbe problem.

Bons A. Dubrovin (SISSA, Trieste / Steklov Institute, Moscow)
Painleve transcendents and 2D topological 8eld theory
Equations of associativity of Witten, Dijkgraaf, E. Verlinde, and H. Verlinde (WDVV)
proved to be the defining relations of two-dimensional topological field theory, at least at
tree-Ievel approximation. Assuming semisimplicity of the primary chiral algebra at generie
point of the space of parameters, we give an expression for the general solution of the
WDVV equations via certain Painleve-type transeendents (i.e., solutions of equations of
isomonodromy deformations of certain linear differential operators with rational coeffi
cients). We also discuss the problem of specifying solutions of WDVV with good analytic
properties. We provide same "experimental" evidenee that for these "good" solutions the
monodromy group of the associated linear differential operation with rational coefficients
is discrete. An important example is the quantum cohomology of the complex projective
plane.
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Aleksander Beilinsan (Cambridge)
Geometry of Chiral Aigebras
The talk, based on a joint work with V. Drinfeld, dealt with the following two subjects:
(a) The V-module approach to chiral algebras, and (b) the construction of a new family of
chiral algebras - Hecke chiral algebras - associated to an arbitrary reductive group and
a negative integral level. If our group is a torus, the Hecke chiral algebra coincides with
the usual chiral Heisenberg algebra associated to the lattice.

Edward Frenkel (Haroard University, Cambridge)
Quantum Virasoro algebra
The quantum Virasoro algebra is a one-parameter family of deformations of the universaA
enveloping algebra of the Virasoro algebra. It is an associative algebra depending on tw.
parameters, p and q, such that if we set p =ql-ß with fixed ß and take q to 1, we obtain
the ordinary Virasoro algebra with central charge c = 1-6(1 - ß)2 / ß. Another interesting
limit is p ~ q, in which the algebra becomes a eommutative Poisson algebra, isomorphie
to the center of Uq(;l;) at the eriticallevel. Both the Poisson structure and the product
structure of the deformed Virasoro algebra are elliptie. They are elosely connected with
various models of statistical mechanics and quantum field theory associated to elliptic
solutions of the Yang-Baxter and star-triangle equations.

WEDNESDAY:

Andras Szenes (MIT, Cambridge)
Intersection numbers on the moduli space of vector bundles
There are several ways to regularize the formulas of Witten for these numbers: 8-function
regularization, Bernoulli polynomials, residues. These approaches are shown to be equiv
alent.

Andreas Wipkirehen (Universität Bann)
A class of (0,2) string vacua
This talk is based on work with Ralph Blumenhagen and Ralf Schimmrigk. After revieWiit
some facts about string theory, especially the heterotie case, Gepner's construction
exactly solvable (2,2) string vacua is showD in detail. An example of an identifieation wit
a point in the moduli space of a Calabi-Yau manifold is given by the 3°5 model. States
and couplings are considered. This construction is extended to the (0,2) case where the
gauge group is given by E9 - r (r ~ 4). The main diffieulty ia to find- a modular invariant
partition funetioD for a (c, c) = (6 + r,9) nondiagonal eonformal field theory. An outlook
to other subjeets is given. Furthermore, it is shown that by an orbifold eonstruction the
symmetry algebra ean be extended - as in the example of the space of c = 1·theories. In
Gepner's eonstruction such a phenomenon also occurs: 80(10) x U(l) -t E6 0
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Gemld Höhn (Santa Cruz)

Analogies between codes, lattices and conformal fleld theories

Since many years the analogies between codes and lattices are studied. The construction of

tbe moonshine module by Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurmann established Vertex Operator

Algebras (VOAs) as a next step in this analogy. In this talk I want to explain how many

- if not all - of the well known combinatorial properties of self·dual codes and lattices

can be extended to VOA's and better understood in this context. There is a fourth

step berore binary codes, namely codes over the Kleinian fourgroup 712 x 7l2. Self-dual

"Kleiniant1 codes are extending the definition ofthe so called Type IV codes over 0=4, giving

a combinatorial, more natural theory.

As in the code and lattice case one has for VOA'8 general results for arbitrary ranks and

special results for smaller ranks (:5 26). Tbis special results are related to the existence

of the Hexacode, the Golay Code, tbe Leech lattice and the moonshine module. Other

results described are: a "DO input" definition of tbe moonshine module as a "lexicographic

VOA", characterisation of VOAs with same extremal properties, the descriptioD of the

shorter moonshine module V B# and an example of a su~VOA inside 1(* belonging to

the N=l supersymmetrie minimal series. The analogy between codes, lattices and VOAs

should be understood as the orthogonal way to VOAs. ., .

Wol/gang Eholzer (DAMTP, Cambridge)

Does Rationality imply Unitarity far N =2 superconformal theories?

We show that a11 rational models of the N '= 2 super Virasoro algebra are unitary. Dur

derivation relles on the coset realisation of the algebra in terms of S;(2)k and two free

fermions. Most of our arguments generalise to the Kazama-Suzuki models indicating that

a11 rational N = 2 supersymmetrie models might be unitary.

As an independent non-trivial check we calculate Zhu's algebra A(1lo) in some examples.

We also analyse the modular properties of the vacuum characters. For more details, see

[EG] W. Eholzer, M.R. Gabercliel, Unitarity 0/ rational N = 2 superconjonnal theories,

preprint DAMTP-96-06, hep-th/9601163.

THURSDAY:

Akihiro Tsuchiya (Nagoya)

Spectral Decomposition of Path Spaces in Solvable Lattice Models

We give the spectral decomposition of the path space of the Uq(;i;) vertex model with

respect to the loca} energy function. By using this spectral decomposition, we get a new

character formula of the integrable module L(l, k) of the affine Lie algebra;i;. The results

suggest a hidden Yangian module structure on the ;i; levell integrable module L(l, k).
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Alezei MorozotJ (Moscow)
Liouville models from the group theory point of viewSome results about Liouville and Toda models can be deduced direct1y from group theory.Namely, the Hamiltonians of these models are certain reductions of Laplace (quadraticCasimir) operators for the simple groups G. The wave functions are certain matrix elementsof G and naturally posseS8 amusing integral representations. Their asymptotics - theHarish-Chandra functions - are given by products of inverse r-functions over all thepositive roots of G. In this approach tbe 1 + I-dimensional Liouville model is associatedto G = S1:(2), and tbe Harish-Chandra function exhibits peculiar "elliptic" properties,which were earlier discovered in the study of 3-point functions of Liouville ConformalField Theory.

Samson Shatashvili (Yale University, New Hauen)Chiral Lagrangians, Anomalies, Supersymmetry and HolomorphyWe investigate higher-dimensional analogues of the bc systems of 2D RCFT. When coupledto gauge fields and Beltrami differentials defining integrable holomorphic structures thebc partition functions can be explicitly evaluated using anomaly aud holomorphy. Theresulting induced actions generalize the chiral algebras of 2D RCFT to 2n dimensions.Moreover, bc systems in four and six dimensions are closely reisted to supersymmetrycmatter. In particular, we show that d = 4, N = 2 hypermultiplets induce a theory of selfdual Yang-Mills fields coupled to self-dual gravity. In this way the bc systems fermionizeboth tbe algebraic sector of WZNW4 theory and the classical open Nws = 2 string.

Rolf Schimmrigk (Universität Bann)
F-Theory and String Theory Dualities in Four DimensionsThe nonperturbative structure of string theory allows the construction of compactificationson manifolds which are not of Calabi-Yau type. Tbe resulting theories are most succinctlyinterpreted as ground states of a twelve-dimensional theory compactified on ellipticallyfibered manifolds - so-called F-theory. The foeus so far has been on tbe understanding ofF-theory on K3 surfaces and Calabi-Yau threefolds defining theories in D = 8 and D = 6respectively. In this talk, we initiate a systematic investigation of F-theory in tbe physicaldimension D = 4 by considering elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau faurfolds which are alsofibered with generie fiber a Calabi-Yau threefold. For such manifolds we conjecture the dAality relation F12(CY4)~Het(CY3)'By generalizing the twist map ofhep-th/9512138 t1Jl'Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces of arbitrary dimensions, predictioDS are obtained for the Hodgenumbers of tbe fourfold via the above conjectured duality relation. These predictions areconfirmed in a number of examples by performing the first computations of the completeHodge diamond of elliptic fourfolds.
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Richard E. Borcherds (Berkeley)
CFT and automorphic forms with singularities on Grassmannians
There seems to be a mysterioUB correspondence associating automorphic forms on Grass
mannians to CFT's. We will give a few examples of this, and also describe a method due
to Harvey and Moore of constructing these automorphic forms direct1y.

Albert Schwarz (Davis)
Grassmannians and OFT
We give a construction of a modular operad consisting of the Sato Grassmannian. For a
large family of infinite-dimensional subgroups of gl((0) we construct suboperads of this
operac!. We define formally "string amplitudes" related to the Grassmannian operad. For
that purpose, we use a general definition of string amplitudes for equivariant modular
operads.

FRIDAY:

Reinhold W. Gebert (Universität Hamburg)
The Sugawara operators at arbitrary level
The talk is based on joint work with K. Koepsell and H. Nicolai.
We present an explicit formula for the affine Sugawara operators for arbitrary level in
terms of a Heisenberg algebra, which generalizes the well-known expression for level 1.
This is achieved by employing a physical string vertex operator realization of the affine
Lie algebra. at arbitrary level. The underlying model describes a toroidally compactified
subcritical (2 < d < 26) bosonie string with a nondegenerate even Lorentzian lattice as
momentum lattice. An essential new feature of our construction is tbe appearance, beyond
level 1, of new types of poles in tbe operator product expansion in addition to the ones
at coincident points, which entail (controllable) non-Iocalities in our form1!las. We also
present a new formula for tbe affine step operators in terms of the DDF ~cillators and
the Lorentz generators of tbe string model. The corresponding Lorentz boosts are nothing
but affine Weyl translations.

Andreas Recknagel (ETH Zürich)
GeneralizatioD ofthe Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation to quasi-rational CFTs
(joint work in progress with A. Alekseev and V. Schomerus)
It has been shown by W. Nahm that there exist special finite-dimensional subspaces of the
higbest weight representations of quasi-rational CFTs which behave submultiplicatively
under fusion. This fact can be used to set up first order differential equations on the
correlators of fields corresponding to these subspaces. As an application, these generalized
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations provide a canonical construction of a quantum sym
metry algebra g of a quasi-rational CFT; moreover, gisgenerated by (suitable restrietions
of) the generators of the observable algebra itself.
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Michael Rösgen (Universität Bonn)
Path Algebras and K-Theory in Conformal Field Theory
Qoint work with J. Kellendonk, A. Recknagel, R. Vamhagen)
Path space representations of conformal field theories are derived from character identities
of the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan type. A quasiparticle decomposition of the path
spaces allows for the implementation of an explicit localsu(l, 1) operation on paths, which
should extend to lattice realizations of the Virasoro algebra. K-theory of the corresponding
path algebras (AF-algebras) is used to reiate the path description to the fusion rules.
Ordinary as weIl as supersymmetrie minimal models provide examples for this construction.

Antony J. Wassermann (PMMS, Cambridge)
Operator Algebras and Conformal Field Theory
We explain bow to make levell positive energy representations of LSU(N) into a braided
category using Connes' notion of fusion for bimodules over a von Neumann algebra. This
ties up tbe braiding operators of Doplicher-Haag-Roberts with the monodromy represen-.
tations of tbe braid group on products of primary fields.

Tristan Hübsch (Howard University Physics Department, Washington DC 20059)
Mirror Symmetry as a PredictioD of Conformal Field Theory
Historically, the still conjectural mirror map has been suggested as a consequence of certain
relatively weil defined transformations in a class of Conformal Field Theories. A prototype
of this map is however present in a11 (2,2)-supersymmetric 2-dimensional field theories, and
tbe conformal symmetry merely focuses attention to target spaces of trivial canonical class
and clarmes (partly) the geometrical content. This map and a few related methods of
constructions of mirror pairs of manifolds are described, together with a conjecture about
a general construction of pairs of mirror models.
On the other hand, the existence of the mirror map (and a few other developments) would
also characterize the precise category of mirror models and tbe relevant cohomology to be
used; some resulting 'derivative' conjectures are also presented.
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Mikhail KapmnotJ (Northwestem UnitJersity, Evanston)
The elliptie eurve in the S-duality theory and geometrie Eisenstein series for
Kae-Moody groups
Let S be an algebraie surface and G a semisimple algebraie group. The S-duality eonjecture
is a statement about the eolleetion oI the Buns(G, n), the moduli spaces of (semistable)
G-bundles on S with C2 = n. Namely, the series

(1)
n

(where J1 is an Euler characteristie type invariant) is expected to have modular properties
with respect to identifieations oI the elliptie curves (. /qZ for different q.
We consider a more general generating funetion

(2)
n,ch ,... ,ci,.

where Buns,x(G, n)dt ...d r is the moduli space of G-bundles with C2 = n, eqüipped with a
parabolic strueture along a cwve X C S so that the ~ are the degrees of the quotients on
X. The series can be regarded as a kind of Eisenstein series but for the Kac-Moody group
G. The formalism of Eisenstein series for reduetive groups ean be pushed to the ease of G
and gives that E(q, ZI, ••• , zr) satisfies a functional equation with respect to<W, the affine

. Weyl group of G. This implies that for any q, E(q, Z1, •.• , zr) is a rational seetion of a natural
theta-bundle on the symmetrie power of the curve (. /qz. The natural "numerator" of E,
denote it N(q, ZI, ••• , zr), is asymmetrie theta-funetion (without poles). This provides one
possible explanation of why the formal variable q in (1) should be thought of as related to
elliptie curves at all and suggests a generalization of the S-duality conjecture to the effect
that N(q, %1, •.• , Zr) should be a Jacobi form (with respect to a congruenc'e subgroup in
SL2 (Z)). '

Berichterstatter: Mic~ael Rösgen, Bonn
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Tagungsbericht 24/1996

Geometrische Analysis auf singulären Räumen

23. bis 29. Juni 1996

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren J.-M. Bismut (Paris), J. Brüning (Berlin)
und R. Melrose (Cambridge) statt.

Die Veranstaltung schloß sich thematisch an die vorangegangenen Tagungen zum
Themenkreis uGeometrische Analysis auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfal
tigkeiten" aus den Jahren 1987, 1991 und 1994 an.

Schwerpunkte der Vorträge und Diskussionen lagen bei Indextheo~e und Spekt!al
theorie sowie verschiedenen (spektralen) Invarianten von Mannigfaltigkeiten.

Bei den Invarianten ist die analytische Torsion und ihr Zusammenhang mit der
kombinatorischen Torsion von zentralem Interesse. Dabei wurden auch wichtige Ver
allgemeinerungen im Hinblick auf nichtkompakte Überlagerungen kompakter Mannig
faltigkeiten besprochen (Dai, Kappeier, Lück). Ein weiterer Beitrag befaßte sich mit
einem Indexsatz rür solche Überlagerungen (Leichtnam). Die 'I-Invariante, eine weitere
wichtige spektrale Invariante, wurde in einem informellen Vortrag (Lesch) behandelt.

Ein weiterer zentraler Themenkreis der Tagung waren symplektische und Kählersche
Mannigfaltigkeiten. Hier wurden Beweise der Guillemin-Sternberg-Vermutung (Mein
renken, Vergne, Zhang), Beiträge zum Calabi-Problem (Tian) sowie kanonische Metri
ken auf Kählermannigkeiten (Leung) besprochen.

Sehr präzise Resultate lassen sich rür spezielle Klassen von Mannigfaltigkeiten erzie
len, wobei lliemannsche Flächen oder allgemeiner symmetrische Räume immer wieder
im Zentrum des Interesses stehen (Bunke, Jeffrey, Lott, Müller, Zworski).

Weitere Beiträge behandelten nichtlineare Probleme (Mazzeo, Müller), Methoden
der nichtkommutativen Differentialgeometrie (Wu, Melrose (informell), Kordyukov (in
formell) ), Determinantenbündel (Piazza), ~ovikov-Ungleichungen (Braverman) sowie
Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Krümmungsschr,nken (Colding).

Die Teilnehmer waren sich darin einig, daß dies eine sehr fruchbare Tagung auf
mathematisch anspruchsvollem Niveau war. Es bestand einhelliges Interesse an einer
Fortsetzungstagung in etwa zwei Jahren.



TAGUNGSBERICHT 24/1996

Scattering far Riemann surfaces
M. ZWORSKI (joint work with L. GUILLOPE)

2

Let X be a lliemannian surfaee of finite geometrie type and with hyperbolic ends.The resolvent, (D - s(1 - S))-l, Res> 1, of the Laplacian, D, on X extends to a
meromorphic family of operators on C and its poles are called resonances. H N (r) is
the number of resonances in a disc of radius r, then we prove the optimal polynomialbounds:

r 2/C $ N(r) $ Cr2
, r > O. ,

We define the relative scattering matrix of the surface with respect to the infinite volume e
ends and we show that the corresponding scattering phase, O'x(s), enjoys Weyl type
asymptotics, whieh in the constant curvature infinite volume cue take the form

1
Res = 2'

where N ia the Fenchel-Nilsen region. The results are a consequenee of a traee formula. involving the relative scattering matrix and a Poisson formula for resonances.

Singular reduction and quantization
ECKHARD MEINRENKEN

Let (M,w) be a compact symplectic manifold, and G a compact eonnected Lie groupaeting on M with moment map ~ : M ---+ g.. The symplectie quotient is defined asMI/G = ~-l(O)/G. Ir 0 is a regular value of ~ this is a symplectic orbifold, otherwise
it is in general a singular space. Now suppose L -7 M is a G-equivariant Hermitianline bundle with G-connection V which is CCprequantum", i.e.

i
21T curv(V) = w.

Define LjJG = (Ll~-l(O)) /0 -+ MI/G. The equivariant index of the Spinc-Dirac
operator on L is called the Riemann-Roch-number; indG (') =: RR(M, L) E Rep(G). Iproved that if 0 is a regular value of cl, the G-invariant part RR(M, L)G E Z is equal to
RR(Mj /G, LI jG). This "Quantization commutes with reduction" theorem was conjectured by GUILLEMIN-STERNBERG in 1982; various special cases had been obtained
by many different authors and methods. Using partial desingularization, SJAMAAR and
I extended this result to the singular case. In joint work with WOODWARD, I applied
the result to moduli spaces of Hat connections on Riemannn surfaces; in particular weuse it to derive Verlinde's fusion rules.
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Canonical metries on Kähler manifolds and vector bundles

NAICHUNG CONAN LEUNG

3

We study Kähler metries on ma.n.ifolds and Hermitian metries on holomorphic vector

bundles from two different viewpoints:

1. minimization of the energy functional,

2. geometrie invariant theory.

Relations with Futaki-Bando invarinats will be discussed. We also introduce a new

obstruction for stability of vector bundles.

Determinant bundles and surgery

P. PIAZZA

Let M -+ B be a libration with even -dimensional compact fibre. Let 9M/B be a metric

on the vertical tangent bundle and let E ~ M be a hermitian vertical Clifford module

endowed with a unitary Clifford connection.

These' data determine a family ,,= ('~)~EB of generalized Dirac operators. Associa

ted to (~%) there is a determinant bundle, .c, with its Quillen metric, 11 . IIQ, and metric

compatible Bismut-Freed connection, VL .

Suppose now that the libration M is the union along a fibering hypersurface H of

two fibrations with boundary Mo, Mi' Thus each fibre MzJ z E B, is the union along H~

of two manifolds with boundary: M% = M: UR. M;. In this talk I have des~~ibed the

behaviour of the Quillen metric and of the Bismut-Freed connection on M -t;B (and in

particular its curvature and holonomy) under the operation of surgery. By surgery we

mean the stretching of the collar neighborhood of H in M to infinity. If H = {z = O},

this intuitive idea can be described as folIows: introduce the metric g(f) = ~~j +9M/B

and let E '\, o. We denote by <J(f) = (~(E)&)SEB the Dirac family associated to the

metric g(E). The analysis of the surgery problem involves 3 funda.mental taols:

1. The nation of spectral section P associated to the family of self-adjoint operators

DB = (DH.)%EB: this notion (due to MELROSE and myself) is needed in order

to define 2 smooth families of boundary value problems of gemalized APS type,

Ifto ,~p, on the 2 fibrations with boundary.

2. The b-calculus: this is a calculus of pseudodifferential operators needed in or

der to define and investigate the hermitian geometry of the determinant bundles

associated to lft°, ~p,

3. The surgery calculus of MAZZEO and MELROSE which allows tor a uniform study

of the resolvent (,(E) 2 - A) -1 and the heat-kernel exp( - t~(E)2) as f ~ O.

Dur main result can be stated as follows:
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(i) For € small enough there is an explicit natural isomorphism det(,(€)) == L~ --+
det(D:O) ® det(D~p).

(ii) The curvature of the Bismut-Freed connection Ve.- converges to the sum of the
curvatures (VMOtP)2 + (VMltl - P )2.

(iii) The holonomy converges to the product of the ·holonomies.

On a problem of Calabi

GANG TIAN

Many years ago, E. CALABI asked when a eompaet Kähler manifold has a Kähler
Einstein metric. A necessary condition is that the first ehern elass Cl (M) has to be
definite. In 1976, AUBIN & YAU proved that if cl(M) < 0 there is always a Kähler
Einstein metric on M, and YAU proved the same thing for Cl (M) =0 as a corollary of
ws solution of the Calabi conjecture. What remained was the case that Cl (M) > O. In
1990, 1 proved that a complex surface M with cl(M) > 0 has a KähIer-Einstein ~etric
iff its Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields is reductive. In this talk, I discussed
recent progress in case of higher dimension. I introduced the notion of K-stability in
terms of special degenerations of M and Futaki invariants on the central fiber. I proved
that if M has a Kähler-Einstein metric, then M is K-stable. An example of a 3-fold
which is not K-stable is constructed. This provides a counterexample to the folklore
conjecture that if Cl (M) > 0 and M has na holomorphic vector fields, then M has a
Kähler-Einstein metric.

Geometrically infinite hyperbolic 3-manifolds
JOHN LOTT

Let M be a topologically tarne hyperbolic 3-manifold with nonabelian fundamental~
group and infinite volume. Let 6.p be the Laplacian acting on square-integrable p-W
forms on M. We discuss. the following questions :

1. What is ker (6. 1)1.

2. Is zero in the spectrum of ÖI·acting on Al(M)/ker (d)?

We concentrate on the case when M is geometrically infinite. ·By work of THUR

STON, BONAHON and CANARY t we know that M has CCtubular" ends. H the injectivity
radius of M is zero, we show that 0 E spec (6. 1 acting on Al(M}/ker (d)). H M has
positive injectivity radius, we use work of MINSKY to give a biLipschitz model of M.
Using this biLipschitz model, we compute the reduced and unreduced L2-cohomology
groups of the ends of M. This allows us to answer question 2 above in tenns of the sur
jectivity of differentiation on a certain weighted L 2-space. Finally, we compute ker (6 1)

in the case when 0 rt. spec (6.1 acting on Al(M)/Ke1"(d»).
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Analytic and Reidemeister torsion for representations in finite
type Hilbert modules

THOMAS KAPPELER

For a elosed Riemannian manifold (Mtg) we extend the definition of analytie and
Reidemeister torsion associated to a unitary representation of 1Tl(M) to a A-Hilbert
module W of finite type where A is 8 finit? von Neumann algebra. H (Mt W) is of
determinant elass, we prove, generalizing the CHEEGER-MÜLLER theorem t that the
analytic and Reidemeister torsion are equal. The main fea.ture of the proof is to use
the Witten deformation of the deRham eomplex and study the eorresponding deformed
analytic torsion.

<:,f.

A higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem on GäIois
covering

ERIC LEICHTNAM üoint with PAOLO PIAZZA)

Let r -+ M -t M be a Galois eovering with boundary and let iJ be a generalized Dirae
operator. Under the following two assumptions

1. the group r is virtually nilpotent,

2. the L2-spectrum of the boundary operator Do has a gap at zero,

we prove a higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index formula, thus settling a eonjeeture of
LOTT and extending work of LUSZTIG, CONNES-MoscOVICl t and LOTT.

An analytic proof of the Guillemin-Sternberg conjecture
WEIPING ZHANG

We explain an analytic approach to the GUILLEMIN-STERNBERG geometrie quantizati
on eonjecture, whieh was proved reeently by MEINRENKEN and VERGNE in the abelian
ease and by MEIN RENKEN in the general case. Besides providing a new proof of the full
non-abelian case, our method also leads immediately to certain new results including
refined Morse type inequalities in the holomorphic situation. (The above is a joint work
with YOULIANG TIAN.)
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Group cohomology and the singularities of the Selberg zeta
function

ULRICH BUNKE (joint with M. OLBRICH)"

6

Let Z (s) be the Selberg zeta function associated to a geometrieally finite hyperboliemanifold Mn without cusps. We give a description of the singularities (PATTERSON'S
conjecture) of Z(a) in terms of H·(r, O.\C-W(A)). Here r = 1f'IM and O.\O-w(A) is
the representation of r on the spaee of germs of holomorphie families of hyperftinction

[
-1..-] .\-(n-l}/2sections of the family (An- 1T· 5"-1 )n-I of bundles with support in the limit

set A of r. The idea of the proof is to eompute the cohomology groups and to eompare
the results with that of PATTERSON/PERRY on Z(s). Ta compute H·(r,O.\C-c.r(A»
we eonsider a partieularly niee acyclic resolution. The result is expressed in terms of
spectral/scattering data associated to the Laplaeian of M.

Analysis and geometry of spaces with a lower Ricci curvature
bound

TOBlAS H. COLDING

In this survey talk I described some new ideas and techniques introduced to study
spaees with a given lower Ried curvature bound. Further) we will explain same of their
consequences.

In studying spaces with a given lower sectional curvature bound we have a very
powerful taol in the Toponogov triangle eomparison theorem. This allows us to studymetric and topologieal properties of such spaces.

In the ease where we only assume a lower Rieci curvature bound Da such estimate is
available. Classically, the only general estimates that are known of tbis type for llicei
curvature are the Bishop-Gromov volume comparison theorem and the Abresch-Gromoll
inequality.

'.In order to study manifolds with a given lower Ricci curvature bound there are at •least two obstacles to overcome. First, many results from the seetional eurvature case
do not remain true for Rieci curvature. Second, due to the lack of a good estimate on
the distance function we da not have good control on the loeal geometry in this case.

I diseussed in this survey that in some sense the second obstacle is the most serious.Namely, I discussed a new estimate of the distance function and later saw that this
type of estimate has a large number of consequences.

My main foeus in the talk was the Geometry and Topology of manifolds with a
lower Ricei curvature bound.

I also mentioned regularity properties of general metric spaees that are (Gromov
Hausdorff) limits of n-dimensional manifolds with a given lower Rieci curvature bound.
This is in part motivated by Gromov's compactness theorem.

The results that I deseribed represented some of my own work, joint work with Jeff
Cheeger an~ joint work with Jeff Cheeger and Gang Tian.
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Analytic and Reidemeister torsion far spaces with conical

singularities

XIANZHE DAI
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We describe same joint work in progress with RAPE MAZZEO. For compact smooth

manifolds with boundary, it is a well-known theorem of CHEEGER and MÜLLER (also

known as the Ray-Singer conjecture) that the analytic torsion and the Reidemeister

torsion are th~ same. For manifolds with isolated conical singularity, the analytic

torsion and the Reidemeister torsion can be similarly defined; the analytic torsion using

CHEEGER's theory cf manifolds with conica! singularity and the Reidemeister torsion

using the intersection homology of Goresky-MacPherson. It is a natural question aB to

whether the analogue cf CHEEGER-MÜLLER's theorem still holds in this category of

singular spaces.
We approach this question from the view point of conie degeneration. By this we

mean a family of Riemannian metries on a closed manifold M which gradually pinches

an embedded hypersurface to a point. Our starting point' is that any manifold with

isolated conieal singularity can be n embedded" into aconie degeneration. Therefore we

can start with CHEEGER-MÜLLER's theorem on the smooth manifold and pass to the

eanie limit.
This reduces the problem to the study of the behavior of the torsions under conie

degeneration. We examine the uniform behavior of the heat kernel under the eonie

degeneration and prove the eonvergence of the analytie torsion under eertain aeyclicity

conditions.

Noncommutative spectral ßow and the APS .index thel?rem

FANGBING Wu

The notion of noneommutative spectral How is studied in the K-theoretic setting, ge

neralizing the elassical cases. A Eormula for computing the noneommutative spectral

:ßow in terms of loops of unitaries is then presented, leading to the eonstruction of the

cyelie Ohern eharacter of the spectral ßow.

Equivariant Novikov inequalities

MAXIM BRAVERMAN Uoint work with M. FARBER)

We establish an equivariant generalization of the Novikov inequalities which allows

to estima~e the topology of the set of critical points of a closed basic invariant form

by means of twisted equivariant cohomology of the manifold. The proof is based on

Novikov type inequalities for differential farms with non-isolated zeros obtained in our

previous work. We apply the equivariant Novikov inequalities to obtain a Novikov type

inequality far a manifold with boundary. As another application we obtain abound on

the cohomology of the fixed point set of a sympleetic torus action.
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Hilbert modules and modules over finite von Neumann
algebras, with applications to L2-invariants

WOLFGANG LÜCK

8

Given a Riemannian manifold M with isometrie f-aetion such that M -+ Mlf is a
covering over a closed manifold, Atiyah defined the p-th L2-Betti number

where :F is a fundamental domain and e-tA, the heat kerne!. Let N(r) be the von
Neumann algebra of the group. We define far any module M over the ring N(f) a
dimension dim(M) E R with the following properties:

i) H M is finitely generated projective, there ia an associated Hilbert N(r)-module
V and dim M is the von Neumann dimension of V.

ü) 0 ~ MI -+ M 2 -+ M3 -+ 0 exaet ==> dim M 2 = dim MI + dim M3 •

iii) M ;= UiEI Mi for a directed system of submodules {Mi li E I} ==> dim M
sup{dim Mi li EI}.

Given a topological space X with r -action, we define

This agrees with t~e old definition far X = M as above. We use the properties
of this dimension and the generality of this definition to reprove in an easy way the
following· result.

Theorem 1 [CHEEGER-GROMov 86] If r contains an infinite nonnal amenable sub
group then b~2)(r) = 0 for all p.

Furtherm.ore, we prove the following results.

Theorem 2 If 1 -+ Ll -+ f -+ II -+ 1 is an eztension 01 infinite groups, Ll is finitely
generated, r finitely presented, and Z a subgroup 0/ 1l" J then

1) b~2)(f) =·0

2) deficiency(f) = max{g - r I < 81 ••• 8 g (R1 ••• Rg >= f} ~ 1

3) M closed oriented 4-manifold uiith 1l"1(M) = r => Isign(M)( ::; X(M).

Theorem 3 Let F he Thompson's group. Then b~2)(F) = 0 for all p.
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Residue formulae and lattice points in convex polytopes

MICHELE VERGNE (joint with Michel Brion)
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Let D = {z E IRn I < Ui, z > +A; ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... , N} be a rational convex polytope,

with Ui E zn, Ai E Z.
Let P(h) = {z E IR'" < Ui,:J: > +hi 2: O}, and let :F = {('lI, 72,· .. , "YN) 111 E [O,I[}

and assume that

a) 1i'= 0 exeept for n indices tr, such that Ui. i E tr, are linearly independent,

b) E7.Ui E zn.

Then for any polynomial function VJ on IR"

This formula generalizes formulae of KHOVANSKII-PUKHLIKHOV and CAPPELL-SHA

NESON. Proofs are elementary, based on the generating partition function.

Riemann surfaces of infinite genus and solutions of the

KdV-equation

WERNER MÜLLER

We report on joint work with M. SCHMIDT and R. SCHRADER (FU Berlin). Since

the work of GARDNER, GREEN, KRUSKAL, NOVIKOV, ... it is well-known that the

integration of the KdV-equation u, = 6uuz - U zzz , u(z,O) =: q(z) is closely related

to the inverse spectral theory for the Sturm-Liouville operator H = -~ + q. In

particular, for finite gap potentials, the KdV-equation can be solved using Riemann

surfaces and the theory of the ßiemann theta-function. This has heen extended by

McKEAN and TRUBOWITZ to the case of periodie infinite gap potentials. The spectral

surfaces are then infinite genus hyperelliptic surfaces, and a great deal of the function

theory including the theory of the theta-functioDs can be extended to these surfaces.

We describe extensions of this theory by constructing renormalized theta functions

associated to a certain class of infinite genus hyperelliptic surfaces. Using these theta

functions we are able to construct new solutions of the KdV-equation which in some

cases are quasi-periodic.
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Intersection numbers on moduli spaces of vector bundles on
Riemann surfaces

LISA JEFFREY

If G = U(n), the space M of Hat G connections on aRiemann surface E has been
the subject of intense interest for the past thirty years in algebraic and symplecticgeometry as well as through its applications to topology. It appears in two additional
guises: in topology as the space of representations of the fundamental group of the
Riemann surface into G, and in algebraic geometry as the moduli space of semistable aholomorphic vector bundles of rank n (and degree 0) on E. Of associated interest are the ..spaces M{ß, cl) which appear in algebraic geometry as tbe moduli spaces of semistableholomorphic vector bundles of rank n, degree d and fixed determinant: if n and d are
coprime these spaces are smooth Kähler manifolds.

In a fundamental 1982 paper studying the Morse theory of tbe Yang-Mills functionaI, ATIYAH and BOTT found rormulas for the Betti numbers of the spaces M(n, d),
so that the characterization of the cohomology as a vector space is complete: its ring
structure (or equivalently the value of the intersection pairings in the cohomology ring)
has however remained obscure. In 1992, WITTEN used physical methods to find formu
las for these intersection pairings: bis work involved a two dimensional quantum field
theory for which the Lagrangian was the Yang-Mills functional.

In recent joint work with FRANCES KIRWAN, we have proved Witten's formulasusing methods from symplectic geometry (notably the technique of localization in equi
variant cohomology).

Gluing and moduli for some noncompact geometrie problems
RAFE MAZZEO

In this talk I described two seemingly different geometrie situations: the study of com-
plete, properly immersed minimal or constant mean curvature surfaces in R 3

, and of fsolutions of the singular Yamabe problem. In the past several years, new analytic tech- e. niques showed that solutions to these problems are much more flexible than previously
thought. Much of the talk was spent describing the singular Yamabe problem on the
sphere. Here one seeks ametrie 9 on sn which is conformal to the standard Hat metric)
and which is complete on the complement of a closed subset A C sn. I concentrated
on the case ,,~here A is a finite point set, in which cue it is known that solutions must
have positive scalar curvature. An analytic nondegeneracy condition for solutions is
described. Then there are three different results:
Theorem 1 (with D. POLLACK AND K. UHLENBECK): The moduli spa.ce 0/ solutions
with singularities at either a fized set A or at an arbitrary set 0/ Je points in sn is areal
analytic set 0/ virtual dimension k and k(n + 1), respectively. This virtual dimensionis attained for the 'unmarked' moduli 8pClce, and is also a,ttained for the solutions UJith
specified singular set, for generic A.
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Theorem 2 (with D. POLLACK AND K. UHLENBECK) (soft gIuing theorem): Given
any two nondegenerate eomplete mani/olds 0/ eonstant positive sealar eurvature (MI, gI)
and (M2 , 92)' there emts a eomplete metne 0/ eonstant positive sealar eUnJature on the
eonnected sum M1#M2 .

Theorem 3 (with F. PACARD) (hard gIuing theorem): Given any set A 0/ k points
in sn, k ~ 2, there emts a solution 0/ the singular Yamabe problem with singularities
and speeified asymptotic geometry at the points 0/ A.

There are analogous results for constant mean curvature surfaces, obtained jointly,
in various combinations, with KUSNER, POLLACK, PACARD and KAPOULEAS; the
corresponding results for minimal surfaces were obtained by LOPEZ and Ros, and
KAPOULEAS.

In all cases, the main point is a suitably detailed understanding of the linearization
of the scalar curvature (or mean curvature) operator. .

Berichterstatter: PD Dr. M. Lesch, Dr. M. Pflaum
I,.
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This ("ollferell("(~ wa,.<; orgauizcd hy G. Iooss (Nice), K. Kirchgä.~sner (Stuttgart),
.'1. E. ~1arsd{,1l (Pa...;adena) and J. Scheurle (München). There werc sixteen
pkl1a.ry sessiOIlR with t.alks ahout thc following topics:

• Solita.ry \Vaves

• HOIUocliuic auf! Difurc.ation PhCllomena

• Shallow 'Vat,f~rDYllmllics

• GpometI;e l\1d.hods in Fluid Dyuanucs

• SillF;ular Pert.urbat.ions

• St,ahility anel Illstability in Fluids

• NOlllinear \Vaves

• 3D Eulei' and Navi~r St.okes Equations

• Euler EC!,latious on Thiu Domains

• NOlllillear Evolution Equatiolls

• Compntatiollal Mf·thods

• Qua."iipc~riodic Solutions

• Systt·~IllS with SynlIuetrie-;

• Cos)"ullnetry. Integrahility and Diffusion Lilnits

• Stahility Rcsults for Plasums and Gravitational Matter
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In adclit.ioll, cveniup; ledurcH were prescuted by V. I. Arllold. (!\.1oscow mal Paris),
P. .1. Hohnes (Princctoll) amI A. Miclkc (Hailllovcr).

The organizers and 311 the participants of this conference are grea
tly indebted to tbe Oberwolfach Institute for providillg a stitnulating
atnlosphere for discussions and the exchange of ideas concerning COlll

mOll research interests.

Abstracts

,M. ALBER:

Conlplex Billiards on Riemann surfaces and Nonlinear PDE's (joint.
work with H.. CaInCissß., D. Holm anel J. l\1arsdcn)

We invcst.igat.c tolle dass of peakons illtroduccd hy Camassa ilW\ Holm for
a sllallow wat(~r equatioll. We put this cquat.ioll in the frallH~W()rk of COlllpl('x
illt.ep;rahle Hi-lluiltolliall sysh~nls on RieuHuIIl stlrfan~s. DeforIuat.ioIls of t.lws('
RieulallIl sllrfar:es yidd tl-solitons, solitons with ql1a.sipc~odir:ha("k~ronll(l. billi
ards, allel lI-Peakon soll1tioIlS anel cOluplcx allgle repres(~utat.i()nsfor t.heIu. Also,
cxplicit forIl1l11u.s for phase shifts of illtcractillg peakolls are oht.aillC~d l1sill~ t.lle
lIlC~t.hod of asyulpt.otic redl1dion nf thc angle rcprcscntat.ioll.

v. ARNOLD:

Dynamical Systems Methods in Fluid Mechanics

1. Hdicit.y allCl a.o,;;Ylnptotir:aI Hopf invariant: froul kllOt.S H-lHlliuks t.o (liverllrll("(~

fre(~ v(~d.or tic:lds.
2. Part.ides st.retching allel l:lhort-wavcs asylIlptot.ics: Anosov syst,(~nIS hydr()(ly
muuical applic.ations.
3. Eulcrian hydrodynauucs as infillite-diuwllsiollal rigid body tlyucuuics: IZ;c~ode

Hin; of tohe I;roups uf diffeOInorphisms 8l1d of their extensions.
4. Polyintegrahle flows: pscudoperiodical t.opology of flows wit.h seV(~rnI1l1l1lti

valt1(~d int,cgrals.
5. Nonint.cgrability: not only absence of the illt~grals, huta.lso uf prescrV(~d

~eollwt.rical object.s of other types.

C.BARDOS:

Diffusion Limits of Deterministic Reversible Systems

SOllW cXaIuples of diffusion lill1its of kinetic cquat.iolls an: d(~SCliIH~cl.
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Tlu~ diff(~n'll("c' l)('t.we(~11 linear (illt,eradioll wit.h ohstade) and Ilouliuf'ar iu
t.craet.iOll (sclf illt.erart.iou) is discllssed in relation with the appcarcuce of dccay
uf (·llt.ropy.

Thpsc' propert.ics an~ illust.rat,ed hy an explirit. exaIuple constnlet.ccl wit.h t.hc
Arllolcl ('at. ump.

J. BATT:

Stability Results for Plasnlas aod Gravitational Matter

Thn'C' lat,C' rpsult.s Oll t.lie st.a.hility for 1.h(~ Vlasov-Pnisson SystCIIl are .dcscri
IH'd: ()W~ wliich is oht.aillccl hy a rcarrangcluent argl1In~llt in [1], one which is
hm.;('c\ 011 t.h(~ (·Jl('r~y-Ca ....ilnir lllet.hod [2] descrihed in [3], ano one which uses
t.lu' pxist,('w'(' of Cl cOllserv('d qllautity, callcd thc free encrgy, in [4]. Thc cxist
('IU'C' t.lu'ory uf t.lH' Vlcl....OV- Poissou systeIll is rcvicwecl alld t.he const.rnctioll of
sta.t.ionary solnt.iolls is cl(~s('fih('d. A rcccnt resllit. of obtaining thc asyolpt.otic
profih' for th(' clistrilmtioll fnlldiull, t.he local dCllsity (charge) allcl tlw Ncwto
uiall (t'!c'ct.ric) fidel hy using a rcscalillg Jllcthod {5] is also proscllted.

[1 J .J. Da.t.t., G. H('ill. A rigorol1s stahility rcsult. for thc Vlao;;ov-Poisson system
ill 3 dil1WllSious. Auuali (li ivIat. Pura ct. Appl. 1G4 (1993), 133-154.

[2] G. Reiu. NUllliw'ar St.ah~lit.y for t.h(~ Vla.'.;ov-Poisson System - thc Eucrgy
Ca:-iilllir fvkt.llOd. Math. !vldh. Appl. S(·i. 17 (1994), 1129-1140.

[3] D.O. HoluL J.E. MaTsd(,ll~ T. Rat.iu, A. "Vciust.cill. N{)J1lill~ar Stability
of Fluid emd Plasu1i\ Eqnilihria. Phys. Rt~ports 123 (1985), 1-11G. .

[4} .1. BaU., Ph, ~1onisoll, G. R~in. LiJ1~ar Stahilit.y of Stationary Solutions
of du' Vlasov-Poissou SystpIIl in t.hn'(~ DiIncllsioris, Arrh. Rat. Mer.h. Anal.
130 (1995). 1G3-182.

[G] .1. DaU., ~/I. K1111.,,('. G. nt'in. Preprint. 1996.

Y. BRENIER:

On the Geoluetric Description 01 Incompressible Inviscid Ideal Fluids

Tlw lllot.ion uf an iucolllpressihl~inviscid fluid llloving in a thrcc-dimensional
yt'ss<'l D ra.u 1)(' rf'1at.~cl (followiug Arnolrl 1966, Ehin anrl Maxsdell 1970) t.o
a .e;('odt·sic ('lU'Vt' aloug t.11f' ~roup G of all orient.ation alld volUllle Ilreservillg
(liffeOlllOrphislllS of D, for thc met.ric inherited frOIn thc natural cmbedding of
G illt.O L'!(D.IR:«) . Wp adcln~ss the pruhlenl of filldiug a ~hortest path alollg G
hd,weell t.wo dt'llWUt.S 90 fiud !/I uf G. ShnirellluUl (1987) showed that such 8.

short.c·st. path lllay llot. exist. in G. He also sllOwcd that the complctiull of G fur
t.ll(~ ~t'()(I(~~ie dist.auc'c is a.,,,, large as thc senli-group S of aH rncasure prcserving
luaps uf 0 in thc J1l('a.':;lIr(~ t.heory sense.

A gCIlcrali7.ed frallu~work wa....;; illt.roduced in Brcllicr (JAMS 1989) whcre
tlH' ("ouC"C'pt. uf gent~raliz('d flow plays a erl1cial rMe. It. is eIoseIy rclated to
YOlUl.e;'S lllPasures in llOlllo.e;cni2at.ioll theory. Wc eRU show that all scqu~Ilces
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Ü/II(t); 0 :s: f ~ 1) of approximat.e shortcst paths cOIlIJcc:ting 9(1 aud!/I havc~ tlwir
fl.(~('('h~rntioll fidel g~~ 0 g;; I couvcrgiuf'; to t,he SaIue acc('lcrat.ioll field - ~ J'p( f, ;1:) •

So, thc pn~SSllre fickl tm11S out t,o he t,he relevant unkuowll of the short.('s path
prohlC'l1l.

J. BRIDGES

Illstability of Spatially Quasiperiodic Patterns

~1()t.ivat.ed hy rc<:eut resnlts on thc rigOl"OUS cxist(~l1ce uf spat.ially (~1Ut.<.;ip(·

riodie solutiolls of dliptic partia.l differential equatiulls, allel docmw'nt(!d ('XI>(~

rimt'ntal ohsc.rvat.iolls of spatially quasipcriodie pattt~rns, part.je,nlar (l'H'stious
ahollt, tlw ~('uUlet.ry auu liücar stahilit.y of qtlasip(~riodic pa.t.t.(~rlls in t.WO spiln'

elilllt'llSiollS af(~ cOllsidered. A dass of IllUdd partial differeutial (·(!,Iat.ious, for
which t.he tiuie-independent part is a toral equivariallt. dlipt,iC' PDE, is cOlisi
el('r('(L First, the cOllcept of relative cqllilihriuIu, wht,l'p a. solut.ion ("oUt·sponds.
t.o flow aloup; a. group orhit, is gcncralizcd to tll(~ ease of dlipt.ic oppratOI"H in .
t.wo spaCt~ dimensions. In this setting; tlw qUH.siperiodie patt.eru corrC'spowls to
I!:COIIlctric t.ori. This geolllct.ry is t.hen uscd t.o prov(~ sllfficif'Ut. ('olHiit.iollS for
s!H'dral lincar illstability, hy projcctillg tlw linear stahilit,y prohl(~1ll onto t.ll('
t.au~Pllt. spaC'(' tu the t.onlS.

R. CAMASSA:

Weak Solutions of Completely Integrable PDE's

Tlw spc'ctral prohkrll for t,hc eql1ation u, -ll"Ert + 3uu r - 2'11. r u rJ· - '/1I1 FJ1 =
o with hOllnclary conditions ll(x,t) ~ 0 as lxI -+ 00 is c()llsi(h·f(~(l. In t.his
('as(~ tIw Spt~dnlln is pl1rely discrcte lUld a cOll11t.ahlc infinit.y of pigt'uvahlcH
(~xists. Thus, Hll infinit.e nllluber of solitons ('.8.11 he expc(:t,(~d t,o mll(~T~C from
~ellcral initia.l dat.a.. These solito11s are weak solutio~ls of tlw PDE Cl.lld lmvc a
fillit.c~ jlll11P (lisculltilluity of the first derivative at their PC~a.k.All illfillit.l~ 11\Un\)('r

uf Clls(~rvatioll laws are generated by traccs (itcrated k(:nwls) of t.lw iut.p~ral

(~ql1at.i()u fonu uf thc spcdral problem. Thc rIlotioIl of t.lle discout.iuuity of
tlü~ first derivative frolll cUlY of these conscrvatioll laws is thc: SCUlle, 1111likc Ule
c~a.s(' of hypc'rbolic: cqlla.tioIlS like Dllrger's, and didates that thc l(wat,iou of t}U'
cliscoutiuuity lU()Vt~s at Cl. speed Cqllal to t.he value of ,i at t.lmt }ocatiOIl.

P. CHOSSAT:

Symnletry Breaking Bifurcations of Convective Dynamos in a Sphe
rical Shell

Thc so-ca.llcd "couveetive dynaruo prohlem" in Cl sphcrical shdl !las l.e(~u

extcllsivdy stuelied in the past 40 ycars bccallse of it,s gP.Ophysknl awl a.st.rophy-
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sieal implicatiollS. However luost of this work w&~ aiulCd to show that rela.tively
sitnple flow~ could illnred llfovide adynamo effect1 spccially in thc case of a
fa."it. l'otat.iong dOlnaiu. O\u' approach is different: Wc consider the non-rotating
('a~~ aud exploit thc sphcrical :e;ymmetry of thc system to apply the fonnalisnl
uf sYllunetry-breakiup; bifurcatioll thcory. A numerical code h&~ been wriHen,
which allows to iuput lY'alistic cnnvectivc steady velocities into thc inductiun
elillat,ioll awl t.lwu t.u solvc the critical cigeuvalue problenl for luagnetic pertur
ha.t.iolls. This code is S(:t up in a way which pennits an "easy" detennillation of
t.lu· ildioll of t.lle syullllctries of tlw basic flow on critical eigenmodes. Fronl t.his,
qualitative informat.ions are Oht.aillcrl by application of the t.heory of synunetry
hrc~akillg hifllre:ations.

This mdho<l has 1)("(~Il applied to t,he ease when thc radius ratio of the
splu'rical shdl is ('(ItUU. to 0.1, 0.3, an<! 0.4. The rcsults arc qualitativcly very
cliff(~rnllt. in t.lu·sc t.hl"('C eaSf>S, hut show a stcady-st.at.c bifurcation of a luagllctic
fklcl sllst.aiIwel hy t.hcl'llml c.oUVCct.iOll in auy c.n..o;;c.

M. DELLNITZ :

The COluputation of Invariant Sets and Invariant Measures

Complicat'('d <lyua.Inical hchavior call be described hy two luathcmatical,ob
j('et,:-;: au invari.an t. s~t. and a (nat.ural) invariant mca.o;;urc with support on t,his
:-;f't,. Hcnn~ it. i:-ö of int('rp:-;t. t.o rlcvclop lllll11Crieal algoritlulL"i whic:h allow to ap
proxiuli\.t.(· t.hcs(' t.wo ()hj(~ets. In t,his talk wc propose such algorit.hulS. The
iuvariaut sd, is approxilllat.pd by CL subdivis~oI1 algoritlull, for which convergcllcc
(ill Hausdorff <list.alln~) is ~l1flIaIlt.ced in a. very general setting. Onee the invari
aut. S(·t, is kllOWll - at. l(~a.:-;t, approxilnately - wc det.erlll.illc thc dynanilcal behavior
Oll t.lmt. lo'd.. For t.hilo' \vP eOlllplltc a Markov dUUll dcserihing the dYllaInics Hp to
a. c(~l"t.ain }lCCllraey. The statiullary dist.ribution uf this process givcs an appro
xiuwtiol1 of lw vali.ant. Illcasure, and, tmder ccrtain hypotheses, convcrgcnc.c t.o
HIl SDIl-nH';L"lU'P ('iUI !Je oht.aiuccl. The rcslllts aud properties uf thc algorithms
Hn' illllst.rat,(·d hy sC'vpral ~xalllplcs and a. video presentatioll.

P. DEUFLHARD :

Dynamic Dimension Reduction in Reaction Diffusion Systems (joint
work with .1. Hc~rot.h awl U. Maas)

DY"llmnic pro('('ss simulation requires the nnnlCrieal solution of nonlinear djf
fllSiol1 reaet.ioll sYSt.PIllS in t,(~l'lns of physical quantities T, p, p (tcmperaturc,
<lplllo'it.y, pf($~mre) audll cheulinu !4pecies. COlnplexity redlldion tcchniqllcs for
t,his challl"'up;iug dass of prohlems include arlaptivity in time (time step control
via t.ll(' adapt.ive n()t.lu~ IIwt.huu) ami space (adaptivc multi level FEM for thc
t,n~at,IlH~llt. or ("()1llplex 3D hOlludary and interface conditions). n(~cently, split
t.ill~ t.t~(·hlliq\ws int.o slow aud fa..,t. eOlllponcllts have revived: they are ba."cd Oll
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areal hlock-Schur dCCOIUpositioll. Thc talk focusses Oll hot.h ma.t.hC'IlHtt,i('.ally
souud mut cornputationally cheap Illonitorillg crit.~ria to det.erIIliIlf-~ t.lw fLinu~ll

SiOll d < 11. of slow cOluponcnt.s anel the possible regeneratiou of the: spliU.in~.
These criteria havc first been worked out in thc contt~xt. of the ODE readioll
lllOdels emd are now hcing tra,llsferred iuto the PDE enviroment: first., illto Cl

larg;c Indhod of lilles soft.ware paekage, and seconu, illt.O a fuU adaptive Rotlu~

luethod for t.hc couplet! PDE systeul.

F. DIAS:

M ulti-Packets 01 Capillary-Gravity Waves

It. is now well-knowIl that symmetric solitary waves in the fonn of single
WC\.Vf' pac.ke:ts bifnrcat.e at. tQe miniInum of the pha.c;e speeo of capillary WilVf~S.

This prohh~IIl has hCCll studied hy llwt,hods of dYllarnical syst~lllS t,h('ory «("cnt~r

mauifold reductiou, llonnal form theory). The Ilornlal forul n~m' thc milliulUIll
of the pha.:-ie speed (1:1 resonance) aelmits a one-paraluetcr fcuuily of h01110di
nie orhit:;;. ßut. only the two syuuuetrie ones per:sist.. Iu this talk, w(' pr()vid(~

evi(lence fronl aSYluptotics and fronl Illllllcrics that 1Il\1lti-packd.s cxist. They
appmtl" at. a finite value of thc bifnrcatioll paraIneter (pha:.:;e vcIoeit.y nÜllllS Iui
uimtlm phase velodty). The aSYluptotie analysis is carricd heyoud all ord(~rs

(Yan~ allel Akylas), and two-paeket solitary waves arc coustnldf'd. Thf'H> ü; an
infinity of stH~h t.wo-pac.kct solitary waves (sYlmnct.ric and asyuuw·t.l;f·). NUllH~

rical cOlu}>llt.ations arc performed on the {nIl Euler equatious with fn'f~ sllrfaep,
eUHI Inl1lti-packet.s an~ obtained.

A. DOELMAN:

Singularly Perturbed and Non-Local Modulation Equations for Sy
stems with Interacting Instability Mechanisms (joint, work wit.h v. nott
schäfer)

In t.his talk, t.wo systems of coupled modulation equations are lit.lldiecl and
compan~cl.. Thc Iuodlliation equations are dcrived tor a ccrtain chu;s of ha..c..;ic
sYSt.CIllS which are subjed to two distinct, interaeting, dcstabilizillg lllcc.hanislllR.
Wc ass\unc tImt the rat.io of thc widths of thc neutral paraholas of thc t.wo
(weakly) ullsta.blc IllOdcs is srnall - as for instance is tohe casc in double layer
c:ollvcet.ion - and use this ratio as a secolld bifl1rcation paranlett~r. Ba.."iecl Oll
these asslUuptions we derive a singularly perturhed Il1odulation cquat.ioll auf! a.
siIuplcr, modulation equatioll wit,h a non-Ioeal term. This non-Iocal equatioll
CH-U he interpreted ns a limit of the singularly pcrturbed one. Wf~ st.udy tlw
hehaviour of thc stationary solutions of both systeIllS emd COIupare them. It.
is fouud that. stationary pcriodic solutions of thc non-Iocal Syst(~IH cxi!;t. lllH.l(~r

thc sarne cOllditions as statiollary periodic solutioIlS tor the sillglllarly pcrturlwd
systenl. Moreovcr1 these solutio~s ean be interpretcd as represclltillg tlw SaJlW
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q\H\."\i-periodi(o. patterns in thc. ,mderlying ba.~ic sYStclll. Howevcr, a larKc variety
of hderodillic. ß.ucllu>IllOdillic connections are fOllnd for the Riugularly pertllrberl
:-;y:-;f,(~Ul. These ROlllt.iollS correspond t.o patterns in the lUlderlying system which
approl\('h (stahle) pcriodic. solutiolls at ±oo. It. is shown that these solutiollR do
not. have a counterpart iu t.he non-Ioeal SystClll.

J.-P. ECKMANN :

NOlllinear Stability of Periodic Solutions for the Swift-Hohenberg
Equation (joint. work with C. E. Wayne)

na~-.;cd Oll n paper hy G. Schneider (ConlDlUn. Math. Pbys., in priut) , we
show t.lmt. t.he st.atiollary solution.<:; u~(x):::::: c2cos(x)/vJ of t.be cquatioll

an' st.ahl«, for perhuhatiolls in' H{q, WhCll q anti rare sufficieutly larg~. -':"Our
md.hodfo; ("01111)1;S(' a Ilew ('pnf,cr-lllß.uifold redudion of thc problenl, after it-ha.~

l)(,f'l1 l'Pscalpd froUl :1', t t.u ~ = x/ti, T = lop;:t. These ulf~tbods show that; if

u(f = 0) = u~ + "', t.lWll u( t) ~ lt~ + f:07/.."t. t - i r.xp( -c.on:;t. x 2 /t) + o( t-!).

B. FIEDLER:

Coalescence 01 Reversible Homoclinics Causes Elliptic Resonances
(joint. work \Vi t.h D. Turaev)

Tiuw rev(~l':.-ihl«' flo\vs ('au possess robust reversible hOIllodinic orhits to a
saddlt' f'<!nilihriulll. Tlwy arf' lituits of reversihle pcrindic orbits, at, infinite
l)(~ri()d. "Vc,- cOll~id('r ('oaleseellce of t.wo such hOlllodinics in a ollc-pa.ranl.(~t.er

fatuil)' of n~versibl(' flows. We show how int.ersectioll topology then produces a
fauüly of dlipt.ic r('vcrsibh~ periodirs, i.c. wit.h COlllpkx Fluquet uiultiplicrs on
t.hn \\Hit. (~ird~, (:veu if all ('ig(~llYal.\1eS at. t.1w saddle eqnilihriunl are real.

S. FRIEDLANDER :

Linear and Nonlinear Instability for the Euter Equations (Joint work
\Vi t.h 1\-1. Vishik)

'Ve prr.sf~l1t. a. snffkicmt. condition for linear illstahility of n snlooth stcady
sta.t.f' solntioll of Hw Euler r.quatiolls. This illstahility r.riterion is givcn hy a
Lyapuuov I~XI)()lU'Jlt. t.ype' ([llalltity whkh providf$ a lowcr hound for thp. grnwth
rat~ or t.he liuearizr.d Elllcr operator. Tbc condition is effcctive: For cxarnplc, it
call he llsed t.u prove linear im;tability uf auy st.cady Eulcr flow with cxpollcutial
st.rf'tchiu~, cwen alOll~ Olle Lagrallp;iau t.rajectory.

Also, Wf! diSC\lSS aB ahstract thcoreUl which st.atcs, l111der ccrtain cOllditions,
timt. spf~d.ral illst.ability iluplir.s nonlillear illstahility. Concemillg solnt.ions uf
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t.lw Euler cquations, t.his thcorCIIl applies to shear flow with a siuusoidal profih'.
It. HWB follows t.hat this Euler ~qlllibriunl is Ilonlinf~arly nustahlf~.

Th. GALLEY:

Stability of Travelling Waves for a Damped HyperboJic Equation (joiut
work wi t.h G. Range!)

vVe cOllsider a non-linear daIupcd hypcrholic cqnfltiull Oll thc real lilH~ (h~~

pending Oll a posit.ive parameter f : Ettu + 'Ut - U TX = U .:.... u'l. For aB c > 0, t.his
eql1ation ha.,;; a oue-paraIllcter family of llnifonnly trmlslat,iutl; t.ravdlillp; wavcs
(T\V) inot'xed by the speed v E [2/ viI + 4f, 1/JE). WC show tImt. t.lH'SC T\tV's
are st.ahlt~ wit.h respec.t. t,o ~ufficielltly SIllall, ::iufficieutly dccayiu~ pf'rturhat.iolls.
Morcovel', if c « 1, we show that t.he TW's are ~t.ahlc wit.h l"f~HPf~ct t,o lar~(~

pt'rt.ur},at.iolls sat.isfying SOIIIC positivity conditionH. In bot,h easps, Wt.' oht.a.ill au
eHtiuuüt, of the decay rat.e of the perturhations as t --+ +00. Tlwse l'f':·mlt.s art' oh
t.ailwd l1sillg st.andard ellcrgy estimates ("ornbilled with t.he maximum priueipk
for hypm'holic equatiolls.

M. GOLUBITSKY :

Meandering of the Spiral Tip: An Alternative Approach

ivleCl.uderillg of an onc-anllcd spiral tip has beeil llot.ed in chctuical readiollS
awl lltllIWrical simulations. Barkley, Kness alld Tuckennan show t.hat. I1wancle
rin~ t:au hCKin by Hüpf bifurcat.ion fronl a ritl;idly rotatiug spiral wavf' ( Cl point
that is verifien in a D-Z reactioll by Li, Ouyang, Petrov and Swimwy). At the
CO<!itllCllsioll t.wo point whcrc (in RU appropriatc sense) t.lle frcqllcncy at a. Ho}>f
hifurcatioll t~qtlals thc frequeney of the ~piral wave, Darkley Ilotes timt. spiral t.ip
lllCHJl<leI'il1~ nm turn t.u lincarly translating spiral tip nlOtiol1.

llal'klt~y also prcsents a tllodel showing that the linear mot.ion of t,lu> spiral t.ip
iH a rcsouauce phcllomcnon, and this point i8 pl'ovcd rigorously by Fiecller awl
\Vlllff. In t.his paper wc givc an alternative fotmal developmcut of Barklc~y\; n1O
rId exh~udillg t.1w center bundle eonstnlct.ioll of Kntpa from cOIupad .e;rOllps tu
Elldideau gnmps ancl frorn finite dinlt~nsiolls to fuudion spac~s. This approach
allows to cOllsider in olle cOlltext various bifurcations frOlll a rot.at.ill~ wave.
In part.ieular, we ean analyze in a st.raightforward Inanner thf~ eodiUlf'llsioll t.wo
Darklt~y bifllrcatioll ano the codimension two Takens-Bop;dculOV hifllrc:at.ioll from
Cl. rotating wave. We also discuss Hopf bifurcation frOlll a many anw~d spiral SI1O

willg that. lllCRudering and reSOllant linear IllOtioll of thc spiral tip dn HOt. alwH)'s
o(;<:ur. And when nlealldering does occur, Hopf bifllrcatioll frOlll a lUauy artne<!
spiral C3.11 lead to complicated multifrequency tnotioll. Note, however, that wc
hav(~ not. rigorously provcd the extension of Kntpa's center bUlldlc results t.o
PDE-systCUlS.
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F. GUYARD:

Forced Symmetry Breaking for Periodic Orbits

Thc lllodcllillg uf physic.al phenomcna often leads tu take into account synl
Ill~t.ries which are not prescnt in thc phenonlCna hut in au "ideal" Illodel oi it.
In ord(~r t.o lU1clerstaurl t,he Vassap;c fmln the nlOdcl to thc physical phenomena
in tlw coutt"xt uf hifnrcation theory, we study thc. following prohlcln:

Let. (1) : i = J( z) , bc a G-cquivanant. systcln of ODE's with G a cornpact
Lie gruup auo lf't (2) : i = J(z) + ch(z) , bc an L-equivanant perturbation
or (1) with L a suhgroup of G. How call we rclate thc bifurcation diagraUl
of (1) tn the (me of (2)'? A general fnunework to deal with this prohlem has
h(~n devt'loped hy R.. Lanterhach ancl ~1. Rohcrts allel applied to thc st.udy
of r.;ylllllwt,ry brcakillg perturbations of relative equilibria. We use thc sanle
frauwwork t,o study Syullllct.ry hreaking perturbat.ions of group orbits of pcrioclic
orbits. \Vf' show how to cletenlline tbc periodie orbits (as weIl as their synnnetry)
whicb art' fon'pd hy t.he J?;f~.nnet.ry uf thc problCJll to persist to the pcrtllrbatic>Il.

D.D. HOLM:

Hamiltoll's Prindple, Asymptotics and an Integrable Shallow Water
Equation

'Vc r('(h~rivp. t.lw iut.egrahlt~ oIlc-diJucnsional shallow water equatioll of Ca
llla.'iSa alHl Holm [PR.L 71(1993), 1661] hy l1sing asymptotics in HaIllilton's
priuriplp for Ell.l{~r's c~qllations of incOIuprcssiblc stratificd fluid flow in the BOllS
silwsq approxillultiou. This derivation darifies the equivariance of the ~'tmidi

n'ct.iollaliznt.iou" hypotlwsis in Ca1ua..o;;sa and Holnl's orip;inal derivation.

Ph. HOLMES:

Low Dimensional Models of the Turbulent Boundary Layer

For t.nrhul~llt. flow otw ha." a wcll-acc:eptcd Inathcluat,ical model: thc Nav"ier
St.okes ~qllatjons. \JVhy, t.hen: is thc "prohlelll of turhulence" so intractible'!
Tlw cliffknlt.y is, of ("cmrsp., that t.hc cquations appear insoluhle in any rea..o;;ona
blc' Sf'lls('. (A clirC'd 111l111Crical sinlulatioll certainly providcs a "solutionl', hut
it, provicles lit.t.lp. llI1(h~l"StandiIlg of the process per se.) However, three rccent
(h'vdopluellts offer SOIlW hope. (1) Thc diRcovery, by experitncntal fluid lne
dH\nics, of colwrcllt, st.nlcturcs in ccrtain fully devcloped turbulent flowsj (2)
HiP. sUAAest.ioll l by Rudl(', Takcns alld ot.hers, that strange attractors and other
idpH.S frolll (lyuCimi(:al systC'1IIs thcory migltt playa rolc in the analysis uf thc
f.!:ovcrJJillp; eqllations, and (3) the illt.roductioll of thc statistical techniquc of
KarhllHc'Il-Lo('v(~01" proper ort.hogoual deeomposition (by Lmnley in thc casc of
t,llrhulc'uf:p).
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Drawillg on work Oll low dimensional models for t.he ~lynUlllics of COhf'n'llt.
st111d.llres in turlmlcut flows done over thc past tell y(~ars, I will ch~sfTil)(' how
t.hcs(~ three t.hrea(ls ('.all be drawn togcther t,o weavc low diulellsioual IllOClds
whidl yidd lU'W lUldcrstaucling of turbuleuce generation. ~1ost. of t.his work is
non-ri,L!;onms an<! I will cDlphasise opcn Inat.lwumt.ical qucst.iolls awt 1'rohl(,;111S.

J. HUNTER:

Singularity Formation and Integrability in a Nonlinear Wave Equa
tion

Weakly Ilolliincar solutionsof the variational1l011lillear wav<"' f'<jllat.ioll (1) :
U,' = c2(u)urr.+c(u)(;'(u)tt; are described by tlle fol1owing; aSylupt,ot.ic C·CjlUlt.ioll
(2).: (UI + U1t r L.: = 111;. Equatioll (2) is compldely integrahle' allel also ~u;:-lf's

as t.h(~ high-frecl'lCllC.y tinut of t.hc illtcgrable Caluassa-Hohu (~qllat,ioll in water
waves. SUlOoth solutioIlS of (2) hreak clowu in finit.e' tinte :-;iuce Ur --t -00.

EellIa.t.iou (2) lias glohal weak solut.ions, illclltdill~ cOllscrvat.ive soll1tiollH, which
havf' eOIl~tallt. cuergy: ftn<.1.dissipative solutions, which loose eller~y at a. lllaxinmi
rate. The int.egrability st,nu:t.urc of (2) reIuains valid for e'()llst'l"Vative~ wC'ak
solllt.iolls (~ven after t.heir c.lerivativ(~ blows up.

TIH~ wavc eqllatioll (1) does not have global slIlooth soillt.ions. in g;clH'ral.
(~ven for :-;mall data. Global (~Xistellce uf weRk sollltiolls rcmain:-; an open (l1W

st.ieHl.

G.IOOSS

Solitary Waves on a Free Surface in the Presence of Surface Tension
and with an Infinite Depth Layer

We cou:-;i<ler a 2-diulellsiollal potential flow wit.h snrface t.ensioll at. thC' frc'f'
snrfacc. \Vc show tImt. the t,wo synunetric solitary waves, with daluppd oscilla
t.iOllS at. infinit.y, still exist in thc infinite dcpth c~asc. However, Uw PXpcl1lPlltia.l
dcc.öy of oscillat.ions for the finite depth casc is replacccL here by polYIlOluial
dcc.a.y. To provc this, wc first show that thc SP(~<:tn.\lIl o{ tohe lim~ar part has 4
eigellva.lllcs dose to the imaginary axis, while the rCluailling part of t.hc: SPPC'.
t,flun is t,he fuH real lille (hut with 110 eigenvalne). Split.tiug t.he spact.' iuto Cl.

4-cliulcusiollal part aud an infinite ditnensiollal "hyperholic~~ part., we llS(~ Fou
rier tralL~for1l1 for solvillg the infinite dinlcllsiollal part culd eome hack to tlw
4-dirnensional problenl a" ill thc finite depth c.a.c;;;c. PoJynOlllial dccay O<;C11fS
whih~ wc solvc thc infinite part.

Reference: G. Iooss and P. KilTluann. Capillary gravit.y wavcs Oll t,hc frer.
sllrface of an illviscid fluid öf infinite dept,h. Existcuec of solit.ary wave~H. To
a.ppeal' in Arch. Hat. Mcch. Anal., 1996.
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E. KNOBLOCH :

Mode Interaction in Large Aspect Ratio Convection

Mc »(h, illkradioH hdw('t'll ocld amI cvcn modes in two-dimcnsiollru Boussi
Jl(~:-;Cl conv('d.ion in a. hox is revisitccl. It is not.ed that. in Cl. large a."'pcd. rat.io
lilltit. t.llC' :-;t.rlld,nrt' of t.llf' Cl.mplit.l1ne eqllatinus ncpen(ls Oll the hOl1uclary coucli
t.ious appliC'd at. t.lw siclmvöILc;;, howevcr distant. Wit.h no-slip sidewall boulldary
("owlit.ioll:-:; t.lw c~qna.t.iolls approach t.hose for an llnhounded layer wit.h perioclic..
houlldary c:olldit.iolls: t.hi:-> i:-> uof, t.he c:asc {or free-slip bOllndary eouditious. Tllllfi
ouly iu t.lu' fonner ("(loSC' ClUl tbc lar~c asped. ratio system he cOllsidercd a ~nilall

pc~rt.tlrha.t.ion or t.lw ullboUlldc~d system. Thc rcaSOIlS for t.he different largc aspcct
rat.io limit.s an' t.raC'C'd t,o t.lu' preSCllce uf "hidden" symmet.rics in the strcss-fref'
CH."('. HOlllOt.opic ('out.illuat.ioll is nscn t.n cxtcnd these rcslllts to other t.ypes of
l)()1uulary ccHHlit.iet1l:-i.

H.-P. KRUSE :

On the Bifurcation and Stability of Rigidly Rotationg Inviscid Liquid
Bridges (joint, work wit.h .1. Sehcurle)

,vC' e~onsi(lr'r Cl moeld clescrihing t.hc 1I1Otion of a drop of an ideal ill~OlIlPf($

sihlp fluid whirh is t.ra.ppe<! het.wf'(~ll t.wo parallel plates. Thc drop IIloveR uuder
t.lH' influ('IlC'f' of :-i11liacc' t.(~Ilsioll at. the free surface ann adhesioll f()rcc~ alnn?; t.lw
nmt.al't. surfar('s lwt.wt'en thc drup alld thc two platcs. Vve prescnt a Hauliltoniall
st.rud.ul'C' for t.his lllodel. This Hmuiltonian st.rllc:tnre and the synll11ct.ry group
of t.lw syst.elll is llsecl t.u st.lldy the Rt.ahilit.y of rigidly rot.ating drops. Explic:it.
st,ahilit.y (Tit,('ria are' giV<'1l for rigidly rotatillg cylindrical drop~, which are soluti
oas t.o t.hf' ('cluat.iolls of lllot.ion for arhit.rary angular vclocitics in the ahsence uf
adlwsjc)]I <'ffc~d.s. \\Tc: st.l1cly bifurcatiolls from this fanlily of soilltions llsillg thc
aU,l!.111a.r vc'locit.y aud also t.lw ~Ulgl1lar IlIOll1<'Ut.UJll as a hifllrcatioll pa.ralll('t<~r.

R. LAUTERBACH :

Mode Couplillg and Forced Synlmetry Breaking

Hd.(~r()dinic· cyclc~s C:H.Jl scrVf~ a.o;; an explanation for nonpcriodi~ hehaviollr
in e'(~rt,aill syst.t'1lls. A prominent cXaIuplc is t.hc ocr.urcllcc of reversals in thc
c~art.h mRJ!;lld,ic fidel. Cr(!atioll of such C)rcles eRU oc:cur in dynanlical systmIls
wit.h synlludry t.hrollgh scv(!ral s~enarios. One possibilit.y is the occurence of
iuvariaut plaues (~ontaining invariant lines with equilibria. Another way to ~et

hf't.(~rodiuic~ eyd('s is foree(l sYUlIuetry hrcakillg, i.e. explicit. perturbation of an
c~(plivariallt. syst,clll hy tcrnlS wit.h less sYlumetry.

\Vc~ ·illv~stigat.(~ t.hc f = 1, f. = 2 mode coupling in problems with spcrical
syullllet,ry. It. is known t.hat. this systClll c:all contain a hcterodinic eyde which
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is ('n~a.t.p.d hy dU! first. scenario. If the \lllderlyillg sphen' rot.a.t.€~s we hav(~ au
f'xc-unple uf forc,:(~cl sYllunetry breaking leading to llew dynanlical hdmviollr. Wt'
illvcstip;atoc these dYllam.ics l1sing IllCt.hods from invariant. theory,

E. LOMBARDI :

Non-Persistence of Homoclinic Connections for Reversible Perturbed
Integrable Systenls

\V(~ äre illterested in the flow of an invisc.id fluid layer UIuIer tlw illfl1U~ll("('

uf gravity aud low snrfacc tension (Froudc lllUubcr, F, dose t.o 1, B011d 1111111h('r
b < k). In t.his (:asc, t.lw following hifurcatioll of t.lu~ spcdnull of t.he ditff'f(·nt.ial
eHTllrs 11ear thc illlaginary axis: "oscillat.ory" <lynallÜc.s of order 1, in<!ucpd by
t.wo simplc~ opposit.e eigcllvalues lyillg on thc iIuaginary axis, is sllpc-~rposc~<1.01l

slow dYllmllie~s iudu<:ed hy R pair of eigf~I1values lll()vill~ froni the hypC'rbolic nu·w
( ±v'fF-=1T) to thc~ oscillatory case (±iv'fF-=1T). Tll(' ('xist,(~lln~ of n·v(·rsihlc·
hOlllOdiuic. cOIlllndiolls to expollclltially small ppriodic' orbit.s is kUOWIl, but.
t.lw cxist.e~H<·(~ of hOlllOdinic. COIlIlcctions to 0 is still an (1)(,11 prohh·lll. 111 t.his
If'ct.llrC', W(~ prove that vcdor fields obtaiucd by pertllrhatioIl o{ t.he Ilormal {OrIll

syst.e~lll of ord(~r 2 hy small a,nalyt,ic. pcrturhations, eIo Hot ac.lmit allY hOlllodinic

c011ll('diOll tn 0, althOll~h the llonllal form syst~m at. a.ny onI('r dews a.(hllit OlW.

A. MAHALOV:

Global Splitting, Integrability and Regularity of 3D Euler alld Navier
Stokes Equatiolls for Uniforntly Rotating Fluids (joint. work wit.h A.
Dahin aud D. Nic.olaeilko)

We~ cousiclcr 3D Euler and Navicr-St.okes equat,ioIls dcscrihillg dyucuuics of
uniformly rot.atillg; fluids. Periodic bOl1nrlary c.ondit.iol1s an' iUlpm.;('d, t.1w rat.io
of dOIllalU p(~ri()ds is a..,suIued t.o be ~enerir. (nou-resollallt.). w(~ show tImt. t.lle'
solutiOllS <:au he dCc.OIuposed 80S U(t, x I, X3, x:J) = U(t, x 1, :r2) + \1 (t, ;1:1, :r:'1, :r:d +
r where [1 is a solution of thc 2D Euler/Navier-St,okcs system with vertically
a.vc~rag(~d init.ial dat.a (axis of rotation is taken alollg the vert,i(~al \\uit. v('('tor l::l).

I

H(~n~ 7' is a rClnaillder of order RoJ where ROa is th(~ allisotr()pi(~Rossby ll11Illhpr.

The vec:tor field V (t, X I , X'l, X3) is exactly solved in terms of 2D dYllaIuics ()f

vertieally averagecl fields. We show that 3D rot.atillp; t.urh\llcl1n~ deeol1plc~s int.o
phase tllrbulclH.'C for V (t, XI, X2, X3) ann 2D turb111cnce for vertically avcra.~ed

fieldti V( t, 3: I, X2) if ROa is timall. The Iuathcluat.ieally rigOI"OllS nmt.rol of tohe
error 7' is \l~c<l t.o prOVf: exist,ence on 80 loug time intcrval T * of r(~p;lliar solut,ious
tu 3D Eul(~r equat.ious (1* -+ 00, a..<:t ROn -+ 0) and global cxist.cnce of re~ular

soilltiow,; for 3D Navicr-Stokes equat.ions in the sIuall anisot.ropie Rosshy Imluh('r
c.asc.
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A. MIELKE:

Sideband Instability in Dissipative aod Convective Systems

We prescnt. a silnple lllcthod for proving instability of periodie patterns under
tlonp~riodic perturbat.ions. The method is called Principle of Rednccd Insta
hility aud wa.~ dcvdoped joint.ly with Toul Bridges. It COIlsists in two Ivcal
redllc:tinn st.eps (either Lyapunov-Schmidt or center lnanifold reduction): Tbc
first t.rcats thc nonlillear steady systeln in order to show t.he hifurcation of the
peliodic pattenl whilc thc second reduction is applied to thc spectral problelu for
liuccuizatiol1 around thc given periodic pattern. In the latter case, thc spectral
paraIllctt~r und thc sidehand vector are considcred a.~ small paraIueters.

\Vp, cOIlsidcr the Rnyleigh-Benard cOllvcction prohlenl and cstablish in a
nmt.henul.t.ical rignrnll~ way the Eckhaus, zigzag, and skew vancose instabilit.y
whif'h where oht.aillcd earlier by fonnal approachcs involving multiple scaliugs.
Allot.hcr npplicatioll stnclics the instahility of Stokes wavcs which were found in
19G7 by Denjanlill anel Feir. Wc provide a spatial Hamiltonian fonnulation~~and

l1se s)'luplC'd.ir. C~(,llter manifold thcory.

G. MISSIOLEK :

Coojugate Points in D,.(1'l)

Tht· problem of exist,elwc~uf conjugatc points in the group of volUlnc-prcserving
diffr.OIuorphisulS uf a nat. torns (DI'(1 2

)) WR..<i suggested by V.I. Anlold. An ex
ftmph> of a g(~()(h~si(' in D,.(7 2 ) containing cnnjugate point.s is presentcd in this
t.alk.

R.L. PEGO:

Encapsulated Vortex Solutions to Nonlinear Schrödinger Equations
(joint work with H. Wardmll)

NOlllilleal' Srhri)dillger cqnatioIlR and nonlinear Kleill-Gordon equatiOI)R in
2+1 ci.iUWllsiollS achili t. llollradial standing wave solutions in the separated form
r.illt-~ ;",8 UI( 7') . Neu fuunel t.hat tbc effectivf: interaction of such stnlr.tures rc
~'lUhl{" tlw illtcract.ious of poilU vortices in fluid<). For two types of nonlinear
t.ernls, Iaia, WaI:chall allel Wei:.;sler have ::;hown thcrc exist expollentially locali
i'.C'd solnt.iolls of t.lJ(~ form ahove, which we term cncapsulated vorticcs. Solution..o;
t'xist for a.n)' valm' of the "winding nUlnber" ffi, wit.h auy number of positive
uwlps 11- ~ O.

We sh.uly thC' liuC'ßlizcd stability of these wavcs, coullting ullstahic cigcllva
hlf'S hy p\ialnat.illg Evans fundions nUlnerically. We find a new dass of appa
f('lltly st.a.hlp, nonradial, localiz~d solutions, which occur for the cubic-quint,ic
nOlllin~arit.y anel ut.hC'rs wit.h sinlilar shape. St.ablp. solut.ions are found for any
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tu, in H I'q!;inH~ wher~ t.hc wavc stntdure ha~ a vort.ex ('on~, "(~Jl("a.pslllat.('cr' hy
a. w('akly ("l1rVl~cl111eIllhrancwhich lo('ali~e~s t.he wave.

J. PRÜSS :

Mathelnatical Modelling of Chetnical Two-Phase Reactors

A 1l10cld for du' dynanllcal behavior uf a two- phase' chelllical n~ad.()1' wi t.h a
sill~le iIT~~ve~rsihlc ft~ac:tioll and BlaSS t.raIlsf~r is pl'esent.~d. ThC' moelc'} consi!-it.s
of thn~ parts. TIH' macroscopic part. contains t.he ~iven hydroclYllalllics eh\(' to
cOIlvect.ioIl an<! dispersion, reactioll in bulk, an<! thc 1I1H..<O;S t.ransfer ratc's. To 01,

t.ain t.he lat.t,(~r, a Ilucroseopic SUhtllOdcl is forumlat.co whic:h cOllsist.s uf n'aetioH
aud cliffw-iion iu a two-phase interface houndary layer dcnwllt wit.h tlH'l'nHHly
llaluieal (~q\\ilihriU1n at. tlw int.erface. Fnnn thc solut.ioll of t.h~~ lllicrmwopic part..
loc:alulao.:;;s t.ransfer rates follow whic:h in thc ITlacl'oscopic ptut. uf t,he modd an'
avcra.a;ecl a~ainst aIl H.o.:;;Sllllled a~c distrihnt.ioll illcll1("(~d hy tllrhll1(~lW('.

Qualitativf' alld (l'lautitativc Illat.hcluat.icaJ ff~atllrt's of this IlleHle} a.n' t.h(,ll
disc.llss('cl. In particular, thc fa.~t reaetiOll liluit, i.f~. illst.autaw'olls 1'('adiolL
is cOllsitl(~n'cl in detail. Its dymunic:al hdmvior is sltowll to l)f~ "(pw.litativC'ly t.llt'
Sil1ll(~ as t.hat. for finite readiou sppcd. Also, tlw readioll plaw' in t.hf' IUicroscopit'
Illodd is ('Xflllünco.

G.RAUGEL:

Euler Equations on Thin Domains (joint. work wit.h .J.E. I\.1arsdt'!l alHl T.
Ratill)

Wc stlldy t.he Euler equatiolls in thin domains (JE in nfi wit.h certaiu h011Il

dary ('ouoit.iollS. The tllodel thin dOlllains in this t.alk an' a. t.hill eyliwlt'r
Qe == S1x]o,c[ whcr~ n is a rectangle, alld a spheric.a1 shell of t.hic:klwss E. Tlw
liInit.ill~ c~quations, CIS E --+ 0; are the Eulcr equatiolls on n ( r('sp. Oll t,lw sphen'
5'1.) cOllplerl with soIlle t.ransport cquations ( "(ürection fielel " in thc laup;lla1!;c' of
clastic:ity). After resealing the dOlIlain Qc to the refercnce dOlllaill Q = nx]O, l[
(resp. Q = (r,8, q»ll < r < 2, -11" < 8 < 11",0 ~ cl> < 211") anti dcfiuillg tJw ('()rre~

spolldiug Soboltw spaces H:(Q), s ?: 0, we show thc following propcrt.i(~s: Giv('u
a positive COllstant Ii, there cxists €o == €o(I\) > 0 ami, {or 0 < E SEil' a. tillll~

1~ == I~(I\) > 0 such that, if Jluoll{H:(Q»3 ~ K, theu t.he rescaled Elllcr C(llW.t.i
ous havc a lUliqlle dassical solution (ll(t),p(t)) E (H:(Q))3 x (H 4 (Q)/R) for t.hc
ve!odt.y and thc prCSSllre fie1d in the tüne intcrval [0, 1~J, wlwr(' n(O) = lllJ awl
1I11.(t)lIul:(Q»:J ~ KE.- O with 0 < 0' < 1. The tÜlle T~ tenels tu +00 Cl," f ~ o.

In addition, we ean eompare u with thc solut.i911 11 uf t.he litnit.illg f~(l'Hlt.iollS

with init.ial data cqual to the average of 110 in thc thin dired.ioll nf t.he clOluaill.
For exaIllple, for 0 ~ t ~ 1~ we have lIu(t) - v(t)II(lJ~(Q)):1 S CE J1 , whf~n' C atHl
ß ~ 1 are positive constants. Similar estinlates are truc in H;(Q),.q = 1,2.
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M. RENARDY:

Hopf Bifurcation with Small Frequellcy on the Hexagonal Lattice

In t.wo-Iayc:r convection, t.llere is a possihility of oscillatory onsct \Viten the
RHylf'igh nUluhers of t.he two layers are n~arly equal. This oscillatory hifurcat.ioll
arisc's frotll a. near-crossover of real cigenvalues which fonn a complcx pair only
in i\ sllliul l'CKioll of paratlletcr space. Hence thc problcll1 should properly b(~

mmlysed as aperturbation uf a double Ir.cro eigcuvalnc. The charaeterizatioll
uf periodi<·. orbit.s thcll lead" tu a very cOlnplicated prohleIu, where Hilhert.'8
16th prohlclll ans<.·s as an "easy" spccial case. Alllore manageaLle prohleul
("ollsist,s in fiwlinf,!; solutions which are either steady or traveling wavcs. \Vith the
;L"lstlluptiou uf p(~riodicity uf the hexagonal latticc, such solutiolls are dassificd
iut.o synuuct.ry types, ewd thc algehraic systelllS of equations arising fnr vanous
t,ypes uf SOll1t.iollS nr~.~ disc.llssed.

y.v. RENARDY :

Topics in Double-Layer Convection

Two (liffc'lT'llt. illuuisr.i ble liqllids lie in layers at rest hetwecll horizont.a1 walls:
an<! an~ hcat.(·d {rolll hplow. Whcn thc tcmp~ratt1redifference betwecn thC" walls
nmdws a tTitieal valtw. lWW so!utions bifurcate frolll thc solution at rest.. In thc
first. part of tohts paper, we focus on instabilities that invohrc interfacial defor
lllat.iolls anti r<'port. on a part.icular crit.ical sit.uation wit.h a pair of oscilla.t.ory
11lOd(~s nt. wt\.ve mUllher 0 Rud fL ~tcady lHode at wav{~ Il\unhcr 20 (Fujimura i\ud
Rl'uanly, Physica. D 1995). In t.he second part, thc focus i8 Oll thc case wherp. tlw
illt.(~rfa("ial 11lOd(~ is st.roIl~ly st.a.hili1.cd by surface t~nsion amI a ~mitahle t lcnsi ty
st.ratifkatioll. A luechauislll for a Hopf hifurcation is the conlpetition hetw('en
thc lea....t st,ahl<, of tlw hulk modcs in each fluid. The weIl known criterion for
halancinp; tllC' c:ffect.ivc Rayleigh Ilumbers in both fluids i8 augment.ed with a
rrit,f'rion for llou-sdfadjoint.ucss of t.hc systCln, yielding a hcuristic Incthod fOT.
pi(':kill~ ~uit.ahl~ fluids WhCIl Hopf Inodes arc desired. The pattenl fonllati~;l
problem in t.hn~e dilucllsinlls is addresse<l for thc case of douhly periodic so
lnt.iolls Oll a. ll(~Xap;ollaJ la.t.tic.r.. Of thc solutiOl1S with luaximal synunct.ry, t.hc
t.ravdillg rolls aff~ fOluul to hc stablt'!. This is in contrast with the r(~s\llts of tbc·
<Illalitativdy differe.llt lucchanisIn of interfacial illstability (ZAMP 1996).

D. SATTINGER :

A Riemann-Hilbert Problem for an Energy Dependent Schrödinger
Operator

Wc (':onsidcr an inverse scattcring problem for thc Schrödillger OperatorD2 +
E"J. + (il:p( x) + q(:r.)) whcre E2 = k2 + 1. Thc COITcspondillg isospeetral flows

/
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h·Ul he writteu, flfter a t,ransformatiou,

. k2

k, + (w + 2):r. = 0, tU, ± tl:r.:r.x + (UW):r. = 0

wh('n~ + an<! - are re.latcd to p realor p iluaginary, and p = u, or iu, q = ±(~
~). Thn iuv~rsc scatt.cring problem is posen as a Ricl11anll-Hilh(~rt. prohl(~1l1 on
t.hc RieIuC\,llll surfa(~e E 2 = k2 + 1. Wc U8e thc uniforinizin$!; trallsfonuat.ioll

Glolml cxistellce t,hcorClns are provcd in thc casc + (p reHl) anti - (p illH\,g;illary)
nudcr cOlIlplemcllt.ary eondit,ions on thc initial dat.l\., st.a.t.cd in tenus of t,he
:·watt.f~rinp; (Int.a.

G. SCHNEIDER:

Approximation of the Korteweg.de Vries Equation by the Nonlinear
Schrödinger Equation

In 1968 Zakharov derivcd thc Nonlillcar Schrödingcr eqnat,ioll a.o;; an appro
xiuw.t.ioll (~q11atioll for t,he water wave prohlem. It is still an open prohlcnl if
thcn~ an~ really solntions of the water wave prohlem which call he approxinm
b-cl hy t.ht' sol11 t.iom; uf t.he NonlinearSchr()dingcr equatioll. In allswcrinl?; t.his
(Iuest.ion wc nlarie SOInc progress for a lnodd pröblcm, thc approxitllat.ioll of t.lw
Kort.(~weg-cle Vries equatioll by t.he Nonlillear Schrejdingcr eqllat.ioll. .

H. SEGUR:

Waves in Shallow Water

Thc cqua.t.ioll of KadOlutscv and Petviashili (1970), (11, + GUlt r + ·u:r.r.;r:)x +
3u yy = O~ d(~scrihes approximately thc evolution of lang, Ilcarly ollc-dillwllsional
wavcs of llloderatc amplitude R.."i thcy propagate in shallow wat.er nf mufnrlll
dq)t,h. Thc cquatioll admits exaet solutiolls in thc fonn u(x, y, t) = 2a~[l1l ON],
wlwr~ fJ N is a niemann theta function with N independent phase vaIia.hh~s.

]V = 1 c:orresponds to the cnoidal wave first descrihed by Kortcwcy anel dc Vries
(1895). N = 2 providcs an 8-paralllP.ter faluily of solutions that are l:ipnt.ially
pcrio<!ie in thc x-y plane, and that propagate RS wavcs of penuaIleut. forIll.
N = 3 provides t.he simplest gcnuinely 2-dilnensional solut.ions wit.h nOllt.rivial
t,iluC-dcl)endencc.

Corrcsponding to thc (N = 2) sohltions of the KP cquatioll, wc prescnt. cx
pcrilllclltaJ evidcllce of spatially periodic, finite-aruplitude waves t.hat propagate
as wav(~s of uearly pcnnallent {oml, in shallow water o{ luIifonIl dcpt.h. The WH

ves appear to he stahle in the experhnents, evcn to perturha.tions t.llflt arc not.
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slllHll. The KP ('quntion rlescribcs these wavcs with reasonablc accllracy. Thc
('xp~riIO(~nts includc both lahoratory experiments ano. fielel ohservations.

A. SHNIRELMAN :

On the Non- U niqueness of Weak Solutions of the Incompressible Eu
ler Equations

A vcdor fundion u(x, t) E L 2 (1R." x IR, IR") is callcd a weak solution of
the illcomprcssihle Euler equatiolls, if for every pair of test. functions v(:r, t) E
C(~( IRn x IR, IRn), <p E Cgo(IR" x IR, IR), S.t.. ~. l' = 0, t,he followillg inte~ral

f{·lntiol1s hold:

In 1003, V. Scheffel' pllblishcd an cxaolple of a wcak solution u(x,t) E L 1 (IIfl X

IR), s. t. u(:r, t) == 0 fOI' Ix l:l + It12 > 1. In the talk wc explain a nluch 5inlplf~r
("()llstt"lldion, disdosillg thc Ilatur~ 'of this strange ph(,llonlcnon, It. turns out
t.hat t.lH~ tuain role is played by the ~'inversp. energy ca..~cade", a vp:ry fanüliar
t.hill~ i11 thc 2-dilllcnsional hydrodYIlRmics,

M.1. WEINSTEIN:

Resonances, Radiation Damping alld Instability in Hamiltonian Non
linear Wave Equations (joint work with A. Soffer)

W<, ("ollsiclp.r a da$s of nOlllinear Kleill-Gordon cquations which are Hanlil
t.oniall allel an~ pert.urhatioJl5 of lill€"ar dispersivc equa.tiollS. The unpcrt.urhf~<1

dYllanlieal syst.em h~s a houud st.at.e, a spatially localizcd and tirne-periodic so
lut.ioll. We show tImt, fnr p;pucric noulinear Hatniltonian pert.urbations, all 5111a11
iUllplitnde :-iolutiOllS decay to zero a.., tiJllf~ tcnds to illfinity at allomalously slow
ratf~. In part.ieular, ~patif\.lly localized and time-periodi<: solutiolls of t.he lillca(
pro1Jlelll an~ destroyed hy geucric nunlillcar Hamiltouian perturbations via sl~)w··

radiation of cncrgy t.o infinity. Thc maill mechanislll is a nonlinear rcsouant.
iutf'rru:t.ioll of hOUlUI statcs (eigcnfunetions land radiation (continuous spedral
lllodes), lcadillg t.u eucrgy transfer frmu the discn~te spectrn1n to contiullOllS
1ll0df~S. A hypoth(~sis ellsllring that such a rCS()nauc~ takes placc is a uouliucar
aualo,l!;l1c of the Fenui Golden R.llIe, a.rising iu thc t,heury of reSOllallces i11 quan
t.nullucchauics. The techlliqucs llsed involve: Ci) a time"depcndent method de
vdop~d hy the Clllthors fOT tlw trcatrnent. of thc quantunl rcsonance prohlem allel
p(·rt,l1rhat.iolls of cluhedded cigenvailles, (ii) a gencralization of thc Hanlilt.ouiau
1l0l'llal fUrIn which is appropriat.e for dispersive infinite dinlClll5ional systems
ami (iii) ideas.frOlll scatt.(~riug thcory. Thc argmnents an~ qllite general alld wc
(~xpcd theIn to apply t,o a largc cla."is of SystelllS which call bc viewcd a.s t.hc
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iut.cradion of finit.e diuwllsional and infinite diInensional dispersivc dynmnic.al
syst.{~nls.

F. VERHULST:

Periodic Solutions and Invariant Tori in Normal Forms of Nonlinear
Wave Equations

COllsidcring wave eqnations of the fonll

a'l4>
()t'l + L4> = eN(4J) & initial and bounuarycouditiolls

with L a linenr, dlipt,ie, selfadjoint operator one ean apply averag:ing and Gah!r
kin projcction followed hy averaging / normalization. We review work hy Krnl,
vau d«~r Au, Duit.elaar and Pals. In particular we are intcrestcd in prohlellls
\vhcrc Kllksin's extension of tohe KAM theoreIIl to PDE's meets obst.rudions.
\Vc illustrate this for t.he equation <Ptt - </lxz = €rjJ3 ~hich ha.s a fuHy reSollant
spednull aud for thc eqllation <Pu - <Pxz - 0</>'111/ + ß4> = €4>3 Oll Cl. squan~ .. In
tJu: sec:oud ease there are groups of res(mances and this is a good candidatt! fOI"

ext.ensioll of KAM theory.

V.I. YUDOVICH :

CosYlnmetry and Bifurcations

Cosynunet.ry of a vcctor field F on a Inanifold is, hy definitiou, a. differential
1-fnnn L" which 1ll111ifies the given vector field at each point x : (F x, Lx) = O.
More generally, cosymmetry of a given section to a vector btmdle is a sedioll of
t.he dual ved.or buudle whieh is ort.hogonal to the given one at cac.h point. The
following topics will be eonsidereu:

1. Exaluplcs of cosymnletric dynamical systems: filtrational fluid conveetiou;
medla.llieal systcIllS with cosymnletric potential energy aud others. Trivia.l mut
Ilont.rivial cosyJumetrics.

2. Cosynuuetrie version of ilnplicit iunetion theorenl aBd cxistcn(:c of suh
Inanifolds of cquilibria. -

3. Poinc-arc-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in dynamical syst.em with COSYI1lIlW

t,ry. Delay of branchillg off of the lirnit cycle.
4. Bifurcat.ions COlluccted with eosymmetry-breaking perturbations. Col

lapse of equilibrinm cycle into a finite set of equilibria and creating' oi slow
periodic motion.

Report and abstracts edited by
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Variationsrechnung

7.-13.07.1996

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von L. Ambrosio (Pavia), F. Helein (Cachan)
und S. Müller (Zürich) statt. Die Teilnehmer repräsentierten ein breites Spek
trum aktueller Entwicklungen in der Variationsrechnung, und die Tagung
führte zu einem intensiyen Austausch zwischen unterschiedlichen Teilgebie
ten. Im Mittelpunkt standen Variationsprobleme aus Geometrie und Physik,
Gradientenflüsse, Variationsansätze in der Bildverarbeitung, sowie allgemeine
Fragen der Variationsrechnung (Unterhalbstetigkeit, Regularität und f-Kon
vergenz).



Vortragsauszüge

Giovanni Alberti
Asymptotic behaviour 0/ a non-Ioeal model in phase transitions

We study the asymptotic behaviour as ~ ~ 0 of the functional

F«u) ;== ! [11 J(x' - x)(u(x') - u(x))2dx' dx +1 W(u(x))dx]
f x x' xEn

where n is a regular domain in JRN, u E L1(O, ffi), W is a double weB
potential which vanishes in ± 1, J : IRN -t JR is an interaction potential with

1) J is even (i.e., J(x) = J( -x)), possibly anisotropie,

2) J is nonnegative,

3) fJRN J(x)dx, Jm.N J(x)lxldx < 00.

Under these hypothesis we prove the following result:
Theorem 1: There exists a function a : SN-I -t IR which is strietly positive
and bounded, such that x H- Ixla{x/lxl) is convex on !RN and the sequence
FE is equicoercive and converges (in the sense of r-convergence in L1(O)) to

FO(u) := { Isu u(vu )d1l
N

-
1

if u E BV(!2, ±1)
+00 elsewhere.

Here SV(f2, ±1) is the class of BV functions on n which take values ±l only,
if u E BV(!1, ±1) Su is the jump set of u (that is, the reduced boundary of
the finite perimeter set {u(x) == I}) and lIu its measure theoretic normal.

The functional FE represents the free energy of a continuous limit of spin
lattices in the Ising model. In this context u can be viewed as a magnetization le
density.

The result in Theorem 1 is achieved proving the existence of an increasing
optimal profile for the I-dimensional transition and then showing that the
optimal profile in the N-dimensional case for a planar transition with normal
direction e exists and in fact depends only on the direction e. The key result
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of this approach is the·possibility of finding explicit solutions of tbe following
I-dimensional problem: given

F(u) := 1 1 Jf(x' - x)(u(x') - u(x))2dx' dx + 1" W(u(x»dx
xEIR. ,$'EIR. xER

where J is fixed, find W such that tbe minimum of F on the class X = {u :
IR ~ (-1,1] such that u(±oo) = ±I} is a prescribed increasing function.

Fran~ois Alouges
Computation 0/ liquid crystals and micromagnetic equilibrium configurations

The problem of numerically finding liquid crystals equilibrium configura
tions, when working with the Oseen-Frank model for nematics, is of a noo
convex optimization type. When further assumptions on physical eonstants
are enforeed, it reduces to finding minimizing harmonie maps from the da
main where tbe crystal is embedded in 8 2 the unit sphere on rn? We present,
first in this case, and then on the former more general case a preconditioned
projected gradient algorithm that produces an energy deereasing sequence of
configurations. Results of a 2D finite element code are shown describing in a
simple framework the uescape in the third dimension" phenomenon and the
force the erystal exerts on immersed bodies. In 3D we check the minimality
of the map x/lxi with respect to the relative values of the physical constants.

The micromagnetic model describes the distribution of magnetization in
side a ferromagnetic bocly at mesoscopic scale. As tbe magnetization mini
mizes an energy and is of constant norm inside the body, it appears to be a
natural extension of the liquid crystal problem. However a lot of new diffi
culties occur in that case. Namely a non loeal term gives rise to an exterior
problem and physical experiments show the natural formation of domains,
walls,· lines and singular points. We present the flower-vortex transition,
whieh is one of the preliminary results of a code currently under develop
ment jointly with S. Labbe, P.Y. Bertin, L. Halpen and F. Rogier.

3
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Bernard Dacorogna, Paolo Marcellini
On the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for first order nonlinear systems

The following theorem holds:
Theorem: Let 0 be an open set of rn.n . Let E be a compact set of IRmxn

,

such that

PcoE = ReoE,

where FeoE and ReoE are, respectively, the polyconvex and the rank-one
convex envelope of E. We also assume two technical properties that we call
segment property and extreme points property.

Finally, let <p E C 1(0; mm) (or piecewise Cl) such that

D<p(x) E EU intReoE, x E n.

Then there exists (a dense set of) u E W 1,OO(O; rn.m ) such that

{
Du(x) E E q.e. x E 0
u(x). = <p(x) x E an..

Gianni DalMaso
Special functions with bounded deformation

In same recent papers in collaboration with L. Ambrosio, G. Bellettini
and A. Coscia we introduced, for every open set 0 C m n

, the space SBD(n)
of special functions with bounded deformation. It is defined as the set of all
functions u E L l (0, ffin) whose distributional gradient Du has asymmetrie
part Eu = HDuT +Du) that can be represented by a bounded measure with (_
singular part concentrated on the jump set Ju of u.

'We proved a eompactness theorem for certain subsets of SBD(O) whieh
allows to solve minimum problems of the form

min {( f(fu)dx + lln
-

1(Ju ) + lower order terms} ,
uESBD(fl) JO\Ju
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where Eu is the density of the absolutely continuous part of Eu with respect
to the Lebesgue measure and 1ln - 1 is the (n - l}-dimensional Hausdorff
measure. These problems can be considered as a weak formulation of some
variational problems which arise in fracture mechanics for linearly elastic
perfectly brittle materials.

Guy David
Unifonn rectifiability 01 quasiminimal hypersurfaces in rn.n
(This is joint work with S. Semmes)

Let a (fixed) anoulus A = BI \ Bo c mn be given, and let F be the
set of compact sets E c A with finite Hausdorff measure Hn-l(E) and that
separate BBo from BBt . We call quasiminimal surfaces sets E E :F such that

for a11 competitors F E :F, and some constant M ~ 1. Then E is the union
of a set of measure zero and an irreducible quasiminimizer E· such that E·
is Ahlfors-regular (i.e., with "density" bounded and bounded below), and
IRn

\ E* is composed of exactIy two connected components that are John
domains. In particuIar, E* is uniformly rectifiable.

Frank Duzaar
Minimization of conformally invariant energies in homotopy classes
(This is joint work with E. Kuwert)

Suppose X c rn.N is compact and Q' E 1rn (X) is a given homotopy class
of maps. The purpose of the talk was to analyze the behaviour of minimizing
sequences Uk E 0' for a conformally invariant functional of the form

F(u) = ( f(u(€), du(~))d€.Jsn

The rninimizing sequence rriay not converge strongly due to the phenomenon
of separation of n-spheres. This was first described in the work of Sacks and
Uhlenbeck. We say that a family (Ui)iEl of nonconstant maps is a weak limit
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sets of the sequence (Uk) kEIN if there exist pairwise unbounded (as k -+ 00)

conformal automorphisrns h~ of the sphere such that Uk 0 h~ -+ ui weakly for
-. any i E I. If in addition the surn of the energies of the maps ui is equal to

the limit of the energies of the sequences Uk we then say that the convergence
is in energy.
Theorem: If Uk is a minimizing sequence for Fand a E 1rn (X) then there
exists a subsequence and a weak limit set (Ui)iEI such that Uk converges in
energy to (Ui)iEl. Moreover, any ui is F minimizing in its own homotopy e
class {ui } E 1rn (X) and the family ({u i

} )iEI is a decomposition of the given
homotopy class Cl'.

Maria J. Esteban
Existence of stationary solutions fOT the Maxwell-Dirac equation
(This is joint work witb V. Greorgiev and E. SerE~)

Tbe Maxwell-Dirac equation models the interaction of a (relativistic) elec
tron with its own electromagnetic field. It can be viewed as a "semiclassical"
model, because the electromagnetic field is classicaJ (is not quantized).

There exist stationary solutions of the nonlinear (nonlocal) equation for
phases w ·E (-m, m) where m is the mass of the electron. This can be
proved by looking for critical points of the corresponding action functional.
Actually, by using a nonlinear family of ad hoc ansatzes (indexed by the
angular momentum), one can prove the existence of an infinity of distinct
solutions for w E (0, m).

The variational procedure one has to use is a kind of modified linking.
Concentration/compactness plays an important part botb in the obtention
of apriori bounds and in the passing to tbe limit in the nonlinear terms.

Irene Fonseca
Recent developments in the calculus of variations: Relaxation results

In the case where lower semicontinuity of the energy

u E W 1
,1' t4 in f(Vu)dx .

6
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P,P(u; n) :== inf {lim inf { f(Vun)dx:
{Un} n-+oo 10

I .•

fails, one of the approaches adopted to identify tbe effective energy of a given

final state u. E W1,P(Q; JRd) 1 where n c m.N is an open, bounded domain,

reduces to considering the relaxed energy

Un E w,~(n; rnN
) n W 1,P(S1; lRd

),

Un ~ 11, in, W1,p(n; IRN )}.

Here p ~ q, 0 ~ f(~) ~ c(! + 1~lq) for all { E M dxN
, and one seeks to identify

an integral representation for Fq,P(u; !1), i.e.,

FIoP(U; 0) = 10 f('ilu)dx + 1J.(n),

where fis now the effective bulk energy density, and J.1.s is aRadon measure,

singular with respect to the N-dimensional Lebesgue measure J:,N.

Ir p = q it is well known that

FIoP(U;O) = 10 Qf('ilu)dx,

where the quasiconvexification of f is defined as

In this talk we consider the case p < q, a prototype example relevant in the

study of cavitation being given by f(~) = 1~12 + Idet €I, € E M 3x3
• Using

agiobai method of relaxation introduced in collaboration with G. Bouchitte

and L. Mascarenhas, in joint work with G. Bouchitte and J. Maly we prove .

that for p > q - 11 ODe has

FI'P(u; n) = In Qf('ilu)dx + 1-1.(0).
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Gero Friesecke
Variational methods and quantum many-body systems

The many-body energy functional of quantum mechanics has received
little attention from workers in the Calculus of Variations, but for its mini
mization or approximation (e.g.: by nonquadratic functionals in fewer vari
ables!) a number of structurally very interesting ideas have been suggested
by physicists such as Thomas, Fermi, Dirac, Bloch, Hohenberg, Kühn.

I will discuss some rigorous results and open problems, and explain hid
den and previously unnoticed connections to other areas of Analysis, such
as: the study of cancellation effects in exponential sums via the method of
stationary phase; or the development of new tools to quantify the failure of
strong convergence in weakly convergent sequences (Tartar; Gerard).

Nicola Fusco
A partial regularity result for a class of free discontinuity problems

We study the regularity of the free discontinuity set K minimizing the
Mumford-Shah functional

(1) :F(u, K) = ( [IVul2+ o(u - 9)2] dx + ß1i.n
-

1(n n K) ,
lO\K .

where n is a bounded open set in Rn, 0, ß are positive scaling factors, 9 E

LOO(O), K is a compact subset of m.n and u E C1(0 \ K).
Using a lower semicontinuity result of Ambrosio, existence of minimizers for
the functional (1) has been proved by De Giorgi, Carriero and Leaci. More
precisely they show that there exists a function u E BV(O) such that the
pair (u, K) minimizes (1), where K is the closure of the discontinuity set of
u.
It is also easy to show that u is a solution of the Neumann problem

{ -ßu = a(u - g)

~=O

in n

on K

while the set K, which is (n - 1)-countably rectifiable, satisfies the first
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variation equation

{ [IVuI2div11+0(U-g)2div11-2 < Vu, Vu·V11 >] dx+ ( divK11dlln-l = 0
lO\K lK

for any 11 E CJ(O, rn.n), where divK11 is the tangential divergenee along K.
In this talk we present a reeent result, due to Ambrosio, Fuseo and Pallara,
concerning the partial regularity oE the diseontinuity set K. We show that
K outside a elosed set of lln - 1 zero measure is indeed a C1tQ hypersurface.

Karsten Große-Brauckmann
Moduli spaces of constant mean curoature surfaces with few ends ~~'<1:

The ends of embedded eomplete eonstant mean curvature surfaces' wiui
finite topology are asymptotieally Delaunay. For genus 0 and 3 of 4 ends
we give neeessary eonditions for the set of Delaunay surfaces whieh is at
tained asymptotieally. We do this under a symmetry assumption, namely
we assume three orthogonal planes for surfaces with 4 ends (they are either
+ or X-shaped)and tWQ orthogonal planes for Y-shaped surfaces with 3 ends.

Gerhard Huisken
Dynamical behaviour 0/ stable constant mean cUnJature surfaces in Lorentzian
manifolds
(This is joint work with S.T. Yau, Harvard) . ;.,.

Consider an asymptotically flat initial data set (M3, g, K), where 9 and K
eorrespond" to the indueed metric and second fundamental form, respeetively,
of an isometrie embedding of (M3 , g, K) in a Lorentzian manifold (L4 , h)
satisfying the Einstein-Vaeeuum equations LRie == 0. In the simplest case 9
and K satisfy

M R - IKij l2 = 0, tr(Kij ) = 0, 3V i K ij = 0,

where M R is the sealar curvature and "maximal slicing" is assumed. Near
infinity 9 and K satisfy

9i; = Oij(l + 2~) + O(~),

9



K ij = 2~2{l'iTj +PjTi - (P, VT)(Oij - T;Tj)} +O(~),

where (m, P) is the invariant ADM 4-momentum, and ri == Xi/r is the radial
direction.

The "centre of mass" is then geometrically defined by a unique stable
constant mean curvature foliation {2Er } near infinity. When (M3 , g, K) is
propagated through (L4 , h) according to the Einstein-Vaccuum" equations
LRic:= 0, it is shown that the 2-dimensional constant mean curvature spheres
2Er ofthe radial foliation move with an asymptotic speed 'Üin agreement with
the special relativity: P= mv.

Tom Ilmanen
A strong maximum principle for singular minimal hypersurjaces

Let M, N be stationary, connected n-dimensional hypersurfaces in a Rie
mannian domain 0 ~ pn+l, possibly with singularities. We prove astrang
maximum principle as folIows:
Theorem 1: If

(a) M =: ßE n 0, N = 8F n f'l, E ~ F ~ n,
(b) 1-ln - 2 (singM) = 0 (N can be any stationary varifold),

then either M = N or M n N == 0.
(AIternatively, we can replace (a) and (b) by the hypothesis 1in - 2(M n N) =
O.
Corollary 2: If M is connected, stationary, and 1-ln - 2(singM) = 0 then
regM is connected.
The proof is similar to L. Simon's and Moschen's analogous result für area-
minimizers, with two new ingredients e

(a) Reduction to the case of stahle minimal hypersurfaces via interposition.

(b) Replacement of the intrinsic Harnack inequality of Bombieri, DeGiorgi
and Giusti by a more elementary and robust mean value inequality.

As a byproduct we have
Theorem 3: Every tangent cone of a stahle minimal hypersurface {with
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lln - 2 (singM) = 0) has multiplicity one.

Corollary 4: (Nonlinear extrinsic Harnack inequality) If <tisjoint station

ary hypersurfaces approach closely somewhere, they approach elosely every

where.

Jürgen Jost
The theory 01 harmonie maps

The theory of harmonie maps started with the results of Eells-Sampson,

Al'ber, Hartman, and Hamilton about tbe existence and uniqueness of har

monie maps with values in Riemannian manifolds of nonpositive curvature.

These results employed tbe heat-ftow method.

In the work of Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman, it was then shown that varia

tional methods and techniques from the regularity theory ofsemilinear elliptic

systems could be used to salve the Diriehlet problem for harmonie maps with

values in simple convex geodesic balls with possibly positive curvature. Also,

they found the prototype of an example for a singular weakly harmonie map.

More recently, the theory of harmonie maps has been extended to maps

between metric spaces, motivated by certain questions about lattices in alge

braic groups. The talk then sketched a general framework for the regularity

theory for generalized harmonie maps by extending and employing notions

fram the theory of Dirichlet forms of Beurling-Deny. It is shown that UD

der quite general conditions, minimizers of generalized Dirichlet forms with

values in ametrie space with nonpositive curvature are Hölder continuous.

The proof uses a Harnack inequality of BiroH-Moseo and Sturm, a telescop

ing lemma of Giaquinta-Giusti-Hildebrandt as weH as arguments of Meier

developed originally in the context of tbe approach of Hildebrandt et al.

At the end of the lecture, a volume with contributions by students, col

leagues, and friends was presented to Stefan Hildebrandt on the oecasion of

his sixtieth birthday, in recognition of both his fundamental mathematical

contributions and his founding and formative inftuence on the Oberwolfach

meeting on the "Calculus of Variations" .
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Richard D. James
Thin films
(This is joint work. with K. Bhattacharya)

Thin films (of thickness h > 0) provide an interesting area for future
mathematical research. There are opportunities for taking standard theo-
ries (including, say, bulk and surface energy) and studying r-convergence as a
h ~ 0, and also for studying new effects that oceur at small scales, such •
as spontaneaus vibration of beams, unusual surface and multilayer effects,
G MR, etc. In this talk I studied r -convergence of

ECh)(y) = ! ( OIV'2y 12 + W(Vy(x); (J)dx
h lo.h

where Y : Oh 4 !R3
, Oh = S x (0, h) C rn.3 is the thin film, and W is a stored

energy for martensitic materials (e.g. it has "wells"). As h ~ 0, minimizers
of ECh) satisfy yCh) --t Y in W 2,2(Ol' !R3), kY,3 --t bin W 1,2(Ol, rn.3 ), where we
have rescaled to 0 1 , and (y, b) minimize

fs a[IVpYI 2 + 2lVpbl] + W(Y,I. Y,2, b; 8)dz1dz2.

For specific martensitic materials, this leads to rather different behavior of
thin films as compared to bulk materials.

Paolo Marcellini
Elliptic versus parabolic regularization fOT the equation of prescribed mean

curvature
(This is joint work with Keith Miller, Berkeley)

We consider the equation of prescribed mean curvature

~ a ( ux · ) )
L.J -8. (liD' 12 )1/2 + ~(x = 0 x E 0,
i=1 x, + u

with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on ao.
If h(x) is "tao large", precisely if there exists a subset Gen such that

Ifa h(x)dxl > P(G),
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where P(G) is the perimeter of the set G, then the equation has DO solu
tion. On the eontrary, the regularized elliptie problem (with fLlu added in
tbe equation) and tbe regularized parabolie problem (with Ut added), have
solutions.

We deseribe the behaviour of the elliptie regularized solution uf(x) as
f ~ 0, and of the parabolie regularized solution u(x, t) as t -t 00.

Alexander Mielke
On quasiconvexity at the boundary
(This is joint work with Pius Sprenger)

For elastieity problems baving boundary points with Neumann condi
tions there is up to now no good stability theory. The nation of quasicon
vexity at the boundary by Ball and Marsden [1984] supplies a neeessary
eondition, however easily ebeckable suffieient conditions other than full con
vexity are missing. We propose the notion of polyconvexity at the bound
ary which involves Null-Lagrangians N having the additional property that
In N(Vcp)dy = 0 even if ep does not vanish along the flat part of an. It is
shown that spatially localized perturbations at a boundary point Xo can not
lower the energy if the density is polyeonvex at the boundary in Vy(xoJ in
the directioD v(xo).

For linearized isotropie elastieity polyconvexity at the boundary holds for
7.A + 6J.L ~ 0 and J.L. ~ 0 wbile quasiconvexity at the boundary is valid for
.A + I-t ~ 0 and J1. ;::: o.

Felix Otto
Dynamics of labyrinthine pattern fonnation in magnetic fluids: a mean-field
theory

We are interested in the fiow of a droplet of viseous ferrofluid in tbe Hele
Shaw eell under a transverse magnetic field. The (two-dimensional) phase
configuration is observed to evolve into a labyrinthine pattern. We show that
the eonventional model for this ftow has the form of a gradient ftux w.r.t. an
energy functional, which is the surn of magnetic and surfaee energy. In par
ticular, we are interested in the behaviour of this flow problem in the regime
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of large magnetization M 2 » 1. In this regime, the details of the pattern
evolution are observed to be highly sensitive to changes in the initial config
uration. This is reflected in the linear stability analysis of the eircular phase
eonfiguration, a stationary point of tbe dynamics which is more and more
unstable in the limit M2 t 00. In order to capture the "generic" behaviour
of the dynamica} system in this regime, we need a selection principIe whieh
dismisses those non-generic solutions. We propose a seleetion prineipie for a
tbe limit M 2 t 00 which is based on the natural implicit discretization in •
time of our gradient ßux formulation. We prove that this approach leads (in
an appropriate scaling) to the equation

oes - ~s2 = 0

for s(t, x) E [0, 1), the loeal spatial average ofthe phase eonfiguration X(t, x) E
{O, I} (X(t, x) = 1 if x lies in the two--dimensional eross-section of the fluid
at time t, X(t, x) = 0 else). Thus this quantity, whieh contains information
on the "microstructured zone", evolves detenninistieally, although X is es
sentially unpredictable.

Tristan Riviere
Minimizing p-harmonic maps in homotopy classes trom 8 3 into 8 2

We prove that contrary to the case of maps from 8 3 ioto 8 3 , there exist
infinitely many homotopy classes from 8 3 inta 8 2 b~ving a minimizing 3
harmonie map.

We prove that the first eigenforms of the linear operator ß 1/2 = d* on
Ker dn A2n84n-l are stable for the associated eonformal invariant non-linear
variational problem and we deduee, in particular, that the Hüpf map from 8 3

into 8 2 minimizes the p-energy in its homotopy elass for P 2:: 4 and it remains Al
true locally for 3 ~ p < 4. Finally, we prove that the Hüpf map minimizes •
the ]renergy for p ~ 3 among a class of symme~riefibrations from 8 3 into 8 2 .
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Friedrich Sauvigny
Uniqueness 01 Plateau 's problem tor certain contours with a one-to-one, non
convex projection onto a plane

Let n c IR? be a bouncled C2-domain satisfying a uniform concavity
condition. Then we give explicit conditions on the maximum norm and the
Lipschitz constant of the boundary distribution 9 : an ~ rn. which guarantee
that each solution of Plateau's problem for the contour

r := {(x, y, z) E rn.3 : (x, y) E an, z = g(x, y)}

is necessarily a graph above the x, y-plane. Since the nonparametrie problem
has at most ODe solution, we obtain a uniqueness result for the parametrie
problem. Scherk's minimal surfaces appear as comparision surfaces replacing
the planes in the arguments of H. Kneser and T. Rado.

Scott Spector
Cavitation in Elastic Bolids

After presenting photographs of certain experiments on elastomers and
optical fibers, the speaker discussed John Ball's approach to the formation of
holes in such materials. Some of the results obtained by Müller and Spector
in their existence theory were then outlined. The main emphasis was on the
significance of surface energy, invertibility condition (INV), and their use
ful consequences, i.e., continuity outside a set of small Hausdorff dimension,
Lusin's (N) condition, and a simple representation for the distributional Ja
cobian. Condition (INV) is (essentially) the requirement that a mapping be
monotone in the sense of Lebesgue and that a hole created in one part of the
body not be filled" by material from elsewhere.

Open problems in this field were then presented and abrief discussion of
the 3 well-established eompeting theories of cavitation - that of Gent, Ball,
and Mareellini - was attempted. A partial list of open problems follows.

• The main open problem of this area: Are the radial minimizers in fact
global minimizers when the body is the unit ball and the loading is
radially' symmetrie?

• There are coneeptual difficulties with Müller and Spector's definition
of surface energy. What can be done to improve this?
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• Condition INV is not closed under left composition by diffeomorphisms.
What additional hypotheses might remedy this problem?

• The inverse deformation - what is its domain and what kind of differ
entiability properties does it enjoy?

Klaus Steffen e
New results on the existence 0/ parametric H -sur/aces in Riemannian 3
mani/olds

In this joint work with Frank Duzaar we prove new existence theorems
for disc-type 2-dimensional parametric surfaces with prescribed (continuous,
bounded) mean curvature H : N --+ m and given (oriented, rectifiable, con
tractible, closed) boundary curve r in a Riemannian 3-manifold N (con
nected, oriented, complete, with aN = 0, compact or noncompaet aod homo
geneously regular). Contrary to earlier work on this problem by Hildebrandt
aod Kaul aod by Glilliver we do not assume that r is contained in anormal
eoordinate domain on N. For example, we obtain the following version of a
classical result proved by Wente iti m3

:

Theorem: There exist eonstants a(N), h(N) > 0 such that one has exis
tence for a11 r bounding a dise-type surfaceof area A ~ a(N) and aU H with
SUPN IHI < h(N)A-1

/
2

•

Here, a(N) aod h(N) ean be computed in terms of certain optimal isoperi-
metric constants of N. For instanee, if N = 8 3 then we obtain exis-
tence for an r spanned by a dise in 8 3 of area A < ~1821 and aB H with
sUPs31HI < 2183 1-1 (1821- 2A). On the other hand, Gu11iver has proved that
a great circle in 8 3 does not bound any surface of constant mean curvature
H ~ 0 in 8 3

• Thus the eondition imposed on r cannot be improved. Our
variational method also allows to prove existence under an integral condi- e,
tion of type IN IHI 3 < c(N) (with no condition on r) or under abound
SUPD IHI ~ h if r is contractible in a subdomain DeN with boundary
mean curvature ~ h.
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Michael Struwe
Wave maps

For any compact "target" manifold N c m.n with aN = 0 and finite
energy data (uo, Ul) : m? -+ TN in joint work with S. Müller the existence
of aglobai weak solution u : m. x m? --+ N c m.n of the Cauchy problem for
wave maps

(1) Du = Utt - ßu = A(u)(Du, Du).l..TuN

(2) ult=o = 'Uo, Utlt=o = 'Ul

is established. ;2:":·'"

The praof uses a viscous approximation to (1) and a weak compactness
result of Freire-Müller-Struwe, based on the determinant structure exhibited
by (1) in a suitable "gauge" and 1{.1 - BMO duality. _

The result makes contact with work of Christodoulou-Tahvildar-Zadeh,
Yi-Zhou, Helein, Evans, and Bethuel.

Luc Tartar
H-measures

I have introduced H-measures first for homogenization questions, then
used them for propagation results. Patrick G ERARD introduced indepen-
dently the same object for other purposes. -:5~.

If Un satisfies (un)tt - ßu = 0 with un(·,O) = Vn ~ 0 in BI weak and
Unt(',O) = W n ~ 0 in L2 weak, then Unt, unxj ~ 0 in LOO(O, 00, L2 ) weak
*, hut one cannot predict the limit of the density of energy en = ~'U~t +
~lgradunl2 (the Div-Curl lemma implies U~t + Igradunl2 ~ 0). One needs
more information on initial data (some H-measures) and one proves then
that an H-measure associated to U n satisfies a p.d.e. in (x,~) corresponding
to a phase-free version of geometrical optics. Taking in account the initial
data has been done by Gilles FRANCFORT and Franc;ois MURAT (with hints
from Patrick GERARO).

H-measures are constructed to compute limits of LlCPnL21/Jn where CPn, 1/Jn
converge to 0 in L2 weak and L l , L2 are "pseudodifferential" operators of
order o.
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H-measures use DO characteristic length, but H-measures can be gener
alized in order to include one characteristic length, as done by P. G ERARD

(semiclassical measures). I described them with a variant that I introduced,
which corrects amistake in the derivation of the same objects by another
method by Pierre-Louis LIONS and Thierry PAUL, based on WIGNER trans
form. I described a simple approach obtained with P. GERARD based on
2-points correlations and BOCHNER-SCHWARTZ theorem. I showed why this
approach is not adapted to some situations where many small scales are
present and interact.

Peter Topping
The harmonie map heat flow /rom sur!aees

We consider the heat flow between 2-spheres - Le., the solution u : 82 x
[0,00) ~ 82 y m3 of

8u
8t = T := (ßu).L.

Asymptotic studies show that the ßow converges to a bubble tree at a se
quence of times t i ~ 00, though in general this convergence is not uniform
in time.

In the case that the components of the bubble tree all show the same
orientation, we provide uniform-in-time convergence results in all reasonable
senses.

Rugang Ye
The Chem-Simons junetional and Seiberg- Witten Floer homology

Consider a rational homology sphere Y of dimension 3 and a spinc
structure on it, with the associated spinar bundle Sand line bundle L.
Let <p E r(S), a E A = {unitary connections on L}. The Seiberg-Witten
equation is
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where Fa is the curvature of a and 1) the Dirac operator of a. The Chern
Simons functional is

Using a joint work with G. Wang we establish
Theorem: The Bott-type Seiberg-Witten homology is well-defined and a
diffeomorphism invariant.

This homology is constructed in terms of the solutions of the Seiberg-
Witten equation. .

Berichterstatter: G. Dolzmann, Freiburg
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Singuiaritäten

14.07. - 20.07.1996

The conference was organized by V.I. Arnold (Moskau), G.-M. Greuel (Kaiserslautern) and
J .H.M. Steenbrink (Nijmegen) and attended by about 50 participants from Europe, North
America and Japan. There were 20 talks, ranging frorn new developments in the theory of
real and complex curves, 2 and 3-dimensional singularities, complete intersections, up to
applications of singularity theory to theoretical physics. A special highlight of this conference
was the "Brieskom Day" with talks by Brieskom's teacher F. Hirzebruch and Borne of his
students in honour of Qrieskom's 60th birthday. A talk on minerals of the "Grube Clara"
by Mr. Günter, the head of "Mineralien Museum" at Oberwolfach together with a visit of
that museum contributed to the exiting atmosphere during the conference.
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VLADIMIR I. ARNOLD

Singularities of plane curves and of wave fronts

1. General nonsense: symplectization, contactization, complexification of all mathematical
theories as the method of conjectures discovery.
2. Möbius theorem on the 3 inflection points of noncontractible curves in ]Rp2 and the
principle of the economy of the algebraic realizations of topological phenomena.
3. Wave front reversal and the conjecture on the four cusps on the front as the generalization
of the last geometrical theorem of Jacobi and cf the four vertice9 theorem.
4. Sturm theory as the generalization of Morse theory to higher derivatives; and its
conjectural extensions to functions of more than one variable.
5. Local additive invariants of immersed plane curves and of wave fronts - theories by
V.I. Arnold, Viro,'Shumakovich, Aicardi, Polyak, Lin, Wang, Goryunov, Burry, Chernov,
Tabachnikov, Chmutov, Vassiliev, Merkov and others, on the J+, J-, St invariants, thtA'1
relations to algebraic geometry, quantum fields, statistical sums, Vassiliev invariants .'
knots, Kontsevich integrals and new invariants ef Legendrian and framed knots in the solid
torus.

MICHAEL POLYAK

On finite-type invariants cf curves and fronts

In 1993 V.1. Arnold studied the discriminant of singular (Le. non-generic) immersions
of an oriented circle into the plane in the space of all immersions. The consideration of
three different strata of this discriminant enabled Amold to introduce three new basic
invariants (J+, J- and St) of generie plane curves. J± and St were defined axiomatieally
via their "jumps" under different deformations afa curve and additivity under connected
summation. A similar St-type theory of multi~mponentcurves was introduced earlier by
Vassiliev, Fenn-Taylor, etc.
We propose an elementary combinatorial way to produce and study different numerical
finite-type invariants of curves on surfaces in a systematical and unified manner. Our
technique is well-suited for both, one- and multi-component curves, and allows a parallel
treatment of these cases. The invariants are defined in terms of a simple combinatorical
invariant of a curve - its Gauss diagram. Gauss diagrams present a natural rieh source of
invariants, as it is a complete invariant of spherical curves (and, together with the index, of
planar ones) and encodes all the information about a curve in an elementary fashion. In our
approach we count, with some signs and coefficients, the number of different subdiagrams
of the Gauss diagram. We prove that any such invariant is of finite type (witb degree less
or equal half of the maximal number of chorda in the corresponding subdiagrams). In
particular, the order 1 invariants J±, St (and the index i 123 ofmulti-component curves)~,
obtained by counting appropriate 2-ehord subdiagrams. Our technique easily generalilllllll'
to Legendrian fronts.
Motivated by the similarity of our formulas to Gauss diagram expressions for low-degree
Vassiliev knot invariants, we establish various relations of finite-type invariants of curves to
the Vassiliev knot invariants and discuss simple examples of such relations.

JIM DAMON

On the legacy of free divisors

Several of the main directians in Brieskorn's werk have involved the Milnor fibres of isolated
singularities, discriminants of versal unfoldings, the interplay of defonnation theory and
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topology, and the topology cf the complements of Coxeter arrangements. A common
element in these topics is the occurrence of free divisors introduced by K. Saito. For
example, Amold's and Brieskom's factorisation theorems for the Poincare polynomials of
complements cf Caxeter arrangements were shown by Terao to be a consequence of their
freeness. This talk explains how the role of freen.ess interweaves the topology of these
objects and provides a legacy of its freeness in several ways.
The rigid free divisors yield rich classes of "almost free divisors and complete intersections".
via pull-back and transverse intersection. This leads to a singular version of the MiInor
fibre which has the correct homotopy properties: A joint theorem with D. Mond allows
the associated "singular Mimor number" to be computed as the length of a determinantal
module. This leads to a proof of the factorisation theorem as a direct consequence of the
singular MiInor fibre properties.
A second legacy of freeness results from the associated deformation theory for studying
the puB-back varieties. Provided the free divisor V gives rise to the appropriate version cf

. Morse-type singularities, then the associated "discriminant" for thiB theory is a free divisor.
This partially explains the abundance of free divisors but also shows that a result of Broce
and Terao on the freeness of bifurcation sets extends 10 maps in10 higher dimensional
spaces. It also explains the faHure of freeness of the Manin-Schechtman discriminantal
arrangements due to their being only parts of the "true discriminants" .

KVOJI SAlTO

Duality of weight systems and positivity of Fourier coefficients of
'l7-products associated to the weight system

In the Nice congress (1970), E. Brieskom established the relationship between simple sin
gularities and simple Lie groups (aIgebras). In attempt·oo establish further relationships
between singularities (simply elliptic, 14 exceptional unimodular, etc.) and posibly infinite
dimensional Lie algebras (which are still to be found and 10 be constructed), we introduce
the trproduct (as a possible building block for the algebra) as follows:

'1W(T):= rr '1(iT)f: W (i).

iEMw

Here i) W == (a, b, c: h), called a regular system of weights, is a system of 4 positive integers
o:s a, b, c < h, such that

-h (Th - TB )(Th - Tb)(Th - TC)
Xw(T) := T (TB _ l)(Tb _ l)(Tc _ 1)

is regular except at T = O. Then one has a development Xw (T) = Tm, + ... + Tm~,

ii) the index set Mw and the exponents ew(i) (for i E Mw) are defined by the relation

prr (..\ -exp(27rv'=im i/h )) = rr (,Xi - Irw~i) ,
i=l iEMw

iii) '1(T} := exp(2trv'=lT/24)n::l (1 - qn) (q = exp(21rv'=IT)) is the Dedekind trfunction.

'1w is an almest holomorphic automorphic form ofweight 2ao :== L ew(i), whose congruence
group and character are easy 10 determine. '1w is cuspidal (holomorphic) if and only if
Vw := - LiEMw (hji)ew(i) is negative (resp. non-positive).

Conjecture: All the Fourier coefficients of the development '1w = LnEQ Cnqn are oon-
negative, if and only if IIW ~ O. >0

The conjecture is proved for a wide dass of weight systems W (including the cases Ba
(1,1,1:3), Er (1,2,2 :4), Es (1,2,3:6) when lIw == 0), using Eisenstein series, which
describe the Hecke eigen forms of the same type as the Jrproducts.
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"Brieskorn Day" - Tuesday 16.07.1996

G.-M. Greuel: Some aspects 0/ Brieskom's mathematical wark
Friedrich Hirzebruch: Singularities and exatic spheres
Peter Slodowy: A new identification 0/ subregular singularities in simple

Lie aigebras
Wol/gang Ebeling: Milnorlattices and monodromy groups
Clous Hertling: Applications 0/ the Brieskom lattice H~
Egbert Brieskom: Singularities and Pol1lhedm
Mrs. H. Brieskom, M. Kreck, J. Steenbrink: Music

GERT-MARTIN GREUEL

Some aspects of Brieskorn's mathematical work

The first talk of this day which was organized in honour of Brieskorn's 60th birthday~
devoted to a short overview of Brieskorn's mathematical work. In this work we see clearly
Brieskom's idea of unity of mathematics and the success in relating different mathematical
structures:

• Topological - differential - analytic (discovery of exotic spheres as neighbourhood
boundary of singularities),

• Resolution - deformation (simultaneous resolution of ADE-singularities)

• Lie groups - equations (construction of ADE-singularities from the correspOnding
simple Lie groups)

• Transcendental - algebraic (construction of local Ga~Manin connection)

• Continuous - discrete ((generalized) braid groups, Milnor lattices and Dynkin dia
grams}

In the subsequent talks details and further developments of some of these topics are
explained by Brieskorn's teacher Prof. F. Hirzebruch and some of Brieskorn's students (W.
Ebeling, P. Slodowy, C. Hertling).

FRIEDRICH HIRZEBRUCH

Singularities and exotic spheres

Bericht über das akademische Jahr 1965/66. BriE'ßkom ist C.L.E. Moore Instructor am
M.I.T., Jänich ist an der Comell University, dann am lAS in Princeton. Ich bin in Bonn. Es
gibt ausgedehnte Korrespondenz. Vom 30.9.-7.10.1965 bin ich bei einer Konferenz in~
(Bericht über Brieskom's simultane Auflösungen). nort erreicht mich Brieskom's B '
vom 28.9.1965: "Ich habe in den letzten Tagen die etwas venoifnnde Entdeckung gemach,
daß es vielleicht 9-dimensionale nOmlale Singularitäten gibt, die topologisch trivial sind.
Ich habe das Beispiel heute nachmittag mit Mumford diskutiert, und er hatte bis heute
abend noch keinen Fehler gefunden; hier ist es: X = {z E C4 I x~ + z~ + z~ + x~ = o} .n

Beweis durch Auflösung und Berechnung aller Invarianten des Umgebungsrandes. In den
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. USA erscheint allgemeiner das Beispiel x~ + ... + z~ + Z~+l = 0 (k
ungerade).
Bericht über die umfangreiche Korrespondenz, die sich anschließt, über Brieskorn's
Entdeckung der Arbeit von Pham, die es ihm ermöglicht, Milnor's assertion in einem
Brief an Nash zu beweisen - Milnor an Nash am 13.4.1966: "The Brieskom example is
/ascinating. After staring at it /or a while, I think I know which manifolds 0/ this type are
spheres but the statement is complicated and a proof does not exist. Let E(Pl," . ,Pn) be
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the locus zr + ... +z~ =0, IZll2 + ... + IZnl2 =1, where Pj 2= 2.... n Dann gibt Milnor
die Bedingung a) oder b) für die Exponenten an. - Allmählich wird es allen Beteiligten
klar, daß zur Bestimmung der differenzierbaren Struktur die Berechnung der Signatur
von zr + ... + z~ = 1 (n ~ 3, n ungerade) erforderlich ist. Darüber gibt es manche
Briefe von Brieskom an mich und umgekehrt. Bri~kom schreibt seine Arbeit für die
Inventiones Bd. 2 (1966). In diesem Zusammenhang hat er auch 1:(2,3,5,30), 30 =
Coxeterzahl von Es, studiert und schließlich die kleinen Auflösungen dieser Singularität
in Kurven gemäß Es-Baum und damit die simultane Auflösung der Flächenfamilien
z~ + z~ + zg + t30 = 0 (Parameter t) bewerkstelligt und den übriggebliebenen Fall seiner
Math. Ann. Arbeit von 1966 (über die ich in Rom berichtete) erledigt. Verständnis im
Rahmen der Wurzelsysteme und der Weylschen Gruppe wurde erzielt (Brieskom's Brief an
Frau Tjurina vom 13.9.1966) - Jänich hatte O(n)-Mannigfaltigkeiten W 2n - 1 (d) studiert
(zwei Orbittypen mit Isotropiegruppen O(n - 2), O(n - 1) und Orbitraum D2, 51) und
diese klassifiziert, sowie Knotenmannigfaltigkeiten M 2n+l (k), auf denen O(n) operiert
(drei Orbittypen O(n - 2), O(n - 1), O(n) mit Orbitraum D4, 53 - k, k (k der Knoten».
Ich bringe die beiden in USA befindlichen zusammen durch Bericht vom März 1966, z.B.
W 2n- 1 (d) ist 1:(2, ... ,2, cl} und M2n+l (Torusknoten 3,5) ist E(2, ... , 2,3,5). Brieskorn
schreibt am 29.3.1966: "Klaus Jänich und ich hatten von" diesem Zusammenhang unserer
Arbeiten nichts gemerkt, und ich war vor Freude ganz außer mir, wie Sie nun die Dinge
zusammengebracht haben. n

Ich hatte hier in Oberwolfach die gleiche Freude, darüber erzählen zu können.

PETER SLODOWY

A new identification of subregular singularities in simple Lie algebras

This talk is areport and an improvement on recent work of V. Hinich (Israel J. Math. 76
(1991» which provides a new, coneeptual proof of (parts of) Brieskorn's theorem (ICM,
Nice 1970) identifying the singularity along a subregular nilpotent orbit in a simple Lie
algebra 9 with a Kleinian singularity (RDP, simple sing.) of type A, D, E (for 9 of type
A, D, Ei for 9 of type Bn , Cn, F4, G2 one has A2n - 1, Dn+1 , Ee, D4). Themain idea
of Hinich is to exploit 'the geometry of generalized Hag manifolds GIB (lines and line
bundles) in connection with Springer's resolution of the nilpotent variety otg to derive tbe
intersection matrix of the prospective minimal resolution of the singularity in question. In
our presentation, we strongly exploit transversality properties of slices to furtber simplify
Hinicb's arguments.

WOLFGANG EBELING

Milnor lattices and monodromy groups

Twenty years ago, Brieskorn started to work on the deformation theory of the exceptional
unimodular singularities. Brieskorn was very much interested in the question: To which
extend is the subtle geometry of a singularity and its deformations refiected in the
invariants?
The invariants whicb he considered include the Milnor lattice L, tbe monodromy group r,
the set A of vanishing cycles and ~he set B· of all (strongly) distinguished bases.
We report on Brieskorn's work on the deformation theory of the exceptional unimodular
singularities and on these invariants. The relative strength of these invariants with r~pect

to geometrical problems is discussed. We give a survey on related work of Brieskorn's
students Knötter, Balkenborg, Bauer, Bilitewski, Voigt, Kluitmann, Krüger, Dömer, Balke,
Kaenders and myself and we mention some further developments.
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CLAUS HERTLING

Applications of the Brieskorn lattice H~

1970, in his paper on the complex monodromy of isolated hypersurface singularities,
Brieskorn laid the foundations for the study. of the local Gauß-Manin connection for
hypersurface singularities. At the center of the algebraic description of the Gauß
Manin connection stands one object, which ia nowadays called the Brieskorn lattice. Ir
f: (cn+1,O) ~ (C,O) is a holomorphicfunction germ with an isolated singularity at 0, this
is

H;{ = n~.f\O I df " dn~",\o .
In this. talk the definition and basic properties of the Gauß--Manin connection and the
Brieskorn lattice are resumed. An overviewis given of many applications and results, which
have been obtained in the last 26 years:
Brieskorn's praof of the monodromy theorem, statements concerning "the Jordan blocks
of the monodromy, Malgrange's description of the Bernstein polynomial with H~ and
applications of M. Saito and Stahlke, Varchenk~'smixed Hodge structure on the cOhomolo~.
of the Milnor fibre, spectral numbers and their upper semicontinuity for deformatio
(Steenbrink), applications to the p-constant stratum, classifying spaces for the polariz
mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of the Milnor fibre and for the Brieskorn lattice
(Hertling), M. Saito's infinitesimal Torelli theorem for H~/, global Torelli theorems with ...
respect to H~ for several families of singul~tiesby Hertling.

EGBERT BRIESKORN

Singularities and Polyhedra

I reported about work of my students Thomas Fischer, Alexandra Kaess, Ute Neuschäfer,
Frank Rothenhäusler and Stefan Scheidt. This work describes the neighbourhood boundaries
of quasi-homogeneous surface singularities in a new way. It is known that these neighbour
hood boundaries are quotients GIr of a 3-dimensional Lie group G and a discrete subgroup
f. For example, for the quotient singularities C'l/f the group G ia Spin(3) = 8 3 , the group
of unit quatemions, and f could for example be one -of the three binary polyhedral groups
(binary tetrahedral1r, binary octahedral 0, binary icosahedral [). This gives the three sin
~laritie8 Ee, E" Es. For the next set of exampl~, the aimply~llipticsingularities Be, Er,
Es, the group G is the Heisenberg group, and f ia a congruence subgroup of the lattice of its
integral matrices. In Most cases however, G is SV(1, 1) cr some covering of it, and r comes
from a Fuchsian group rC PSU(1, 1) acting on the hyperbolic plane IHI = {z E C Ilzl < 1}.
All of this is weIl known.
Now I describe a very original construction discovered by Thomas Fischer in bis 1992 PhD
thesis:
Let r c PSU(I, 1) be discrete with compact quotient nI[jr. Assume that r has at least one
point in 1Hl with nontrivial ~tropy subgroup. Choose such a point 0 E IHI. Let p be th!:. or__
of its isotropy group Pr E f I ;y(o) = o}. Let rC SV(1, 1) be the inverse image of r. FW
many singularities, the neighbourhood boundary is of the form SU(I, I)/r with a suitable
f. For example, for the 14 quasihomogeneous exceptionalI-modular singularities E 12 , E13 ,

E 14 , Zu, Z12, Z13, QI0, Qu, Qu, W12 , Wu , Sn, 512 , U12 the group r is the group of .~

orientation-preserving automorphisms of lHI in the group I:(p, q, r) generated by the reßec-
tions in the sides of a hyperbolic triangle with angles 1rlp, 1r/q, 1rlr. In this case, the choice
of 0 E lliI amounts to choosing one of the integers in the so called Dolgachev tripie (p,q, r).
We shall indicate this by underlining this number, e.g. (2,3,1). Fischer's construction:

SU(l,l) = {( ~ :) 100 - bb= l} = {xe r I~ +~ -z~ -z~ = l} =: S

ia a 3-dimensional paeudosphere with Minkowski-metric with signature (+, -, -). Up to
a factor -1/8, this agrees with the Killing metric. The construction will be done in nr
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with (x,x) =xä + x~ - x~ -~. Let c+ be the positive cone c+:; {x Er I (x,x) > O}
and 'Ir : c+ -+ S be the retraction by central projection 7T(Z) := xl (x, x). For any gE S,
let Hg be the halfspace Hg := {z E r I (z,g) :5 I}. Its boundary aHg is the affine tangent
space 8Bg = Tg(S). For any z E r(o) in the chosen special orbit 1'(0) C H, let L z be the
coset L z = {"Y E r I "Y(o) = z}. It has the cardinality 2p. Let Qz c nr' be defined by

Q%:= nHg.
gEL.

Q.c is a 4-dimensional prism, the product of 22 with a plane 2p-gon. Consider

P:= U Qz.
z.ef(o)

and 8+P:= 8Pn C+.
8+P is the support of a 3-dimensional polyhedral complex and 7r: 8+P ~ S is aborne
omorphism, which transfers the polyhedral structure to S. The following definition and
theorem of Fischer analyzes this structure:

Definition: Fg = C+ n 8Hg n (Q9(0) \ U Qz)
zEr(o)
1.;#9(0)

Theorem:

1. Fg is a compact polyhedron in the Minkowski-9-space 8H9

2. {Fg } ge r is the set 0/ 9-dimensional /acu 0/ a 9-dimensional polllhed~ complez with
support 8+P.

9. r operates simply transitivelyon {Fg IgEr}.
i {7T(Fg )} is a tesselation 0/ S 611 totall1l geodesie polyhedra in this Minkowski

pseudosphere. r acts simply transitivelyon the set 0/ these 7r(Fg ), so ea,ch 0/ them can
serve as a fundamental domain.

5. Hence SIr is obtained from Fa 611 pairing faces and identihJing them in a specified
way gäven by r and the constn.&ction.

Fischer calculated the examples (2,3;1), (2,3,8), (2,3,9). These fit in very weil with the
classical cases Ee = (2, 3, ID, Er = (2, 3,~ and Es = (2, 3, ID. 1 myself added an analy
sis of the cases Ea, Er, Es. The following pictures show the re;ulting 9 fundamental domains:

12.3.91

( :?.3.8J
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(2.3.51 i 2.:~:: )

The other four students worked out all 14 exceptional (P, q, cl with the exception of r = 2.
As a result, a pattern seems to emerge. The following shows a sampie of their pictures:

Q11

F. h.iT rIJ.J.~I/oo

F. riir 1'l3.3.§1'·

I presented some conjectures on the series-patterns. Work in progress by Ludwig Balke may
lead to a new and original way of looking at symmetry-breaking.
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EUGENII SHUSTIN

Equiclassical deformations of plane curves

Let l:1 be the discriminant in the space fiDd(d+3)/2 of plane curves of degree d over an alge
braically closed field of characteristic O. Let Ahu C 6 be the set cf irreducible curves. We
consider the equiclassical stratification:

a int := UVd.9,C'
9,C

where Vd.9,c is the set of curves of (geometrie) genus 9 and dass c (degree ofthe dual curve).
The question on the geometry of equiclassical strata was posed by W. Fulton.

Theorem: I/ c ~ 29 - d + 2, then a generic member C 0/ Gny component 0/ Vd,9.C is a
curne with ordina", nodes and cusps.

This improves the previously known result by Diaz and HarriB (1989): c ~ 2g - 1.
Moreover, under condition c ~ 2g - d + 2, the dimension of any component of Vd,9.C is
c - 9 + d + 1, and it is non-singular at 80y unodal-<:uspidaln point C. But Vd•9•C may
be reducible even under the condition c ~ 2g -1, what happens, for instance, in Zariski's
example l'e.4.12.
Corollary: Any cUMle 01 degree d:S 10 can be delonned into a curve with nodes antI cusps,
having the same degree, genua and dass. .

CHRISTOPH LOSSEN

Geometry of families of nodal curves on the blown-up projective
plane
Joint work with Gert-Martin Greuel and Eugenii Shustin

We deal with the following general problem: given a smooth rational surface Sand a divisor
D on 5, when is the variety Virr(D, k) of DOda} irreducible curves in the camplete linear
system IDI with a fixed number k of nodes non-empty, when nODö9ingular of the expected
codimension ("T-variety") and when irrerlucible?
For S = IP"2, these questions are completely answered by the classical result of F. Severi
(1921) stating, that the variety "'irr (dH, Je) of irreducible curves of degree cl having Je nodes
is a non-imlpty T-variety if and only if 0:5 Je :5 (d - l)(d - 2)/2, and the result of J. Harris
(1985) stating that it is always irreducible. A modification of Severi's method did lead to
a sufficient (smoothness-)criterion for general rational surfaces S, namely K 5 . C < 0 for
each CE "'irr(D, k).
We concentrate on the case S == IJP~ -4jp2, the projective plane blown-up at r generic
points Pi, ... ,Pr· Let Ba denote the strict transform of a generic straight line on jp2 and
.Ei := 11'-1 (Pi). Then a curve C E Virr (dEo - E diEi, k) corresponds to a plane curve of
degree cl having (not necessarily ordinary) t4-fold points at Pi (1 ~ i :5 r) and k' :5 k Dodes
outside. In this situation, the above general criterion reads as 3d> E;=I di (which is
always fulfilled for r :$; 8.
We obtain aaymptotically improved (that is, 'quadratic in d, d i ) sufficient conditions for
the T-variety property of Virr(dEo - E diEi, Je), which give an improvement for r, cl» o.
Moreover, we obtain sufficient conditions for the non-emptiness and the irreducibility ofthe
same type. For the proof, we use the deformation theory to deduce the smoothness and the
irreducibility from the vanishing of same BI 'so Ta show the existence of irreducible curves
with a given number of nodes, we combine a modification of a proof by A. Hirschowitz and
the smoothing of DOrles.
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ANDREW DU PLESSJS

Yersal deformationS in families of projective hypersurfaces

The following was proved:

Theorem: Let r be a hypersurlace 0/ degree d in IPr(c) with isolated singularjties only. Let

{

4(d - I) ij d '?:. 5
T* = 18 ij d = 4

. 16 ij d = 3 {

3(d - I) il d '?:. 5
, T** = 9 i/ d = 4

8 ij d =3

(i) 11 the sum T(r) 0/ the Tjurina numbers 01 the singularities 01 r is less than T*, then
the lamily 01 all hypersurfaces 0/ degree d induces simultaneous versal unloldings 0/ all
the singulanties 0/ r. (The case r = 2 was previously obtained by E. Shustin.)

(ii) 11 T(f) < TU, and H is any hyperplane transverse to r, then the lamily 01 all hyper
sur/aces 0/ degree d agreeing with r on Hinduces simultaneous versal unloldings 0/
all the singularities 0/ r.

Moreover, the bou~ds are best possible, in that there exist hypersurfaces of degrees T*, T*~
(whenever such hypersurfaces can exist, so T·, T·· S (d - It) not. versally unfolded as in
(i), (H), respectively.
The methods used make extensive use of the properties of discriminant matrices of
hypersurface singularities, and in partiCular of their relation to the instability modules of
unfoldings of (weighted-)homogeneous function-germs versal only up to a certain weight.

CHARLES T. C. WALL

Application of the discriminant matrix to highly singular plane
curves

Let r be a reduced (but perhaps reducible) curve in the projective plane IP2C, defined by
an equation F(x, y, z) = 0 of degree d. We say the vector field a8/8x + b8/8y + c8/8z = {
has degree r if a, b,c are homogeneous öf degree r, and that { E AnnF if {F =O.

Theorem: .Let r be the least degree 0/ any 0 ~ eE AnnF~ Then 0 :5 r :5 d - 1 and we
have (d - I)(d - r - 1) :5 T S (d - I)(d - r - 1) + r2 • (T denotes the SUffi· of the Tjurina
numbers at the singular points of r.) I/ 2r + 1 > d, then T :5 1J2 - ~d.

Notes: The theorem only gives effective information when T > icP - ~d, the UhighIy sin-:o
gular" case. .
If r = 0, r consists of concurrent lines and T = (d - 1)2.
If r = I~ r has al-parameter symmetry group C PGLa.
For d = 12 we have T = 121 if r = 0, T = 110 or 111 if r = 1, 99 :5 T S 103 if r = 2 and
T :5 97 otherwise.

Ideas ofproof: Regard f(x,y) =F(x,y, 1) as a deformation of fo(x,y) =F(x,y,O).
The theory of the discriminant matrix leads to (d - 1)2 - T = dim(C(x,y]/K), wherA
K = {~E C[x,y] 11{J/ E (8//8x,8//8y)}. Set 1= {t/J E C(x,y,z] 11/;/ E (8F/8x,8F/8y)~
One shows that, provided z = 0 is transverse to f, Clz,y,z]/I is a free C(z]-module, so its
rank ((d - 1)2 - 7") can be computed by substituting z =O.
Next, ""1 E I if and only if there exists a vectorfield { = a8/.8x + b8/8y + c8/8z E Ann F.
The bound essentially comes from the observation that {,11 E Ann F implies that { 1\ '7 is a
multiple of VF, which leads to

0---+ C(x,y,z] ---+ AnnF~ C(x,y,z],

where the first map is multiplication by e of minimal degree r, and f:1'7 = 1/J if
e1\ '7 = t/JVF. This leads easily to 0 -+ C(x, 1/, z] ~ 1 -+ C[x, 7/, z]/ (1') and, with care,
to 0 -+ C[x,y] -+ 1-+ C[x,y]/(::r) ,and>the result follows easily.
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VICTOR A. VASSILIEV

Algebraicity of surface potentials and the monodromy of complete
intersections

By a famous theorem of Newton, the standard charge distributed on a sphere in lR" does
not attract interior particles. Ivory (1809) extended this theorem to the attraction by
ellipsoids, and Arnold (1982) to the attraction by arbitrary hyperbolic surfaces: such a
surface does not interseet the particles inside the hyperbolicity domain. We investigate
qualitative properties of the attraction force in arbitrary components of the complement
of the attracting surface, in particular (following one other famOUB theory of Newton) the
question if it is algebraic or not.
The ramification of this force is controlled by a monodromy group; we identify it with a
proper subgroup of the loeal monodromy group of a complete intersection of codimension 2
in cn: it is generated by reßections in vanishing cycles spanning a sublattice of corank 1 in
.the vanishing homology group (with twisted coefficients if n is odd).
Studying this monodromy group we prove, in particular, that the attraction force of a
hypersurface of degree d in JR'l coincides with algebraic vector functions everywhere in
lR" outside the attracting surface if n = 2 or d =2, and is non-algehraic in all domains
other than the hyperbolicity domain ifthe surface is generic and d > 2, n > 2 and' n + d > 7.

SABIR M. GUSEIN-ZADE

Invariants of generic plane curves and of singularities

V. Arnold has constructed three basic invariants of the first order (in the sense of V.
Vassiliev) for plane curves - J+, J- and St. The first two of them can be defined for
irreducible real plane curve singolarities. There is the following statement relating J- with
a uconvensional" singularity invariant: J- /2 mod 2 = Arf, where Arf is the arf-invariant
of the singularity - the arf-invariant of its intersection. form mod ·2 and the quadratic
function which is equal to 1 for each vanishing cyde.

VICTOR GORVUNOV

Polynomial invariants of plane curves and .Bennequin numbers

The aim of the talk is to survey recent results by S. Chmutov, H. Mutakami and the
speaker on the restrictions of the classical polynomial link invariants to Legendrian curves
in the standard contact solid torus and 3--tipace. We point out the sets of the roles which
completely define these restrictions in tenns of the underlyjng plane fronts. Unlike the case
of arbitrary Jramed links, when the framed versions of the polYDomials are Laurent in the
framing variable x, the polynomials of Legendrian links do not contain any negative powers
of x. We give aseries of estimates of the Bennequin-Tabachnikov numbers implied by this
basic property.

KLAUS ALTMANN

3-dimensional non-isolated Gorenstein singularities

Let q c lRn be a polyhedral cone and denote by Yq := SpecC(qv n zn] the corresponding
toric variety. There are three main questions concerning the deformation theory of Yq :

1) The vector space Tl (describing the infinitesimal deformations) is zn-graded. For
which RE zn do we have Tl(-R) '# O?
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2) Find _genuine deformations (e.g. Hat k-parameter famiIies) eontaining Yu a8 specialfibre.
3) Describe the semi-universal deformation of YO'.

Question 1) can be answered for any u and R: Tl (- R) may be direetly given in terms of thepolyhedron QCR) := u n [R = 1]. Question 3) can be eompletely answered for isolated torieGorenstein singularities. Fin~lly, we approach Question 2) for 3-dimensional (non-isolated)torie Gorenstein singularities, Le. when (J equals the cone over a lattice polygon in Z2.

THEO OE JONG

Quasi-determinantal singularities

Consider anormal 8urface singularity (X,z), and let 71'": (X,E) -+ (X, x) be a resolution.Artin defined (X, x) to be rational if and only if Rl'fr_0 X = O. H in addition (X, x) is a
hypersurface singularity, then (X,x) belongs to the A-D-':'E list (DuVal). So in this case e(X, x) ean be described explicitely. Dur question is: How to get equations for rationalsurface singularities?
Same known results:

i) -mult(X, x) = 2 =} A-D-E
ii) mult(X, x) = 3 (Tjurina)

iii) quotient singularities (ßiemenschneider)
iv) minimal number of equations = (mult~X,2:») (Wahl)
v) reduced fundamental cycle c sandwiched singularitie:l (rle Jong, van Straten).

Riemenschneider defined a singularity 10 be quasideterminantal if equations can be obtainedby taking quasiminors of

Im )gm
hm - l

Rational quasideterminantal surface singularities were charaeterized (in terms of theresolution) by Wahl and Röhr. We indicate how to get equations.

JONATHAN WAHL

Graded T2 of cones over curves

Let A be the cone over the embedding of a projective smootb complex curve C '-+ pR via a eprojectively normaliine bundle L = Ox(I). By our 1985 theorem,

(T: I )- e! eoker (~KtL : Rer (f(K) ® f(L) -+ r(K ® L» --4 r(K ® K ® L»
T~2 = 0 if L satisfies (N2 ).

Here, ~ is a "Gaussian-W" map.
Theorem: 1/ L satisfies (N2) and T:i = 0 Jor i ~ 2, then C is the hyperplane section 01 anon-conical Xc lPn+1 iJ and onl" ifT~l i= O.
Proposition: Let C '-t 1F9-1 be the canonical embedding of a non-hyperelliptic curoe, Je
the ideal sheaf 01 C. Then (T~ir ~ H 1(J"8(i + 1» for i 2: 1.
Theorem: The cone over a general canonical curoe 01 genus g 2: 3 satisfies T:i = 0 fori 2: 2. -
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Conjecture: H the ·Clifl'ord index of C is ~ 3, then T: i = °for i ~ 2.

Proposition: Suppose L satisfies (N2 ), gitJing C y pn. Then

(T:ir e! Coker (r(.1c(2» 0 r(.Kc(i - 2)) --. r(:Jc/:Ja 0 Kc(i))) ,

hence (~d· ~ Ker(~K,L)'

One should be able to prove a vanishing theorem for non-special C if deg L ~ 29 + 4, say.

YURI A. DROZD

Module-theoretic properties of "good" curve singularities

Let x, be a point of an algebraie curve, R = Rz the completion of its loeal ring, Q = Qz the
corresponding quadratic form. We consider the relations between "deformation" properties
of x (in particular, the modality), the type of Q (= (p+, Po'/"'-)' JS± being positive/negative
indices, Po the defect) and the Cohen-Macaulaytype of R. The results for plane singularities
are summarised in the following table:

type cf x type of Q CM-type of R
simple negative definite finite
parabolie unimodal (T44 or T3B ) (0,2,n) tarne bounded
hyperbolie unimodal (other Tpq ) (l,I,n) tarne unbo~ded
exeeptional unimodal or bimodal (2,0,n) wild with Pt = 1
others p+ + Po > 2 wild with"P1 > 1

In general, we have the following "planarization principle":

Theorem: R is (at worst) 01 CM-( type) iJ and onlll iJ it dominafes a plane singularity oJ
CM-(twe) (where (type) =( finite I tame bounded I tame unbounded IPI = 1»).

Here R is said to be CM-finite if it has only finitely many indecomposable non-iSomorphie
CM-modules; CM-tarne if it possesses at most I-parameter families of non-isomorphie
indecomposable CM-modules (bounded if the number of eomponents in such families is
bounded), CM-wild if it possesses Irparameter families of non-isomorphicindecomposable
CM-modules for any p. PI denotes the maximal number of parameters in families of
non-isomorphie ideals. .

DAVlD MOND

Symplectic Milnor fibres associated to stahle mappings

Let I: (cn,s) -+ (C"+1,0) be astable map-germ ofcorank:51 (Le. dimKercVlB :51). Let
D be the image of /. Then

Theorem 1: IJ A is an adjoint diuisor Jor D then D u A is a free divisor.

(By definition, A is an adjoint divisor if IA n DI = IDsingl (Le. as sets); more precisely, if
f-l(A) =closure {z E C" J /-1 (f(x».#:- {x}} with reducedstructure.)

Examples: i) I: (Cl ,O) -+ (C3 ,O), (x, y) f-+ (X,y2,zy) parametrises the Whitney umbrella.
With coordinates X, Y, Z on target, A = {X = O}.
ii) .D = {Xl'" Xn + 1 = O} (normal crosSing divisor), A = {un(XI , ... , Xn +1) =O}.

Theorem 2: (Holland, Mond) Iln is etJen, then there ensts w E n2 (logD) such that wlv
i

is non-degenerate Jor each t #:- O. (Here Dt is the Milnor fibre of D.)

CoDjecture: d (wlv.) =0, i.e. WIDI is symplectic.

Using Macaulay we have checked the conjecture for n = 4 and 6. For n =2 it is trivial!
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Proofs of both theorems come from relating Der (log D) to the ramification ring Oca / RJ,
where RI denotes the ideal of n x n-minors of d/. This ring is Gorenstein (because f has
corank 1) and has grade 3 as 0o-+l-algebra. By a variant of the Buchshaum-Eisenhud
structure theorem, 0", / RI has a free resolution over 00'+1 with skew-1iymmetric central
matrix. This skew matrix gives rise to aperfect pairing on Der (log h) (the module of vector
fields tangent to all D t ) which hy general theory must be induced by a logarithmic 2-form
with the properties required in Theorem 2.

ALEXANDER VARCHENKO

Verlinde algebras and monodromy groups

Consider the Verlinde algebra of the sl(N)fc model of confonnal field theory. Following
Zuber, we define its Dynkin diagram and reßection group..
We consider a real vector space with a basis Qa where a runs through the set of vertices.
We define an intersection fonn by (eta, ab) = 26ab + (G)ab, where

{
-I

(G)ab = ° if the vertices Q, b are connected by an edge
otherwise.

We define the refl.e~ion group of sl(3)1; as the group generated by the reßections at {aa}.

Theorem: (Zuber, Warner, Gusein-Zade, Varchenko) The Dynhn diagmm and the
reflection group is a Dynkin diagram and the monodromll group 01 a quasihomogeneous
polyno~ial V(x, y) 01 degree k + 3 with weights 01 x, y equal to 1,2 respectively.

MAXIM E. KAZARIAN

Fibre singularities and invariants of circle bundles

Let 7f' : W -. M bea smooth locally trivial btindle and I : W ~ lR a generic smooth function.
We study the relation between the fibre singularities of I and the topology of the bundle 1T.

The simplest result is the following

Theorem: Let 7T : 8 3 -+ B2 be the Hopl bundle. Consider the /ibres such that the restriction
0/ f to these /ibres takes a global maximum at two different points, a global minimum at two
different points, and the points 0/ global maximum and minimum alternate. Then the number
01 such /ibres counted with proper signa is the Chern number 011r. .

This theorem and its variations appeared as some versions of Arnold'8 symplectic gen
eralizations of the four-vertices theorem. In higher dimensions the calculations lead to
complexes similar to those appearing in the cydic homology theory. The main conclusion is
that all powers of the first Chern dass of a eirele bundle can be expressed as classes Poincare
dual to sorne linear combinations of strata on the base M given by certain degenerations of ~
the restriction of f to the fibres. •

ANDRAS NEMETHI

The signature of some hypersurface singularities

The first goal of the talk is to present proofs of same conjectures of A. Durfee for singularities
of the type 9 = I(x,y) + zN : «(.'G ,0) ~ (C,O). Durfee conjectured that in the case of a
hypersurface singularity 9 : (<Ci, 0) ~ (C, 0), the inVarlants Pg, JJ and (J satisfy Pg :5 11/6
(strang version), in particular a :5 °(weak version).
We present a simple geometrical proof for (j :5 °in t~e case f irreducible (or f reducible,
but with another weak restriction of the pair (I, N»; we present a proof for the strong
version as weIl. Doing this, we make connections with eta-invariants, spectral pairs and
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generalized Dedekind sums, and we analyse the resolution graph of plane curve singularities.
This is helpful if we want to answer the following question Cour second goal): what is
special in hypersurface singularities? Why do they satisfy these conjectures?
For singularities /: (X, x) -+ (e, 0) {where (X, x) is anormal surfaee singularity), we
formulate some properties which distinguish the plane curve singularities (and for plane
curve singularities they are (almost) equivalent to the property codefied in Durfee's
conjectures for f + zN).

JOSEPH H. M. STEENBRINK

The spectrum of isolated complete intersection singularities

Let (X,x) be an i80lated complete intersection singularity. Its spectrum Sp(X,x) E Z[QJ
is defined as follows. Consider two parameter defonnations F = (/,g) : {x, x) -+ (Cl ,0) of
X with ~ and X' := 9-1(0) icis. One obtains the mixed Badge structure V'ltPgQ1j with
its automorphism TI,., whose spectrum is denoted by Sp(F). For all such F, Sp(F) is
symmetrie under the involution {al ..... (n + 1 - a) of Z[Q]. By a suspension construction
x ..... X = P-l(O) with P(z,w) = (/(z) + wm,g(z» one can prove that Sp(F) is semi
eontinuous under deformations of F. By considering a generie F, one obtains Sp(X). It
depends semicontinuously on X, and is constant under deformations with IJ(X) and ",(X')
eonstant. With W. Ebeling, I found a formula for Sp(X). Also, r computed all spectra
for the K -unimodal isolated compiete intersections. Methods which are:-.used.: resolution,
suspension, Newton diagrams and serles methods.

BERICHTERSTATTER: C. LaSSEN (KAISERSLAUTERN)
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Arithmetic Aigebraic Geometry
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The conference ~as organized by G. Faltings (Bonn), G. Harder (Bonn) and
N. Katz (Princeton). The talks presented results in Arithmetic Geometry. The fields
that were covered include Arakelov theory, arithmetic of moduli spaces, motivic
questions and p-adic cohomology. Free time was left for discussions between parti
cipants.



Abstracts ;,
'~J .. '

V .G.- Berk';vich Vanishing cycles for formal schemes
.,JIWI-"tetk be ac5mplete discrete valuation field, kO its ring of integers, k its residue field.

X is a formal scheme over kO which is a locally finite union of affine formal schemes
of the form Spf(kO{T1 , • •• , Tn}[[Slt ... , Smll/a). Let X, its closed fibre and X'1 its
generic fibre (a k-analytic space). We construct nearby cycles and vanishing cycles
functors 8 : X;;-~t ~ X:;Wet and tP'I : X;et ~ Xiet·
Theorem 1: Let X be a scheme of finite type over a henselian DV R with the
completion kO and Y a subscheme of kO. Then for any abelian etale constructible
sheaf on X" with torsion prime to char(k) there are canonical isomorphisms

where :t/y is the pullback of :F on the generic fibre of the formal completion i/y
of X along y. .
Theorem 2: Let A = Z/nZ, (n, chark) = 1. Given X.'/Y' and X./Y as above, the
re exists an ideal of definition I' of X' /y' such that for any pair of morphisms
'P,1/J : X' /y' ~ i/y th~t coincide modulo I' one has 9Q('P) = 99 (1/;), q ~ o.

P. Berthelot Finiteness and Poincare duality
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, V a Cohen ring of k, K = Frac(V). To any
eouple Z C X where X is aseparated k-seheme of finite type, and Z is a closed
subset of X, we can associate functorily the following K-vector spaces:

B~,rig(X)

H~(X)

rigid cohomology groups of X with support in Z ,

rigid eohomology groups of X with compact supports.

Using de Jong's theorem and comparison to crystalline eohomology in the proper
and smooth case, we ean prove:
Theorem 1: a) Ir X is smooth, H~.rig(X) is finite dimension for alt Z.
b) H;(X) is finite dimensional for all X.
Theorem 2: Let k' be an extension of k, V ~ V' an extension of their Cohen rings,
[(' = Frac(V'), X' = k' ®Ic X, Z' = k' ®Ic Z. Then:
a) Ir x is smooth, [(' ~K H~,rig(X) -=+ H~"rig(X').

b) For any X, [(' ®K H~(X) ---=4 H;(X').
Theorem 3: Let X, Y be two separated k-schemes of finite type, Z C X, T C Y
closed subsets. Then:
a) If X, Y are smooth, $i+j:n H~,rig(X)@K H},rig(Y) ~ H~xT.rig(X x Y). e
b) For any X, Y : Eai+i=n H;(X) @K H~(Y) ~ H~(X x Y).
Theorem 4: Let X be smooth, Z C X closed. There exists a ca.nonical isomorphism
(with dirn X = n)
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D. Blasius Periods 0/ Abelian Varieties
(joint work with M. Barorio)
For an algebraic variety X over Q, let Rx be the ring generated over Q by (21Ti)-l
and a1l periods p = f.., w where W E HiJn (X) is an algebraic de Rham eohomolo
gy dass and '"Y is a topological homology class of Xc. Let ®AR X be the Tanna
kian category of motives for absolute Hodge cycles generated by X. Let WB and
WDn : ®AH X --+ {Q-vector spaces} be the topological and aJgebraic de Rham fibre
functors, with @-automorphism groups Q: and g~R. Let pX be the gi-torsor of
~ isomorphisms of WB to WDR. The eanonicaJ comparison isomorphism between
the above cohomologies defines a point 100 E px (C). One conjectures: 100 is Q
generic, Le. a) an elements of Q(pX ] are defined at 100 , and b) the evaluation map
eVloo : Q(PX) --+ C is an isomorphism onto Rx .

Suppose now that 1l is the eategory of all abelian varieties over Qwhose Mumford
Tate group eontains no fa.ctor, over R, of type D~. Let C M be the eategory of abelian
varieties of C M type defined over Q. We have a surjection p 1l

--+t peM. We prove:
Let P' -+t peM be another such torsor and su ppose.~ ...::..... P~. Then there exists
a g:-equivariant isomorphism of P' with p1l, commuting with the projections to
pCM. The torsorspCM and Pa may be explicitly described.

J.B. Bost A Le/schetz theorem for arithmetic surJaces
The classical Lefschetz theorem asserts that, if D is an effective ample divisor on
a smooth projective eonnected surface X over an algebraieally closed field, then D
is eonnected and, for any geometrie point 7] of D, the map 1TdD, 7]) --+ 1fl(X, 1}) is
ooto.

Now, let !( oe a number field, OK its ring of integers, and 1r : X --+ Spec OK
an integral normal arithmetic variety, projective over Spec OK, with geometrically
connected fibres. Let D c X an effective divisor, s.t. D K =F 0, and let n C X(C) an
open neighbourhood of IDI (C) in X(C) such that, for any u : K -+ C, Xa (C) \ n has
a non-empty intension. We denote by 9v,n the equilibrian potential associated to D
and O. The Arakelov divisor Do = (D,9D,0) is said to be nef if, for any irreducible
component c of D, hiJo(c) ~ O.
Theorem: Ir Dn is nef, 1fo(lDI(C») ~ 1t"o(fl) and any connected component of n is·
simply connected, then D is connected. and, for any geometrie point 1] of D the map
tri (D, 7]) --+ 1fl (.~, 1]) is onto.

This theorem extends same earlier work of Ihara, and is proved using the Hodge
index theorem on arithmetic surfaces. It may be used to give explicit examples of
arithmetic surfaces with trivial fundamental group.

A. Goncharov Multiple polylogarithms, cyclotomy and cusp {orms
1. Multiple (-values (Euler):

1
«ni, ... , n,) = L kni • • k~t (ni> 1)

O<kl< ...<k, 1 • • . I

Let Z be the Q-vector space generated by these numbers in R.

w .- nt + ... + ne : the weight,

.- the depth.

Let .1"(3,5, ... ) be the free graded Lie algebra generated by e3, es, ... ; deg e2n+l =
-(2n + 1).
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Conjecture: a) the weight provides a grading on Z.
b) Z. S!! Q[1r 2

] l2> [UF(3, 5, ... )J* (*)
Motivic interpretation: «nI, ... , n,) are periods of mixed Tate motives over
Spee Z. The conjecture means that all such periods are given by «nt, ... , nl)'s.
Theorem: dirn Zw ~ dirn (weight w part of r.h.s of (*» .

r- 1 ••••.Z'·,
2. epn}, ... ,n,(Xt, ... ,x,) = LO<kl<"'<Jc,~.

We study cIlt,I(X, y) when xN = yN = 1
1

~~d prove that when N is prime, the spaee
of "rnotivic" {~111«(~'(~)} has dimension

(N - l)(N - 3)= 2 . 2 . 2 - dirn (space of cusp forms for r 1 (N)) .

o. Gabber Non-negativity o/Intersection Cycles
Let R be a regular loeal ring, M, N f.g. R-modules s.t. M®nN is offinite length and
X(M, N) := Li(-l)qg(Tor~(M,N)). Serre proved that dirn M + dirn N :S dirn R
and that X(M, N) ~ 0 when R is equaJ characteristic or unramified.
Theorem: X(M, N) ~ 0 when R is famified.
The proof uses de Jong's result on. alterations, see expose Bourb,aki J uin 1996 of
P. Berthelot. It is not known for R ramified if dirn M +dirn N = dirn R implies that
X(M,N) > O.

Let X be a Noetherian scheme and :F a eoherent sheaf on X. We say that :F is
weakly generated by its sections if there is a proper surjective map Y 2+ X S.t. for aB
x E X there exists Y E p-l(X) S.t. k(x) ~ k(y) and a filtration 0 = Qo C Ql C ... C
gm = :Fy by coherent subschems s.t. for aB 0 ~ i < m and y E Y , r(y, gi+l/gi)
generates

Im (9i+l~(I/) --) FIc(y»/ Im (gi~(I/) ---+ .rk(y») .

For X universally catenary with a dimension function 8 one defines CHp(X)
EB Z/ (rational equivalenee). Let CHp(X)+ be the submonoid of cJasses of effee-
rEX

6(r)::p

tive eycles.
Theorem 2: For I: loeally free of rank r andweakly generated by its sections on X
equipped with 6 as above, E == Spec Sym E- and SE : X ~ E the zero section, we
have for all p , SE CHp(E)+ C CHp_r(X)+. This generalizes Fulton, Intersection
Theory Th. 12.1, where sE is defined using an extension of loe. eit. Th. 3.3.
Theorm 3: Ir X -+ S is smooth with S regular and quasi-affine and SXIS =
Horn Ink/s, Ox) is weakly generated by its sections, then for every regular subsche
me Y C X the normal bundle of X along Y is weakly generated. by its sections (on
Y).
Theorem 4: For X -+ S as in theorem 3 with X separated and S of finite type
over an excellent Dedekind ring, if Y, Z a.re effective cycles on X of codimensions
r, S, the intersection produet (in the sense of GiHet/Soule) Y . Z E C Hr~~JzJ {X)Q is
represented by an effeetive cycle with rational coefficients.
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A. Huber Motivic Polylogarithm and Cyclotomic Elements
(joint work with J. Wildeshaus)
based on: Beilinson/Deligne: Motivic Polylogarithm and Zagier conjecture ~ 91
Theorem: Let d ~ 2, n ~ 1 , I{ ::: Q(J.'d) ~ C, « H e2Jrild); C =Spec OK [~]

There exists a (unique) map

!n : {primitive d-th roots of unity} -+ Hl.t(C, n) := K 2n -.(C)Q

such that
a) far r'H = Hlt(C, n) -+ HlH(Ca/R,JR(n)) =EBo:K,-+c(C/(21ri)ä)+
r'H!(w)o = - Lin(uw) = - Elf> 1 Cu;}" (Beilinson, Neukireh, Esnault).
b) for I prime and r,: Hlt(C,n) -+ H1ont.(Spec K,Q,(n»

( )

G(K(lilco)/K)e c I~K(ItI~)"/K(ItI~}"lr 0z,<Mn-l)

r'!n(w) = (_1)n-1 d-- 1 /n-l)! (Ea,,.=w[1- 0'] ~ (ad)0n
-

1
)rEN (Soule/Deligne elements).

Cor.: (Bloch-Kato) n ~ 2.
The Bloch-Kato conjecture is true up to powers of 2 for the motive Q(n) (Le. pre-
diction of «n) by homological data). ;~ "
Proof: B-K: n even and Thm- ~ n odd. " ",
The theorem is praved by constructing a universal polylog in motivic cohomology
which specializes to systems « -})n ln (w» at roots of unity w.

U. Jannsen A higher-dimensional analogue 0/ the Brauer-Hasse-Noether se-
quence
We prove tbe following result, conjectured. by K. Kato. Let ]( be a number field and
let X be a smootb projective geometrically connected variety over K. Abbreviate
B i

(](, j) := Hi (1(, QjZ(j)), the Galois cohomology of QjZ(j) := l~Jl~;. There is

"
a complex (homological mutation) in degrees d to 0, where d = dirn X:

c (X) : H d+2 (/((X), d+ 1) ~ Ef.1 H d
+

1(k (x), d) -+ ...
rEXd _l

-+ EB H 3(k(x),2) --+ EB H 2(k(x), 1) .
zEX. Z:EXo

Here Xi is the set of points x E X of dimension i. Let Hi(X) :== Hi(C(x».
Theorem: The restriction maps C(X) --+ C(Xu ) to the corresponding complexes
for Xv = X XK K v, where !(u is the completion of K at the place v, induce" isomor
phisms H,(X)~ EBv Hi(Xu ) 1 i:f 0, and an exact sequence
0-+ Ho(X) --+ EBu Ho(Xv) -+ Q/Z -+ o.
For X = Spec [( (d = 0) this gives back the Brauer-Hasse-Noether exact sequence.

A.J. de J ong Homomorphisms 0/ p-divisible groups in equicharacteristic p
Let 0 be a discrete valuation ring and let /( denote its fraction field. Let G, H be
p-divisible groups over Spec (0).
Theorem: Homo(G, H)~ HomK(GK , HK)'
This theorem was proved by J. Tate in the case char(/() = O. The talk deals with
the proof in the case char(l() = p. The theorem is deduced from a theorem on ho
momorphisms of nondegenerated F-crystals: the functor F-crys /0 -+ F-crys /!{ is
fully faithfull. This amounts to proving convergence of certain power series.
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In the talk the following conjecture was posed: Let F :) Fp be a finitely gene
rated field extension, let X be an abelian variety over F aod eonsider the Galois
representation

for sorne 0 ~ r $ dirn X.
Conjecture: Px is serni-simple.

G. Kings Eisenstein symbols and polylogarithms
Generalizing ideas of Bloeh and Beilinson we construet symbols in the ](-theory of
Ale = A Xs ••• Xs A, where S is the moduli space of g-dimensional abelian varieties
with level N -structure aod which are principally polarized. Let V = A[N], then we
obtain a map from Hit (V, 0)° (~ Q[V(S)]O, elements in the group algebra of \/(5)
of degO) to H~-l(A \ V,g). Let U := A \ V, then cup-product gives a. map (k ~ 1)

Eie : (Q[V(S)]0)0 1e+l -+ H~g-l)(Ic+1)(UIe+l, g(k + ~)) .

The problem is to get back to the [(-theory of Ale. This we do proving a. very technical
proposition splitting a certain localization sequence in K-theory. The same techni
que allows us to construet an element in K -theory which has tbe extension classes
of J. ·Wildeshaus' polylog as realizations. One ean write down a formula for these
classes in terms of the Eisenstein-symbol. The realization of the Eisenstein symbol
itself turns out to be related to a resudual Eisenstein series in H~9-I(S(C), Sym le Vc )
where V is the standard representation of G SP2g.

L. Lafforgue Sur La degenerescence des chtoucas de Drin/eid
La notion de polygone canonique de Harder-Narasimhan permet d'ecrire de f~on

"naturelle" les champs Cht r classifiant les chtoucas de rang r comme des reunions
filtrantes d'ouverts de type fini. On presente ici une compactifieation modulaire lisse
de chacun de ees ouverts.

On rappelle qu'un chtouea de rang r sur un schema S eonsiste eD la donnee de:
- un fibre E sur X x S localement libre de rang r;

- une modification (E 4 E' ~ i") de i;
- un isomorphisme TE = (Idx x Frobs t i ~ t".
L' idee consäste a elargir la definition eo rempl~ant l'isomorphisme T E~ i" par
un "homomorphisme complet" .

On ecrit pOllr chaque compactifie une decomposition eo strates associees aux _
differentes partitions r = rl +rl +.. .+rk de l'entier r. Chaque strate 5' identifie essen- .,
tiellement aune reunion de composantes connexes de Chtr1 xxChtr'J Xx •.• xxChtr".

G. Laumon On the Jundamentallemma Jor unitary groups
Let F be a non archimedian loeal field and let us coosider "the" unitary group G =
U(nl + n2) in nl +n2 variables over Fand its endoscopic group H = U(ntl x U(n2).
Let T = Tl X T2 C H be the elliptic maximal torus which is given by two total
ly ramified extensions EI and E2 of F of degree nl and n2. Let 'Y E G(F) be a
G-regular semi-simple element which comes from same semi-simple elliptic element
o= (01,82) E T(F) C H(F). Langlands and Shelstad have conjectured that
(*) SOr (IKH) = 6(8, 'Y)O~(lK).

From now on let us assume that F is of equal characteristic p > o. Using the
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lattice interpretation of orbit integrals we can reformulate (*) as an equality
(**) IXI+(k)I-IX-(k)1 =€qntYdk)1 X IY2(k)l
where X+, X-, Yl and Y2 a.re projective varieties over the rec;idue field k of F, € is a
sign, q =Uk and n is some integer.

In a joint work with M. Rapoport we conjecture that (*.) holds after having
replaced k by any finite extension k,. of k and we prove it in some special cases
(ni ~ n2 and the "conductor" of <SI is zero, so that Yl = Spec (k)) when r = [k,. : k]
is even.

s. Mochizuki The Intrinsie Hodge Theory 0/ p-adic Hyperbolic Curoes
In this talk, we surveyed various recent results concerning tbe "intrinsic Hodge theo
ry" (IHT) of a Jradic hyperbolic curve. Dur hyerbolic curve XK will always be over a
finite extension !( of Qp. By "intrinsic Hodge theory" , we mean a theory that allows
one to reconstruct either tbe curve XK itself or its moduli from the algebraic 1ft of
X K (together with it augmentation 1r I (XK) -+ r K to r K, the ~bsolute Galois grou p
of ](). After discussing the IHT of hyperbolic curves over C and of abelian varieties,
we surveyed hoth the modular and physical aspects of the IHT of p-adic hyperbolic
curves. Here, the "modular aspect" consists essentially of a theory for the moduli of
hyperbolic curves which is analogous to the theory of Serre-Tate parameters of or~i:"
nary abelian varieties. The "physical aspect" consists of a Grothendieck-conjectur~

type result that allows one to reconstruct thc nonconstant SK-valued prints of X K

(where SK is a smooth variety over ]() from 1r1-theoretic information.

T. Oda Branching rule 0/ representations 0/ real semisimple Lie groups and its
arithmetic application
Branching rule is the description of the decomposition of a (unitary) irreducible re-·
presentation of a (Lie) group when it is restricted to a closed subgroup.
1. (joint work with T. Kobayashi) Hodge component of certain modular symbols on .
some Shimura varieties:
Let G = SOo(2n, 2), l( a maximal compa.ct subgroup, r a cocompact discrete sub
geoup, V = r \ GIK. There is a. universal cohomology dass TJ of type (n, n) in~.

n
H 2

n (V, C) orthogonal to n- th wedge product /\ K, of the Kähler dass K.. Let H y G
be a subgroup of G isomorphie to SOo(2n, 1) s.t. H n r is eoeompact and discrete
in Hand Hnl( a maximal compact. Then t.p: Hnr\H/Hnl( -+ r\G/K defines
a modular symbol, Le. a dass ""'Irp E H2n (V, Q). Let r; be the Poincare dual of lPl

and (-r;)(nön) its (n, n)-type component. Then we have
Theorem: (r;)(n,n) = a .,., (a:::: vol(R n r \ H).

2. Let G = SU(n, l) and H = S(U(l) x U(n - 1,1». Let "7 E iI,1f E G the ir
red ucible standard unitary representation of Hand G, respectively. Consider the
space of intertwiners HOffiG(fi, Ind~(fJ)), and an image Im (T) of an element TI 0
in HomG(n, Ind~("7)). Choose a ](-type (0', Wq ) in Il. Then the image of Wq in
Im (T) defines a finite dimensional subspace S(Wq ) in Im (T).
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S. Sperber Zeta /unction 0/ a non-singular projective complete intersection
In joint work with Adolphson, we give a new proof of Mazur's theorem eomparing
the Newton Polylog of Frobenius and the Hodge Polygon by a different method. We
use instead twisted de Rham eohomology and are able to obtain Katz-conjecture
estimates in the affine and torie cases as weIl. In this approach we find the non
trivial interesting factor of the zeta function by considering a related exponential
surn and after some unwinding we recluce the ealculation of twisted de Rham eoho
rnology for this surn to eases studied in earHer work.

c. Szpiro Heights and discreteness
The conjecture 0/ Bogomolov: Subvarieties X of abelian varieties A not containing
torsion subvarieties of positive dimension are such that X(Q) C A(Q) is discrete for
the Neron-Tate height.
The equidistribution theorem
Let X be an arithmetie variety of dimension d, L an hermitian line bundle such that
L K is ample, Cl (Lq ) is positive for every place at infinity (1 : k -+ C and Cl (L)d = o.
Suppose (x n ) is a non-trivial sequenee with hr(xn ) -+ 0 and (x n ) is generie, than

1
----=:--"-":.- L Öy converges weakly
~ Gal (k/k(x n )) !/EGal(klk(z,,»

Cl (La )d-l

to dp = cdLo)d-l'
(This Th. is due to E. Ullmer, S. Zhang and Szpiro; to appear in Inventiones)
In the case of abelian varieties, we present the idea of, Ullmer and his proof of Bo
gomolov eonjecture in dirn l.
More work by S. Zhang: the proof of Bogomolov conjecture in all dimensions.

R. Taylor Moll 2 Icosahedral Representations
joint work with N. Shepherd-Barron
Results in the direetion of the generalized Shimura-Taniyama conjecture and Serre's
eonjecture are presented. In particular:
Theorem: A/Q simple ab. var. I</Q,oK Y End(A), [K : Q] = dim A. Ir there is a
prime A1I of 0K st.
-1:1 2
- A has semistable reduetion at I,
- PA,z : GO -+ Aut (A(A]) is surjective and modular,
then A is modular.
Theorem 1: Ir p : GO -+ GL2 (lF's) and det(p) =t:, the cyclotomic eharacater, and if
~pI3110, then p is modular.
Theorem 2: Ifp: GO -+ GL2 (F4 ) is unramified at 3 and 5, then pis modular.

s.-W. Zhang Equidistribution 0/ small points on abelian varieties
In my talk, I explained tbe consequences and tbe proof of tbe following theorem:
Theorem: Let A/[( be an abelian variety over a number field. Let (x n , n E N) be
a sequence of points in A(K). Assurne the following two conditions are satisfied:
a) No sequence of (x n , n E N) is eontained in a translate x + B of an abelian
subvariety B by a torsion point x.
b) With respect to some Neron-Tate beight h : A(Q} -+ R,one has h(xn } -+ 0 as n -+

8



00. Then ror any embedding q : ]( '-+ C, the Galois orbits O(xn ) = Gal(1</ ]()xn

of X n are equistributed to the Haare measure dx on AO'(C) of volume 1: for any
continuous function f on AO'(C),

1 1-- E f(y) --? fdx.
~O(Xn) YEO(z.) A.(C)

Berichterstatterin: Annette Huber-Klawitter (Münster)
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Complex Geometry: Topological and Transcendental Aspects

04.08. bis 10.08.96

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von A. Beauville (ENS), F. jjatanese
(Pisa) and Ch. Okonek (Zürich) statt. Die \forträge bezogen sich auf
wichtige klassische komplex-geometrische Themen (Riemannsche Flächen,
Brill-Noether loci, Hilbert Schemata, Klassifikation von Flächen, Linearsys
terne, Untermannigfaltigkeiten von Abelschen Mannigfaltigkeiten, Deforma
tionstheorie, Modulräume von Vektorbündeln, Shafarevich Vermutung, Fun
damentalgruppen von Kählerschen Mannigfaltigkeiten) oder auf die neuen
Theorien (Gromov-Witten Theorie, Donaldson und Seiberg-Witten Theo
rie, Mirror-Symmetrie), die Probleme aus anderen Gebieten (Differential- &
Symplektische Geometrie, Topologie und Physik) mit komplex-geometrischen
Methoden behandeln.



L. EIN
Singularities of theta divisors and birational geometry of irregular
varieties

In joint work with Rob Lazarsfeld, we prove a conjeeture of Kollar, which
says that if X is a subvariety of an abelian variety and X is of general type,
then X(Wg) > 0, when X is a desingularization of X. As an application,
we show that if (A,8) is a principally polarized abelian vaxiety and e is _
reducible, then e has at most rational singularities. Using the generic van- •
ishing theorem of Green and Lazarsfeld, we give a new simple proof of the
fact that Albanese map of a variety of Kodaira dirnension zero is always sur-
jective with connected fibers.

A. TELEMAN
The coupling principle and Seiberg-Witten theory

(joint work with eh. Okonek) Many important problems (e.g. the COffi

putation of Donaldson invariants of a projective surface, Verlinde formulas,
tbe computation of Gromov-Witten invariants of a projective manifold) re
duce to the computation of "correlation functions" on a GIT-quotient. Let
G --t GL(A) be a a linear representation of a complex reductive group
in 'a finite dimensional vector space, and QA := P{A)88 / /G. Coupling to
a Ilew GIT-problem G ----+ GL(B) means to study the Master space Q :=.

lP(A EB B)ss / / G as a C·-space. The coupling principle asserts that (under suit
able assumptions) the computation of the correlation functions on the initial
GIT-quotient QA can be reduced to a computation on the new GIT-quotient
QB and a computation on the space of reductions R := (Q \ (QA UQB))c·.
We construct the Master space associated to the coupling of Gieseker stabil
ity for torsion free sheaves to morphisms into a fixed reference sheaf (joint
result with eh. Okonek and A. Schmitt). We indicate possible applica-
t.ions and gauge t.heoret.ical analoga (in t.he differentiable cat.egory, e.g. in e
Seiberg-Witten theory) of these constructions and ideas. As a consequenee
of a differential geometrie version of the coupling prineiple we show that the
computation of the Donaldson invariants reduces to a computation on the
Seiberg-Witten moduli spaces.
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R. HAIN
Loeally symmetrie families of Jaeobians

Let Ag be the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties of
dimension g. The period map realizes the moduli space of smooth eurves of
genus g, MßI as a (not closed) subvariety of Ag. Denote its Zariski closure
in Ag by Mg. Motivated by a question by Franz Oort, which was in turn
motivated by by a conjecture of Robert Coleman, we consider the following
problem:
Problem: Are there locally symmetrie (Le. tqtally geodesie) subvarieties X
of Ag that He in Mg and which intersect Mg non trivially ?

Oort believes that there are no Shimura varieties contained in Nt 9 (except
points I of course).

In this talk we presented the following results which bear on Oort's ques
tion:
Theorem 1: Let r 9 be the mapping elass group. If r is a discrete group and
r --+ r g is a homomorphism such that Hl(r, V(..\3)) = 0, where V(..\3)· is the
3rd fundamental representation 0/SPg(IR)), then the rTLorphism H 2(Spg(71), IR) ~
H 2 cr, IR) is trivial. Here V (..\3) is regarded as ar-module via r --+ r 9 --+

SPg(Z).
Corollary Suppose that G is an almost simple <Q-group such that (1) G C
SPg{Q) (2) rkoG ~ 2 (3) G{R)/K is Hermitian symmetrie. [fr is an·arith
metic subgroup of 9 and r --+ f g is a homomorphism, then the image 0/
r --+ SPg(Z) is finte. .
Theorem 2: I/ X = r\G(IR)/K is a loeally symmetrie subvariety of Ag,
·X C Mg and X nMg-I 0, then either Xn{hyperelliptic curves} has-.a.'com
ponent 0/ codimension 1 in X or rkc>G ::; 2.

L. KATZARKOV
Non-abelian Hodge theory and the Shafarevieh eonjeeture

We prove the following theorem:
Theorem: Let X be a smooth projective variety/C, Y c X a divisor' in
X with many components Y = UYi and p a representation O/1rl(X) in
GL(n, <C). Then, i/ pl 1r l(Yd is finite, PI 1rl(Y) is finite as weil.

As a consequence we get that
Theorem: Let X be a smooth projective sur/ace with 1rl(X) linear. Then X
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is holomorphically convex.
The above statement is a partial case of the weIl known Shafarevich con

jecture.

L. Li
Aigebraic and symplectic geometry of Gromov-Witten invariants

(joint work with G. Tian.) Let X be a smooth projective varietYt Q' E

H2(X, Z) and n, 9 integers. Let Mo.g,n be the ,moduli space of stable mor- e
phisms F : D c C ---t X t where D c C denotes an n-marked genus 9
curve. There is a tautological topological class h : H* (X) xn x H* (Mg,n) --+

H*(Ma,g,n). Let v :=vir.dim.MQ.g,n' Incase v = dimMo.g,n the Gromov-
Witten invariant is the function cI>o,9,n : H*(x)xnxH*(Mg,n) ---+ H*(M o ,9,n)
defined by tPa ,9,n(E) = deg(h(E)[Mo ,9,n])O, where [M o ,9,n] is the fundamental
class of Ma:,g,n' In case v =f dirn Mo.g,n we have fo.und a purely dimensional
virtual cycle [Ma:,9,n]Vir E Av (Mo ,9.n ) so that the Gromov-Witten invariants
are given by <po,9,n(E) = deg(h(E) [Ma:.9,n]ViT)o. The construction of this
cycle cycle has the following important property: if Mo,g,n ~ Z is a mOf-

phism and y c Z is a regular embedding, then there is a canonically defined
virtual cycle [Mo ,9,n Xz y]vir such that rl'[Mo,9,n]Vir = [Mo,g,n Xz y]vir. An
application of this is a new proof of the associativity law of Gromov-Witten
invariants, which implies the existence of quantum cohomology of X.

There is an analytic way to define the virtual moduli cycle [MQ,9,n]~~ E

H*(MQ,g,n) as folIows: Let Wcr,g,n be the space of all smooth maps f :
D c C ~ X, where d c C is as befare. Let V be an infinite-rank
vector bundle whose fiber over f is r(Oßl(f*(TX))). There is an obvi
ous section ~ : Wcr,9,n --t V that sends f to äj. At each f E Wa '9,n

the derivative d~(f) : TjWa,g,n --t VJ is Fredholm, whose index is the
expected real dimension of Ma,g,n. Using the Fredholm property one can
perturb €t obtaining say (, so that locally the perturbation is always along
finite direction, and (-1(0) is smooth of the expected dimension. Thus e
[Mo,9,n]h~ = [~-l(O)] E H*(Wcr ,9.n)' Onee we have such perturbation, we
put .Cv = !im tr~, which is a cone current in VIMa 9 n' and

t-oo ..

(MQ'9tn]~~= ((-1(0)] = [(-l(r~)] = [(-l(CV
)] E H*(Wa ,9,n) .

The last expression is the image under "refined Gysin map" oE [CV] E H.(V)
in H*(Wa ,9,n)' This formula should lead to the proof of the
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Conjecture: The algebraic and symplectic definitions of the Gromov- Witten
invariants do coincide.

J. LE POTIER
Strange duality, on JP2

Let K (JP2) be the Grothendieck algebra of eoherent sheaves on the pro
jeetive plane; this algebra is isomorphie to Z3; an isomorphism is given by
(r, CI, X), the rank, the Chern elass and the Euler-Poincare characteristic.
We have a non-degenerate quadratie form on ]«(IF2 ) given by C t-+ X(c2 ). Let
C E K(IP2) be an element of rank r > 0, and Me the moduli space of semi
stable sheaves of Grothendieek elass c. By a result of Drezet, t.he canonical
morphism Ac : c.l -+ Pie(Me ) given by the determinant of the cohorri9logy
is surjective. The subgroup of c.l of elements of rank 0 is a eyclie group; the
line bundle D = Ac ( -u) associated to the generator u with fundamental class
[u] > 0 is called the Donaldson determinant line bundle. The problem is to
describe the SL(3)-representation HO(Mc , V 0d).

Theorem: Let u E c.1 be a Grothendieck class of dimension 1, and Du =
Ac ( -u). For q > 0 and deg[u] > -3r, we have Hq(Mc , V c ) = O.
This implies that hO(Mc , V 0d) is a polynomial, and in the ease of r = 2 the
coefficient of the term of highest degree is related to the Donaldson numbers.

Let u E K(P2) be a Grothendieck class of dimension 1, and fonclamental
class [u] > O. Consider the moduli space Mu of semi-stable sheaves of di
mension 1, and Grothendieck class u. We have also a (surjective) morphism
Ac : u.l~ Pic(Mu ), and for c E u.l we can define the line bundle V c on Mu.
by V e = Au ( -c).
Theorem: Suppose that the rank r of c is > 0, and that the ehern class C2

of c is big enough; then, for q > 0 we have Hq(Mu , V c ) = O.
Let c and u as above and such that (c, u) = O. On McxMu we have a canonical
section of Du lXI V e and then a linear map Dc,u : HO(Mu,V c)* --+ HO(Mc, Du)
Conjecture: Let d be the degree of [u]. If Me is not empty, the linear map
Dc,u is an isomorphism for d ::; 2, and surjective for d ;::: 3.

It is not difficult to verify the conjecture in the case ·where the rank T is 1,
Le. for the sections of the powers of Donaldson determinant on the Hilbert
scheme Hilbn (JID2

). With G. Danila we have proved this conjecture for the sec
tions of the Donaldson determinant on the moduli Mn of semi-stables sheaves
of rank 2 and ehern classes Cl = 0, and C2 = n, for n ~ 11; that gives a par-
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tial answer to a question of A. Beauville. In that case, Mu is the projective
dual plane, and Dc,u is induced by the map,: Mn ~ IP(HO«IP2 )*,O(n)))
which associates to a semi-stable sheaf the curve of jumping lines; it is kllown
that ,*(0(1)) = V.

For the sections V 0d , the conjecture is also true für n ::; 3 and d ::; 3. For
n = 3, the result comes from the computation of Danila of the Poincare serie

'"' 0 0 d ) d _ 1 - t
6

1::0 h (M3 , V t - (1 - t)lO(l - t2 ) • e
H.KNÖRRER
Riemann surfaces of infinite genus

(joint work with J. Feldman, E. Trubowitz) Let r = (0, 21T)Z Ef) (Wl,W2)Z
be a lattice in IR? and let q E L2 (IR2Ir). The heat curve of q is defined as

'Hq := {(€b €2) E C* x C*I there exists a nontrivial sol. of
(Ix - :;2 + q(x, Y)) W(x, y) = 0 satisfying

W(x +WbY +W2) = €lW(X,y) , \lJ(x,y + 211") = €2\IJ(X,y)}

For general q this is aRiemann surface of infinite genus embedded in
C* x <C*. It has zero ideal boundary in the sense of Nevanlinna-Ahlfors.
Many results of the classical theory of compact Riemann surfaces can be
generalized to heat curves and Riemann surfaces "similar" to heat curves.
Among these results are:
· convergence of the theta functions on a suitable Banach space.
· Riemann's Vanishing Theorem.
· Torelli's Theorem.

Heat curves are spectral curves for the Kadomcev-Petriashvilii (KP) equa
tion will spatially periodic initial data. The analysis of heat curves is used
to give a solution to the initial value problem of (KP) in terms of theta func- _
tions and thus to prove that the solution is almost periodic in time. .,

R. MIRANDA
4 to 1 Covers in Aigebraic Geometry

Given a variety Y, a d-to..1 cover of Y is a Rat finite map 1T : X ~ Y of
degree d. How t.o systematically construct such covers is the topic at hand.
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Well-known is tbe case of double covers (d = 2), wbere 7T is detrmined by a
line bundle L on Y and a section of L02 (determining the branch locus). For
d = 3, it was worked out about ten years aga: 7r is given by a rank 2 sheaf
E on Y and a section of S3E* ® A2 E. Following recent work of Casnati,
Ekedahl, and Hahn, I describe the situation for quadruple covers (d = 4).

E. LOOIJENGA
A Lie algebra attached to a projective variety

(report on a joint work with V. Lunts) One of the basic facts of Hodge
theory is one that the choice of a Kähler class '" on a compact complex man
ifold X gives its complex cohomology the structure of a sl(2) representation

with (~ ~) ..... e", (6 ~1) ..... h, (~ ~) ..... I", where e" is the cupping

with "', h is the multiplieation by l - dirnc X in degree land fk is uniquely
determined by the condition that is of degree -2 and- [elt, fit] = h. This rep
resentation leaves infinitesimally invariant the modified Poincare pairing on
H*(X) defined by (0'., ß) = (_l)['-d;mx] Ix a 1\ ß, Q E Hl(X, C). This form is
(-1 )dim X -symmetrie and nondegenerate.

Another choice of a K;ähler class ",' defines a different sl(2)-module struc
ture. We always have [e lt , e~] = 0, hut in general [fit, f~] =1= 0. If Q C H 2(X, C)
is a subspace containing a Kähler class, and e : Cl ----+ g[(H"(X))2 is the ob
vious map, then there is a rational map f : a- -+ g[(H" .(X))-2 such that
[eI\:, fit] = h on thc domain of f. Let g(K, X) c gl(H"(X) denote the graded
Lie subalgebra generated by the images of e and f.
Proposition: /f a C H2(X, C) is a Hodge substructure, then g(a,X) is
semisimple.

Three eases of particular interest to which this proposition applies are
a = H 2(X, C), a = Hl,l(X, C), a = NS(X) ®CC (assuming X projective). In
these cases we write Qtot(X), g,,(X), gNS(X) for g(o, X). These Lie algebras
can be hard to compute in praetice. Here is a sampie result:
Proposition:/! X = GIB is the flag space of a simple complex algebraic
group, then gNS(X) is maximal, namely equal to the Lie algebra of infinites-
imal automorphisms of(H"(X), (,}). -
Of special interest are the cases when the fit '8 commute. Then it follows that
g(o, X) has just 3 graded pieces (in degrees -2,0,2) and we are then dealing
with the theory of Jordan algebras. In particular, such graded Lie alge-
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bras have been classified. The classical c"ases aB appear (as Qtot(X), gtt(X),
QNS(X) of a complex torus or a hyperkähler manifold). It is not known
whether the exceptional case (of type E7 ) occurs. To make the challenge
specific: Let X be a Kähler 3-fold and restrict to Heu only. Assume that
g~~t(X) is of simple Jordan type. Then either Heu is as an algebra isomor
phie to Heu of a torus or Heu is an irreducible representation (of dimension
56) of g~~t(X) with g~~t(X) is of type E7 . Question: Does this last case occur?
(It can be realized in the Coo-category. )

L. eÖTTSCHE
Modular forms and the structure of Donaldson invariants for b+ = 1

(joint work with Don Zagier) The Donaldson invariants cp:l of a 4
manifold with b+ = 1 depend by definition on the choice of aRiemann
metric on X. It turns out (Kotschick-Morgan) that they depend only on
the chamber of the period point w(g) in the positive cone Hx := {H E

H 2 (X, IR) I H2 > O}/IR"'. We extend the definition of the invariants to the
"boundary" Sx := {F E H 2(X,Q)j F2 = O}/Q"'. We show that for period
points F on the boundary structure theorems similar to those of Kronheimer
and Mrowka in the b+ > 1 case hold.
Theorem:Let x E H2 (X,71), p E Ho(X,71) the class 0/ a point and c E

H 2(X, Z). Let F, G E Sx and put m := max{W21W E H 2(X, Z) character
istic, (W . F)(W. G) ~ O}. Then
(1) <p~IF (eXZ (p2 - 4)(m-u(x))/8) - ~;,G (eXZ {p2 - 4){m-u{x»/8) = 0, i.e. the

difference 0/ the invariants are 0/ higher order simpler type.
(2) There is apreeise /ormula /07~ cp;,F - cp;,G in terms 0/ modular /orms
depending on a set 0/ "basic elasses" whieh are related to Seiberg- Witten in
variants.
(3) I/ X is a rational algebraic surface, then the resultsapply to cpZ,F itsel/
instead 0/ the difference.

In a previous paper of mine I determined a formula for the wall-crossing
of the Donaldson invariants in terms of modular forms. Using this we show
that <1>: ,F - cp:,e can be described in tenns of theta functions O[,G for indef
inite lattices which we define and study. Based on this we can express thc
difference cp:IF - cp;,G in terms of thc poles of certain modular forms for a
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group r u c SL2 (Z) at the cusps of the corresponding modular curve lHlJru'

C. VOISIN
Mirrar symmetry conjecture for complete intersections (after Given-
tal) (C. Voisin)

In this talk, we describe the main ideas in the proof by Givental of the
mirror symmetry conjecture for Calabi-Yau complete intersections of dimen
sion 3. This conjecture says that the n quantum periods" of X, which are the
components of 1 E HO(X) in a 'V-Hat basis of the trivial bundle with fibre
H 2

• (X) on H 2(X), are .exactly the normalized periods of the mirro! fam
ily X~ near A = 00. Here \1 is the quantum connection constructed.:'using
the quantum product 'given by the cubic deriv~tives of the Gromov-Witten
potential.

The normalization of the periods means the existence of a canonical triv
ialization of the bundle 'H3,o, and of a canonical coordinate q centered at
infinity. In this statement, q is identified with et , where t is the coordinate
on H 2(X) given by the generator P = cI(CJx(l)) of H 2 (X).

J. P. LI
Higher rank stahle vector bundles over rational surfaces

Let X be lFe or ]p2, and H an ample divisor on X. We are interested in
the birational geometry of MH(r, Cil c2)-the nloduli space of H-stahle rank-r
vector bundles V with Cl (V) = Cl and C2(V) = C2' O'!"~_

Let H = ao+ bf, where a is a section of Fe ~ pi with 0 2 = -e and
f is a fiber of 1r. Then we can show that if b/a ~ 0, Cl • f # 0 mod. r,
then the moduli space is empty; if b/a » 0, Cl . f = 0 mod T, the moduli
space is not empty (C2 ~ r + Cl . f), is irreducible and uniraUonal. Next
we consider variations of moduli spaces according to different ample divisors
H. For rank-3 case, we are able to show that that the moduli spaces are
birational if they are not empty.

Using the method of elementary transformations, we are ahle to show
that M (JP>2, 3, 1, c) is rational for C~ 2. Using the fact that a generic stahle
bundle in M (IF2, 3, 0, c) can be written as extension of a line bundle by a
rank-2 stable vector bundle, we cau show that M(IF2

, 3, 0, c) is rational for
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c = 1/2{3n2 + 4n + 4), where n is an odd positive integer.

H. CLEMENS
Normal differential operators and deformation theory

Higher derivatives of normal functions and Abel-Ja.cobi mappings have
a potentially important role to play in many geometrie problems related to
Bodge theory, such as the problem of rigidity of rational curves on Calabi-Yau
threefolds. e

With Paul Burehard we develop a sheaf V of "normal differential opera
tors" to a submanifold Yo of Zo in a moving family of ambient manifolds ZX'l
x' E a parameter space X'. V is supported on Y. The nation of an "almost
multiplicative " map cp : Vx"o --t V y, Y E Y, is defined. It is a map which
is an enveloping algebra module homomorphism with respeet to some (non
unique) 21x ,-module structure on Dy , where 2lx ' is the envelopping algebra
of vector fields on XI.
Theorem:2tx ' -module structures on V y are in one-to-one correspondence
with loeal foliations 01 Z = UX'EX' Zx' transverse to yo. Formal deformations
01 Y pa1'ametrized by XI are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with
almost multiplicative maps

C. CILIBERTO
Linear systems of plane curves

(joint work' in progress with R. Miranda) Let X,Pb ... ,Pn be general
points in the plane and let L(d, mo, ml," . ,mn) be the linear system of plane
curves of degree d having multiplicity mo at x and mi at Pi, i = 1, ... , n. In
this talk laddress the question of computing the dimension D(d, mit· .. I Tnn) e
of the above linear system. For simplicity I will consider the case ml = ... =
"Ln = m, \vriting L(d, mo, m, n) etc. instead of L(d, mo, m}, ... , mn ). One
can consider the virtual dimension

d(d+3) (mo+l) (m+l)N(d,mo l ml,'" ,mn ):= --2-- - 2 - n 2
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of tbe system and the expected dimension

Of course D(d, mo, m}, .. . , mn) ~ E(d, mo, m}, .. . ,mn) and the system is
called regular if the equality holds. I will set up a recursion technique based
on a degeneration argument in order to prove regularity of the ahove linear
systems, under certain numerical assumptions.

B. FANTECHI
Intrinsic normal cone and virtual fundamental classes

This is areport on a joint work with Kai Behrend.
Let X be a moduli space of expected dimension d. We want to coiistruct

a virtual fundamental elass [Xl E Ad(X) satisfying suitable assumptions; [X]
can then be used to define numerical invariants.

Let X be any Deligne Mumford (DM) stack of finite type over a field k.
If X ~ W is a closed embedding in a smooth DM stack, define the intrinsic
nornlal cone Qx to be the stack quotient of CX/~V by the natural action of
Twl x ; the intrinsic normal sheaf!:!...x is the same with Nx /w instead of ex/wo

We prove that Qx and N x do not depend on the chosen embedding; in
fact, they can be defined even for a DM stack X which does not admit a
global embedding in a smooth stack. There is a natural map Qx --+ N x
which is a elosed embedding of Artin stacks; Q.x has pure dimension zero.

Let E· be an object in n-«:Jx ); we will always assume that hi(E·) is
zero if i > 0 and coherent if i = 0, -1. Then locally T>-lE· is isomorphie to
E-1

--+ EO, where Ei is coherent and EO is locally free~ We prove that ~e can
associate to E· an Artin stack ß. over X, whieh locally is the stack quotient
of Spec Sym E- 1 by the natural action ·of Spec Sym EO. Thi~ construction is
funetorial, that is a morphism E· --+ F· in the derived category induces a
morphism E -+ E.. In particular !:!...X is the stack assoeiated to the cotangent
eomplex Lx of X.

We define an obstruetion theory for X to be a morphism E· --+ Lx in
D- (CJx) such that the induced morphism !::!..X ~ Ji is a closed embedding.
This is equivalent to requiring that E· is "as good as" Lx when studying
infinitesimal deformations of morphisms with X as a target. In particular
most moduli spaces earry a natural obstruction theory.
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We define the obstruction theory Ee to be perfeet if it is locally isomorphie
to a complex E- 1 -+ EO of locally free, coherent sheaves. If the isomorphism
is global we call it a global resolution.

If Ee is aperfeet obstruction theory admitting a global resolution, we
define the virtual fundamental class [X, Ee] E ArkEO-rkE-l (X) to be 0' ([C]),
where 0 : X -+ EI = Spec Sym E-l is the zero section and C is the fibre
product Qx xgEI' We prove that [X, Ee] does not depend on the resolution
chosen.

This construction can be repeated in a relative context, and it enjoys sev- e
eral nice properties with respect to, e.g., products and base change. As an
application, Behrend has completed the program of Kontsevich, developed
by Kontsevich-Manin and Behrend-Manin, to construct Gromov Witten in-
variants for arbitrary smooth projective varieties over a field.

K. ZUG
Kodaira dimension of the Shafarevich maps

Let X be a smooth projective variety over CC and let Sh : X ~ Sh(X)
be the Shafarevich map on X, which is a surjective morphism with con
nected fihres and has the following property: if V C X is a subvariety, then
lim(1rl (V) ~ 1r} (X))I < 00 if and only if V is contained in some fibres
of Bh. Kollä.J.· conjectures that that if 7T"l(X) is large (Le. Bh is birational)
then the Kodaira dimension of X is non negative. In this talk we prove the
following:
Theorem:Let G c GLn(CC) be an almost simple algebraic group. 1/ p :
7T"1 (X) ~ G is a Zariski dense, large representation, then X is 0/ general
type.
Corollary:Suppose K(X) = O. 1/ p : 7T"l(X) ~ GLn(C) is reductive, then
p = EBi i-dim. r-epresentation, after passing to a finite etale cover 0/ X.

D. NAIE
Numerical Campedelli surfaces cannot have a3 as the algebraic fun
damental group (work in progress)

Let X be a smooth, minimal, projective surface of general type with
K 2 = 2 and Pg = 0 (called a numerical Campedelli surface). It is known
that its algebraic fundamental group is of order::; 9. M. Reid has pointed
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out that the dihedral group of order 8 cannot occur, and constructed an ex
ample for the quaternionie group. Therefore the result would show that the
quaternionie group is the only non-abelian algebraic fundamental group in
this range.
Idea of proof: to study the existence or the non-existence of a surface wit.h
given invariants and finite algebraic fundamental graup, one considers the Ga
lais cover associated to the fundamental group and then studies the canonical
image of this cover. In our case we notice that the image of the canonical
map is a surface, that IK x I has 00 base points and finally we eliminate, case
by case, all the possibilities for the degree of the canonical map.
Remark: I hven't eleiminatecl yet completely the case deg<PIKxl = 1.

I. BAUER
Irrational pencils on non-compact algebraic varieties

We consicler the following situation: let X be a quasiprojective manifold
and let X be a smooth compactfication of X such that Y := X \ X is a
divisor with normal crossings.

We prove the following result:
Theorem:Every maximal real isotropie subspace V C H 1(X, C) 01 dim. ~ 2
determines a loqarithmic irrational pencil, i. e. a surjective holomorphic map
f : X --. C with conneeted /ibres from X to a quasiprojective smooth curve
Cwith log. genus ~ 2. .

The genus 9 of a smooth compactification C of C equals to !(dim V n
Bl(X, C)). C. is complete Hf V c HI(X, C); in this case dirn V = g. If 9 is
non-colnplete, then V = /*BI (C, C), so dirn V = 9 + g*.

In this way we have established (in the ease where V rt H 1(X, C)) a
1-1 eorrespondence between the set of maximal real isotropie subspaces of
BI (X, C) of dirn. ß and the set of log. irrational pencils with first Betti
number ß.
Consequence:l/ X admits or not a fibration over aRiemann sur/ace 0/ log.
genus ~ 2 is a cohomological property.

Results in this direction were proved by Siu, beauville, Gromov, Catanese,
Green-Lazarsfeld.

From the above theorem we deduce:
Theorem: Assume that 1r1(X) admits a surjective homomorphism 1r1(X) --+

G := (alt." ,anIR1t ... , Rm), n - m ~ 3. Then there is an integer ß ~
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(11, - rn), a smooth Rieman surface C with first Betti number ß and a fibra
tion f: X ~ C.

F. CATANESE
An 8-dimensional family of l-connected Godeaux surfaces (infor
mal talk)

We describe the construction of a family of minimal surfaces S with .-
1TL(S) = 0, Pg = q = 0, K~ = 1. •

This family has an 8-dimensional image in the moduli space, thus it has
the expected dirnension and should be a component of the moduli space.

A 4-dimensional family had been constructed by R. Barlow in 1982-1983,
thus giving a counterexample to a question raised by Severi. These surfaces
are interesting yet for
A) Bloch's conjecture: Ao(S) = Z if Pg = O.
B) The classification of COO (symplectic) 4-rrlanifolds with 7fl = 0, b+ = 1.
C) as a cornerstone of surface classification.

We also discussed an approach to show that, if IKsl does not have a
double base point, there exists only our family.

Geometrically, S is the normalization of Y C ]p3 X pI (under <P3 x <P2,
'Pi being the i-th canonical map) which is a c.i. of type (2,1) (3,3) with 3
singular curves, for ..\ E }pI, A = 0, 1, 00, being 3 irreducible t.wisted cubics.
The above correspond to the 3 hyperelliptic curves in 12Ksl.

We have shown that the case "12Ks l contains no hyperelliptic curve" 1s
impossible.

G. ELLINGSRUD
Action of Heisenberg algebras on the cohomology of the Hibert
scheme of surfaces

Let S be a smooth projective surface and let s[n] denote the Hilbert
scheme parametrising finite subschemes of S of length n. Nakajama and Gra
jnowski have defined an action of a certain Heisenberg algebra on tBnH* (s[nJ )

depending on the sequence of integers (en) given by Cn = J [Mn] . [Mn(p)],
slnj

where Mn C s[n] consists of the subschemes supported in one point, and
Mn(p) C s[n] consists of those supported at the point pES. We prove by

14



induction that J [Mn] . [Mn(p)] = (_1)n- 1n
sln)

C. FABER
Intersection theory on the moduli spaces of curves

Let Mg be the moduli space of smooth curves of genus 9 ~ 2 and let
C9 = A1g,l be the universal curve, with natural morphism 1r : Gg --+ Mg.
Denote by K the first ehern class of the relative dualizing sheaf w1r • Define
the tautologic~l classes "'i as 1r.(Ki+1

); "'i E CHi(Mg ), the codimension i
Chow group with Q-coefficients.
Theorem: "'g-2 #- 0 in CH9-2(Mg ). .

Denote by E the Hodge bundle 1r.(w1r ) of rank 9 on Mg and let Ai denote its
i-th Chern class. Mumford defined the Chow ring of Mg and showed that
Ki and Ai can be defined naturallyaselasses· in this ring. J:he prooE of the
theorem starts with the observation that Ag Ag-l vanishes on the boundary
Mg \ Mg of the Deligne-Mumford compactification. This follows easily from
Ch2k (IE) = 0, for all k ~ 1. These identities in turn were derived by Mumford
by applying G-R-R to tr and w1r • Also ch2g- 1(IE) is a non-zero multiple of
Ag Ag_l' and by applying Mumford's result one obtains a formula for the
number K,g-2AgAg-l in terms of intersection numbers of basic line bundles
on moduli spaces Mgl,n l • All such numbers ean be cOlnputed reeursively
from the so-called Witten conjecture, which was proven by Kontsevich. In
this way I was able to eonclude the proof of the theorem. Together with
Looijenga's reeent result, this says that the tautological ring (the subring
generated by t.he Ki) of Mg is one-dimensional in degree 9 - 2 and vanishes
in higher degrees. This provides considerable evidence towards the author's
conjeeture giving a very preeise description of the tautological ring, saying
alTIOng other things that it should be Gorenstein with sode in degree 9 - 2.
This conjecture is now established for aB 9 ~ 15.

G.DASKALOPOULOS
On the Brill-Naether problem far vector bundles

On an arbitrary compact Riemann surface, necessary and suflicient con
ditions are found for the existence of semistable (stable) vector bundles with
slope between 0 and 1 and a preseribed number of linearly independent halo
morphic sections. Existence is achieved by minimizing the Yang-Mills-Higgs
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functional.

B. SIEBERT
Gromov-Witten invariants for general symplectic manifolds

We present a new approach to GW-invariants whieh takes singular do
mains into account from the very formulation. This removes the positivity
eondition that so far had to be imposed on the symplectic manifolds studied.
The luethod describes the relevant moduli spaces of J-pseudo holomorphic
curves as zero sets of a F'redholm sectiou of a Banach bundle over a Banach
orbifold and uses a theory of localized Euler classes for these. Similar results
have been obtained independently by K. Fukaya/ K. Ono, J. Li/ G. Tiall
and H. Hofer/D. Salamon with different methods.

O.KÜCHLE
Bounds for Seshadri-constants

(joint work with A. Steffens) We present a new approach to thc bound
edness of Seshadri constants of ample line bundles at very general points of
an arbitrary projective variety X over <C. The Seshadri constant of the line
bundle L at x E X is a measure for the loeal positivity of L at x and ean be
defined by

E(L, x) = inf {L· C/multxC} ,
C3x

where the infinimum is taken over all integral curves C containing x. Our
approach is based on the study of deformations of linear systems whose mem
bers are highly singular; the method of differentiation in parameter direetion
is used. The main result of this technique is the following
Theorem:Let X be a smooth projective variety over<C 01 dimension n, L an
ample line bundle on X with Ln > an > 0, and 0 = b1 < b2 < ... < bn < a
rational numbers. Let x E X be a very general point and suppose that for e
alt k » 0 there is no divisor D E JkLI with an isolated singularity at x 0/
order 2:: k(a - bn ). Then there is a. subvariety V C X 0/ codimension c "# n
containing x witk degLV = Ln-c. V < (b Qn b )C'

c+l- c

Berichterstatter: A. Teleman
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This meeting was organized by E. Eberlein (Freiburg), M. Hahn (Medford) and M.
Talagrand (Paris). It emerged from aseries of conferences which were held during
the last twenty years under the title Probability in Banach Spaces. The broader'
title reflects the expansion of the topic, which includes many different directions
such a.s isoperimetric inequalities and concentration of measure, empirical processes
and likelihood ratios, Gaussian processes and applications, large deviations, random
graphs an~ random trees, new inequalities and asymptotic results as weIl as appli-
cations to number theory. .

Approximately 50 mathematicians attended the conference. Many contrib.uted via
discussions and comments to the formal lectures. There was a highly interactive
atmosphere. A proceedings volume will appear next year in the Birkhäuser se
ries "Progress in Probability" . The group plans to meet again in three years in
Seattle/USA.
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AbstractsjVortragsauszüge

A. de Acosta

Abstract non convex large deviations

We prove a general Iarge deviation result for a sequence of random vectors Yn

n ---+ E, a Banach space. The main assumptioo 00 {Yn } is an "abstract exponential
martingale condition" E exp[(Yn , e} - 4ln (Yn , e)] = 1 for all ~ E E*, where 4ln , ep :
Ex E* ---+ IR, sUPxEE 1~4ln(x,n~)-4>(x,~)I-+ 0.4> is assumed to satisfy <I> (x, 0) = 0
for all x, <1>(.,~) is continuous for all~, sUPXEE 14>(x, ~)I < 00. Under the assumption
of exponential tightness, the large deviation upper bound folIows:

lim l/n log P[Yn E Al $ - inf. \l1(x),
xEA

where \l1(x) = sUPxEE.[(X,~) - <I>(x, e)]. If, in addition suitable regularity assumpti
ons are imposed on <I>, the corresponding large deviation lower bound holds:

lim l/n log P[Yn E A] ~ - inf \l1(x).
xEAO

This general result may be applied to large deviations of trajectories of Markov
processes and in that context yields significant improvements of results of Wentzell
(KIuwer, 1990); in p~ticular, it gives a new proof of the classical result of Freidlin
and Wentzell on small random perturbations of dynamical systems.

O.E. Barndorff-Nielsen (joint with A.E. Koudou)

'Trees with Random Conductivities and the (Reciprocal) In
verse Gaussian Distribution

Equipping the edges of a finite rooted tree with independent resistances that are in-
verse Gaussian for interior edges and reciprocal inverse Gaussian for endpoint edges _
makes it possible, for suitable choice of the parameters, to show that the total resi- .,
stance is reciprocal inverse Gaussian (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1994). This result is here
extended to infinite trees. Also, a connection to Brownian diffusion is established
and, for the case of finite trees, an exact distributional and independence result is
derived for the conditional model given the total resistance.

s. Bobkov

A discrete version of the Gaussian isoperimetrie inequality

An isoperimetrie inequality on the discrete cube which is- the precise analogue of
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M. Talagrand's logarithmic inequality (1993) is proved. The presented inequality
contains in limit case the isoperimetrie inequality in Gauss space (theorem by V.N.
Sudakov and 8.S. Tsirel'son (1974) and C. BoreIl (1975».

A. Dembo

Information inequalities and concentration of measure

We derive inequalities of the form d(P, Q) ~ H(PIR) +H(QIR) which hold for every
choice of probability measures P, Q, R, where H(PIR) denotes the relative entropy
of P with respect to R and d(P, Q) stands for a coupling type "distance" between
P and Q. Using the chain rule for relative entropies and then specializing to Q of a
given support we recover some of Talagrand's concentration of measure inequalities
for product spaces.

E. Dettweiler

Series Expansions of Banach Space valued Random Vectors

Suppose that X is a random vector defined on some probability space (0, F, P) and
taking values in areal separable Banach space E such that IEIIXII2 < 00 and IEX =
o. It is proved that there exists a continuous, square integrable, E-valued martingale
(Mt(X),Ft )0:5t :51 on an extension (n,F, P) of n with the following properties:

(a) Mo(X) = 0 and M1(X) = X,

(b) there exists a (Ft)-adapted, cadlag process (Q")O<"<l taking values in the set of
covariance operators from E' into E, such that th; quadratic variationllM(X)]t)o:5t:51
of M(X) is of the form

[M(X»)1 = l Q.ds.

From this embedding result it is derived that there exist

(i) a sequence (ßk) of independent, (Ft)-Brownian motions, and

(ii) a. sequence (!k) of (Ft)-adapted cadlag processes (!k(S»0:5 s :5 1 taking values in
E,

such that for all x' E E' (the dual of E)

(X,x') = 2: r(!k(s),X')dßk(S)
k Jo

3
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R. Dudley

On Frechet differentiability far p-variation norms

Given a funetion f : [a, b] -+ IR and 1 $ p < 00, let IIfll(p) := sup{[E~=l If(xd 
f(xi-dIP]l/p : a = Xo < Xl < ... < Xk = b, k = 1,2, ...}, IIfll(p] := IIfll(p) + 11/1100.
Let F be a distribution funetion and Fn an empirical cl.f. for it. Let Bn,F(t) :=

Bn(F(t», Bn a Brownian bridge. Then for 00 > p > 2, there exist Rn such that
EIlv'7i(Fn - F) - Bn,FII[p] = O(n;-!) (Yen-Chin Huang). For 1 :$ p < 2, IIFn 

FII[p] = Op(n;-l) (Jinghua Qian). Consider the six operators (0) (F, G) ~ FG, (1)
(F,G) f-+ J FdG, (2) (F,G) ~ F * G := J~F(. - y)dG(y), (3) (F,G) ~ FoG
where (F 0 G)(x) == F(G(x», (4) F t-+ F+- where Ff-(y) ;= inf{x ; F(x) ~ y}, (5)
f --+ P:(1 + df) := lim{n~=l(l+ f(Xi) - f(Xi-d} under refinement of partitions. It e
is shown that all six operators are Freehet differentiable for some ]rYariation norms,
with analyticity (holomorphy) for (0), (J), (2) ancl (5) (work with Rimas Norvaisa
on (5)), and optimal remainder bounds 0(11 . II~]), 1 < a < 2, for (3), (4).

u. Einmahl

Strong approximations for loeal empirieal processes

A general nation of "loeal empirical proeess" is introdueed whieh incllldes the so
ealled tail empirieal proeess, kerne! density and regression funetion estimators among
others. We will then diseuss how one ean obtain a meaningful strong approxima
tion of such processes by suitable Gaussian processes. As a eorollary of our strong
approximation resllit we obtain a general compaet LIL for loeal empirieal processes.
(Joint work with David M. Mason, University of Delaware)

x. Fernique

Random Fourier series

Let A = {A k , kEIN} be a sequenee of symmetrie real r.v.'s. We present a eonditio~

for the series L Ak exp[2i11"kt] to eonverge uniformly a.s. This suffieient eondition is
also neeessary if the Ak'S have the following form: Ak = akXk where {ak' kEIN} is
nonnegative and noninereasing and {Xk, kEIN} is i.i.d. The proofs use the spectral
eriteria for the regularity of stationary Gaussian random functions.
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P. Gaenssler

Random Measure Processes

We consider function-indexed Random Measure Processes Sn = (Bn(f))/E:F defined

by Sn(f) = Ej~j(n) Wnj(f) ·enj, where (Wnj ) is a triangular array of random proba
bility measures on an arbitrary measurable space (X, 3), (enj) is a triangular array
of real-valued random variables, and where F is a class of real-valued measurable
functions f on X (with Wnj(f) = Ix fdWnj ). A uniform law of large numbers and a
functional centrallimit theorem for (Sn)nE:N are presented containing various resuIts
for empirical and partial-surn processes as special cases. Special emphasis will be
given to smoothed empirical processes.

F. Götze (joint with V. Bentkus)

Functional limit theorems and lattice point problems

Consider a non-void ellipsoid E C Rd • Let A(r) denote the number of lattice points
in rE, i.e. A(r) = #{z E Zd n (rE)}. We show that, for d ~ 9,

IA(r)-V(r)1 = o(~), as r-400,
Ver) r 2 .

where Ver) denotes the volume of rE. That solves the lattice point problem for
general ellipsoids for dimensions d ~ 9, and improves a result 0 (r2d,ld+J)) of L~ndau
(1915). Relations to probability theory are discussed, and corresponding results are
presented as weIl.

V. Goodman

LIL Behavior of Second Order U-Statistics

Gine and Zhang have recently given examples of degenerate second order U-statistics
with infinite second moments and yet satisfying the following bounded LIL:

(LIL)

They also obtained sufficient conditions for the LIL which involve a combination of
moment assumptions and almost sure behavior random matrix norms. We obtain
a complementary set of suflicient conditions for the (LIL). Dur sufficient conditions
are the following:

E [ E'[h
2
(X, X')] ]

LLE/[h2(X, X')] < 00
and

5
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M. Hahn

Comments on Distinctions between the Regular and Self
Normalized CLT's

Gine, Götze and Mason have established the equivalence of the centrallimit theorem
(CLT) and self-normalized CLT for i.i.d. random variables. In particular, this means
that characterizations of the CLT are also characterizations of the self-normalized
CLT for i.i.d. random variables. However, if the independence assumptioo is relaxed
ooly slightly, as for example in the case of exchangeable tandom variables, then the
equivalence no longer holds. In fact, conditions such as asymptotic oegligibility of
the maximal term of absolute value to the partial sums or to the self-normalizers
turn out to characterize the selC-normalized CLT rather than the CLT Cor exchan- e
geable random variables with symmetrie mixands.

B. Heinkel

Laws of large numbers and continuity of processes

T.L. Lai has shown that for a sequence (Xk)k~O of independent,identically distri
buted, real-valued randorn variables (r.v.), the strong law of large numbers (i.e. the
almost sure (a.s.) convergence to 0 of the sequence (~2:~~o X k)n>l) is equivalent
to the fact that (Xk)k~O converges a.s. to 0 in the sense of Abe!. Several extensions
of this result are given; for example:
"For a sequence (Xk)k>O of independent, symmetrically distributed, real valued r.v.,
such that (~)k>l con~erges a.s. to 0, the strong law of large numbers is equivalent
to the following two properties:

i) (~E~=OX~)n>l converges a.s. to 0;

ii) The process (e(t), t E [0,1]) has a.s. continuous paths, where:

00

Vt E [0,1[, e(t) = (1 - t)2 L t n L XiXn - i , e(l) = 0 a.s."
n=l OS,i<n/2

P. Hitczenko

Moments of linear eombinations of iid symmetrie random
variables

A rather general method of establishing upper bounds for moments of linear combi
nations of iid symmetrie randorn variables will be discussed. As a main application
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we obtain tight upper and lower bounds for moments of linear eombinations of sym
metrized Weibull random variables with parameter r,O < r ~ 1. This eomplements
earlier work of Gluskin and Kwapien who have done the same for r ;:::: 1. This is a
joint work with S.J. Montgomery-Smith and K. Oleszkiewiez. Reeently, Latala ob
tained a generalization to general sums of independent, symmetrie random variables.

J. Hoffmann-JQSrgensen

A new concept of convergence in law

Considering eontinuity properties of set valued funetions such as argmax and argzero
one is naturally led to the so-called upper Fell topology on the set of all subsets of
a given topologieal spaee T. The upper Fell topology has the nasty property that
only eonstant functions can be eontinuous. This means that the elassieal notion

of convergenee in law (i.e. lim E*4>(Xn ) = E.4>(X) \/4> E C(T)) trivializes for
the upper Fell topology (every sequenee of random sets converges in law to every
random set). To handle this situation the following new notion of convergence in law
is suggested. If T is a topological spaee, X and Xn are T-valued random elements,
and Usc"(T) is the set of upper semieontinuous functions f : T -+ IR with sup f < 00,

then we say that (Xn ) converges in Borellaw to X and we write X n ~ X if

v fE Usc (T)

With this new notion it becomes meaningful and interesting to consider weak con
vergence of random sets.

V. J. Koltchinskii

Asymptotics of the Spectra of Random Matrices Approxi
mating Integral Operators

Let (S, S, P) be a probability space and let h : S x S -+ R I be asymmetrie measu
rable kernei, which defines a compact integral operator H from L2 (P) ioto L2 (P):

Hg(x) := fs h(x,y)g(y)P(dy), 9 E L2(P).

Let Xl, X 2 , ••• be independent random elements in S with common distribution P.
Consider an n x n-matrix iin with the entries h(Xi , Xj), 1 :5 i,j :5 n (which is a
matrix of an empirical version of the operator H with P replaced by the empirical
measure Pn ). Let Hn denote the modification of iin , obtained by deleting its· diago
nal.

Given a compact operator (matrix) A, let a(A) be the speetrum of A (i.e. the se
quenee of its eigenvalues arranged in decreasing order). We study the eonvergenee
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of O'(Hn ) and O'(Hn ) to O'(H) as n -+ 00. The laws of Iarge numbers, rates of con
vergence results and centrallimit theorems (for particular eigenvalues as weIl as in
the spaces of sequences 1.2 and Co) are considered.
This is joint work with E. Gine and J. Zinn.

J. Kuelbs (joint with U. Einmahl)

Dominating Points and Large Deviations for Random Vec
tors

We establish a representation forrnula useful for obtaining precise large deviation _
probabilities for convex open subsets of a Banach space. These estimates are ba- •
sed on the existence of dominating points in this setting. In particular, assume
X, XI, X 2 , •• • are i.i.d with values in a separable Hilbert space H, E(X) = 0,
E(etllXII) < 00 for all t > 0, and that D = {x EH: !Ix-all< R} where 0 < R < !lall.
Let ..\(x) = SUPgEH[(X,g) -log E(e(X,g))), dom (,\) = {x EH: '\(x) < co}, and as-
surne Dn dom (..\) #- 0. Then there exists a unique point ao E 8D such that ao E

dom (..\) and constants CI, C2 E (0, 00) such that for all n ~ 1

s. Kwapien

Isoperimetrie inequalities and concentration of measure

We present arecent approach due to M. Ledoux to some of Talagrand's concentra
tion inequalities. The approach is based on inequaJities of logarithrnic Sobolev type.
The advantage of the approach is the simplicity and generality.

R. Latala

Moments of sums of independent random variables
(second part of the talk joint with P. Hitczenko)

We give an explicit formula for moments of sums of independent symmetrie random
variables for p ~ 2 (and nonnegative for p ~ 1):
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As an application we get results mentioned by P. Hitczenko in the first part of the

talk.

w. Li

Professor Xiangchen Wang's contributions to Probability
on Banach spaces

This is a tribute to Professor Xiangchen Wang who died tragically last summer in
Jilins Province, China, at the age of 52. Professor Wang introduced the topic of
probability on Banach space to China and had many students who are actively wor
king on the subject. His most important research was in strong limit theorems for
B-valued random variables with multidimensional indices.

M.A. Lifshits

Some new results on Strassen functional law

We discuss some recent results on the convergence rate in Strassen law for Brownian
motion and partial surn processes. Though the correct rate for Brownian motion
was found recently the answer turns out to be very unstable with respect to the va
riation of normalizing function (iterated logarithm). This phenornenon implies very
spectacular behavior of convergence rates in partial surn processes. The "Brownian"
rate appears not to be the best possible (U. Einmahl, D. Mason) but there exists
an integral test for possible rates and one can describe the rate for given increment
distribution. ';",
Some examples of Strassen-type results with nonconvex limit sets will be given.

w. Linde (joint with Th. Dunker)

An example of unexpected small ball behaviour

In 1984 V. M. Zolotarev gave a formula for the asymptotic behaviour of

Here~1,{2,".are i.i.d.N(O,1) and f: [1,00) --+ R+ is adecreasing, integrableand
log-convex function. We state a corrected version of Zolotarev's result and show
that for f(x) = e1

-
x /2, Le. for P(L:j:o e-j~J < 2r), a periodic function of r has to

be added to Zolotarev's formula.
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M. Marcus

High order Gaussian chaos processes and self-intersections
of Levy processes

In this joint work with J. Rosen we show that the eontinuity of a 2n-th Wiek power
Gaussian chaos implies tbe continuity of the n-fold renormalized self-intersection
Ioeal time of a corresponding Levy proeess.

D. M. Mason

W"hen is the Student t-statistic asymptotically standard nor- a
mal? -

Let Xl, X 2 , ••• , be a sequenee of independent and identically distributed random
variables. For eaeh integer n ~ 1, let Sn = Xl +... + X n and V; = X; + ... + X~.

Consider the self-normalized surn Un = Sn/Vn. This self-norrnalized surn has a num
ber of unexpected large sampie distributional properties. Among other things, these
properties are shown to lead to an 'elementary' solution of a 23 year old conjecture
concerning when the elassical Student 's t-statistic is asymptotically standard nor
mal. Also as a by-product, a very general bounded law of the iterated logarithm for
Un is obtained.

s. A. Murphy (joint with A. van der Vaart)

Empirical Likelihood/Likelihood Ratio Tests in Semipara
metric Models

Likelihood ratio tests and related confidenee intervals for a real parameter in the
presence of an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter are considered. In all eases,
the estimator of the real parameter has an asymptotie normal distribution. How-
ever, the estimator of the nuisanee parameter may not be asymptotically Gaussian _
or may converge to the true parameter value at a slower rate than the square root 
of the sampie size. Nevertheless the likelihood ratio statist,ie is shown to possess
an asymptotic x-squared distribution. In particular the proportional odds model
arising in survival analysis is diseussed.
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v. de la Pena (joint with N. Eisenbaum)

Inequalities for Randomly Stopped Processes with cadlag
and independent increments

In this talk we discuss the following inequality: Let {Xt } be a eontinuous time

process with eadlag (right continuous with left limits) paths and independent inere

ments taking values in an arbitrary Banach space (B, 11·11). Let T be a stopping time
adapted to n{Xt }. Consider an independent eopy {X,} of {Xt }, with {X,} indepen
dent of T as weIl, then for all p > 0, there exist universal eonstants 0 < Cp, C < 00

such that

epEsupllX,IIP ~ EsupllX,IIP ~ d'EsupIlX"lI p
•

,$T ,~T . •~T

Applications of these results are given to

1) The extension of the Burkholder-Gundy inequality for randomly stopped Brow
nian motion to Banach Spaces as weIl as exponential inequalities

2) Bessel Processes

3) Results of Klass 88,90 for sums of independent variables

G. Peskir

Optimal Stopping and Maximal Inequalities for Geometrie
Brownian Motion .

The explicit formulas are found for the payoff and the optimal stopping strategy of

the optimal stopping problem:

sup E (max X t - er)
'T O$t$'T

where X = (Xdt~O is geometrie Brownian motion with drift JJ < 0 and volatility
u > 0, and the supremum is taken over all stopping times for X. The payoff is
shown to be finite, if and only if JJ < O. The optimal stopping time is given by:

T. = inf {t > 0IXt = g. (max x,)}
O~':5t

where s t-7 g.(s) is the maximal solution of the (nonlinear) differential equation:

8g _ K_gA+1

(s> 0)8s - sA _ gÖ

under the condition 0 < g(s) < s, where ß = 1 - 2J.l/u2 and K = ßu2 /2c. The
estimate is shown to be valid:

(
6_1)1/tJ.

9.(s) f"V K ß Sl-l/tJ.
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as s ~ 00. Applying these results we prove the following maximal inequality:

where T may be any stopping time for X. This extends the well-known identity:

E(SUPXt) =
t>o

and is shown to be sharp. The method of proof reHes upon a smooth pasting guess
(for the Stephan problem with moving boundary) and ItO-Tanaka's formula (being
applied two-dimensionally). The key point and main novelty in our approach is
the maximality principle for the moving boundary (the optimal stopping boundary e
is the maximal solution of the differential equation obtained by a smooth pasting
guess). We think that this principle is by itself of theoretical and practical interest.

I. Pinelis

Inverse problems for moment comparison inequalities

Based on moment comparisons of the form E<p(e) :$ E<p(T1) V<p E :F for a set :F
of functions and random variables ~ and 1], tail comparisons of the form P(~ >
x) ~ cP(TJ > x) Vx are deduced. Applications include comparison inequalities
for Gaussian measures, an improved Hoeffding-Azuma inequality, and a generalized
roass transportation duality.

G. Pritchard

Empirical processes and sorting

The scaled-sample problem asks the following question: given a distribution on a _
normed lin~ar space E, when do there exist constants f'Yn} such that {Xj/')'n}j=l _
converges as n ~ 00 (in the Hausdorff metric given by the norm) to a fixed set K ?
(Here {Xj} are i.i.d. with the given distribution.) We relate this property to a large
deviation principle for dilations of the distribution, and consider an application to
distributions represented by random series.

D. Radulovic

The Bootstrap for Empirical Processes under dependence

It is shown that the blockwise bootstrap of the empirical processes for stationary
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sequences eonverges to an appropriate Gaussian limit. In the case of indexing class
:F being indieators of the half lines we use the a-mixing and in the case of VC
subgraph we use the ß-mixing eonditions. In both cases the conditions imposed are

only marginally stronger than the best possible.

J. Rosinski

Certain problems of ergodie theory arising in the study of
stable processes

Struetural analysis of stahle proeesses is based on an explicit form of groups of iso
metries on LP-spaees. These groups are determined by nonsingular deterministie
flows and, related to such ßows, cocycles. Consequently, many questions coneerning
stationary stable process ean be formulated as ergodie theory questions related to
flows and eoeycles. Using this relationship, decompositions of stationary stahle pro
cesses ioto simpler independent components can be obtained and chaotic properties

of such proeesses can be determined.

G. Schechtman (joint with V. Milman)

An "Isomorphie" Version of Dvoretzky's Theorem

Let log n < k < n and let C C Rn be asymmetrie (about the origin), bounded,
eonvex set with non empty interior. Then there is a k-dimensional subspace L of
Rn such that the ratio between the outer and inner radii of Co = C n L is bounded
by K log(~/k)' for sorne universal eonstant K. (i.e., if B denotes the Euclidean ball

in L, then rB c Co C RB for some r,R with R/r ~ K log(:/k))·

This extends a celebrated theorem of Dvoretzky. Except for the determination of
the absolute constant K, the result is best possible for each value of k and n.

Qi-Man Shao

Self-normalized Limit Theorems

The normalizing constants in classical limit theorems are usually a sequence of real
nurnbers. It is well-known that moment conditions or other related assumptions are
necessary and sornetimes sufficient for many classieallimit theorems. For instance, a
necessary and sufficient condition for large deviation is that the moment generating
function is finite in a neighborhood of zero. The law of the iterated logarithm holds
for i.i.d. random variables if and only if the second moment is finite. However,
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the situation becornes very different if the normalizing constants are a sequence of
random variables. In this talk, by using a suitable sequence of randorn variables as
normalizing constants, we establish a self-normalized large deviation without any
moment conditions. As a consequence, we obtain apreeise constant for the self
normalized law of the iterated logarithm of Griffin and Kuelbs (198~).

M. Weber

Spectral regularization in ergodie theory and probability

We show that the idea of spectral regularization introduced by M. Talagrand in the a
study of covering numbers of averages of contractions in a Hilbert space H, can be •
concentrated in one inequality which turns out to be a suitable tool for .the study
of other characteristics of tbe set of averages. This inequality generates an intrinsic
Lipschitz emb-edding of the circle and y~elds many useful corollaries. In particular,
we recover some recent results for the Littlewood-Paley square functions in ergo-
die tbeory due to R. Jones, I. Ostrovskii and J. Rosenblatt. We also easily deduee
original Talagrand's estimate of covering numbers and provide better estimates for
geometrie subsequences of the averages. Using majorizing measures technique, we
prove a new criterion of the a.s. convergence of randorn sequences defined on a
lacunary index set under suitable incremental conditions. Combining this criterion
with our Lipschitz embedding, we obtain as a corollary the classical theorem of

Rademacher-Menshovon orthogonal series and the famous spectral criterion for the
strong law of large numbers due to V.F. Gaposhkin.

J. A. Wellner (joint with E. Gine)

Empirical Process methods for multiple particle systems

For n particles diffusing throughout R (or Rd ), let TJn,t(A), A E B, t ~ 0, be the
random measure that counts the number of particles in A at time t. It is shown that e
for some basic models (Brownian particles with or without branching and diffusion
with a simple interaction) the processes {(t]n,t(4» - E7]n,t(4)))/Jn: t E [0, M], 4> E

CL(R)}, nEIN, converge in law uniformly in (t,4». Previous results consider only
convergence in law uniform in t but not in <p. The methods used are from empirical
process theory: we use a bracketing lemma due to Van der Vaart and Ossiander's
uniform CLT.
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J.E. Yukich

Laws of Large Numbers far Random Graphs and Randorn
Matchings

Let Xi, i 2:: 1, be iid with values in rn.d , d ~ 2. We show that for a wide class of
functions L = L(XI , .• . , X n ) arising as solutions to problems in combinatorial opti
mi.zation, mathematical statistics, operations research and computational geometry
that

L(~(~~'l;;dXn) ---+ ß(L, d)J!(x)(d-l)/ddx a.s.

where ß(L, d) is a finite positive constant and f is the density of the absolutely con
tinuous part of .c(X). For example, we may let L := L(XI, ... ,X n ) be the length
of the random graph representing the shortest tour through Xl, ... , X n , the length
of the Minimal spanning tree through Xl, ... , Xn , as weH as the length of numerous
other graphs including bi-partite graphs, k nearest neighbors, and minimal triangu
lations.

Berichterstatter: Ernst Eber/ein
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TAGUNGSBERICHT 31/1996

. REELLE ANALYSIS

18.-24.08.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von D. Müller (Kiel), E.M. Stein (Princeton) und
H. Triebel (Jena) statt. Insgesamt wurden 33 Vorträge über neuere Ergebnisse aus dem
Bereich der Reellen Analysis gehalten. Diese Zahl ist Ergebnis einer während der Tagung
vorgenommenen Straffung des Vortragsprogramms, um einen Kompromiß zwischen der tra
ditionellen Programmgestaltung und der neuen Leitlinie des Forschungsinstituts zu finden.
Neben den Vorträgen wurde die Tagung in jeweils kleineren Gruppen zu Diskussionen über
neue Ideen und Metho.den und zur lebhaften Zusammenarbeit genutzt.

Ein großer Teil der Vorträge behandelte Probleme der Fourieranalysis auf euklidischen
Räumen (Konvergenzprobleme, Maximaloperatoren, singuläre Integrale, oszillierende In
tegrale), mehrere Beiträge beschäftigten sich mit der Analysis auf Lieschen Gruppen und
symmetrischen Räumen. Ein wichtiger Aspekt der Tagung war, daß zunehmend moderne
Methoden der Reellen Analysis (Restriktionssätze, Muckenhoupt-Gewichte, etc.) auf dem
Gebiet der Partiellen Differentialgleichungen verwendet werden, insbesondere auch in d~r

Theorie nichtlinearer Gleichungen. Dies wurde in mehreren Vorträgen auf~zeigt. Eine
Reihe von Vortragenden stellte Ergebnisse aus der. Theorie der FUnktioylenräume vor.,
Schließlich gab es auch einige Beiträge zur komplexen Analysis und deren Behandlung
mit reellen Methoden.

Die folgenden Vortragsauszüge sind in alphabtischer Reihenfolge der Autoren zusam
mengestellt.

Typeset by A.MS- 'IE,X



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

J.-P. ANKER:

Heat kernet Green function and the Martin boundary of symmetrie spaees

Let GIK be a Riemannian symmetrie spaee of noneompact type. In joint work with Lizhen
Ji, we eonjeeture the following behavior for the heat kerneion GIK:

{

7TlQ"\7Tl2g I} 2 IHI2

ht(x) x t-! Il l+(~,H) (1 + l+(~,H}) - e-1ul t-{(l,H)--;rr

aEE++

Vt>O and Vx=k 1 (expH)k2 EG with k1 EK,HEa+,k2 EK,

and establish this when IHI ~ Cl + C2t (Cl and C2 are arbitrary positive constane
or when H stays away from the Weyl ehamber walls. (Our notation is standard, except
possibly for fand E++, whieh denote respeetively the rank of G/ K and the set of positive
indivisible roots.) As a eonsequence we obtain the exact kernel behavior at infinity of the
Bessel-Green-Riesz potentials (-~ -lel2 + (2)-~ :

g~t«expH) x

{

IHI~-lE++1 { Il (1 + (o,H) } e-(Q,H)-(IHI if a > 0 and (> 0
o:EE++

X jHIIT-t-2IE++1 { n (1 + (a,H» }e-(I1,H) if 0< C7 < l+2IEH I and <; = 0
, oEE++

for H E a+, IRI ~ +00 .

This result for a = 2 is the key analytic ingredient for the determination of the Martin
--M

compactifieation G/ K of G/ K, which was recently achieved by Y. Guivarc'h, L. Ji and
J. Taylor:

--M
G / K eoineides when <: = 0 with the maximal Furstenberg-Satake eompactification
----FS .
G/ K , and when ( > 0 with the closure of G/ K diagonally embedded into the product
---FS ~eod --geod
G/ K x G/ K , where GIK denotes the geodesic eompactifieation of G/ K.

W. BECKNER:

Logarithmic Sobolev inegualities: from uncertainty to geometrie invariants

Analysis ofthe constants in sharp inequalities ean determine explieit geometrie information
about a manifold. An important example is the Moser-Trudinger inequality where limiting
Sobolev behaviour for critieal exponents provides significant understanding of geometrie
analysis for eonformal deformation qn a lliemannian manifold. A second example is the
relation between the uncertainty principle and the Gaussian logarithmic Sobolev inequality
where the form of these estimates is essentially determined by the interplay between the
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dilation structure and the product structure. The framework for eharacterizing this phe
nornenon ineludes "Ioeal invariants" (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities, Stein-Weiss
integrals, multilinear forms) and 11 global invariants" (zeta functions, traee inequalities,
partition funetions).
Two themes are developed in this talk.: 1) a derivation of the logarithmie Sobolev in
equality from a new "logarithmic uneertainty prineiple" and 2) an extension of the Hardy
Littlewood-Sobolev inequaliy for the full range of LP elasses on Rn, 0 < p. These topics
are related in the sense that they both follow from the n Ioeal invariants" described above,
though they depend on different forms of symmetry structure (product structure for the
first and conformal strueture for the second). In addition, the logarithmic uncertainty prin
ciple implies a non-sharp form of the limiting p = 2 case of the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
inequality. Perhaps the most incisive aspect of the nation of logarithmic Sobolev inequal
ity given by L. Grass in 1974 is the idea of drawing out information from the limiting
behaviour of the parameter dependence of global inequalities

Using Pitt's inequality and analysis of a Stein-Weiss integral, a new form of the Ull

certainly principle can be derived which implies the classical Heisenberg-Weyl inequal
ity. For functions in the Schwartz class S(IRn) and for the Fourier transform defined by
(FI)(x) = fIRn e21fixy f(y )dy ,~~-

(*) Ln Inlxllf(xWdx+ Ln 1n1f.11(.1"/)(f.Wdf. 2: Dn Ln If(xWdx

where Dn = 1/J(n/4) -ln 1r and 7J; = (lor)'. Using canonical variables Pt Q for the position
momentum representation with P, Qdenoting average values, this corresponds to

(ln IQ.- QI) + (ln IP -.PI) ~ constant

Theorem 1. The logarithmic uncertainty principle (*) implies the Sobolev inequality for
IlfIIL2(IRn) = 1

:: In r IVfl 2dx ~ r 1/12 1n I/ldx + An
4 lJRn}Rn

[rom which the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for Gaussian measure can Be derived

f 1912 1n 191 dJ.L ~ f IVgl2 dJ-L}Rn JIRn
where dj.L = (21l')-n/2 exp(-x2 /2)dx and IlgIIL2(dJ.') = 1.

Theorem 2. The Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality extends to the LP(lRn ) classes for
. 0 < P < 1 when restricted to non-negative functions and the· usual inequality reverses.
For the case where the map is between aspace and its dual, conformal invariance can be
used to calculate the sharp constant. For Eunctions /, 9 ~ 0, 0 < p < I and A = 2n/p'
(Ilp + I/p' = 1)
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and the extremal functions are given by A(l + \xI 2 )-n/p up to conEormal automorphism.
Observe that the p = 1 limit oE this inequality gives the [ree energy-entropy inequality

dual to the Moser-Trudinger inequality.

G. BOURDAUD:

Homomorphims which acts on Besov spaces

(joint work with Winfried Sickel (Jena)) We give a (almost) fuH description of the homo
morphisms t.p of IR anto IR such that f E :i3;,q(lR) (resp. B;,q(lR» => f 0 'P E B (resp. B).
This work continues - and, for one of the theorems, corrects - the results of S. VodoP'yanoe
(Novosibirsk):

1 Non critical (s f= l/p, 0 < s < 1) Besov spaces.
l-a For s < 1/p the NSC is -? E Loo (for both homogeneaus and inhomogeneous

spaces)
l-b For s > l/p the NSC is

• <p' E L 00 for homogeneous spaces.
• cp' E L OO and sup (",-l(x + 1) - cp-l(X») < +00 for inhomogeneous spaces.

xEIR

2 Critical (s = l/p, q = p) Besov spaces.
2-a Homogeneous case. The Vodop'yanov result is the following: <p acts on B;/P,P(lR)

iff <p is aquasi conformal transform of the line (which means exactIy that 'P' is a
doubling measure)

2-b Inhomogeneous case. We obtain a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for r.p to
act. It is the "Ioeal quasi-eonformality":

3M ~ 1 \/x E IR \/h E]O, 1]

A. CARBERY:

1 cp(x + h) - <p(x) M-< <
M - cp(x) - cp(x - h) - .

Sublevelsets of funetions with large derivatives

(joint work with M. Christ, J. Wright.) Let u : Qn -+ lR. be of class Coo on the unit
cube Qn in Rn, and suppose D{3u 2:: 1 on Qn. We eonsider whether there exist
€ = €(ß) > 0 and an absolute Cf,ß such that

(1) I{x E Qn : lu(x)1 ~ o}1 ~ Cf,{3Qf

Theorem 1. For all ß there is €(ß) and Cf,ß such that (1) holds. When n :::; 2

and ß = (1, k) the right hand side oE (1) is ortr logrl:r (i); when ß = (j, k) with

j ~ 2, the right hand side oE (1) is Q j(k~l) •
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(2)

Theorem 2. JE in addition u satisfies a "convexity" bypothesis (e.g. Eor n = 2,

ß = (j, k), 9f#- is single signed for some N > j) then (1) holds with f = ,JI.

We also consider oscillatory integrals of the first kind. Under the same hypothe
ses on u, let

I(~) =1 ei~u(x) dx
Qn

and we ask whether, for same f = f(ß) and an absolute GlIß

Theorem 3. JE ß contains at least one entry oE order ~ 2, there is an f = f(ß)
and C = C(f, ß) such that (2) holds. JE ß contains only zeroes and ones there is no
such estimate.

Theorem 4. IE in addition u satisfies a "convexity" bypothesis, then (2) holds
with f = I~I. (even iE ß's entries are E {O, I}.)

Corollary. JE u is a polynomial oE degree N, Dßu ~ 1, then (2) bolds witb Gf1ß =
CNtß and f = 1/IßI.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 are operator theoretic and in fact yield;

Theorem 1'. JE aj~ku on Q2 C }R2 and
8xJ 8y k

So= ! X{(x,Y):lu(x,Y)I:So}!(Y) dy ,

then

iEj = 1, and

iE j ?: 2.

Moreover, modulo the logarithm in the case j = 1 this is sharp.

Theorem 3'. Let T~f :::: JQnl ei>'u(xty) f(y) dy for x E Qn~. Jf Dßu ~ 1, Then

fOT some f > 0 and absolute C. Ifn = 2 and ß = (1, k), we may take E = 2~' wbicb
is sharp. (oE course we assume ß contains at least one entry ~ 2).
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S. CHANILLO:

Symmetry of solutions of non-linear PDE

We clescribe some work done jointly with Michael Kiessling to establish the rota
tional symmetry of solutions to some non-linear systems. Dur methods are based
on the Pohozaev identity coupled with the iso-perimetric inequality. Dur principal
applications are to Ginzburg-Landau equations and Liouville systems.

§l. For Ginzburg-Landau equations we have the following theorem.

Theorem. Let u be a C 2 vector neid, u = ]R2 -+ lR.2, and satisfying the Ginzburg
Landau equation,

-ßu = u(l -luI 2
), in all IR?

with three additional hypotheses, (HI) fR2(I - lu1 2)2 < 00, (H2) u has a single
zero and (H3) there is a rotation 'R-ß E 80(2), by the angle ß E [0,2n) such that
V x ('Rßu) = 0, then there exists a point Xo and a unique, non-negative, radial
function f such that,

x
('RßU)(x + xo) =±~ fe/x/).

§2. The following theorem describes the sort of symmetry results we can prove for
Liouville systems.

Theorem. Let {lij} denote asymmetrie N x N matrix oE numbers. Furtbermore
assume in addition that the matrix entries satisEy three additional properties. (A)
L::l1i j = 1, (B) rii -F 0, for all i = 1,'" ,N, (e) 'Yij 2: O. Now consider the
system oE equations,

Then iE J1R 2 eUidx < 00 for all i = 1,,'· )N.
1. We can eonelude that all the Eunetions Ui(X) are radial and decreasing about
some point, xb (i.e. not necessarily the same point for a11 i = 1, ... ,N).
2. JE, we strengthen bypothesis (C) above and have instead that Tij > 0, tben.
Ui(X) are radial and decreasing about the same point xo.

J. COLLIANDER:

Wellposedness for the Zakharov system

This talk describes the main results of my thesis written under the direction of Jean
Bourgain. We consider the initial value problem (IVP) for the Zakharov system
(1):

6
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(2)

(3)

i8t u + 6u = nu

lJ~n - 6n = ß(luI2
)

(U, n, n)(O) = (UO' nO, nl)

u; Rd X IR -+ C

n : IRd X lR -+ IR

(in the Hamiltonian setting) and some polynomial generalizations. By formally

solving the second equation for n in terms of u and no, nl, and using Duhanel'8

formula, we see (1) is equivalent to

This equation is shown to have a unique Ioeal (in time) solution in the space Xsb

of functions of space-time satisfying

for appropriate s, b. The consequences of this analysis are:

Wellposedness Theorem. In d = 1,2,3, the IVP (1) is loca11y we1l posed for

data (uo, no, nl) E HSd x L2 X iI- 1 with ! < Sd < 1. For data giving

for 811 time t the problem (1) is globally wellposed.

Smoothness Preservation. If (uo, no, nl) E nO'<s BU x /fO'-l XHu-2 leads to

a global solution then (u(t), n(t}, n(t)) E nO'<s Her x Hu-l x iIer - 2,_[or a11 time

Corresponding results for the polynomial generalizations are also valid for d =
1, 2. The d = 3 result exploits Strichartz inequality for the wave-equation and a

refined estimate far the convolution of spherical measures due to Bourgain.

M. COWLING:

The Kunze-Stein phenomenon

This is an account of joint work with S. Meda and A. Setti, both frorn Milan.

In 1960, Kunze and Stein showed that the principal series representations oI

the group G = SL(2, IR) admit an analytic continuation as uniformly bounded

representations in a strip. As a consequence, they showed that IJ'(G) * L 2 (G) C;

L2(G) where 1 ~ P < 2. Subsequently, this was generalized to other semisimple Lie
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groups G. All proofs involved analytic continuation and the Plucheral formula; it
was considered unsatisfactory to need to use complex analysis and Fourier analysis
to prove the purely measure theoretic convolution theorem LP(G) *L2 (G) ~ L 2 (G).

We are now able to give a measure theoretic praoE. In trus talk, we consider the
case where G is of real rank one, and prove that LPl l (G} * LP(G) ~ LP(G) where
1 :5 p < 2. We start by showing that LPl l (K\G/K)*LP(G) S; LP(G), using Herz'sprincipe de majoration, and then use multilinear real interpolation to deduce that
LP(K \ GIK) * LP,I(G) ~ LP(G). A simple trick shows that LP(G/K) * LP(G) ~LP(G), and using multilinear interpolation again shows that V,l(G/K) * LP(G) S;LP(G). An· argument of Lohoue and Rychener then shows that LP1 1(K \ G) *
LP(G) ~ LP(G), and then further applications of real interpolation and the trick
show that Lpl 1(G) * LP(G) ~ LP(G).

E. DAMEK:

Pointwise estimates for fundamental solutions for differential operators
on homogeneous manifolds of negative CUIvature

Let S be a connected, simply connected homogeneous manifold of negative cur
vature. Such manifolds are solvable Lie groups with a 1eft-invariant Riemannianstructure. Moreover, by a result due to Heintze, S is a semi-direct product of its
maximal nilpotent normal subgroup N and A = IR+ with the following property:there is an H in the Lie algebra A of A such that the real parts of eigenvalues of
adH E End(N) are strictly positive.

We apply Ancona's potential theory of negatively curved manifolds to obtain
sharp pointwise estimates for the fundamental solution G of a left-invariant second
order subelliptic operator LasweIl as for the Poisson kernel Pan N corresponding
to L. The estimates for G imply weak type (1,1) of the first and second order Riesz
transforms for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S. Moreover, we obtain pointwiseestimates for the derivatives of P.

R. FARWIG:

Analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations in weighted function spaces

In the study of stationary and instationary solutions of partial differential equations
Calderon-Zygmund estimates and multiplier theorems in LP-spaces with or without
weights are essential tools. In this talk we present several results (jointly with
H. Sohr (Univ. Paderborn)) concerning weighted estimates of solutions of the Stokes
and Navier-Stokes equations in unbounded domains.

- Solution of the stationary Oseen and Navier-Stokes equations for viscous flow pasta body in anisotropically weighted L2-spaces
- Analysis of the Stokes resolvent problem in weighted LP-spaces with Muckenhoupt

8



weights for the whole space or an exterior domain implying that the Stokes operator
generates a bounded analytic semigroup.

- Weighted energy estimates with power weights Ixlo of global weak solutions of
the Navier-Stokes equations in an exterior domain of IR3 yielding also new partial
regularity results

- Weighted LS{Lq)-estimates with power weights of global weak solutions in an ex
terior domain of IR3 leading to decay estimates for IxI -+ 00 and t -+ 00

J. GARCIA-CUERVA:

Maximal operators and Banach lattices

(joint work with R. Marcias and J .L. Torrea) We investigate the behaviour of the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator for functions having values in a Banach lattice.
In our paper "The Hardy-Littlewood property ofBanach Lattices" (1) we introduce
a class of Banach lattices characterized by the boundedness of the lattice version of
the maximal function and its smooth variants in several function spaces. The main
tool in that paper was the vector-valued Calderon-Zygmund theory. In arecent
preprint we analyze thc endpoint results (LOO -+ BMD or even BMO --+ BMD) for
the classical (non-smooth) version of the maximal operator. These_ estimates also
characterize the Hardy-Littlewood lattices, but lie beyond tbe Cald'eron-Zygmund
theory. They depend very strongly on the convexity of the lattice. -
1) lsrael Journal of Mathematics 83 (1993) 177-201

G. GAUDRY:

Vector Multipliers

We consider continous linear operators T on the space LP{IRn; H), 1 ::; p < 00,

that commute with translations. Here H is a separable Hilbert space.
Versions of the Hörmander-Calderon-Zygmund theory have been proved by var

ious authors. These treat an operator -valued kernel K that satisfies, for example,
the Hörmander condition

{ }

l/q

J IK(x - y) - K(xWdx ~ C,

Ixl~2c5

lyl ~ o.

There are versions of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem. These results use the
operator norm on the kernel or on the corresponding multiplier. This is perbaps
unnatural form the point of view of the general theory, and masks some essential
features.
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Theorem 1. (J. L. Torrea, Tewari, Dutta, Vaidya) Let T be a continuous linear
operator on LI (IR, H). Then T commutes with translations iE and only iE it is
defined by convolution with a regular Borel measure J.L : B(IRn) -+ J:,H) that is
(1-additive with respect to the strong operator topology and oE pointwise finite
variation.

Pointwise finite variation means that Eor every h EH, sup E 1Ij.t(Ei )hll < +00,
the supremum being taken over all finite Borel partitions oE IRn .

Theorem 2. (i) Suppose a > 2. There exists a regular operator-valued measure
J.1. : B(IR) -+ 'c(L2 (IR)) such that T{.l is a Fourier p-multiplier iE 1 ~ p < a, and is
not a Fourier p-multiplier iE p > a.

(ii) There exists a regular operator-valued measure J.L : B(IR) --t ~(H) such that
T,. is a p-multiplier Hf 1 ::s p ::s 2. e

This is joint work with B. Jefferies and W. Ricker.

D. GELLER:

Analytic Weyl calculus and spaces of entire functions

For j E IR, we define aspace, ASi, consisting of certain symbols r(p, q) «p, q) E
IRn x IRn) which have extensions to entire functions of exponential developments
at 00, in terms of homogeneous functions ri, in a sectorial neighborhood of IR2n in
C2n , with precise estimates on the growth of the terms and on the error. We write
r "J Erl.

If r E ASi, we let Op(r) be the operator in the Weyl calculus with symbol r. If
r "J Ert, we say Op(r) is Hermite-like if TO(p, q) -# 0 for (p, q) -# O. For any m, we
let Z~{lRm) be the Gelfand-Silov space on IRm. We have r "J 0 ~ r E Z?(IR2n).

Theorem. Say r E ASi, R = Op(r). Then: (a) R : Z?(IRn) -+ Z?(lRn
).

(b) JE r "J 0 then R : (5' -+ Zi(lRn).
c) Say R is Hermite-like. JE f E 6' and Rf E Z? (IRn); there exists a E ASo with

a "J 0 such that P = Op(a) is the projection in L 2 onto ker(R); and there exists
S E Op(AS-i) with SR = I - P.

This calculus underlies some representation-theoretic aspects of analytic psee
dodifferential operators on the Heisenberg group, and certain generalizations of the
Greiner-Kohn-Stein phenomenon.

D. GORGES:

Coovergence a.e. of multiple Fourier series aod Fourier integrals

The Carleson-Hunt theorem proves convergence a.e. of the partial sums of one
dimensional Fourier series and of partial Fourier integrals for LV functions, 1 <

10
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I
I p < 00. In several dimensions there is still no praof of an analogons theorem for

partial sums or integrals being taken with respect to Euclidean balls (p=2). In

my talk I give some sufficientconditions on the considered functions which imply

convergence a.e., when partial sums or integrals are taken with respect to a family

B(R) : R > 0 of sufficiently growing, o-star-shaped and bounded subsets of }Rd. In

the case of spherical summation these results are contained in a paper by Carbery

and Soria.

A. GREENLEAF:

Characteristic space-time estimates for tbc wave eauation

(joint work with Gunther Uhlmann) Let 0 = 8; - Llx be the d'Alembertian on

Rn+l and, for each w E sn-I, 8(t - x· w) the associated singular plane wave. We

consider the operator

(U f)(x, t, w) =0-1(f(x) . 6(t - x . w)),

which arises naturally in inverse scattering. (U has previously been~~onsidered by

A. Melin.) We prove:

Theorem. Let n ~ 2. a) U : L;\comp(IRn ) -+ L~+l,loc(IRn+l x 8 n -:"
1

), 8 < 0 and

maps L~omp ---+ Bi,oo (standard Besov space).

b) U . L2 (IGTl) LPn-e (tDn+l sn-I) b - 2(n-1) - n-2 d
. comp ~ --+ Sn +e',loc ~ X W ere Pn - n-2 ,8n - n=T an

c' tends to 00 as € tends to O.

c) Globa11y, U : L2 (IRn) --+ i~(IRn+l X sn-1) for 2 ~ P < p~ a.nd 8 = 7- _n~2,

where
IIvll 0 = 1I(-ßx,z)s/2VIlLP(lRn+lxsn-l)o

L~(lRn+lxSn - 1 )

The limited regularity in a) is arefleetion of the fact that U is a Fourier integral

operator associated with two cleanly intersecting Lagrangians Al, A2 c r* (lRn +1 X

sn-1 X Rn) \ 0, both of which have points sitting over the zero section of T*IRn.

We develop techniques to deal with this difficulty.

D. HAROSKE:

Entropy numbers of same compact embeddings of weighted function spaces:

applications

In recent times we have studied compact embeddings of weighted function spaces

on Rn, like

(1) 8 > 0, 1 < q ~ p < 00, S - ~ + ~ > 0
q p

11



(2)

where w(x) might be specified as w(x) = (x)O t Q > 0, or w(x) = 10gß(x), ß > 0, say,
1

with (X) = (2 + Ix12) 2. Moreover, we have determined the (asymptotic) behaviour
of their entropy numbers ek(id).
We are now interested in the limiting case ~ = ~ + ~ of (1). Let w(x) = 10gß (x),
ß > 0. Former considerations imply that id cannot be compact in that case inde
pendent of ß > O. Thus we have to replace the target space Lp (Rn) by a 'slightly'
larger one, but keeping the integrability p, 1 < p < 00, unchanged. In view
of similar investigations related to compact limiting embeddings of (unweighted)
function spaces on bounded domains it appears reasonable to replace Lp (Rn) by
some logarithrnic space Lp (1og L)_a(Rn ) .. Due to the lack of a suitable definition
we first introduce counterparts of Lp(log L)-a(n), 1 < p < 00, a > 0, on IRn

, called
Lp,oo (log L)-a (IRn ). Afterwards we study the entropy numbers of the compace
embedding ~

where a > 0, ß > 0, S > 0, 1 < q ~ p < 00 and ~ = ~ + ~. In case of a > 2~ and
ß > -!i + 1 we obtain for ida,ß from (2)

Finally we apply our result to estimate eigenvalues of the compact operator

B = b2 0 b(·, D) 0 bi

acting in some Lp space, where b(',D) belongs to some Hörmander class ..W~;,
x > 0, °::; 'Y < 1, and bI , b2 are in some (weighted) logarithmic Lebesgue spaces on
!Rn as introduced above. The cruciallink between eigenvalues and entropy numbers
is given hy Carl's inequality, lJ.Lkl ~ v'2 ek(B), where {tLk} is the eigenvalue
sequence of the linear and compact operator B, and ek(B) are its respective entropy
numbers. This additionally explains our interest in studying entropy numbers of
such embeddings.

W. HEBISCH:

Spectral multipliers on exponential growth solvable Lie grOUPS

We present a new class of groups such that compactly supported smooth func
tions operate on the (sub)laplacian giving operators bounded on LI. Let N be
a nilpotent Lie group with dilations esA . We assume that N is stratified. Let
G = IR x N, with the multiplication given by the formula

12
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Let Q be the homogeneous dimension of N. Assume Xl,"" X n generate N and
are of order 1 (that is AXj = Xi, j = 1, ... , n). We denote by Xi the eorresponding
right invariant vector fields on G. We put Xo = 8u and we write

n

L= EX].
i=O

The heat kernel Pt is defined by the formula etL f = Pt * f·
Theorem 1.1. There exists C such that for every s E IR we have

2±.!
Ilp1+isIlLl(G) ~ C(l + 151 :l ).

Theorem 1.2. For every compactly supported F E G[~] (or F in the Sobolev
space H(~+~») the operator F(-L) is bounded on L1(G)

A. HULANICKI:

Harmonie and pluriharmonie functions on homogeneous Siegel domains

Let D be a homogeneous Siegel domain. D admits a singly transitive solvable
group S of biholomorphic mappings of D onto itself. We transfer the complex
structure from b to S, the left translates act as biholomorphie mappings, while
the elements from the enveloping algebra of the eomplexified Lie algebra SC of S
act on the right.

As every Siegel domain is biholomorphic with a boundeq. domain, it admits a
Kählerian structure induced e.g. by the Bergman metric. This in turn gives rise
to a Riemannian connection yr.

'Vx : S ~ S for X E S
••.-:.o~._

We extend yr to SC by complex linearity. We select an orthonormal basis Z}, ... , Zn
in 8(1,0).

We define operators on functions on D by

We see that all .these operators annihilate holomorphic functions on D.
As usual, we define the curvature operator by .

R(X, Y) = 'VxY'y - Y'yY'x - V[X,y]

where X and Y are complex veet·or fields. For given X, Y E SC we interpret
R(X, Y) as an element of End(SC, SC).

13



(*)

We define an elliptic system of operators, we call it the Hua system, by putting

?-ls,t! == - L(Zs, R(Zk' Zl)Zt)ßZIc,Zl!'
k,l

It is easily seen that this is independent of the orthonormal frame, Zl, ... , Zn'
Often, the study of the behavior of holomorphic function on a Siegel domain near

the Shilov boundary involves defining a suitable class of real valued "harmonie"
funetions. We restrict our attention to bounded functions. Ideally, such a class
should:

(1) Contain all real and imaginary parts of bounded holomorphic functions.
(2) Be descr~bable as "Poisson integral" over the Shilov boundary against areal kerneA

(the "PoIsson" kernei). ,.
(3) Be invariant under all or at least a transitive group of biholomorphisms of the

domain.
(4) Be describable as the nullspace of a degenerate-elliptic system L of second order

differential operators, or better of one such opera;or.

Let M be the space of symmetrie real n x n matrices and let n be the open eone
in M consisting of positive definite matrices. Let D n == M +iO C Cd, d == (n~l)n.

Theorem [E.Damek, A.Hulanicki, R.Penney]. There exists a single el1iptic,
second order S-invariant operator L on D n for which the space of bounded L
harmonie functions is precisely the spaee oE Poisson-Szegö integral oE LOO-functions
on B.

The operator L is a surn of some "diagonal elements" of the Hua system.

Theorem [E.Damek, A.Hulanicki, R.Penney]. For every homogeneous Siegel
domain, symmetrie or not, there is a linear combination with positive coefficients
L oE operators ßZj such that bounded L-harmonic functions satisfy (1)-(4).

Theorem [A.Hulanicki, D.Müller, M.Peloso]. Let D be one oE the three
Siegel domains: upper balf-plane, unit ball in C2

, D 2 . Let F be areal valued
function on D sueh that

sup ( IF(x . t)1 2 <: 00
tEO iN(:F) ,

and

(**) ßzjF = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,n.

Then there exists areal function G wbich satisfies (*) and F+iG is holomorphic
onD.
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N. JACOB:

Balayage theory for a class of pseudo-difIerential operators

(joint work with W. Hoh) Let p : IR" x IR" --+ IR be a continuous function such that
p(x,.) : IRn --+ lR. is negative definite in the sense of Beurling and Deny. In addition
suppose that -p(x, D) generates a symmetrie FeIler semigroup (Tt)t~O which is
even a strong FeIler semigroup and admits sufficiently many excessive functions.
Then the general theory of Bliedtner and Hausen allows a balayage theory with
respect to the potential kernel Vo, VOu == fo

oo Ttu dt. In a first theorem conditions
on p(x,~) are given in order that this (abstract) balayage theory is applicable, in
particular a type of Dirichlet problem is solved. Next the bilinear form B associated
with -p(x, D) is used to salve a weak Dirichlet problem. Since the form B is a
Dirichlet form one ean associate a Hunt process with it (Fukushimas theory). This
Hunt proeess is equivalent to the Feller process associated with the semigroup
(Tdt>o. Using this equivalence and eertain probabilistie representation formulas it
is po;sible to identify the solutions of both formulations of the Dirichlet problem
aod prove some regularity results for them.

H.-G. LEOPOLD:

Spectral invarianee for pseudodifferential operators on function spaces

In joint works with E. Schrohe and H. Triebel the relation between in~ertibility in
the algebra of pseudodifferential operators and invertibility in the operator theoreti
ca} sense with respect to Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces without and with admissible
weights were disGussed. We proved the following results:

if 1 < P < 00,0 < q < 00, s real and 0 ~ 6 < 1;

if 0 < p ~ 00 (p < 00 in the F-case) , 0 < q ~ 00, s real, w(x) E W, 0 ~ , < 1
and 'l/J~,sym = {A E 1/Jr,~: A = A' = A·} - the elements of 1/J~,8ym are self-dual
in the s - s' pairing and self-adjoint in L2. Here 1/J?,6 -1, .c(Bp ,q)-1, ... denote the
groups of invertible elements in 1/J?,6' .c(B~q) .. " respectively.

As a consequence it was shown, that for each pseudodifferential operator, be
longing to one of these classes, the spectra of the induced operators acting on the
different function spaces are independent of the ehoice of space parameters and
coincide with its L2-spectrum.
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G. MOCKENHAUPT:

On restrietion of Fourier transforms

First, we present an analogue ofthe Stein-Tomas restrietion theorem for the Fourier
transform on the realline. It has been shown by R. Salem in the 50's that there
are compactly supported measures J.L on IR such that for € > 0 we have 1~(x)1 s
Cf Ixl-O/2+~, where Q is the Hausdorff dimension of the support of dJ.L. For the
particular measures above we have

Theorem 1. JE (} > n~l, n > 1, then

JIN dfl.::; c IIfll~
~ 2(n+l)lor 1 :5 p< n+3 .

Second, we introduce corresponding to a subset E in the dual of a finite abelian
group G the constants

and BP(G) = sup BP(G,E).
EcG

The classical Hardy-Littlewood conjecture on majorants of Fouries series does imply
that BP (Z/NZ) is bounded in N for p not an even integer -if p is an even integerwe have BP(C) = 1. Now, the conjecture of Hardy and Littlewood is known to be
false. However, the growth of the constants BP(Z/NZ) is not known. We show
Theorem 2. For 2 < P < 4 tbere is a constant cp > 0 s.t.

Nlogl~N ~ BP{ZjNZ).

By convexity we have also the (rough) upper bound BP(Z/N71) ::; Nß(p) where
ß(p) = (1 - p/4)(1 - 2/p), 2 < p < 4. Since a conjecture by H. Montgomery innumber theory and a week form of the restrietion problem for the Fourier tmnsform
state essentially that for particular sets E and exponents p, BP(Z/NZ, E) grows
at most as the lower bound given in the theorem above we point out the probleJAwhether this lower bound can be improved. We note also that in case of G .,(71/2z)n there is ,(p) E (0, ß(p)) B.t. BP(G) ~ IGll'(p), 2 < p < 4.

A. OLEVSKII:

High freguency oscillation with nonlinear phase

We prove that if<p : ]Rd ---+ [0, 21T[ is any measurable function such that

"\...
f

•

(A E Z)
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(Mp - Fourier multipliers algebra) for some p ::f:. 2 then cp is affine in a neighbour
hood of almost each point x E IRd and the gradient \lcp takes only a finite number of
values. This result yields a specific spectral decomposition of translation invariant
operators in LP with bounded powers.

One of the main points in the proof is the following new general property of
multipliers: if m E Mp(]Rd) for some p ::f:. 2 then m is eontinous almost everywhere.

The paper represents joint results with V. Lebedev.

D. H. PHONG:

Degenerate oscillatory integrals and oscillatory integral operators

It is an old hypothesis due to V. I. Arnold that the numerical invariants of an
analytic funetion S(x) should be expressible in terms of its Newton polyhedron.
For the decay rate of sealar oseillatory integrals with phase S(x), and generic S, this
had been confirmed by A. Varehenko in the mid 1970's. In this talk, we describe
same recent joint work with E. M. Stein, which establishes that tlie· sharp decay
rate

for the norm of the oseillatory integral operator on L2 (IR)

Tf(x) =Loo

ei >'S(:r:,IJ}x(x,y)f(y)dy

is also given in terms of the Newton polyhedron of the phase S (x, y). Interestingly,
this statement holds without any genericity restrietion, and without any extraneaus
logarithmic factor -(log IAI)ß, as can occur in the scalar case.

H. M. REIMANN:

Conformally invariant differential operators

(joint work with A. Koranyi, CUNY) Conformally invariant differential operators
on the unit ball B c ~n and its boundary ~ = aB are considered. ~ has a natural
contact structure given by () = Jdp with p a defining function for B. It is weil
known that a vector field v on ~ generates a flow of contact transforms if it is cf
the form v = DEp := pT - J grad p for some real valued funetion p on E (T is the
Reeb vectorfield deterrnined by () and gradp is the horizontal gradient).
1) The vectorfield DEp generates a flow of eCltL quasiconformal mappings if
IISEvll oo :$ C. SE is the Heisenberg version of the Ahlfors operator. Both DE and
SE are SU(n, 1)- invariant differential operators.
2) Vectorfields v = DEp satisfying IISEvlloo :$ C ean be extended equivariantly
with respect to the SU(n, 1)- action to vectorfields w on B which are Hamiltonian

17



with respect to the Kähler -Bergmann form. They satisfy IISB wll oo ~ C' and
therefore generate flows of quasiconformal mappings with respect to the Bergmann
metric.

T RUNST:

A general approach to solvability conditions for semilinear elliptic
boundary value problems

The talk deals with some recent results of a joint work with S. B. Robinson,
Winston-Salem. The purpose is to show that many well-known and several new
existence results for semilinear elliptic boundary value problems at resonance with
bounded and unbounded nonlinear perturbations can be understood as simplee
corollaries of abstract existence theorems.

T. SCHOTT:

FUnction spaces of Triebel-Lizorkin type with exponential weights

The seale of Lizorkin-Triebel spaces F;q with s E IR, 0 < p < 00 and 0 < q ::; 00

covers the inhomogeneous Hardy spaces hp and the fraetional Sobolev spaees H;
with the elassical So~olev spaces W; as a subclass. We study their weighted
counterparts F;q (u) on the Euclidean space Rn, where s E IR, 0 < p < 00 aod
o< q < 00. The weight funetion u satisfies

o< u(x) ~ cu(x - y)exp(dlyl),

for some c > 0 and d ~ O. This involves the weight

x,y E Rn

U(x) = exp(±lyl) x,yElRn

whieh was excluded from previous theory.
First of all , we study a suitable space of distributions. Then we define the

spaces F;q (u) and list some basic properties, such as completeness and density
of the smooth functions. FUrthermore, f --+ uf yields a topological isomorphis4'
from F;q(u) anto F;q' Hence, if k is a non-negative integer, then F~(u) can be
identified with the weighted Sobolev spaces W; (u). We give atomic and molecular
decompositions of F;q(u) in the sense of M. Frazier and B. Jawerth.

Finally, we deal with the boundedness of certain pseudodifferential operators in
the abave function spaces. The corresponding symbols belong to the Hörmander
class SJ.l, where J.L E IR. It follows that the spaces F;q(u) have the lift property.
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A. SEEGER:

Some endpoint bounds for rough operators

The following is joint work with Terence Tao.

(1) Let

Tnf(x) = P.v.! O(y/lyJ)lyl-df(x - y)dy

where JSd-l O(yl)du{yl) = 0 and n E Lr{Sd-l), r > 1. Then Tn maps the Hardy
space H 1 (IRd) to the Lorentz space L 1,2 (but not necessarily to L1,q for q <" 2).

(2) Let T be the Hilbert transform along the curve "Ym(t) = (t, tm), Le.

. ! dtTf(x) = p.v. f(x - "Ym(t»T

Then T maps the multiparameter Hardy-space H~rod(JR x IR) to the Lorentz
space Ll,2. This result can be used to provea sharp bound for the averaging
operator

Af(x) =! x(t)f(x - 'Y~(t)) dt

where X E Co. Namely, D1/mA maps Lm,2 to L m.

w. SICKEL:

Mapping properties of composition operators

LetG : IR -. IR be continuous. Then we derive th~ following necessary condition
on the corresponding composition operator Tc : f -. G(f) to act between a Bessel
potential space and a Besov space or Sobolev space, respectively.

Let 1 < p < 00 and 1 < s < ~.

a) Assume Tc(H;) c W;n for some m ~ S, then G has to satisfy

.!l +.1. {.!l-s)-m( .!l-s+l)
for all T > p p p n. _ 8 P

p

b) Let 0 < r :::; S and assume Tc(H;) c B;p. Then G has to satisfy
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~+.!.(.!! -s)-r( ~ -s+l)
for all '"Y > p p P ~ -s P . It is shown in two special situations that these

p

conditions are unimprovable. The above assertions cover earlier results of Dahlberg,
Bourdaud and Runst.

P. SJÖGREN:

Rough singular integral kernels and rough maximal ooerators
applied to radial functions

A homogeneous Calder6n-Zygmund kernel is defined by its restriction to the unit
sphere. This restriction is always assumed integrable, with vanishing integral.
Rather weak additional assumptions irnply LP boundedness and weak type (l,IA
for the corresponding convolution operator. When the kernel is odd, it is an ope_
question whether weak type (1,1) follows without extra assumptions. In joint work
with F. Soria, we prove the weak type when the operator is applied only to radial
functions.

The prüof reHes on a corresponding result for an analogous maximal operator,
defined as a supremum of weighted means in balls. The weight is homogeneous
of degree 0 and integrable on the unit sphere. Again, it is not known whether
this implies weak type (1,1) without further assumptions. ·We prove the weak
type (1,1) estimate for the restriction to radial functions. This result extends to
the larger operator obtained by taking the supremum before integrating in the
argument variable, when the integralover each ball is written in polar coordinates.
The proof goes via results like yG(·/y) * f(x) E L 1,OO(dxdy/y) , for G and f in LI
and G satisfying some regularity conditions.

P. SJÖLIN:

Estimates of averages of Fourier transforms of measures with finite energy

Estimates of Fourier transforms of measures with finite energy are considered. In
earlier papers spherical means of the Fourier transforms have been studied. Here
more general means are considered. Also in particular the case when the measure
is given by a radial function is studied. •
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H. SMITH:

Strichartz estimates for low regularity wave oouations

We consider LP estimates for solutions to wave equations of the form

n

(8; - L Gifj(t, X)8X i8x j)U(t, x) = F(t, x)
i,j=l

u(O, x) = f(x)

8tu(O, x) = g(x)

under minimal regularity hypotheses on the coefficients ai.j(t, x).

Theorem 1. IfV'~ai,j(t,x)E Loo, and 8tai.j(t,X) E LC~=>, then the Strichartz and
Pecher estimates hold for space dimension n = 2,3.

Counterexamples of Smith-Sogge show that this is sharp, in .the sense that
V;ai,j (t, x) E Lq is not sufficient if q < 00. On the other hand;.'"the following
improvement holds:

Theorem 1. JE the Riemann curvature tensor associated to aid (x) belongs to L CX) ,

and ai,j{x) E Hl,p, some p > n, tben the Stricbro"tz and Pecher estimates hold for
n = 2,3.

The proof modifies the paraproduct theory of Coifman, Bony, and Meyer to
construct the wave group for 8; - P{t, x, 8x), moduln an invertible error, within a
class of oscillatory integral operators with S!,! symbols and S!, i phases. This new
class of operators, which uses a different phase on different dyadic energy sh~lls, is a
model class for Fourier integral operators with nonsmooth (Lipschitz) Lagrangean
manifolds..

C. THIELE:

Multilinear singular integrals

We present some joint work with M. Lacey. Let I}, 12, 13 E S(IR) and consider the
trilinear form

A(h. h. 13) :=J[PoVo J/1 (x - t)h(x + t)~] 13(x) dx

We show the following theorem:

Theorem. For all 2 < Pl, P2, P3 < 00 satisfying! +! + 1
Pl P2 P3

constant C such that for all 11,/2,13 E S(IR):
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The proof is based on a method that is derived from the classical proofs of
Carleson and Fefferman of Carleson's theorem on almost everywhere convergence
of Fourier series. In the talk we deseribe the trilinear form in terms of the phase
plane and demonstrate how geometrie arguments in the phase plane enter iota the
proof of the theorem.

A. VARGAS:

An extension theorem for the Fourier transform

This is the result of joint work with Adela Moyua and Luis Vega.
The classical Stein-Tomas restrietion theorem says that for f E LP(IR3 ), P ~ 4/.

we have IIIIS2I1L2(S2) ~ ClIfIlLP(1R3). Its dual form is the extension theorem, whiCW'

in tbe extremal case is 1I~IIL4(IR3) ~ IlfIlL2(S2). Here we present an improvemeot
of this theorem. We will c'onsider ooly eharacteristic funetions, f = Xn, n c 8 2 .

Sinee L 2(82 ) is the sharp LP space corresponding to L4(IR3), we need a different
norm in 8 2 • Following Bourgain, for n c 8 2 , we define

where, for eaeh fJ = 2-j, CfJ is a family of caps of radius fJ covering 8 2 •

It can be shown that Illxnlllp ~ Ilf1lL2. Moreover IlIxnlllp is comparable to IIfllL2
ooly w hen !1 is essentially a eap.

We prove the following

Theorem. II~tIL4(1R3) ~ Clllxnllip for all p > l+~' The result is false for p <
4

1+V2'

This theorem ean be applied to the problem of pointwise eonvergence to the
initial datum of the solution of the Schrödinger equation. We can prove that the
convergenee holds for datum in a Sobolev space H8 (IR2 ) for some s < 1/2, whieh
is smaller than the exponents on the previous theorems of this type.

A. YOUSSFI:

Regularity properties of bilinear operators

We eonsider the regularity properties of the bilinear operators

Bj(f,g) = fRj(g) + gRj(f)

where R j , j = 1, ... , n, are the Riesz transforms in !Rn.
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We prove existence or nonexistence cf the space

where HSi, (i = 1,2) is the homogeneous Sobolev space. In the positive case we
give a characterization of {SI ,82.

Berichterstatter: C. Thiele , Kiel
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Submitted Abstracts

Recent Progress on Calabi-Yau threefolds

P. H. M. WILSON

Cambridge

The recent progress referred to in the title sterns from arecent physics
preprint by Strominger, Yau and Zaslow (SYZ), hep-th/9606040. There it is
argued (at least in a neighbourhood of large complex structure limit) that a
Calabi-Yau threefold X with a "mirror Y should admif a special Lagrangian
3-torus fibration 8 : X -+ B, i.e. with general fibre a special Lagrangian 3
torus, with special Lagrangian. section. They propose a conjectured construc
tion of the mirror, which may be reinterpretted as follows: Let p : Xo -+ Bo
denote the smooth part of the fibration - Bo is then a smooth manifold by
work of McLean.

(1) Construct topological dual YQ= R1p.R/ R1p.'ll over BQ.
(2) Compactify to get Y topologically.
(3) Construct complex structure j and complexified Kähler dass i3 + iw

on Y from corresponding info B + iw, resp. I on X (Mirror map).
The purpose of this talk is to describe joint work of the speaker with Mark

Gross (preprint alg-geom/960S004), in which the SYZ recipe is checked to
produce the correct mirrors for K3-surfaces, and then is applied to a class of
Calabi-Yau threefolds studied independently by Borcea and Voisin. These are
obtained from K3-surfaces S with holomorphic involution.t : S ~ S .(acting
as -Ion holomo'rphic 2-form) for which the mirrar K3 exists. Letting E be
anyelliptic curve and j : E ~ E given by negation, we obtain a Calabi-Yau
threefold X from the minimal resolution of S x E/(t,j). In this circumst'ance,
there is a special Lagrangian torus fibration 1r : X ~ B on X (coming from
special Lagrangian torus fibrations on Sand E), and the SYZ construction is
shown to yield the correct mirror topologically. Moreover, this fibration also
gives the correct mirrar map, by considering the Leray spectral sequence
Hi(B, Ri 1r.Q) ===> Hi+i(X, Q). Thus the SYZ recipe does give the right
answerin this case.
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Aremark ?n the Bergman distance

Nagoya

Study of the Bergman kernel and the Bergman metric is interesting be
cause of its specific nature as a question of asymptotics of extremal objects
in complex analysis. In the lecture I explained first the status of the prob
lems mentioning the following recent observations which are loosely related
to each other. -

(1) As aRiemann surface (not necessarily compact) is pinched along a
curve 1 toward the union of two hyperbolic surfaces SI and S2, the Jenkins
Strebel differential associated to '1 'converges' to a 'Dirac's delta' correspond
ing to the point joining SI and S2' (~ 3 uncountably many Teichmüller
spaces). ('96 Nagoya Math. J.) .

(2) n ce Cn pseudoconvex, an E C2
• Let Bz be the maximizing function

defined as the holomorphic function satisfying 11 B z 11 2 := In IBz 1
2 = 1 and

Bz(z) = sup{lf(z)1 :11 f 11= 1, f is holomorphic on n}, and let 6(z) be the
distance fro~ z to an. Then, for k ~ 1, IBz1 (z2)11 B Z2 (Z2) > 1 if 1 > 6(ZI)k >
6(Z2) (:::} The Bergman distance from a fixed point Zo E n to z is estimated
from below by cl/ogl/ogC26(Z) 1 (CI, C2 > 0). ('95 Ann. Math. joint with K.
Diederich)

(3) Demailly's approximation theorem for plurisubharmonic functio~s.

These are all consequences of variants of Hörmander's L2 estimates for
the 8-operator. In the above (2), the fact that -6(zY is plurisubharmonic
for 0 < f ~ 1 is crucial. A "recent result (joint with N. Sibony) says that this
condition is satisfied by any proper pseudoconvex subdomain of IF with C2_

smooth boundary. As a result a localization principle holds for the Bergman
kernel and metric on these domainsas weIl as the bounded pseudoconvex
domains in C n

•
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Equidistributiop for sequences of rational mappings
and pre-images in complex dynamics on CIF"

B. Shiffman

Baltimore

This talk concerns joint work with Alexander Russakovskii~.

We consider sequences of (not necessarily regular) rational maps Pk : _

CIPn-+ CCIPm. We give conditions under which the pre-images p;;l W of most
projective (m - q)-planes (1 < q < m) are equidistributed. Specifically, if the
degrees dq(Pk) of the pre-images pk-1W of generic projective (m-q)-plane W
grow rapidly enough, then the currents dq(Pk)-l([Pk"l W] - P;wq

) converge
to zero for all projective (m - q)-planes W outside of a pluripolar subset of
the Grassmannian (where w is the Fubini-Study Kähler form on <elF):

By applying this result to the iterates pk of a rational map P : CIPn-+
CIPn,. we obtain applications to complex dynamies. Let .x = dn (P) denote
the number of points of P- 1

( w) for a generic point w E CIPn. We show,
for example, that if .x > dn-1(P) (which is the degree of the pre-image of a
generic projective line), then the sequence of measures {.x- kpk*wn

} converges
weakly to an invariant probability measure J.L on CIFand

for all w outside a pluripolar set of er, 6w denotes the delta measure at .w.

4
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Invariants of Moduli Spaces of Abelian Surfaces

J. Zintl

Hannover

Dur objects of study are compactified moduli spaces of (1, p)-polarized
abelian surfaces with level structure. They are obtained as folIows. First
take the quotient of Siegel's upper half space 6 2 by a certain paramodular
group r I,p' Then construct the toroidal compactification as described in the
book of Hulek, Kahn and Weintraub. Dur aim is to study a desingularized
model Ä1,p in as much detail as possible. It could serve as a test case for sim
ilarly constructed moduli spaces. In particular we are interested in nume"rical
invariants of .,4I,p. For technical reasons we restrict ourselves to p ~:·5 and
prime. .

So far it has been known that for p ~ 37 the moduli spaces are of general
type, and they are rational if p = 5 or 7. These are results' by Gritsenko,
Hulek, Manolache, Sankaran and Schreyer.

Dur results include a description of the canonical divisor, its self-intersection
number, the Euler number and a large number of intersection numbers in the
Chow ring of AI,p. Using the theory of modular forms one proves:

Theorem. For the canonical divisor one has KÄ1,p = 3L - D - ~R - ~E.

Here L denotes the Q-divisor associated to modular forms, D the bound
ary divisor and Rand E arise from the ramification of the quotient map
6 2 ~ r I ,p\62 . From this geometrical description we get:

Theorem. The Euler number of AI,p is e(AI,p) = _~(p3 + 431p - 8760) .

.,4I,P is a projective variety ·of dimension three. Numerical data sug
gests that it might be possible to construct a minimal model in the sense
of Mori theory. We have fOllnd one extremal ray so far. Also after comput
ing some more intersection numbers one should be able to apply the theorem
of Riemann-Roch to give formulae for the plurigenera of .,4I,p and for dimen
sions of spaces of modular forms with respect to r l,p'
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Algebraic surfaces with smallpg

F. CATANESE

Pisa and Rama

Let S be a smooth minimal (camplete) surface of general type, Pg =
hO(I(), q = ht(O). Then the invariants X = 1-q+pg ~ 1 and K 2 ~ 1 are the
basic invariants, subjeet to Noether's inequality K 2 ~ 2pg - 4(K2 ~ 2X - 6) e_'
and the Bogamolov-Miyaoka-Yau inequality K2 ~ 9X. Castelnuovo proved
that if 1(2 < 3pg - 7, then the canonical map 'Pt is a 2 : 1 cover of a ruled
surface.

The geographical question: for which pairs ((, TJ) exists an S with X(S) =
~,1(~ = 1] was soIved by Persson in the negative index region (1(2 ~ 8x) by
using surfaces with a genus 2 pencil. These are very special, since for them
<PI and <P2 ('Pm = m th canonical map) are not birational.

Recent work of several authors has classified the exceptions to the bira
tionality of 'P2 which are non standard (i.e., not due to the existence of a
genus 2 peneil): only the eases Pg ~ 2 remain open.

The Leitmotiv of this talk is: when do we expect 'Pt to be good?
Questions: For which integers (~TJ exists an S with K'§ = TJ, X(S) = ( and

a) 'Pt birational?
b) 'Pt such that there exists a generie projection to jp3

such that E has ordinary singularities?
Obviously: pg ~ 4, 1(2 ~ 3pg - 7 --+ X ~ 5, 1<2 ~ 3X - 10 (q = 0).

The first cases to analyse are pg = 4, K2 ~ 5; Pg = 5, /(2 ~ 8; Pg
6, 1(2 ~ 11.

For lack of time I could only analyse the example with pg = 4.
Here the problem ties up with a completely general method of study

ing existenee problems for algebraic surfaces, the method of almost-generie
projections. These are the morphisms tp : S -+ IP( eo, eb e2, e3) given by
(0"0, O"b 0"2, 0"3), O"j E HO(ejKs ), such that 'P is birational onto its image E.
( IP( ... ) is a weighted projective space).

Proposition: For ·all Sexist eo, ... , e3, eo, et :5 2, e2 :5 3, e3 ~ 5 such that
there exists 'P : S -+ IP(eo, ... , e3) almost generic.

6
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In this context arecent joint theorem with F.-0. Schreyer extended the
method to the case q > 0, when r/> : S -+ p3 (ei = 1) and for the general case
this also works.

Theorem: Assume 4> : S -+ p3 makes S a canonical surface (ei = 1, tP almost
generic): then, setting

there is aresolution

. 0 ~ (Of'J EB E)"(-5) ~ Op3 ffi E ~ 4>.8 -+ 0

such that the following holds
(1) a = a t

(2) a ='(Q'I, a ' ) satisfies thc ring candition, i.e. if r =rankE, J\r(a').andAr (Ci) generate tbe same ideal sheaf
(3) {deta. == O} = E is irreducible
(4) Since (2), setting C = rtom(Cokera, OE), f---t 'Homor:,(C, OE)

1iom(C,C) == </1.0s, we get Cokera. with ring structure given by 1iom(C,C)
is such that X = Spec(Cokero:) has at most rational double points as singu
larities.

Conversely, any a. satis~ying (1 )-(4) yields a canonical surface.

. In case pg == 4, q == 0 a. is a matrix of polynomials, but still
Theorem (Clliberto): There exist canonical surfaces with 5 ~ I{2 ~ 10.

Problem: construet for K 2 ~ 11.

More hard is the classification done for K 2 == 5,6,7 (Enriques, Horikawa,
Catanese, Bauer, Zucconir Many pathologies occur for 8 ~ K 2 ~ 10, which
I showed by several examples.
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Cones of Rational Curves and Complex Structure

N.MOK

Hong Kong

Let S be an irreducible Hermitian symmetrie space of the eompact type
and of rank 2:: 2, e.g., a Grassmannian. In a joint work with J.-M. Hwang we
prove that any non-singular Kähler deformation of S is biholomorphic to S.
In this Lecture we discuss techniques from this article pertaining to rational
curves which are applicable to the more general context of Fano manifolds.

Let X be a Fano manifold. Then there exists an irreducible component
J(.. of the Chow space of X such that a genericmember of R is an immersed
rational curve·e for which the normal bundle N c1x has only line bundle
components of degrees 1 or O. Irreducible members of R will be ealled min
imal rational curves. Those that pass through a generic point x determine
a smooth normalized Chow spaee of marked rational eurves Mx, a cone of
tangents to minimal rational curves Cx C IFTx and a generieally finite map
~ : M x - ---4 Cx ' Assuming that-Cx C IFTx are linearly degenerate, we have
a meromorphic distribution W, IPWx spanned by Cx at generie points. We
discuss the quest ion of integrability of such distributions W. On the one
hand if Pic( X )~Z, then W eannot be integrable, as follows from the defor
mation theory of rational eurves. On the other hand, W is always integrable
if the variety of tangent lines Tx C IP(/\2 Wx ) to Cx is linearly nondegenerate
at generic points.· A sufficient condition for the latter is to require that the
second fundamental form 0"[0'] : S2T[Q](Cx ) -+ NC%lPwz is surjective at generic
smooth points [0] of Cx'

The rigidity of S under Kähler deformation can be deduced as folIows.
For the model S the eones Cx~Mx are themselves Hermitian symmetrie
irreducible except in the case of Grassmannians. By induetion hypothesis
and by a eohomological argument in the case of Grassmannians Mx are
unehanged under deformation but the isomorphism Cx~Mx may be deformed
to a proper projection <1>y : M y - ---4 Cy for y on the limit fiber X o • The latter
case is ruled out by the surjectivity of 0"[0'] (second fundamental form) at y.

Xo=S is then recovered from the flatness of the limiting G-structure on Xo
defined by cones Cy C IPTy •

8
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Automorphic farms and the geometry of Siegel 3-folds

v. A. GRITSENKO

St.Peters.burg

Using the theory of automorphic forms it is possible to get results about
Siegel modular 3-folds At = f t \IHb (the moduli spa:ce of abelian surfaces with
polarization of type (1, t). The following statements were presented in the
talk.

Theorem 1. Let t and d be coprime. Then there exists an ·emb~ding
of H 3,O(Ad into H 3,O(Atd ). In particular . ~'

As it was proved by the author in 1994

h3 ,O(At ) > 0 if t f=. 1, ... , 12, 14,15,16,18,20,24,30,36

We call polarizations from this list exceptional. It was annnounced by
Gross and Popescu the geometrical genus At is zero for all exceptional t. ~ 20.

Dur next result is

Theorem 2..Let t be exceptional and t =j:. 1,2,4,5,10, 16. Then~there

exists a subgroup f t of f t of index 2,3 or 4 containing the commutator
subgroup of Pt such that

The paramodular gr9up r t is not maximal. One can construct its maximal
normal extension ·adding 211(t) "involutions", where v(t) is the number of
prime divisors of t. We call A; = r;\lHl2 the minimal Siegel 3-fold. It
is a moduli space of some special K3 surfaces or the moduli of Kummer
surfaces. with (1, t)-polarization (see Gritsenko-Hulek alg-geomJ9506017). In
particular for t = 3 we have the following 2 : l-coverings

9



Theorem 3. 1. The moduli space Aj of Kummer surfaces with (1,3)
polarization is rational.

2.h3,O(.A3) = 1.

Using a new construction of "multiplicative" lifting of Jacobi forms one
_can get information about canonical divisors of At. For example thete exists
a cusp form of weight 3 for f 13 (the first non-exceptional polarization) with
divisor

where Hd is the Humbert surface in A 13 with discriminant d.

Residue Currents and Intersection Theory

A.YGER

Bordeaux

In this lecture, we will point out the role of currents of the form

(where X is a complex n-dimensional analytic variety and 11, ... ,I p P func
tions holomorphic on X) in intersection or division problems. We will also
emphasize the role such currents play respect to vanishing theorems for com-
plete sums of residues in CIFnor to explicit constructions for Green currents ~,

in terms of generators of ideals. We will also try to analyse how such results _
could be understood from the algebraic point of view (in particular how to
avoid the use of Bochner-Martinelli approach). These results are joint work
with M. Passare and A. Tsikh (for the Bochner-Martinelli approach) and
w"ith Carlos Berenstein (for applications to analytic or algebraic geometry).

10



The Disc Method

J. E: FORNAESS

Ann -Arbor

The weIl known Bochner's Extension Theorem states that holomorphic
functions defined in a connected neighborhood of the boundary of any bounded
domain in cen

, n > 1, extend holomorphically to the. interior of the domain.
There are four classical methods for proving such a result:
(1) Using the Bochner-Martinelli kernel.
(2) Solve ä with compact support.
(3) Solve the Dirichlet problem.
(4) Push Discs to the interior.
The first three methods ~re weIl established." The fourth method is"folk

lore. The purpose of this talk was to show that contrary to folklore this
method does not work.. The above extension theorem cannot be proved by
pushing discs step hy step towards the interior,

The theorem can be proved by pushing discs both to the exterior and to
the interior. However, we are interested in proving the extension theorem
in complex manifolds, and hence would like to avoid pushing discs t? the
outside. .

The counterexample to the disc method· is a bounded domain in «:2 with
connected 'coo boundary. .

11



General Gromov-Witten invariants in symplectic and
algebraic geometry .

B. SIEBERT

Bochurri

Until recently GW-invariants' had been defined mathematically only in ...
the restrictive class of (semi- )positive symplectic manifolds, working with _
generic almost complex structures and ignoring singular curves. In the talk I
presented my approach to GW-theory that takes into account singular curves
from the very beginning and does not appeal to genericity (and thus works
i~ complete generality).

I also indicated work in progress comparing this defini tion wi th the purely
algebraic definition in the projective case (Behrend/Funtechi, Li(frun).

Rational curves and contact structure

J.-M. HWANG

Seoul

We study the distribution on a Fano manifold defined by tangent vectors
to minimal rational curves. A sufficient condition for the integrability of this
distribution was di.scussed in Mok's talk in this meeting. We investigate how
this condition fails when the distribution is non-integrable. We show that for
a Fano contact manifold with lines thecone defined by lines is Lagrangian
with respect to the symplectic st'ructure, which explains the failure of the
integrability condition. Using this property of the cone, we prove the Kähler
rigidity of homogeneous contact manifolds with b2 = 1.

12



On holomorphic dynamics in cn

N. SIBONY

Orsay

In the first part we discuss the use of pluripotential theory to study the
dynamics of polynomial automorphisms of C 2 and of holomorphic self maps
in ]Fk.

In the second part· we discuss the first elements of a Fatou Juha theory
for. biholomorphic maps in C~.

B = group of biholomorphic maps in Ck -'....

V = group of volume preserving biholomorphic maps in Ck

k
If w := E dzj 1\ dwj, where (z, w) are coordinates of C 2k, set

j=l .

S = {fl! biholomorphic, .!·w = w}
For ! E B set ](j := {zl(!n(z)) bounded}.

Theorem:
(i) There exists a G6 dense set S' c Ssuch that for ! E S' ](j is a dense

Fu set of empty interior.
(ii) There exists a G6 dense set V' C V such that for f E V' .. ]< j is a

dense Fu set of empty interior.
(iii) There exists a dense set B' c B such that for ! E B' IntI<j =union

of basins of attractive cycles.

This is joint work with J. E. Fornaess.
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Simple Singularities, McKay correspondence and
Hilbert Schemes of G-orbits

I. NAKAMURA

Sapporo

It is weB known that to finite subgroups of SL'(2, C), there correspond _
certain ~ypersurface singularities as the quotients of a complex 'affine plane W'
A2 by the finite groups, which we call simple singularities. Let G be a finlte
subgroup of SL(2,CC) and n the order of G. Then HilbG (A2 ), the Hilbert
scheme of G-orbits, is by definition a unique connected eomponent of the
fixed loeus of Hilbn (A 2

) under the naturally induced action of G, which
eontains the set of G-orbits consisting of n points in A2 \ {O}

We would like to report our recent results (partly joint with 'Yukari Ito)
on the structure of HilbG (A2 ). First of all, HilbG (A2 )'is a minimal resolution
of anormal surface A.2 JG with a simple singularity.

Let 7r be the natural morphism of HilbG (A 2 ) onto S := A,2 JG and E the
exceptional set of 1r. Let m be the maximal ideal of the origin of A2 and
let n == msOA2. Any point p of E is aG-invariant O-dimensional subscheme
Z of A2 with support the origin, to which we associatea G-invariant ideal
subsheaf I of m defining Z. Since I contains n, we set V(I) := I/(m(I +n).

If p is a smooth point of the exceptional set E, V(I) is a nontrivial
irreducible G-module and vice versa. For any equivalence class of a nontrivial
irreducible G-module p we define a s~bset E(p) of E consisting of aB I E
HilbG (A.2) such that V(I) contains p as a G-submodule. E(p) is n"aturally
identified with the set of all nontrivial proper G-submodules of p(J)2, which is
isomorphie to a smooth rational curve by Schur's lemma. The map p -t E(p)
gives a bijeetive correspondence between the set Irr(G) of all the equivalenee
classes of nontrivial irreducible G-modules and the set Irr(E) of aB the a
irreducible components of E. This turns out to be the classical McKay _
correspondence.
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Rigidity Conjecture of Plurigenera underSmooth
Projective Deformation

T. MABUCHI

Osaka

In a meeting held at Berkely this spring, I mentioned a joint work with
Tsuji on deformation invariance of plurigenera. Here, I would like to give its
details. My talk consists of the following two parts:

(1) The first part is the method' of logarithmic reduction which reduces
.the problem to considering multi-canonical sections in the central fihre h"aving
only irreducible reduced divisors as zeroes. This part is somehow related to
a toy model of Fujita's Conjecture.

(2) My original joint work with Tsuji has some gap. In the talk, I would
like to give a route to overcome this difficulty. (Since this part is very suble,
it would be modest to say that this is just an attempt.) Blow up the central
fibre and use the method of semistable reduction. Then a consideration of
the obstruction dass for the whole reducible central fibre allows us to show
the vanishing inductively.

Extension of proper holomorphic maps

K. DIEDERICH

Wuppertal

Let D, D' ce Cn be domains and f :.n ~ D' a proper holomorphic
map. It is a natural question to ask what the boundary behavior of f is in
terms of the regularity of an and an'. Two important conjectures are:

(1) aD, aD' Coo smooth ==> f E COO(lJ)
(2) aD,8D' CW smooth ==> f E O(D)
Positive results in case D, D' are pseudoconvex have been obtained based

on regularity properties of the ä-Neumann problem. However, in 1995 M.
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Christ showed that the Neumann operator on worm domains (Di-Fornaess
1975) is not regular. Hence, conjecture (1) is still open. Recently, in joint
work with S. Pinchuk (Indiana Math. J. 1995), it was shown by tbe tech
nique of a generalized reflection principle, that the following holds:

Theorem: D,D' ce C2 ,8D,8D' CW smooth, f : D -+ D' proper holomor
phic =? f E O(D).

Remark: It is shown at the same time, that a proper holomorphic correspon-
dence f : D -4 D' also extends as such to a neighborhood of iJ. e

Endomorphism Structures of.NondegenerateComplex
Tori

C. BIRKENHAKE

Erlangen

A nondegenerate complex torus of dimension 9 and index k is a pair
(X, H) with ag-dimensional complex torus'X and a nondegenerate hermitian
form H E NS(X) of index k. Necessary and sufficient canditions are given
for a skewfield with antiinvolutioD· (F,') to be the endornorphism algebra
of a simple nondegenerate complex torus of dimension 9 and index k. For
any pair (F,') there is a family of nondegenerate complex tori with (F,')
contained in the respective endomorphism algebras .. These families turn out
to be quotients of homogeneous spaces by arithmetic subgroups. Here every _.
classical group appears as a transitively acting group. _
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Cartier divisors on Cycle space

D. BARLET

Nancy

This talk presents a joined work with J. Magnusson (Iceland).
We consider cohomology classes <p E Hn (z - Y, nz)where Z is a complex

manifold and Y a codimension n + 1 subspace oE Z,' having meromorphic
singularities on Y. We show that integration on a family of compact n-cycles
(XS )3ES of Z, parametrized by a reduced scheme S, gives a meromorphic
function on S with pole in Ey = {s E SIX" n Y =1= 0} assuming that the set
X s n Y is always finite and generically empty on S.

We are able to contro) the order of poles along E y of the meromorphic
function s -+' Ix Cf> by the order of the pole of <p along Y.

Our next res~It is to prove that', if moreover Y is a local complete inter
section, that Ey owns a natural structure of Cartier divisor in S.

Our last result asserts that, assuming Z is a smooth n-convex manifold,
Y a compact submanifold of codimension n + 1 with ample normal bundle
and the family (XS)SES having the following properties

(1) Vs E Ey 3 Zo E X$ rh Y (transversal intersection)
(2) Vs, s' E. Ey either there exist Zo E (Xs rh Y) \ XSI and

ZI E (XSI mY) \ X s Q!. 3 w in X s rh Y and in X s' rh Y with Tx~,w #:- Tx~"w'
Then 3 11 ~ 1 and (70, ..• , aN' E HO(S, [EyJII) such that the map a*: S ~

IPN is biholomorphic and finite along Ey .

Icosahedral Galois Representations

N. I. SHEPHERD-BARRON

Cambridge

This describes joint work with R. Taylor.
Suppose that I< is a field of characteristic zero. We show that any repre

sentation p of Gal(l? / J<) with values in GL2 (IF's) or SL2 (IF4 ) and cyclotomic
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determinant can be realized respectively on the 5-division points of an elliptic
curve E over !( and the 2-division points of an Abelian surface A with mul
tiplication by 0Q(v'5) , all defined over !(. Since in particular SL2(IF4)~A5'

this gives a way of solving quintic polynomials in terms of Abelian varieties
with no accessory irrationalities (in the sense of Klein).

We then apply results of Wiles, Taylor/Wiles, and Diamond, to show,
subject to various hypotheses on the ramification of p, that p is modular, as
conjectured by Serre.

Canonical compactified Jacobian

V.ALEXEEV

Georgia

Let C be a projective reduced curve with nodes only. We define "canon
ical compactified jacobian" as J aCg_t C, the coarse moduli space of rank 1
depth 1 sheaves of degree 9 - 1 on C semistable with respect to an arbi"trary
polarization.

We give two remarkably simple descriptions of Jac9-l C and of the natu
rally defined theta divisor e on it.

Preprint available at alg-geom or http://domovoy.math.vga.edu/preprints.
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Moduli spaces of framed manifolds, hyperbolicity, and
asymptotics of Kähler-Einstein metries on open

manifolds

G. SCHUM·ACHER

Bochum

We give areport on an approach how to provide the moduli space of ho
mogeneously polarized (non-uniruled) projective varieties with a generalized
Petersson-Weil metric and related results.

A pair (X, C) where X is a compact complex manifold and C p. "~mooth

divisor is called a framed manifold. We give a notion of uniruledness'-'for such
and show the statement of the Matsusaka-Mumford theorem for bimeromor
phic maps of families of polarized, non-uniruled, Kähler, framed manifolds.
This guarantees the existence of a moduli space MIr. By Fujita's theorem
we can assign to any homogeneously polarized variety a framed manifold
(X, C) with the condition

(N) : /<x + C > 0

Conversely, any (X, C) with (N) has already a natural polarization Kx +
C (call this a canonically polarized framed manifold). Using the existence of
a complete Kähler-Einstein metric wx' on X' = X \ C of finite volume, and

. L2 - Hodge theory we get a generalized Petersson-Weil metric. As a~plication

we see that the moduli space of smooth divisors C C Xo in a fixed manifold
with condition (N) is hyperbolic. Condition (N) also implies the existence
of a Kähler-Einstein metric on C. We show that wx' converges to Wc (in
directions parallel to C)". To do so, one has to show the Monge-Ampere
equation with functions of logarithmic decay. As an application we get that
any biholomorphic map f : X \ C -t Y \ D of manifolds with condition (N)
extends (biholomorphically) to f : X -t Y.
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Vanishing theorems for vector bundles

L. MANIVEL

Grenoble

There exist a lot of vanishing theorems for the cohomology of ample vector
bundles on smooth complex-projective varieties. We add to that series a e
very general vanishing theorem for tensor products of symmetrie and skew-
symmetrie powers, which answers a problem raised by J. P. Demailly.

We use this theorem to study branched eoverings I : X -+ G, G a
Grassmannian: if 1.0 = Oe EB E·, then the vector bundle E is ample (as
conjectured by O. Debarre). This implies topologieal conditions on X.

Another application can be given to degeneraey Ioei
Dk = {x E X, rk(!j;x) ~ k}, where ep : E -+ F is a morphism of vector
bundles. Under same positivity assumption, we show that hO,q(X) = hO,q(Dk)
for q < P (the expected dimension). In particular, for p > 0, D k is conneeted
if Xis.

Sets of semi-stable" points and their quotients

A.HUCKLEBERRY

Bochum

After abrief discussion of. examples and an introduction to geometrie
invariant theory and to the theory of Kählerian reduction, convexity proper
ties of the moment map were discussed. To state our recent resuIts in this
direction it is necessary to introduce some notation.

Let (X, w) be a Kähler space equipped with a hoIomorphic action G x
"X -+ X of a reductive group G ~ KC, where I< iso a maximal compact
subgroup. Suppose that w is K -invariant. If there is a I< -moment map
p. : X -+ (LieJ()*, we refer to X as a Hamiltonian K -spaee.

For a given maximal torus T < J< let (LieT)+ be a Weil chamber ern
bedded via an invariant bilinear form in (LieI<)* and define J.L(X)+ :=
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JL(X) n (LieT)f.. For (X,w) a Kähler manifold it has been known since
ca. 1984 (Kostant (1973), Atiyah, Guillemin-Sternberg, Kirwan (1984)) that
JL(X)+ is a convex polytope.

Let X reg := {x EX: dimKx is maximal}.

Theorem: Il(Xreg )+ is a convex poly.tope.

Theorem: If the G-action on X is regular, then p(X)+ is a convex polytope.

Remarks:
(1) Regularity of the G-action is a technical condition which is satisfied

for example if X is Stein or if G x X ~ X is an algebraic action on an
algebraic space.

(2) The nation polytope must be made precise in this context,.~~because

j.l(X)+might have infinitely many sides. -4".

(3) It should be emphasized that X is not necessarily compact and w is
an arbitrary invariant Kähler structure.

(4) These results are joint with Heinzner and will appear in 1996:

If G x X ~ X is a h~lomorphic action of a complex Lie group ona
complex space, then 1r : X ~ Q is a categorical quotient if the following
conditions are fulfilled:

(i) Q = XI ~, where x ~ y :{:} Gx n Gy "I 0
(ii) OQ := 1r*O~, and
(iii) 1r is aStein map, i.e. preimages of Stein sets are Stein.
It is desireable to reduce questions of existence of categorical quotients

to. the" case of abelian groups. The following is a basic recent result in this
direction.

Theorem (Heinzner-Migliorini-Polito) Let H = rc be a maximal complex
torus of G. Then the categorical quotient of X with respect to G exists if
and only if it exists with respect to H.

Furthermore, one would like to transfer properties of X to properties of
a categorical quotient of semi-stable points. The following is an interesting
recent result in this direction.

Theorem (Heinzner-Migliorini) Let X be smooth and projective algebraic
with I< -momentum quotient 1r : xss ~ Q. Then Q is projective algebraic.
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Complex Spaces from Multiplier Ideal Sh~aves, the
Fujita Conjecture and the Invariance of Plurigenera

Y.-T. SIU

Harvard

We discussed the idea of constructing a new dass of complex spaces from
multiplier ideal sheaves in the context of methods to prove the following two
results:

(1) Let X be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n and
L be an ample line bundle over X. Let q be a nonnegative integer. Then
global holomorphic sections of mL +K x generate q-jets at every point of X
for m ~ 1 + L~:6(q + l)V(n - v + q).

(2) Let 1r : X -+ ß be a projective family of compact complex manifolds
parametrized by the open unit I-disk. Assume that ·the family 1r : X -+

.6. is of general type. Then for every positive integer m the plurigenera
hO(Xt,m!(x

t
) is independent of t E.6., where X t = 1r-

1(t).

Berichterstatter: R. Braun, Bayreuth
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The"conference was organized by R. Kirby (Berkeley), W. Lück (Münster)
and E.G. Rees (Edinburgh). About 45 participants from Europe and tbe
Unit.ed States attended the meeting. The topics of 17 talks dealt ~ith new
gevelepments in algebraic and geometrie topology, with a foeus on low di
mensional topology and on homotopy theory.

A special feature of the conferenee were two talks in honour of Albrecht
Dold and Dieter Puppe, who retired in 1996.
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Vortragsauszüge

Mladen Bestvina: "Morse theorj; and finiteness properties of groups"
A group has type Fn if it acts freely and cocompact1y on an (n - 1)

connected cell complex. It has type F H" if it acts freely and cocompactly
on a homologically (n - 1)-connected complex. .

Stallings and Bieri have given examples of groups that are of type F" hut
not of type F Hn +1. In the talk the speaker outlined a Morse theoretic proof
of this fact. The space in question is the cube complex T", the n-fold product
of the universal covering of the figur eight. Then he states a generalization,
in 'a joint work with Noel Brady, that in particular gives examples of groups
that are of type F H 2 , hut not F2 (i.e. not finitely presented).

Dvi file can be downloaded from http://www.math.utah.edu/ bestvina

earl Friedrich Bödigheimer: "Rede auf Albrecht Dold"
Anlaßlieh der Emeritierung wurde ein Abriß von Leben' und Werk AI

brecht Dolds gegeben. Zunächst wurde ein kurzer Lebenslauf durch die
wichtigsten Daten und Stationen skizziert. Dann wurde die Situation der
Topologie in Deutschland am Ende der 40er Jahre beleuchtet, wobei die Rolle
Oberwolfachs besonders berücksichtigt wurde. Im mathematischen Werk AI
brechts Dolds wurde der Begriff der Faserung als eine Art Leitfaden heraus
gearbeitet, und das Werk insgesamt in die Abschnitte" Mannigfaltigkeiten" ,
"Allgemeines" und" Fixpunkttheorie" gegliedert. Einzelne Arbeiten wie die
Dissertation (1954), die Arbeiten zur Thomschen Bordismustheorie (1956)
und zum symmetrischen Produkt wurden erläutert und ihre Bedeutung für
spätere Entwicklungen unterstrichen. Die Gegenstände. der zweiten Periode
haben die Topologie bis h~ute mitgeprägt, und fanden Niederschlag in dem
Buch "Lectures on Algebraic Topology". In der dritten Periode wurden die
Begriffe Index und Transfer geklärt, Höhepunkt ist eine gemeinsame Arbeit
mit D. Puppe (1978). Nicht vergessen wurde die Tätigkeit als Herausgeber
der Lecture Notes in Mathematics. Der Redner schloß mit seinem Dank für
die Betreuung, der er als Schüler von Albrecht Dold erfahren hat.

Thomas Fiedler: "New invariants in knot theory"
An oriented smooth link in 53 is called invertible if it is isotopic to itself

with reversed orientation. In recent years, many new knot invariants ap
peared, ootably the Vassiliev invariants. Netherless, there were 00 numerical
(i.e. integer valued) invariants which could detect non-invertibility.

The speaker considers 2-component oriented links K U T, where T is
a trivial knot (e.g. a knot and its meridian). He replaces the space of all
knots -studied in Vassiliev's theory- by the (non-connnected) space of a11



diagrams of a given knot K with T being a line of projection. Diagram means
that tbe projection of tbe knot in ]R2 is an immersion.

Using his small state sums (which can be considered as a refinement of the
Gauss-diagram sums of Viro and Polyak) he obtains a new class of invariants,
which contains Vassiliev invariants, hut with two crucial properties: .

(1) These invariants can detect oon-invertibility of links K UT (and, prob
ably, of also of knots, using a cahling operation)

(2) They depend not only on the isotopy class of the link, hut in an" essential
way on tbe regular isotopy class of the link KU T (always with T a.s
line of projection)

The speaker expressed his hopes that these new invariants are strong e;nough
ot rec~ver the peripheral system of the knot K and, hence, to classify ~nots.

lan Hambleton: "The spherical space form problem"
The spherical space forms (in dimension 3) are quotients S3Ir of the

standard 3-sphere by a fixed point free, finite group of isometries r c SO(4).
In 1925 Hopf listed thepossible finite groups r admitting such representations
and asked wether every finite 11"1 (M3 ), M closed oriented 3-manifold, occurs
in this list. The speaker describes bis method (joint with Ronnie Lee) which
answers Ropf's question with "yes". There are 3 parts. In the firs( part,
due to several people (Milnor, Lee, ... ) over the period 1957-1975 the
question is reduced to deciding wether any of tbe groups Q(8p, q) can be
the fundamental group of a 3-manifold. These groups are certain extensions
of the cyclic groups Cpq of order pq (p > q distinct odd primes) oy"" tbe
quaternion group of order 8. In the second part, under the assumption
that-M3 exists with 1f1M = Q(8p, q), a smooth 4-manifold (Z,8Z) with an
action ofQ(8p, q) is constructed whose boundary components are copies of
E3 (homotopy spheres), (homology) spheres invariant under free actions of
subgroups of Q(8p, q), and a free orbit Q(8p, q) x N of a 3-manifold N. In
·addition, b1(Z) == 0 "== bt(Z). In tbe third part, cylindrical ends (resp. D 4

with linear actions) are attached to the various boundary components of Z,
and then the speaker studies ASD L2-finite connections over the non-compact
manifold Z+, with C2 = 1 (rel. to framings over the ends). Then techniqu~s
developed by Donaldson, Taubes, Morgan, Mrowka and Ruberman are used
to derive a contradiction.



v. Kharlamov: "On the moduli space 0/ real Enriques surfaces, Donald
son's trick and Pontryagin- Viro form"

Areal Enriques Burface is a complex Enriques surface E equipped with an
anti-holomorphic involution c; the fixed point set ER = Fix(c) is called the
real part. The study of areal Enriques surface is equivalent to the study of
areal K3-surface X (the double covering of E) equipped with a fixed point
free holomorphic involution T (called the Enriques involution) commuting
with the real structure.

Two real Enriques surfaces are said to have the same deformation type if
they can be included into a continuous one-parameter family of real Enriques ,.
surfaces. Clearly, the topological type of the real part of a surface is pre- •
served under deformation. Another immediate deformation invariant, which
is called the sign decomposition,' comes from the eovering K3-surface X:
since c lifts to two real structures CIl C2 on X whose real parts X R1 , XR2 are
disjoint, ER naturally splits into disjoint union of two halves ERi = XRi/T;
each half being a union of whole components of ER. .

The elassification of the real parts ER and decompositions (ER; ERl , ER2)

up to homeomorphism was started by V. Nikulin and completed jointly by
the speaker and A. Degtyarev.

The real Enriques surfaces are divided in three groups: hyperbolic, parabolic,
or elliptic if the minimal Euler charact~risticof the components of ER is neg
ative, zer~, or positive, respectively.. Here, the surfaces of hyperbolic and
parabolic type are classified up to deformation equivalence. In addition to
the sign decomposition and its homologieal properties a new invariant, so
called Pontrjagin- Viro form is necessary (and sufficient) to distinguish the
M-surfaces, i.e. those with maximal total Z/2-Betti number ß.(ER ) = 16.

The approach is based on an equivariant version. of a trick by Donaldson,
which transforms areal Enriques surface to a real rational surface with a
certain curve on it.

Proposition. The Donaldson construction establishes a one-to-one corre
spondence between the deformation classes 0/ real Enriques sur/aces with dis
tinguished nonempty half, and deformation classes 0/ pairs (Y, B), where Y
is a real rational sur/ace and Be Y is a nonsingular real curve such that the
following holds: BE' - 2Kyl (K being the canonical class); the real point
set 0/ B is empty; and B is not linked with the real point set of Y.

Theorem. With lew exceptions the deformation type of a hyperbolic or parabolic
surface is detennined by its sign decomposition. The exceptions are sur
laces with ER = VIO ; ·M-sur/aces 0/ parabolic type with ER = 2V2 11 48 or
ER =V2 Il 2V1 Il 38; and sur/aces 0/ parabolic type with E R2 =48. A list of
possible deformation types is available in these cases, too.

.-
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Gerd Laures: "Topological q-expansion theory"
Imitating tbe classical q-expansion principle the speaker uses the elliptic

character map to develop the relation between elements in elliptic cohomol
ogy and their q-series in K -theory. He shows that, under certain exactness
conditions, the integrality of elliptic objects is completely controlled by their
characters. .

As an application, he obtains an interpretation of the cooperations in
elliptic cohomology as was conjectured by F. Clarke and K. Johnson.· This
enables to give a description of the elliptic based Adams-Novikov spectral
sequence in terms of cyclic cohomology of modular forms in several variables,
and to set up a higher" e-invariant with values in N. Katz's ring of divided
congmences..

~"

Martin Lustig: "The structure and dynamics 0/ a free group automoriJhis
m"

Every automorphism a of a free group Fn of finite rank n > 2 "'act8
naturallyon two important spaces:

(a) Culler-Vogtmann space (= "Guter space") GVn , an analogue of Teich
müller space.

(b) A metric and in general non-simpliciäl tree T = T(o:) with an Fn 

action by isometries.
The speaker gave a self-contained exposition of these actions, and showed

how a dynamic study of these actions leads to a structural analysis of a. In
particular concentrated on the two basic types of automorphisms and explain
the following results:

1. Dehn tWl,st automorphisms have parabolic dynamics on GVn . The anal
ysis of its fixedpoint leads to a normal form and a solution of the conjugacy
problem of those automorphisms, see [CL]. An extension to roots of Dehn
twists and thus to all linear growth automorphisms is described in [KLV].

2. Partial pseudo-Anosov automorphisms have simple north-southpole
dynamies on GVn , see [L2]. In [GJLL] an analysis of T(o) is given, which
improves the Bestvina-Handel estimate for rank(Fix(o)). Dur methods are
based on Bestvina-Handel's train track representatives, simplified recently
in [LOe]. They lead to a complete solution of the conjugacy problem in
Out(Fn ), see [LI].

[CL] (& M. M. Cohen) The conjugacy problem for Dehn twist automor-
phisms of free groups, preprint 1995 .

[GJLL] (& D. Gaboriau, A. J (b) Ametrie and iIi general non-simplicial
tree T == 7(0) with an Fn-action by isometries. ger, G. Levitt) An index for
counting fixed points of automorphisms of free groups, preprint 1996



[KLV] (& S. Krstic und K. Vogtmann) An equivariant Whitehead algo
rithm and conjugacy for roots of Dehn twists, preprint 1996

[LOe] (& U. Oertel) Invariant Laminations for Diffeomorphisms of Han
dlebodies, preprint 1996

[LI] Prime decomposition and conjugacy problem for Out(Fn ),. survey
preprint 1994

. [L2] Perron-Frobenius actions of fTee groups on e-trees; manuscript 1995

Mare Mahowald: "Algebraic curves 0/ genus (p - 1)(p - 2) /2 and the
Hopkins-Miller spectrum EOp - 1 "

The content of the talk is joint work with M. Hopkins
The spectrum, EOp - 1 is constructed by considering the action of the

Moravastabilizer group, Sn (n = p-1) on En1 the spectrum whose homotopy
is the Lubin Tatemoduli space of lifts on the height nformal group over Fp •

Theri En• = WFpft [[Xl,'" 1 Xn-l]][U, U-
1
]. Since n = p - 1, Sn has a finite

subroup, G, which is a semi-direct product of Z/p and a group prime to p.
Let EOn = E~c. '.~

Understanding the connection between E02 and elliptic curves proved
.very usefu!.. This work was moditivated by an effort to find an analogous
situation for all n =p - 1.

Theorem. Consider the curve

with coefficients in Zp. Then the Jacobian variety has a 1-dirn subgroup and
the associated formal group has G as an automorphism group. The equation
is corepresented by the ring Z5[al"" ,an+l] = Rand the operations by R[r].
The homology 0/ the resulting Hopf algebroid is the E2 term of an Adams
Novikov spectral sequence which computes the homotopy 0/ eOn, a, connected
version 0/ EOn •

Bob Oliver: "Fixed point sets' and tangent bundles 0/ finite group actions
on disks"

The main result discussed was the deter~nation, for any finite group
G not of prime power order, exact1y which smooth manifolds can occur as
fixed point sets of smooth G-actions on disks or on euclidean spaces. More
precisely, let nc 2: 0 be the integer such that

no'Z = {X(X) - 11 X a finite contractible G-CW complex};

and let Fix(G) be the class of all smooth manifolds F for which there is a
real G-vector bundle TJ .L. F satisfying

,-.



(I) TJG ~ r(F},

(2) Tl is non-equivariantly a product bundle,

(3) for each prime p dividing IGI and each p-subgroup P ~ G, [TlI?] E

KO p(F) is infinitely p-divisible.

Then F can occur as the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a disk if
and only if F is compact, X(F) == 1 (mod nG), and F E Fix(G). And F can
occur as the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a euclidean space if and
only if 8F = 0 and F E Fix(G).

The numbers nc and the classes Fix(G) have been determined explicitly.
For example, if G has a subquotient which is dihedral of order 2n, where n
is not a prime power, then all smooth manifolds He in Fix(G).

Justin Roberts: "Perturbative 3-manifold invariants"
The many-faceted theory of finite-type (Vassiliev) invariants of knots is

now quite wen developed, and recent efforts have concentrated on exteI!ding
the theory, by analogy, to 3-manifolds.

Ohtsuki defined a class of finite-type invariants (for integer "homology
spheres) by using ± l-surgery on a knot as an analogue of the crossing change
operation used to define Vassiliev invariants of knots. He also introduced a
diagrammatic classification in terms of trivalent graphs, which play the role
that chord diagrams do for knots. Kontsevieh's integral, which is a universal
Vassiliev invariant for knots and links, has been used by Le, J. Murakami and
Ohtsuki to produce a universal invariant of 3-manifolds with values in these
trivalent graphs (modulo relations). Kricker and Spence have shown that a
kind. of algebraic asymptotic expansion of the Reshetikhin-Thraev inväfIant
of a 3-manifold (due to H. Murakami and Ohtsuki) has terms which are of
finite type, just as Taylor expansions of the Jones polynomial yield Vassiliev
invariants. .

For a topological interpretation it seems much better to use the Chern
Simons perturbation theory in its intersection theoretie incarnation (invented
by D. Thurston for knots, and Fukaya for rational homology spheres). In
variants are obtained by counting certain configurations of Morse fiow ares
in a 3-manifold. This approach separates the topology from the algebra
completely, demonstrates integrality of the invariants, and ought to be quite
accessible via cutting and gluing techniques.

Brlan Sanderson: uGompressing embed4ings"

Theorem. Given a compact manifold Mn embedded in Qq x IR with nonnal
field 0 (n < q), then there is an isotopy 01 (M, 0) so that a is straight up.



! .

This compression theorem solves a 20 year old problem posed by Bruee
Williams at the Stanford conference, 1976, problem 6. Applications include
short new proofs for immersion tbeory and for tbe loops-suspension theorem
of James et al and a new approach to classifying embeddings cf manifolds
in codimension one or more, which leads to theoretical solutions. The proof.
introduces a novel teehnique in differential topology: proof by dynamical
systems. We define flows which straighten vector fields and which then allow
a given embedding or immersion to be 'compressed' to an immersion in a
lower dimension. The technique gives explicit descriptions of the resulting
immersions and ean be seen as a way of desingularising certain maps. An
example is the transition from the non-immersion of the projective plane in
3-space as a sphere with cross-cap to Boy's surface.

The result also gives a geometrie meaning to the homotopy groups of
the rack space and in particular we can construct a classifying space for
codimension two embeddings with fundamental group mapping to a given
group. It has also been .applied by Wiest to prove structure theorems for
rack spaces.

The paper is available from: http://www.maths.warwick.ae.uk/ bjs/

Stefan Stolz: "Manifolds 0/ positive scalar curvature"
This is the abstract of a mini-series of three talks. It presents a survey

about what is known concerning the question which compact manifolds admit
metries of positive scalar curvature. The central conjecture in the subject is
the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg conjecture which claims that a spin manifold
M of dimension n ~ 5 admits a positive scalar curvature metric if and
only if an index obstruction a(M) E KOn (C·1r) vanishes. Here 1r is the
fundamental group of M, and KOn (C·1r) is the K-theory of the C*-algebra
of 1r (a completion of the real group ring).· Stable homotopy theory is the
essential ingredient for the proof of this conjecture for those groups 1r which
have periodic cohomqlogy. Tbe speaker outlines the proof of a very recent
result saying that if the "Baum-Connes map" is injective for a group 1r, then
a stable version of the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg Conjecture holds for spin
manifolds with fundamental group 1L The Baum-Connes map is known to
be injective e.g. for discrete subgroups of Lie groups. More generally, .the
Baum-Connes Conjecture .claims that this map is an isomorphism for all
discrete groups 7r (the injeetivity part of that statement is one form of the
Novikov-Conjecture).

,-



Tammo tom Dieck: Cl Betrachtungen zum mathematischen Werk von Di
eter Puppe"

Dieter Puppe wurde zum Sommersemester 1996 emeritiert. Aus diesem
Anlaß wurde im Vortrag an ausgewählte Arbeiten von Dieter Puppe erinnert.
Dabei wurde auf die historische und gegenwärtige Bedeutung eingegangen,
und einige Entwicklungslinien und Gedankenkreise wurden herausgearbeitet.
Die Arbeit n Homotopiemengen und ihre induzierten Abbildungen" erschien
im Jahr 1958 in der mathematischen Zeitschrift in zwei Teilen. Die Ergeb
nisse dieser vorbildlichen Publikation gehören seitdem zur Standardausbil
dung in der Topologie. Außerdem haben die darin nied~rgelegtenMethoden
in vielfaltiger Weise in der Topologie weitergewirkt. Systematische Schwer
punkte des Werkes von Dieter Puppe sind: Homotopietheorie, stabile Homo
topietheorie, Kategorientheorie" simpliziale Topologie, Fixpunkttheorie':'· Zu
diesen Bereichen wurden im Vortrag einzelne Arbeiten herausgehoben. 'Allge
meine Betrachtungen wurden daran angeknüpft, zum Beispiel über mögliche
oder wünschenswerte Weiterentwicklungen. Eine Fülle von schönen und be
deutenden Einzelresultaten .blieben im Vortrag leider unerwähnt. Da der
Vortragende zu den ersten Diplomanden und Doktoranden von Dieter Puppe
gehört, schloß er mit einem herzlichen persönlichen Dank für die vorbildliche
und nachhaltige Förderung, die ihm in jungen J amen durch Herrn Puppe
zuteil wurde.

Tammo tom Dieck: "Braids in the cylinder - knots, tensor categories,
quantum groups"

The talk J?resented joint work with R. Häring-Oldenburg (Göttingen).
The braid group Z B n associated to the Coxeter graph Bn describes braids
with n strings in the cylinder and has generators t, 91, ... ,9n-l and relations
t91t91 = 9ltBl t , 9i9j9i = 9j9ä9j for li - j/ = 1, tgj =Bjt for j > 1, BiBj =BjBi
for li - i! > 1. A Jour braid pair (X, F) consists of an automorphism F :
V -+ V and a Yang-Baxter operator. X : V ® V -+ V t&I V on the K-module
V such that the Jour braid relation X(F t&ll)X(F ® 1) = (F ® l)X(F t&ll)X
holds. Such a pair. yields a tensor representation of Z Rn on Vo;:ln via t ~
F ® 1 ... ® 1 and 9i ~ 1 ® ... X ... ® 1. A tensor category with cylinder
braidinB consists of the following data: A braided tensor category A with
braidings ZM,N : M ® N ~ N ® M, a category B with the same objects as
A which is an A-module tensor category and an isomorphism tM : M -+ M
in 8, called cylinder twist, for each object M such that

tM0N = (tM ® l)ZN,M(tN ® 1)ZM,N = ZN,M(tN ® l)zM,N(tM ~ 1).

Let (X, F) be a four braid pair. The FRT-construction yields a cobraided
bialgebra (A(X), TX) with braid form TX.



Theorem. The algebra A(X) carries a cylinder form I induced by F. The
category of A(X)-comodules carries a cylinder braiding. In the dual situation
of U = Uq (sI2)-modules the category of integrable modules carries a cylinder
braiding. There exists a universal cylinder twist of the form t = L 0 z with
Lusztig's operator L and z = Ek>O 'YkE(k). The lk -are certain polynomials
which are defined by a three-term-recursion.

Elmar Vogt: "Foliations with lew non-compact leaves"
The speaker tried to give some substance to the following

Belief. If a loliation 01 a compact manilold contains a non-compact Zeal then
it will contain many non-compact leaves.

This is definitely true for foliatiol)s of codimension 1, where the union of
non-compact leaves is an open set. Also for suspension foliations one can
show that t~ere must be uncountably many non-compact leaves if there is
one at all. .

The question whether the union of non-compact leaves of a Cl-foliation
must have positive measure if it is not empty has to be denied in view of an
example of G. Reeb (1948) who describes in his thesis areal analytic foliation
on SI x SI X sn of codimension 2 with {pt} X SI X sn as the closure of the
union of non-compact leaves. .

Let M be' a compact manifold, F a foliation of M aild let N be the
union of non-compact leaves. For a union A of leaves denote by I A the union
of leaves in closure Cl(A) which are open as subsets of Cl(A). Define by
transfinite induction

11 = IC1(N)J 101+1 = Ja U (IC1(N)\Io n N), and Ja = Uß<a Iß, if a is a limit
ordinal. .

Theorem. Let M be a compact 3-manifold and F a 1-dimensional foliation
ol·M which contains non-compact leaves. Then one 01 the following is t!"Ue:

(1) F contains uncountably many leaves.

(2) The closure 01 the union 01 non-compact leaves has infinitely many
components.

(:3) N is properly contained in UI a •

The proof uses the fact that for any connected 3-manifold with finite
second Betti number which supports a circle foliation the first Betti number
is also finite and the Euler characteristic is non-negative. One considers a
component W of M \ Cl(N) whose closure intersects the union of the Ia . W

r,
f"



is foliated by circles ~d has finite second Betti number if (2) does not hold.
By the above statement and Alexander duality the Euler characteristic of the
complement A of W calculated via Alexander cohomology is non-negative.
Using results about connected compact subsets which are unions of compact
leaves of aI-dimensional foliation of a 3-manifold one can show that this
Euler characteristic is negative if in addition (1) and (3) do not hold.

Since for auy foliation with finitely many non-compact leaves (1) and (2)
do not hold, and 11 is non-empty if (1) does not hold, we get the following

Corollary. On a compact 3-maniJold M no foliation exists with exactly one
non-compact lea!, or with finitely many non-compact leaves whose union is a
submanifold 0/ M.

R. Vogt: "Formal properties 0/ topological Hochschild homology and~appli

cations"
Let R be a commutative S-algebra spectrum, A an R-algebra spectrum

and M an A-bimodule spectrumin tbe notation ofElmendorf, Kriz, Mandell,
and May. Topological Hochschild homology T H HR(A, M) is the spectrum
obtained by realizing the simplicial spectrum

neopies of A

'·e

with the elassical boundary and degeneracy maps. ,_
We define a cofibration structure on the category AMod of left A-module

spectra relative to the forgetful map AMod -+ RMod which allows' to do
relative homological algebra in the non-additive setting of A-module spectra,
and show that

with Ae = A I\R ADp, Le. T H HR(A, M) can be interpreted as a relative
T OT-functor.

Using the original definition and this equivalence we are ahle to verify a
list o~ formal properties of Hochschild homology also for T H H. An immedi-
ate application is .

Theorem. Let k be a commutative classical ring, Kak -algebra, Hk and
H K their corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. Suppose that K is flat
over k and that there is a cell S -algebra spectrum E and a weak equivalence

L
E I\s Hk --+ HK 0/ Hk-algebra spectra. Then THH.(K) ~ HHk(K) ®k

THH(k) where TBH(K) := TBHS(HK, HK) and HH k is Hochschild ho
mology over the ground ring k.



This result together with Böckstedt's calculation ofTHH(Z) and THH(Fp )

gives THH(K) for K = Z[x]J(xß
), Z[G), G any group, subrings of Q,

Fp[x]J(i), / any monic polynomial, R(e} with R c Q, ean n-th primitive
root of unity, the prime factors of n invertible in R.

(Some of these results have previously been obtained by tedious spectral
sequence arguments.)

Michael Weiss: "Applications 0/ index theory without operators"
The index theory in the title relates certain "indices" (global invariants

of manifolds, such as Euler characteristic and signature) to local invariants
such as characteristic classes. Conceptually it is meant to resemble Atiyah
Singer index theory, but the technical ingredients come from topology, not
from analysis.

I. Signature (joint work with B. Williams)

Theorem. (Atiyah, Frank 69) Suppose Mn closed smooth oriented with q
everywhere lin. indep. vector Jields. (ttt) If 41n then 2aq lsig(M). I/ also 41q
then 4aqIsig(M) .

Here aq = dim(EO) where E irred. ZJ2-graded mod. aver the Clifford
algebra of IRq. Explicitly: aq = 1,2,4,4,8,8,8,8 for q = 1, ... ,8 and aq+8 =
16aq•

Var.l. Assume Mn cl. smooth or. and the spherical fibration S(r(M)) is
stably equivalent to fibration with spheres 0/ dirn n - q -1 as fibers. (Gase
n = q allowed.) Then (.) holds.

Example. Suppose M 4 closed topological spin. By obstruction theory, sta
bilization of r(M) pulls back from 4-sphere under a degree one map, so the
degree one map is a degree one normal map. Then S(r(M)) is stably (fiber
homotopy) trivial. If M is smooth, can apply Var.l with q = 4. Find that
16Isig(M) (Rochlin's theorem). If M not smooth, then sig(M) need not be
div. by 16 (Freedman), showing that smoothness is necessary in Var.I.

Var.2. Assume Mn cl. or. top. n-rnftd with stable reduction 0/ structure gp.
o/r(M) /rom TOP(n) to TOP(n - q). Then (.) holds.

Var.3. Assume Mn closed or. top. M = U U V where U, V open, U smooth.
Suppose restrietion 0/ S(r(M)) to U is equipped with stable equivalence to·
fibration with spheres 0/ dirn n-q-l as fibers. Suppose restrietion 0/ r(M)
to V is equipped with stable reduction 0/ structure gp. /rom TOP(n) to
TOP(n - q). Suppose that these reductions are compatible over U n V, and
thai the second is a (stable) vector bundle reduction, /rom O(n) to O(n - q),
Qver U n V. Then (6) holds.



Corollary. N smooth comp. oriented parallelized n-mfid and aN a homo
topy sphere ~. Suppose b has Gromoll filtration ~ q - 1 (defined below).
Then (..) holds for M := NU D".

Gromoll filtration ~ q -1 means: the connected surn E#IRn-l has a smooth
submersion to IRq-l which, away from a compact subset of E#lRn

-
1 , agrees

with a linear surjection jRn-l --+ IRq-I. Note: Big G. f. => srnall exoticity.

Example. Milnor's exotic sphere (in dirn 7, 11, 15, ... ) is aN where
sig{N) == 8. So it has Gromoll filtration ~ 2, therefore == 2 because no
body has G. f. less than 2. Veryexotic.

11. Euler characteristic (Joint work with W.Dwyer and B.Williams)
Suppose p : E --+ B smooth fiber bundle: smooth cpct. fiber F, structure

gp. DIFF(F). Let R be a ring, V bundle of f.g. left proj. R-mqdules
on E. Determines [V] : E ~ K(R) (alg. K-theory space of R). - Here
K(R) == group completion of class. space for such module bundles. Assurne
H i (p-l(b); V) i"s proj. over R, \/b in B, 'Vi ;::: Q. Let Vi :== bundle on B. with
fiber H i (p-l(b); V) over b. Determines [Vi] : B ~ K(R).

Theorem. tr*[V] == ~(-l)i[~] in [B,K(R)], where tr: EooB+ -7 E'ooE+
is the Becker-Gottlieb-Dold transfer, a stable map determined by p.

Berichterstatter: Thomas Schick
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Mattl. Forscttungsfn$tltut
OberwotfaCh
E 20 1cJl.

Cohomology of Moduli Spaces

8.9.-14~9.1996

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von C.-F. Bödigheimer (Bonn), Ralph
Cohen (Stanford) und Frances C. Kirwan (Oxford) statt. F. Kirwan konnte
nicht selbst teilnehmen.

Das besondere Anliegen dieser' Konferenz bestand darin, den Begriff
"Modulraunl" 111äglichst offen zu lassen und so Mathematiker aus den ver
schiedensten Bereichen wie Algebraischer Topologie, Algebraischer Geome
trie, Analysis und Differentialgeometrie zusammenzubringen. Entsprechend
facetten reich waren dann auch die insgesamt 19 Vorträge.
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Abstracts

Structure of the mapping class group of surfaces
- interplays of Topology, Algebraic Geometry and
Number Theory-

Shigeyuki Morita
The nlapping dass group, denoteg by r g, of a closed oriented surface Eg

of genus 9 ~ 2 acts on the Teichmüller space of Eg and the quotient space
Mg is the moduli space of curves of genus g. The structures of r gasweH
as of Mg have been investigated from various points of view, e.g. algebraic
geometry, complex analysis, topology, differential geometry, Inatheluatical
physics and so on. In this talk, we discussed recent results concerning the
cohomology of r g and/or Mg which are obtained by combining those of
Hain, Looijenga and Pikaart in the context of algebraic geometry on the one
hand and those of Kawazumi and myself in the context of topology on the
other. The result can be summarized as
Theorem. The continuos part of the stahle cohomology of the moduli space
Mg is exact1y equal to the polynomial algebra generated by the MUlnford
Morita-MiHer tautological classes.

Here the "continuous part" means the image of the continuous COhOlllology
of r g, with respect to certain canonical filtrations on it, in the ordinary
COhOlllOlogy under the forgetful homomorphism. In the latter half of the
talk, we discussed lnore recent developments including a joint work with
Nakamura. There were five directions which are closely related to each other:

1. a topological approach tO the Faber conjecture using an explicit des
cription of cocycles for tbe MMM c1asses due to Kawazumi and Inyself.

2. a proposal of certain "higher geometry" of tbe moduli space which
should be related to the secondary characteristic classes of r g intro
duced by myself recently.

3. relations between the ToreIli Lie algebra and the universal 3-manifold
invariants of L-J .Murakami-Ohtsuki along the line of recent work of
Garoufalias and Levine.

4. a elose connection between the structure of the derivation Lie algebra,
which is the Lie algebra version of r9 in a naive sense, and unstable
homology of OutFree (n) (the outer automorphism group of the free
group of rank ~ 2), in particular i H2n_ 3 (OutFree(n)) for n ~ 4.

5. (joint work witch Nakamura) a topological approach to understand

I
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the outer representation of Gal(QJQ), in particular a (possible) topo
logical construction of the "Galois obstructions" over Z.

Homology of moduli spaces via operads

Alexander A. Voronov
We propose a duality between the cohomology of compactified and noo

cOlnpactified moduli spaces of algebraic curves with punctures. This duality
generalizes one between commutative and Lie algebras suggested by Lazard,
Quillen, Kontsevich, and Ginzburg and Kapranov. More explicitly, we show
that the coholuology of noncompactified moduli space is the graph complex
decorated with the cohomology of the compactified ones. This in its turn
generalizes a result of Getzler for the genus zero moduli space.

Construction of Gromov-Witten Invariants far ge
neral symplectic manifolds

Kellji Fukaya
This is joint work witch Kaoru Ono of Ochanomizu University. We study

(Mt J, n) where (M, n) is a symplectic manifold and J is a compatible almost
conlplex structure. For ß E H2 (M, Z) we consider pairs (E, h), where E is
a. Rieillannian surface of genus 9 with m marked points, and h : E -4 M is
a. (pseudo) hololnorphic map S.t. h.'E = ß. Let Mg,m,ß(M) be the moduli
space of such pairs up to ismorphism. -

There is a lllap

The problem we discuss here is to find a dass which is

when Mg,m,ß(M) is acompact and smooth manifold. In general, Mg,m,ß(M)
is neither smooth nor compact. So the problem is to find an appropriate
cOlupactification and some perturbation of ah = 0 (the PDE) to obtain an
appropriate perturbed moduli space.

In symplectic setting the problem is aversion of the 44negative multiple
cover problem", which was a major trouble to apply Gromov's pseudo ho
lomorphic curve technique to general symplectic manifolds. We solved the
problelll by using the following idea:

1. COlllpactify Mg,m,ß(M) by using the notion ofstahle map due to Kont
sevich.



2. Work out Kuranishi theory for CMg,m,ß(M). Namely present it locally
j-fO) , ,as where f : Rn --+ Rn, r acts on Rn and Rn , and r < 00.

3. Glue the "Kuranishi chart" in 2) to obtain a topological analogue of
a scheme (or more precisely stack).

4. Use multivalued perturbation to obatin a fundanlental dass of the
"toplogical stack" (which we call Kuranishi structure) as a cycle over
Q.

The same idea is used to solve aversion of Arnold 's conjecture on periodic
Halniltonian systems.

Bi-invariant Grassmanians and Instanton moduli spaces

Giorgio Valli
Let Mk,n be the tnoduli space of holomorphic vector bundles Qver p2, of

rank n, C2 = k, with a trivialization at the pI at infinity; and let Mk,n be
it's "completion" of framed torsion-free sheaves. We compute the hOlllology
of Mk,n: it is torsion-free, zero in odd dimension and it approxitnates the
homology of BU(k) up to a range growing with k and n. This is proved
by studying its deformation retract: tbe "bi-invariant Grassmanian" of k
dimensional vector suhspaces (of aspace of vector polynomials) stahle under
two commuting nilpotent operators. We then define a C*-action and we use
the Bialynicky-Birula theorem. We use these results to get an Atiyah·Jones
type statement:

Hj{Mk,n) ~ Hj(Q3SU(n)

for j < k (n = 2) or j < 2k + 1 (n ~ 3) with surjections in the lilniting
cases. The proof is by a Segal-Arnold argument.

Intersection theory in moduli spaces of holomorphic
bundles on aRiemann surface

L. Jeffrey
The moduli space M(n, d) of semistable holomorphic vector bundles of

rank n and degree d (assumed coprime) on aRiemann surface of genus 9

2: 2 is a smooth Kähler manifold. We outline joint work with F. Kirwan
(alg-geomj9608029) in which we prove formulas for intersection Ilunlbers
of cohomology classes in M(n, d). These formulas were fouod originally by
Witten using physical methods (J. Geom. Phys. 1992) and encode (at least
in principle) the complete structure of the cohomology ring of M(n, d).
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Quantization and Symplectic Reduction

Youliang Tian
In this joint work with Weiping Zhang, we present a direct analytic ap

proach to the Guillemin-Sternberg geometrie quantization conjecture. Be
sides deriving an alternative approach to this conjecture in full nonabelian
group action case, our method also leads immediately to generalizations in
various contexts. Al110ng other things t we obtain a. "dual version" of the
conjeeture and the invariance of Todd genus under symplectic reduction.
When the underlying symplectic manifold is Kähler, we also abtain a set of
holol110rphic Morse type inequalities.

Topological Stability Theorems for Spaces of Ratio
nal Curves

Charles Bayer
In joint work with J acques Hur_tubise and Jim Milgram we describe tapo

logical stability theorell1S for holomorphic maps (based) from the Riemann
sphere pi to certain rational varieties X. These varieties are such that öne
ha..<; a generalized poles and principal parts description of these maps. For
this one needs X to have a dense open set N on which solvable algebraic
group acts transitively and freely. So X is an equivariant compactification
of N. In this case X\N is a divisor aod the points inX\N which are in the
ilnage of a given holomorphic map describe a "pole". The type of varieties
X which satisfies these conditions includes generalized Hag varieties GIP,
tonic varieties, spherical varieties and equivariant "blow-ups" of these.

The topological stability theorem is:
Let X be a variety as described above (a principal almost solvable one)

and let H olk(f't, X)'" denote the space of based holomorphic maps of mu'lti
degree k. Let n~x denote the space of based continuous maps, the two-fold
loop space. Then there are constants Co > 0, Cl and an increasing fUßction
q(lkl) such that' the natural indusion tk : HOlk(pl, xt -+ n~x induces
isomorphislns

One can obtain similar statements in homotopy.



A splitting far the stahle mapping class group

Ulrike Tillmann
We show that the classifying space of the stable mapping dass group

after plus eonstruction, Brt" is an infinite loop space by considering the
classifying space of the symmetrie monoidal 2-category of one dimensional
manifolds, eobordisllls and diffeomorphisms of eobordisms. Furthermore, we
show that the c1assical representation of the mapping dass group r g,1 ~

SP2gZ ~ GL2gZ induees a map of infinite loop spaces from Br~ to the
algebraie ](-theory of the integers. Indeed, there is a natural lift of of this
map to Waldhausen's K-theory of a point, A(*) = Z x BGLooQSo+ whieh
is also a Olap ofinfinite loop spaces. Here QSo := limn nOS" is the ring up to
hOlllotopy of stable selfmaps of the sphere. This result is used to show that,
localized away from two, a eonneeted component of QSo splits off Br~.
As an imluediate consequence, the homology with coeflicients in Z[1/2] of
the infinite symmetrie group is a direct summand of the homology of the
stable tuapping dass group. The classes corresponding to the factor C okJ
in QSo == ImJ x CokJ are torsion dasses which have not been detected so
far.

Intersection theory on M l,n and Gromov-Witten in
variants in genus 1

E. Getzler
Let V be a Sillooth projective variety of dimension d (or more generally,

a eOlllpact sYluplectic manifold). The Gromov-Witten invariants of V are
Sn-invariant linear maps

I:'n,ß : H*(V, Q)~" ~ H*(Mg ,", Q),

where ß E H 2 (V, Z), reducing degree by 2d(1- g) + (cdV),ß). These inva
riants "measure" in a generalized sense the number of projective curves of
genus 9 with n marked points

passing through prescribed cycles on V.
The interest in Gromov-Witten invariants motivates the study of the

COhOlllOlogy of Mg,n. This has been done in detail for 9 = 0, and in our
talk, we did the same for 9 = 1. It turns out that the even-degree homology
is spanned by cycles associated to the strata defined by Deligne, MUßlford
and Knudsen, and that the odd-degree homology has a similar description
involving spaces of cusp forms for PSL(2 t Z). The relations among these ho
luology classes may be calculated by means of the Serre spectral sequenee
for the fibration M1,n ~ M1,h using Saito's theory of mixed Hodge ßlodu
les. The main conclusion is that in even degree, there is a unique relation,

__ J



in H 4 (M t ,4, Q), which gives rise by means of maps Mt,n ~ M t ,4 to (~)

relations.
Any relation among cycles in M l,n must give rise to a relation among the

Gromov-Witten invariants I~ ß and Ir ß. Using this observation, applied
to the Gromov-Witten invari~~ts of an'm~lliptic curve, together with some
intersection theory, we calculate the new relation. (It is not very simple,
having 7 terms.) It is also possible to calculate it by showing that it is the
only relation among the Gromov-Witten invariants associated to C1P2

• We
conjecture that all relations among Gromov-Witten invariants of C1P2

t for
higher genus, reflect relations among cycles in Mg,".

The new relation allows us to calculate the 9 = 1 Gromov-Witten inva
riants of ern

• For ar2 , there are N~l) irreducible plane curves of genus 1
and degree k which meet 3k generic points, where

k N(l)

1 0
2 0
3 1
4 225
5 87192
6 57435240
7 60478511040

--;~..

These nUlnbers agree with those obtained, in degrees up to 6, by Vainsencher,
and presumably also agree with the recent formula of Caporaso and Harris,
good in all degrees, although unlike them, we have nothing to say about the
nUlllber of plane curves of higher genus.

On the L2_geometry of the moduli space of locaÜy
conformally Bat structures

Lutz Habermann
Proceeding in a similar way as Leutwiler for Euclidean domains and

Arakelov for Riemann surfaces, now using the Green function for the Yama
be operator, we construct a canonical Riemannian metric for each closed,
locally eonformally flat n-manifold, n ~ 3, that supports a Riemannian me
tric of positive scalar curvature. The construction depends on the positive
lnass theorem of Sehoen and Yan. The resulting metric differs from the ca
nonical llletrics of Apanasov-Kulkarni-Pinkall and Nayatani. In particular,
our metric is always of class Coo and (locally) distance nondecreasing under
conformal lnaps.

We study the Riemannian L 2-metric h on the moduli space Bo+ of sca
lar positive locally conformally Hat structures which is obtained by taking



the L 2-product of tangent vectors to the moduli space w.r.t. the canoni
caI nletric. By a surgery constructian similar as for Riemannian surfaces,
we find curves of finite length on Bo+ along which the conformal structure
degenerates. Therefore, (Bt, h) is not complete.

In the case where the underlying manifold is SI X S2, a more detailed
description of the L 2-Juetric h can be obtained.

Integrable Systems and Surfaces

Jacques Hurtubise
Many of the classical integrable systems can be considered as special ca

ses of the integrable systems defined by Hitchin and generalized by Markman
and Botachin to the moduli space M(D) of stable pairs on a Rieluann sur
face E (with nleroIllorphic Higgs fields whose divisor of poles is donlinated
by D, a fixed divisor on E). One particular feature of the Hitchin systellls is
that they are Ioeally sympleetomorphic to asymmetrie produet of a bIow
up of the total space of the line bundle I<E(D), or rather its sYlnplectic
desingularisation whieh is a Hilbert scheme.

This fact indicates a way to classify some integrable systems. Let J 29 ~

Ug be a (Ioeal) algebraieally integrable system of Jacobians, that is, a synl
plectic manifold J with a Langrangian fibering over U, a ball in (JJ, with
fibers which are Jaeobians of curves. If one considers the Abel map A : S -+ J
from the corresponding family S of curves, one can ask that A*0 A A*0 = Q.

One then has a symplectic surface (Q, w) and a projection p : S ~ Q with
p·w = A*Q. The curves ofS embed into Q. The system J is then birational
Iy the Hilbert scheme of 9 points of Q. Under favorable conditions one can
show that Q compietes to an algebraic surface Q, with kod(Q) = -00 or O.
Examples of such systems include not only the Hitchin systems, but also the
systems considered by Skylanin (rational Q) and the symmetrie prod uets of
a K - 3 surface or an Abelian variety.

In joint work with E.Markman I have also developped an analogous
theory for Prym-Tyurin varieties. Examples here include the Hitchin systems
for arbitrary semi-simple groups.

Degenerating metries and instantons on S4.

Paul Norbury
This is areport on joint work with Stuart Jarvis.
We give a direct praof of Atiyah's theorem relating instantons over the

four-sphere with hoIomorphic maps from the two-sphere to the loop group.
Dur approach uses the non-linear heat ßow equation for Hermitian luetrics
as used in the study of Kähler manifolds. The praof generalises imluediately
to a larger dass of four-manifolds.



Theorem 1 (Atiyah). For any classical group G and positive integer k,
the following two spaces are diJJeomorphic:

(1) the pammeter space 0/ Yang-Mills k-instantons ouer 54 with group
G, modulo based gauge tmns/onnations,

(2) the pammeter space 0/ all based holomorphic maps 52 -+ nG 0/
degree k.

The map / : 52 -+ nu (n) is holomorphic when /-1 Ow/ extends to a
holomorphic map of the disk to gl(n, C) for each w E 52. Put .,., equal to this
extension. Over S2 X D = {(w, z) = (u + iv, x + iy)} define theconnection

AI = TJdw - ijTdw

so AI is Hat on each {w} X D. Furthermore,

(0.1)

which resenlbles the anti-self-dual equations with respect to the product
Kähler luetric on 52 X D. We will use the round metric and the hyperbolic
luetric on S2 and D respectively. It so happens that 52 X D ~ S4 - SI
and the praduct nletric is conformally equivalent to the round metric on 54.
That Ineans that (0.2) also resembles the anti-self-dual equations over 54.

Atiyah remarked that his proof merely gives existence without a direct
llleans of associating an instanton to a holomorphic map. Donaldson sugge
sted that there ought to be some type of adiabatic limit proof that avoids
Atiyah '5 roundabout route. The following theorem addresses these two COffi

lllents and gives an alternative proof of Atiyah's theorem.
\:

Theorem· 2. For each based holomorphic map / : 52 -+ nU(n), there exists
a unique gauge equivalence class 0/ anti-seI/-dual connections on a framed
U (n) -bundle ouer 54 and a canonical representative A that is in some sen
se dose to AI. This correspondence defines a diffeomorphism between the
respective moduli spaces.

Remarks. (i) The connections are elose in the sense that we use AI as
the initial data in a non-linear heat How that converges to an instanton. We
get abound on the distance traveled during the flow.

(ii) We can think of the equations (0.2) as describing the anti-self-dual
equations with respect to ametrie that is infinite in the disk factor. Theo
rem 2 essentially describes the limit of the moduli space of instantons as we
stretch the luetric on 54 so that the area of the disk goes to infinity.

(iii) The U(l)-invariant conections are hyperbolic monopoles. The ap
proximate instantons we give can be interpreted as the renormalised zero
Inass lilnit of the monopoles. The results here confirm the suggestion of
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Atiyah that in the zero mass limit the correspondence between monopoles
and rational maps should becorne transparent. These techniques also give
us information about the charge distribution of hyperbolic nl0nopoles enab
ling us to confirm the conjecture of Atiyah that the infinite rnass limit of
hyperbolic monopoles yields the Euclidean monopoles.

The novelty of the decomposition 54 = 51 X B 3 U 52 X D 2 rather than
the lllore usual picture of S4 as Cp2 with a divisor

collapsed, allows us to generalise the result. We can replace the loop
group and S4 in Theorem 2 respectively by LGL(n, C)jLt;GL(n, C) and
XE = SJ X B3 U S2 X E for aRiemann surface E with BE == SI.

Theorem 3. The moduli space 0/ instantons on a framed U(n)-bundle over
XE is diffeomorphic to the spaee 0/ based holomorphie maps from 52 to
LGL(n, C)jL~GL(n,C).

The origin of the shift of the dual Coxeter number

Martil1 Schottenloher
The shift in question is

k ~ k+h, k E N,

or
c ~ c +h, c a centraJ charge,

where h = h(G) is the dual Coxeter number of a compact silnple Lie group.
This shift occurs in various formulas in quantum theory and in representa
tion theory, in particular in the Verlinde formula. In th~ case of G = SU(2)
the Verlinde formula is

(
k + 2)9-1

k+2-1 ( . 2 jrr ) 1-9
-2- L Sin k2 '

j=l +

and the dual Coxeter number of 5U(r) is r. Hence, we have the obvious shift
k J---7 k + 2. This shift is often attributed to the appearance of an anonlaly
of the quantization procedure or of a central charge. In this talk we want
to point out that the shift may be explained as to arise from an incomplete
quantization. In fact, if one replaces the incorrected geometrie quantization
by a metaplectic quantization the shift disappears.

The number d;U(r)(g) is the dimension ofthe space Z = HO (MSU(r), (,k)

of conformal blocks, where MSU(r) is the moduli space of Bat connections
on a surface S of genus g. Z can be considered to be the state space of the
quantized Chern-Simons theory: Introducing a complex structure J E Mg
on S the space



MSU(r) acquires the interpretation of the moduli space M~U(r) of semi
stable holomorphic rank r vector bundle on the Riemann surface 5j with
trivial ehern classes and trivial determinant. In this way M~U(r) obtains a

symplectic (Kähler) structure on the regular locus of M~U(r) tagether with
a holomorphic determinant line bundle (,. Now, the uncorrected geometrie
quantization of the symplectic spate M~U(r) with Ck a.s prequanturn bund

le and with the holomorphie polarization is HO (M~U(r), (,k), the space of
generalized theta functions of level k, and tbis space can be identified with
the above space Z of conformal blocks. In partieular,

d;U(r)(g) = dirn HO (M~U(r), (,k).

Now 1 the nletapleetic correction yields the state spaee

where K~ is a square root' of the canonical bundle K, of M~U(r) wliich

represents a rnetaplectic strueture on M~U(r). Since x:. is isomorphie to the

dual of C2r , a natural choice for 1C! is C- r • Hence,

and the eorrected dinlension is

explaining the shift.
This is true not only for SU(r) but also for genera.l compact simple

groups G since 1C is iS0I110rphic to the dual of [,h in this more general situa
tion. Moreover, it turns out that if one wants to generalize the deformation
independence of the spaces of sections HO (M~U(r), [,k) from Riemann sur
faees to compact Kähler manifolds one is forced to take the metaplectic
quantization from the beginning.

Moduli spaces of framed manifolds, hyperbolicity
and asymptotics of Kähler-Einstein metries on open
manifolds

Georg Schumacher
We give areport on an approach to provide the moduli space of ho

Inogeneously polarized (non-uniruled) projective varieties with a generali
zed Petersson-Weil metrie and related results. A pair (X, C), where C is a
SlllOOth divisor on a cOlllpact complex manifold, is called a framed manifold.

l~__~



We give a notion for non-uniruledness, show the statement of the Matsusaka
Mumford theorem in the category of polarized framed Kähler nlanifolds and
obtain the existence of a moduli spaee.

By Fujita's theorem, we can assign to any homogeneously polarized pro
jective variety a framed manifold (X, C) with the condition

(N): Kx +C > o.

On the other hand, any (X, C) with this condition possesses the natural po
larization Kx +C. Using the existence of a complete Kähler-Einstein tnetric
Wx, of negative curvature on X' = X\C together with L 2-Hodge theory, we
get a generalized Petersson-Weil metric on the moduli space M (N)' It pro
vides a sytnpleetic strueture. The eurvature is explicitly computed. As an
application, we see that the moduli spaee af smooth divisors C C X o in a fl
xed Inanifold X o modulo Aut(Xo) is hyperbolic. Condition (N) also iluplies
the existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric Wc on C. We show that wx' con
verges to wo, when restrieted to directions parallel to C. Ta do so, we have
to solve the Mange-Ampere equation with functions of logarithmic decay.
As an application, we get that any biholomorphic map f : X\C -» Y\D of
nlanifolds with (N) and (C), (D) > 0 extends to f :'X ~ Y.

Algebraic cohomology of moduli of vector bundles
on curves

Alastair King
For a smooth projective variety X over C, the algebraic eohonlology
ring HA (X) C H *(X; Q) is the su bspace spanned by the c1asses of al

gebraic subvarieties of X. In joint work with V.Balaji and P.E. Newstead
we investigate the relationship between HA for the Jacobian J of a snlooth
projective curve C and for the moduli space N of stahle holamorphie vector
hundles over C of rank 2 and fixed determinant of add degree.

First, we have just a numerical relationship whieh generalizes the known
formula for the Betti numbers/Poincare polynomial of N.
Theorem 1. If

00

PA(X;t) =: Eta dirn H~(X)
a=O

is the algebraie Poineare polynomial of X, then

P (N' ) _ PA(Jj t3
) - t29 PA (Jj t)

A ,t - (1 _ t2)(1 _ t4) .

This is proved by first relating PA (N) to PA (SkC) for the symmetrie pro
ducts SkC of C using Thadden's c~ain of flips, and then relating PA (SkC)
to PA (J) by an algehraie version of Mae Donald's formula.
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Second, we have a more dir~ct relationship. The generators of H*(N)
described by Newstead '72 may be interpreted as giving a surjective ring
homomorphism . .

v: H*(J) ~Q[Q,ß] -+ H·(N)

where v multiplies the degree of classes in H· (J) by 3.
Theorem 2.

v(HÄ(J) ~ Q[a,ß]) = HÄ(N).

Given Theorem 1, the main point is to show that v(HÄ (J)) c HA (N), which
is done by showing that v is given by an algebraic correspondence in J x N.

One corollary is that numerical and homological equivalence coincide
for N, because they do for J [Liebermann'68]. 1t is reasonable to hope for
aversion of TheorelD 2 with HÄ replaced by the Chow ring A*, but this
lllethod fails for lack of aversion of Theorem 1.

Purity of Mixed Hodge Structures on. the stahle .
cohomology of the moduli space

Martin Pikaart
Harer's stability theorem states tha.t for k ~ 39, we have an isomorphislll

Here r9 is the mapping class.group of a closed oriented surface of genus g.
Using the fact that r 9 and the moduli space of curves of genus 9, Mg have
the same rational cohomology and an algebro-geometric description of the
"stability map", we obtain a canonical mixed Hodge structure (MHS) on
Hk(r00, Q).

Looijenga observed that the cohomology of M; (= the moduli space of '.
curves of genus 9 with n marked points) in low degree with respect to 9 ap
pears as a free polynomial algebra over the cohomology of Mg with genera
tors CdLi), i = 1, ... , n. Here lihc,Zl, ...,Zn] ~ TZiC for [C, Xt, ••. , x n ] E ~; .
Using the above as main input, we prove that the canonical MHS on Hk (r00)
is actually pure of weight n.

A corollary is that for any symplectic representation S,\ of rg- wttere ..\ =
(A), ... , ..\g) is a partition of Er=t ..\i - the cohomology group Hk(rgl S~),
which stabilizes according to Ivanov and carries a canonical MHS according
to Saito, actually carries a pure HS of weight k+ Ef=t ..\i in the stahle range.



Holomorphic Curves and Three-manifolds

Helmut Hafer
Let M he a closed oriented three-manifold equipped with a contact form

A. The contact form determines the so-called contact structure € defined by
€ == kern(..\) and the Reeh vectorfield X defined by iXA = 1 and ixdA = O.
We assurne that M is equipped with the orientation induced by ..\ 1\ d..\.
observe that replacing ). by -,\ does not change the induced orientation.
Let us assume that ~ ~ M is a trivial vector bundle.

For a periodic solution x of x == X (x) denote by Tc E (0, 00] the minimum
of all numbers t such that x(O) == x(t) and XTe : R/(tZ) -+' M is contractible.
We call x a contractible periodic orbit if Tc < 00. Ta a contractible periodic
orbit (x, Tc) we can associate the so-called self-linking number sl(x, Tc} as
folIows. We take a map u : D -+ M satisfying u(e21rit ) == x(tTc} and take a
nowhere vanishing section Zof u·~ -+ D. We push the loop XTe into the

direction of Z and obtain a new loop y. The oriented intersection nUlnber
int(u, y) is calJed the self-linking number of (x, TC>. It does not depend on
the choices involved. We also note that Z gives a framing of the symplectic
vector bundle (xTce, dA) -+ R/(TcZ). We call a contact form strictly convex
if for every contractible periodic orbit (x, Tc) the following holds. For every
infinitesinlally elose orbit the winding with respect to Z over the period Tc
is strict1y larger than 21T.

The main result is now the following:
Theorem. Assume M is equipped with a positive contact structure €. Then
the following statements are equivalent:

• (M, €) is diffeomorphic to S3 with the standard contact structure of
eomplex lines in T S3 .

• There exists a strict1y convex contact form ..\ inducing € and there
exists an unknotted periodic orbit P with self-linking number -l.

The proöf reHes on holomorphic curve techniques for a suitable JR-invariant
ahnost complex structure j on R X M associated to ..\ and an admissable
cOlnplex lllultiplication for ~ ,. M. Using suitable families of holomorphic
curves in R x M and their projections into M one constructs a suitable open
book deeomposition of M with disk-like pages.

The topology of real and quaternionie algebraic cy
eIes

Paul Lima-Filho
We apply techniques from equivariant homotopy theory to study spaces

of algebraic cycles on projective varieties, and to study properties of holo
luorphic nlappings into such spaces. As an outcorne we associate to each



algebraic variety X on which a finite group G acts, an equivariant cohomo
logy theory 3x (connective spectrum), which closely reßects the geometry
of X. Even in the particular case where Xis a. point and G = Z2 we already
have highly non-trivial infinite loop space structures which carry deep re
lations with the theory of characteristic classes. In this context we present
a unified approach to delooping various "total.characteristic classes maps"
which encompasses Stiefel-Whitney, ehern, Pontrjagin and symplectic cha
ra.cteristic classes, along with various related cohomology operations.

Cohomology of moduli spaces and Schur Q-functions

Jack Morava
There is a c1assical map

Br9 4 BSp(2g, Z) ~ BSp(2g, lR) ~ BU(g)

which stabilizes to a map, hopefully of H -spaces

Br ~ BU ~ B(U/O)4Sp/U,

the latter map being induced by a Bott isomorphism. This seems to induce
a splitting

H*(Br, F) ~ H*(Sp/Ut F) x ?

a.s H*(Sp/U, F)-modules (cf. Milnor-Moore Thm 4.9); in any case H(SpjU)
defines a large interesting subalgebra of H*(Br). The cohomology H*(Sp/U)
can be identified with the algebra of J .Schur's Q-funetions, cf. Humphreys
& Hoffmann. Remarkably, the free energy funetion of Witten, considered as
a map from Mg to MU, also can be defined to take values in an alge1?!:.~
of Schur functions [D.Francesco & others in CMP151(1993) and Josefich in
Lett MP33(1995)J. These constructions ean be expressed by

or in terms of the Kontsevich-Witten genus of the form

with kr == traceA2i-l , A E {positive-definite hermitian symmetrie matrices}
and

x"
Ea(x) = E r(G'n + 1)'

"~o



a c1as8ical entire function studied by Mittag-LefHer (the " = " has to be
taken in the sense of asymptotic expansions). It seems reasonable to expect
a cOllunutative diagram of the form

Note, the Schur Q-functions are Hall-Littlewood symmetrie functions at
t = -1. It seems reasonable to hope for aversion this result related to
Witten '8 Wp-algebra conjectures at other roots of unity.

Brg

i
BU
i

Sp/U

Fg =Witten's free energy

•

Reported by Stefan J. Wisbauer
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Introduction

The conference was organized by H. König (Kiel), J. Lindenstrauss (Jerusalem)
and A. Pelczynski (Warsaw), and attended by 46 people from 13 countries in
eluding 11 from Germany. Many of the participants are among the leaders in
the area. In eomparison with previous conferences, the number of lectures was
reduced to 26. Among the lectures from neighboring areas were Talagrand's on
majorizing measures and Haagerup's on non-commutative probability. These
leading experts in their respective fields exposed new direetions in probability
theory and C*-algebras whieh interact closely with Banach space theory. These
methods, techniques and results were of great interest to the audiance. All the
leetures presented new results and developments in the many aspects of Banach
spaee theory and related fields, i.e. structure theory of infinite-dimensional Ba
nach spaces, Ioeal theory of Banach spaces, non-linear theory, eonvexity in ]Rn,

complex and harmonie analysis. The lectures were well-attended. Among the
most exciting results presented we mention the works of OdelljSehiumprecht
on renormings of separable Banach spaces and characterizations of spaces con
taining Co and f.1 in terms of spreading models and the significant progress of
Banaszczyk on the Koml6s conjecture using a gaussian measure technique and
convex surgery. The participants spent many hours on informal discussions,
which resulted in several new research projects as weH as progress done on
existing joint research.
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Abstracts of the talks

S. ALESKER

Polynomial valuations on convex sets and integral formulas

A map rP defined on the convex compact sets in Rn is called a valuation, if for

all convex compact sets K 1 , •• • , Ks such that Uj=l K j is convex the following

equality holds

4> (Q K i ) = E (-1)1(11-1 4> (n K j ) .

.1-1 (JC{lt,.,s} JEu

A typical example for a valuation is the one wbich assigns ta a canvex, compact

K set its volume, its surface area respectively. Another one is given by the

mixed volume 4>(K) = V(f<,'~" K" Al,"" Ai) where Al,'" Ai are fixed sets.

n-i

Due to tbe classical theorem of Hadwiger translation and rotation i~yariant

valuations which are continuous wit~ respect to the Hausdorff distance are

linear combinations of mixed volumes.with Al = A2 = ... = Ai = V. We are

interested in the larger class of rotation invariant valuations. A valuation is

called polynomial of degree ~ d if for aH convex compact sets K in lRd , tbe

function x H 4>(K + x) is a polynomial in x of degree at most d. We show

that the linear spaces of SO(n)-invariant continuous valuations of polynomial

a fixed degree d is finite dimensional. Wealso formulate a conjecture which

explicitly describes such evaluations. This conjecture holds true if n $ 3 and d

is arbitrary or if d ~ 4 and n is arbitrary. Furthermore, we obtain applications

in terms of integral formulas.

S. A. ARGYROS

Examples of asymptotic e1 spaces

Tbe method of construction mixed Tsirelson norms will be given with emphasis

on the modified version of them and we will discuss same recent examples.

W. BANASZCZYK

n-dimensional Gaussian measures, convex surgcry and thc Kornlos conjecture

Let K be an n-dimensional convex body. Denote by q (K) the best COD

stant with the following property: given arbitrary vectors Xl, .. , X m in JR'l with

Ilxdl2 ~ 1, one can find signs Cl, .. , Crn = ±1 such that

CIXI + C2X2 + ... + CmXm E q(K) K .
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Let Cn be the n-dimensional cube. The Koml6s conjecture says that a(Cn )

is bounded as n -t 00. In September of this year the following result was
obtained:

(*) If the n-dimensional standard Gaussian measure of K is ~ ~, then a(K)
is bounded by same universal constant.

This implies that a(Cn ) = O(Vlog(n)) which is better than the previously
known bound a(Cn ) = O{log(n)). The result (*) is also a strengthening of the
results of recent papers by S. Szarek and the author (to appear in Discrete
& Computational Geometry) and by A. Giannopoulos (to appear in Studia
Mathematica) .

E. BEHRENDS

New vector-valued Banach-Stone theorems

Let X be a Banach space. X is said to have the Banach-Stone property (BSP)
if, for compact spaces Land M, C(L, X) = C(M, X) yields L = M.
In the seventies several methods have been developed to prove that certain
Banach spaces have the BSP. These theorems led in the early eighties to a
unifying theory which proved (in a sense which could be made precise) best
possible results. It can, however, be shown that with the theory one can
never show that a (nontrivial) C(K) space has the BSP, and it was an open
problem for more then 15 years whether this can happen for a suitable K.
BehrendsjPelant solved this in 1995 in the affirmative. The proof of this result
also leads to more recent developments, e.g. how to get X from C(K, X).

A. DEFANT

Scalar and vector-valued inequalities of Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type

Let 1 ~ p, q, r ~ 00 and X and Y be Banach spaces. We consider bounded •
and linear operators T : Lp(J.L; X) -+ Lq(v; Y) which satisfy inequalities of the
following type: There is a constant c ~ 0 such that for all n E N and all
functions Xl, .. , X n E Lq(J.L; X)

Such inequalities have a lang history - important results go back to Paley,
Marcinkiewicz, Zygmund, Grothendieck, Kwapien, Rosenthai, Maurey, Rubio
De Francia and others. In the scalar case X = Y = ]I{ we study the question
when such inequalities hold for all T. For certain tripies (p, q, r) we calculate
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best constants, or give asymptotical optimal estimates for their graduation in
n. As a by-product we obtain best constants of several well-known inequalities
from the theory of summing operators. In the vector-valued case we use the
Rosenthal-Maurey cycle of ideas to show that such inequalities are equivalent
to certain weighted norm inequalities. Applications (in particular for (p, q)
completely bounded maps) follow if these results are combined with vector
valued analogues of Grothendieck's inequality. Joint work with M. Junge,
Kiel.

R. DEVILLE

Thc smooth variational principle with constraints

We prove the following smooth variational principle with constraints: Let X be
a Banach space which admits a Cl smooth, Lipschitz continuous real valued
bump function. Assume that Y is a subspace of X and f is a lower semi
continuous mapping from X in the real line. If moreover either Y is ~1inite

dimensional or f is uniformly continuous and if p E D-(fly)(O), then there
exists x E X and q E D-(f)(x) such that IIxll ~ c, If(x)l < c and Hp - qryll <
c. A counterexample shows that the assumption "Y finite dimensional or f
uniformly continuous" is necessary. We also give connections of the result
with "fuzzy calculus"of A. loffe and uniqueness results of viscosity solutions of
Hamilton-Jacobi equations.

V: FERENCZI

Same properties of hereditary indecomposable Banach spaces

A Banach space is said to be hereditarily indecomposable (or H.I.) if it has .no
decomposable subspace. By Gowers' dichotomy theorem, every Banaeh space
contains either an unconditional basic sequence or a H.l. subspace. Because of
this theorem it is important to know about general properties of H.l. spaces.
We show that if X is a complex H.l. space, Y a subspace of X, then every
operator from Y to X is a strictly singular perturbation of a multiple of the
canonical inclusion map. We also study the real case (in particular, we show
that if X is H.1. real then .c(X) / S(X) is a division ring isomorphie to lR, C,
or lli (the quaternions)).
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UFFE HAAGERUP

Free products of operator algebras and Voiculescu's non-commutative
probability theory

Recent development in the operator algebra theory is based on the non-commu
tative probability theory which was introduced some 12 years ago by Voiculescu
in order to study the von Neumann algebras .c(FN ) associated with the free
groups Fn on N generators 2 ~ N ~ 00. The "trick"is to choose a special set of
selfadjoint generators Xl, .. , X N for .c(FN ), namely Voiculescu's "semicircular
system", which has a large degree of symmetry, and which is linked to the
theory of selfadjoint, complex, Gaussian randorn matrices. A key result in
the theory, obtained by Dykema and Radulescu independently, is that for 2 ::;
N,M < 00, .c(FN ) and .c(FM ) are "stabily isomorphie", Le. .c(FN )®B(l2) ~
.c(FN )®B(l2)'
In the case N = 2, the operator Y = ~(Xl + iX2) is linked to non-selfadjoint,
complex Gaussian randorn matrices. We prove, that the "distribution of eigen
values" in the sense ofL. G. Brown ofthe operator Y is the uniform distribution
on the unit disk D in the complex plane. This is in concordance with results
on limit distributions of eigenvalues for randorn matrices, but the proof does
not rely on randorn matrix techniques.

AlKE HINRICHS

Rademacher and Gaussian averages and Rademacher cotype of operators

A basic result ofB. Maurey and G. Pisier states that Gaussian and Rademacher
averages in a Banach spaces X are equivalent if and only if H has finite cotype.
We complernent this for linear bounded operators between Banach spaces. For
T E J:,(X, V), let p(TI Qn, 'Rn) be the least constant c such that

where (9k)l' (rk)l are n independent, norrnalized Gaussian, Rademacher vari
ables; respectively. Let RC!](T) be the Rademacher cotype norm of T com
puted with n vectors. We show that

p(TI Qn, 'Rn} = 0((1 + logn)l) if and ooly if RC~(T) = o( Vii) .

Moreover, we prove ioequalities which nearly determine the asymptotic be
haviour of the sequence p(TI {in, 'Rn} for n -+ 00 if the sequence RC2(T) is
known.
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M. JUNGE

Volumes in Lp-spaces

Classical volurne formulas for ellipsoids and zonoids are extended to p-sums
of segments in the sense of Firey. Using duality and further tools, we obtain
volume formulas in terms of randorn determinants for arbitrary n-dimensional
sections in Lp (0 < p < 00).
The proof of such formulas leads to the investigation of p-sums of segments of
maximal volume which are contained in the unit ball of a fixed n-dimensional
Banach space. This generalizes the concept of maximal ellipsoids and zonoids
eontained in the unit ball. The ellipsoid of maximal volume is very well under
stood, the connection between the theory of l-summing operators and "the"
zonoid of maximal volume was discovered by K. Ball in connection with the
hyperplane problem for eonvex sets.
As an application, we obtain new distance estimates for subspaces of Lp and
discover geometrie properties of finite dimensional subspaces of p-convex and
q-concave Banach lattices. We show that for an n-dimensional Banachspace
there is a subspace such that the volume ratio of the unit ball (with respect to
ellipsoids) can be estimated be the volume ratio of this subspace with respect
to the larger class of zonoids. Joint work with Y. Gordon, Haifa.

S. KISLIAKOV

BM0-regular lattices .and interpolation

We consider quasi-Banach lattices X of measurable functions on (1rx S, mx p,),
.1r the unit circle with Lebesgue measure m. For any such X we introd~ce its
analytic subspace . .

X A = {f EX: f(·,w) belongs to the Smirnov class N+ on 1r for a. e. w} .

Under some mild restrietions on X, XA is a closed subspace. Having a couple
(X, Y) of Banach lattices of measurable functions, we discuss the relationship
between the interpolation properties if the couples (X, Y) and (XA , YA).A .cou
pIe (X, Y) is said to be BMO-regular if, given any vectors x EX, Y E Y, there
are two other vectors u EX, v E Y satisfying

i) lxi ~ u, lyl ~ v; ii) IIullx ~ ClIxlIx, IIv llx ~ c IIYllx
iii) IllOg ~IIBMO ~ C.

Here C is a constant depending on the lattices X and Y only. For a BMO
regular couple, we show that a function f = x + Y E X A + VA, X E X, Y E Y
admits another decomposition f = Xo + Yo, Xo E X A , Yo E YA satisfying the
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pointwise estimates Ixo\ :5 C'u and IYol $ C'v with (u, v) from the definition
above. This is used to show that for the real interpolation spaces the analytic
subspace of tbe interpolation space (X, Y)8

I
Q is obtained by interpolating the

analytic subspaces X A and YA . If X and Y are Banach lattices and some
of them has absolutely continuous norm, the same is true for the complex
interpolation method. This covers most part (probably, a11) of the known
results in this direction, known form the earlier work of Q. XU and the author,
G. Pisier, and N. Kalton.

W. LUSKY

A characterization of Banach spaces with bases

A separable Banach space X has tbe commuting bounded approximation prop
erty, briefly C B AP if there is a sequence of linear bounded finite rank operatorsRn : X -)- X satisfying RnRm = Rmin(ntm} if m i n and limn~ooRnx = x for
a11 x E X. It is shown that Banach spaces with CBAP do not necessarily have
bases.
We show that X has a bases if and only if X has CBAP with operatorsRn where, in addition, Rn - Rn-i factors uniformly through t;'s for some
pE [1,00].
As an application we obtain conditions on subsets A C Z such that CA =
closed linear span of {Zk : k E A} C C(1f) and LA = closed linear space of
{zk : k E A} C LI (T) have bases.

V. MILMAN

Diameters of random proportional sections of asymmetrie convex body

Let K c ]Rn be asymmetrie convex body and 1l·IIK be the norm with the unit
ball K. Let V be the standard euclidean ball in Rn; KO be the polar of K.
Consider the following averaging parameters of K:

where J.1. is tbe normalized, rotation invariant measure on the sphere and r > O.
For fixed ~ < ,\ < 1 we consider k = [An] + 1. The following follows from
known results: If r satisfies the equation Mi< = ~.;r=-x then, with very high
probability a random k-dimensional subspace E c IR" satisfies

idiam(K n E) ~ r.
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We complement this result by showing that for A
Mi< (TO) = 1 - 48~36 the inequality

~diam(Kn E) ~ :0 TO

~ and TO satisfying

is satisfied for a k-dimensional section with probability ~ 1 - (4)k. So, both
the upper and lower bounds for "random" [An]-dimensional sections of Kare
of the same order. The proof uses a new lower M-estimate (instead of the
\vell-kno\vn M*-estimate used in (*)) and Borsuk's antipodal theorem. Joint
work with A. Giannopoulos.

P. X.F. MÜLLER

Rearrangements of the Haar system

-,

Let {hI} be the L00 norm'alized Haar system indexed by dyadic inter~als in
[0, 1], and let 7 be arearrangement of the dyadic intervals. We give a geometrie
characterization for those 7 for which the induced operators

T:BMO~BMO

h[ hr(I)
-I ~---I

111; 17(/)1;
T : h/ ~ hr (1)

extend to a bounded linear operator on V respectively BMO.

E.ODELL

A problem on spreading models

Let (ei) be a normalized basis for X. We write (Xi) -< (ei) if (Xi) is a normalized
block basis of (ei)' Every such (Xi) admits a subsequence (xi) having a spread
ing model (Si) in the following sense: For some Cn J. 0 for all (ai)f C [-1, l]n,

if n ~ k l < .. < kn . We proove the following theorems

A) If IIs1 + s211 = 2 whenever (Si) is spreading model of some (Xi) ~ (ei)
then X contains i 1.

B) If 1181 + 8211 = 1 whenever (Si) is spreading model of some (Xi) -< (ei)
then X contains Co.
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For the Tsirelson space T space we cao prove that for aB (Xi) -< (ei) there
exists (Yi) -< (Xi) having a spreading model (Si) satisfying for all (ai)~

Moreover, there exists an equivalent norm 1·1 on T so that if (Si) is a spread
ing model of any (Xi) -< ('ei), then 118t + 8211 < 2. Joint work with Thomas
SchIumprecht.

M. OSTROVSKII

Generalization of projection constants: sufficient enlargements of unit balls

Let X be a Banaeh space and let Y be its finite dimensional subspace. We
denote the unit ball of X by B(X}. Let P : X -+ Y be some continuous linear
projection. Then P(B(X)) ::) B(Y) and P(B(X)) is a convex, symmetrie
with respect to 0, bounded subset of Y. It is very natural to ask the following
question: How small ean be made the set P(B(X)) under a proper choice
of P? In this connection it is natural to introduce the following definition.
Let X by a finite dimensional normed space. Asymmetrie with respect to 0
bounded closed convex body A c X is called sufficient enlargement for X if
for arbitrary isometrie embedding X c Y there is a projection P : Y -+ X
such that P (B (Y)) c A. The purpose of this talk is to present first steps in
the investigation of sufficient enlargements.

A. PIETSCH

Topologies in the class of all Banach spaces

Let X and Y be infinite dimensional Banach spaces. Then

an(X, Y) := sup inf d(En, Fn} ,
En Fn

where En and Fn range over all n-dimensional subspaces of X and Y, respec
tively. Here d(En , Fn ) denotes the Banach-Mazur distance. Write

The sequence 1 ::; 8t(X, Y) ~ S2(X, Y) ~ S3(X, Y) ~ .. can be used to define
various topologies on the elass of all Banach spaces. The neighborhoods are
given by
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where a = (Ctn)n is a positive sequence tending to 00.

polynomial topology

logarithmic topology

ultra topology

a = (n!) with c > 0 ,

a = «1 + log(n))!) with c > 0 ,

all a = (an).

Using this terminology, one has the following results: The class of B-convex
Banach spaces is open in the polynomial topology and closed in the logarithmic
topology. The class of Banach spaces having Rademacher type 2 is nowhere
dense in all the above topologies.

H. ROSENTHAL

On wide- (s) sequences and their applications to certain classes of operators

Abasie sequence in a Banach space is called wide-(s) if it is bound~d and
dominates the summing basis. These sequences and their quantified versions,
termed A-wide-(s) sequences, are used to characterize various classes of oper
ators betweeo Danach spaces, such as weakly compact, Tauberian, and super
Tauberian operators, as weIl as a new intermediate class introduced here, the
strongly Tauberian operators. This is a nonlocalizable class which nevertheless
forms an open semigroup and is closed under natural operations such as tak
ing double adjoints. It is proved for example that an operator is non-weakly
compact iff for every c > 0, it maps some (1 + c)-wide-(s) sequence to a wide
(s) sequence. This immediately yields the quantitative triangular array result
characterizing reßexivity, due to R.C. James. It is shown that an operator
is non-Tauberian (resp. non-strongly Tauberian) iff for every E > 0, it maps
same (1 + e)-wide-(s) sequence ioto a norm-convergent sequence (resp. a se
quence whose image has diameter less than e). This is applied to obtain a
direct "finite" characterization of super-Tauberian operators, as weIl as the
foIlowing characterization which strengthens arecent result of M. Gonza.lez

. and M. Martinez-Abej6n: An operator is non-super-Tauberian iff there are for
every c > 0, finite (1 + c)-wide-(s) sequences of arbitrary length whose images
have norm at most e.

GIDEON SCHECHTMAN

Non-linear quotients

A Lipschitz (resp. uniform) quotient map f from a Banach space X onto
another Y is a Lipschitz (resp. uniformly continuous ) map such that, for
every x E X and r > 0, the image of a ball of radius r around x contains
a ball of radius er (resp. l/J(r) > 0) around f(x). Here c > 0 (resp. t/J) is
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independent of x. We start the investigation of the following question: to
what extend does the existence of such non-linear quotient map between two
Banach spaees imply the existenee of a linear one. First results are obtained
by Bates, Johnson, Linclenstrauss, Preiss and the speaker.

THOMAS SCHLUMPRECHT

On Asymptote Properties of Banach Spaces under Renormings

It is shown that a separable Banach spaee X ean be given an equivalent norm
I11 . 1I1 with the following property: If (xn) C X is relatively weakly compaet
and

lim !im Illxm+ xnlll = 2 !im Illxmlll
m-+oo n-+oo . m--too

then (xn ) eonverges in norm. This leads to a geometrie eharaeterization of
reflexive Banach spaees and solves a problem stated by V. Milman. In addition
it is sho,vn that some spreading model ofa sequence in (X, 1I1·IID is l-equivalent
to the unit vectors basis of EI (respeetively, Co) if and only if X contains an
isomorphie eopy of EI (respectively Co).

M. TALAGRAND

Majorizing measures and thc Rademacher-Menchov theorem

The classical Rademacher-Menchov theorem assert that if a sequence (an)
satisfies

L a~ (log n)2 < 00 (1)

then for every orthonormal system (cPn) , the series E anrPn converges a.s. As

suming without loss of generality that 0 < an < ~~ we show that for every
c > 0, (1) cau be replaced by

1L a~ (log - )2-E (log nY < 00. (2)
n an

The proof relies on a new maximal inequality, Le. an estimate for AN =
IImaxk~N Ykll;, where Yk = E on<Pn. This is a problem of the type Ucontrol

n>k .

of the supremum of a process under an increment condition", for which the
efficient tool is the theory of majorizing measures. The conceptual clarification
brought by this approach allows to concentrate on tbe combinatorics of the
problem, and allows to obtain abound for AN that does not depend upon N,
yielding (2).
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D. WERNER

The Daugavet equation for operators on funetion spaees

We prove the norm identity

IIId+TII = 1+ IITII ,

which is known as tbe Daugavet equation, for some classes of operators, e.g.
the weakly eompaet ones, on some elasses of Banach spaees, e.g. funetion
algebras or Ll_predual spaces, provided a non-disereteness assumption is met.

M. WOJCIECHOWSKI

A lower bound estimate for IJ' norms of invariant operators

Let s : Zd -+ C be a bounded symmetrie (s(n) = s(-n)) multiplier. Ässume
that there are sequences (kj )j;l' (k'J)j;l C Zd such that

Jims(n+kj) = a i= b = Jims(n+kj)
J~OO J~OO

for all n E Zd. Then there exists c > 0 such that if S is the translation invariant
operator induced by s then

Ils :LP(-rt) --+ lJ'(-rt)II > cla - bl max{p,p ~ 1 } .

By the deLeeuw transference theorem a similar result holds for lRd . The proof
uses tbe martingale inequality for the square function and the Riesz ·product
techniques. As a consequence it seems that one gets precise asymptotics ~of the
function

P Ho 118 :U -+ LPII
for invariant operators of weak type (1, 1) induced by a wide class of rational
functions. This seems to be new even in the case of the multiplier sex, y) =

x 4

x 4+y4 .

13



K. W OZNIAKOWSKI

On algebraic polynomial basis on C[-l, 1]

Let (tn)~=o be any Schauder basis in the space C[-1, 1] consisting of algebraic
polynomials. A. A. Privalov· has shown that in this case we cannot have esti
mation deg tn ~ (1 + tn)n for auy sequence Cn -+ O. On the other hand for
every E > 0 he gave example of the system (tn ) such that deg tn ~ (1 + e)n.·
We show that this can. be done under the additional condition that the poly
nomials tn are orthogonal on the interval [-1, 1] with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. In this way such a basis in C[-1, 1] is also a basis in the spaces
Lp [-l, l], 1 ~< p < 00. The result is obtained by appropriate modyfication a
of earlier constructions ot trigonometrie polynomial basis in the space C (T) , •
\vhere 'Ir is a unit circle in the complex plain.

V. ZIZLER

Uniform Eberlein eompacta and renormings

A norm 11·\1 of a Banach space X is called weakly uniformly rotund if X n -Yn -+
o weakly in X whenever Xn, .Yn E X are such that IIxn ll = IIYnll = 1 and
lim lIxnll+IIYnll = 2. A norm is called locally uniformly rotund if IIxn - xII ~ 0
whenever X n , x E X are such that IIxn ll = IIxll = 1 and lim IIxn + xll = 2. A
compact space K is called uniform Eberlein compact if K is homeomorphic to
a weakly compact set in a in a Hilbert space considered in its weak topology.
We \vill discuss the main ideas in the proof that a Banach space X admits an
equivalent weakly uniformly rotund norm if and only if the second dual ball
Bx" of X** in its weak topology is a uniform Eberlein compact. As a corollary
we will obtain that every space with weakly uniformly rotund norm admits an
equivalent norm that is locally uniformly rotund and Frechet differentiable.
Joint work with M. Fabian and P. Hajek.

Berichterstatter: Marius Junge
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Thermodynamische Materialtheorien
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The meeting was organized by Prof. Wolfgang Bürger (Karlsruhe), Prof.
Karl-Heinz HotImann (München), Prof. Ingo Müller (Berlin) and Prof. Jücgen r:-"

Sprekels (Berlin).
"The topics treated in the conference covered mathematical and physical as!

pects of thennodynamie eonstitutive theories and phase transitions.
Contributions to the field of constitutive theories included aspects of hyper

bolle systems, particularly those of extended thermodynamics, liquid crystal be
havior, the treatment of porous media and glaciers. Phase transitions have been
treated in several presentations on shape memory behavior, microstructures in
super alloys as weIl as Stefan problems and hysteretic behavior.

An overview of the individual contributions can be found in the subsequent
collection of abstracts:



On the Existence of Entropy in Non-Equilibrium

H.W. Alt
We present an evolution principle in an abstract setting, which can be used

to prove the exi8ten~of an entropy. It is shown that for an ordinary differential
equation this evolution principleis equvalent to Caratheodory'a inaccessibility
axiom and therefore to the existence of entropy. Further, a first order system ia
considered. It ia ahown that in special cases ( a hyperbolicity assumption) the
existence of an entropy follows frorn the ahove principle.

I thank I. Müller who put my attention to the problem here in' Oberwolfach e
in May 1995.

Mathematical Modeling of Charge Carrier Transport in
Semiconductors: Problems and Perspectives

A.M. Anile
The semiclassical Boltzmann equation (BTE) for charged carriers in semicon

ductors is briefly introduced and same related important mathematical problems'
sre highlighted. The diffusion limit and the hydrodynamical limit are discussed
and their fOWldations are critically reviewed. A consistent approach ia proposed
~for the hydrodynamical models based on the exponential moments method for
solving the BTE (physict;illy equivalent to the prindples of extendet hydrody
namics).

Relaxation in shape-memory alloys.

K. Bhattacharya
A variety of relaxation phenomena such as the stabilization of martensite,

rubber-like behavior, evolving. hysteresis loops and stabilization of interfaces have
been observed in varioussh~pe-memoryalloys. These efJects adversely impact
technological applications. Oespite agreat deal of experimental evidence, there ia
no consensus on the mechanism.. HaWever,there ia universal agreement on certain
fundamental aspects of these- phenomena. Based on these areas of agreement, we
propose a phenomenologie8l,. butpi'edictive, model. This model is based on the
framework of thennoelasticity' augniented with an internal variable,and yields a
very interesting class of ordinary differential equations witha discontinuous forc
ing function. We show that· the model reproduces the experimental observations
remarkably weIl and use this model to propose new experiments in order to clarify
longstanding issues.
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Moment Equations in the Kinetic Theory of Gases and
'Wave Velocities

G. Boillat
We consider the evolution system for N moments of the Bolzmann equation

and we require the compatibility with an entropy law that -implies that the dis
tribution function f (x, tt c) depends only on a single polinomial variable Xin c.
Then it is possible to construct the generatort 'surh that the system asaumes in
the mainfield asymmetrie hyperbolic f~rin. For an arbitrary ! (X) the system
obtained maximizes the entropy density. If we impose that our entropy coincides
with the usual one of non-degenerate gases weobtaiil a particular exponential
function for f (X) already found by Dreyer. For these results the behavi~r of the
characteristic wave velocities for increasing number of moments is studied and we
show that in the" classical theory the maximum velocitiy increases and tenels to
infinity while in the relativistie case the wave and· shock velocities are bound~d

by the speed of light.

Nonlinear Kinematic Hardening

M. Brokate
We consider a certain class of elastoplastic rate independent stress-strain laws,

namely those ofkinematic hardening type, which inc1ude the models of Prager,
Armstrong 'and Frederick, Chaboche and Mr6z. We prove wellposedness in the
space of absolutely continuous functions both for the stress-controlled and the
strain-controlled case under appropriate restrietions of the domain of definition.

Seme Observations in Elementary GeQmetry, Toy & Every
day Physical Phenetnena

W. Bürger
Starting with the taxicab geometry of Karsruhe and Max Bill's family of

half aphere twins which decorate the courtyard of the mathematics department
of the university there, the lecture dwelt upon seVeral simple but nonetheless
surprising phenomena, among others the balance of a ruler on two fingers, the
paper clip top made from one single wire, the butter toast catastrophe, some
toilet paper problems, and a theory of flying kites which allows the rising of
kites to be calculated. It was shown how the work in offices can be made more
pleasant by building business office boomerangs which are difficult to get rid off
by throwing. Emphasis was laid on the importance of ORIGAMI (paper folding)
for the teaching of elementary geometry, and it was demonstrated how any angle
in the plane can be trisected exactly by only three.straight falds.



Stress and Heat Flux in Non-inerlial Reference Frames

o. Cercignani
Chapman and Cowling noted that, in a non-inertial frame of reference, this

stress tensor may depend on the angular velocity of the frame and obtained an
approximate expansion in which the total pressme was found to be negative for
sufticiently strang angular velocities (88 consequence ofthe approximati9n). More
than thirty years tater, in 1972, Müller showed that the heat ftux depends on w
too. In this talk,' based on research done in collaboration with Paolo Biscari, we
compute the heat ftux and the stress tensor in a gas assuming that wr, where
T i8 the microscopic collision time, is non-negligible, even when T is smail. Our
results oonfirm those of Müllerfor small angular velocities and show that, even
when is large, the inertial effects always reduce the heat ftux and the magnitude
of the stress tensor. Since T ia usually very small, the effects we predict are
not easy to observe, unless we Are able to put our system into a very strang
rotation.. Granular materials may be a good example to observe these inertial
effects: In these systems, even if we UBually are at high densities, T ia much higher
than in gases, since the' much greater size of the particles ( here grains, rather
thanmolecules) increases the average collision time, an thus a much smaller w
ia required to make WT significant. We have not been able, so far, to develop a
theory holding from low to high values of w which can be applied to the same
observed experh~ental apparatus. This is important to judge the objectivity of
the theory and will be our next cancern.

Evolving Microstructure of Single Crystal Superalloys

w. Dreyer
Because of their favorable properties at high temperatures two phase nickel

based. single crystal superalloys have been used for many yesrs as turbine blade
material.. In service the blades are subject to complex thermal and mechanical
loading conditions which change between low and high temperature as well as
between tension, compression and torsion. In the virginal superalloy, the ordered
'Y'-phase precipitates within the disordered 'Y-phase resulting in an almost periodic
pattern of i -cuboids. The crystal structure of both phases is face centered cubic.
HoweverJ the lattice parameters of both phases are different which leads to the
fonnation of eigenstreeses.

As a consequence of the eigenstresses andof the aforementioned loads a change
of the morphology of the metastable ('Y - i)-structure will occur.

At a given temperature T, and for given externalload f, we describe the ther
momechanic8J micr08tate of the superalloy by the fields of strain, concentration
of alloy elements and by the order parameter that measures their distribution
over the lattice sites. The field equations for these fields rely on Cahn-Hilliard
type equations. It is crucial to take into account the different elastic properties



of the phases..

•••••
The figure shows the evolving rDicrostructure for. the special case that the

vertical load axis deviates by 12° to the (OOl)-erystal axis. The change of the
intitial state showri in the left picture, to the rafted structure ie due to a tensile
load and laste at 950°0 about 200 houre.

Constitutive Theories of Shape Memory Alloys Related tQ
Microstructure

F. Falk ".~.

The shape memory effeet ia due to a martensitic phase transition defonning
the crystal lattice. Because of elastie misfit of the produet phase within the
matrix of the parent phase inhomogeneous micr08tructures arrays at two differ
ent length acales. As a consequence, the defo~ation to be observed differs on
different length seales and one thoroughly has to cliscriminate between different
levels of description. For shape ~emory alloys the defonnation on each level are
discussed. Moreover, eonstitutive theories covering the whole range from miero
scopie dimensions up to macroscopic polycrystals are reviewed and their interre
lations are diseussed. Special emphasis is given to Landau and Ginzburg-Landau
theories.

The Principle of VirtuaI" Power and the Power of Inte~nal
Forees

M. Fremond
_ In continuum solid mechanics the power of the interna! forces is chosen as
., f uD (V) dO where er ia the stress tensor and D (17) ia the strain rate tensor.

Are there other choices which are useful for mechanics?
1. Let us consider a mixture of sand and long textile fibres ( used to make

very effective retaining walls in civil engineering). The fibres apply actions at a
distance. Thus, the power of the interior forces

-JuD (V)dn+ JJ2M (x,y)(x- YJ (v (x) - V(y»)dxdy

takes eare of the distance actions applied by the fibres (M (x, y) ia a new gereral
ized interior force ( the intensity of an interaction force».



2. Damage, for instance damage of concrete, results from microscopic motions.
We decide to take into account the power of these micr08copic motions and at the
same time to remain at the macroscopic level. The volume fraction of undamaged
material is introduced (ß (x, t)). The power

-f O"D(Y)dn- f {ß.8+ M grad.8}dn

takes into account the microseopic motions.
In case (1) and (2). partial differential equations describe the evolution ofe,

etmctures

t::.ü - f {(x- ii) (ü(x) - ü(y))}+ (z - ii)dy +f = Ö, +B.C.

where {x}~ = sup{O,x} (the fibres have a unilateral behavior!), f are the body
forces,

div (ß grad ü) + f 0

.8-t::.ß-w+~(gradü)2+81(ß)+aL (.8) -+ 0, +I.C.• +B.C.

where I ie the indicator function of [0,1) and I of Rn (n > 0).
3. The system made of a point and a fixed plane js defonnable because the

distance of the point to plane changes. Because it is deformable, there are interial
forces which are defined by their virtual work

-ßint.Y+ (t) +Y- (t) -1~ R (r) V (r) dr
2 h

The ve10city is a bounded variational function. V+ is the right limit and
V- the left value at a discontinuity point. The resulting evolution equation is a
differential indusion.

A Continuum Approach to Model Induced Anisotropy in
Glaeiers and lee sheets

K. Hutter
The talk presents a formulation of a continuum model for so-called (stress

or deformation) induced anisotropy in natural ice which, unlike computer based
models, can be 'incorporated in (numerical) simulations of large ic~ masses to
account for the effects of this process on the flow of these bodies in a physi
cally reasonably acceptable fashion. To do this, natural ice is treated as rigid
(elastic), non-linear viscous material which can develop transverse isotropie be
havior ... (thus acco~ting for the simplest kind of induced anisotropy in natural
ice masses) , - where the degree of such anisotropy at each point is eontrolled



by the distributioD of crystal glide plane orientations there. This distribution ia
described by a sCKalled distribution functioD, for which an evolution relation can
be derived. The central eonstitutive assumption of this fonnulation relates this
distribution to the "structure" tensor representing the transverse isotropy of the
material. We present a few examples under shearing defonnations and also show
that the model predicts isotropie behavior and recovers the classieal behavior
at a point, when the distribution function of crystal glide plane orientations is
uniform there.

Nwnerical Solutions for Dynamic Formation of Phase Mix-
tures -

I-Shih Liu
One-dimensional motion of a body capable of phase transitions is ohen de

scribed by the UBUal equ~tions of elasticity with a non-monotone stress~strain

relation. We give a numerieal treatment for a .Riemann problem of an elaStic
bar based on the sequence of solutions for a rate type viscoelastic problem aB
the relaxation parameter tends to zero. It is found that approximate Bolutions
may consist of numerous successive stationary jump discontinuities in strain,thus
interpreted as phase mixtures. Such jump discontinuities in the vanishing relax
ation limit beeome intense oscillations, which we call oscillation waves. It gives
rise to the so-called measure-valued solutions for which the mean values of the
state variables and the fluxes, based on the probability measures induced by the
approximate solutions, satisfy the system in the sense of distributions. Numerical
determination of the mean values and the verifieation of Rankine-Hugoniot con
ditions are shown for initial Riemann data inside the region of phase transitions.

'The Effect of Geometrie Shape on Behavior in Saint Venan
t's Principle

R.J. Knops
This accOWlt of a joint study with L.E. Payne is prompted by the realization

that although the mathematical investigation of Saint Venant 's principle should
be within the context of the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle, the former, formulated
originally for cylindrical regions yields exponential asymptotic decay behavior of
the solution, while the latter principle, at least in its classical fonn, was estab
lished for sectorial regions and admits algebraic (alternative) behavior. Geometry
obviously affects behavior.

Additionally, however, behavior is also affected by the average measures of
the solution. For example, the method adopted here employs the surface energy
flux taken over plane spherical and more general surfaces (for which a first order
differential inequality is derived and discussed) and thus might be expected to



afIect the descriptions of the 801utionts behavior.
These interrelationships are here illustrated by several examples for sectorial

regions (e.g., cones in R3, the half-space, exterior regions and the whole space);
and the thick plate with plane faces, including the quarter 8pace. For simplicity,
only linearized elasticity is discussed under appropriate homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions, but other theories and boundary conditions can also be
considered.

These examples suggest that those regions for which at least one-dimension
remains bounded (e.g. cylinders and thick plates) admit exponential alternative
behavior for the solution, while for regions for which all three dimensions become
unbounded (e.g. cones in Rn, n = 2t 3) admit algebraic alternative behavior.
The manifold over which the solution ia averaged appears not to have any affect.

On the DynanUc Pressure in Relativistic Gases

G. M. Kremer
Based on extended thermodynamics of a single relativistic gas it ia shown that

the dynamic pressure is due to an expansion proportional to the divergence of the
four-velocity of order 1/c4 , and a heating proportional to the divergence of the
heat ftux of order 1/c2, which provides the leading contribution to the dynamic
pressure.

For a chemically reacting non-diffusive binary mixture it ia shown, that even
a non-relativistic mixture .or gases has a non-vanishing bulk visC08ity, which ia
determined by the mass defect (or the heat of reaction). Moreover, the thermal
conductivity is also affected by the heat of reaction.

Thermodynamics of Hysteresis

P. Krejli
We propose a hysteretic model of a temperature-strain-stress constitutive law

for thermoelastoplastic materials which ia compatible with the second principle of
thermodynamics. We derive the expressions for the hysteresis free energy and en
tropy operators and prove the ~xistenceof 8Olutions to an initial-boundary value
problem for the corresponding equation of motion coupled with the energy bal
ance equation goveming the uniaxial dynamical behavior of a thermoelastoplastic
solid.

Same Flow Effects in a Continuum Theory for Smectic C
Liquid Crystals

F.M. Leslie
In arecent paper, Leslie, Stewart and Nakagawa propose a continuum the

ory for smectic C liquid crystals that employs two 8Ssumptions to simplify the



resulting theory, on that the layers remain of CODstant thickness and the second
that the tUt of the mean molecular alignment with respect to the layer Donna!
remains fixed. Such a theory although restricted in its range of applicability is
likely to be useful in modeling behavior in certain display devices.

After a brief summary of the theory this' paper.. reviews' progress in analyses
of ßow eflects employing the theory. FirstlYt.it shows that the theory can predict
flow alignment when the layers are parallel to the bounding plates, as ohserved
in practice. Also, it discusses the response to shear flow in som~ detail including
transverse ftow eflects for this particular eSse. Finally, a solution ia presented
describing a "backfloweffect" when an initially distorted alignment relaxes', thus
clearly demonstrating the need to include ftow in transient behavior in display
devices.

Thermomechanical Theory of Martensitic Phase 'Iransi
tions in Inelastic Materials

v. Lemtas
A general thermomechanical theory of phase transitions (PT) in elastoplastic

materials is presented. The PT criteriort and extremum principIe for the deter
mination of a11 unknown parameters are derived. A number of boundary-value
problems are solved analytica11y and numerically:

• PT in a thin layer under applied nonna! and ahear stresses,

• PT under compression and shear in Bridgemananvil,

• PT in a spherical inclusion within elastoplastic cylindrical matrix (coherent
and non-coherent interface, interface with fracture),

• propagation of non-coherent interfaces,

• progress of PT region in elastic and elastoplastic specimen.

eStefan Problems and the Maximal Entropy Condition

s. Luckhaus
An interpretation is given for the implicit time discretization for the classical

Stefan problem:

X E H (u), H the Heaviside function,

under the constraint 0 ~ X ~ 1

which easily extends to Gibbs-Thomson laws for the phase change. This form of
the discretization of (1) is:

J( 2 1 2
e-x) +h!le-e(t-h)IIH-l --.min



[e = u + X - the energy density]
In the Gibbs-Thomson law X E H (u) is replaced by u - mean curvature of

the. phase interface. The corresponding implicit time discretization is

J(e - X)2 f 1 2
-2- + Q I.Vxl + 2h lIe - e(t - h)IIH-l --+ min under X (1 - X) == 0

This can also be extended to systems of heat and mass diffusion in alloys, which
in each phase can be written as

Bt (e, c) = V (AoVü) , ii = -aso
where So (e, c) the entropy density in each phase is assllmed to be convex. The
corresponding generalization is:

1
S-E Xo8o(e, c)+E 'Yoß (IVXol + IVxßI + IV (Xo + Xß)I)+2T < [6 (e, c) t 6 (e, c)}

o ~ 1

minimal for Xo (1 - Xo) == 0, E xo == 1.

L ü = div (EAoXo (t - h) Vii), 6(e,c) = (e,c) - (e(t - h) ,c(t - h»

Wlder additional conditions [ esp.IB8~ 1 (ü) - aSp) (11)I ~. c > 0] converg~nce is
shown to:

Bt (e, c) = div (E AoXQVü), XQu = -XQBSQ(e, c)

mesn curvature of the interface between the 0- and ß-phase proportional to

8S~ (11) - as; (11) = as~) (11) - asp) (il).

Symmetry-breaking Transformations and Transformation
Twins

M. Pitten
The investigation of microstructures is largely based on the knowlegde of

the transformation twins that are possible for a erystal undergoing a symmetry
breaking, diffusionless phase transition. In order to have a complete description of
this phenomenon, we suitably localize the general invarianee group GL (3, Z) of a
simple lattice by restrieting the attention to a suitable neighborhood Ne of some
lattice C, the latter beeing asstuned to have maximal symmetrie for simplicity
(and completeness). If E a are basis vectors for the lattice having metric G, for
any metric C in Ne the lattice group (arithmetic holohedry) L (E a ) ~ L (Ea )

and two metrices (), 6 have the same lattice group if and only if the have the



T .

same holohedry: P (Ea ) = P (Ea). Thus all the possible symmetry-breaking
transitions in Ne are analyzed by studying the holohedral suhgroups of P (Ea ) .

This also allows ~ to analyze the possible rank-l connections among the variants
of the low-symmetry configurations, concluding that there are not only (generic)
conventional (type-l, -2, cornp6und) twins, hut also generic non-conventional (in
hexagonal öptical" monoclinics and c~bic monoclinics "cubic axes") non-generic
(cubic monoclinics, both types and triclinics) and certain connections do not exist
(in orthorhombics).Thus we fully classify the possibilities, providing fonnulars for
the twin planes and the shear amplitude.

Precursor Oscillations

R.C. Rogers
I present a model of a solid-solid phase transitions that demonstrates a pos

sible mechanismby which small amplitude oscillations in a symmetrie austen
ite phase can be induced before a first order phase transition to finely twinned
martensite. The model is one-dimensional and includes a triple-well potential
with a central austenite weIl fianked by two martensite wells. The austenite
well's height decreases with temperature 8S its eoncavity (elastic modulus at
austenite) hardens. The first result I present shows that a combination of a soft
austenite modulus and strong interaction with an interna! variable or order para
meter can cause a bif~cation to small amplitude oscillations within the austenite
weIl. These branches of solutions would be either sub-critical 01' super-critical
depencling on the sign of the fourth derivative of the austenite weH at its critical
point. I also present" a global bifurcation picture in the special case of multiple
quadratic wells.

Recent Results on Extended Thermodynamies

T. Ruggeri
Aher a brief summary of the mathematical structure of the E. T. theory is

presented, astate of the arts is given that includes

1. Equivalence of E. T. and the Maximum Entropy principle,

2. E. T. of high moments (wave velocities , light scattering, shock structure,
wave velocities for increasing moments),

3. E. T. of radiation,

4. heat conductivity and bulk viscosity,

5. hydrodynamical models for semiconductors,

6. nesting theories.



In particular, it is shown that for asymmetrie hyperbolie system with a convex
extension it is possible to define principle subsystems that satisfy a subentropy
law' and 8ubcharacteristic conditions hold. As a consequence, it js proven that
the maximum maracteristic velocity increases when fhe number of moments in
creases and tends to infinity in a classical theory while in the relativistic case the
maximum ia boun~ed by the speed of light.

Adaptive Optimization of Airfoils by Sbape Memory Alloys

S. Seelecke .
Airplanes of the future will have wings that adapt to Changing flow eonditions

byoptimizing their shape during the ftight. This can be done by a grid of shape
memory wires applied to the surface oE the airfoil. Upon heating, the individ
ual segments of the grid contract, and - within certain limits - one can obtain·
arbittarily shaped profiles. Some optimal.shapes are derived from the potential
theory of aerodynamies, and a model for a shape memory wi~e ia presented, whirh
ia capablE! of simulating the time evolution of the deformation when "the wire is
heated. Finally, as a first step to use it as a contral device, the wire is eoupled
to an elastic beam, and the resu1ting bending problem ia soJved.

An Extended Moment Method in Radiative Transfer: The
Matrices of Mean Absorption and Scattering ·Coefficients

H. Struchtrup
The goal of radiation thennodynamics ia the detennination of the transfer

of radiative energy and momentum as well as of the interchange of energy and
momentum between radiation and matter.

In principle the problem ie solved when the radiative transfer equation with
all interaction terms is known. Of interest are the thermodynamic quantities
energy, momentum, energy and momentum interchange, enttopy, etc... They
may be calculated from the photon phase density OI' the intensity of radiation and
the speetral absorption and scattering coefDcients by integration over all photon
frequencies and directions. The photon phase density follows as the solution of e
the radiative transfer equation which ia - in general -' not analytically solvable.

An alternative approach to the problem .ia the method of moments: One
derives moment equations from the radiative transfer equation and obtains an
infinite set oI partial differential equations which may replace the racliative trans
fer equation. Since it makes DO sense to deal with an infinite number of equations
one has to restrict attention to a limited number of moments. The question ia how
many and which moments are needed for a satisfactory description of radiative
proceaaes.

Multiplication ofthe radiative transfer equation with k"n(il •.. n",,) and subse
quent integration over the wave-vector ki = kn, yields a set of transfer equations



for the moments

I~

U(il ...... ) = Jk rn(j, .. · no..)/ dk,

where I is the phO~D distribution funct.ion.
The clomre by means of the entropy inaximum principle leads to a closed set

field equations rcr the moments. The field equations are coupled by matrices of
mean absorption- and scattering coeflicients. .' . .

We chose the moments U(il"~) with r = 0, 1, ... ,R; n = 0, 1, ... ,N as vari
ables and discuss which yalues R, N must be chosen' in order to obtain reasonable
results. .

'. To do this we consider .two simple processes, the homogeneous compression
and relaxation of radiation and a beam which imerges into an atmospere. Both
processes are calculated from the radiation transfer equation 8S weIl as from the
moment equat~ons. ~mparisionof the results leads to values for Rand N. .

Cahn-Hilliard Hydrodynamics

L. '1huJkinovsky
We develop a new n partial miscibilitY' regularization of the classical Navier

Stokes equations which provide a continuum description of the interface region
between immiscible fluids". An additional sealar field is introduced to describe the
concentration of one of the fluid components in· a mixture. The resulting system of
equations couples the fluid flow with a compressible version of the Cahn-Hilliard
diffusion. An important feature of this ~odel is the nonhydrostatic nature of the
stress tensor even in the absence of viSC08ity, which gives rise to the effects of
surface tension. We show that unless densities. of the constituents are perfectly
matched the straightforward incompressibility asswnption has to be substitut.ed
by what we refer to as quasi-incompressibility (kinernatic pressure enters the
expression for the chemical potential). We establish some gereral properties of the
Cahn-Hilliard-Navier-Stokes system an study analytically and nwnerically some
simple examples of topological transitions like droplet annihilation and breaking
of jets.

Dynamies of Point Defects in Nematic Liquid Crystals

E.G. Vit'YQ
The topological theory of defects assigns acharge to every point defect ex

hibited by nematic liquid crystals. Complex phenomena have been observed in
capillary tubes involving the appearance and disappearance, along the &Xis of the
tube, of periodie arrays of defects with altemating sign of charge. Here we move
a step towards understanding these phenom~na by considering a simple system,
which would serve as an instructive example. We develop a mathematical model
fit to describe the evolution in time of three defects. We write the differential



equations that rule this peculiar dynamical system: they show, in particular, how
adefeet is draggecl in the wake of another with a velocity which depends on the
distance between them.

High Moment Methods applled to Light Scattering, Plane
Harmonie Waves and Shock Structures

Wolf Weiss
The macroscopic state of a gas may be described by the 13 fields mass density,

velocity, temperat\ire, pressme deviator and heat ftux. These quantities are de
fined 8S moments of the distribution function. The Boltzmann equation implies
a set of transfer equations for these moments. Howevei, the sy~tem is not closed,
but it can be dosed by Grad's moment theory or by the maximization of the
entropy.

Thete aee circUM.stances where this system does' not agree suflicient to the
measurements.. In that case one Can derive a system of equations for more than
13 moments. These high moment theories are applied in the following several
phenomena.

• In a light scattering experiment a laser beam passeS trough a gas and it
ia due to the microscopic ßuctuations of the density that the laser light
will be scattered. The spectrum of the scattered light ia observed under
the scattering angle 9, which is the angle between the laser beam and the
photomultiplier. If 9 is small then the larP ftuctuations are observed, while
small ftuctuations become detected for .targe fJ.

• In an resonator the phase velocity and the damping of plane harmonic wave&
are measured as functions of the frequency.

• In a stationary one-dimensional shock one can observe the density profile
for different Mach numbers. .

For large values of scattering angle, frequency and Mach number many mo- _
menta are needed-to describe the pro~ satisfactorily. Thus if in a given process •
the moments changes rapidly in space or time, or the process is far frorn equilib-
rium many moments are needed to describe such an process.

Thermodynamies of Multicomponent Porous Materials with
the Balance Equation of Porosity

K. Wilmanski
The' work is devoted to the construction of the thermodynamical model of

the multicomponent poroUB material which ia described by the following field.s:



{pS, p' , ... ,pA} partial mass densities of the skeleton and of the A fluid cornp~

nents, r -motion of the ale1eton, 'XQ
- part~al velocities of fluid components,

n - porosity, 9 - commoD temp~atW'eof components, 'all of them defined of the
reference configuration of the skeleton B and time in~rval :J. It is assumed that
the porosity n ia driven by its~ b_ce equation

:: +Diw= ~i J - flux ofporosity, U-sOurce of por08ity.

This equation is motivated by the averali:ng of the changing geometry of the
microstructure. Certain properties of static and kinematic interactioDS of com
ponents are discussed' in details.

Thermomechani~of· a Pe:ptid,e Chain

H~~ ~

The considered peptide chain ia asswned.t9 be a smooth deforming line, ~ch
point having both trans~.tionaland rotati~naldegrees of freedom. There are the
following kinematical co~straints:

1. every cell is ~~ed to be a rigidbody,

2. there are only two (dih~dra1 angles). relative degrees of freedorn bew~n
adjacent cells. .

The interna! energy. is inVli'riant with respeet to rigid motions and loeal; t1}e
appropriate expressions are proved to describe also the hydrogen bonds (non-l~cal

in the continuum). ne whole system js described by 16 first order PDE's; it ~as
derived by Zorski ~d Inf~ld. Now, the temperatu.re is introduced and the final
equations and the second law are derived following Liu's procedure. Appropriate
kinematical assumptions e.g. the rotation axis ja constant, lead to exact solutions.
Thus, in the variablee=8-Vt, where 8 ia a parameter along the continuous chain
and V is a conatant velocity, there ia a following exact solution: the temperature
ia a classieal kink (hyperbolie .tangent) and the Une, starting frorn e= -00 is a
helix ( alm08t) as long as the temperature ja constant ( almost) , than it breaks
away. From the cylhider, and when·the temperature beoomes again constant, the
curve again approacltes a helix wOWld arounda different cylinder. This solution
may be regarded as an ele~entarYaet of destruetion and healing of the helix by
a temperature kink. It may play. part in solVing the problem of folding of peptide
chains. .

Berichterstatter: 8te/an Seelecke
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Chairmen of this meeting were Victor Bangert (Freiburg i. Br.), Yurii D.
Burago (St. Petersburg) and Ulrich Pinkall (Berlin). Participants came fram
Canada, Germany, Great Britain, France, Russia, Switzerland and USA.

The 26 talks covered a wide field of differential geometry including e.g.
Alexandrov Spaces, dynamics of the geodesie flow, surfaces of constant mean
curvature and their discretization, spin-geometry, and affine differential ge
ometry..

An important aspect of the meeting were the fruitful mathematieal dis
cussions outside the official prograrn.

/

Abstracts

Compact manifolds of positive curvature
Uwe Abresch, Bochum

No abstract available.

Laminations of 3-tori by least area surfaces
Franz"Auer, Freiburg

~

Let 9 be a Riemannian metric on }R3 whieh is the lift of a metric on the torus
T3 = ]R3/7l}. Let F be tbe set of a1l properly embedded planes F c R3 which



· '-'~'--~~;.",:~ v":..~l

~ ~, O\: :3 &L. : __._,l

are homotopically area minimizing with respect to 9 (Le. Ag(D) ::; Ag(h) for
every disk D c Fand every Lipschitz map h: D -t ]R3 with hl8D = id, here
Ag denotes area with respect to g) and do not have sefintersections 'when
projected to the torus. Bangert (1990) proved: Every F E F lies in a strip
between two parallel Euclidean planes. Let P(F) E G(3, 2) be the "direction"
associated to these planes and :Fp = {F E :F I P (F) = P}. Then:Fp =F 0
for all P E G(3,2). Assume' P E G(3, 2) is irrational, Le. rk(P n Z3) < 2,
and let :F(F) denote the closure of the orbit of F E Fp under the Z3-action.
Then the action of Z3 on :F(F) has a unique minimal set pec(F). 'It either
forms a foliation or a lamination with gaps 'of ]R3. We show: If P E G(3,2)
is irrational then Pec(F1 ) = pec(F2 ) for all F}, F2 E F p . Thus there is a
unique minimal set of the Z3-action on :Fp .

Topological Entropy of Geodesie ftows on simply connected
manifolds

·Ivan Babenko, Moscow

The recent progress in lower bound estimations of topological entropy was
discussed. The main results which were presented in the talk are· the follow
ing:

If (M, g) is a Coo Riemannian simply connected manifold and h(g) is the
topological entropy of the corresponding geodesie flow, then
Theorem..

h( ) > 1 -I' In rk 1rk(M)
9 - Dh(M,g) k~ k '

where 1fk(M) is the k-th homotopy group of M aod Dh(M;g) is the total
homological diameter of (M, g).

(

3dimM-2 )
Corollary. If rk L 1rk(M) :I 0, then h(g) > O.

k=2dimM
Theorem 2. If dirn M = 4 and ~(M) = ~ ~ 3, then

h( ) > In[(~ + Jbf=4)/2]
9 - LJ~(A1,g)

where D~(M, g) is the homological diameter of (M, g) in dimension 2.
Theorem 3. If the Ricci curvature of (M, g) is positiv, Ric(g) ~ kg, then

h(g) > .jk"!im Inrk1J"/(M).
- 1rvdim M - 1'....00 l

The definition and the properties of Dh(M, g) were discussed.
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On Nodal Sets for Dirac and Laplace Operators
Christian Bär, Freiburg

Let M be a eonnected Riemannian manifold of dimension n, let D be a
generalized Dirae operator on M. Exampies are the elassieal Dirae operator
aeting on spinors, the operator D = d + 0 aeting on mixed differential forms,
and D = ä+ ä· actiIig on mixed (O,p)-forms. We show
Theorem. Let s ~ 0 be a solution of (D +h)s = 0 where h is a potential.
Then dim({x E M I s(x) = O}) :5 n - 2.

This gives a quiek proof of
Corollaryl. Let f ~ 0 be an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator .. Then
{x E M I f (x) = O} = Nreg U Nsing W here Nreg is a smooth hypersurfact:. and
dim(Nsing ) ~ n - 2.

We also discuss eonsequences for differential forms', i.e.
Corollary 2. Let w be aß-harmonie k-forrn on a compact manifold. Then
ditn({x E M I~(x) = O}) ::; n - 2.

Note that Corollary 2 does not hold jf M is not compact, nor does it hold
if w is a ß-eigenfunction for a positive eigenvalue even if M is compact.

T or not T
Werner Ballmann, Bonn

(j~int work with Jacek Swir;tkowski (Wroclaw))

Let r be a finitely generated group and S c r a finite set of generators. We
say that r satisfies Property T if there is an E > 0 such that the following
holds: if p is a unitary representation of r on a Hilbert space Hand if H
contains a nonzero "eetar v such that L(p(g)v, v) < E for all 9 E S, then p
eontains the trivial representation. This is independent of the choice of S,
hut € depends on S of course. Property T was introduced by Kazhdan.
If r is a lattiee in the isometry group of an irreducible symmentric spaee
X of noncompact type, then r satisfies Property T iff X '# IRH", eH" .
This indicates connections with geometry and. rigidity theory. In the talk
I di~cussed sufficient and necessary conditions for a properly discontinuous
group of automorphisms of a polygonal eomplex to satisfy Property T.
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Isotropie Pluriharmonic maps
Jost-Hinrich Eschenburg, A ugsburg

(joint work with R. Tribuzy)

Minimal surfaees in 3-spaee· allow an isometrie deformation preserving the
prineipal eurvatures hut rotating the corresponding directions. The following
theorem generalizes this situation:
Theorem 1: Let M be a simply eonnected complex manifold, 8 asymmetrie
spaee of compact, euclidean, or noncompact type,. and J: M ~ S a smooth·
map. Then f is pluriharmonic iff for all (ar some) (J E (O,7T) there exits a
map Jo: M -4 S with <Ps od/8 = dJ oeiO

, where <Po: JeTS -+ J·TS is a parallel
. bundle isomorphism preserving the eurvature tensor RS of S.

Now let f: M ~ S be a full pluriharmonic map. f is called isotropie if
Je = f for a11 (J.

Theorem 2:

a) S = }Rn: f is isotropie iff n is even and f is holomorphie (lR2k = Ck).

b) S of eompact [noncompact] type: f is isotropie iff 8 is inner (8 = GIK
with a E Ko) and there is a Hag manifold [domain] Z over 8 and a
holomorphic superhorizontal lift j: M -+ Z of f.

Superminimal surfaees in H4
Thomas Friedrich, HUBerlin

Superminimal surfaces in the Euclidean space E4 as well as in the sphere
8 4 have been studied from the loeal point of view since the beginning of
this eentury (Kommerell- 1905, Eisenhard - 1912, Boruvka - 1928). Global
results we find in the papers of Cabalei (1967) ... Bryant (1982). In this
lecture we construct a family of eomplete superminimal surfaces in the hy
perbolic space H4. This family depends on a holomorphic function defined
in some domain !1 c C. The method of the construction is an application of
the Twistor Theory. In the "generic" case the completeness of the surfaces
follows from the well-known asymptotic expansion near the boundary of the
Bergman kernel of the domain n.
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A characterization of all CMC triunduloids
Karsten Grope-Brauckmann, Bonn

(joint work with Rob Kusner, Amherst and John Sullivan, Minneapolis)

Delaunay determined the mean curvature 'I (CMC) surfaces of revolution in
l841, there are embedded unduloids and immersed nodoids. We consider
their generalization: triunduloids are embedded CMC surfaces with 3 ends
and genus O. They are prototypical for an CMC surfaces which are embedded
and of finite topology, in the sense that these surfaces ean be thought to
deeompose into triunduloids. This is similar to graphs that decompose into
trivalent nodes. . .-

We charaeterize the CMC triunduloids by a spherical triangle whose edge
. lengths are exactly the necksizes of the triunduloid, that is the necksizes of
Delaunay unduloids each end is asymptotic to. This is done using Lawson's
theorem and an observation by Kareher. As a eorollary we obtain bounds
on the asymptotic necksizes 0 < x, y, z 5: 11": they have surn at most 27f,

. and satisfy the triangle i~equalities. It is interesting that surfaces with one
necksize cylindrical are possible. By same reflection we obtain numerically
the existance offinite total curvature CMC surfaces, namely we have a surface
with 30 cylindrical ends and genus 1.

Dressing action on discrete and continuous CMC-surfaces
Guido Haak, SFB 288, TU Berlin

This'is areport on work done in part with J. Dorfmeister (Univ. of Kansas).
Starting from the integrable system approach to conformal CMC-immersions
in ]R3, A. Bobenko and U. Pinkall introduced adefinition for discrete CMC
surfaces. An infinite dimensional family of such discrete CMC-surfaces was
produced by F. Perlit and H. Wu using a dressing action on a discrete cylinder.
In the continuous case, by results of J. Dorfmeister, H. Wu, F .. BurstaU aod
F. Pedit, all finite type CMC-immersions, e.g. all CMC-tori, are contained in
the dressing orbit of the cylinder. Thus, this class of discrete CMC-surfaces
seems a natural candidate to search for discrete periodic CMC-surfaces, Le.
maps tj): Z2 ~ IR2 satisfying the discrete CMC-condition such that for some
(k,l) E Z2 we have 4>m+k,n+1 = T4>mn, where T is a proper Euclidean motion
in }R3. Using the dressing method we rederive Pinkall and Sterling's classifi
cation of CMC-tori in terms of algebro-geometric data, and give an entirely
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parallel classification of discrete periodic CMC-surfaces in the dressing orbit
of the discrete cylinder. In both cases the hyperelliptic curve C associated to
a finite type surface is defined directly from the dressing matrix. The other
main .ingredient of the classification, an Abelian differential w on C, is then
obtained from the monodromy matrix in ]R3 , Le. the spinor representation of
the Euclidean motion T. As opposed to the continuous case, where w is an
Abelian differential of the seeond kind, in the diserete case it is of the third
kind, with poles which are determined by the lattice eonstants used in Pedit
ans Wu's discr~tization of the cylinder.

Isoparametrie submanifolds in Hilbert space
Ernst Heintze, Augsburg

It had been shown by Thorbergsson that (complete, connected, irreducible,
full) isoparametrie submanifolds of euclidean space of codimension at least 3
are homogeneous. In faet, they are orbits of the isotropy representation
of some symmetrie space. In recent years Terng eonsidered infinite dimen
sional isoparametrie submanifolds of a Hilbert space aod developed a beau
tiful structure theory. Tbis theory is not ooly interesting for its own sake
hut it is also a means to study submanifolds in compaet symmetrie spaces
through a certain proeess of.linearization. Tbe outstanding problem is again
the question of homogeneity. The purpose of the talk is to discuss arecent
result together with Xiaobo Liu which says that a very large subset of an
infinite dimensional isoparametrie submanifold is homogeneous if the codi
mension is bigger than 1. Actually we eonjecture that this subset coincides
with the submanifold.

Darboux transforms of isothermic surfaces
Udo Hertrich-Jeromin, Berlin

After a short introduction to the classical approach to the Darboux transform
we use the quaternion calculus to derive a Riccati type partial differential
equation for Darboux transforms of isothermic surfaces. The quaternion
caleulus turns out to be very effective, as applications to Darboux and Bäck
lund transforms of constant mean curvature surfaces show. Discretizing the
Riccati equation we just derived provides a Darboux transform for discrete
isothermic nets - the natural discretization of an isothermie surface given



in conformal curvature line parameters. Returning to the starting point we
see that this discrete Darboux transform reßects the geometrie constellation
of the smooth Darboux transform very weil.

Values of manifolds in Gromov-Hausdorff convergence
Sergei !tJanotJ, St. Petersburg

Let M, M" (k = 1,2, ... ) be compact Riemannian manifolds of dimension
n ~ 2. We write M" -+ M if tbe M" converge to M with respect to the

.Gromov-Hausdorff distance between metric spaces. Our question is for~hat

topologieal types of M" and M the convergence Mk -+ M implies that

Vol(M) ~ lim infVol(Mk)'

We.prove:
Theorem 1. If M and the Mk are twü-dimensional manifolds, possibly 'with
boundaries, and sup"IX(Mk)I < 00 (X denotes the Euler characteristic) then
M" --+ M itnplies (*).
Theorem 2. If the Mk are homotopy equivalent to M, and M admits
either a map of nonzero degree onto the torus T" or a map of nonzero degree
modulo 2 ooto lRP", then Mk -t M implies (*).

Both theorems 1 and i remain true if the limitspace M is a Finsler
manifold.·

We also construct examples showing that - . ~

Theorem 3. For any Rimannian metric d on the sphere ,S", n ~ 3,
there exists a sequence {dk}~l of Riemannian metrics on sn, such that
(sn, dk ) -+ (Sn, d) andVol(sn, dk ) -+ 0 as k -+ 00.

On the Margulis constant of hyperbolic manifolds
Ruth Kellerhals, Göttingen

Let M be a complete oriented hyperbolic n-manifold of finite volume and
sectional curvature -1. Denote by C = Cn > 0 the Margulis constant which
is defined to be the supremum of all C > 0 such that for each discrete subgroup
r < Iso(Hn) and for each x E Hn the group r e = (" E r I dist(x, T'x) < E)
is elementary (i.e. contains a finite orbit in Hn). According to work of
Thurston, M admits a decomposition into a thick and a thin part, M =
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M(O,e) U M[e,ooh where M[E,OO) := {p E M I injradp(M) ~ ~} is the thick
and compact part of M, while M = M(O,e) := {p E M I injradp(M) < ~}

denotes the thin part consisting of tubes around geodesies of length <: c
(bounded components) and - if M is non-compact - of cusp neighborhoods
(unbounded eomponents).

For n = 3, Robert Meyerhoff faund the estimate E3 > 0.104 by estimating
the size of cusp neighborhoods and by constructing tubes around geodesies
whose (real) length I is bounded by {! log2(1 + v'2) "J 0.107. He showed
that for I '\, 0 one has that the tube volume ? We discuss generalizations,
making use of Iso+(Hn) = PSL(2, Cn- 2 ), where Cn - 2 is the Clifford algebra
in n-2 generators; the part of cusp neighborhoods ean be generalized yielding
a universal lower bound for voI3(M) if M has eusps. For the tube part we
mention arising problems.

New local and global uniqueness results for hypersurfaces in
space forms

Peter Kohlmann, Dortmund

We consider isometrie hypersurfaee immersions of manifolds with nonneg
ative seetional curvature into a standard spaee form M~+l. Let <p, 1/J be
symmetrie functions of n variables fulfilling certain ellipticity eonditions, <p

being convex and 'l/J coneave.
If <p aod 7/J, as functions of the principal curvatures, are constant on the

hypersurface piece' M then M is isoparametrie of a certain list of types.
The proof is based on a very generalized version of the Weyl-identity

and allows extensions to Codazzi tensors on manifolds with positive sectional
curvature..Globally - for compact parameter manifolds - the isoparametric
hypersurfaces are charaeterized by the constancy of one function, either cp
or 'lj;.

Special cases covered by these theorems are results of H. Weyl (1916),
NomizujSmyth (1969), Münzner (1971, unpublished), Cheng/Yau (1977),
Walter (1986), A. Li (1987), Ecker/Huisken (1989) and Konfogiorgos (1990).

Apart the convex-coneave principle we prove results in the same spirit
for pairs of elementary symmetrie functions (cp, 1/;) = (Er, Es) with s E {I, 2}
or r E {n - 1, n} and the same functions of the prineipal curvature radii.
The definiteness problem~ involved are solved via representations hy square
sums found with computer support, based on the simplex algorithm.
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A triangulated K3 .surface with the minimum number of vertices
Wol/gang Kühnel, Stuttgart

(joint work with Mario Casella, Boston)

Any (simplicial) triangulation of a K3 surface requires at least 16 vertices,
and it has to contain all posible (~6) triangles if there are exactly 16 vertices.
In this talk we present such a 16-vertex triangulation of a K3 surface. It
has an automorphism group of order 240 acting transitivelyon the set of
oriented edges. This triangulation is unique if one assurnes a primitive group
action on the set of 16 vertices. As a corollary we obtain that a K3 surface
contains the 2-dimensional skeleton of the 15-dimen·sional simplex, and that
there exists a tight embedding of a K3 surface into 15-dimensional Euclidean
space.

Natural Lagrangian and Symplectic Structures for Constant
Mean Curvature Moduli Spaces and Related Geometrie

Variational Problems
Rob Kusner, Amherst and Princeton/IAS

We investigate a natural.symplectic manifold - a configuration space of
weighted, parametrized geodesics - into which the moduli space of cer:tain
properly embedded constant mean curvature (CMC) hypersurfaces in.~.Bu

clidean or hyperbolic space (or, of complete, conformally Bat, positive con
stant scalar curvature (CSC) metries on the complement of certain sets in
the n-sphere) maps with isotropie image. This map 0, whieh assigns to each
CMC hypersurface (or CSC metric) the geodesic axes, weights and phases of
the (asymptotically Delaunay) ends, is a kind of 'Gauß map' for the moduli
spaces. We also introduee a natural Lagrangian submanifold - the spaee
of ends of balancecl geodesic trees - that serves as model for the image of
the CMC (ar eSe) moduli spaces under certain nondegeneracy hypotheses.
This approach allows us to separate the analytic issues (such as those con
cerning the nondegeneracy hypotheses) from questions about the geometry
of the moduli spaces themselves. By foeusing on the latter, particularly the
geometry of the target·and image of 0, we provide a common framework for
understanding both the CMC and CSC cases, and thus clarify further some
of the curious analogies between these cases.
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Generic metries for Dirac operators on 2-manifolds
Stephan Maier, Basel

The Atiyah-Singer Dirac operator V g defined on a closed eompact mani
fold M depends upon the metric 9 on M, and in general hO(g) := dimkerVg

is not constant in g. However, one has the inequality hO(g) ;::: IIndex Vgl. Is
it true that for the generie metrie 9 (Le. 9 taken from a suitable Coo-dense
and Cl-open subset üf the set of metrics) equality holds? The mod 2-index
theorem shows that if dirn M = 1 Of 2 mod 8 this cannat be true, so that in
these dimensions the problem should be rephrased as folIows: Is it true that
for the generie 9 we have hO(g) = eonstant E {O, I} if dirn M = 1 rnod 8,
and h+ (9) = constant E {O, I} if dirn M = 2 mod 8?

The answer is affirmative if dirn M E {I, 2, 3, 4}, and we prove this in
dimension 2. The rnethod of proof is to study those metries 9 for whieh we
cannot find an infinitesimal deformation which deereases hO, and to show·
that these metries are of a very special kind. In fact, if dirn M = 3 or 4
ametrie of this kind with an exeessive number of harmonie spinors forces
(M, g) to be the flat torus.

If dirn M = 2 the result can be cast ioto the language of Riemann surfaces
and Teiehmüller spaces. It then asserts that onee a square root L of the
canonical bundle of a Riem~nn surfaee is fixed, the dimension ho(L) of the
space of holomorphie sections of L is constant E {O, I} for the generic complex
structure on M, Le. eomplex structure in the complement of an analytic
subset. of Teichmüller space.

Stahle Darms for surfaces
Daniel Massart, Warwick

The stable nor~ on the q-hornology of a eompaet manifold M endowed with
a (Riemannian or smooth Finsler) metrie g, is an asymptotie invariant, the
most general definition of which is given by Federer.

For v E Hq(M, R), IIvll = inf{volq(A) I A Lipschitz q-cycle, [Al = v},
where volq is the q-dimensional volume indueed by the metric g.

For q = 1 we have a more convenient definition:
For v E BI(M,Z)/torsion Y HI(M,JR), IIvll = min{ETilg(,i) ILri[,il =
v}
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We are interested in strict convexity and regularity properties of 1111. In
the case of surfaces of higher genus, our results are:
Theorem 1. Every point of the unit sphere lying on a rational direction
belangs to a (genus(M)-l)-dimensionaI face of the unit sphere.
Theorem 2. At such a point x, the stable norm is differentiable onIy in the
directions tangent to the maximal face containing x in its interior.

These resuits mean that at a rational direction the unit sphere is Hat or
angulous. This eontrasts ·with the case of Hat tori, where the stable norm is
euelidean.

Scalar Curvature Rigidity
Maung Min-Oo, McMaster Univ.

This lecture is a short seleeted survey of results on sealar eurvature rigidity
of eertain symmetrie spaces, in partieular, for the Euclidean, hyperbolic and
spherical metries.

The newer results presented are: .
Theorem 1. Let (Mn,g) be a compact Riemannian spin manifold witb
simply connected boundary 8M such that:

(i) aMis totally geodesie

(ii) the metrie induced on 8M has constant sectional eurvature K == 1

(iii) the scalar curvature of 9 satisfies R(g) ~ n(n - 1).

Then (M, g) is isometrie to the round hemisphere with tbe standardmetric.
Theorem 2. Let (M2n,g,w) be an irreducible Hermitian symmetrie space
with Kähler form w. If 9 is any Riemannian metric on M satisfying
Iwl9 < Iwlg then there exists a point in M where the scalar curvatures satisfy
R(g) < R(g).

Tbe praofs, using spinors, are sketched, with an attempt to show the
basic underlying structure.
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Surfaces, Quaternions and Spinors
Franz Pedit, A mherst

(joint work with Ulrich Pinkall, Berlin and George Komlikov, Amherst)

The lecture dealt with proposing an extension of complex function theory to,
what we call, a quaternionie (valued) function theory in the following sense:
regarding JR4 = IHr and]R3 = Im JH[ we observe that an immersion f: M -+ JR3 ,
MaRiemann surface, is conformal if there exists a map N: M ---+- lH[ so that

*df = Ndf (I)

where *0: = QoJ for ~n IHI-valued I-form 0: E f21(M,lHl). Here J: TM ---+- TM
is the coinplex structure on M and thus * is negative the usual Hodge-star
operator. For f = hj, N = i, the above condition is the Cauchy-Riemann
equation for h: M ~ C. From equation (1) we derive the fundamental
equations of surface theory by successive differentiation:

d*df = 2HNldfl 2

dN = Hdf +w, *w = -Nw

dw = (*dH + N dH)df (Codazzi)

jwl2 = (H2
- K)Idfl 2 (Gauß)

In all corriputations we use wedge-product aver IHI, Le. a 1\ ß(X, Y) =
a(X)ß(Y) - o{Y)ß(X), and identify 2-forms with quadratie funetions on
TM via

w(X) =w(X, J X), w E n2 (M, IHI}.

The main idea is what we eall a spin-trans/orm on a eonfarmal surfaee
f: M ---+- JR3: let A: M ~ 1HI and eonsider the I-form

(2)

Then a is closed, Le. da = 0, if and only if

(3)

for some real p: M -+ lR. Thus, if 1f1 (M) = 0, we ean integrate to a new
conformal immersion j: M -+ ]R3 with

(4)
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(5)

•

•

Equation (3), when applied to f = zj, the plane with N = i, gives the Dirac
equation for A= .A1 + jA2 with potential p:

ip
A1 t % = 2" A2

ip
A2,% = 2"'\1,

dj is a quadratic expression in '\1, '\2 which reduces to the classical Weierstraß
representation for minimal surfaces in case p == O. It should be pointed out
that equation (5) has already been discussed by Uwe Abresch in the mid 80's
for constant mean curvature surfaces, it can also be found in Sasha Bobenko's
work and has been shown to us by Iskander Taimanov (who told us that it has
been rediscovered by B. Konopelchenko in tbe 90's). Apparently, Eisenhard
knew of italready in some form or the other. .

Finally, we apply our viewpoint to salve a classical problem of~urface
theory: we classify all Bonnet pairs, i.e. pairs of surfaces with same': mean
curvature and induced metric, in terms of isothermic surfaces. The relation
ship is rather simple: if f: M --+ ]R3 is an isothermic surface with dual surface
j*: M -t jR3, Le. df 1\ df* = 0, then f±: M ~ ]R3, given by

df± = (±e + f* + a) df (±c + f* + a)

for·c E lR, a E ]R3, give a Bonnet pair. All Bannet pairs arise this way. We
obtain a 4-parameter fa~ily of Bonnet pairs ta each isothermic surface.

Wh~re da spinars corne in? WeB, the '\'s appearing in the spin-transform
can be viewed as quotients of sections of a quaternionic line bundle, a spin
bundle over M. Then (5) becomes

Dcp = U1j;

where, D is the conformal Dirac operator and U is a half density on M .

Gromoy-Levy Isoperimetrie Inequalities and Subharmonie
functions on Alexandrov space

An~on Petrunin, St. Petersburg

Theorem 1 (Generalized Gromov-Levy Inequalities). Let Mn be an Alexan
drov space with K ~ 1 and let E divide Vol Mn in ratio o. Let sn be the
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VolE VolMn
-->---.
Vol E· - Vol Sn

Main teehnieal tool is subharmonic functions on the Alexandrov space.
Theorem 2. Let f: n -+ IR, n c M open, be a harmonie funetion (Le.
minimizing energy E = Jolgradfl2 dhn)~ and C c n a compact subset, then
flC is Lipschitz.

standard sphere and let E· be a sphere in sn which divides sn in ratio Q.

Then

Discrete Surfaces of higher Polynomial Order
Konrad Polthier, Berlin

In the last years the study of triangulated surfaces has led to suceessful al
gorithms, e.g. for the study of discrete minimal and diserete constant mean
eurvature surfaces. These results are based on the strategy. of "geometrie
discretization" (rather than e.g. finite differenees) where one defines on tri
angulated surfaces discrete equivalents of smooth differential geometrie terms
such as minimality, harmonicicty, conformality ete.

In the talk I presented a new approach of generalizing the above ideas to
triangulations of pieeewise higher polynomial order, and corresponding maps
between them. This concept provides beside higher order algorithms a more
flexible adaption of geometrie questions and also error estimates.

We use Bezier elements whieh eorne together with a oet of eontrolpoints
containing geometrie information. As .an application we derive a discrete
version of the Dirichlet energy and harmonie maps given in terms of the
contral net.

Some ofthe ideas came out in discussions with U. Pinkall and G. Greiner.

Centraaffine surfaces in JR4 and feedback equivalence of contral
systems

Christine .Sc~arlach, TU Berlin

We study the eentroaffine geometry of surfaees in JR4, Le. we study immer

sions x: U ~ IR" \ {O}, U CM2
, and their invariants under general linear

transformations (GL(4, IR)). As usual we restriet to noneonieal surfaces, for
which the position veetor never becomes tangential to the surfaee and thus
ean be considered as a transversal vector. We classify surfaces with respect
to their two wellknown invariant semiconformal struetures:
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the affine semiconformal structure given by

() [dx(Xd, dx(X2), Dxdx(Xt ), Dxdx(X2)]
tPF X = [dx(X t ), dX(X2),~,11] ,

for an arbitrary eonstant determinant form [",] on rand F
(dx(X1), dX(X2)'~'17) E GL(4, IR), and

the h3-semiconformal structure given by

h}(X) = [dx(X t ), dx(X2), Dxdx(X), Xl
[dx(Xd, dX(X2),~,X] .

For h3-non-degenerate surfaces we introduce a centroaffine invariant sym
metrie bilinearform, the centroaffine metrie g, by

1
g(X, Y) = € tPF(X, Y).vi det{Xl t X2} h}1

Then we investigate the class of (positive) definite oriented surfaces. We
show that there exists a uniquely determined centroaffine frame field F =
(dx( ...Yd, dx(X2 ), n, x) such that -.:~

DXidx(Xj ) = dx(VXiXj) + (-I)i+l djjn + (1 - djj)x,

DXin = -dx(SnXd + r(Xdx,

i.c. the second fundamental forms are normalized w.r.t. {XI, X 2 } and
[dx(Xd, dx(X2 ), DXin, xl == o. To formulate the fundamental theorem
(uniqueness and existence) we need either the induced connection V,or the
(totally-symmetric) cubic form C3 = Vh3 and a pair of the three jnvari
ant symmetrie bilinearforms (the metric and the two second fundämental
farms). Now we can elassify surfaces with planar V-geodesics (joint with
L. Vrancken) and surfaces with vanishing eubic forms. As an application

of Dur theory w~ ~tudy complex curves x: U -+ C2, u CC, which we can
characterize by centroafline invariants. The centroaffine structure equations
(*) in complex notations are:

The O-curvature curves are given by x(z) = (z, J Z2 + 1) and x(z) = (z, ~).

Finally we explain how centroaffine geometry arises in the problem of
(static state) feedback equivalence of control systems (cp. R. B. Gardner and
G. Wilkens, Classical Geometries arising in Feedback Equivalence, Proc. 32
conf. of IEEE-CDC, San Antonio, 1993, 3437-3440).
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Tits boundary ofanalytic Hadamard spaces
Viktor Schroeder, Zürich

(joint work with Christoph Hummel)

Let M= E\X be a compact, real analytic Riemanian manifold with non
positive sectional curvature. On the ideal boundary X (00) of the universal
covering X of M one can define the Tits metric Td. The metric space _
(X(oo), Td) reftects much of the asymptotic geometry of X. We investigate •
the relation between the fundamental group E and the space (X(oo), Td).
It is shown that up to dimension 3 the space is completely determined by
E while in dirn 4 new and interesting phenomena occur. It turns out that
(X(oo), Td) has "non-standard" cornponents, which are not determined by
the structure of the flat subspaces. However, these components have diameter

. <.1r aod are contractible. Thus the homology of (X(oo), Td) is completely
determined by E. Applying results of B. Kleiner we then obtain a complete
description.of all quasiflats in X.

Higher order Codazzi tensors and topology
Udo Simon, Changping Wang, TU Berlin

(joint work with H. L. Liu)

Definition. (i) Let M be a conneeted, oriented Coo-manifold, dirn M· ~ 2,
V an affine eonneetion, ~ a (0, rn)-tensor field, totally symmetrie, m ~ 1.
<p. is ealled V'-Codazzi of order m if V<P is totally symmetrie. If V = V(g) is
the Levi-Civita eonneetion of ametrie 9 we caU 4> Codazzi relative to g.
(ii) 4> is ealled traeeless relative to ametrie 9 if traeeg <I> = O.
Theorem. Let M be a eompact, oriented surface of genus / and 9 a Rie- _.:
mannian metric on M. For m ~ 2 define the R-vector space 1lm :== {<I> I ..
traeeg 4> = 0, 4> Codazzi of order m relative to g}. rhen

{

o for 'Y = 0
dirn R.m = 2 . for 'Y = 1

2(2m - 1)(/- 1) for f' > 1

Theorem. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian surface with curvature K and 4> a
(0, m)-Codazzl-tensor relative to g, traceg ~ = O. Then 4~1I<I>,,2 = IIV<I>II2+
mKII4>1I 2

.
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Theorem. Let (M, g) be Riemannian, n = dirn M ~ 3. Let ~ be a traceless
(0, m)-Codazzi tensor relative to 9 and assume 0 == W (Weyl conformal
curvature tensor). Then

~ßllcI'lI2 = IIVcI'II2 n + 2m - 4 'j(~. _ (m -l)n K ..)
2 + n - 2 Cl 1 n + 2m - 4 g" ,

where lläj = components of the Rieci-tensor, K = normal scalar curvature,
(lij := cI"'2 .. .im 4l~2 ...im .

We list many examples of Codazzi tensors for order m = 2,3,4 and give
applieations of the above results to (i) Weyl geometries, (ii) c-mc h-surfac~s

in space forms, and related results, (iii) hypersurfaces in affine differential
geometry, (iv) isoparametric hypersurfaces.

The Minimax Sphere Eversion
John Sullivan, Minneapolis

A sphere eversion is a regular homotopy which turns a sphere inside out
(without tearing or pinching). Smale proved this was possible in the 50's,
but it took a long time before they (notably Morin) found explicit ways to
da it. We look for an optimal eversion, in the sense of requiring the least
bending at any stage. We measure bending energy by the Willmore integral
W(S) = Js H2 dA. The round sphere is the mini"mum for this energy, with
W = 47T. W is invariant under Möbius transformations, except that if we
send a k-fold point on the sphere to 00 we lose 41rk (as k spheres are converted
to planes). A theorem of Banchoff-Max says any sphere eversion muit have
a quadruple point at some stage, so we look for ooe in which the maximum
of W"is 161r, at a saddle point for W. Bryant classified all spheres critical for
W, which arise as Möbius transfarms of minimal surfaces in R3 with k Hat
ends (and these have W = 41Tk). Kusner faund one such surface with k = 4
and the right symmetry to be a "Morin halfway model": a 90° rotation turns
the surface inside out, since it has 4 lobes of alternating orientation. We
use Brakke's evolver to numerically produce Dur minimax eversion, starting
with the halfway model and flowing downhill by conjugate gradient methods
to minimize W. The eversion we get is topologically equivalent to one by
Marin, and has the simplest passible sequence of events.

Bericht~rstatter: Franz Auer
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~{ATHEl\{ATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 38/1996

Arbeitsgemeinschaft über
\Viles' Beweis der Taniyama-Vermutung

07.-11.10.1996

Leitung Gerd Faltings (MPI, Bonn), Gerhard Frey (IEM, Essen)

Ziel der Arbeitsgemeinschaft war es, den Beweis von Andrew Wiles für folgenden
Satz zu erläutern:

Satz Sei E/Q eine elliptische Kurve, die modulo 3 und 5 semistabile Reduktion
besitzt. Dann ist E eine modulare elliptische Kurve.

Es folgen als ](orollare:

1. Jede elliptische Kurve E/Q, bei der die Punkte der Ordnung 2 Q-rational
sind, ist modular.

2. Die Fermatsche Vermutung ist richtig.

Die Vortragenden stützten sich vor allem auf die Arbeiten vonWiles [A. Wiles:
Modular Elliptic Curves and Fermat's Last Theoren:t; Ann. Math. 142, 443
551(1995)], Taylor-Wiles [R. Taylor, A: Wiles: Ring-Theoretic Properties of Cer
t~in Hecke Algebrasj Ann. Math. 142, 553-572(1995)], Darmon-Diamond-Taylor
(H. Darmon, F. Diamond. R. Taylor: Fermat's Last Theorem; Proc. Sem. Cur
rent Developments in Math., International Press, Cambridge (1995)], aber auch auf
weitere, z.T. noch nicht veröffentlichte Artikel. Referenzen zu den Vorträgen und
eine ausführliche Literaturliste sind in dem Programm zu der Arbeitsgemeinschaft
zu finden.

~ortragsauszüge

1 Arithmetik elliptischer Kurven

Es wurde eine knappe Einführung in die Theorie der elliptischen Kurven gegeben,
wobei die Methoden im Vordergrund standen, die für die Formulierung und Anwen
dung des Wiles'schen Satzes notwendig sind. Im einzelnen wurden angesprochen:
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• Das Reduktionsverhalten ellipti~cherKurven

• Das Neron-Modell und die Klassifikation der möglichen schlechten Fasern

• Die Galois-Darstellung auf dem Tate-Modul einer elliptischen Kurve und auf
den I-Teilungspunkten. Charakterisierung des Reduktionsverhaltens durch
Eigenschaften der Galois-Darstellung.

• Die Tate-Kurve

• L-Reihe und Führer der elliptischen Kurve (lokale und globale Beschreibung)

• Die Irreduzibilität und die Surjektivität der Galois-Darstellungen (Serre)

• Der Isogeniesatz von Serre & Faltings, Anwendung auf "Modularität elliptis
cher Kurven"

• Die H~se-Weil-Vermutung über L-Reihen

• Anwendung: elliptische Kurven mit Q-rationalen 2-Teilungspunkten sind
modular.

(Eckart Viehweg, E~en)

2 Modulkurven

Es wurden einige Ergebnisse aus der Theorie der Modulkurven vorgestellt.

• Die Modulkurven x(r) , wobei reine Kongruenzuntergruppe von 8L(2, Z)
ist,

X(f)(C) = r/H

• Die Definitionskörper von X(N), Xo(N) und X1(N).

• Die modulare Interpretation, insbesondere von XI(N) und Xo(N) und ihrer
Automorphismen

• Minimale Modelle dieser Kurven über Z (insbes. fur Xo(N»

• Neron-Modell von 3o(N) = Jac(Xo(N»

(Ulf Kühn, Berlin)
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3 Modulare elliptische Kurven

Es wurde gezeigt, wie Eigenformen bezüglich der Heckeoperatoren in S2(ro(N). Z)
zu modularen elliptischen Kurven führen.

• Definition modularer Kurven

• Shimura-Taniyama-Weil-Vermutung

• Analytische Beschreibung von Modulformen

• Die A-Moduln M.(rl(N),A) und S.(rl(N),A) fur einen beliebigen Ring A.

• Das q- Entwicklungsprinzip

• Heckeoperatoren für fo(N)

• L-Reihen von Modulformen

• Alt- und Neuformen

• Einfache Faktoren der Jacobischen :lo(N)

(Georg Hein, Berlin)

4 Die Hecke-Algebra und modulare Galoisdarstel
lungen

Es sei X = XH eine Modulkurve (zu fH, wobei fl(N) ~ fH :5 fo(N» und sei
:J = :Ix deren Jacobische.· Ferner sei T C End(:!) die Hecke-Algebra, die von
den tfeckeoperatoren Tn , n ~ I, (und den Operatoren (a» erzeugt wird. Es wurde
erläutert, wie modulare" Galoisdarstellungen

p: G = Gal(Q/Q) --. GL2 (k)

mit maximalen Idealen in T zusammenhängen, und. wie diese in speziellen Fällen
geometrisch realis~ert werdell:·. ~ö.nnen. D~u wurde folgendes erklärt:

• Die Selbstdualität des Tate-Moduls 7; = 7; (:Ix ) (als T 0 Zp-Modul) und
die Struktur des

(T 0 Qp)[G]-Moduls Vp = Tp ® Qp (hierbei: Eichler-Shimura).

• Das Liftungslemma von Deligne-Serre und die Bijektion zwischen T - Eigenformen
/Qp (bzw. über Fp) und minimalen (bzw. maximalen) Idealen von T ® Zp.

• Die Existenz und Eindeutigkeit der modularen Darstellung Pm : G -+ GL2(T/m)
für mE Maz(T).

• Die Multiplizität Pm des T /m[G]-Moduls j[m] und der Nachweis, daß (fur
gewisse m) Pm = 1 ist (Multiplizität-I-Satz). Insbesondere wird dann Pm
von j'[m] realisiert.

Folgerung a) (Tp)m ist ein freier T ® Zp-Modul vom Rang 2

b) Tm ist Gorensteinsch. (Ernst Kani, Kingston, Ontario)
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{
z/nz für n = 1, ... , 10, 12

Z/2Z x Z/2",Z für 1 :S JI ~ 4.

5 "Zur Entspannung": Resultate und Argumente
über Modulkurven

1. Beppo Levi formulierte auf dem ICM 1908 in Rom die heute so genannte
"Ogg-Vermutungu

:

(a) Ist E/Q eine elliptische K.urve, so ist E(Qhon eine der folgenden endlichen
Gruppen

Diese Vermutung wurde von B. Mazur als Anwendung seiner Theorie des
Eisensteinideals bewiesen.

B. Levis Methode war das Studium der Kurven, die Paare (E, PN) von el
liptischen Kurven mit N -Torsionspunkt parametrisieren. Ogg brachte die
moderne Beschreibung dieser Modulkurven Xl (N) ein und beobachtete,
daß die obige Liste gerade denjenigen N mit g(X1(N)) = 0 entspricht.

2. 1978 studierte Mazur allgemeiner die Paare (E, eN) /Q elliptischer Kurven
mit zyklischer Untergruppe von Ordnung N, d.h. die rationalen Punkte auf
den Modulkurven Xo(N), die nicht Spitzen sind. Hier treten einzelne Beispiele
auch für g(Xo(N)) > 0 auf.

3. Satz Sei E /Q eine elliptische Kurve. die semistabil in 3 und 5 ist. Dann gibt
es eine elliptische Kurve E' / Q, 80 daß

(a) PE/,3IGQ(v'=3) ist absolut irreduzibel

(b) E' ist semistabil in 3

(c) PE'.5 ~ PE,5 [Bemerkung: (c) => (b). ] Der Beweis beruht auf der

Tatsache, daß g(X(5» = 0 ist.

4. Um die Anwendung auf den Beweis von"E semistabil in 3 und 5 => E modu
lar" sicherzustellen. muß noch nachgeprüft werden, daß ohne Einschränkung
PE 5 als irreduzibel angenommen werden kann, falls PE 31a nicht ab-

I , Q(yq)

solut irreduzibel ist. Dazu wird wesentlich benutzt, daß g(Xo(15» =1 ist.

(Norbert Schappacher, Strasbourg)

6 Ergänzungen zu Up und T

1. Die Zerlegung der Modulformen in Neuformen liefert Zerlegungen

!{i Körper.

Somit ist TQ Gorenstein.

2. Die l-adische Darstellung auf T~, ~ H1(XQ,Q,) liefert, falls mo C Ta

nicht-Eisenstein ist,· Darstellungen auf T~.mo
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3. Multiplizität Eins für Spitzenformen: dirn r(XF" O)[m] == 1 für meT gilt
im Falle m nicht-Eisenstein, falls

• I == char(m) teilt nicht die Stufe N, oder

• N == IN', I teilt nicht N', V Erweiterung

o-+ Vm -+ V -+ V; -+ 0,

Vm multiplikativ, Ve etaJe über Q" U, fJ m.

4. Dies liefert Multiplizität Eins von V in j[/](ij) mit kristalIiner Theorie.

(Gerd Faltings, Bonn)

7 Die Serre-Vermutung

Jede Spitzenform, die Eigenform unter allen Hecke-Operatoren ist, liefert· nach
Deligne 2-dimen~iona1e l-adische Darstellungen. Durch Reduktion modulo I ergeben
sich Galois-Darstellungen auf2-dimensionalen Vektorräumen über endlichen Körpern.
Serre hat nun vermutet, daß jede irreduzible ungerade 2-dimensionale Darstellung
über einem F, in dieser Weise entsteht. Außerdem gibt er ein Verfahren an, das
bestimmt, wie das minimale Niveau, Gewicht und Nebentypus-Charakter aussehen
sollen.

Der Satz von llibet-carayol-Diamond besagt nun, daß fur I ~ 5 das minimale
Niveau, Gewicht und der Nebentypus-Charakter auch erreicht werden, sofern die
Darstellung modular ist (analog. auch für 1== 3). Der Beweis des Satzes wurde grob
skizziert. (Thorsten Kleinjung, Bonn)

8 Kongruenzen yon. ~o~ulformen

Erläutert wurden die Operationen der Heckealgebra, zum einen auf der Reduktion
von 3o(Mq) nach F q , wobei (M,q) == I, genauer gesagt auf dem Torusteil und der
Gruppe der Zusammenhangskomponenten der Reduktion des Neron-Modells, zum
anderen auf kanonisch definierten Untervarietäten von 30(Mq), welche zu q-Alt
und q-Neuformen korrespondieren. Außerdem wurde gezeigt, daß je endlich viele
der Heckeoperatoren Tp , p AN, in der Heckealgebra von S2(ro(N)t Z) redundant
sind. d.h. sie lassen sich über Z durch die verbleibenden Operatoren darstellen.
Motivation für diese Untersuchungen ist, daß sich Kongruenzen von Modulformen
mittels Kenntnissen über die Heckealgebra nachweisen lassen. Da sämtliche Eigen
werte von normalisierten Spitzeneigenformen bereits in einem Zahlring R liegen, ist
es sinnvoll, q-Reihen modulo maximaler Ideale dieses Zahlrings zu betrachten. Eine
Eigenforrn entspricht einem minimalen Primideal der HeckeaJgebra tensoriert mit R,
eine Kongruenz zwischen zwei Eigenformen entspricht einem maximalen Primideal,
das die beiden korrespondierenden minimalen Primideale enthält. Hinreichend fur
eine Kongruenz zwischen I und 9 ist t daß die zugehörigen Untervarietäten von
.Jo(N) sich nichttrivial schneiden. Jedes maximale Ideal im 'Ifäger liefert eine Kon
gruenz. Zum Studium der Frage, wann eine ModulCorm f der Stufe N == M q
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kongruent zu einer q-Altform ist, untersucht man den Träger des Durchschnittes
der I und den Altformen zugeordneten Untervarietäten in :Jo(Mq). Dies wird in
den nachfolgenden Vorträgen über den Beweis des Satzes von Ribet Verwendung
finden.

(Gebhard Böckle, Essen)

9 Der Satz von Ribet I

Um den Wechsel der Stufe beim Beweis des Satzes von llibet zu kontrollieren,
studiert man die Situation o"p· : :Jo(qM)r: -+ :Jo(pqMh. (dabei sind p,q ver
schiedene Primzahlen und (M,pq) = 1). Für Jo(qM)j' ~nd .10(pqM)F t die
speziellen ~asern der Neron-Modelle, hat man jeweils exakte Sequenzen .,

0-+ TN ~ (:Jo(qNh;•.>o -+ (3o(N) x :Jo(N»)i'., -+ 0

(N E {M,klp}), mit Tori TN.

- Aus dem letzten Vortrag wissen wir, daß die Charaktergruppe von TN durch
die Elemente vom Grad 0 der freien abelschen Gruppe auf E(N) ={supersinguläre
Punkte von XO(N)F,} gegeben ist. E(N) wird in Bijektion zu Doppelneben-
klassen H·\HjlRj gesetzt. (Dabei ist H die Quaternionenalgebra, über Q,
die genau bei q und 00 verzweigt, und Reine EichIerordnung in H von der
Stufe N. Diese Beziehung wird im Beweis (im nächsten Vortrag) ausgenützt.

Ist L die Charaktergruppe von 1Äfp und X diejenige von TM, dann ist die
kanonische Abbildung L -+ X e X surjektiv. Der Kern Y charakterisiert
genau den pq-neuen Quotienten der Heckealgebra TMpq E End(:Jo(Mpq».
Desweiteren wird die induzierte Operation von TMpq auf X Ei' X schon durch
die treue Operation des q-neuen/p-alten Quotienten von T Mpq gegeben.

- Wenn ~ die Gruppe der Zusammenhangskomponenten von JO(Mq)F
o

und
a diejenige von ..7o{Mpq)i' bezeichnet, dann hat man eine kanonische Ab
bildung 9: ~ x <I> -+ e . Man folgert aus der Kern-Cokern-Sequenz

o-+ K -+ <1l x ~ ~ a -+ c -+ 0 die Exaktheit von

0-+ K -+ (X e X)/(U;,L - l)(X e X) ~ C -+ 0

(wobei Up,L der p-te Heckeoperator auf L und Y· das Dual von Y bzgl. der
Monodromiepaarung bezeichnet). Schließlich wurde noch bemerkt, daß ~

Eisenstein ist.

(Sigrid Wortmann, Köln)

10 Der Satz von Ribet 11

Ziel des Vortrags ist die Interpretation des Objekts Y aus dem letzten Vortrag im
Kontext von Shimurakurven. Dazu betrachtet man das Modulproblem der Klassi
fikation abelscher Flächen zusammen mit der \Virkung einer Maximalordnung einer
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Quaternionenalgebra, die in genau zwei Primzahlen p und q verzweigt, und einer
geeigneten Level-Struktur. Nach einer Arbeit von Drinfeld ist das Problem weg
vom Level durch eine Kurve C darstellbar, die über Q bereits von Shimura kon
struiert wurde. Cerednik gibt eine Beschreibung von C als formales Schema über
Zp. dem Ring der p-adischen Zahlen. Das erlaubt, die Reduktion von Pie(C)
als rein toroidal zu erkennen. Bezeichnet man mit Z die Charaktergruppe des
Torus, so ist das Hauptergebnis lapidar: y~Z mit allen Strukturen. cl.h. Operation
der Hecke-Algebra und die Monodromiepaarung. Man überzeugt sich von Ribets
Kommentar, "they happen io be isomorphie" (kein wörtliches Zitat). Aus Zeit
und Verständnisgründen beschränkt sich die Analyse dabei darauf, die abelschen
Gruppen Y und Z zu identifizieren.

(Torsten Fimmel, Köln)

11 Der Satz von Ribet 111

Es wurde der Beweis des folgendes Satzes von Ribet/Mazur gegeben. .~\

Theorem Sei (p. M) = 1, F endlicher Körper der Charakteristik I ~ 3 und
p: Gal(Q/Q) -4- GL2 (F) eine modulare (mod I) Darstellung der Stufe pM, die
irreduzibel ist und endlich bei p. Dann ist P modular von der Stufe M, wenn' eine
der beiden folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt ist:

1. I IM

2. p ~ 1(/)

Unter der Bedingung 2. wurde der Satz von Mazur bewiesen. Im Vortrag wurden die
Beweisideen im Fall 1. erläutert. Sei o.E.F = T pM /),. für ein p-neues maximales
Ideal)" der Heckealgebra TpqM. Für ein q == -1(/}, das teilerfremd zu pM)" ist,
überzeugt man sich leicht, da.ß p isomorph ist zu Pm für ein p-neues maximal~ Ideal
m in d~r Heckealgebra T pqM<. Der ~~~te:wes:entlichePunkt im Beweis des Theorems
ist die ~eobächtung,<daß m hereits pq:"'neu ist. ~an benutzt hier die Ergebnisse
aus ·Vortrag 9, insbesondere: a) K ynd' C; sind Eisenstein, b) TpqM operiert über
einen q-alt-p-neuen Quotienten auf (X ffi Xl/CU; - 1), c) TpqM operiert über
einen pq-neuen Quotienten auf Y· /Y. Der nächste Schritt ist dann der Abstieg
von Stufe pqM auf pM (danach ist der Beweis fertig, wenn man erneut 2. (Mazurs
Bedingung) auf "p = q" anwendet). Man benutzt die Beziehung zwisc~en dem
pq-neuen Anteil der Jacobischen der Modulkurve Xo(pqM) und der Jacobischen
:T(e) der Shimurakurve C auS Vortrag 10. Da m pq-neu ist, ist j(C)[m} nicht
trivial und enthält den Darstellungsraum V. Das Hauptresultat aus Vortrag 10
"Y ::' Zn wird benutzt, um in geschickter Weise von char p nach ehar q zu wechseln.
Ist P nicht modular von der Stufe qM, so impliziert "Y ~ Z" die Gleichheit
V = Hom(L/mL, I'I} (L wie in Vortrag 9). Die Operation der lokalen Galoisgruppe
Gal(Qq/Qq) auf V und Hom(L/mL,pd impliziert wie in Mazurs Argument det:'
Widerspruch q := 1(/). Als Korollar wurde dann der Beweis für "Taniyama-Weil
impliziert Fermat" vorgeführt.

(Andreas Langer, Münster)
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8

• ) mit X2 unverzweigt und Xl :f:. X2
X2

12 Galoisdeformationen I

Es sei ](/Qp endlich und 0 C K der Ring der ganzen Zahlen mit Restklassenkörper
k. Co sei die Kategorie der vollständigen lokalen O-Algebren. Ferner sei G eine
proendliche Gruppe und Po : G -+ GLn(k) eine stetige absolut irreduzible Darstel
lung.

Eine Deformation von Po nach A in Co ist eine strikte Äquivalenzklasse von Liftun
gen P : G ~ GLn(A) von Po. Hierdurch erhält man einen Funktor D : Co -+ (Ens).

Satz 1 1. D ist darstellbar durch ein Paar (R, p), und Rist genau dann noethersch,
wenn Hl (G, EndJr(Mpo»endlich ist.

2. Ist'D C Deine Deformationsbedingung, so ist V darstellbar durch Ru = R/Au
mit einem abgeschlossenen Ideal Au C R.

Sei nun G =Gal(QE/Q) mit einer endlichen Menge E von Primzahlen, es sei p ~ 3
und P E E. Ferner sei Po: G -+ GL2 (k) eine absolut irreduzible Darstellung, wobei
gelte:

1. P ~ 5 oder p = 3 und po wird nicht induziert von einem Charakter von
Q(H)

2. I. Po ist gewöhnlich, d.h. polG. - (~I
oder

11. Po ist flach bei p, aber nicht gewöhnlich, und det(pollp ) =w.

Ferner sei M c E - {p} fixiert, so daß Po minimal verzweigt ist bei q E M, i.e.

pollq - G;) mit * f O. Betrachtet werden nu"r Deformationen P : G -+ GL2 (A)

mit

1. I. Falls Po gewöhnlich ist, 80 gelte piG. - (~1 ;2)' wobei X2 unverzweigt,

X2 (mod m) = X2 und detpllp = EW- 1XIX2.

H. Falls Po flach und nicht gewöhnlich ist, so sei p flach.

2. An den Stellen q E M sei p minimal verzweigt.

Hierdurch wird eine Deformationsbedingung V definiert, und der zugehörige De
formationsring R1) existiert. Ist zusätzlich Po modular, so kann mit dem Satz von
Ribet/Diamond (Vortrag 7) ein Heckering T1) konstruiert und eine Darstellung
pmod : G -+ GL2(T'D) angegeben werden.

Satz 2 pmod : G --+ GL2(T1») ist vom Typ V, und der resultierende Morphismus
lP1J : R1) ~ T1) ist bijektiv. (Reinhold Hübl. Regensburg)



13 Galoisdeformationen II-Tangentialräume

Sei K /Qp endliche Erweiterung, 0 Bewertungsring von K mit maximalem Ideal
Mund Restklassenkörper k. Sei G eine proendliche Gruppe, sei Co die in Vortrag
12 definierte Kategorie. Sei p : G ~ GL2(k) eine stetige Darstellung. Sei Dp :
Co --+ (Ens) der Funktor, der jedem A E Co die Menge aller Deformationen p :
G ~ GL2(A) von p zuordnet. Sei schließlich 7) eine Deformationsbedingung und
V p : Co ~ (Ens) der Unterfunktor von Dop. der jedem A E Co alle Deformationen
vom Typ 7) zuordnet.

Definition t'f) = 1Jp(k[e)) heißt TangentiaJraum zur Bedingung 1). Hierbei ist
k[e] =k[X]/(X 2

).

Die kanonische Abbildung 'Dp(k[e] XIc k[e)) ~ Vp{k[e)) x 'Dp(k[e)) ist bijektiv, und
daher ist durch die k-Algebrahomomorphismen

k[e] XIc k[e] ~ k[e). (z + se, Z + tEl ..-+:r + (s + t)e

k[e] --+ k[e], (z + se) f-+ z + ase für a E k

eine k- Vektorraumstruktur auf t'f) definiert.

und

j

Proposition Man hat einen kanonischen Isomorphismus von k-Vektorräumen

t"D e! HomJe(mRl)/(m~n + MR"D), k),

wobei R"D den Funktor 'Dp darstellt. Die Berechnung der k-Dimension von t'f)

wird im Beweis der Isomorphie von <P1) : Rl) -+ Tl) eine zentrale Rolle spielen. Zur
Berechnung geeignet ist die folgende

Proposition Für die leere Deformationsbedingung gilt

t0 e! H 1(G, adp),

wobei adp : G ~ M 2(k) die adjungierte Darstellung von p ist.

Definition H.J,(G, ad p) sei das Urbil~ von ~t"D unter BI (G, adp)~t0'

Wichtige Beispiele, G = Gal(Qp/Qp) .

1. Ist p flach und 1> die Deformationsbedingung "flach", so gilt

Hj,(G,adp) = Ext~ache Ic-Vektorraum-Schemata/zp(Mp , Mp),

wobei Mp = k2 als k[G)-Modul, und

#Hi,,(G,adp) = HO(G,adp)(#k)2.

2. Ist p gewöhnlich und 'D die Deformationsbedingung "gewöhnlich", so gilt

H/,(G.adp) = ker (B 1(G,adp) -+ H 1(I,af!Jp/wO») ,

",0 bezeichnet die Gruppe der Matrizen der Form (~ ~) und

#Hj,(G.adp) S #Ho(G,adp)(#k)2.

(Thomas Moser, Regensburg)
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14 Berechnung von Selmergruppen

Bei der Betrachtung von Deformationen einer Darstellung p : GQ -+ GL2(k)
will man die Minimalanzahl topologischer Erzeuger des universellen Deformation·
sringes bestimmen. Diese ist gleich der Dimension des Tangentialraums und damit
isomorph zu einer Untergruppe H.j,(GQ,acJOp) C H1(GQ,adOp), welche im Falle
der bei uns betrachteten Deformationsprobleme durch gewisse lokale Bedingun.
gen, cl.h. Untergruppen von HI (GQ", aetlp) für alle Primzahlen p gegeben ist. Mit
Hilfe des Dualitätssatzes von Tate-Poitou und der lokalen wie der globalen Euler
Poincare-Charakteristik-Formel kann eine Formel des Typs

Hb(GQ , acJOp) =Produkt lokaler Terme
Hb(GQ, Symm2p)

bewiesen werden. Desweiteren werden die lokalen Terme, welche auf der rechten
Seite auftauchen, berechnet bzw. abgeschätzt.

(Alexander Schmidt, Heidelberg)

15 Der Satz von Langlands-Tunnell: Formulierung

In Wiles' Beweis der Shimura-Taniyama-Vermutung wird folgende Aussage benötigt:

Satz A Ist E/Q eine elliptische Kurve und ist die Darstellung PE,3 der Galois
gruppe GQ = Gal(Q/Q) auf den 3-Teilungspunkten von E(Q) irreduzibel, so ist
Pe,3 modular.

Dies wird zurückgeführt auf den folgenden Spezialfall des Salzes von Langlands
Tunnell:

Satz BIst u : GQ -t GL2(C) eine stetige irreduzible ungerade Darstellung mit
auflösbarem Bild, so gibt es eine Heckeforrn 9 = Ln>I bnqn vom Gewicht 1 mit
bp =Spur(u(Frobp )) für fast alle Primzahlen p. -

Dieser Satz wurde am Ende des Vortrags als Spezialfall des folgenden Satzes erkannt,
dessen Beweis in den nachfolgenden Vorträgen erbracht wurde:

Satz C Sei F/Q Zahlkörper, WF die Weilgruppe von F, q : WF -+ GL2 (C) eine
stetige irreduzible Darstellung mit auflösbarem Bild. Dann gibt es eine cuspidale
automorphe Darstellung 71"(0') :: ®u7r.., mit zentralem Charakter det(u), so daß für
fast alle PrimsteIlen von F gilt:

Spur(D'(Frob..,» :: Spur(t ..J

(dabei bezeichnet t fru die "Langlands-Klasse" von 1ru ).

Zur Erläuterung der Begriffe (insbesondere "cuspidale Darstellung") wurde die
Darstellungstheorie der GL2 über lokalen und globalen Körpern knapp zusam
mengefaßt und insbesondere die Bijektion zwischen Spitzenformen und gewissen
automorphen Darstellungen der G L2 (AQ) explizit angegeben.

(Frank Herrlich, Karlsruhe)
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16 Das Langlands-Programm, Meth~denund Re
sultate

In diesem Vortrag wurde das Langlands-Programm für GLn (insbesondere für n =
2,3) soweit erläutert, wie man es zum Beweis des Satzes von Langlands und Thnnell
benötigt:

1. Die lokale Langlands-Korrespondenz für GLn im archimedischen Fall F = R
und im p-adischen Fall zwischen Darstellungen der \Veilgruppe von Fund
Darstellungen yon GLn(F) auf Hilberträumen.

2. Die Reziprozitätsvermutung für GL2 über einem Zahlkörper F, welche zu
jeder irreduziblen Weilgruppendarstellung. eine zugehörige cuspidale automor
phe Darstellung postuliert, und deren Aquivalenz mit der starken Artin
Vermutung. Dabei muß notwendig·die co-Komponente 11"00 von 1r die Darstel
lung "yom niedrigsten Gewicht 1" sein, wenn 11' zu einer Galoisdarstellung (T

assoziiert ist. D.h. die zugeordnete Neuform hat Gewicht 1.

3. Drei teilweise verifizierte Fälle des Funktorialitätsprinzips:

(a) Automorphe Induktion ausgehend von Größencharakteren

(b) Der Symmetrische--Quadrat-Lift von Jacquet und Gelbart

(c) Rankin-Selberg-Produkte von cuspidalen Darstellungen aufGLn xGLm .

(Claus-Günther Schmidt, Karlsruhe)

17 Basiswechsel

Der Vortrag skizziert den Beweis des Satzes vom BasiswechseL

- Definition

Satz Für eine Erweiterung ElF mit zyklischer Galoisgruppe vom Primzahlgrad
besitzt jede cuspidale Darstellung der GL2 (AF) einen automorphen Basiswechsel,
also eine automorphe Darstellung von GL2(AE).

- die reguläre Darstellung r von GL2(AF) und die getwistete Darst~llung R1

von GL2(AF)

für / E Cgo(G· Z(AF)/GL2(AF)) hat r(/) Spurklasse, analog RI(4J)

- Fundamentallemma für Heckeoperatoren: via Satakehomomorphismus inter
pretiere Basiswechsel als Abbildung der Heckealgebren, und damit als Zuord
nung der Charaktere der Heckealgebren.

- Anwenden der Spurformel von Selberg gestattet es, die Spuren Spur(r(f))
und Spur(R1(I»~ als Linearkombination yon Charakteren einer Heckealgebra
(über fast alle Stellen) aufzufassen. Vergleich dieser für geeignet gewählte /
und q, liefert die Behauptung.

(Karl Höhne, Erlangen)
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18 Beweis des Satzes von Langlands-Tunnell

Satz (Langlands-Thnnell) Sei die Darstellung der Weilgruppe des Zahlkörpers F

0' : Wp ~ GL,(C)

irreduzibel mit auflösbarem Bild. Dann gibt es eine (eindeutig bestimmte) irreduz
ible cuspidale Darstellung 71"(0') =l8>71"" von GL(AF)' so daß 7I"tI =Tr(u,,) für fast alle
v ist (lokale Langlands-Korrespondenz). D.h.

Spur(u(Fr,,» == Spur(t".,) für fast alle v

und der Zentralcharakter W1l'{(7) von Tr(u) ist gleich det(v).

Beweis Je nach Bild von t7 in PGL,(C) gibt es drei Fälle:

1. Diedertyp Dn • Ordnung 2n.

2. Tetraedertyp A4.

3. Oktaedertyp 54'

zu 1. (klassisch) mit automorpher Induktion von Größencharakteren.

zu 2. (Langlands) Das folgende Diagramm ist kommutativ:

-+ Gal(E/F) -+

11

-+ Z/3 -+

wobei

Mit den Basiswechselsätzen und a) gewinnt man eine automorphe cuspidale Darstel
lung Tr' von GL 2(Ap), so daß BCE/P(7r') = 7I"(~WE) und Wpi' = det(t7). Um zu

zeigen, daß Tr' das Gewünschte leistet. braucht man, wenn< = 1r(0'~).

Lemma Ad 0 u~ =Ad 0 t7111 wobei Ad : GL2(C) -+ GL3 (C).

Im Beweis tritt der symmetrische Quadrat-Lift aufund die Rankin-Selberg L-Funktion
auf GL3 x GL3. .-

zu c) (Thnnell) Das folgende Diagramm ist kommutativ:

-+ WE -+ WF -+ Gal(E/F) -+

1 1 11
~ A4 -+ 8" -+ Z/2 ~

Mit Hilfe einer Erweiterung des Basiswechselsatzes auf nichtnormale Erweiterungskörper
vom Grad 3 findet man eine cuspidale automorphe Darstellung 'Tr' von GL2(AF)t
so daß BCL/F(Tr') =1r(~W ) und BCE/F(7f') =7I"(~W ),

M L D2E

/ '" / '"L ~ ~ E entspricht D4", / A 4

F ~

Dann ergibt sich rasch die Aussage des Satzes.

(Götz Wiesend 1 Erlangen)
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19 Sätze von Wiles (Lenstra) und Faltings

Kriterium 11 (Faltings) Sei 0 ein Noetherscher lokaler vollständiger Ring. S.ei
4J : R -* T ein surjektiver Morphismus von lokalen Noetherschen vollständigen
O-Algebren mit T endlich und flach über 0, so daß für alle m > 0 ein kommutatives
Diagramm existiert

O[(Zl"",%n)]
~

0[[51, ••• ,8n ]] -+ Rm ~ Tm
~ .J.
R ~ T

mit

1. Rm/JmRm --# R, Tm/JmTm-=+T

2. o[[SI , ... ,Sn]]/ Jm <.....+ Tm/JmTmendlich, flach, wobei Jm ein Ideal in 0[[81, ... ,Sn]]- <
ist mit

Jm@O/mO= {SrQ,,,,,S~m}J

(z.B. «1 +8dP"' - 1, ... , (1 + 8n )P"' - 1».

Dann gilt: 3mo, \Im ~ mo, VLiftung Si in O[[Zl, ... ,zn)) von Bild(S;) in R.m gilt:

4J : O[[~l t ,~n]] -=t R -=t T
(SI. , Sn)

cl.h. insbesondere: 4J ist ein Isomorphismus von vollständigen Durchschnitten.

Satz Sei 0 ein Noetherscher lokaler vollständiger Ring. Sei <P : R --# T ein sur
jektiver Morphismus von lokalen Noetherschen vollständigen O-Algebren mit T
endlich und flach über O. Seien Schnitte gegeben

R -t T
11 .t. 1fT

R ~ 0

der O-Algebren, mit IR =ker1rR, (IT =ker7rT).

Dann ist t/J ein Isomorphismus von vollständigen Durchschnitten<==:> f/J (FitR IR) rt.
moT. Hierbei ist FitRIR das (kleinste) Fittingideal des R-Moduls IR.

Kriterium I (Wiles-Lenstra) Seien f/J, 0, 1rR, 1fT wie im Satz. Wir nehmen zusätzlich
an, daß 0 ein diskreter Bewertungsring ist.

Dann gilt:
Längeo I Rf fA ~ Längeo 0 f TfT ,

wobei T1T =1rT AnnT IT.

Ist rrr ;# 0, dann hat man Gleichheit genau dann. wenn t/J ein Isomorphismus von
vollständigen Durchschnitten ist.

(Helene Esnault. Essen)
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20 Reduktion aufden minimalen Fall I: Kongruen
zideale

Für Deformationsbedingungen 1) = (Typ. E, O,M) wird eine Ordnungsrelation
eingeführt durch 1> C jj <==> E c t,M ::> Mt Typ = Typ oder Typ =fta.ch (11),
Typ =gewöhnlich (I) (vgl. Vortrag 12), :Mit Hilfe des Wiles-Lenstra-Kriteriums
(Vortrag 19) wird gezeigt:

Theorem Ist <pp : Rp ~ T'D ein Isomorphismus von vollständigen Durchschnitten,
so auch ~iJ : R.o --+ T iJ Dazu wird in diesem Vortrag die Änderung der Länge des
Kongruenzideals

LängeoO/TJi' - LängeoO/'lT := LängeoO/rrr

ausgerechnet. Es ergibt sich für ~ in den drei elementaren Fällen

1. iJ == (Typ, E U {q},O,M), A == (q - 1). (Ti - (q)(q + 1)2)

2. iJ = (Typ, E,O,M - {q}), A =(q - l)(q + 1)2

3. iJ = (ge.wöhnlich,E,O.M), V == (ftach,E,O,M), ß = (a; - (P».
falls Po gewöhnlich und flach ist und ap diejenige Lösung von X 2 - TpX +
p(p) =0 ist, die in O· liegt.

(Uwe \Veselmann, Bonn)

21 Reduktion auf den minimalen Fall 11

Im zweiten Teil wurde für die Fälle 1. und 3. (s.o.) die Änderung des Cotangen
tialraums

Länge(P'6/1'~)- Länge(1''D/1'~)

nach oben abgeschätzt durch die im Vortrag 20 berechneten Werte für die Längendifferenz .
des Kongruenzideals.

(Christian Kaiser, Bonn)

22 Beweis im minimalen Fall

Es wurde gezeigt, daß im minimalen Fall (i> =(Typ, M u {p}, M, 0)) R1)-'
Tp ein Isomorphismus von vollständigen Durchschnitten ist (hier: Typ=ftach, falls
p flach, und =ordinär. falls 'p nicht-flach und ordinär ist). Der Beweis wird mit
Hilfe von Kriterium II (Vortrag 19) geführt. Dazu werden geeignete Deformation
sringe R<J und Heckealgebren Tq für gewisse endliche Mengen von Primzahlen Q
konstruiert.

(Michael Spieß, Heidelberg)

Berichterstatter: Herbert Gangl, Essen.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACli

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 39/1996

Combinatorial Optimization

13.-19.10.1996

Leitung: Achim Bachern, Köln
Rainer E. Burkard, Graz

The meeting followed a sequence of related Oberwolfach conferences on similar topics
in the years 1991 and 1993. It was attended by 41 participants from eight countries
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, USA). Several
people that were expected could not corne and canceled on short notice.

31 talks of 30-45 minutes length were given, partially in the traditional style on the
blackboard, and partially using projected slides, as appropriate for the type and material
of presentation. (One talk relied exclusively on a presentation system by computer.)

The topics covered a wide spectrum, from structural insights of predominantly theoret
ical i~terest, over results of an algorithmic nature whose practical use remains to be seen,
to applicable results whose successful application to real-world problems was reported.

In the area of graph algorithms, Schrijver presented a new edge-coloring algorithm for
bipartite graphs. Quite a few papers treated scheduling problems, most of them present
ing approximation algorithms (Bräsel, Möhring, Schulz, Woeginger). There were talks
about location problems (Hamacher, Welzl), packing, covering and partitioning problems
(Borndörfer, Hochstättler, Tinhofer), and network design problems (Du, Grötschel and
Wessäly),

Many talks dealt with various techniques for combinatorial optimization problems.
A few presentations were devoted to solution techniques for difficult and large combina
torial optimization problems, including polyhedral combinatorics (Fischetti, Nemhauser,
Rinaldi, Wolsey). Continuous approaches to combinatorial optimization problems were
discussed by Pardalos, Rendl (quadratic and semidefinite programming) and Starke (dy
namical systems). Hammer treated Boolean methods, and Hoehstättler investigated test
sets and Gröbner bases techniques.

There were talks exploring the connections between graphs and games (Boros,' Faigle)
and search problems (Fekete). Two talks dealt with optimization problems in specially
structured graphs related to circulant and Toeplitz matrices, as weIl as characterizations of
such graphs (Burkard, Euler). Several talks treated optimization problems in a geometrie
setting (Fekete, Liebling, Rote, Welzl).

On the applied side, there were talks about network design problems in teleeommunica
tion (Grötschel and Wessä.l.y~), fransportation pl~ning (Borndörfer, Moll, Zimmermann),
and problems in computational biology (Jünger). In addition to the talk whose abstract is
documented in this report, George Nemhauser also gave an overview of various planning
problems in the airline industry.
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On Wednesday night, there was an open problem session chaired by Gerhard Woegin
ger. Most of the problems that were posed are listed at the end of this report.

Between the scheduled talks, ample time was left in the lunch breaks and evenings to
facilitate the exchange of ideas in informal scientific discussions and the familiarization
between the participants. In the traditional Oberwolfach style, the relaxed atmosphere
and the nice surrounding provided an excellent setting for this.

The uaua! hiking excursion went to the village of 8t. Roman. Thanks to the wisdom of
the organizers, the excursion was planned already on Tuesday afternoon, since it rained
a lot on Wednesday and Thursday.

In summary, the meeting provided the participants with a cross-selection of the recent
results that were obtained in the various subfields, it showed the activity of theoretical
research, and it documented the importance of combinatorial optimization for real-world
problems. In this sense, the meeting was very successful.
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Abstracts of talks

Solving set partitioning problems to route vehicles in handicapped people's
transport

Ralf Bomdörfer, Berlin

Telebus is Berlin's dial-a-ride system for handicapped people. Every day, about 1,500
transportation requests have to be scheduled into 100 minibuses such that punctual service
is provided and total costs are minimal. This optimization problem can be modeled as a
set partitioning problem.

Our approach to solve these set partitioning problems is by brauch-and-cut. One
important part of such an algorithm is the use of preprocessing. Inside of a branch
and-cut algorithm, one would like to remove iteratively as much as possible from the
formulation with these techniques. To maintain dual feasibility of the basis, however, one
can eliminate only constraints with zero dual price right away.

We show in this talk that basic variables that are fixed to their bounds inhibit removal
of redundant rows to a significant extent by causing nonzero prices. We suggest to elimi
nate these variables form the basis by simple pivoting techniques that can be implemented
using standard LP software. We give computational results for both the ACS problems
by Hoffman and Padberg (1993) and Telebus set partitioning problems.

Graphs and games

Endre Boros, New Brunswick; joint work with Vladimir Gurvich

In this talk we recall some game theoretic results, show how to assign agame to a graph,
and using this connection and deep results of game theory, we prove that perfeet graphs
are kernel solvable, as it was conjectured by Berge and Duchet (1983).

The converse statement, i.e. that kernel solvable graphs are perfeet, was also conjec
tured in the same paper, and is still open. In this direction we can show that it is always
possible to substitute some of the vertices of a non-perfect graph by cliques so that the
resulting graph is not kernel solvable. Tbe above results allow us to reformulate the open
question, and prove that the following statements are equivalent:

1. Kernel solvable graphs are perfect.

2. If a graph is kernel solvable, th~n its complement is also kernel solvable.

3. A graph, obtained from a kernel solvable graph by the substitution of a vertex by
an edge is kernel solvable, too.

Finally, to further the similarity between perfectness and kernel solvability, we show that
odd holes are the only connected edge minimally non-kernel solvable graphs. This theorem
is analogous to a result of Olaru (1972) claiming that odd holes are the only connected
edge minimally non-perfect graphs.

On the hardness of the cla~sical job-shop problem

Heidemarie Bräsel, Magdeburg

We consider the classical job-shop problem: n jobs have to be processed on m machines.
The processing time for the operation (ij), i.e. for job i on machine j, is given for all i
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and j. Each machine can proeess at most one job at a time and each job ean be processed
on at most one machine at a time.

The order of machines for the job i is called machine order of job i, the order of jobs
on machine j is called job order on maehine j. In the case of a job-shop problem aB
machine orders are given and all job orders have to be determined in such a way, that the
makespan is minimal.

Computational experiments show that there are differenees in the hardness of the job
shop problem depending on the given maehine orders. We will explain this by means of
the concept of reducibility of sequences. Therefore we eonsider a partial order (-<) on the
set of all sequences with the following property: Independent of the given processing times
there exists an optimal sequence in the set of minimal elements (irreducible sequences). If
the sequenees A and B satisfy the relation A ~ B we call B redueible to A. For two given ~
sequenees A and B we present a polynomial algorithm which decides if B is redueible to ...,--
A. Furthermore, an enumeration algorithm of all irreducible sequenees will be given. This
algorithm can also be applied to show the irredueibility of a sequence. Then we specify
these considerations for the job-shop problem and combine the results with investigations
of isomorphie sequences and isomorphie maehine orders.

We demonstrate the results and the open questions in detail for the job-shop problem
with 3 jobs and 3 maehines. From 3!3 = 216 different machine orders we obtain only 7
orders whieh are structurally different. The distribution of the irreducible sequences on
these classes yields an explanation of the above mentioned eomputational experiments.

The circulant traveling salesman problem
Rainer Burkard, Graz; joint work with W. Sandholzer, Q. Yang, E. 9ela and G. Woeginger

Let tbe (n x n) matrix C with 0-1 entries be a cireulant matrix. It is eompletely determined
by the entries in its first row. C can he seen as adjaeeney matrix of a graph with n vertices
denoted by G(n; at, ..• , ak). G has an are from node i to node j jf j - i == at (mod n)
for some t E {l,2, ... ,k}. If G(n;Ql, ... ,ak) is hamiltonian, then gcd(n,at, ... ,ak) = 1.
This eondition is also sufficient for hamiltonieity if C is symmetrie. For nonsymmetrie
circulant digraphs no neeessary and sufficient eondition for the hamiltonicity of G is known
in general.

If G ia an arbitrary circulant matrix, the shortest hamiltonian path problem ean be
solved by the nearest neighbour rule. It is not known, however, if the TSP in cireulant
graphs is an NP-complete problem or not. In symmetrie circulant graphs the bottleneck •
TSP ean be solved efficiently (Burkard and Sandholzer, 1991). •

For cireulant matrices with only two nonzero stripes, Le. G(n; al, a2) we get the
following results. If gcd(n, ab a2) = I, then G(n; ab a2) is hamiltonian if there exists an
integer h,O :5 h $ t := gcd(n, a2 - at}, such that gcd(n', al + a'b) = 1 for n' = nlt and
a' = Q.2~a). This condition can be ehecked in O(log4n ) time, a Hamiltonian cycle can
be constructed in O(n) time. Hamiltonian eyeles in 2-stripe cireulant digraphs show a
regular periodic pattern whieh can be used to solve the TSP in these graphs efficiently
(joint work with Q. Yang, E. Qela and G. Woeginger).

Approximation for subset interconnection designs
Ding-Zhu Du, Minneapolis; joint work with Xiufeng Du, Dean F. Kelley, and Guoliang
Xue

Given a complete weighted graph on the set X of n vertices and subsets Xl,··· , X m of
X, we consider the problem of finding a minimum total weight subgraph G such that for
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every i = 1" .. ,m, G contains a spanning tree for Xi. We will reIer this problem as the
SID (subset interconnection designs). The SID has applications in computer science and
statistics and has been studied extensively in the literature. It has been proved that tbe
SID is NP-complete. Prisner introduced a polynomial-time heuristic with performance
ratio In m + 0(1) in 1992. However, his proof is incorrect. In this note, we will give a
correct proof. In addition, we show that the SID has no polynomial-time approximation
with performance ratio plog m for 0 < P < 1/4.unless NP C DTiME(nPolylogn). Tbis
means that Prisner's heuristic has almost best possible performance ratio. We also present
another heuristc with performance ratio depending on only the maximum size of Xi 'So

Characterizing bipartite Toeplitz graphs

Reinhard Euler, Brest

A non-oriented, simple graph is a Toeplitz graph, if its adjacency matrix A is a Toeplitz
matrix, i.e. A ij = Ai-ltj-l for 2 :5 i,j $ n. Toeplitz-graphs are thus uniquely defined by
the first line of A, a 0-1 vector. In this talk we address the question of characterizing bi
partite such graphs in terms of the base-circuit language from matroid theory. A complete
answer can be given for the infinite case by introducing the notion of an odd T-cycle, a 0-1
vector possessing exactly two l-entries in certain positions, and which is minimal w.r.t.
inducing an odd cycle in the corresponding Toeplitz-graph. A maximal 0-1 sequence defin
ing abipartite Toeplitz-graph can be described by B(o) = (0···010···010···0··· ), a
sequence containing 0 O's first followed by blocks of 20 elements whose first is a 1, 0 being
apower of 2. It turns out that an infinite 0-1 sequence I defines abipartite Toeplitz-graph
iff I does not contain an odd T-cycle iff I is contained in one of the B(o).

We also present our results on the finite case.

Bin packing gannes

Ulrich Faigle, Enschede; joint work with Walter Kern

A bin packing game is a cooperative N-person game, where the set of players consists of
k bins of size 1 and n items of sizes al, ... , an. The value of a coalition of binscand items
is the maximum total size of items in the coalitioD that cao be packed ioto the bins of
the coalition. Dur main result asserts that for every f > 0, there exist f-approximate eore
allocations provided k is large enough.

Conjecture: There exists a universal constant C such that for every bin packing game
an allocation vector x can be found that x(S) ~ v(S) holds for every coalition Sand the
gap x(N) - v(N) is bounded by C (v denote the value).

Tbe conjecture has been verified (with C = 1/4) for the case where each item i has
size ai > 1/3.

Rendezvous search

Sandor Fekete, Köln

In the problem of Rendezvous Search, we are to find good strategies for two players who
wish to get together as quickly a.s possible. Depending on the scenario, these players
may have visibility bounded by obstacles, by some finite radius, or visibility may be zero.
In particular, we describe an optimal strategy for two players who know that the other
player is at a distance of d; the direction is unknown, and the players will only see each
other when they meet. This strategy also works when the players have different speed, or
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when player i ean only travel a distanee Si and we want to maximize the probability of a
meeting.

Lifted cycle inequalities for the asymmetrie traveling salesman problem

Matteo Fischetti, Udine; joint work with Egon Balas

Lifted cycle inequalities for the asymmetrie traveling salesman problem have been intro
duced by Grötschel and Padberg in 1977. We analyze the combinatorial structure of these
inequalities. In particular, we give a complete characterization of tbe cyele chords that
may receive a lifting coefficient of 2 in a lifted cycle inequality, and a partial characteriza
tion of the chorda with coefficient equal to o. We also investigate the Chvatal rank of lifted
cycle inequalities, and exhibit cases with arbitrarily large rank. N~~ large subelasses of
lifted cycle inequalities are then deseribed explicitly. Finally, we dis'cuss a possible way of
extending facet-defining inequalities for the asymmetrie TSP to facet~defininginequalities
for the symmetrie TSP. The extension is based on tbe property of the "asymmetrie trav
eling salesman polytope on n nodes of being a faee of the symmetric:travel~ngsalesman
polytope on 2n Dodes. "

Design of survivable telecommunication networks I, 11
Martin Grötschel and Roland Wessäly, BerUn

Designing low-cost networks that survive certain failure situations is one ofthe prime tasks
in the telecommunication industry. In this series of two talks we survey the development
of models for network survivability used in practice in the last ten years. We show
how algorithms integrating polyhedral combinatorics, linear programming, and various
heuristic ideas can help solve real-world network dimensioning instances to optimality or
within reasonable quality guarantees in acceptable running times.

The most general problem type we address ia the following. Let a communication
demand between each pair of norles of a telecommunication network be given. We consider
the problem of choosing, among a discrete set of possible capacities, which capaeity to
install on each of the possible edges of the network in order to

(i) minimize tbe building cost of the network,

(ii) satisfy alt demands.

In addition to determining the network topology and the edge capacities we have to ~
provide, for eaeh demand, a routing such that •

(iii) DO path in the routing exceeds a given length,

(iv) no path can carry more than a given percentage of the demand.

We also have to make sure that

(v) for every single node or edge failure, a certain percentage of the demand is reroutable.

Moreover, for all failure situations feasible routings must be computed.
Tbe model deseribed above has been developed in cooperation with e-plus, one of the

German mobile phone providers. We describe our MIP-formulation of this model and
report on computational results with data from practice.
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Polynomial algorithms for finding all lexicographical and Pareto locations in
a network with sum objectives

Horst Hamacher, Kaiserslautern; joint work with Martine Labbi and Ste/an Nickel

Network location problems with several objectives are discussed, where every single ob
jective is of the median (or sum) type.

The problem of finding all lexicographical optimal locations reduces to the following
problem: Given a finite set of vectors, find for all possible permutations of the components
the lexicographically minimal vectors. Moreover it is shown that the problem of finding
all Pareto locations can be reduced to a combinatorial optimization problem, where only
so-called bottleneck points on the edges need to be investigated. Polynomial algorithms
for both problems are presented.

Connectedness in Boolean functions

Peter Hammer, New Brunswick; joint work with Ova Ekin and Alexander Kogan

A Boolean function is called (co-) connected if the subgraph of the Boolean hypercube
induced by its (false) true points is connected; it is called strongly connected if it is both
connected and co-connected. The concept of (co-)geodetic Boolean functions· is defined in
a similar way by requiring that at least one of the shortest paths connecting two· (false) true
points should consist only of (false) true points. This concept is further strengthened to
that of convexity where every shortest path connecting two points of the same kind should
consist of points of the same kind. This paper studies the relationships between these
properties and the DNF representations of the associated Boolean functions.

Gröbner hases of vertex cover problems

Win/ried Hochstättler, Köln

We consider the family I = (I (b) )bEZn of integer programs

minimize 1T x
subject to (AT, -I) a = b

ai E Z~o

where A is the incidence matrix of

1. the complete bipartite graph Kntn ,

2. the complete graph K n .

(/(b))

Using a result of Conti and Traverso we give - for specific lexicographic orders on the
variables - simple combinatorial characterizations of the Gröbner bases of the ideal

{xo + - xo - I (A, I) Q = O,Q =Q+ - 0-,0'+,0- E Z~O).

In the case where b is a O-l-vector the program I(b) is the minimum vertex cover problem
for the graph G = (V, E)) where e E E # be = 1.
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Physical mapping of chromosomes using end-probes: Exact solution of a be
tweenness formulation by branch and cut

Michael Jünger, Köln; joint work with Thomas Christoj, John Kececioglu, Petra MutzeI,
and Gerhard ReineIt

A fundamental problem in computational biology is the construction of physical maps
of chromosomes from hybridization experiments between unique probes and clones of
chromosome fragments in the presence of error. Alizadeh, Karp, Weisser and Zweig (1994)
first considered a maximum-likelihood model of tbe problem that is equivalent to finding
an ordering of the probes that minimizes a weighted surn of errors, and developed several
effective heuristics. We show that by exploiting information about the end-probes of
clones, this model can be formulated as a weighted Betweenness Problem. This 'affords the
significant advantage of allowing the well-developed tools of integer linear-programming~
and branch-and-cut algorithms to be brought to bear on physieal mapping, enabling us ....
for the first time to solve small mapping instances to optimality even in the presence of
high error.

Voronoi diagrams in piecewise linear surfaces

Thomas Liebling, Lausanne; jointly with C. Indermitte, H. Clemen~on and M. Troyanov

We eonsider a triangulated pieeewise linear surfaee and present a generalization of the
well-known flip algorithm to construet the Voronoi partition and its dual Delaunay graph
generated by the vertices of the given triangulation. This construction is this valid for
arbitrary, not necessarily orientable, possibly self intersecting surfaces and it also covers
the particular case of the Hat torus. The construetion relies on the notions of universal
branched covering and development. and on an efficient description of geodesics using
dcel data structures. This work was motivated by mycelial wall growth modeling.

On the scheduling of one-dimensional transport systems

Christoph Moll, München,. joint work witli Udo Heinrichs

We eonsider the problem of finding a feasible routing for one-dimensional transport sys
tems. This problem arises a.s a subproblem in production planning, when a mono-rail
crane with several crabs is part of the produetion lane. Praetieal restrictions like finite
speed of crabs and a minimal distance between erabs lead to a special routing problem.

Eaeh transport task is defined by a start position, an end position, a starting time and •
a duration. Thus a task eorresponds to a segment in the Euclidean plane, where the x-axis.
corresponds to positions and the y-axis represents time. "Life lines" of crabs correspond to
monotonie paths in this diagram. In practiee crabs can onIy move with finite speed. Thus
we consider monotonie, disjoint, angle-restrieted curves as a representation of possible life
lines.

This leads to an angle-restriction on possible curves. We call these eurves super
monotonie. Using these assumptions and notation we can formulate the problem of finding
a feasible schedule for a erane with k erabs as the following geometrie problem:

Given a set of super-monotonie disjoint line segments in the plane. Is there a set S of
k super monotonie, disjoint curves covering all segments?

We prove that each set S corresponds to a partition of a partial order ioto anti-chains,
where the partial order is induced by tbe geometrie situation. This characterization leads
to an efficient algorithm to solve tbe decision problem.
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If we take into account an uniform width of crabs, we have to study sets S of curves
that have at least x-distance 1. We prove that this question can be formulated as a
shortest path problem on a graph induced by the geometrie situation.

Finally we discuss how the presented algorithms can be used as a module for a greedy
algorithm solving no-wait scheduling problems.

Approximation algorithms for scheduling problems with communication de
lays

Rolf Möhring, BerUn; joint work with Markus Schäifter and Andreas Schulz

In the last few years, multi-processor scheduling with interprocessor communication delays
has received increasing attention. This is due to the more realistic constraints in modeling
parallel processor systems. Most research in this vein is concerned with the makespan
criterion.

We contribute to this work by presenting a new and simple (2 - ~ )-approximation al
gorithm for scheduling to minimize the makespan on identical parallel processors subject
to series-parallel precedence constraints and both unit processing times and communica
tion delays. This meets the best known performance guarantee for the same problem hut
without communication delays. For the same problem hut with (non-trivial) 'release dates,
arbitrary precedence constraints, arbitrary processing times and "locally smalI" communi
cation delays we ohtain a simple ~-approximation algorithm compared with. the involved
(5 - 3~ )-approximation algorithm by Hanen and Munier for the case with ide~tical release
dates.

Another quite important goal in real-world scheduling is to optimize average perfor
mance. We study for the first timescheduling with communication delays to minimize
the average weighted completion time. Specifically, based on an LP relaxation we give
the first constant-factor polynomial-time approximation algorithm for scheduling identi
cal parallel processors subject to release dates and locally small communication delays.
Moreover, the optimal LP value provides a lower bound on the optimum with the same
worst-case performance guarantee.

The common underlying idea of our algorithms is to compute first a s~hedule that
regards aB constraints except for the processor restrietions. This scheduh~16 then used
to construct a provably good feasible schedule for a given number of processors and as
a tool in the analysis of our algorithms. Complementing our approximation results, we
also show that minimizing the makespan on an unrestricted number of identical parallel
processors suhject to series-paraBel precedence constraints, unit-time jobs, and zero-one
communication delays is NP-hard.

Lifted flow cover inequalities for O... } mixed integer programs

Ceorge Nemhauser, Atlanta; joint work with Z. Cu and M. W. P. Savelsbergh

We investigate strong inequalities for mixed 0-1 integer programs derived from flow cover
inequalities. Flow cover inequalities are usually not facet defining and need to be lifted
to ohtain stronger inequalities. However, because of the sequential nature of the stan
dard lifting techniques and the complexity of the optimization problems that have to be
solved to obtain lifting coefficients, lifting of flow cover inequalities is computationally
very demanding. We present a computationally efficient way to lift flow cover inequalities
based on sequence independent lifting techniques and computational results that justify
the effectiveness of our lifting procedures.
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Global optimization approaches for general maximum clique problems

Panos Parda/osJ Gainesville; joint work with L. Gibbons, D. Hearn, and M. Ramana

Given a graph G whose adjaeeney matrix is A, the Motzkin-Strauss formulation of the
Maximum-Clique Problem is the quadratic program max { x T Ax f x T e = 1, x ~ O}.
Based on this formulation an efficient heuristic has been developed (Gibbons, Hearn and
Pardalos 1996). Furthermore, we study the quadratic program and provide polynomial
time recognition algorithms for verifying if a given point is a first order point, a second
order point, or a loeal maximum (for general quadratic programs these are NP-hard prob
lems). Finally, a parametrization of the Motzkin-Strauss is introduced and an extension
for the Motzkin-Strauss formulation is provided for the weighted clique number of a graph
(Gibbons, Hearn, Pardalos, and Ramana 1996). This work is part of our efforts to study
continuous approaches for several discrete optimization problems.

Some equivalent bounds for Quadratic Boolean Programs

Franz Rendl, Graz; joint work with Buata Po/jak and Henry Wolkowicz

Various ways have been proposed to derive tractable relaxations of

maximize xtQx - 2ctx· subjet to x~ = 1.

These include convex quadratic prograrnming,

and U =diag(u). The trust region model leads to

Btr := min max qu(x).
u zt.r=n

Homogenization yields the eigenvalue bound

The semidefinite relaxation is

It is ShOWD that these bounds are all equal to the Lagrangian relaxation

B,d:= minmaxqu(x).
u z

Sparse maximum cuts

Giovanni RinaldiJ Rame; joint work with Michael Jünger and Gerhard Reinelt

In the past few years many new results have been obtained on the maximum cut problem
in eomplete graphs that make it now possible to find an optimal solution for instances
of size up to one hundred nodes in a moderate amount of time. On the other hand,
very little work has been done on this problem for arbitrary (sparse) graphs. One of
the motivations for studying the maximum cut problem for sparse graph comes from a
classical application to Statistical Physics: the exact determination of a minimal energy
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configuration of a spin glass under no exterior field and under a continuously varying

exterior magnetic field. In the first case, typically one has to solve very large hut sparse

instances of max-cut to optimality; in the second one has to provide an optimal solution

for all members of a family of objective funetions.

To solve these kinds of problems, we introduce new separation and lifting proeedures

for the cut polytope on arbitrary (sparse) graphs. These procedures exploit any algorith

mie and structural results known for the cut polytope on complete graphs to generate

valid (and sometimes faeet defining) inequalities for the cut polytope on arbitrary graphs,

which are violated by the current fractional solution of a cutting-plane or of a braneh and

cut algorithm. Based on these procedures, we developed a branch and cut algorithm that

we used to run experiments on 2-dimensional toroidal instances of spin glasses of sizes

up to 22500 spins. The results of these experiments are sometimes in agreement with

those that can be found in the Physies literature. Surprising enough, in some cases they

disagree with the theoretical predietions.

Two-dimensional voltages, geometrie tensions in graphs, and matching of point

sets with reference points

Günter Rote, Graz; joint work with Helmut Alt and Oswin Aichholzer

1. Geometrie tensions. Given a graph G with an offset vector dij E IRn and a. tolerance

Cij 2:: 0 for eaeh are ij, we want to find a point Xi E Rn for eaeh vertex i such that, for a11

ij, I/(Xj - Xi) -dijll $ Cij. (We assume that for every arc ij, the reverse arc ji also belongs

to the graph, with d ji = -dij and Cji = Ei;') In n = 1 dimension, such a solution exists

if and only if, for every directed cycle C in the graph, IEiiECdiil ~ EiiEC cij. (With

Cij == 0, such values Xi are ealled vo/tages, and the di; are called tensions or potential

differences.) In higher dimensions the condition must be strengthened in order to be

sufficient: An n-dimensional voltage Xi exists if, for every cycle C,

with Xn = ~f:~~1:}2) ~ Jn/(2rr).

2. Shape matching with referenee points.

Given two "shapes" A, B eRn, we want to translate them in such a way that their

Hausdorff distance is as small as possible:

where T is the set of translations or a more general set of transformations. This problem

arises is pattern recognition, image processing, and computer vision. An important class

of heuristics for this optimization problem uses reference points: A reference point assigns

to every set A C IRn in a certain class of sets (e.g., eompact convex sets) a characteristic

point r(A) such that
IIr(A) - r(B)lb $ K . 6H(A, B),

for some constant K. The referenee point heuristie for shape matching restriets the

possible transformations t in (**) to those transformations that map r( A) to r(B). This

reduees T by two degrees of freedorn and makes the optimization problem (**) easier

to solve. On the other hand, the solution gets worse by a factor of at most 1 + K, for
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translations and rigid motions, and at most 3 + K, for similarity transformations. The
best eonstant K for convex sets A is achieved by the Steiner point

s(A) = n ·1 hA(u)u djj(u),
uESn - 1

where hA(u) = max {(u, x) I x E A} is the support function of A and integration is with
respect to the normalized surface area measure on the (n - 1)-dimensional sphere sn-I.
The eonstant K for the Steiner point is Xn' Optimality of the Steiner point was proved by
Przeslawski and Vost (1965), extending a special case of Rutovitz (1965). These proofs
are nonconstructive since they use tools that are related to the axiom of choice.

3. The relation between reference points and voltages.
For a set of (convex or nOD-convex) shapes Al, A2 , • •• we eau define a vertex i for each
set Ai and set dij = arg mintET e5"(Ai , A j + t) and Eij := K . mintET o"(Ai, A j + t). (7 is
the set of translations.) Then (*) is fulfilled. So every geometrie voltage would give a set
of referenee points for the given set of figures. A constructive proof of the lower bound
on K would proeeed as folIows.

(1) Find a graph with given tensions and tolerances satisfying (*) for which the constant
K eannot be decreased beyond abound.

(2) Find such a graph that comes from geometrie shapes Ab A2 , • •• as described above.

(3) Find such a graph that comes from convex shapes.

We know from the theorem of PrzesJawski and Yost that such a graph showing a lower
bound of 4/'Tr must exist. Currently we have only a solution of (2) with a lower bound
of -1413. The eorresponding graph has two nodes and three parallel edges whose vectors
dij are three unit vectors with angles of 1200

, and Cij = 1.

Bipartite edge coloring

Alexander Schrijver, Amsterdam

We show that a minimumedge-eolouring of abipartite graph eau be found in O(ßm) time,
where ß and m denote the maximum degree and the number of edges of G, respectively.
It is equivalent to finding aperfeet matching in a k-regular bipartite graph in O(km) _.

time. •
By sharpening the methods, a minimum edge-eolouring of abipartite graph ean be

found in O(Pmax(ß) + log 6)m) time, where Pmax(ß) is the largest prime factor of ß.
Moreover, a perfect matehing in a k-regular bipartite graph can be found in O(Pmax(k)m)
time.

Advanced approximation techniques in min-sum criteria scheduling: off-liDe
and on-line algorithms

Andreas Schulz, Berlin

The last year has seen an amazing improvement in approximation results for NP-hard
scheduling problems in which the objeetive is to minimize the weighted sum of the job
eompletion times. These results are based on the development of several new techniques.
For a variety of scheduling models, these teehniques yield the first algorithms that are

12
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guaranteed to find schedules that have objective function value within a constant factor

of tbe optimum.
The progress on these problems follows essentially from two basic approaches. In the

first approach a linear programming relaxation of tbe scheduling problem is solved, and

then a schedule is constructed simply by list scheduling in a natural order dictated by the

linear program solution. The second approach is a. general on-line framework, in which

oue attempts to pack the most profitable jobs ioto successive intervals of geometrically

increasing size. These two approaches have also been combined, by using the LP relaxation

to assign jobs to intervals.
The aim of this talk is to present and highlight in a unifying way the most important

ideas from these approaches.

Combinatorial optimization based on coupled selection equations

Jens Starke, Stuttgart

A new approach for combinatorial optimization problems based on coupled selection equa

tions will be introduced. This method works with a specifically constructed nonlinear

dynamical system with suitable stable points and suitable basins of attraction. The idea

will be explained using the example of assignment problems.

The choice between several decisions of the combinatorial optimization problem is

mapped to the competition between stahle points, i. e. to tbe stay in one of the basins

of attraction of the dynamical system. There exists a bijective mapping from the set

of feasible solutions to the set of stahle points. Additional constraints can easily be

considered by extending the dynamical system. To obtain the necessary adaptation,

specific coupling terms are used to result in a suitable selection of decisions and feasible

solutions as stable points.

In comparison to many other methods this approach has the advantage that even

complicated additional constraints of the optimization problem can easily be considered.

Furthermore, parallel hardware realizations of this approach are possible because of the

similarity to models of complex physical and chemical systems.

Set packing under tolerance constraints

Gottfried Tinhofer, München

A k-packing problem under tolerance constraints is a set packing problem on a family T

of subsets of N = {l, 2, ... ,n} where, given same vector z E !Rn with Zl ::; ••• ~ Zn, the

family T is defined by

r::: { T C N IITI::: k AL Zj E [-1,1J }.
jeT

Such a r is aposet (sort the elements of T E T according to their z-value and compare

T and T' componentwise) and has the following property:

T, T' ETA T ~ T" ~ T' ==> T" E r
which is called order compatibility. Order compatible problems may be presented by their

sets Tmin and Tmax of minimal and maxiplal elements.

In this ta.lk we consider order compatible packing problems and discuss a solution

method which is applied on (Tmin, I max ) and does not use an explicit representation of tbe

intersection graph of T.

13
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Rectilinear ~centers in the plane
Emo Welzl, Ziirich; joint work with Micha Sharir

We consider the p-piercing problem, in which we are given a collection of regions, and
wish to determine whether there exists a set of p points that intersects each of the given
regions. We give linear or near-linear algorithms for small values of p in cases where the
given regions are either axis-parallel rectangles or convex c-oriented polygons in the plane
(Le., convex polygons with sides from a fixed finite set of directions).

We also investigate the planar rectilinear (and polygonal) p-center problem, in which
we are given a set S of n points in the plane, and wish to find p axis-parallel congruent
squares (isothetic copies of some given convex polygon, respectively) of smallest possible
size whose union covers S. We also study several generalizations of these problems.

New results are a linear-time solution for the rectilinear 3-center problem (by showing
that this problem can be formulated as an LP-type problem and by exhibiting a relation
to Helly numbers). We give O(n log n )-time solutions for 4-piercing of translates of a
square, a.s weH as for the rectilinear 4-center problem; this is worst-case optimal. We
give O(n 10gO(I) n)-time solutions for 4- and 5-piercing ofaxis-parallel rectangles, for more
general rectilinear 4-center problems, and for rectilinear 5-center problems. 2-pierceability
of a set of n convex c-oriented polygons can be decided in time O(c2n log n), and the 2
center problem for a convex c-gon can be solved in O(c5n log n) time. The first solution
is worst-case optimal when c is fixed.

Approximation algorithms for scheduling
Gerhard Woeginger, Grazj joint work with Noga Alon, Yossi Azar, and Tal Yadid

We consider the classic scheduling/load balancing problem where there are m identical
machines and n jobs, and each job should be assigned to some machine. Traditionally,
the assignment of jobs to machines is measured by the makespan (maximum load) i.e.,
the L oo norm of the assignment. An f-approximation scheme for minimizing the Loo norm
was given by Hochbaum and Shmoys (1987).

In several applications, such as in storage allocation, a more appropriate measure is
the surn of the squares of the loads (which is equivalent to the L2 norm). This problem
was considered e.g. by Chandra and Wong (1975), by Cody and Coffman (1976), and by
Leung and Wei (1995) who showed how to approximate the optimum value by a factor of
about 1.04. In fact, a more general measure, which is the Lp norm (for any p ~ 1) can
also be approximated to some constant (see Chandra and Wong) which may be as large
aB 3/2. We improve these results by providing an f-approximation scheme for the general
Lp norm (and in particular for the L2 norm).

Heuristics for mixed-integer programming
Laurence Wolsey, Louvain-la-Neuve

Using a general purpose mixed integer programming system, we consider different ways to
try to find good quality feasible solutions when the default strategies fail. Ideas discussed
include the use of surrogate constraints and variables, as well as heuristics based on
the relaxation of integrality, fixing of variables and tightening of bounds, each involving
the solution of two or more mixed integer programs simpler than the original problem.
The performance of such ideas on a set of large practical problems arising in network
design, multiplexer assignment, electricity generation and production planning models
are presented.

14
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Assignment of local transport vehicles to to routes and sidings minimizing
shunting cost in storage yards

Uwe Zimmermann, Braunschweig; joint work with Thomas Winter

Assigning vehicles to positions in adepot as weH as to the subsequent departure from
the depot is part of the daily routine in public transportation systems. For example,
trams are parked on tracks within storage buildings on sidings which can be modeled by
stacks or queues. Since the daily timetable requests different types of trams at different
times, it is crucial to plan the assignments weIl ahead. In order to avoid unnecessary
movements (shuntings) on the storage yard which are very costly, the dispatcher tries to
find a shunting-free assignment. We present two models for minimizing shunting. The
first generalizes a container shipment model, the second is a specially structured quadratic
assignment model with additional constraints. Both 0-1 models are not only NP-hard hut
seem to be quite diflicult to attack by known methods even for the practieal data we have
at the time being. The seeond model easily deeomposes iuto an arrival and adeparture
model of symmetrie structure. Although even the departure problem is NP-hard, it can
polynomially be solved if the number of stacks is fixed. The corresponding DFS algorithms
constructs a shunting free assignment provided there exists oue. For the minimization of
shunting, reactive tabu search is a fast alternative, at least for the given practical data
from several German storage yards. A simultaneous solution of arrivals and departures is
under investigation ä.nd has to include a study of the ooline effects of daily dispatching.
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Open Problems

1. Large neighborhoods for the traveling salesman problem.

The well-known pyramidal tours form a large set of cyclic permutations over which
we can optimize in polynomial time. The set of all cyclic permutations is even larger,
hut in this case we do not know how to optimize in polynomial time. The question is
to find something in between: Very large (= exp(n log n) permutations) and easy to
handle (polynomial-time optimization routine). In other words, you should complete
line 3 of the following table.

11 Neighborhood 11 Size log(Size) ITime for Optim. JI

PYRAMIDAL 8(2n
) 8(n) O(n2

)

PQ-TREE 29 (n}og}ogn) 8(n log log n) O(n3 )

????? 29 (nlogn) 8(n log n) O(poly(n))
ALL TOURS (n - I)! 8(n log n) O(n22n )

[BDW] R. E. Burkard, V. G. Derneko, and G. J. Woeginger, The Traveling Salesman
and the PQ-Tree, Proceedings of IPCO V, 19Q6, Springer LNCS 1084, 490-504.

G. Woeginger

2. INSTANCE: Integers d, n, m; n points and m half-spaces in ]Rd.

QUESTION: Is the convex huB of the points equal to the intersection of the half
spaces?

Is there a polynomial-time algorithm for this problem? Is the problem NP-hard?
G. Rote

3. The master tour problem for the asymmetrie traveling salesman problem.

An optimal traveling salesman tour T in a directed graph is called a master tour if the
optimal tour for every smaller problem that is obtained by deleting some cities (i.e.,
deleting corresponding rows and columns of the cost matrix) is obtained by deleting
these cities from T and visiting the remaining cities in the same order a.s on T.

Characterize those cost matrices for which a master tour exists, and find a polynomial
algorithm for checking this condition. R. Burkard

4. Let G = (V, E) be abipartite graph with a partial order P = CE, $) on the ed~
set E. A P-matching in G is a subset M ~ E such that any two members of Mare
either disjoint or comparable relative to P. Give an efficient algorithm for finding a
P-matching of maximal cardinality. U. Faigle

5. Voronoi diagrams in piecewise linear surfaces.

Find an efficient algorithm that computes tbe Voronoi diagram of a set of given points
(sites) on a piecewise linear surface, without assuming that all vertices of the surface
belong to the set of sites. T. Liebling

16
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6. For a O/l-polytope P in n dimensions given by a subroutine for optimization, the
adjacent augmentation prob/ern consists in asserting, for a given Oll-point x E P and
an objective function vector c, whether x is optimal with respect to c and, if not,
in determining another Oll-point y E P with c . y > c' x and which is adjacent
to x on P. Can one solve tbe adjacent augmentation problem in polynomial time,
given a subroutine that solves the optimization problem for P (for any linear objeetive
function) in polynomial time? A. Schulz

7. For a planar graph G = (V, E) embedded in the plane and a positive integer K, we
are looking for a subset E' of E whose removal transforms G ioto an even graph, i.e.,
a graph with only vertices of even degree, such that property (a) resp. properties (a)
and (b) are satisfied.

(a) E' contains DO path of length K where two subsequent edges on the path belang
to the same face.

(b) E' contains no star of degree K such that two subsequent edges w.r.t. the planar
embedding belong to the same face, except the first and the last edge. ". ~ ~

1. What is the complexity status of this problem? 2. Is there a K for whieh such a
set E' always exists? D. Wagner

8. Let A E ~xn be a matrix with non-negative integers as entries. A partial order on
A'8 eolumns can be defined by setting

Is it possible to find the minimal elements of this partial order in less than O(n 2
)

time?

A fast algorithm for this problem would be useful in

1. preprocessing for set partitioning problems

mincTx

Ax
x E

where one would be interested in finding all minimal coJumns of AT (i.e., the
non-dominated rows of A), and in the

2. computation of test sets, where one iteratively constructs a larger and larger set
of test vectors and in turn eliminates all dominated ones until the test set is
fouod (here, also negative entries would appear, hut the problem is in prineiple
the same). R. Borndör/er

9. Geometrie wire routing with few bends.

Suppose we are given 2n point, grouped in n point pairs, such that point pair i
consists of the two points Pi.l = (0, i) and Pi,2 = (1, 1T'(i)) , where 1r is any permutation.
A Jeasible wire routing consists of n pairwise disjoint polygonal paths ("wires" ) Pi,
such that path Pi has end points Pi,l and Pi,2' For a given feasible wire routing, let

17
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b( Pi) be the number of edges of path Pi. Furthermore, let B(n) be the largest number

of edges in a wire that may be necessary, i. e.,

B(i) = max min{ m~x b(Pi ) : {Pd feasible}.
'lrES(n) 1~1~n

Currently, tbe best known upper bound on B(n) is the obvious O(n), the best lower

bound [HF] is n(log n). Can you improve these bounds? A conjecture is B(n) = y'n.

Context: It has been shown [BF] that it is NP-hard to decide whether a given ar

rangement of point pairs has a feasible wire routing with at most two edges per wire;

if the edges have to run axis-parallel, feasibility of a layout with at most two edges per

path is a polynomial problem, while checking the existence of a feasible axis-parallel

routing with at most three edges per wire is NP-complete. It would be interesting to

get good performance bounds for an approximation method; the general case cao be

reduced to the specific ("bipartite" ) layout of the point pairs described above.

[BF] Oliver Bastert, Sandor Fekete. Geometrische Verdrahtungsprobleme. Manu

script, 1996.
S. Fekete

10. An Abstract Optimization Problem (AOP) is a tripie (n, <,4», where < is a total

order on the subsets of H := {I, ... ,n} and ~ is an oracle that, given two subsets

F ~ G of H, either reports that F = min< {Pi ~ G} or returns a set F' ~ G

with F' < F. There is a randomized algorithm for finding the minimum subset of H

in an expected number of exp(2y'n +o(yTi)) oracle calls, whereas any deterministic

algorithm has to make 2n - 1 oracle calls in the worst case [G].

Problem: Find nontriviallower bounds or improved upper bounds in the randomized

setting. A better upper bound would imply a new combinatorial bound for linear

programming and related problems.

[Gl Bernd Gärtner, A subexponential algorithm for abstract optimization problems,

SIAM J. Comput 24 (1995), 1018-1035. E. Welzl

11. Find a polynomial-time algorithm for the following problem. Given a plane graph

and vertices Al, BI, A2 , B2 , Aa, A4 , B4, B3 which He on the boundary of the outer

face in this order, compute four vertex-disjoint paths between Ai and Bi of smallest

totallength (number of edges). A. Schrijver

14. The Traveling Scientist's Problem. e
The scientist's horne university is located at Po in the unit square. In addition there

is a set N of n points in the unit square (tbe universities he wants to visit). Given a

subset S of N ( a "coalition"), let T(S) denote the length of a shortest tour starting

and ending in Po and visiting all nodes in S. Let R(N) be the maximum total amount

of travel cost refunding the scientist can get for visiting all Dorles in N, i.e.,

R(N) =rnaximize Xl +... X n

subject to x(S) $ T(S) for each coalitioD S,

assuming that no coalition is willing to contribute more than T(S). We can·show that

HK(N) $ R(N) ~ T(N),

18
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wbere HK denotes tbe Held-Karp lower bound. This seems to suggest that there is a
limit theorem for R(N), i.e., that

R(N) -+ ronst x vn (a.s.)

if n tends to infinity and the n points are uniformly distributed in the unit square,
but we miss a rigorous proof of this.

A second (more interesting) problem is to investigate constant. Personally I would not
be surprised if this constant equals the corresponding constant for TSP tour lengths,
Le., if it turns out that with high probability the scientist can get an arbitrarily large
percentage of his travel costs refunded.

M. Steele: Probabilisti~ and worst-case analYses of classical problems of combinatorial
optimization in Euclidean space, Matb. of Oper. Res. 15 (4),1990, 749-770.

M. Goemans, D. Bertsima.s: Probabilistic analysis of the Held and Karp lower bound
for the euclidean TSP, Math. of Oper. Res. 16 (1), 1991, 72-89.

U. Faigle et al.: On approximately fair cost allocation in euclidean TSP games, OR
Spectrum (to appear soon). W. Kern

15. Consider the integer lattice L(M) generated by the incidence vectors of tlie cocycles
of a binary matroid M 00 E. The dual lattice L· of L is defined a.s

L* = {x E~ I 'Vy E L : xT y E tE}.

In [LS] it is proven that the following two statements are equivalent:

(i) A vector w E IRE is in L·(M) if and only if w = w' + (1/2)C, where w' is
integral and C is a cycle ("the obvious sufficient conditions for w E L·(M) are
necessary" );

(ii) M does not contain the binary sum of aoy set of planes of F2 (the Fano plane)
as a restriction minor.

Clearly this property is not preserved under taking minors, but preserved under delet
ing elements. Since cocircuits behave much nicer w.r.t. to contraction an affirmative
answer to the following problem would help to get more insight into this class of
binary matroids.

Problem: If a binary matroid M satisfies (i) resp. (ii), does there always exist some
x E M such that contracting x preserves the property?

[LS] L. Lovasz and A. Seress: The cocycle lattice of binary matroids, Europ. J. Combo
14 (1993), 241-250. W. Hochstättier

16. Determine the number of paths with length T, 1 ~ r ~ nm, in the Hamming graph
Kn x Km. H. Bräsel

17. Given are n points Pi in IRd, where d is smatl, say d ~ 10, and n can be quite 1arge,
perhaps n ~ 1000. Moreover, IIpill ~ 1. Furthermore, there are m query points
qj E IRd. Typically, m is much larger than n, perhaps m = O(n2 ).

Now I would like to find for each q; all points Pi, satisfying IIqj - pilloo ~ €, where
€ > 0 is a given, small constant. F. Rendl
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18. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For 8 c V let 0'(8) be the size of the largest eomponent
of G - S, and

s(G) = min{ 181 :8 C V 11 0-(8) < I~I }.

I would like to have a sequenee Gt = (\!t, Et ) of graphs with the properties

l\!tl = O(s(Gt)), IEtl = O(I\!tI),

preferably, the Gt 's should be cubie graphs. The series should be explieitly defined,
an existenee proof only does not help. G. Tinhofer

19. Can you optimize/separate in polynomial time over the first Chvatal closure of the
0-1 Knapsaek polytope? M. Fischetti

20. The complexity status of the following scheduling problem is unknown: n unit time ".
jobs have to be scheduled on 2 maehines subjeet to preeedence eonstraints and unit-
time eommunication delays. The makespan (eompletion time of the last job) has to ('~.

be minimized. The communication delay means that, if job i has to precede job j
aceording t~ the given precedence relation, job j must wait one time unit after the
eompletion of job i before it ean be started, unless job j is seheduled on the same
machine as job i. J. K. Lenstra

21. The previous problem is open even when the precedenee eonstraints are restrieted to
series-parallel partial orders. R. Möhring

22. A Toeplitz graph is a graph whose adjaceney matrix is a Toeplitz matrix. What is
the complexity of ealculating the stability number and the ehromatic number in an
arbitrary Toeplitz graph? R. Euler

23. Simultaneous motion planning on a line

In the talk we used segments as a model for transport tasks. This eorresponds to the
case that the routing of transports is fixed. In practiee erabs transporting goods may
make way for other crabs, too. The corresponding geometrie problem is the following:

A eurve is called super-monotonie if, for any two points (Xl, Yl) and (X2' Y2) on the
eurve, lXI - x21 ~ !Yl - Y21· Given a set of super-monotonie line segments in the plane.
Is there a set of k super monotonie, disjoint eurves with the following properties:

1. The endpoints of all segments are covered.

2. If a curve covers an endpoint of a segment it covers the other endpoint, too.

3. The subcurve indueed by two endpoints of a segment, does not eover an endpoint
of an other segment.

4. All eurves have at least x-distanee 1.

An efficient algorithm for this problem would be helpful in a lot of practieal cran
seheduling problems. The results presented in the talk suggest to study the problem
without property (4) first. Even in this case no polynomial time algorithm is known.

C. Moll
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24. Prove that the chromatic number of a graph is bounded from above by tbe rank of
its adjacency matrix, or provide a counter-example. P. Pardalos

25. The Klee-Minty Game.

What is the expected number of steps taken by the following Klee-Minty game KMn ?
Is it quadratic, S(n2)? That is, is there a constant c > 0 such that the expected
number of steps of the Klee-Minty game KMd , started at the zero string, and selecting
a random 0 for each step, is at least ccP?

Start with astring of d Os (corresponding to tbe vertex at tbe origin). Then for each
step, one selects one 0 in the string, and flips this 0 together with all the bits to its
right. (Here a flip changes a 0 iota a 1, and a 1 ioto a 0.) For example, for d = 8 one
might get

00000000 --+ 00000011 --+ 00111100~ 00111101--+ 01000010 --+ ...

The game stops when one reaches the string 1111 ... 11 that does not have a O.

One can show that the expected number of steps is less than .27tP for l~ge d from
any starting vertex (an upper bound of (d~l) is very e~y to see), while it is more
than d when starting from the zero stringfvertex. That leaves a gap: wbat is the
expected number of steps the RANDOM EDGE rule on the Klee-Minty game KMd,
if one starts with the zero string? We don't know! However, Gärtner and Ziegler
[GZ,GHZ] established that the expected number of steps is at least 4(ln(~)-1) when
starting at a random starting vertex.

[GHZ] B. Gärtner, M. Henk, and G. M. Ziegler: Randomized simplex algorithms on
Klee-Minty cubes, Preprint, TU Berlin, May 1996, 21 pages.

[GZ] B. Gärtner and G. M. Ziegler: Randomized simplex algorithms on Klee-Minty
cubes, in: Proc. 35th Annual "Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science"
(FOCS), IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos CA, 1994, pp. 502-510.

~ G. Ziegler

Reporter: Giinter Rote

This report is available on the world-wide web at
http://wvv.opt.math.tu-graz.ac.at/obervolfach1996/abstracts+problems.ps[.gz]
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This was the seventh meeting on Theoretical and Matheluatical Biology at Oberwolfach sillce
1975. It occured during an expanding phase in this field with Inany Ilew research grollps bcillg
illitiated around the world. Forty scientists took part, with Inan)' interest.s~ and frolll Illauy
backgrounds and countries. A large proportion were young scientists wIta had thc opportuuit.y
thc present their work in an informal atmosphere.

Thc meeting was organised by Wolfgang Alt (Bonn) and Odo Dieklnann (Utreeht.). Thc nlain
topics discussed were cell physiology, population dynamics in an evolutionary perspective anel
interactions in space. The latter of these having a large overlap with the fOrIner t\""O topics. 1"10st
of the talks were of an analytical 01' numerical nature. Of interest is to see the trend towanls
1l10rc computational models as computational power increases and COluputers becollic acccpted
in the field of ~1athematicalBiology. From a mathematical point of view there appeared a trend
towards a merging of deterministic and stochastic concepts and models. There was also UlOrc
elnpha~is on Inodelling complex systems from the microscopic to the 1l1CSO- aud luacroscopic
indicating a move away from more phenomenolagical modelling approache:-).

SOllle of the topics cavered which can be faund in the proceeding abstract.s are: spat.ially
cxplicit lllodels of ecological and evolutionary dynamies: detenninistic and stocha~tic JJlOcleis of
population and evolutionary dynamies, fitness landscapes and ESS's, iInnlunology: epidcllliology:
recolnbination, adaptive dynamics, macroparasite interactions, coagulatioll: aggregation allel
fragluentation, randorn. walks, Brownian motion and interacting particles, nlorphogcllesis allel
woul1d healing, patterurörmation, transmembrane signaling, diIuer autolnata aud llli(:rot.uhllh~s .

1 eand tumor formation.
! The facilities at the institute were first rate and the staff friendl)' anel helpfnl. The gr(~at"""'".J foo<l alld beautiful surroundings made for an ideal setting for this eonfereuce.
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Fred Adler

Spatially-explicit models of local resource interaction: population dynamic and evo
lutionary consequences

Throllgh a. variety of approaches, modelers and empiricists have been studying thc evolutiollary
cOllsequcnccs of loeal resource interaction. Individual-based models, lattice lllodels, diffusion
lnodels, silllulation Dlodels and experiments have all played a role in improving our understalld-
illg of thc key factors in this area. I propose that a dass of spatially-explicit individual-ba.'5ed
1l1odels hascd on the dynamics of resources that are suffieiently flexible to address iIllport.ant
issnes, snfficiently realistic 1.0 be directly testable, and sufficient tractable 1.0 allow for derivat.iOe
of population dynamic and evolutionary principles. In particular, these IDodels have the poten- .
baI to llncover thc structure underlying basic scaling relations such as the -3/2 self-thinlling law
for plants and~ luore speeulatively, the 3/4 metabolie scaling for animals, aud cast Hew light '..
on the evolution of illteractions induding exploitation and interference competitioll, facilitatioll,
and cooperatiün.

'Volfgang Alt

Modelling aggregation: working session

Heacliug for a dass of siluple continuum models helping to understand the transient dynalllies of
ag~regatiollof indivirluals (e.g. epithelial ceIls in morphogenesis or wilderbeast fornling a herd)
we lüoke<! für an evolution equation describing both density dependent Illobility, It(1J,)~ as weIl CiS

dellsity induced drift: lllean aggregate velocity vector F = V[u], generally a functioual of dellsity
u = u(t, x):

\Vith the sinlple assulnption, lI[u] = Ku, the slope of the integral [((x) would indl~cc

aggregation. What is the role of the "diffusion term" l-l(u)V'xU? Für a lllotility that is re(!11ced
for high density it can lead to aggregation patterns with a plateau of maximal density.

K(x) K(x)

However, even without diffusion, I-l == 0, the hyperbolic equatiün is well-posed and has a
behaviour sitnilar to the Hopf-equation atU + U . U x = 0, for the integral M (t, x) = f~ n( t, ;I;' )d:c',
this leads to a fornlation of shocks, here Delta-Peak distributions in finite tilue.

In order to Dlodel cell or animal aggregates, in which also in regions of Iuaxinlal dcnsity,
IL = JL max there occurs 111otion, e.g. due to further cell division enlarging the aggregate or t.o
active lllotion, pushing the individuals within the dense "herd", we propose to treat systmlls of
equations similar to those used in multi-phase flow models for eOInposite Inaterials, that take
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into account equations for the stresses within the compacted region.

Ovide Arino

Density dependence in egg to larva recruitment in a fish population

This talk addresses the issue of explaining the low recruitment rate of eggs into the juvenile
stage in a population of fish. Several possible causes are brieHy discussed. A lllodel is proposed
based on the competition of larvae and a threshold to be reached by the larvae in order to go
to the juvenile stage. This work has been done in collaboration with ~1. L. Hibd (University
of ~1arrakes) R. Bravo de la Passa (University of Alcala de Henars). It is part of the research
programme on the Sole of the bay of Biscay undertaken in collaboration with ECOHAL, a lab
oratory at the nlarine institute IFREI\1ER (Nantes, France).

Ellen Baake

Exactly solved sequence space models

l'.1utation-selection models in sequence space have not been solved exactly except in trivial eases.
To remedy the situation, we first show that the parallel nlutation-selection lnodel is equivalcnt
to an Ising quantum chain. Three explicit examples with representative fitness landscapes are
thCll discussed and exactly solved with methods from statistical mechanics.

Nicola Bellomo

l\1odelling population dynamics with kinetic interaction and competition

Two recent papers [2,3] have developed a eellular (kinetic) theory far the analysis of the COlllpeti
tion between tumor and immune system cells in the early stage of tumor onset. This cOlllpetition
will eventually result in the depletion of the tumor or in its growth. The analysis was referrcd to
a stage called the free cells regime, that is such that the interactions, and therefore cOlnpetitioll
or cooperation, aeeur at a eellular level between pairs of. individuals. ~1athenlatical aspects
developed by various authors, e.g. [1], as doculnented in [2].

Although the original motivation of the above cited papers was strollgly related to Illodclling
tumor dynamics, it is recognized that the models praposed in [2,3J can be reasonably generalized
to several fields of biological and social sciences. The mathematical structure of these ulodels is
siInilar to the one of the nonlinear kinetic theory and, in particular, to the BoltzluaUIl eqnatioll.
Indeed, the evolution equation is an integro-differential equation with quadratic type nonlinearity
in the integral term.

The aim of this research line is to provide a sufficiently eomplete analysis: Illodelling, qual
itative and quantitative analysis, related to above mentioned dass of Illodels. Thc IllOdclliug
should provide a general framework that includes, as particular ca~es, the nlodels proposed in
[2,3J. The general framework is the one of mathematical methods in Illodelling and relatcd
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Viral quasi-species and recombination

qualitative analysis for population dynalnics.

[1] Arlotti, L. and BeUorno, N., On a new model of population dynatnics with stochastic illter
action, Transp. Theory Statist. Phys. 24, (1995), 431-443.

[2] Bellonlo, N., Forni, G. and Preziosi, L., On the kinetic (cellular) theory for the cOlupetition
betwcen tumors and host-immune system, J. Rial. Systems 4, (1996), (in press).

[:3] Bellolllo, N., Preziosi, L., and Forni, G., Tumors immune system interactions: The kinetic
celltllar theory, in Modelling Tumor Immune System Dynamies, Adaln, J. and Bellolllo, N. (eds.),
(1996), Birkhäuser.

l\/Iaarten Boerlijst, Sebastian Bonhoeffer and Martin Nowak

e
Virus populations are cOlnplex ensembles of distinct but related genoilles (so called C[uasi-
specics). I\1athClnatical descriptions of viral quasi-species focus on point Iuutations as thc luajor
SQl1rCe of variation. However, retroviruses (and many other viruses) are able to recolnbille their
gellonlCS. \Ve study a mathematical model of viral quasi-species dynamics which incorporatcs
both point nlutation and recombination. V·.,Te show that for low mutation rates recoHlbination
can reduce the diversity of the quasi·species and enhance overall fitness. For high lllutation rates,
howcver, recolnbination can push the quasi-species over the error threshold, and thereby eause a
loss of all genetic information. Finally, reeombination introduees bistability to the quasi-species;
if the frequellcy of an advantageous mutant is below a certain threshold, it will not he select.ed .

.huues Cushing

Nonlinear dynamics in insect populations: from equilibria to chaos, from mathe
matical models to laboratory experiments

This talk will describe an on-going interdisciplinary effort designed to demonstrate thc iUl
port.ance of nonlinear phenomena in population biology by means of nonlinear nlathelnat.ical
ll10dels in eonjunction with long term, controlled and replicated, laboratory experiments alld
extensive statistical tests of parameter estimation (with eonfidence intervals) and Illodel vali
dation. Thc laboratory animals used are species of Hour beetles (Tribolium). A discretc stage
structured model is derived that reflects the life cyde history of the beetle and the dominant
Ilonlinear mechanism driving their dynamics (namely, intra-stage cannibalism). A stochastic
version of the model provides the means to connect data with the model. A historical setÄ
data was used to obtain parameter estim~tes and theoretieal predictions of beetle dYllaluW
w hen selected parameters are changed [1]. Bifurcation theory provides the llleans by w hieh to
organize the experimental design and protocols. Aseries of replicated experiments were carried
out for one year to demonstrate that the model predicted bifurcations can be p~oduced in the
lahoratory [2]. Based on the suecess of these results, another series of experinlents has been
conducted over the last two years that is designed demonstrate that further types of attractors
prcdicted by the deterministic model, induding chaos and strange attractors, are obtaillable in
thc laboratory eultures. This project not only provides a thoroughly validated dOCuIllentatioIl
of nonlinear dynamics and bifurcation theory in population dynamies, hut provides the first rig
orously validated ease of chaos in a biological population. Other nonlinear phenomena are also
been studied by the model and the same interdisciplinary effort, including the ability of transieut
phenomena caused ?y saddle nodes to predict differences in routes that orbits take to attractors
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and thereby, stochastically, to account for observed differences in data fronl replicated culturcs;
anel the ability of the model to predict an unusual phenomenoll observed by .Jillson [3] that the
total population biomass can inerease when the environnlental resouree is periodically flllctuated.

[1] Denllis, B., Desharllais, R.A., Cushing, J.~1. and Costantino, R.F., Nonlinear dmIlographic
dynaluics: olathematical, models, statistical methods, and biological experhnents, Ecological
i\10nographs 65 (3), (1995), 261-281.

[2] Costantino, R.F., Cushing, J.1\1., Denllis, B. and Desharnais, R.A., ExperiIuentally indllccd
transitions in the dynamics behaviour of insect populations, Nature 375, (1995), 227-230.

[3] Jillson, D., Insect populations respond to Huetuating envirOllnlents, Nature 288, (1980), 699
700.

Andreas Deutsch

On the Origin of Swarms by Means of Orientation-Induced Pattern Formation

It is typical of life cycles in Inany microorganisms that aphase of individually triovillg cells
(dispersal) is followed by astate of cooperative gliding (aggregation and/or swarrningY - exalupies
are abundant among slime moulds (e.g. Dictyostelium discoideum) or Inyxobacteria. How. cau
such transition to social pattern formation be initiated?

Clearly, SOllle sort of interaction is necessary as a precondition for aggregation. Traditionally,
Inodels have been studied which are based on substances ("attractants") produced by the cells
and diffllsing within the surrounding medium. We use a different approach solely hased on cells
having a natural axis of orientation, moving according to this direction anel reorienting due to
the orientation distribution of neighbouring ceIls (the "degree of dependence" being tuned hy
a sensitivity parameter). The model is fonnulated as a stocha..,;tic cellular alltoluaton ("lattice
gas").

Sinnl1ations showaphase transition if the sensitivity paralueter supersedes a critical valllc 
beyond thc threshold formation of oriented patches is observed. \Ve denlonstrate that the criti
cal value obtained in simulations ean be confirmed by linear stability analysis of the .~n}(lerlyillg

Boltzlnann equation (neglecting correlations, "Stoßzahlansatz" ). This analysis further suggests
possible scenarios of swarm pattern initialization by subtle increase of sensitivity or ceIl density
if these changes oecur within the critical region.

VIf Dieckmann

The dynamical theory of coevolution: a unifying perspective

A unifying framework is presented for deseribing the phenotypic coevolutionary dynaInics of
a general eeological community. We start from an individual-based approach aIlowing for thc
interaction of an arbitrary number of species. The adaptive dynanIics of species' trait vallles is
derived frOln the underlying population dynamics within the cOllilnunity; in consequence, t.lle
evolutionary process is driven by ecological change.

\Ve present a hierarchy of four dynamical models for the investigation of coevoilltiollary sys
tems. Thc necessity of stochastic treatment is demonstrated and deterministic approxinlatiolls
are derived where appropriate. The mathematical framework advanced here to our knowledgp
is the first one to combine the individual-based, stochastic perspective with a fully dYlla.1Jlical
analysis of the phenotypic coevolutionary process.

Deductions are given to derive various well-known equations frolll thc literature of (co)evolll-
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t.iollary lllOdelling as special cases of aur approach. In particular, equations central to the ficlds
or evolutionary galue theory, adaptive dynamies, replicator dynaluics anel reactioll-diffusioll sys
teIns are recovercd. In consequence, the different dOlllains of validity for these Inodels are
delincated and several ad-hoc assumptions can be renloved.

Oelo Dieklnann

An invasible yet unbeatable strategy: working session

In discussions about adaptive dynamics the. following rather special yet illtlluillating exanlple
shows that invasibility may not tell the whole story:

x(t}

y(t}

cx(t - 3)g(x(t - 3) + y(t - 4)}

Cly(t - 4)g(x(t - 3) + y(t - 4))

This exaluple l'deseribes" a seulelparous population, like Padfie Salmon, in whieh two suh
populations eOlupete in the nursery. One reproduees after three years, the other after 4 years.
If / < 1, the last is out-eompeted in steady state. But it may invade sueeessfully in a two cycle
sillce it call synchronise to thc good years. But by aphase shift the resident 3-type luay strike
back and ultimately out-compete the 4-type.

Regis F~rriere and Oscar DeFeo

Adaptive dynamies: three routes to dimorphism

A crucial issue in the study of adaptive dynamies is the transition from a lllonolliorphic state
to a dimorphie state. Consider the ease of a resident strategy X that ean be invaded by new
strat.egies Y. For different Y's, the outeome of the eompetitive proeess luay yield either a new
111ononlorphic state(Y takes over X) or a dimorphie state (X and Y coexist). How does ei
thcr outcome relate to the reverse invasion, or the lack thereof, of type Y by type X? \Ve offer
an ~nswer based on the bifurcation analysis of possible routes to dimorphisnl of a sitnplc, yet
general model of life-history evolution. We find that aeross a transcritical point, the transit.ion
cxactly lnatches the sign change of the invasion exponent of X. Along with an attractor crisis,
thc transition may take plaee although the invasion exponent of X is still negative. In fact.,
the eventual transition is eompletely indeterminate in this case, due to the fractal strllcture of
the hasin of the dinlorphic attractor. Finally, one may follow a rold-Hopf bifurcation route to
dilllorphisin. Then a positive invasion exponent for X is not sufficient to ensure transit.ionA
dilllorphism: in the population density phase space, the Y invariant nlanifold eonnects w_
itself by a heteroclinic loop, whieh entails that Y is invasible, yet unbeatable.

Eckhard Finke

Deterministic and stochastic models far dynamics of population growth and genetic
structure

EstilnatiollS of the extinetion risk of small populations are based on investigations of thc popu
lation dynalnies. However this dynamic is influeneed also by the internal genetie structure of thc
cndangered species. Thus we explore a stochastic model, whieh eoupled nlodels fronl population
genetics and the population eeology.
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In small populations the genetic structure is deterrnined essentially through thc luatillg
system (particularly through the degree of inbreeding or out-breeding). In the developed IIlOdcl
a parameter a has been introduced, which describes a certain realization of the luating SystClll.

For a > 1 one receives inbreeding, for a < 1 out-breeding and for the borderline case (L = 1
randorn mating.

The simulation of different genetic structures (selection coefficient) with different luat.illg
systems shows strang differences in:

• extinction risk,

• conservation or lass of genetic variability,

• influence of spatial structures.

The interpretation of the results as weil as the deterrninistic analysis of the Inodcl yield
references for the protection of endallgered species.

l\lIarino Gatto

Optimal body size and allometric relationships in macroparasites

Host parasite density dependent models together with allometric relationships between various
demographie parasites and the size of both parasites and their mamlualian host are employed
to illvestigate the problem of evolutionary optimal body sizes in parasites. Oue starts with the
general ulacroparasite model of the fonu:

dH

dt
dP

dt

1jH (1-~) -aP

APH k + 1 p 2

-- - (JL + a+ b)P - Q---
Ho+H k H

where Hand P are host and parasite densities, 1] and Kare thc intrinsic rate of iIicreasc alld
the carrying capacity of hosts, A the fertility of parasites, J..t the intrinsic mortality oe" parasites,
b the host mortality, Q the parasite induced mortality, Ho a semi-saturation constaut which
depends on the contact rate in an inverse fashion, k a paralueter describing thc clulnping of
parasites inside their hosts.

Let 0 be the body size of parasites and W the body size of hosts. Froul extensive iuvestigation
of different assemblages of rnamrnals and intestinal nematodes it is possible to derive the following
allornetric relationships: K '" W-O.7, "7 '" ~V-O.27, b '" W-O.26 , JL '" 0-0.25 , A l"'ooJ no.\ (\' l"'ooJ

(n/~V)2. Three evolutionary criteria are used:

• ~1aximum rate of spread of parasites in a parasite free population of K hosts,

• Non-invasibility of a host-parasite complex by a parasite with a different body size,

• l\1axiInum adaptability to a range of different environmental conditions.

All the criteria point out that there exists a linear correlation between host anel parasit.e
body size on a log-log scale. For realistic values of the parameters the slope is approxiulatcly
0.8 as shown in the following figure. This result qualitatively luatches existing data.

7
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Describing movements of populations resulting from individual based biased ran
dom walks

Taxis, area-restricted search, and other forms of biased random walks are important elements
of cell migration in immune responses, wound healingt and morphogenesis; they also are the
basis of many foraging, dispersal, and reproductive behaviors in micro-organisms and in highere
anitnals. Mathematical models which relate population-level advective and diffusive fluxes to
observations of individual behavior are important tools in understanding and predicting these
processes. Typically, these models assume that individual behavior is governed by !\1arkoy pro
eesses, and result in advection-diffusion equations with variable coefficients. The usefulness of
this approach to biologists has been limited in part by overly simplistic individual behaYiors as
sumed in existing models. In particular, previous models have drastic and unrealistic limitations
on individuals' physiological or cognitive "memory". I present derivations of advection-diffusion
equations for more general and realistic individual behaviors, in which individuals possess state
variables that ean encode both their memory of recent conditions and also complex internal
state dynamics. The analysis is based on an eigenmode expansion of Boltzmann-type integral
equations in velocity aod state variables, and takes advantage of a difference in time- and space
scales bet\veen individual'responses and environmental variations. A perturbation expansion
results in a general adveetion-diffusion equation that may be solved analytically or nunlerically
to investigate the effects of various behaviors and substrate distributions. I show how the results
of these equations ean be cast in terms of measurable and biologically relevant parameters. anel
can give useful insights in ecological, evolutionary, and medical applications.

Shay Gueron

Steady-state group size distributions of discrete coagulation fragmentation pro
cesses aod their applications to animal grouping

The talk deals with discrete coagulation-fragmentation processes. \Ve consider a fixed size pOP_.
ulatioll in which groups coagulate and fragment at different rates, and look for the resultin_
stationary group size distribution. We define the problem is defined as an ergodie, discrete time,
hOlnogeneous Markov process where the states space is the set of aU partitions of the population
size. \Ve show how to translate given coagulation and fragmentation rates into a transition
matrix. Computing the eigenvector of this transition matrix gives the stationary probability
distribution on the states space, from which we obtain the desired stationary group size distri
bution. Practical use of this direct method is limited to relatively small populations beeause the
dimensions of the transition matrix grow exponentiaUy with the population size. \Ve oyercome
this restrietion by developing a Mante Carlo simulation method, whose complexity per step
grows only linearly with the population size.

The eoagulation-fragmentation problem appears in different contexts such as polYluer ki
netics, and the related lllodels use integral equations or infinite sets of differential equatioos.
These are based implicitly on a heuristically motivated approximation and are reasonable only
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for large populations. \\Te derive here a new set of discrete coagulation-fraguwIltation equatioll~

for the stationary group size distribution, and solve then1 by applying the salne approxilnatioJl
while pointing out explicitly where it is made. \Ve explain why this approach is inaccurate for
sn1all populations and demonstrate by examples that when the coagulation-fragnlentation rates
lilnit stable groups to be small with respect to the total population, it becolnes is a fairly gooel
approximation. \Ve relate the discrete problem to the analogous eontinuous lnodel by conlparing
our results for large populations to the steady state solutions of the coagulation-fragmentatioll
integral equation. The agreement between these independent results is a step towards justifyiug
the continuous formulation for large populations.

\Vhile the proof for the general case remains open, we study the special case of a pair fonna
tion dynamics, and prove that the solution of the coagulation-fraglnentation equatiolls cOllverges
to thc exact solution when the population size grows to infinity. Finally, we use the discrete
lnodel to study animal grouping and show that modal group size distributions can cInerge au
tonolllously frolll "monotonie" eoagulationjfragmentation rates ifthe population is largc ellough.

rvlats Gyllenberg

Struetured metapopulation models

The greatest threat to the survival of species worldwide is loss of suitable habitat.- Prescntl)',
continual fragn1entation, deterioration and destruction of habitats are going on. TI;e .appropriate
fralucwork for treating the consequenees of changes in habitat strueture is that of luetapopulation
dynanücs.

The classical Illodel of Levins, who eoined the term "nletapopulation~' is based on sevcral
siluplifying assumptions, for instanee:

1. Spatial arrangement of habitat patehes is ignored,

2. All patches are assumed to be identical (of thc same size and quality )

3. Local dynamies, in partieular the effect of migration upon loc~l dynantics, is ignored.

In this talk I outline several different modelling approaches by whieh one can relax SOllle 01'

all of the above assunlptions. The eommon feature of these approaches is that oue starts by
lnodelling meehanisms at the loeal level, then lifts the model to the Illetapopulation level anel
finally studies phenomena at the metapopulation level. BotIl continuous-tinle and discrete-tilue
as weil as deterministic and stochastie models are treated. It is shown that these structured
Illodels generally have quite a different qualitative behaviour than unstruetured lllodeis. These
differences ean be crucial in applications to eonservation biology.

Karl-Peter Hadeler

Epidemie spread by correlated random walks

Models for reaetions and nl0tion of particles usually assurne the form of reaction diffusion equa
tions. Here the underlying proeess is Brownian motion. Like the heat equatioll, these show thc
unwanted effect of infinitely fast propagation. l\1ore realistic models for lnotion in spacc are
correlated randorn walks and - in higher space dimensions - systems of Boltzluann type.

Thc standard SIR model for an epidemie has been combined with correlated randOlll walks.
Then the models for the spread of epidemies in spaee becollle hyperbolic SystCBlS of partial
differential equations. Reaetion diffusion systems for epidemie spread can he seen as linlitiug



cases für large speeds and frequent turns. Various features connecting thc contact and the
lllotion processes can be incorporated into these models.

For the case where only infectives Inove (the "Rabies problem") [1] and the liluiting case
of slow infectious [2] the problenl of existence of traveling front solutions ha.'3 been discllssed in
detail.

[1] Hadeler, K.P., Traveling epidemie waves and correlated random walks, in: Differential Equa
tions and Applications to Biology and Industry, Martelli lVI. et a1. (eds.) 145-156, "VorId Scieu
t.ific, Singapore (1996).

[2] Hadcler, K.P., Spatial epidemie spread by correlated randorn walk, with slow infectivcs. To
appear in Proceedings 0/ the Dundee Conference on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equation,s
(1996).

Andreas Herz

Simplicity and complexity in population dynamics

Nicholson's laboratory experiments with isolated insect populations demonstrate that. resource
linütations can cause intrinsic ascillations in the size of a biological population. The experiluental
data show ftuctuations with a pronounced periodic signature and oscillation periods that are
surprisingly robust under variations oE the experimental conditions.

ßased Oll an analysis of a age-structured population model, a theoretieal explanation for
these phenolnena is presented. In the model it is assumed that the probability ta survivc to
age a alld then reprod llce does not depend on the population size. The "potential fecunrlity"
t.l~llS defined is described by same kernel F(a). The competition for resources is Inodeled by a
nonlinear function gwhich describes the relation between tbe number x(t) oE eggs laid at tinle
t aud the cntire potentially reproductive population at that time, JF(a)x(t - a)da. Togcther,
these assurnptions result in the nonlinear Volterra integral equation x(t) ::::: g(f F(a)x(t - a)da].

UucIer certain conditions, this model allows for apreeise prediction of the oscillation period
without any parameter estimates from tirne-dependent experimental data. The analysis is basecl
Oll a Lyapunov functional for monotone nonlinearities 9 and kerneis F(a) that are syHl1l1ctric

around SOlne a mean . For hurnped nonlinearities, numerical simulations show period-doubliug;
bifufcations together with strict locking of the period betw~en the bifurcations.

In the liInit of a vanishing spread of the reproductive age, where F(a) becolnes a delta
function h(a - amean), tbe model reduces to the well-known logistic map. A cOlnparison be
tweell the present model, the logistic map, and models using delay-differential equations with
a single lnaturatioll delay highlights the relation between dynamical phenomena exhihited hy~
these different approaches, their biological validity, and, more generally, the lirrlits of silnplific(_
population Inodels.

Thonlas Hillen

Qualitative Analysis of semi-linear Cattaneo Equations

Thc linear Cattaneo equation appears in heat transport theory to describe heat wave propagation
with finite speed. It also can be seen as a generalization of a correlated randoDl walk. If
thc systenl adlnits llon conservative forces (or reactions) then a nonlinear Cattaneo systmll is
obtailled:
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Ut + Vv

TVt +Dvu+v

where u(t, x) E R and v(t, x) E Rn are functions of time t 2:: 0 and space x E n c Rn. In the
heat transport interpretation u is the temperature and v is the heat flow. If the systeln describcs
random motion of particles then u is the particle density and v the particle flow.

\Ve consider asymptotic behavior of solutions of the nonlinear Cattaneo systelll. Followiug
Srayton and l\/Iiranker a Lyapunov function is defined which shows global existence of solut.ions
and that the set of all stationary solutions forms aglobai attractor.

Georgy Karev

Structural models of biological community dynamics and the ergodie theorems

Theory of structural models is the most adequate tool for constructing Dlathetnatical 1110dels
that links effects at individual, population and community levels. These models nlay" Re used für
studying of population and cOlnmunity dynamics in evolutionary perspective. This talk contains
the results describing asynlptotic behaviour of the general autonOInic age-state loodel with 11

types of individuals described by several structural variables; existence, uniquel1ess, stability anri
exact {onn of lirnit distributions, estimate of convergence speed, Inethod of calculatiiIg thc agc
structure and ttregulating (unctionals" of limit distributions; besides that, Inethods of research
ing of two classes of nonlinear community models; separate and Gurtin-~1cKalny type lllodels
are proposed. The rnain results m~y be applied to 1) structure models of metapopulatians; 2)
structure models of communities consisting from n populations; 3) structure 1l1odels of popula
tions with complicated life cycles; 4) gap-modelling of forest communities; 5) succession rarest
nlodels; 6) ergodic theorems for structural models.

"Ergodie hypothesis in biology" asserts that the climax state of the succession systeln of
plant biocenoses possesses the following property: The area under i-th biocenose lUllst be pro
portional to a ttproper tiIne" of its development. This hypothesis is a particular case of ergodic
theorelns that are proved for general structural models of communities.

Markus Kirkilionis

e Numerical continuation of equilibria of physiologically structured populations

NUluerical methods for the continuation and bifurcation analysis of invariant sets bad a Inajor
iInpact for the understanding of finite dimensional dynamical systenls given by Inaps and ODE:s.
Such systems are widely used in population dynamics to describe the interaction of spccies.
However, it became clear that quite often a population's dynamics can only be understoou if
individual differences are taken into account, a good example is cannibalisnl. In this case th(-!
species' behaviour could never be described under the assunlption that all illdividuals are eqllal.
Also, models of physiologically structured populations (or short PSPl\1's) can be usen to derive
nlechanistically from a micro..level (here the individual level) models on a macro-Ievel (here thc
population-level), which Inight then be describable by a finite dinlensional system like an ODE.
To understand the additional properties arising from a population consisting of individuals~

nUluerical tools for bifurcation analysis are under developnlent. They are hopefully giving the
same kind of insights as they did in the finite-dinlensional casc.
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PSPM's can be given in different forms, birth of individuals in the individual state space n (a
space containing all possible individual's state positions as given by length, size, energy content
etc.) can be continuously distributed over (subsets of) n or concentrated only at finitely Inany
points, births can be continuous in time or heing events etc. We have chosen a detenninistie
setting with just one possible state-at-birth and continuous reproduction, fOrIuulated as coupled
integral equations. The eoupling is given by so-eaHed environmental interaetion variables I, and
the I1lodel becolnes nonlinear only by dependence of ingredients on I. This has the advantage
that every population ean be modelled first independently by a linear subnlodel, anel only in a
second step nonlinear feedback is taken into aecount. This fonDulation has also advantages for
the implementation of the numerical algorithms.

In this talk we addressed specifieally the problem of numerical eontinuatioll of eqllilibria.
To do so, we need to construct a finite-dimensional approximation of a nlap G : ..\ x A --+ .S,
where the infinite-dimensional space X contains the possible population states and 1\ is a finite
diInensional parameter space. Given G and a fixed a E A, an equilibrium cau be ealculated by
solving the equation G(x, a) = 0, x E X. We gave a recipe how to obtain a finite-dimensional
approximation G* of G in the ease dim(A) = 1. Essentially the idea was to follow individual
characteristies in n and to stop computing the characteristics after finite time. The usual cou
tinuation algorithms eau be used with G* to eompute the dependence of equilibria on a single
parameter. After a formal linearisation of G and the derivation of a characteristic equatioll
F : X x C x A, now with dim(A) = 2 and C being the complex numbers, we are ahle to
calculate stability boundaries of equilibria in two parameter space, again with a similar finite
diluensional approximation F* of F. In this case we use the combined systeln G* (x, a) == 0 anel
F*(x, iw, a) := 0 which implicitly define the stability boundary.

Rene Lefever

Modelling of vegetation patterns by non-Ioeal Verhulst-Fisher equations

A non-Ioeal Verhulst-Fisher model is presented which describes the dynalnie vast classes of ter-
restrial plant comlnunities growing in arid semi-arid regions throughout the worlcl. On thc basis
of this model, we show that the vegetation stripes ("tiger bush") formed by these COlIlnllllüties
result from an interplay between sho1't range cooperative interactions controlling plant 1'eprodllC-
tion and long range self~inhibitory inte1'aetions originating from plant eompetition for enviroll
Inel1tal resourees. Isotropie as weH as anisotropie environmental conditions are discussed. "Ve
find that vegetation stripes tend to orientate themselves in the direction parallel 01' perpendicu-
laI' with I'espeet to the direction of anisotropy depending on whether this anisotropy influenees
the interactions favouring Of inhibiting plant reproduction; furthermore, we show that groul1d
Cllrvature is not a necessary condition for the appearance of areuate vegetation patterns. In _
agreenlent with in situ observations, we find that the width of the vegetated bands increases ..
when environmental conditions get more arid and that patterns formed of stripes orientated
parallel to the direction of a slope are static, while patterns which are perpendicular to this
direction exhibit an upslope motion. Moving front interfacial instabilities are predicted.

Jürgen Lenz

Transmission of tensional patterns across eell boundaries

Moving cells exert tension on their immediate surroundings. Tension is generated within the
filanlentous actin cytoskeleton and transmitted across the cell membrane via certain Inelnbrane
proteins whieh are bound to the cytoskeleton and to the extracellular matrix at the sanle tÜlle.
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There is a strong interaction between the kind of transnlission or percolatioll of tCllsional pat.
terns across the nlembrane and the microarchitecture of their molecular assenlblies pcrfonning
the translnission.

This interaction was investigated using a many particle loodel based on a ulicroscopic ßrow
niall dynanlics approach. Shnulations were presented which show the defonnation and tension
distribution of a prefornled filamentous network attached to a scaffolding structure via a bound
ary layer after exertion of an external force pattern.

. Lilles of high tension appear within thc network which ::Iuap" the exposed force pattern to
a tension distribution within the scaffolding structure.

These results iudicate how tensional patterns can be trallsrnitted across the cell boundary
aud how the internal tension state of the cytoskeleton may represent the action of an underlying
force pattern. This points to the possibility of interpreting the transluission and storage of
tension as a kind of inforolation processing.

IVloreover, this model emphasizes the wor~th of structural approaches in sitnulatiIig evcnts of
asseoIbly with large structure-function relationships within the cytoplasnl which, as a whale, is
highly structured.

Philip l\1aini

Propagating patterns in morphogenesis and wound healing

Propagating patterns arise in developmental biology and in wound healing. In hotb cases cells
respond to external cues and also influence the cues, resulting in "dynanlic reciprocity". One
example from morphogenesis concerns the development of multicellularity in the slilne IHoid
Dictyostelium discoideum (Dd). Following starvation, periodic waves of the chenlical cA~/IP

initiate tbe aggregation of Dd amoebae via a ceIl streaming luechanisnl. A ulodel cOllpling ccll
cherllotaxis and cAMP reaction-diffusion is derived and it is shown that aggregation can occur
as the consequence of the growth of a small amplitude pattern in cell density forccd by thc largc
anlplitude cAMP waves.

In wonnd healing, the alignment of the extracellular matrix (ECl\1) on which ceIls Ul0ve
plays a key role in the quality of healed tissue. A model involving fluxed induced alignulcllt
is developed and analysed, and experimentally testable predictions are made on how aligrllneut
can be influenced by manipulating key parameters.
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HallS IVlctz

Towards a Bifurcation Theory of ESS's?

Evolutionarily Stable Strategies, are strategies such that if the whole population plays thclu no
alternative strategy can invade the population. The calculation of such strategies provides H5

with predictors for the passible lang term outcomes of the evolutionary process.
Ta get lnore specific we need the concept of fitness. Initially a nlutant is prescnt in such

sluall lltunbers that its environment is essentially set by the resident population. Thcrefore thc
dyurunies of the population descending fronl it is essentially linear. The dOlninant Lyapunov
exponent of this linear dynamics we shall call sX{Y), where the Y refers to the trait value
charactcrising the 111utant'5 strategy as opposed to the resident strategy ..\. ..Y and Y are
aSSlll11ed to take values in some nice subset of Rn. Y can(not) invade )( when s ..\(Y·) > 0 « 0).

By necessity s.X"(.X) = o. We assume that X persists. So the population dynamics has to
procccd to an attractor with the X population neither growing nor declining in the long run_
In other words the ..\'"-population has exponential growth rate zero, and so have all HUltants
indistinguishable from it. I shall assurne for simplicity that the population dynanlical attractor
is nnique. An ESS is such a value X· of ..\'" that sX· (Y) < 0 for all Y ..Y·. Often it is difficult.
to calculate s itself~ whereas it is still possible to find same niee expression in .\ anel Y t.hat.
is 1l1onotonically related to s in Y for each value of X. Or else some expression whieh is sigll
equivalent to s. In those cases we can first maximise s for Y and then set }?' equal to 4Y to
obtaill ..Y*. For one dinlensional trait spaces one can deduee both the position of the ESS's anel
thc evolutionary convergence to them by plotting the sign pattern of s in the (x,y)-plalle. I shall
refer to this plot a.s the Pair-wise Invasion Plot. Mutants for whieh s is positive can invade.
Thcy can take over only when sy(x) < O. s changes sign on the diagonal and possibly on SOHle
othcr curvcs. \-"here these curves eross the diagonal \ve have (loeal) Evolutionarily Singular
point.s. These points correspond to either fitness lnaxima or fitness minima in the y-dircction.

It is possible by subsequent mutant substitutions to converge to 01' diverge fronl a singular
point, he it a fitness nlininlum 01' a maximum. This can be read of from the PIP. If cOllvcrgcllcc
is t.o a fitness luaximunl the population stays there. These are the good evolutiollary attractors.
These attraetors are a subset of the ESS's only. If it converges to a fitness nliniultlIll the
population will start to become dimorphie.

Thc diInorphie region of the (XI,x2)-plane is characterised by the fact that Xl and X2 call
invade into each other. Dimorphie populations can be analysed in the same nlanner as 1llonOlllor
phic oues. \-Ve ask whieh Inutants can invade and possibly take over. For simplicity wc shall
frOHl now on consider the case of small mutational steps. This allows us to draw evolutionary
isoclines in the subset of (Xl ,x2)-plane corresponding to dimorphisms.

It is possible to write down a fuH classification of the singular points in tenns o.f the secoua
partial derivatives of s in the x and y directions. Intriguingly these quantities also dctenninW
the cvolutionary progression in the dimorphie region near to the diagonal. This is due to thc
fact that a dimorphie population with two equal resident types provides the salne envirolllncllt
für an invading mutant as the eorresponding monomorphic resident population.

A next step is to classify the possible bifurcation patterns of such singular points when a
1110del parameter is changed. This effort is hampered by the fact that at the crucial point
~Cl = X2 == x· the function SXlX2(Y) only allows directional derivatives in the (Xl,X2)-plane,
and not a fuH derivative. But other regularities can be exploited. On the boundary of the
polynlorphislll set in the (Xl,x2)-plane one of the two types goes extinct while the ot.her type
rCluains. So basically the invasion problem elose to such a boundary resernbles thc invasion
prohlenl in thc corresponding monomorphic population. This allows us La. to tell wherc the
isoclines cross the the boundaries. The lack of differentiability combined with these COllstraillts
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leads to a collection of bifurcation patterns which differ in nlany ways frolll those cOllllIlonly
observed for differential or difference equations.

The classification of the common bifurcation patterns is based on geolnetric considerations
only. Finding good algebraic characterisations is very much an open problein.

~dasayasu J\1imura

A phenomenological model of bacterial colonies

It is known that one bacterial species, B. subtilis exhibits diverse growth patterns depending
on the environmental conditions; the concentrations of nutrient and agar. If the environluent is
quite poor (hard agar with poor Dutrient) there appear very complex patterns with branclled
struetllres. It resembles DLA clusters. On the other hand, if the environUlent is rich~ it shows
a disk' like patterns which propagate outward with eonstant velocity.

In order to theoretically understand such diversity and cOluplexity of patterns, we propose
aspace tilne continuous model for the bacterial cells and the Dutrients. The essential ansatz in
lllodelling is that bacterial cens consist of two types: one is active cells and the other inactivc
ceIls. It is nUlnerically demonstrated that our model generates very satisfactory patterns which
are in quite good agreement with experiments. By this result it could be confirnled that such
diverse patterns are generated by the same underlying principles.

.Johauues IVlüller

Scaling methods and approximative equations for homogeneous reaction diffusion
systems and applications to epidemics

\:Ve consider a reaction-diffusion equation which is homogeneous of degree one. This hOlllO
geneity is a syrnmetry. The dynamics is factorised into trivial evolution due to synullctry and
nontrivial hehavior. This is done by a projection into an appropriatc hyper luanifold. Thc
rClllaining evolution equations are rather complex. vVe examine the hifurcation behavior of a
stationary point of the projected system. Therefore techniques for dimension reduction silnilar
to the Ginzbllrg-Landau approximation (GL) are used. Since we are not in the classical GL sit
uation, the reluaining approximative equations have a quadratic nonlinearity and the anlplitude
does not scale with € but with €2. Moreover, the symmetry enforces that not only Olle but two
equation are necessarily to describe the behavior of the systenl. This result is used to al1alyze
an epidemie model.

.J ürgen Nauroschat and Uwe an der Heiden

Transmembrane signaling via stimulatory G-Proteins

Guanine-nucleotide regulatory proteins C'G-proteins") are universal elements of the tranSlneln
brane signaling system, modulating and conducting external messages on their way fronl lllcnl
braue receptors to effector units which control signal-specific intracellular processes. The effec
tor IUOst frequently involved is the enzyme adenylate cyclase, releasing the "second:~ Inessengcr
cAl\1P to thc cytoplasmic domain.

\\Te present a mathematical model of the receptor/stimulatory G- protein/ adp-nylat.e-eyc1asc
network. The model is based on the bionlolecular mechanislns ullderlying the activatioll allel
inactivation procedures of the pathway. In particular, a recently discovered negative fcedhack
loop is taken inta account by which activation of the G-pratein favours receptor kinases t.o
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phosphorylate the agollist-occupied receptor, thus illducing inhibition of receptor jG-proteiucOllplillg. Another feature of the model is the inclusion of thc so called receptor-scqllestrat.ionwhic:h ellables dephosphorylatioll of receptors in vesic1es rieh in phosphatase.
The Jllodel is expressed in terms of rate equations for a total of eleven biochenücal species.

ßy evaluation of quasi-steady-state conditions and conservation laws fillally a system cOluprisingfonr llonlinear differential equations is obtained. The remaining "essential" dependent variablesrepresent the free and the agonist-bound receptors, the G~proteinactivity, and the output cAl\IIP.Thc ordinary differential system is non-autünomous because of tbe external inftuence of the
agonist signal.

The systeln is analyzed with respect to different stimulus-configurations. There is a boundeddOlnaill with the shape of a prism containing a11 biologically relevant trajectories, uo ulatterwhich stilnulus-coufiguration is applied. Of course, the prism contains the steady-states occllringnudel' stationary input conditions. These steady~states can be shown to exist llniquely, tohe locally asynlptotically stahle, and to depend monotonously on the input strength. This _
depcndencc is nonlillear, exhibiting saturation effects. The mathematical analysis is cont.inucd_with respcct to tilne-varying inputs and responses. The response to the Ollset of stiulltlation ofa systelll adapted to the resting state is immediate for the two receptor states, hut delayed for
act.iV(~ G-protein aud cAl\1P.

N1l1nerically we illustrate several properties of the nlodel, such as hypersensitivity alld deseusiti7.ation/resensitization-behavior, which are important characteristics of biological infonnationprocessil1g.

Hans Otluner

Adaptive models far movement: from microscopic rules to macroscopic equations

T'he ability to detect external signals and respond to them by altering behaviours is characteristh:of hiological systenls ranging from the cellular to the organismic level. MatHe indivirluals Blustbe able to detect food sourees, the presence of prey, noxious substances, etc., alld respond byaltering their pattern of movement or other behaviour. Since most biological systmns luaiutailla harrier between inside and outside, they must also have mechanislus for transducing ext.erualsignals into internal signals. ~1any sensory systems are also able to adapt to COllstant StilllUli, bywhieh we Ulean that these systems are in effect "derivative sensors": a step change in externalsignal produces a transient rather than a permanent response.
The signal detection/transduction response systems for several cell types are now understoodat the Inolecular level. These inc1ude the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum and thebacteriulll E. caU. In the first part of this lecture we discuss a new nlodel für signal transduct.ionin E. coli. 'Ve show that the model responds to both step changes in the attractant level aneJAto slow exponential ramps in time, the two most corrullonly used experimental protocols. \VithWadditional aSSUlllptions about how the chemotactic proteins interact with the flegellar lllot.or,wc call also reproduce the observed bias in the swimming behaviour.
In the second part of the lecture we introduce a mathematical fralnework for incorporatingthe internal dynaluics into the partial differential-integral equation that describes the evolutionin space and tilne of the density of non.interacting individuals in a population. "Vith begin witha so called velocity jump process and reduce it top a hyperbolic system in one space dinlension.\Ve prove that in certain cases steady state aggregation, i.e. a non-constant spatial distributionof thc density, is impossible unless the sensory system adapts as described earlier.
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Andrea Pugliesc

Evolution of virulence: interaction of population aod evolutiooary dynamics

In order to explain the evolution of virulence in microparasites, it is generally accepted that a
trade-off exists between the transmission coefficient (ß) and thc disease- related Inortali ty (v).

If olle asSlunes that the evolutionary time scale isslower than the tinle scale of epidenliological
interactions, the ESS is obtained at the virulence level that maxilnizes Ro = t&, where JL is
the Illortality rate.

Asslluling on the other hand that evolution of parasites occurs at the salne tiIne scale as
hosts' deulography (as it appears fronl several studies in viral evolution), t.he natural variable
is thc distribut.ion of the various viral types. I use the variable x to describe "virulence",
asslllue that. every infected host is infected with a single type of para,;;ites (this illIplies that t.ype
substitution within a host occurs on a faster scale) and that Inutations occur isotropically in :1;.

ApproxiInating this last process wit.h a diffusion operator, one obtains the systcln:

dS

dt
8i(x, t)
----at

b(S + I) -/lS - S Jß(y)i(y, t) dy

82 .

'8 ~ + Sß(x)i(x, t) - (/L + v(x»)i(x, t)
x

that has t.o be coulplcluented by boundary conditions.
\Vhen the parasite-induccd deaths are large enough to regulate the population, there exist.s

a ulliquc posit.ive equilibrium. The value of S at equilibriuln increases with "'(. If one aSSUlllCS

dellsity-dcpelldence in b, the result is the salue, anel thc conelition beconlCS a usqal threshold
eOlldition.

In order to bet.ter understand the systenl, I used an approxinlated system of ODE, whose
variables are S, I, lJl, (thc luean virulence) and \l (its variance). If ß"{x) :::; 0 :::; v"{x) (an
aSSlllllptioll usually tnadc in the ß-1I trade-off), this systelu adnüts a unique positive equilib
riulll that is locally aSYlnptotically stable. The approach to the equilibrium may be oscillatory,
in particlllar In luay undergo large fluctuations. The lllCan virulence at equilibriulll is always
llighcr thall the level tImt nlaxillüzes Ro; the interaction of tiulc-scales thus changes not ollly
thc approach 1,0 equilibritun, hut also the evolutionary equilibriuul itself.

David Rand

Fluctuations aod correlations on evolutionary dynamics

l'vIost nlorleis for ecological, evolutiollary, epidemiological anel inullullological dynalnics are nlean
field Illodels or PDE's. On the other hand the biological systelns thenlselves, as weIl as being
spatial, are also stochastic and have populations made up of individuals. \Vhat is thc rcle
vanee of this for biological phenomena and how can we Illodcl such systeuls in a way that is
luathelnatically controllable?

In the first part of the talk I considered some examples where siInulations suggest newex
planations of biological phenomena. Firstly I explained self·evolved criticality in hast-pathogen
systenls. In these systenls there is a critical transmissibility for the parasite and thc SystCUl

evolves so as to set the transmissibility to this value. Also, evolution in this systelll is 2-3 orders
of Illagnitudc slower than that in Inean-ficld nlodeis.

The second cxanlple concerned a new explanation for thc evolution alld IJIaintenance of
sexual reproduction. This has lang been an outstanding problelll of evolutionary theory becanse
thc costs of sex are vcry high whilc thc conjectured advantages are very weak. Dur explanation
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involves the fact that parasites luaintain high genetic diversity of the hosts which is distribllted in
space. Thus parasites attacking the sexual hosts have no evolutionary target. On thc other hand~

those attackillg asexual hosts have a target and can thercfore evolve to effieiently attack/exploit
thCln.

The final exanlple concerned the evolution of altruislll. This was a prohlenl for evolution
recognised by Darwin who suggested a resolution in tenns of group seleetion. Such explallations
are now discredited and instead there are three Ilew explanations: i) seleetion in trait gIOUpS, ii)
kin selection and iii) reciprocal altruism. I presented a new explanation in which one considers
the spatial structure of an invading population of altruists. By cItunping they henefit each othcr
and can get sllfficient advantage in order to be able to invade.

The second part of the talk was concerned with the description of a eorrelation equation
fonnalism for modelling such problems. One considers the underlyillg biological proccss anel
derives equations for low-order correlations and corrections. One tries to detenninc which cor- a
relations it is necessary to include in order for the correction tenns to be asnlall scale stochastic -
variable that can be replaced by an approximate noise term. I then discussed how this fOrtllalislll
perfonns in tenns of the above biological problems..

Andre de Roos

The spatial scale of interaction between predators and their prey

Thc luain topic in this presentation is the influence of thc spatial scalc of interaction hctwecll
predators and their prey on the ultiluate dynamics of the systelll.

As one exalnple, I will discuss the dynamics of a predator-prey interactioll in whieh the prcda
tor individuals forage on a broad spatial scale while thc prey individllals exhibit o11ly rcstricted
llse of space. Predators are characterized by a non-linear functiollal response which dcpends on
thc loeal prey density. Prey are assumed to oecupy patches, fonning a Illetapoplliatioll with
low' Inigration all10ng patches. Thc predator population is assullled to exert a globally llllifol"lll
predation pressure on the prey subpopulations. The non-linearity in the fllnctiollal response t.o
loeal prey density results in the occurrence of multiple equilibria, whieh differ in thc fractioll of
prey patches that are (nearly) empty. Equilibria with a larger fraction of elupty prey patches
are luore stable. The system tends to approach cquilibria with a sufficiently high Ulunber of
elupty prey patches, so that global" population dynamics are stable. Ir unstable dynanlics are
observed, the fluetuations in loeal prey density exhibit predictable characteristics. Hcncc, a
non-linear response of the predator to loeal prey density ean induce pattern fonuatioll in prey
density and global stabilization. These results earry ovcr to situations in whieh prcy luigratioll
between patches does occur or the spatial domain occupied by the prey population is contin110llS e
instead of subdivided into patches.

.Ioan Saldaiia

Evolutionarily stahle growth rates in continuously size-structured populations

Thc general life his tory problem can be formulated as the following qllestion: "How should
an organism optimally aBocate its resources to growth, survival and reprocluction?" Herc, hy
nIeans of Inaxinlising the intrinsic growth rate A of thc population of conSUlllcrs, wc find t.he
evolutionarily stable allocation of the energy uptake between growth and rcproduetioll in thc
following size-struetured population model (endowed with a positive initial eondition ('11.0 ~ 'UD, 1'0)):
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'llt + [\i(x~ r) 'll]x = -ln(r) tL, x E [0, l), I ~ oo~ t > O~

V(O, r) ..(0, t) =l ß(x, r) ..(x, t) dx + ß(l, r) t!(r), t > 0,

v' == -1n(r)v + ~i~(V(x, r) u), t > 0,

1" == g(1')7' - 1(1') L(v., v), t > O~

whcre u(x, 7') denotes the density of the growing individuals with size X at tilue t, v(t) denotcs
thc non-growing individuals at time t and 1'(t) denotes the resource level at tÜlle t. Further,
we aSSluue that li(x,1') = 1(1') k(x) with 1(0) = 0, 1(1') > 0 for all l' > 0 and I'(x) > 0;
ß(3:, T) = /(1')[1 - k(x)] b(x) with 0 < k(x) ~ 1 and b(x) 2: 0 for all x E [0, l); 1n(1·) > 0 wit.h
1"n'(1') < 0; g'(1') < 0 with g(1'c ) = 0 for some 1'c > 0; anel L(u, v) is a positive continuous linear
functional.

In thc lllOdcl, the energy uptake i~ channeled between growth -in a proportion k- anel re
prodl1ctioll -in a proportion (1 - k)- in such a way that this partition in growing individuals
rlepcllds on their size. The aim of the present study, that has been carried out in collaboration
with Augel Calsina, is to find an allocation funetion k(x) that luaxiInises A.

Nick Savill and Paulien Hogeweg

(Some) evolutionary consequences of self-structured spatial patterns :.,

\Ve are intcrested in how self-structured spatial patterns can influence the eeological and evo
llltionary dynanIics of population~and the feedback of the evolutionary changes on the spat.ial
pattf~rns.

An exaulple lllodel SystCIU is described that deIllonstrates these ideas: nanlely the evolution
of para."itoid aggregat.ion in a spat.ially extended host-para..'iitoid ruodel. In thc luodel it turns
out that thc direction anel strength of the selection pressure on the parasitoids is detennillcd
by thc spatial pattern the parasitoids find thell1Selves in (spirals and turbulence in this casc).
l\tIoreover, there is COlllpetition on the level of the patterns whieh deternlines the evolutionary
outcollle of the aggregation strength. It is then useful to think of the spiral waves as entities in
their own right. This leads to qucstions like "15 there selection on the level of spirals?", ete.

This behaviour eOllleS about because of the interaction of processes across spatial anti teln~

poral scales.

Birgitt Schönfisch

Dimer automata

'Ne dcfine a clac,s of discrete dynamieal systems which we call dimer autoluata. In dinlcr au
tOluata thc new states of two neighbouring cells are functions of thc states of those two cells,
whcreas in cellular autolllata the new state of one cell is a function of the states in the neigh
bOllrhood. Synchronous dynamics gives rise to conflicts but with asynchronous dynanlies slIch
systenlS are very natural. Dinler automata are very silnple, they have some advantages in rnod
clling spatial spread. \Ve present adefinition, a classification, a first approach to detenuinc
approxilnate a..~yulptotic elensities alld exalnples how to detenuine the long tenn dynanlical be
havionr. Finally \vc give an example applying the dimer concept to an alignment Inodel.
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Frank Schweitzer

Generation of directed motion by means of active Brownian particles

The transition of Brownian (disoriented) motion into a directional (ordered) lllotion call be
considered as a virtual pattern formation. We introduce a model based on active Browllian
partides, which i) are able to store energy in an internal energy depot~ \vhich can be cOIl\~erted

into kinetic energy, and ii) are able to change their environment by modifying a loeal potential,
which in turn influences the further motion.

Different examples to generate directed motion are discussed: i) the quasi-periorlic Hlotion
of punlped Brownian particles between a localised energy source and a potential InininlUlJ11 ii)
the origillation of directed motion in a ratchet potential (periodic, asymluetric potential), iii)
the generation of rlirecterl motion based on chemotactic response of the particles. e

~l0\1M· . .· . .· . .· . ., . ., . .
j ~ j

ratchet potential

.Jonathan Sherratt

Mathematical modelling of tumor invasion

Correlations of cell phenotype driving invasion is a key cause for ullderstanding tUlllor dynaulics
and for efficiellt implementation of anti-invasive therapies. We have modellerl this using a sys
tenl of partial differential equations governing benign and invasive cells, extracellular rnotiou,
degradive enzyme concentration and degradation products. Simplified submodels show t.he iln
portance of haptotaxis and proteolysis actin together driving invasion, and also different benigu
tlullor rIlorphologies, in particular capsule formation and multi-Iobularity. The fulllllodel frarue
work enables these various components to be studied together, for example showing the way in

'''''01' . ~ I}:f ({ f" e# ~\p.~
C(j~L~ o} Je~se. Mv lk ~lo~lJl(L/

hb(olJ~ bc.M +ur-10r
Angela Stevens

Pattern formation of interacting particles, induced by diffusing and non-diffusing
media

In this talk the cOllnection between localisation results for a single particle doing a reinforcecl
randonl walk in one dimension, aggregation results for nlany interacting particles, doing thc
salne anel continuous chemotaxis equatious were presented. This was done to understalld the
aggregation of myxobacteria which tend to glide on so called slirne trails. The question is
whether slilne trail following accounts for the final aggregation. Davis (1990) showed t.hat ollly
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a superlinear reinforcenlent of an attractive information accounts for localisation of a particle
unclergoing a reinforced randoln walk in aue dimension. The diffusion approxiInation of this
randoln walk leads to:

alP Dax(axp - (~axV))
atv >..p or )..vp

where p denotes the probability density and v the density of the reinforceluent infonnatioll
conditions on the path. For Neumann boundary conditions, an initial peak for panel atv =
)..vp, p blows up in finite time, 8tv = )..p the initial peak of p breaks down. So this result
agrees nicely with Davis' (1990) result. The same can be done in two dimensions with sinülar
findings. Siluulations of the reinforced randorn walk for many particles show that not only thc
reinforceluent has to be strong to account for aggregation but also the positive reaction towards
the existing trails has to be stronger. This gives rise t the question: \Vhen does the chenlotaxis
describe the gliding of interacting populations of bacteria?

If one sets up stochastic equations for each particle in an lV particlc systeln, eqllivalcut to
thc above lnentioned Focker-Plank equation, and adds rules for the illteract.ion of thc particlcs
- it should be llloderate interaction - the chenlotaxis system can be derived rigorollsly.

Sabine Stöcker

Models for fish schools

Schooling behavior is a challellging topic in the context of aninlal aggregation. It is also of eco
nOluic importance for the estimation of stock sizes. An individual based llloveluent lllOdel will
be developed, taking into account energetic advantages of schooling. This lnodel is a celllliar
autOlIlaton with a hexagonal grid. The latter considers the geonlet.ry of a 5chool:_. where fish
SWilll in a rlianlOud-shape configuration in order to makeuse of thc velocity~ induced hy the t.ail
strakes of preceding 6sh. Furthernlore, knowing the induced velocity field allows t.o cOllsider t.hc
cnergetic needs of 6sh swimming in that school anel to describe the break up of schools duc to
oxygen d~pletion. This allows to estimate lnaximunl school sizes. .;;

Catelijne van Oss, Andreas Deutsch and \Volfgang Alt

A spatial model of dynamic instability in microtubules

IVlicrotllbllles are long, thin polYluers that constitute an ilnportant part of the cytoskeletoll
of livillg cells. Oue of their functions is to separate the duplicated chrolllosolllCS dllriug cell
division. Both in vivo as in vitro it is observecl that Inicrotubules can show a uuiql1e dYllaluic
hehaviour called Hdynamic instability", in which phases of slow polynler g~owth alternate with
rapid shrinkage [7]. Apparently~ the transitions between these phases occur at ra11<10111. Iu
a lllicrotubule solution, the states (growing or shrinking) of the Inicrotubules can be eithcr
uncorrelated or nearly synchronous. Even traveling waves of microtubule assernbly/ disa5sclnhly
are observed. The phenomenon of dynamic instability is associated with a change in the ellergy
state of the lllonomer following polymerisation, which makes the polynler less stable. This results
in polymer shrinkage if the rate of energy change exceeels the polYluerisation rate, anel polYlner
growth in the reverse case [5,9]

Until now, models of dynamic instability in microtubules have Illerely foellsed on tmuporal
behaviour (see for instance [1,2,4,6]). The first spatial moelel was lnade by [8] to deserihc tolle
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spatial organization of nlicrotubules growing from a celltral nucleatioll center (thc centrosolue).
Our ainl is to study microtubule oscillations and spatial pattern fOfluation wit.hout thc prescnce
of an organising centre. For this, we set up an individual-oriented 111ode1 1 in whieh thc individn
als are the lllonomers (silllilar individual-orientated models have proven to bc sllcc.essful in other
systems that display spatial structures, see for instance [3]). The 11lonOluers are charactcrizcd by
their (x, y) position and astate variable. The state can be either of the following: frec 1l10nOlllCl',
11lonOluer situated at the tip of a polymer, mononler situated inside a polYluer. In addition, a
1l1onOlner in eaeh of these three states can be either energy-rich or cnergy-pool', whieh results
in a total of six possible states. Dependent on their own state and that of their llcighboul's,
lnonorners cau diffuse, change their energy state, asseluble into polYlners alld disassenlble. \Vith
this Inodel at hand, we are able to assay the influenee of IDeal 1llon0111er COIlcelltrations Oll the
hchaviour of individual polynwrs. Also, the Inodel allows investigation of spatial patterns rc-
snlting frarll "camillunication" betweell neighbouring polynlcrs nlediated by t.he ]oca]lllonOnter ~

concentration. -
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Nick Savill and ~\'Iaarten Boerlijst.
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STOCHASTISCHE ANALYSIS
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_i Die Tagung fand statt unter der Leitung der Herren G. Ben Arous (Paris), J.-D.
Deuschel (Berlin) und A.-S. Sznitman (Zürich).

Es nahmen 41 Wissenschaftler teil, und es wurden 26 Haupt- und sieben Kurzvorträge
gehalten. Außerdem gab es eine Vielzahl von kleineren Diskussionsrunden und Arbeits
gruppen, in denen Probleme ausgetauscht und Lösungsvorschläge diskutiert wurden, kurz:
aktuelle Forschung betrieben wurde.

Die Teilnehmer kamen aus vielen Teilen der Welt, und ihre Forschungsinteressen lagen
in vielen verschiedenen Teilgebieten der Theorie der stochastischen Prozesse. Die Haupt
richtungen, die auf dieser Tagung vertreten waren, sind:

• Systeme von interagierenden zufälligen Pfaden,

• isoperimetrische und koerzive Ungleichungen,

• fraktale Brownsche Bewegung,

• maßwertige Prozesse, Superdiffusionen,

• stochastische partielle Differentialgleichungen,

• Geometrie Brownscher Bewegungen auf Mannigfaltigkeiten,

• Gibbssche Beschreibungen zufälliger Felder,

• 0 berflächen zufälliger Felder,

• zufällige Spinsysteme auf Gittern,

• zufällige dynamische Systeme,

• Lokalzeitenprozesse.
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Normal forms for stochastic differential equations

L. Arnold

(joint work with P. Imkeller)

We address the following problem from the intersection of dynamical systems and stochastic
analysis: Two SDE dXt = L~o fj(xd 0 dW! and dXt = 'Li=o gj(Xt) 0 dW! in lRd are
said to be smoothly equivalent if there is a smooth random diffeomorphism h(w) with
h(w,O) = 0 and Dh(w, 0) = id ('near identity coordinate transformation') which conjugatee
the corresponding flows) ,

<p(t,w) 0 h(w) = h(Otw) 0 'l/J(t,w),

where Btw(s) = w(t + s) - w(t) is the shift on the canonical Wiener space. The norm'al
form problem for SDE consists in finding the 'simplest-possible' member in the equivalence
class of a given SDE, in particular in giving canditions under which it can be linearized (in
which case gj(x) = D fj(O)x).

We develop a normal form theory which is based on the multiplicative ergodic theorem
and uses anticipative calculus. We justify earlier physics and engineering literature on that
problem. As a by-product, we prove the existence of a unique invariant measure for a
hyperbolic affine SDE with anticipative additive term.

Brownian motion on the pre-Sierpinski carpet

M.T. Barlow

(joint work with R.F. Bass)

The pre-Sieprinski carpet is a Lipshitz domain in }Rd which may be defined as folIows.
Let Cn be the n-th stage in the construction of the standard Cantor ternary set, and let
Rn = 3nCn C [0,3"]. Set

Hn = {(Xl,' .. , Xd) E [O,3n
]d : Xi E Bn for at least one i.},

and let H = U':=oHn. Thus HeRd, and H n (0,3n]d = Hn consists of [0,3"]d with a
number of cubical holes rernoved, of sizes between 1 and 3"-1.

Let {Wt , t 2:: O} be Brownian motion in H, with normal. reßection on the boundaries.
We show there exists a constaut Pd (which can be estimated using 'short-cut' methods from
electrical resistance) such that if dw = log(pd(3d

- 1))/ log 3 then we have the following
estimates on the density q(t, x, y) of W.
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Theorem. There exist Cl, ... ,Ca E (0, 00) such tbat if x, y E Eh and

(a) t ~ 1, Ix - Yl :$ t, then,

( (
IZ-tltldW) l/(dw-l))c l t-

d.. / 2 exp - C2

:s; q(t , x, y) :s; cat-d./2exp ( - C4 (1"_~ldW r/(d",-l));

(b) iEt ~ 1, Ix -yl2:: t, orift:51 then

ei
csC d

/
2 exp( -C&lx - YI2/t) :s; q(t, x, y) :s; C7t-d/2 exp(-cslx - yI2/t ).

Since Fo is locally similar to jRd, but has a Cfractal , global structure, we would expect
q(t, x, y) to have different behaviour for small and large t. We would also expect, in yiew of .
standard large-deviation theory for Brownian motion, that, if Ix - Yl is large in comp~rison ;
with t then q(t, x, y) will exhibit Gaussian behaviour. (Very roughly, if Ix - Yl » t t~en

for the process W to move from x to y in time t it will with high .probability stay' ci~~se·
to the shortest path connecting x and y, so that it will have DO time to feel the fractal
structure of Fo.) I

Wetting phenomena for the lattice free field

E. Bolthausen

(joint work with D. loffe)

We consider d-dimensional random surfaces interacting with a wall. The randorn surface
is described by a random field XCi), i E VN == N[-l, 1]d n Zd, whose law PN on lRVN is
given by

PN(dx) = ~ exp (-~ L Ij)(Xi - Xi)) II dXk. -
ZN 2 i,iEVNU8VN kEVN

_ li-il=l

_~re 8VN is the outer boundary of VN and x == 0 on avN . The lattice free field is the
special case where if>(x) = x2•

The (wall' is the configuration identical to O. We consider three types of interactions of
the surface with the wall:

• a hard wall condition, which is the condition for tbe surface to stay positive on VN ,

• an attractive surface-wall interaction,

• macroscopic volume canstraints far the region between the surface and the wall.
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For a model where all three effects enter, it is proved that macroscopically, Le., afterappropriate rescaling, an optimal droplet forms which solves a variational problem. Thisis a joint work with D. laffe. We also discuss various aspects connected with this model,for instance the open problem of the existence of a wetting transition.

Hot Bodies

K. Burdzy

(joint work with R. Baiiuelos)

Suppose that D c Rn is an open and connected set. The 'hot spot' conjecture of Raue.asserts that the second eigenfunction for the Laplacian in D with Neumann boundar~canditions attains itsmaximum on the boundary of D.
(i) The conjecture is true when D is a triangle with an obtuse angle.

(ii) Suppose that D is a convex planar domain with a line of symmetry S which intersectsan at x and y. Assume that Ix - Yl = diamD. The conjecture is true when D is'sufficiently lang.'

Heat kernel measures on loop groups
B. K. Driver

Let {EthE[o,Tl be a Brownian motion on a compact Riemannian manifold M with a fixedstarting point ° E M, f..t == Law(E.) be Wiener measure on the based path space W(M)of M, and Pt(o, dx) = LaW(Lt) be a heat kernel measure on M. Using a generalization, tothe Riemannian manifold setting, of Cameron's 1951 integration by parts formula, one cangive a pfaof of the weil known fact that the gradient operator Vis closable when thought of as an unbounded operator on L2(M,pt(o, dx)). A more involved application of this sameinfinite dimensional integration by parts formula yields the following more refined result:

1 foTE[(divY)(~T)] = T- 1E[(j/TIYCL~T),bT - - tRic// t .4 db(t)].2 0
In this last formula Y is a smooth vector field on M, / / t is stochastic parallel translation along ~, bt = J~ //;1 0dEr is the 'undeveloped' Brownian motion associated to E,Riclle == 11-;1 Rief/t is the equi-invariant form of the Ricci tensor) and -4 db(t) denotestbe backwards Itö differential. These same results may also be proved in the case that Mis replaced by the infinite dimensional loop group .c(g) of based loops in a compact Liegroup G. In particular, this shows that the quadratic form appearing in the LogarithmicSobolev inequality considered by Driver and Lohrenz is closable.
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Geometry of stochastic differential equations

D. Elworthy

(joint work with Yves Le Jan, Xue-Mei Li)

The representation of the generator A of a diffusion in Hörmander form A = ~ ELXi LXi +
;=1

LA associates additional structure to A. (Here Xl, ... ,xm and Aare Coo vector fields
with bounded derivatives.) For example the Lie derivatives LXi, LA also act on q-forms
and our expression also defines an operator on q-forms, Aq, say. Corresponding to this

e:presentation is the stochastic differential equation dXt = X(xtl 0 dBt + A(xt) dt where
X(x) maps ~m to the tangent spaee at x with X'(x) = X(x)e; for (ej);=l.....m the standard
basis for IRm. The solution will be a Markov process with generator A. Additional structure
appears with the solution flow {~t : t ~ O}. Here we will examine some of this ·'extern
strueture under the assumption that X (x) has constant rank and A(x) E Image~(x) for
each x. We show that there is a connection on the image of X, the Le Jan- Watanabe
connection of the SDE, and apply the eonstruction to filtering and redundant noise (in
ease X(x) is not injective for every x) for the derivative of the How and of the Ita map
determined by the SDE. This extends earlier results by Elworthy and Vor. This is used to
give an integration by parts theorem for such, possibly degenerate, diffusion nleasures on
path spaces. Expressions are also given for Aq, including a Weitzenböck formula.

On the longtime behavior of measure-valued processes

A. Greven

(joint work with D. Dawson)

Genetics models incorporating resampling and migration are now fairly weIl undefSfood.
Problems arise in the analysis, if both selection and mutation is incorporated. This talk
addresses aspects of this problem namely analyses the longtime behaviour before the equi
librium is reached (quasi equilibrium, which is the time range of interest in most applica-

lllii.0ns). As first model we use a countable system of Fleming-Viot proeesses with selection
W1d interaction between components via migration. Each component of the system takes

values in P(N), the probability measures on N since types are labelIed by natural numbers,
and represents the frequency of genetic types which occur in this colony. Furthermore we
discuss in a second model the effect of adding mutation and recombination to the system
already incorporating selection.

Of particular interest in such evolutionary models is the nonequilibrium behaviour.
The latter can be studied rigorously by exhibiting quasi equilibria after taking a parameter
in the evolution to infinity and looking at the system in various different time scales. In
these ,limits the analysis simplifies and the behaviour of the space-time rescaled system is
described by a sequence of time dependent Markov chains with values in P(N) and initial
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points which vary with the used time scale. The properties of these eollections of ehains
correspond to properties in the longtime behaviouf of the original system.

The nonequilibrium behaviour displays a very rich structure, we foeus on tbe following
phenomena: influence of the migration on tbe quasi equilibria, the increased variety of
species under selection, the influence of migration on the speed of selection, and the roleof mutation.

Finally we set up with this talk the framework needed to discuss in future work anumber of unresolved issues in evolutionary models on a rigorous level, at the same timethe analysis provides an interesting example for a rigorous renormalisation analysis.

Decay to equilibrium in random spin systems on a lattice
A. Guionnet

(joint work with B. Zegarlinski)

We study the decay to equilibrium of continuous and discrete Glauber dynamics for spinsystems on a lattice with random interactions of finite range in a high temperature phase.
Even in this regi~e, it has been known since [1) that the generator of Glauber dynamics

for the Ising type discrete spin systems on Z d cannot have a spectral gap with probabilityone, if the couplings are allowed to take sufficiently large values. We extend this result tocontinuous models a.s the 2D rotator model.
However the relaxation to equilibrium is not exponential, one should expect it to be fast

in the high temperature phase. In two dimensions, we indeed show that, if the probabilityof the interaction to be weak is large enough, we have an almost sure stretched exponentialupper bound for the decay to equilibrium. This result generalizes the ID result proved
in [1]. In higher dimensions, we can consider ferromagnetic continuous systems and showthat the decay has a subexponential upper bound.
References

[1] Zegarlinski B., Strong decay to equilibrium in one-dimensional random spin systems,J. Stat. Phys. Val 77, 717-732 (1994)

Spinor fields over the free loop space

R. Leandre

Killingback and Witten have introduced for smooth loop the notion of string structure overthe free loop space. J.D.S. Jones and the speaker have constructed an approximation of the
Dirac operator aver the free loop space, whose the index is very important for the so-called
elliptid cohomology. Unfortunately, the fiber was not the good one. We construct the
good fiber, which is related to the considerations of Killingback and Witten. We construct
Hilbert space cf sections of spinars over the brownian bridge. We begin by elementary
statements, by considering line bundle over the Brownian bridge.
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Levy-Gromov's isoperimetrie inequality for an infinite dimensional diffusion

generator

M. Ledoux

(joint work with D. Bakry)

We establish, by simple semigroup arguments, a Levy-Gromov isoperimetrie inequality for

the invariant measure of an infinite dimensional diffusion generator of positive curvature

with isoperimetrie model the Gaussian measure. This produees in particular a new proof

of the Gaussian isoperimetric inequality. This isoperimetrie inequality strengthens the

_lassicallogarithmie Sobolev inequality in this context. A loeal version for the heat kernel

measures is also proved, which may then be extended iuto an isoperimetrie inequality for

the Wiener measure on the paths of a Riemannian manifold with bounded Ried curvature.

Branching processes in Levy processes

J.-F. Le Gall

(joint work with Y. Le Jan)

Tbe genealogy of a discrete-time Galton-Watson branching process is described by a dis

erete tree, the genealogical tree of the population. The main goal of this talk is to give a

similar description for tbe genealogy of coutinuous-state branching processes, which ~re the

possible scaling limits of discrete-time Galton-Watson branching processes. To this end,

we determine the so-called exploration process (or contour process) associated with the

genealogical structure of a continuous-state branehing process. Informally, the exploration

process of a tree gives the motion of a particle that explores the tree by moving up and

down along its branches. In the special ease of Feller's diffusion, tbe simplest continuous

state branching process, it has been known for a long time that the associated exploration

process is refiecting Brownian motion on the positive realline. In general, we determine the

exploration process a.s a simple funetional of a spectrally positive Levy process. This leads.0 a new deep eonnection between branching processes and Levy processes , which ean be

.,ed to derive new results in both theories. In particular, we get an extension for general

spectrally positive Levy processes of the elassical Ray-Knight theorem on Brownian IDeal

times.
Continuous~state branching proeesses give the evolution of the total mass of super

pocesses. From our description of their genealogieal structure, we ean easily derive a

path-valued process eonstruction of superprocesses with a general branching mechanism,

which extends the eonstruction of super-Brownian motion from the Brownian snake. This

new construction has many potential applications to path properties of superprocesses as

weIl as their connections with partial differential equations.
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Stochastic cascades and 3-dimensional N avier-Stokes equations

Y. Le Jan

(joint work with A.-S. Sznitman)

In this work, we introduce a probabilistic interpretation of the Navier-Stokes equation
in the full three dimensional space and use it to derive same global existence results in
classes where uniqueness holds. To this end we investigate a Fourier representation of the
Navier-Stokes equation, namely the integrai equation

with

and
1 fiel del

K~(d{d = ?Ta lell2 1{ - {112'

(Xt is proportional to the Fourier transform of the Laplacian of the velocity field.)
The global existence and uniqueness holds for example in classes of functions dominated

by 1 or by ~ lel 3 e-I~I, provided Xo and cp are in that class.

Flows on spaces of rough paths

T. Lyons

Let S be the space of piecewise smooth paths in a Banach space V; and nGp its closure
in the topology where a sequence is Cauchy if it converges in p-variation and in addition
its iterated integrals of degree less than or equal to [P]. Consider a vector field on smooth
paths defined by X.({):

Then the flow

X o = O.

•is defined for a non-trivial time interval depending on the roughness of { and the Lipschitz
norm of f.

Applications include deterministic constructions of Driver-type flows on pinned paths
on a manifold.
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What could be the tangent space to a probability space?

P. Malliavin

An infinitesimal deformation is said to be admissible if it preserves the underlying structures

and the nation of vectar field corresponds to the notion of admissible deformation. For

a probability space the underlying structure is the class of the probability measure: an

infinitesimal deformation is therefore admissible if it preserves almost sure properties. For

the case of abstract Wiener space, it is sufficient that the vector field sits in the Cameron

Martin space; warking with this type of vector fields it is possible to construet differential

emalYSiS on any abstract Wiener spa.ce (see [3J). See [1) for the case of Poisson spaces.

Let us put these nations in the cancrete framework of the probability space X of an

IRd valued Brownian motion defined for the time r E [0,1]. Then the Cameron-Martin

space is the space of jRd-valued absolutely continuaus function h such that h(O) = 0 and

J IhJ2 dr = IIhUh < 00. A specificity of X compared to an abstract Wiener space is

the existence of the Itö filtration N".. The most general deformation adapted to this two

structure is the data of h(x, r) adapted to the filtration and such that Ix "h(x~' )II~ < 00.

The concept of tangent process is obtained extending this quasi invarianee taking. advan

tage of the unitary invariance of the Brownian motion: a tangent process is an Rd-valued

semi martingale ( which has an It6 differential of the form d(O = aß dx f3 + co. dr, where

aß + a~ = 0 plus growth canditions. The Wiener measure is infinitesimally preserved by a

tangent process and the infinitesimal modulus being given by the Itö integral En Jci ca dxa
.

Given a Riemannian manifold M its Brownian motion defines on the path space Pmo (M)

a structure of filtere<;! probability space. The stochastic parallel transport along the path

p(.) let tb+-T' defines an unitary isomorphism Tp(1")(M) Ho Tmo(M); therefore any infinitesi

mal deformation given by a vector field along the path Z(p, r) E Tp(-r){M) can be transferred

to an Tmo(M)-valued function (*(p,7) = tb+-T(Z(P, r».
The Itö map I : X t-t Pmo(M) is defined by the Stratonovich SDE, dpz = t~~otodx).

The following theorem is a basic result for the geometry of path spaces.

Theorem ([2]). Given ( a tangent process on X, then I'(x)( is defined by

_ T(x)(:= t~:.... [~I(X+ fol.=o] = '*.
Then I realizes an isomorphism o[ the space 01 tangent processes; this isomorphism is given

through the system 01 SDE

d( = d(* - podx, dp = -!1(odx, (*)

where n is the curvature tensor 01 the manifold M.

References

[1] Albeverio, S., Kondratiev, V.G., Röckner, M., Differential geometry of Poisson

spaces: C.R. Acad. Sei. Paris 1996.
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[2] Cruzeiro, A.B. and Malliavin, P., Renormalized dijJerentialgeometry on path spaces:Structural equation and curvature, J. FUßet. Analysis 139 (1996), 119-181.
[3] Malliavin, P., Stochastic Analysis: Grundlehren der Mathematik, Springer, 375pages.

Random evolution equations and anticipating stochastic integrals
D. Nualart

(joint work with J. Lean) •The purpose of this talk is to present same results on stochastic evolution equations on aHilbert space H of the form:

X t = Xo + 10'(A,X, + F(X.)) ds + 10' B(X,) dW., t E [0, Tl, (1)
where Xo is an element in H. We assume that W = {Wt , t E [0, Tl} is a cylindrical Wienerprocess on a Hilbert space U. The coefficients of the equation, Fand B, are supposedto be Lipschitz functions on Hand on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators L2 (U, H),respectively. On the other hand, we assume that {A s , s E [0, Tl} is a random and adaptedfamily of unbounded operators on H, such that DomA: contains a fixed dense subspaceHo. A weak solution to such equation is, by definition, a continuous and adapted H-valuedstochastic process which satisfies the equation in the distribution sense.

Assuming that As generates a random evolution system {S(t, s), 0 $ s ~ t ~ T}, 'weprove that there is a unique mild solution to the equation (1) that is also a weak solution.In order to show this result we require the randorn evolution system Set, s) to be twicedifferentiable in the sense of the Ma1liavin calculus, and we assume that S(t, s) and itsderivatives satisfy some integrability and continuity conditions. The proof is based on thefollowing maximal inequality for the forward stochastic integral:

•where ~ = {~s, s E [0, Tl} "is an adapted stochastic process with values in L2 (U, H), andthe constant C depends on p and on the evolution system Set, s). This maximal inequaJityis deduced from tbe Itö's formula for the Skorohod stochastic integral.
As an application we discuss the case of a seeond order differential operator with randornand adapted coeflicients.
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Einstein diffusion of an asymmetrie tagged particle

in the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor symmetrie simple exclusion

S. OUa

(joint work with C. Landim and 8.ß. Volchan)

We investigate the behavior of a tagged particle under the action of an external constant

driving force in an infinite one dimensional system of point particles evolving according to

symmetrie random walks with bard eore interaction. We prove the position fX(f-2t) of

_he test particle diffusively rescaled converges in probability, as f --+ 0, to a deterministic

"unction v(t), for a large dass of initial distributions of the randorn environment. The

funetion v(·) depends only on the initial distribution of the randorn environment through

a non linear parabolie equation. This law of large numbers for the position of the tracer

particle is dedueed from tbe hydrodynamical limit of an inhomogeneous one dimensional

symmetrie zero range process with an asymmetry at the origin.

A family of 'Brownian motions' on d-dimensional Sierpinski carpets

H.Osada

Let dH = log 3(3d - 1) be the Hausdorff dimension of the 8ierpinski carpet S. For each

ß > dH we construct self-similar diffusions {Pz } satisfying

• teelP-translation invariance,

• symmetry w.r.t. Jlß where jJ.ß is a self-similar measure on S,

• invariance under transformations of S.

We construet such diffusion by using the Dirichlet form

1 d

[l'fJ(f,g) = 2JL Oi! . Oigdf.tß
&=1

4In L2 (p.ß) with a suitable domain V o which is not CÖ(lRd ).

In addition, when dH < ß < dH + 2, by using time change we construet a diffusion such

that the Hausdorff measure on S is the invariant measure.

We use isoperimetrie inequalities for the self-similar measure pp which yields a Gaussian

estimate for {Pz },
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(1)

Time-ergodicity of stochastic dynamics and extremality of Gibbs states inlattice and continuum models
M. Röckner

(joint work with S. Albeverio and Y.G. Kondratiev)
The convex set Ma of quasi-invariant measures on a locally convex space E with given"shift"-Radon-Nikodym derivatives (i.e., cocycles) A = (atk)kEKo,tER is analyzed. The extreme points of Ma are characterized and proved to be non-empty. A specification (oflattice type) is constructed so that Ma coincides with the set of the corresponding Gibbsstates. As a consequence, via a well-known method due to Dynkin-Föllmer a unique representation of an arbitrary element in Ma in terms of extreme ones is derived. Furthermore,.the corresponding classical Dirichlet forms (Ev , D(clI )) and their associated semigroups(Tt)t>o on L 2(E; 1/) are discussed. Under a mild positivity condition it is shown thatv E Ma is extreme if and only if (&11, D(cV)) is irreducible or equivalently, (T;)t>o is ergodic (resp. mixing). This implies time-ergodicity of associated diffusions. Applications toGibbs states of classical and quantum lattice models as weIl as those occurring in Euclideanquantum field theory are presented. In particular, it is proved that the stochastic quantization of a Guerra-Rosen-Simon Gibbs state on V' (R2

) in infinite volume with polynomialinteraction is ergodic, if the Gibbs state is extreme (i.e.) is a pure phase).

SampIe Lyapunov exponent for a class of linear Markovian systems over Z
T. Shiga

Let {Y'i(t)}iEZ be independent copies cf a oue-dimensional Levy process Y(t), and weconsider the following linear SPDE aver Z;

d{i(t) = K E (ei(t) - {i(t»dt + {i(t- )dYi(t) (i E Z),li-i/=l
where /l, > 0 is a constant. Under the assumption tbat (1) admits a nonnegative solutionone cau define its sampie Lyapunov exponent .,\(~, d) as follows;

lim ! log {i(t) = A(K, d) in Ll(PY)-sense.t-+oo t
When {Y;(t)} are independent copies of standard Brownian motions, (1) is called paraboliCeAnderson model, and when Yi(t) = -Ni(t) + t and {Ni(t)}iEZ are independent copies ofa Poisson process with parameter one, (1) is a dual object of survival probability of a ~continuous time randorn walk in a temporally varying random environment. In the lecturewe discussed aymptotical analysis of A(K, d) for small K, > 0 in two extremal cases withsame interpretation of tbe result by the survival probability problem.The methods we use for analysis are Feynman-Kac representation, comparison theoremsand same large deviation arguments together with discretization of the continuous timerandom walk.
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Gibbs description of the 'non-Gibbs' states

S. Shlosman

This is the paper on whieh late Professor Dobrushin started working in the last few month
of his life. In this paper the new approach to the Gibbseanity is proposed, which is ment to
enable one to give Gibbs description to the fields which are not Gibbs in the usual sence.
The idea is that one does not need to define the energy of every finite box configuration
with respect to every boundary condition; it is enough to do it with respect to almost every
boundary condition according to the measure in question . This general idea is applied to
the example of "non-Gibbs" field, constructed by Roberto Schonmann. The result is that
the projection of the +-phase of the 2D low temperature Ising model on the one dimensional
sulattice Zl is a Gibbs field according to the new definition.

Motion of a tagged particle

S.R.S. Varadhan

We consider the motion of a tagged particle in a system of interacting particles, partieu
larly a system of randorn walks interacting by simple exclusion. The interacting process
is assumed to be in equilibrium at some density. We investigate the motion of the tagged
particle and show that under certain conditions, with proper diffusive scaling of space and
time, the motion of the tagged particle converges to a Brownian motion. This was estab
lished earlier by Kipnis-Varadhan for the symmetrie case, by Varadhan for the asymmetrie
mean zero case, and now by Sethuraman, Varadhan and Yau for the general asymmetrie
ease in dimension three or more. The methods involve writing the motion as the sum
of a martingale and an· additive~functional and then proving a central limit theorem for
the additive" functional by rewriting it as the sum of another martingale and a negligible
additive functional.

Critical exponents ror planar Brownian motion

w. Werner

The subject of this talk are the critical exponents for non-intersection or non-disconneeting
probabilities of planar random walks or Brownian motions. It is believed that these well
defined exponents take rational values, some of which are predieted by the representation
theory of the Virasoro Algebra.

We first define these exponents and recall same estimates and conjectures. We then
briefly explain the link with fine properties of planar Brownian motion (including some
recent results by G. Lawler) and self-avoiding walks. Finally, we derive some asymptotic
results for these exponents, when the number of eonsidered walks becomes large.
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Relaxation to equilibrium for conservative dynamics

H.T. Yau

(joint work with S.L. Lu)

The Kawasaki dynamies, also known as symmetrie simple exclusion with speed change or
lattiee gases dynamies, deseribe systems of interaeting random walks with Gibbs states
as equilibria. For such systems the relaxation rates in infinite volume are expeeted to
be power laws. Together with S.L. Lu, I have proved Poineare inequalities, or speetral
gap, in finite volume assuming mixing eonditions for the Gibbs states. The eorresponding
logarithmie Sobolev inequalities are also established in a paper by H.T. Yau under similiar
assumptions. Based on these estirnates and under similiar assumptions as in the previous
work, we prove that the relaxation rate to equilibrium in L2-norm in infinite volume is
bounded above by t-dj2 1og t4 for d ~ 2 and by t-1 log t4 for d ~ 2.

Perturbed Bessel processes and Ray-Knight theorems

M. Yor

(joint work with R. Doney and J. Warner)

The family of linear eombinations of one-dimensional Brownian motion {Bt , t ~ O} and
its supremum proeess {St = sUP,,<t B", t ~ O} enjoys many important properties; two
partieular examples are: {St - Bt~ t ~ O} whieh is a refieeting Brownian motion, and
{2St - Bt, t ~ O} a 3-dimensional Bessel process; these classieal results are due respectively
to P. Levy and J. Pitman. It was also proven by J.-F. Le GaU and the author that the
proeess of loeal times of {aSt - Bt , t ~ O} for a > 1, is a square Bessel proeess with
dimension 5 = a~ 1 .

In this leeture, the following theorem was presented: both the processes of loeal times

of {Mf/liRt , t ~ O} and {if/liRh t ~ O}, where {Rt , t ~ O} is a 3-dimensional Bessel
proeess, Mt = sUP,,~t Rs and Jt = infs~t R", are distributed as square Bessel processes with
dimension b = 2(1 - ß) = 213· An explanation of their 'eoincidence' is provided by the
following relationship:

1 ( [00 ds )
R3,ß(t) = E5 Jt (R3,ß(S))4 ,

where (R3 ,ß(t), t ~ 0) is a 3-dimensional perturbed Be~sel process, and E«i(t) = IBtl + ~.

(R3 ,ß is the solution of X t = Bt + J~ 1: + ßMf, t ~ 0.)

14
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Ergodicity via coercive inequality

B. Zegarlinski

At the beginning the general relations between Spectral Gap, Logarithmic Sobolev, General
Nash and Logarithmic Nash inequalities and ergodic properties of infinite dimensional
systems has been discussed. In the main part of the talk a general strategy for proving the
General Nash and Logarithmic Nash inequalities for Gibbs measures together a nontrivial
example of application to Kawasaki dynamics have been presented.

The corresponding preprints one can find at
http://www.ma.ic.ac.uk/ bertini/preprints.html

On roots of random polynomials

O. Zeitouni

(joint work with I. Ibragimov)

We study the distribution of the complex roots of random polynomials of degree n with
LLd. eoefficients. Using integral geometrie teehniques, we derive an exact formula for the
mean density of this distribution, whieh yields appropriate limit average densiti~s. Further,
using a different technique, we prove limit distributions results for eoefficients in the domain
of attraction of the stable law. Finally, some variance computations allow us to show that,
at least in the Gaussian case, the root dosest to the unit circle is at distance of order n -2.

KURZVORTRÄGE

Large Deviations for heavy tails and random wall< in random environment

N. Gantert

1) Consider the following random walk in random environment (ealled RWRE): w =
(WzJZEZ is a collection of i.i.d. random variables taking values in the unit interval, which
serves as an environment, and (Xk ) is the random walk which, when at x, moves one
step to the right with probability Wz and one step to the left with probability 1 - W z .

Solomon (1975) determined the asymptotic speed of the RWRE, Le., the almost sure limit
of Xn/n. We will assurne that lim Xn/n = c > O. Let Tk := inf{i : Xi = k} be the
first hitting time in k and Ti := 1i - 1i-l. The sequenee (Tb T2, ...) is stationary and has
good mixing properties. For certain environment distributions, the random variables Ti
are heavy-tailed, Le., E[exp(ATi)] = 00 for all A > O. In these cases, the probability of a
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deviation of the RWRE below its asymptotic speed decays slower than exponential in n, see

Dembo, Peres and Zeitouni (1996). We prove large deviation theorems for a heavy-tailed,

mixing sequence; they can be applied to to the sequence (Tl, 72, ...). A deviation of the

.arithmetic mean of the Ti frorn above corresponds to a deviation of the RWRE fram below.

2) We give a functionallimit law for randorn walks whose increments have a stretched

exponential distribution. Let Yl,Y2 , .•. be i.i.d. and Zn(t) := E~::I Yi+(t-~)Y[nt)+l (0 ~

t ~ I). 1t is well-known that, if E(exp(AYi)] < 00 for all A E lR, then the distributions of

Zn satisfy a large deviation principle (in G(O, I}), where the rate function is concentrated

on the set of absolutely continuous functions. We show that, if Yi is bounded below and

P[Y1 2:: t] decays like exp( _etr) (with 0 < r < 1), then the distributions of Zn satisfy a

large deviation principle (in M([O, I]) where the rate function is concentrated on the set

of pure jump functions. We indicate what is expexted to be the corresponding functional

limit law for RWRE.

References

[1] Dembo, A., Peres, Y. and Zeitouni, O. (1996). Tail estimates for one-dimensional

randorn walk in randorn environment. Comm. Math. Physics 181,667-683.
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The smoothness of the laws of Oseledets spacees of linear stochastic

differential equations

P.lmkeUer

For a randorn dynamical system generated by a linear SDE the Oseledet spaces carry the

randorn invariant measures crucial for their asymptotic properties. They are obtained by

intersecting the nested randorn linear spaces of a forward and a backward Rag. We study

existence and smoothness of densities and canditional densities of their laws considered as

randorn elements taking their values on appropriate Grassmann manifolds with respect to _

Riemannian volume. Their laws are seen to be closely related to the laws of certain flows ..

of diffeomorphisms which decompose the linear flow coming from the SDE. The latter are

investigated using the tools of Malliavin's calculus and Hörmanderts hypoelliptic canditions

for the vector fields generating the fiows. As an application we find that the semimartingale

property is weH preserved if the Wiener filtration is enlarged by the information present

in the flag or the Oseledets spaces. Hence the tools of stochastic analysis are applicable in

a number of problems arising in the study of randorn dynamical systems despite the fact

that the invariant measures are not adapted to the history of the Wiener process.
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Central limit theorems for one-dimensional polymer models

W. König

(joint work with R. van der Hofstad and F. den Hollander)

A polymer model is a transformed path measure that suppresses self-interseetions. Fix
a parameter ß > 0, the strength of self-repellenee. For simple randorn walk (Sn)nENo on
Z let dQ~ = exp(-ß I:?'i=o l{si=sj}) dP/Z~ be the Domb·Joyce model, and for Brownian
motion (BT )T>O on IR. let dQ~ = exp( - ßJa L(TJ y)2 dy) dP /Z~ be the Edwards model
where (L(T, Y»)T~o.YEa is the Brownian Ioeal time proeess. Our main question is: How
does Sn typically behave under Q~n as n --t 00 if ßn --t 0 and ßnn ~ --t oo? We state three
central limit theorems: for Q~, Q~n, and Q? and reiate them to each other.

It turns out that, for some O*(ß).E (0,1) and some u*(ß) > 0, LQe (IS;!(;;JJn) ~w N

(~)and for same b*J c* E (0,00), we have LQ~ ~ =>w N. Furtherrnare, one has

O*(ß)ß-k --t b* and u*(ß) -t c* as ß --t O. Coupling the limits n --t 00 and ß --t 0, we get
. It If ß 0 d ß! th J'" .(ISnl-8"(~n) w Nour maIn resu: n --t an nn 2 --+ 00, en L"Qen (1'''(ßn)~ => . M·_.

As an illustration of this result, if ßn = ßn-P with some p E (0, ~), then,-.under Q~n,

ISn I rv b*ßkn 1-fand ISn I- EQ~n ISn I rv c· J7iN, whieh shows a perfect linear int.erpolation
between diffusive and ballistic behavior as p varies from ~ to O. ~

On the generation of one-sided random dynamical systems by stochastic
differential equations which are driven by (discontinuous) semimartingales

with stationary increments .

M. Scheutzow

(joint work with G. Kager)

Let Z be an IR.m-valued semimartingale with stationary inerements which is realized as a
helix over a filtered metric dynamical system S. Consider a stochastie differential equation
with Lipsehitz coefficients which is driven by Z. We show that its solution semißow -4J has a
version for which cp(t, w) = 4>(0, t, w) is a cocyc1e and therefore (S, cp) is a random dynamical
system. Our results generalize previous results which required Z to be continuous. We also
address the case of loeal Lipschitz· coefficients with possible explosions in finite time. Our
abstract perfection theorems for semiflows are designed to cover also potential applieations
to infinite dimensional equations.
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On the intrinsic distance of the Fleming-Viot process

A. Schied

The intrinsic metric of a diffusion process appears, for example, as rate function for a
Varadhan-type large deviation theorem. It is shown that, nnder certain assumptions, such
a theorem holds for tbe Fleming-Viat process. Tbe intrinsic distance is identified as the
Bhattacharya metric

JJdV dpp(1I, J-L) = 2 arccos dry dry dTJ, where 1I, J-L << ry.

Moreover, a geometrie interpretation of the relations between Fleming-Viot and Dawson
Watanabe models is given.

Berichterstatter: Wolfgang König
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 42/1996

Hist~ry of Mathe~atics
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The meeting was organized by Kirsti Andersen (Aarhus, Denmark),

Henk J.M.Bos (Utrecht, Netherlands), and Menso Folkerts (Munieh,

Germany) •

It had 42 participants who were engaged in lively discussions on

most talks.

The general theme was to assess the image of the history of

mathematics in the informed mathematical public which has been

created during the last four decades of historiographical research.

For this reason a broad spectrum of topics had to be discussed. The

main emphasis of the meeting lay upon:

- History of Stochastics up to mid-19th Cen~ury

Mathematics in the Medieval Islamic World

Mathematics in the European Medieval Period

- Interfa~es between Mathematics and Social Practice 1850-1950

- Interfaces between Mathernatics and Physics in the 19th Century

- Historical Studies on Ethnomathematics

All topics had a dialogical structure by virtue of a general

presentation, followed by a prepared comment, and very extensive

discussion.

A small number of talks on additional topics was given, mostly by

younger scholars and new-comers to Oberwolfach. ~,
A round-table on the state of the historiography of mathematics

concluded the meeting.

The talks, in chronological order, were the fol1owing:
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The Development of Stochastics up to 1850 - a Comparison of

Different Historiographical Approaches

Ivo Schneider

currently stochastics is perhaps the one mathematical discipline

which attracts more historical interest than any other. The

changing images of stochastics within historiographie literature

during the past 40 years can be exemplified by an analysis of the

following th~ee books:

F.N.David: Games, Gods, and Gambling (1962), ~
I. Hacking: The Emergence of Probability (1975),

L.Daston: Classical Probability in the Enlightenment (1988).

David is a continuation of Todhunter I s classical book (1865),

insofar as it projects current mathematical knowledge iota the

past. By way of contrast, the philosopher Hacking argues that prior

to mid-17th century there was no serlous conception of mathernatical

probability. Hacking holds that the present notion resulted from a

radical mutation in various Renaissance concepts, including that of

evidence. He introduced texts from law, medicine, theology, and

10gic to substantiate that claim. Daston, who understands herself

as an intellectual historian, depicts classical probability as a

more or less mathematically codified description of rational

behaviour within the alite, which serves as a prescriptive model

for the less enlightened. Daston replaces the idea of a progressive

development of texts on probability by the nation of context

depending coherent periods which are separated from one another by

periods of transition concerning the underlying c~ncepts.

The different interpretations, by the three authors, of HUygens.4It

liDe ratiociniis in ludo aleae" serve as an example of the

methodological shifts in historiography, as described above.
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Comments on the Talk of Ivo Schneider

Sandy L. Zabell

Karl Pearson, who edited one of Todhunter's manuscripts after the

latter's death, continued Todhunter's historical interests,

lecturing on the sUbject in the 1920s. During the 19508 and 1960s

historical papers appeared in Biometrica, the journal founded by

Pearson. F.N.David's book, which 18 partly based on papers for

Biometrica, thus represents the continuing of Todhunter's legacy.

Hacking's 1975 book brought a sensitivity to the wider intellectual

context largely absent in his English predecessors. Stigler's 1986

book must be regarded separately for it remains largely

internalist, albeit informed by contacts with Hacking, naston,

Porter, and others of "externalist" bent.

Given its unique nexus with mathematics, applications, and

philosophy, the field of stochastics requires insights from both

internalists and externalists for a true picture of its evolution

to emerge. The discovery of the normal limit theorem by De Moivre

(for Bernoulli trials) illustrates this.

Hilbert - the Doubts behind Formalism. The Reception of Brouwer's

Intuitionism, 1921-1935

Dennis Hesseling

The foundational debate between formalism and intuitlonism in the

1920s and 19305 was, in general, one-sided. The questions of

mathematical existence and of the validity of the princ1ple of the

exluded middle were the main themes discussed. However, formalism

focused heavily on the critical side of intuitionism, almost
completely neglecting its constructive part. As to Hllbert' s

reaction in his official publications, lt was a bit puzzllng. In

some publications he describes intuitionlsm as a "Verbotsdiktatur" ,
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in others he takes over intuitionist views without even

acknowledging so. The conjecture that Hilbert had serious doubts

about the views he defended so vigorously in public i8 confirmed by

same of the notes that can be found in the Hilbert archives in

Gtsttingen.

The Doctoral Thesis of Grete Hermann (1901-1984): between

Constructive and Abstract Ideal Theory ~

Silke Slembek

Hermann's thesis i8 entitled "Ober die Frage der endlich vielen

Schritte in der Theorie der Polynomideale. Unter Benutzung

nachgelassener Sätze von K.Hentzelt." It was supervised by Emmy

Noether and published in the Mathematische Annalen 1926.

Hermann emphasizes the necessity of constructive methods. The paper

culminates in the construction of a primary decomposition of

polynomial ideals. There are some errors in the paper; their

appearance 1s explained and commented. Nowadays the focus has

shifted from the errors to the utility of the given constructions

and Hermann is referred to as the pioneer who showed that certain

ideal theoretic operations can be computed.

The talks ends by te llin9 the story of Hermann ' s life. As a

collaborator of L.Nelson's, ahe later went into the philosophy of

physics. She had to leave Germany in 1936, married in Great Britain

and returned to Bremen after the war. .~
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Pictures of the Past: the Case of Arabic Mathematics

Jan P. Hogendijk

By "Arabie" mathematics I mean mathematics in Islamic eivilization

in the period 700 - 1500 A.D. (the word Arabic refers to language).

I assumed that the informed mathematical public obtains the

information from general histories of mathematics. So I checked 7

"aneient" histories which were popular 40 years ago (Bell,

Bourbaki, Cajori, Hofmann, Sarton, Smith, Struik) and 7 histories

which are widespread today (Anglin, Boyer, Burton, Dahan-Dalmedico

& Peiffer, Gericke, V.Katz, M.Kline). These histories contain

different answers to the question, whether the Arabic

mathematicians were only transmitters of mathematical knowledge or

whether they did original contribut1ons as weIl? Mariy of these

histories lack awareness of the results of recent and not so recent
historical research on Arabic mathematics. V.Katz, A History of

Mathematics, an Introduction (New York, 1993) ,. 18 ·a positive

exception, among others.

I then discussed six examples of research from the last 50 years

which are cited in some of the recent histories of mathematics

(research by P.Luekey, A.S.Saidan, S.Ahmad, R.Rashed and others).

Much of that research has the potential to lnfluence the general

picture, at least to some extent. However, the specialists in

Arabic mathematics, a rather esoteric subject, should work.harder

to inform the general historians of mathematics and mathematicians
with real interest.

Comments on the Talk of J.P.Hogendijk

Ahmed Djebbar

A quick comparison of the "image" of Arabic mathematics given by

the 7 "aneient" hlstories with the one presented in M.Chasles'

history of geometry in the last century shows that the latter i8
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better and richer. This leads to the conclusion that the

development of research from the 19th to the 20th centuries was not

sufficient to change the "image" of Arabic mathematics.

It would be interesting to relate the image of Arabic medleval

mathematics in Western histories to the "positive" image

constructed by contemporaneous Arabic vulgarizations of those

sourees. Likewise, the "negative" image produced by certain

orientalists (e.g.Arnaldez/Massignon in 1957) deserves

investigation. The "amelioration" of the image of Arabic

mathematics since the 1980s in the francophone region i8 due to two

factors: the publication in French of A.P. Youshkevich I s "LeSe

math~matiques arabes" and the appearance of the history by Dahan &

Peiffer.

Errors and Approximations in Medieval Indian and Islamic Spherical

Trlgonometry

Kim Plofker

A fourteenth-century Sanskrit astrolabe text, the Yautraraja of

Mahendra Suri, provides the first definite evidence for the

incorporation of Islamic spherical trigonometry (from unspecified

sourees) into Indian astronomy. The Sanskrit renderings of some of

these formulas, however, show marked differences from their Arabic

counterparts in an earlier Islamic source. The nature of these

differences indicates that they may have been introduced as errors

due to misunderstanding of the foreign source(s), and tranSformed~
into approximations by empirical adjustment in a manner typical of

much Indian mathematics.
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Development of Mathematics in Western Europe between 1100 and.1500

H.L.L.Busard

The 12th century meant a turning point for medieval mathematics in

Europe since translations from Arabic manuscripts brought suddenly

a wealth of new knowledge. Until recently there was known only one

fragmentary translation of the Arithmetic of al-Hwarizmi.
M.Folkerts found a second manuscript which gives the full text.

Arabic arithmetic and algebra were diffused via Italian abacus
schools. In the second half of the 15th century the first signa of

the birth of a modern algebraic notation appeared in books by
German mathematicians (Regiomontanus, Widmann). In geometry three

translations of Arabic versions of Euclids Elements were made in
the 12th century. These and later revisions shaped the ~age of the

early 16th century of Euclid' s Elements. The most important
translations from the Greek were dane in the 13th century by

William Moerbeke. He translated almost all works by Archimedes, and
the Eutocius-commentary.

Mathematics in the European Medieval Period ..

Laura Toti Rigatelli

Following the work of the historian Boncompagni, there was a long
interruption in research on medieval mathematics. That research was

resumed by Gino Arrighi in 1958. He published many transeripts of

complete manuscripts from the 14th and 15th centuries and analyzed
even more manuscripts.

In Siena there 18 a historiographical research group Centro Studi
della Matematica Medioevale which i9 dealing mainly with algebra

from Fibonacci to Cardano. There are worldwide only 12 manuscripts

which deal exclusively with algebra. However, many abacus-texts
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have a chapter on algebra. In the manuscripts w~ have faund four

traditions which can be related to four persons:

Maestro Dardi of Pisa (14th cent.) - abacus teacher

Nicolas Chuquet of Paris (15th c.) - physician

Antonio de Mazzinghi (14th c.) - abacus teacher

Piero della Francesca (15th c.) - painter

The tradition of Antonio de Mazzinghi, who i8 the author of the

book "Florett!", 18 the one of the school of Flarence.

e
The Changing Historiography of Medieval Mathematics since 1953, and

the Result1ng Image

Jens Heyrup

About 1950 the history of medieval European mathematics had been

con81dered a dead sUbject since about 1915. The situation began to

change in 1953, when Clagett split the "Adelard Euclid" into

"Adelard I", "11", and "111". Since then 5 Euclid versions have

been translated which changed our image of a periodization of

medieval European mathematics considerably. It 18 now roughly as

foliows:

550-780:

780-1050:

1050-1200:

1200-1300:

1300-1400:

1400-1500:

dominated by Isidor's understand1ng

Carolingian to Ottonlan Renaissance

culmination of the Latin tradition

rise of universities, spread of algorism

Bradwardine, Oresme, Albert of Saxony, maturation of

abaco tradition ~
low point of university mathematics, but specialization

of roles, allowing new developments in astronomy

(Peurbach,Regiomontanus etc.)
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Perspectives on Mathematics and the Mathematical in Modernity

Herbert Mehrtens

The talk addressed the question of a "big picture" of mathematics

in modernity from the situation of "postmodernity" (or late
modernity, disoriented modernity ... ). The image of mathematics 18

changing. The hierarchy of "pure", "applied", "elementary" was the
self-constructed partly realistic, partly mythical (ar ideologieal)

image of 19th/20th century mathematics. Purity was connected with
mathematical modernism (sets, axiomatics, structures). The value of

purity and the modernist orientation are historical phenomena to be
analyzed. Historiography of mathematics has produced and reproduced

this image, therefore metahistorical reflectlon 1s needed. Bllnded
out were to some extent applied and application-oriented fields,
but more so the "improper" mathematics of formal-symbolic pract1ces
with a mathematical aspect to it, like accounting, statistlc8,

standardlzation, etc. The spread of such practices 18 of extreme
importance in modern, industrialized societies and thus should be
in the foeus of history of mathematics. Here history of mathematics
can connect to various other fields of historiography.

Comments on Paper by Herbert Mehrtens

Donald MacKenzie

Mehrten' s work has been amongst the most important in recent
history of mathematics. My commentary selected out certain eentral
themes in his talk, such as the distinction between the "high"
culture of pure and applied mathematics, and the "low" culture of
mathematicized soeial practices, and posed several questions, for
example:

18 "modernity" too broad a brush. 18 it a descriptlve or
explanatory term?
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- 18 there a "postmodern" mathematics?

- What is to be gained fram the history of mathematicized aoeial

practices as distinct from separate histories of statistics,

aceountancy, etc.?

I eonclude with an examination of the relationship between

computing and mathematics, noting that computing makes formal proof

a praetieal possibility, rather than just an object of proof

theory. Will eomputerization complete the (incomple~e)

modernlzation of mathematies by formalizing the practice of proof?

Changing Views of Mathematics in the Empire

June Barrow-Green

The talk 18 related to the construction of a data-base built in

support of the study of the 19th/~Oth century British mathematical

·community. Four main topics to be studied are:

1) setting up of mathematical departments in new colonial

surroundings

2) Mathematical training within Britain

3) The promotion and diffusion of scientific education in the

Empire

4) The establishment of specific scientific projects in colonial

outposts.

A detailed comparison in this respect is made between the first

colonial mathematics 4epartment (Sydney 1892) and the high rankin~
mathematics in Cambridge.
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Interfaces between Mathematics and Physics in the 19th Century

Jeremy Gray

In this talk I analyzed pictures of mathematics and physics by

considering pairs of relations between ~lctures, Authors, » others

and X, the subject of the picture (as it might be: mathematics,

physics, the growth of a profession). I suggested that the

institutional base of authors, A, (in mathematies or humanities

faculties in the English speaking world) and their preferred

audiences, B, have a marked effect on their attitude to mathematics

and, often, the technical contents of science, X. The diffieulty of

mathematics, X, and its seemingly cumulative nature further

conditions for historical accounts given in histories of.'tscience or

mathematics. The re-presentation of science by T. S. Kuhn (structures

of Scientific Revolution) has allowed more radically hlstorical

presentations of selence; no comparable revision of mathematics

exists. I then turned to specific problems: X = the split between

(pure) mathematics and physics, the rise of applied mathematics,

and P, accounts of this history. I concluded that seeing

mathematics and physics as intimately linked at a conceptual level

across the disciplinary divides (19th/20th cent.) and the

importance of mathematisation affords a fruitful area of research

(one broached by several authors) and calling for a philosophieal.

sensitivity.

Comments on Gray

Moritz Epple

Commenting on the previous talk, I emphasized the need for

realistic, causally coherent narratives on the interface between

mathematics and physics during the 19th century. Historlcal

realism, though, i8 no easl1y achieved goal. The historiographical
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distinction between the chronicle and the narration of a historical

account was introduced, and I argued that QQth an extension of the

chronicle of the history of 19th-century maths gng a corresponding

modification of the narrative i8 necessary for a coherent history

of the eausal weave relating mathematics and physics in the per iod

considered. After hinting at same examples (analysis, group theory,

differential geometry) where recent studies have in fact changed

the historieal picture, the issue of mathematization was discussed.

For the 19th century a mathematization of the "Baconian" seiences

(like electricity and magnetism) i8 charaeteristic which continues

processes of mathematization started in the 18th century and is in~

turn continued by further mathematizations in the 20th century.

Addressing this issue could provide a means to link~ history of

mathematics to general history.

The Disciplinary Split between Mathematics and Physics in the 19th

Century: Same Consequences for Mathematics

Thomas Archibald

Historians of physics, notably C.Jungnickel & R.McCormmach, have

established the conditions of the disciplinary split between

mathematics and physics in the 19th century. Here I discussed with

examples from potential theory, same aspects of this split, notably

the changes in proof technique connected with the banishment of

physical entities from the proof; the shifting of researc~

specialties from a mixed to a pure mathematical situation; snd

corresponding impacts on physics. Institutional and cultural

aspects of this split - such as competition for positions with

physicists - were also discussed.
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Betti's Contribution to mathematical physics - Dirichlet Principle

and Green Function

Rossana Tazzioli

Betti's contribution to mathematical physics - in particular to

potential theory, heat theory and the theory of elasticity - were

connected with the history of the Dirichlet principle. In potential

theory, instead of the Dirichlet principle, another method can be

used. Indeed, it is sufficient to find an appropriate Green

funetion in order to solve the given Dirichlet problem.

Unfortunately, .even this' procedure is very difficult. Many

mathematieians, such as Lipschitz, earl and Franz Neumann, and

Bett! himself, tried to find functions similar to' the Green

funetion in order to salve- problems in heat theory, magnetism and

electradynamics. As for the theory af elasticity, from his

reciprocal theorem Betti deduced some functions, similar to the

Green funetion, which allowed hirn to express the rotation and

dilatation of an elastic and.isotropic body in equilibrium by means

of the forces acting on the body. Later on Somigliana proved a

formula, similar to Green's formulai it describes the displacements

of a body by means of the given forces and the displacements of the

surface points.

The Theory of Diriehlet Series until 1915

Kurt Ramskov

The paper gave a survey of Dirichlet series unt!l the first book,

devoted exlusively to that topic: Hardy and Riesz "The General

Theory of Dirichlet's Series", 1915. A general Dirichlet series 1s

an infinite series of the form Eane-1"s, ~~, ~~, ... Ä
h

••• The

presentation dealt with three topics: 1) Roets of D.5. in number

theory: D.5. emerged as taols in number theory in the werks of
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Euler and, especially, of Dirichlet, who used them systematically.

Dedekind, in his edition of Dirichlet's "Vorlesungen", introduced

the name "Dirichlet series" tor the first ti~e. 2) The classical

theory: Cahen's dissertation from 1894 gave the first systematic

theory of D.S. as complex functions. That dissertation contained

wrang results. In the first decade of the 20th century, the work of

E. Landau, who corrected several of Cahen' s mistakes, was still

motivated by number theory and stimulated the general interest in

D.S. 3) Summability theory of divergent series was another stimulus

tor the theory of D.S •• H.Bohr and M.Riesz were the first to

consider summability theory of D.S. in 1909. This branch develope~
quickly and, in part, in separation from the classical theory,

because it is of 00 use in number theory. The perspective of

Hardy' s & Riesz' s book of 1915 i8 that of summability theory.

However, the classical theory of D.S. continued to be useful in

number theory.

Semiotics and the History of Mathematics. 3 Studies

Alain Herreman

The alm of this talk was to present very briefly three studies on

the history of ·mathematics dealing with semiotics. These are:

Rotman B.: Signifying Nothing: The Semiotics of Zero, London

MacMillan, 1987; Netz R.: The shaping of deduction in Greek

mathematics, Dissertation, Cambridge, 1995 (ta appear at CUP);

Herreman A. : E16ments d' histoire sj!)miotique de l' homologie, Thl!see,
1996, (to appear at Rank Xerox Editions).

The use of semiotics by Rotman offers hirn the possibility to

compare mathematics, painting and economy, stating for example

"that Zero 1s neither more nor less abstract than the vanishing

point in a painting or imaginary money".

Netz proposes an analysis of the interdependences of the diagrams
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and the text. His concern with semiotics is mainly in the

distinction introduced by Peirce between lean, symbol, and index.

In this respect, he states that letters in Greek diagrams may be

seen as indices, rather than symbols.

Apart of the work of Herreman' s concerns an analysis of the

remarks that mathematicians sometimes make in their texts about

their own signs. An example i8 taken from an article of Alexander.

Taking the notion of the "frontil!re" in the works of Poincar4! on

Analysis situs, Herreman shows that a set theoretieal

interpretation of it is not eorrect.

All these works are analysing mathematical signs in a different way

than the one suggested by realism, formalism and they pay special

attention to the consequences of the written dimension of

mathematics.

The Contribution of Ethnomathematics to Our Picture of Mathematics'

Past

Marcia Ascher

The basic tenet of ethnomathematics is that the expression of

mathematical ideas is intimately related to culture; that ideas

arise within cultural contexts and which ideas are emphasized and

how they are expressed vary depending on the culture.

The need to clarify what 1s meant by mathematlcal ideas and to

enlarge our view of context are particularly important when dealing

with cultures that do not set mathematics apart as an explicit

category. Because there are about 5000 distinct cultures (based on

linguistie criteria), reeognizing the mathematical ideas of

eultures previously ignored introduces considerable diversity and

geographie breadth. Ethnomathematics is helping to change a

prevalent picture of traditional peoples which was largely based on

the late 19th century theory of classical evolution. The notion of
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a linear universal path that mathematical ideas roust follow is

being replaced by a more complex and textured mosaic including

expressions of different peoples at different times and in

different places.

Three examples (Marshall Islands stick charts, logical-numerical

recording system of Incas, and'Malagasy divination) are used to

give substance to the introductory general statements. The examples

are chosen to differ in time, place, mathematical ideas, cultural

contexts, and individual significance for mathematics' h1storYi

all, however, share being substantial systems that are speciall~

learned and carefully passed on. ~

Ethnomathematics, as a field of inquiry, beg~n in about 1970

although the term itself did not come into use until about 10 years

later. Some of the progress since then 1s c1ted. Most important 18

that ethnomathematics is contributing toa more global perspective

in the history of mathematics.

General Histories of Mathematics

Ivor Grattan-Guinness

This lecture dealt with the reactions which general histories have

made and might make to the mass of specialised work which has been

carried out in the last 40 years. An appraisal of same of the

better works of this time shows a more sophisticated and informed

treatment in many respects, but significant changes of balance a~

filling of lacunae would make such books much more general tha~

they currently are. The following five topics or aspects were noted

(among others):

1) Less uneven a balance between periods so that this and the last

centuries have a better airing. It is DQt necessarily the case that

more recent mathematics 18 harder to understand, especially as it

will be closer to mathernatiC8 that i8 regularly taught.
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2) A review of Arabic mathematics and its transmission to Europe

and use there. Time for a new general history on this topic itself.

3) Proper rec~gnition of applied mathematics, the main drivin-g

force into the 19th century. Mechanics and mathematical physics

were by far the central part; two more general histories, please.

4) probability and statistics, often now completely omitted.

5) Education and institutions , especially following the great

expansion in the 19th century. The bearing of the education (not)

available upon the training of the future research mathematicians

should be stressedi and the status of the textbook as a SQurce of

research could be examined.

Author of this report: Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

T'a gun g s b e r ich t 43/1996

Komplexitätstheorie

10.11. - 16.11.1996

Complexity Theory is concerned with the study of the intrinsie difficulty of COID

putational tasks. Complexity Theory is a central field of Theoretical Computer
Science, with a r~markable list of celebrated achievements as weH as a very vibrant
present research aetivity. .
The 12th Oberwolfach Conference on Complexity Theory has been organized by
Oded Goldreich (Rehovot), Joachim von zur Gathe~ (Paderborn) and Claus Peter
Schnorr (Frankfurt).
The 1996 Meeting on Complexity Theory brought tagether about 50 scientists
with a major interest in this field. Among them were many prominent senior
researchers as weIl as many' promising young researchers. They carne from various
countries in Europe, Americ~an:dAsia.
The meeting. took place. Nov~mber 10th-.16th. It consisted of 6 General Sessions
and 7 Specialized SeSsionsjThe General Sessions hosted less than 20 talks, ran
ging from high-level expositions of various sulrareas and research directions in
Complexity Theory to highly technical t~ks dedicated to a single recent result.
The topics of the Specialized Sessions included

• Aigebraic Complexity (2 sessions)

• Approximation Algorithms

• Boolean Function 'Complexity

• Cryptography and Coding

• Probabilistically Checkable Proofs
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• Proof Complexity

Some of the Specialized Sessions took place in parallel and were marked by talks
intended for experts in the sub-area. Some sessions had very detailed technical
expositions öf new results and one had an open-panel diseussion in whieh many
attendees took part. In total, there were about 3 dozen talks in the specialized
sessions.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

S. ARORA:

Polynomial-time Approximation Schemes for Euclidean TSP and other
Geometrie Problems

We give an algorithm that, given any c > 0 and n points in the pl~ne, finds a
1 + c-approximate travelings salesman tour in nO(l/E} time.
The al§orithm generalizes to points in JRd; its running time then becomes
n0(lot'- n/Ed - 1 ). "

It also generalizes to many other geometrie Problems, ineluding MINIMUM STEI

NER TREE, k-MINIMUM SPANNING TREE, k-TSP, DEGREE-RESTRICTED MI-

NIMUM SPANNING TREE, etc. .

P. BEAME:

New Directions in Propositional Proof Complexity

It is a fundamental open question, equivalent to one of the main outstariding
questions of computational complexity, whether or not~there is a method of proof
that permits efficient proofs of all propositional tautologies. With this question
as a lens, propositional proof complexity developed as a pleasing theory, settling
questians of the relative efficiency of many traditional proof methods and, by
focusing on the limitations of existing methods, raising tbe question of whether
or not better proof methods could be found by eseaping the confines of traditional
approaches.
Over the last decade, powerful teehniques from computational complexity have
been combined with ideas from the method of forcing and from commutative
algebra to produce remarkable advances in our understanding of traditional pro
positional proof methods, such as resolution and its generalizations.
One product of these new techniques has been a better understanding of the
range of praof methods possible. As a result, several new methods of propositional
proofs have been developed. Gf particular note ate new algebraie methods based
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on Hilbert's Nullstellensatz which are in some cases provably more efficient than
traditional methods and which have the promising feature that their associated
searcb procedures are provably eflicient relative to tbe size of the proof they seek.
This talk will survey these new developments, particularly concentrating on appli
cations of circuit complexity techniques and on the new algebraic praof methods.

M. BEN-OR:e Randomized Analytic Decision Trees

We present an O(log2 n) depth randomized unbounded degree algebraic decision
tree for finding the maximal element of a general n element set of real numbers.
This generalizes the O(log2 n) depth tree of Vao and Ting who solved this problem
when all inputs are distinct. .,-;.' "
Our second result is an (J(n) lower bound for randomized analytic Decision Tre~s

for verifying the median with polynomially small error probability (or n(n/ log n)
lower bound for eonstant errar rate). .

M. BEN-aR:

Fault tolerant Quantum' Computation

We present Quantum Computation Codes that can tolerate a constant error
rate, thereby improving P. Shor's Computation Codes that could tolerate only
polylogarithmicly small e'rror rate.

U. FEIGE:

Zero knowledge and the Chromatic Number

A new.approach is described for proving the hardness of approximating the chro
matie number of a graph. )'his approach is inspired by zero knowledge praof
systems. The main result is that the chromatic number cannot be efficiently ap
proximated within a multiplicative.factor of O(n1- e ) unless NP has randomized
expected polynomial time algorithms.

L. FORTNOW:

Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Complexity Revisited

We take a fresh look at CD eomplexity, where CDt(x) is the smallest program
that distinguishes x from all other strings in time t(lxl). We also look at a eND
complexity, a new nondeterministic variant cf CD complexity.
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We show several results relating time-bounded C, CD and eND complexity and
their applications to a variety of questions in computational complexity theory
including: .

• Showing how to approximate the size of a set using CD complexity avoiding
the random, string needed by Sipser. Also we give a new simpler proof of
Sipser's lemma.

• A proof of the Valiant-Vazirani lemma directly from Sipser's earlier CD
lemma.

• A relativized lower bound for CND complexity.

• Various other relationships and applications to complexity theory.

M. FÜRER:

Approximation of k-Set Cover by Semi-LocalOptimization

We define a new approximation technique called semi-Iocal optimization. It pro
vides very natural heuristics that are distinctly more powerful than those based
on loeal optimization. With an appropriate metric, semi-Iocal optimization ean
still be viewed as a loeal optimization, but it has the advantage of making global
changes to an approximate solution. Semi-Iocal optimization generalizes recent
heuristics üf Halld6rsson for 3-Set Cover, Color Saving, and k-Set Cover. Greatly
improved performance ratios of 4/3 for 3-Set Cover and very close to 6/5 for
Color Saving (i.e., for approximating n minus the number of colors used) are
obtained and shown to be the best possible with semi-Iocal optimization. Also,
the performance ratio for k-Set Cover is improved.

M. GIUSTI:

The relevanee of data structures for elimination problems

Solving elimination problems requires only a moderate amount of bit operati
ons if one uses appropriate data structures (as e.g. straight-line programs) for .
the encoding of polynomials with integer coefficients. We present an elimination
procedure whose bit complexity is polynomial in. the input size and in the va
lue of two suitably defined invariants which reflect the geometrie degree ,and the
arithmetic height of the input system. From our complexity bound we deduce
by means of an appropriate effective Nullstellensatz a. multivariate and intrinsie
version of Liouville's classical theorem on approximation of algebraic numbers by
rationals. Consequences für practieally solving systems of polynomial equations
are drawn.
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Eventually we give as application a fast procedure to find a representative point
in every connected component of a smooth compact real hypersurface defined by
a polynomial with integer coefficients.

S. GOLDWASSER:

Property Testing ~th Applications to Learning and Approximation

We consider the question of determining whether a function f has property P or is
e-far from any function with property P. The property testing algorithm is given
a sampie of the value of f on instances drawn according to some distribution.
In some cases, it is also allowed to query f on instances of its choice. We study
this question for different properties and establish some connection to problems
in learning theory and· approXimation.
In particular we focu~ our attention on testing graph properties. Given access
to a graph G in the form of being able to query whether an edge exists or not
between a pair of vertices, we devise algorithms ·ta test whether the underlying
graph has properties such as being bipartite, k-colorable, or having a p-clique
(clique of density p w.r.t. the vertex set). Our graph property testing algorithms
are probabilistic and make assertions which are correct with high probability,
utilizing only a constant number of queries into the graph. Moreover, the property
testing algorith~s can be used to efficiently (Le., in time linear in the number
of vertices) construct partitions of the graph which correspond to the property
being tested, if it holds for the input graph. For k-colorability this sheds new
light on the problem of approximatly coloring a k-colorable graph.

D. GRIGORIEV:

Quadratic randomized lower bound for the knapsack problem

We prove a quadratic lower bound for the knapsack problem on a randomized
computation tree. Formerly, a similiar bound for the deterministic computation
trees was known. The proof relles essentially on the lower bound on the border
complexity which could be of independent interest.

J. HAsTAD:

Inapproximability results for Max SNP-hard optimization problems

Consider the problem of satisfying the maximal number of linear equations in an
overdetermined system of linear equations. We prove that over 7lp this problem is
NP-hard within p - e for all e > O. We also derive results for other Max SNP-hard
problems like MAX SAT, MAX CUT and MIN VERTEX COVER.
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E. KALTOFEN:

Polynomial factorization over high extensions of finite fields

Suppose q = 2k , n an integer, and k = O(n1+Z
) where x > O. We present an

algorithm that can factor a polynomial of degree n aver a field with q elements
in

O(n3+Z+O(1) + n2.69+1.69z)

fixed precision (i.e. bit) operations. Here the field is assumed to be represented
by an irreducible polynomial of degree k mod 2. Dur algorithm is a twist of the
method by von zur Gathen and Shoup (1992) which would require O(n3+2z+O(1») _

fixed precision operations. Generalization to q = pk is possible. .,

M. KARPINSKI:

Randomized lower bounds for algebraic decision trees

We prove the first nontrivial lower bounds on the depth of randomized algebraic
decision trees for problems being finite unions of hyperplanes and the intersecti
ons of halfspaces, solving a lang standing open problem. As an application, among
other things, we derive an J7(n2

) randomized 10wer bound for the knapsack pro
blem and the element distinctness problem. For the case of linear 'arrangements
our proof method yields also a new elementary technique for deterministic alge
braic decision trees without making use of Milnor's bound on Betti number of
algebraic varieties.

L. LovAsz:
A praof system of linear and quadratic polynomials

Given a family of linear inequalities, we can derive other inequalities valid for
their 0-1 solutions by multiplying them by Xi or I-Xi, and then combining them
with non-negative coefficients and with x~ = Xi so as to kill an quadratic terms.
This proof system is complete. Further, this family of &11 inequalities derivable
in 0(1) iterations has a polynomial time seperator routine. One can add steps
of taking the square of any linear polynomial to get astranger system with the
same properties. One can use these results to design polynomial time algorithms
for stable sets and other problems.

M. LUBY:

Practical Erasure Codes
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We present encoding and decoding algorithms for erasure codes that can run in
time nlog(l/c) (for both decoding and encoding) and have the guarantee that,
with high probability over the random coin flips of the algorithm are able to
decode the message of length Rn from any (1 + E)Rn portion of the encoding.
R < 1, n, and E are input parameters of the algorithm.

E.W. MAYR:

Gräbner bases and space optimal normal form computation
We consider ideals in the polynomial ring <Q [Xl, ... ,xn ], given by a basis
PI, ... ,Pw, and some test polynomial p. Given some term ordering -< on the roo
nomials over {XI, .. . , X n }, we can distinguish the (w.r.t. -<) minimal polynomial
in p + < PI, ... ,Pw > as the uniquely determined normal form of p. We show
that computing this normal form is EXPSPACE-complete, as is the computatioil.·
of the uniquely determined reduced Gröbner basis for < Pb' .. ,Pw > together
with -<. Using Gröbner bases to compute normal forms would on the other hand,
require doubly exponential space in the worst case.

C. MEINEL:

On the modular communication complexity
We show that the modular communication complexity of a problem can be ex
actly characterized in terms of the logarithm of a certain rigidity function of
the communication matrix. Thus, we are able to exact1y determine the modu
lar communication complexity of several problems, such as e.g. set disjointness,
comparability, and undirected graph eonnectivity. From the obtained bounds we'._
can conelude exponentiallower bounds on the size of depth-two-circuits having
arbitrary symmetrie gates at the bottom level and MODm-gates at the top.

eM.NAOR:

Pseudo-Tandom synthesizers
We introduce a new cryptographic primitive ealled pseudo-random synthesizer. It
is a two-variable function S(x, y) S.t. if polynomially many X}, . .• , Xm, Yb' .. ,Ym
are chosen uniformly at random, the matrix defined by S(Xi' Yj), 1 $ i :$ m,
1 :$ j $ m, is indistinguishable from a truly random one. We show how one can
construct a pseudo-random function from a pseudo-random synthesizer in log n le
vels. We show an Nel construction of synthesizers based on either Diffie-Hellman
assumption, RSA and a hard-to-Iearn function. In general, we can construct syn
thesizers from trapdoor permutations. Combining our results we achive an NC2

construction of pseudo-random functions.
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M.OGIHARA:

Recent progress on sparse hard sets .

Sparse hard sets is the research area which investigates tbe problem whether dif
ficult problems ean be effieiently reduced to sets with small information content.
In the 1990s we have seen remarkable progress in this research area, proven using
highly combinatorial arguments. This talk reviews two such results: NP has no
sparse ~~tt-hard sets unless NP = P, and P has no sparse ~~g-hard' sets unless
P = LOGSPACE.

L.M. PARDO:

Time-Spaee tradeofI lower bounds for univariate polynomial evaluation

In this talk I exhibit a new method for showing lower bounds for time-space
tradeoffs of polynomial evaluation procedures given by straight-line programs.
From the tradeoff results obtained by this method we deduee lower spaee bounds'
for polynomial evaluation procedures running in optimal nonscalar time. Time,
denoted by L, is measured in terms of nonscalar arithmetic operations and space,
denoted by 5, is measured by the maximal number of pehbles (registers) used du
ring the given evaluation procedure. The time-space tradeoff function eonsidered
in this paper is LS2•

We show that for "almost all" univariate polynamials af degree at most d our
time-space tradeoff functions satisfy the inequality: LS2 ~ ~.

From this we canelude that for "almost all" degree d univariate polynomials, any
nonscalar time optimal evaluation procedure requires space at least S ~ cV'd,
where c > 0 is a suitable universal const~t. In particular, this lower bound ap
plies for the optimality in terms of space of the Paterson-Stockmeyer procedure
for univariate polynomial evaluation. The main part 'of this talk is devoted to the
exhibition of specific families of univariate polynomials which are "hard to com
pute" in the sense of time-space tradeoff (this means that our tradeoff function
increases linearly in the degree).

P. PUDLAK:

Interpolations theorems in propositional calculus

"EfIective interpolation theorem" for a propositional proof system means that
one can construct an interpolent I (p) for an implication (j>(p, q) --+ 'l/J(p, r) from
its proof in polynomial time. We sketch an idea of a ·praof of such a theorem for
cut ting plane proof systems and discuss possible extension and limitations of this
method of proving lower bounds on the lengths of proofs.
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R. RAZ:

Sub-Constant Error Probability PCP Characterization of NP

We establish a new characterization of NP in terms of PCP, exhibiting a sub
constant error-proba~ility with constant number of accesses.
Specifically, our theorems state the following:

• For any ß < 1, membership in any NP language cau be verified with a
constant number of accesses, each reading logP n . log loge n bits (for some

_ fixed constant c) I and such that the error-probability is at most 2- logl' n.

• For any ß < ß' (for some 0 < ß' < 1), membership in any NP language
can be verified with a constant number of accesses, each reading O{logß n)
bits, and such that the error-probability is at most exponentially small in
the number of bi~s read~ Le., 2- 1ogP n. "i::<

Using known results, this new characterization of NP implies approximating s~t

cover to within logarithmic factors to be NP-hard.
The main technical lemma utilized for thai purpose presents a new consistency
test, implying a new low-degree-test, which is the first to exhibit sub-constant
error-probability ·with constant number af accesses.

R. REISCHUK:

Arthur-Merlin games within Small Space

Stochastic Turing machines are Turing machines that ean perform nondetermi
nistic and probabilistic moves. Such devices are also called games against natu~~,

Arthur-Merlin games, or interactive proof systems with public coins. We investi:'.
gate stochastic machines with space ressources strict1y between constant logarith
mie size and constant or sublinear baunds on the number of alternations between
nondeterministic and probabilistic moves. Seperation results are proven for the
corresponding compleXity classes by showing the inclusion, resp. noninelusion of
certain languages. The lower bounds hold without any restrietion on the run ti
me and will follow from general combinatorial properties. These results imply an
infinite hierarchy with linear distance based on the number of alternations.
The seperations are obtained by extending and improving lower bound techniques
developed for probabilistic automata and stocliastic maehines by which previously
the Iower levels have been seperated, resp. a hierarchy with exponential distan
ce has been shown. Furthermore, we establish a hierarchy for stochastic Turing
machines with arbitrary small noneonstant space bounds.

S. RUDICH:
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Gaps, isomorphism and stop gaps

We show that a11 sets complete for NP under ACo-reductions remain COffi

plete under NCo-reduetions. Furthermore, they are a1l isomorphie under ACo
isomorphisms. This resolves the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture for the case of
ACo-recluetions. We exhibita set that is complete under ACO[2]-reductions, hut
not under ACo-reductions. arhitrary small nonconstant spaee bounds.

M. SAKS:

Randomization and space bounded complexity _

This talk is a historical survey of results' about probabilistic space bounded eom-
plexity. The fundamental question in the area is whether any time bounded pro-
babilistie computation ean be simulated deterministically in log spaee. There has
been substantial progress towards an affirmative answer to this question.

G. SCHNITGER:

Nondeterministie communication with a limited number of advice bits

We present a new technique to differentiate deterministic from nondeterministie
communication complexity. As a co~sequence we give almost tight lower hounds
for the nondeterministic communication complexity with a re~tricted number of
advice bits (i.e., nondeterministic guesses). In particular, for any function s
IN ~ IN we construct a family (Ln : n E N) of languages such that

• Ln ~ {O, I} 2n ,

• necs(n)(Ln) = O(s(n)) and nCctog2n(Ln) = o(n.~(~)n),

• but ncco(s(n)/log2n)(Ln) = f](tOg
2
(:/,(n»)'

(nccr(L) is the nondeterministic communication complexity of L, assuming that
at most r aclvice bits are used for any input.) Thus, in contrast to probabilistic
communication complexity, a small reduction in the number of advice bits results
in almost maximal communication, even if the original number of advice bits is
superlogarithmic. Moreover, also an almost maximal increase results, if "verified"
nondeterminism (yes- and n<ranswers have to be error-free wit~ the additional
answer "?" allowed) is considered.

C.P. SCHNORR:

More RSA and Rabin bits are seeure

10
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We present a novel method for the deciphering of RSA-ciphertexts EN(x) with
the help of an oracle that predicts the least significant bit of the message x with
non-negligible advantage. The new method proceeds by refining approximations
of random multiples of the message. The new method doubles the number of
RSA-message bits that are simultaneously secure while it decreases the reduction
time. We give practical and provable security guarantees for the RSA-random
bit generator provided that factoring N or RSA-inversion is hard. With the new
method we also invert the Rabin function EN(x) =x2 mod N

e J.-P. SEIFERT:

Approximate Optima for Greatest Common Divisor Computations

We investigate .the approximability of the following NP-complete (in their feasi
bility recognition forms) number theoretic optimization problems: .given n nUID
bers al,"" an E 7l, find a minimum gcd set for ab"" an, Le., a ~subset
S ~ {al,"" an} with minimum cardinality satisfying gcd(S) = gcd(aI, ... , an),
and given n numbers ab"" an E 'll, find a ioo-minimum gcd multiplier
for a}, ... , an, i.e., a vector xE" 7ln with minimum maxI<i<n lXii satisfying
r:r=l Xjaj == gcd(al" .. ,an)' - -
We present a polynomial-time algorithm which approximates a minimum gcd set
for al, ... ,an within"a factor 1+In n and prove that this algorithm is best possible
in the sense that unless NP ~ DTIME(nO(loglogn»), there is no polynomial-time
algorithm which appfoximates a minimum gcd set within a factor (1 - €) In n.
Concerning the second problem, we prove under the slightly stronger comple
xity theory assumption, NP ~ DTIME(nPo1y(logn»), that there is DO polynomial
time algorithm which approximates a too-minimum gcd multiplier within a factor
2~ogl-'" n, where , is an arbitrary small positive constant. Complementary to this
result, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm, which computes a" gcd' multi
plier x E 71Jn for al, ... , an E ~ with IIxlfoo :$ 0.5I1aJloo. We also present a
simple polynomial-time algorithm which computes a gcd multiplier x E 71Jn with
Euclidean length !lxII ~ 1.5n llall/ gcd(al" .. ,an)'

A. SHAMIR:

Differential fault analysis, or how to break cryptosystems by mistake

In this talk we describe a new method of cryptanalysis which is based on the
idea of introducing computational errors by applying physical stress to sealed
tamperproof devices. The model was first described in September 1996 by Boneh,
Demillo and Lipton, who used it to break several public key cryptosystems. In this
talk we extend the attack to virtually all the known secret key algorithms, and
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show, how to break it even when the structure of the cryptosystem is completely
unknown.

M. SUDAN:

Decoding cf Reed Sclomon codes beyond thc errer cerrection bound

Given n pairs of points {(Xi, Yi)}, 1 :5 i :5 n, from a field Fand integers t and d,
we present a polynomial time algorithm that reconstructs al1 degree d polynomials
p S.t. P(Xi) = Yi for at least t values of i, provided t = fl( .j(j;i). The algorithm
is deterministic if F is the field of real numbers or rationals and randomized if
F is a field of finite characteristic. This provides a decoding algorithm for Reed
Solomon codes which works beyand the error-carrecting (BCH) bounds.

A. TA-SHMA:

Sl C l4/3

We show that undirected s-t-connectivity can be solved in 0(1og4/3 n) space.
This improves the previous bound that was O{log3/2 n).
We also believe that the new derandomization technique we use might be usefnl
in other cases.

S. VAUDENAY:

On Provable Security for Digital Signature Algorithms

In this paper we consider provable 'security for EIGamal-like digital signature
schemes. We point out that the good the security criterion on the underlying
hash function is pseudorandomness. We extend Pointcheval-Stern's results about
the use of the random oracle model to prove th~ security of two variants of the US
Digital Signature Algorithm against adaptive attacks which issue an existential
forgery. We prove that a very practical use of tbe random oracle model is possible
whith tamper-resistant modules.

1. WEGENER:

Optimal attribute-efficient learning of disjunction, parity, and threshold functions

Decision trees are a very general computation model. Here the problem is to
identify a Boolean function f out of a given set of Boolean functions F byasking
for the value of f at adaptively chosen inputs. For classes F consisting of functions
which may be obtained from one function 9 on n inputs by replacing arbitrary n-
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k inputs by given constants this problem is known as attribute-eflicient learning
with k essential attributes. Results on general classes of functions are known.
More precise and often optimal results are presented for the cases where 9 is one
of the functions disjunction, parity or threshold

V. WEISPFENNIG:

Complexity issues in Presburger Arithmetic and integer optimization

Presburger Arithmetic (PrA) is the first-order theory of integers in the language
L = {O, 1, +, -,:$, {=n}}. Replacing the constant number coefficients in L-terms
by scalar variables or scalar-terms, we arrive at uniform Presburger Arithme
tie (UPrA). Scalar variabels may not be quantified; operations on scalars are
0,1, +, -,., lern with cofactors and rnax. A bounded quantifier in UPrA is of the
form 3x(0 ~ x :5 01 A ...) or Vx(O :5 x ~ 01 ===} ••• ) for some scalar term (t.

Bounded quantifier elimination (BQE) is the reduction of an arbitrary formula
to an equivalent formula having only bounded quantifiers.

Theorem 1. PrA and UPrA admit BQE in time polynomial eO(n
b

) , where f is
the formula-lngth, n the number of quantified variables and b the number of
quantifier-blocks. Moreover, the length of atomic formulas grows polynomially.
2. Any BQE for PrA or UPrA requires doubly exponential space in the worst
case.
3. UPrA does not admit quantifier elimination.

The theorem solves an open problem in a paper of van den Dries and Holly (1992).
It has applications to parametric, non-necessary convex integer optimization with
linear constraints and a linear or quadratic objective function.

A. WIGDERSON:

P = BSP unless E has sub-exponential circuits: Derandomizing the XOR Lemma

Yao showed that the XOR of independent random instances of a somewhat hard
Boolean function becomes almost completely unpredictable. In this talk we show
that, in non-uniform settings, total independence is not necessary for this result
to hold. We give a pseudo-random generator which produces n instances of the
function for which the analog of the XOR lemma holds. This is the first deran
domization of a "direct producf' result. Our generator is a combination of two
known ones - the random walks on expander graphs and the nearly disjoint
subsets generator. The quality of the generator is proved via a new proof of the
XOR lemma, which may be usefu! for other direct product results.
Combining our generator with the approach of Nisan, Wigderson and Babai,
Fortnow, Nisan, Wigderson and the generator of Impagliazzo gives substantially
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improved results for hardness vs. randomness trade-offs. In particular, we show
that if any problem in E = DTIME(20(n») has circuit complexity 2fl (n), then
P = BSP.

A. C.-C. YAO:

Branching programs, reetangular proofs, <ind transversal ealculus

We investigate read-onee branching programs for the following search problem:
given a boolean m x n matrix, m > n, find either an all-zero row, or two 1's
in some column. Our primary motivation is that this models regular resolution
proofs of the pigeon principle PHP~, which for m > n2 has no known strang
lower bounds for the length of such branching programs. Along a different line,
we consider another class of resolution proofs which we caU rectangular proofs
(not necessarily regular), and derive exponentiallower bounds. Finally, a natural
proof system, transversal calculus, is introduced for estimating from below the
transversal size of set families. We show that transversal calculus and rectangular
proofs are strongly related.

A. C.-C. YAO:

Lower bounds for MAX finding

We present two results. The first one is an exponential lower bound on the mini
mum size of ternary bounded-degree algebraic decision tree for finding the maxi
mum of n numbers. The second one is an n(10g2 n) lower bound on the depth of
probabilistic decision trees for finding maximum using X : A (A ~ {Xl," ., Xn})
as primitives.

D. ZUCKERMANN:

Asymptotically good codes correcting insertions, deletions and transpositions

We present efliciently encodable and decodable codes which have constant rate
and correct a constant fraction of insertions and deletions. If the codewords are
of length n, they also correct n(n/logn) transpositions. All rates and error
correcting is optimal up to constant faetors.

Berichterstatter: J .-P. Seifert
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Dir! Tagung fand unter der Leitung von H.W. Knobloch (Würzburg), H. Kwakf~r

Il~iak (Enschrde) und M. Thoma (Hannover) statt. Obwohl für die Tagung kein
Schwerpunktthema vorgegeben war, nahm die nichtlineare Regelungstheorie, wie
schon bei den vorangegangenen Regelungstheorie-Tagungen in Oberwolfach, einen
breiten R.aum ein. Weitere Schwerpunkte waren die lineare robuste R.egelullg und
die Ilegclung von ereignisdiskreten Systemen. Das starke internationale Int.eresse aB

dieser Tagung \vurde auch in diesem Jahr dadurch deutlich, daß beinahe di(~ H~ilf

tc der Teilnehmer aus dem europäischen und außereuropäischen Ausland karll. Inl

Unt(~rschied zu den vergangenen Regelungstheorie Tagungen fand das di(~s.FihriJ.!;(~

Tn~ffell iln Herbst st.att. Einige der Teilnehmer haben diesbezüglich dCH \\fllllsch
g(~~iIlßcrt, evclltuclle zukünftIge Treffen wieder im Frühjahr durchzuführen. Für (~i

Be überaus anregende und fruchtbare Atmosphäre hat auch wieder die tlllg(~ni.hr

parit.ätische Zusanllnensetzung des Teilnehmerkreises mit Mathernatikern ulld IIlg:(~

uicuren gesorgt. Diese Tagung ist die einzige, die auf dem Gebiet der Ilegduugs
t.hporic gezielt beide Disziplinen zu'sammenbringt und zum wissenschaftlichen Aus
tausch anregt. Daß die bei früheren Oberwolfacher Tagungen über Regelungstheorie
gesäten Sanlcn Früchte tragen, konnte während der Woche deutlich festgestellt wer
den: Der kritische und fruchtbare Dialog zwischen Mathematikern und Ingenieuren
ist. iu ()benvolfach praktisch "institutionalisiert" und hat sich auch bei dieseln Tref
fCll weiter intensiviert. Dies schlägt sich in einer ganzen Reihe von Inathelnat.isc:h
anspruchsvollen und gleichzeitig praktisch überaus relevanten Arbeiten nieder, über
die auf dieser Tagung berichtet wurde.

UIn das wohlbekannte Maximumprinzip von Pontryagin auch auf den Fall nicht-
stetiger Systeme erweitern zu können, führte H. Sussmann das neue Konzept. d(~r ."_
"wlultidiffcrenzierbarkeit " eines Flusses ein. Damit gelang ihm ein Beweis des l\1a.
ximumprinzips für eine allgemeine Klasse dynamischer Systeme, die durch ltdiffcn~lJ-

tial inclusions" beschrieben werden. K.R. Schneider untersucht.e in sein{·~nl Vortrag
den Einfluß von Bifurkationspunkten auf die Steuerbarkeit nichtlinearer R.(~p;(~lsy-

st.elne und diskutierte die Möglichkeit nichtlineare dynamische Phänon}(~nc durch
einen entsprechenden Entwurf von Regelungen direkt zu beeinflussen. Die ßcitl'äge
von G.J. Olsder und D. Franke präsentierten unterschiedliche Ansätze zur ß0.hand-
lung von ereignisdiskreten dynamischen Systemen. Während iln erst.en \iort.l'ag (~ilW

ßesdueibung auf Basis der max-plus Algebra und der nün-max-plus Algebra, tl.a.
zur Untersuchung des niederländischen Intercitynetzes, vorgestellt wurde, erfolgte



~lie ßeschreibung der Dynanlik im zweiten Vortrag durch endliche BooIsche AlIt.o
tnaten. Hier wurde ein "back-propagation" \'erfahren auf der Basis arithnlet.isd)(~r

Logik zum Ent\vurf von Beobachtern für ereignisdiskrete Systeme vorgest.ellt.. Zur
Beschreibung und Untersuchung der Kinematik und Dynamik von Robotern schlug
H.A. Nour-Eldin die Verwendung von Raumhyperkomplexen und Quaternionen vor
und diskutierte die Vorteile dieses Ansatzes. Um die Brücke von den kontinuier
lichen zu den ereignisdiskreten Systemen zu schlagen benützt J. Lunze qualitative
l\tlodelle. i\1it.tels stochastischer Automaten kann in diesem Rahmen das "qualit.a
tiv(~" Beobachterproblem gelöst werden, welches eine direkte Anwendung sowohl in
der Fehlerdiagnose als auch bei der Prozeßüberwachung zuläßt.

~1it. einer Reihe von Beispielen hat A. Stoorvogel demonstriert, daß durch die Ver
wendung nichtlinearer Regler für lineare Strecken unter Umständen strikt bessen~s

\{erhalten bezüglich eines LI Gütekriteriums erreicht werden kann, und daß dies hiu
gegen nicht für das LI Zustandsrekonstruktionsproblem gilt. Weiterhin wurde in dip
S(~IJl Beitrag gezeigt, daß bei linearen Systemen die erreichbare Regelgüte (~.\!.rs:h df~ll

Einsat.z dynamischer Reglerelemente verbessert werden kann, was jedoch :hri nicht.
lilwaren Systclnen nicht der Fall zu sein scheint. P.C. 1.1iiller hat in seinetll ~V()rt.rag

(~ilw Eillt.(~illlngvon semi-expliziten Deskriptorsystemen in kausale und nich.t.-kall~al(·

Syst.elile vorgeschlagen. Während der Reglerentwurf für kausale Systelne ~nit "nor
Jllö.len" Techniken erfolgen kann, müssen nichtkausale Systeme durch zusätzliche
Zustände ergänzt werden. Für lineare Deskriptorsysteme wurde gezeigt, daß dalIlit.
das LQ-R.eglerproblem gelöst werden kann und im allgemejnen zu einer R,iickfiihr
strukt.ur nlit zusätzlichen D-Anteilen führt. Ebenfalls mit der Regelungyon De
skriptorsyst.emen hat sich H. Kwakernaak in seinem Beitrag beschäftigt. Er schlägt
(·~illP Lösung für das entsprechende lineare Hoo-Problem im Frequenzbereich vor, die
auf duer Spektralfaktorisierung einer bestimmten Matrix basiert. Es wurde·gezeigt,

.daU diese Faktorisierung robust berechnet werden kann, und daß der gezeigte Ansat.z
diverse Vorteile gegenüber dem Zeitbereichszugang hat. Mit der Synthese ,\,:Q11 robu
st.en R.eglern für lineare parametervariable (LPV) Systeme befaßte sich C: Scherer.
Er zeigt.e, daß der in der Literatur übliche und auf block-diagonale.Skalierungen be
schränkte Zugang auch auf den Fall mit nichtstrukturierten Skalierungen erweitert.
werden kann.

Die Vorträge von D. Flockerzi und H.W. Knobloch hatten die Analyse und Ileg(~

lung von nichtlinearen Systemen auf der Basis des spiel theoretischen Zugangs zur
t1icht.lincaren Hoo- Theorie zum Inhalt. Es wurde gezeigt, daß die Existenz eill(~r

gloha.len Integralmannigfaltigkeit der kanonischen Gleichungen die Lösung des Dif
fprcntialspicls impliziert. Für eingangsaffine Systeme ohne Endzustandshewertung
wurde gezeigt, daß freie Parameter eingeführt werden können. Deren geeignete Wahl
erlaubt. eine explizite Konstruktion von Rückführungen, welche die entsprechende
Dissipationsungleichung erfüllen. Ein Verfahren zur Schätzung der Zustands- 'und
Eingangsfullktion aus verrauschten Ausgangsdaten über einem endlichen und festen
Horizont wurde von C. Braun vorgestellt. Es wurde gezeigt, daß der Schätzfehler
hei dieser i\t1et.hode lediglich von der Länge der verwendeten Abtastintervalle, nicht
ab~r VOll der Länge des Schätzhorizonts abhängt.
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A. V. Sarychev hat in seinem Vortrag eine ganze Klasse von Probl~lnen der Varia
tionsrechnung vorgestellt, die das sogenannte Lavrentiev Phänomen zeigen. Danli t

konnten Ergebnisse von Loewen, Ball und Mitzel und anderen verallgClncincrt. wer
den, die jeweils nur Einzelprobleme gefunden hatten, die dieses Phänolllcn ~cigell.

Daß der reelle, der komplexe und der positiv-reelle Stabilitätsradius für positive li
neare Systelne übereinstimmen und mittels einer einfachen Formel berechnet \vel'(l(-~ll

können wurde von D. Hinrichsen bewiesen. Aus Anwendersicht ist dieses Ergphllis
vor allem deshalb interessant, da damit eine einfache Stabilitätsanalyse für di(~sc

praktisch relevante Klasse von unsicheren Systemen möglich ist. Ein neues adapti
ves Stabilisierungsverfahren auf der Basis der Polvorgabe wurde von J.W. Polderman
vorgestellt. Dieses Verfahren zeichnet sich dadurch aus, daß das bekannte Problenl
von Pol-Nullstellen-Kürzungen im identifizierten Modell durch die Konstruktion ei
nes approximativen, aber maximal steuerbaren, Modells umgangen werden kann.
Eine Methode zur Konstruktion von Lyapunow-Funktionen für DifferentiaJgleichun
gen höherer Ordnung wurde von J.C. Willems präsentiert. Das Ergebnis basiert auf
einer geeigneten Beschreibung dieser Systeme durch quadratische Differentialfonnen,
für die unterschiedliche Eigenschaften bewiesen wurden.

Die Verbesserung der Sicherheit beim Autofahren durch Einsatz moderner Reg(~

lungskonzepte hatte der Vortrag von J. Ackermann zum Thema. Durch eine rohust.0.
Entkopplung der Gierrate von der Seitenbeschleunigung konnte dieses Ziel crnücht.
und eindrucksvoll im Experiment demonstriert werden. Die Analyse stochast.ischer
Systeme, und im besonderen die Untersuchung des Multistabilitätsphänolneus, st.au
den im Zentrum der Untersuchungen von F. Colonius. Es wurde gez~igt., daß di(~

se Analyse durch Untersuchung eines äquivalenten Regelungssystenls durchgeführt.
werden kann, bei dem die Zufallsgröße als Steuereingang betrachtet wird. Di(~ Er
gebnisse wurden beispielhaft anhand der Analyse der Rollbewegllng eines SchiH'es
demonstriert. Eine wichtige Komponente der nichtlinearen Regelungstheorie ist. dm'
Entwurf von Beobachtern zur Zustandsrekonstruktion. A.J. Krener stellte in dieseln
Zusammenhang ein allgemeines Verfahren zur Berechnung nichtlinearer Beobachter
vor, das alle bestehenden Methoden als Sonderfall enthält. Für Systeme, deren
Jacobi-Linearisierung nicht entdeckbar ist, wurde von M. Zeitz ein neues Verfahren
ZUlU Entwurf nichtlinearer stetiger (aber nicht glatter) Beobachter vorgestellt.. In
beiden Fällen wurde die Leistungsfähigkeit anhand diverser Beispiele demonstriert.
Die Verbindungen zwischen der Theorie elektrischer Netzwerke und der Regelungs
t.heorie wurde von W. Matthis herausgearbeitet. Interessante Parallelen lassen sich
vor allem iln Bezug auf die differentialgeometrischen Methoden feststellen.

Über eine eindrucksvolle Anwendung biokybernetischer Methoden in der Medi~in n~

ferierte G. Vossius. Durch gezielte Elektrostimulation können Spasmen, die bei Pa
t.ienten mit Lähmungen häufig auftreten und die normale Funktionsallsübullg stark
einschränken, drastisch gemindert werden. Der Entwurf eines praktisch einsctzhan~ll

Ilichtlinearen Regelungskonzeptes für eine Pilotanlage zur Abwasserreiniguug wllnk
von A. Ilchmann vorgestellt. Experilnentell wurde gezeigt, daß ein geeign~t. 11lOdi
fizierter adaptiver high-gain Regler alle gestellten Anforderungen erfüllt. Von 1(.
U. Klatt. wurde die Leistungsfähigkeit dreier nichtlinearer Regelverfahren unt.ersucht.
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und verglichen. Anhand der Regelung eines experimentellen Neutralisationsprozes
S(~s wurden Vorteile und Grenzen eines nichtlinearen gain-scheduling \ferfahrells,
p.ines nichtlinearen prädiktiven Verfahrens und eines näherungsweise zeitoptinlalcu
Verfahrens diskutiert.

Dir. Stabilisierung von instabilen Wiener i\1odellen mit Sättigungskennlinien durch
Allsgangsriickführungen wurde im Vortrag von G. Kreissehneier bet.rachtet. und
gelöst. i\1it speziellen Regelungsansätzen für mechanische Systclne befaßten sich
zwp.i weitere Vorträge: H. Nijmeijer stellte ein neues Verf~hren zur Bahnregdung
VOll Inobilen Robotern auf der Basis des "backstepping" vor, während 1\1. Fliess dip.
Unt,0.rdriickung des Schwingens eines elastischen Balkens untersuchte. Beide 1\1(~

t.hoden wurden anhand von Simulatiol1en bzw. Experimenten praxisnah erproht.
Eine neue Methode zur Stabilisierung allgemeiner nichtlinearer Systerne durch eill
prädiktives Regelverfahren wurde von F. Allgöwer präsentiert. Gegenüber vergleich
baren anderen Verfahren zeichnet sich dieser Ansatz dur'eh einen geringeren ()n-liIH~

Bercchnungsauf\vand aus. ~",6t·

Die diesjährige Tagung über Regelungstheorie war die letzte von H.\;V. Knobloch
1I1it.organisierte Tagung zu diesem Thema in Oberwolfach. Prof. Knobloch'hat den
\~unsch geäußert die Leitung eventueller zukünftiger Tagungen in jüngere Hände
zu legen. H. Kwakernaak, der in diesem Jahr die Tagung bereits mitleitete, wird
zukünftig zusammen mit dem langjährigen Leiter M. Thoma .versuehen diese ein
ziRartigc Veranstaltung an der Schnittstelle zwischen mathematischer Theorie und
ingenieurwissenschaftlicher Umsetzung mit gleichem Elan und fachlichelnGeschiek
w(~itcrzufiihren. H.W. Knobloeh hat zusammen mit P. Sagirow die Tagtihg R,ege
lungstheorie in Oberwolfach vor fast 30 Jahrenetabliert und seither mit seinem au:;
gezeichneten fachlichen Wissen, seinem gutem Instinkt für zukunftsweiseride TIH~

11l0,n, seinem organisatorischen Geschick und vor allem auch mitteis seiner hervor
ragendem nationalen und besonders internationalen Kontakten in hervor.ragender
\/Veise geprägt. hn Namen aller Tagungsteilnehmer soll hier noehlnals -unser groß(~r

Dank an Herrn Prof. Knobloch ausgesprochen werden~
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Vortragsauszüge

.1. ACKER.tvIANN

Robust Unilateral Decoupling of Car Steering

A car driver performs two steering tasks:

a) path following, i.e. keeping a point P of the car on the planned trajcc.tory hy
a latr.ral acceleration ayp, and

h) yaw stabilization.

A driver support control system shall take care of the yaw stabilization. Thc purposp
of unilateral dec.ollpling is to make the yaw rate runobservable from nyll ill ()rdc~r

to s(~parate t.hc two tasks a) and b). Decoupling should be robust against. llIlC(~r

ta.int.y in roarl conditions, tire characteristics and values of velocity and load llJass.

UIJccrtaiIJ road conditions and tire characteristics enter into the vehicle dyn;,ullics
ill [orn'l of uncertain lateral forces FR(;f) at the real' axle and FF(;E, l5F) at t.1J(~ frout.
axle, where ;f is the state vector (containing r) and QF is the front whep.I d(~Hc~cti()1l

a.ngle. First the point P is chosen such that FR(~) does not inftuence (LyP, SPCOlld
thc rernaining inftuence of r on FF(~, ÖF) is compensated by feedback of T t.o (j",.

F. ALLCÖvVER

A Quasi-Infinite Horizon Nonlinear Predictive Control Scheme with Guar
anteed Stability

Duc to significantly increased on-line computing power, nonlinear predictivf! cont.ral
is consielp.red by rnany practitioners as a very promising method for a large nlunber of
pra.ctical control problems. There is, however, a lack of general stability gtiarant(·~(~S,

ailel a lack of general methods to investigate the stability of a given plant/cout.rolkr
pair. So [ar only few restricted predictive nonlinear contral schemes with gllarant.P(~d

stability havc been proposed and all of these schemes are computationally rath(~r

unattractive. \Ve present a novel nonlinear predictive control scheIne für stahl(~ allel
llnstabl(~ nonlinear MIMO systems for which we can prove stability of thr. eIosed loo}>
illdependent of the plant and independent of the particular performance uhj(~<:t.iv(~

chosen. Thc stability result depends on the fact that an appropriate ternlillal stat,p

pp.nalty term is incorporated that is constructed to bound the cast für the f(~'JlHtilJillg

tirne beyond the prediction horizon. Besides its guaranteed stability this Sd}(~lIl(~ is
computationally less involved than other comparable schemes.
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CHR.BRAUN

A Technique for Identifying Nonlinearities

Thc following topic will be considered. Given a time continuous nonlinear coutro}
SystCIIl, which is written as a coupled pair

y rlenotes the output of the control system and u the input. Given a noisy nleasufcd
out.put. function i](t). We consider the problem of estimating the unknown input.
fUIlction ü(t) and the unknown part xdt) of the state for a fixed time interval. OUf
algorit}llTI for computing the unknown functions ü(t) and Xl (t) is based on advanced
techniqucs for invariant manifolds and give hard bounds for the estimation errar.
TIl(~ est.i Ination error depends on the steplength bet\veen two measurements for thc
output. and on the precision of the measurement, but not on the length of the t.inlp.
iJlt.crval. An example, in which the dynamics of two populations is modeled, shows
how our algorithm can be used for identification of unknown parts in th;;"dynalnics.

-"'..(.:.
F. COLONIUS

Controllability Problems Arising in the Theory of Random Differential
Equations

It is known since many years that randorn differential equ~tions can be analyzed via
an associated (deterministic) control system. In particular, thc stationary Mark()\:
solutions correspond to the invariant control sets. We show that also multistability
phenornena can be described using these methods. In particular, the set of Inulti
stahle points coincides with the domains of attraction of certain relatively invariant
control sets. The results are explained using a simple model for ship -:-~oll motion
with additive or multiplicative noise.

This talk is based on joint work with W. Kliemann, Iowa State University.

M. FLIESS

Some Remarks on the Control of a Flexible Beam

In this joint work with H. Mounier, P. Rouchon and J. Rudolph, we consider thc
cont.roJ of a flexible beam governed by the Euler-Bernoulli partial differential equa
bon. As always we aim at avoiding vibrations. We utilize Mikusinskis's operat.iollal
calculus, the algebraic t.heory of models and techniques stemming from diverg0.llt.
s(·~ri(~s. Thc nlp.thod has beeIl successfully implernentcd on a rohot..
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D. FLOCKERZI

Nonlinear L2-Gain: Analysis

In the first part we consider thc formulation of thc nonlinear L2-gain pr()hle~1I1 in
terms of differential games, i.e. we investigate

min max = max min [a(te, x(te )) + lte

la(t, x, 'lL, V)dt]
u v v U . ta

under x f(t, x, u, v), x(to) = Xo and some terminal conditioll '11(t~~, .7:(f,,J) == ()
. The luain result is that a static saddle point of the Hamiltonian alld Cl "glohaP'
integral manifold of the associated canonical equations entail a solut.ion of the~ gaIJl<~.

Such an integral manifold solves the p.d.e. of invariance whic:h reduces in lohe lilJ(-~ar

case to the Riccati matrix differential equation. In the second part we turn t,o

dissipation inequalities associated to systems

x == f(t, x, u, v), x(O) = Xo with l
te

costs 10 (t, x, u, v)dt.
ta

For the case of an affine system we show that a certain number of free paralnet(~]'s

can be introduced. These parameters are then to be l~sed to sirnplify thc associat.ed
p.d.e. oE invariance.

D. FRANKE

Observer Design for Multilinear Discrete Systems with Boolean States

Thc contribution addresses Boolean finite state machines which providp sllit.ahk
uHl.thelnatical models for a wide dass cf discrete-event dynanlical systenls. Iu COll
trast to c1assical automata theory, arithmeticallogic is adopted known [rolll ß()()I(~(Ul

reliability theory~ thus providing a link to 'discrete-time systems theory. A g(~lwral

observer scheme is presented in the framework of multilinear arithmetic:al ]ogiC'. in
dose relation to the classicaJ observer. A constructive design procedure is proposed
inclllding heuristic elements in order to cope with the problem of combinatoric ex-

plosion. e"
D. HINRICHSEN

Robuste Stabilität Positiver linearer Systeme

Sei :c == Ax ein stabiles positives System, dessen Systemmatrix affinen St.örllnge~ll

der Form A ~ A + DD.E unterworfen ist. Je nachdem ob nicht-negative, n~e]

le oder komplexe Störmatrizen ~ betrachtet werden, erhält man drei verschiede-me
Stabilitätsradien TK (K == 1l4, 1R oder C). Im Vortrag wurde gezeigt, daß diese
drei Robustheitslnasse für positive Systeme gleich sind und sich nach eine~r (-ünfa
ehen Formel berechnen lassen. Das Ergebnis gilt für beliebige Operat.ornonnen IlLil1 J

die durch absolute Vektornormen induziert werden. Sodann wurden blockdiagona]e~
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Störungen vorgegebener Struktur betrachtet und gezeigt, daß die strukturierten sin
gulären '''.'erte (JL-\Verte) positiver Matrizen bei nicht-negativen, reellen oder kOlll
plexcn St.örungen übereinstimmen. Als Korollar ergibt sich die Gleichheit der drei
St.abilit.ätsradien bei beliebigen blockdiagonalen Störungsklassen. Zum Abschluß
des Vort.rags wurde eine berechenbare Formel für den Stabilitätsradius bei affinen
St.örungen der Form A -+ A + L~~l aiAi, (Ai E IR~xn gegeben, ai E lK Störparanw-
t.er) vorgestell t. .

A. ILCHl\1ANN

Adaptive .-\-Tracking Applied to a Biogas Tower Reactor

A Silllpic high-gain adaptive .-\-tracker of the form

u(t)

k(t)

-k(t)e{t}, e(t) = y(t) - Yref(t)

{
(lIe(t) 11 - .-\)2, lIe(t)'1I ~ X
o, . Ile(t)1I < .-\

is applicd to the model of an industrial Biogas To\ver Reactor. (The A-tracker had
l)(!(m inlplemented for aperiod over three months).

Thc regulator is applicable to nonlinearsystems with strict relative degree one aud
cx»ollentially stable zero dynamics. It derives tracking in the sense lIe(t)1I -+ {O,.-\J
as 1. -+ 00, \vhere A > 0 is prespecified, in the presence of noise corrupted output
allel for n~ference signals which are bounded and have bounded derivative alnlost.
cv(~rywhcre. Note that no identification mechanism is involved.

K.-U. KLATT

Nonlinear Model-Based Control of a Neutralization Reactor: A Compar
ison of Different Approaches

Thc control of neutralization processes is achallenging problem in the process ill
dustry. This is due to the inherent and strong nonlinearity of the systeol dynfllll
ics. Thus, standard linear controllers do not lead to a satisfactory pcrforrnancc.
The topic of this contribution is to compare three different approaches of nonJinear
rnod0.l-based control für these problems. These are:

• gain-scheduling trajectory control, which is a combination of gain-scheduling
and exact linearization

• a nonlinear extension to the standard DMC model predictive control schenle
(ExDMC)

• an approximately time-üptirrlal controller plus heuristics which corTlhines clas
sical tirne-optimal and fuzzy logic

8



1~h(' t.hn~e approadlCs are cOlnpared by theon~tical (l,llalysis allel (~xperilll(~llt.al flJl;d
ysis on a lahorat.ory scal(~ IlP.utralizatioll reactor, whcrc acctic acid is llcllt.raliz(~d I)y

sodiulll hydroxide. Thc pllrpose of this cöntributioll is not to sta.t(~ whidl of t.l)(~ ap
proaches is Ilulnber one in nonlinear contral design hut to e.lucidate th(~ advallt.ag'(~s

allel disadvantages of the single approaches with respect to the contral prohlc~lll a,t.

hand.

H.\V. KNC)BLOCH

Nonlinear L2-Gain: Regulator Design

A weaker fornl of the dissipative inequality' (cf. Flockerzi '8 c:ontri bu tioll) is cOllsid
(~rpd. Thc frce parameter appcaring in the Halnilton-Jacobi p.d.c. is Sl)(~c:ializ(~d in
sl1C:h a way that one can construct explicitly feedback contro) Jaws which sat.is(y t,lw
dissipative inequality. The study of the canonical ade's differs in t.wo n~sppct.s frolll

th(~ Olle whieh is carried out by Flockcrzi. Intcgral tnanifolds are ne(~ded ollly in tlw
slllall , t.hr.ir existence is tied to the question whethcr the tinw horizoll cout.aillS a
COIl.1ugate point, i.e. a point wherr. thc solution of the associat(~d Iliccati Illatrix d.c~.

esc:apes t.O 00. Absence of conjugate points now can be cnfon:ed hy t.hc~ <:h()ic:(~ of t.lic·
ff(~e paralllcter.

G. KI1EISSELMEIER

Stabilization of Linear Systems in the Presence of Output Measurement
Saturation

An uIlst.ablc linear systern followed by a saturation nonlinearity is consid(~n~d:

Xo

u

Stabilizatioll of such a system by output feedback is discussed anel soh'pcl. Thc~

int.eresting feature of the prcibleITI is t.hat in order to control thc SystcllI , its stat.c~

IIl1lSt. be ohf·i(~rved. But this requires to know a control, which is sllitable for st.ate
observation, hefore (i.(-~. without) knowing t.he state.
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A..1. KIlENEIl

A Hybrid Approach to Nonlinear Estimation

A gen(~ral thr;ory of nonlinear observers is developed. H. is hroad enough t,o i))(:ll1d(~

all (~xist.ing approaches bot.h deterministic anel stochast.ic. vVe show t.hat all oh
s(~rv(~rs rnduce to t,he solution in a viscosity sense or a. partial differential cqualit.y
of Haluilt.on Jacobi Belhnan type. Based on this, we devclop a hybrid algoritJull
for CL llonlinear state observer that utilizes two levels of computat.ion. On a higJJ(~r

1(~v(~1 we solve thc HJB equality by approxilnating it. by a discrete tinle a.llel spac('
lloulillear prograll1. At thc lower level, we initiate IDeal observcrs that rr.selJlhl(~

(~xt(~nd(~d Kahnan filters at the IDeal minima of the solution of the HJB cquality.
\.y(~ also considp.r a nleasure of how weIl eaeh level observer explains the observa
tiOllS. Th0. Cllrrent. estimate is thc Ioeal observer that best explains the observations..

H. I\\,VAKER,NAAK

Frequency Domain Solution of the Hoo-Problem for Descriptor Systems

Il(~pres(~Ilt.ing the gcncralizcd plant for the linear t.iIne--invariant finitp.-diillcllsiolla)
l-lfXJ prohl0.111 as a desc:riptor system allo\vs tohe llse of nonproper weight.ing functiolls.
Tlw fn~qu(mcy domain solution of the Hoo-problenl comes down to a sppctral fac
f,orizat.ioll. Using a signal representat.ion of the rational para-H0.nnit.ian Illatrix t.lJat
lw(~ds t.u hc fac:t.()n~d this Inat.rix lnay bc brought. into dcscriptor fOrlll. It.s fact.orizCl.
!.iOJ) foJlo\Vs by using Krolwcker's canouical fornI of rnatrix pencils aud applic:at.i()l1
of tlw Kalrnan--.Jacllhowic--Popov equalit.y. If the lnatrix in not biproper t}wn it. IllilY

hp tnadc so hy post- and prernultiplication by a suitably chosen rational Inat.rix .

.1. LUNZE

Observation of Qualitative States by Means of a Qualitative Model

Tlw J>rlp(~r COllcerns thc problem of reconstructing the qualitative va.lues of thc sys
t.(~lll st.ates froln qnantised measurement.s of input and output sequenees by 111CallS

of a qua.litative nlodeL It. is assumed that the statc l input anel output spaces arc~

partitioned into disjoint regions where thc number of the region is llsed as qllalitativ(~

values of t.hc eorresponding signals. Thc proposed observer uses a qualitat.ive 111ode1
of t.hc cont.iul1ous-variable diserete-time system l which has thc form of a nondctcr
ulillistic aut.OIllat.on. A nccessary anel sufficient condition is given nudel' which t.lJ(~

ohserver generates a set of qualitative states that includes the q\lalitativp. st.a.t.P. of
t.lw n~al syst.mn. .
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\V. rvlAl~HIS

Electrical Networks and Differential Geometry

Alt.hough t.bc theory of electrical netwarks has a lang histüry that can h~ dat.cd ha.ck
to 1827 \vlwre Ohnl pllblished thc first monograph on this sllbjeet a unifipd t.lwory
0[" tlH~S(~ physica.l systelTIS is not available. A first stcp toward this goal is cl1w 1.0

fV!oscr (lat.er ßrayton, Moser and Smale) who fonnulated a first. syst.elnat.ic approach
for a special dass of networks. Smale rcformlllated this approach in a diH'crc~lltial

g(l()Jlwt.ric sett.ing. In this talk we stlldy the qllestion whether nH)(I(~rll diff(~n~llt.ial

g(~ollld,I"Y GUl hc~ a usefnl basis for a unified theory of netwo~ks. For t.his Plll'P()SC~

W(~ separa.t.e the application of this Inathetnatical fralnework to 1) Sct.S of lld.wol'ks
allel 2) sets of st.at.es of IH~twarks. The fanner iteln is illustratcd by nwalls of lillPal"
'1/.'- ports allel as a conclllsion we explain that Grassnlannian Inanifold is tlw right,
setting for charact~rizc and decampase input output descriptions of those Jl(~t.w()rks;

applic:a.tiolls an~. JlH~ntionccl (e.g. hardware implementations of algorithllls). 111 t.bc'
Jllaill part of this talk, the construction of a concise differential geornetric IllOdd for
llonliIl(~a.r dynanlic networks is given. Especially the construction of a stat~ spacc~

a ud an associated dynalnic vector field is presented. At the end of this talk SOllH~

applicat.iol1s of this approach are given (e.g. nongeneric behavior gradient SystClll
clescTipt.ioIl wit.h respect to a (pseudo-) Riemannian manifold, and othcrs).

P.C. t\1ÜLLETI.

Control of Descriptor Systems

'Thf~ contro] design of dcscriptor systenls depends on thc causality or Iloll-c:ausali t.,v

of tlw syst.eIll. The systern is called "causaI" if its solution depeuds on thc c:ollt.rol
input hut. not Oll it.s highcr-order time-derivatives. Othcrwise thc dpscriptor S,\'St.CIlI
is llou··-causa.J. Critcria für callsality are presented.

For causa.l SySt,PI11S the control design füllows uSllal procedures. Für 1101l--cH,usal sys
t,eJllS t1uglncnted statc variables have to be introduced with respect to t.l)(~ higlwl'
{)rd(~r tinle··-dcrivat.ives of the contral input. After some addit.ional rcglliarizat.ioll
st.c~ps th(~ ftllgntellted system can be handled as usual leading to conlpli<:at.(~d f(~(~c1-

ba.ck cont.rol Iaws. Dct.ailsarc given far t.he linear~quadrat.icapt.imal rcgllla.t.ordesiRlI _
for linear descriptor systen18 resulting in general in a PDD2 ..• -feedback cOlltrol.

H. NI,li'vIEI.JER,

Tracking' Contral of Mobile Rabats

A t.rackillg cont.rol IllCthodology via time-val'ying state feedback base<! Oll t.lJ(~ hac:k
stnppillg tcchniquc is proposed for a kinclnat.ic Blodei of a two--dep;n"!es of fJ'(~c~clolll

IlH)bilc robot.. First, the local tracking problenl with initial tracking p,rrors sufii
ci(-~lltly SllHtll, is trcatcd. Thcn, undel' addit.ional conditions on thc desinxl vP(ocit.jc's.
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t.h(~ g-Iohal t,racking problclll with arbit.rary initial errors~ is dealt with. SiJlltllat.ioll
n~sult.s an~ givell as to detnonstrate t.hc theoretical results. Further ext.cnsiolls an~

hri(~Hy discuss(~d ~ t.o illustratc possihle new dircct,s in line of this research.

H.A. N()UIl-ELDIN

Quaternion and Space Hypercomplex Formulation for Robot Kinematics

{.llla.t;(~rlli()lis wcrc~ discovercd hy Sr. "Villianl R.. Halnilton and have bcen proposed hy
Paul [1] for Us(~ in rohot. kinctnatics as alternat.ive to hOll1ogencous transfonuat.iolls.
~'lilt.lH~IlJa.t.icaJJ'y~quaterniotls build a skew field. Especially the lIuit. quat.eruioli wa~..;

l1s(~d t.o repn~s(~nt rotat.ion about. an axis. HO\\1CVer, the inhenmt. algebraic propC!l·t.i(~s

of <Juat.e~rllioJ}s hav(~ Hot been cxploitcd cOInplete)y. AIso~ pure quat.cf.uiollS Ov(~r il

vc'c:t.or spac:(~ anel vect.ors belonging t.o it. have bcen nlixcd in an algebraicaJly iJlCOll
sist.(~llt. product. d(~finit.i()ll. In t.he presented cont.ributioll WP. call t,}w at.t.(~J1t.jOJ1 f,o

t.lu' hasic a.1g;d)rai(: feat.ures of t.hc space Hypercolnplex "a.<:; a pure qu~~(.~i·JlioIl1l alld

d(~riv(~ cOllsist.ent, alp;dHaic represp.ntation of rohot kinell1atics anel kincf.ics. Th(~ gp

(}1IJ(~t.ry of t,h(~ roho.. link is reprcsented a..c;; a Hyperconlplex. The rotat.io-n of t.he rohot,
link ahout. t.lw z-axis and 1 t.he Hypercoluplex kinctnatic represcntation of l'vla.ll1Jt.(~c:

I'obof, arrll (\,~ \\'(~Il as the rccursions for linr.ar speeds 1 inertial, corriolis· allel centrifu
ga.1 ac(:(~l(~rati()ns of t.hc robot. are dcrived.

(J] .J. Flluda: Il. r. Pa.n), "A cOHlparisoll of transfonns anel quaterllions in robotics'1
1

I E·EE 11lt.c~rlla.tiollal Conferencc on Ilobot.ics anel Autolnat.ion, 1988, pp. 886-891.

G..1. ()LSDER.

On Max-plus Systems, Time Tables and Min-max-plus Systems

TIH' syst(~tlIS t.o h(~ c()nsid(~rcd b(~lollg t.o the class of discrete cvent. systeUls (DES).
Such sysf,(~1I1S an~ (~v(mt,-drivetl rather t,han tilne-driven. IvIany physical SySt.ClllS an'
t.illw-driv('lJ alld a]"(~ conV(·mi(~Ilt.I'y dcseribed hy differential or diH·0.rellC:(-~ equat.iolJs.
For t.lw dpscript.ioll of DES tlw lllax-pl11s a,lp;chra is l1s(~d (inst.pad of tl;c COllv(mtioJ)fl,]
;'plus-t.ilfws" al~(~bra). III t.his first part of t.hc talk, tohe introduclioll of t.lw JIli-lx-plus
alg-(~hra will 1)(~ In()t,ivat.(~(1 hy qlJestions rdat.ed to the t.inlc-tablc design of a railway
s'ystc~lJl. 'rlw d(~sigll of a regular t.ilne-tahle can be rephrased as an cigenvalu0. pro1>
1(~lll ill t.h(~ 1I1ClX-plllS alg(~bra. Thc second part of thc talk deals with Inin-lnaX-pllls
systmlls, wlwre, in addit.ion t.o 111aximization and addition, one also has tllininliza
bOll. l\1ill-lllax-plus syst.clns fonn a sllbcla.l5s of the dass of nonexpansive mappings.
For a slfhdass of rnill-Inax-plus systems, the so-called bipartite syst.ems, existellce
qlU'st.iollS, n~lat.<~d t,o cigellvahlc allel pcriodic hehavior, will be answered.
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·1.\V. P()LDEIlivIAN

The Pole-zero Cancellation Problem in Adaptive Pole-placement Revis
ited

\Vf~ rccollsider thp pole-zero cancellation problerll in aoaptivp. poh~·-pla.C(~nH~IIt.. It.
is weil kllown that. an on-line identificd rnodel in an adaptive pole··plaC(~rll(~Ilt.algo
rit.llIll llced not h(-~ controllable. Since the controller design llsually reqllin~s Lhat. t.lw
rHodei is controllable, this results in an ill defined control step. By exploit.ing t.lw
pr()pr,rt.j(~s of t.he set. of closcd-Ioop unfalsified models, we derivc an algorit.hrll that
ducs Hot suffer this difficulty. The key idea is to search in a restricteo ncighhorhood
of th(~ r.stinlat.e für a lnaxirnally controllable rnoclel t.hat can subseqllently hp us(~d

for controller design. The restricted neighborhood is defined in such a \Va)' tllat. t.h('

pn~dictioH (~rror fClllains snlaller than 01' equal ~o thp. llumodified ernlr.

A.V. SAIlYCHEV

On Lavrentiev Phenomenon in the Calculus of Variations

()rJ(~ (:ollsi(krs ßasic problcrn of t.hp. Calcullls of Varia.tions

1,1 L (t, :/;(t):i:(t)) fit ~ inf, :(,(0) = :/:0, :1:(1) =:11

. II

~'1.A. Lavrcntinv has established (1926) that for SOHle of these pro!>lcrHs t.lH' irJfillllll1l
OV(ll' t.he spac(~ of ahsolutely contiIlllouS functions can be strictly lcss t.ltan 1.fl(~ illfi
IHlllll ovcr th(~ space of Lipschitzian functions. This effect got thc nalne La.V[,(~llti(~v

phellollwllon. Several examples of integrands which exhibit the Lavn~llti(~v Plw
nOllWIlOll havc b(~cn constructed after thc publication of Lavrcntiev's n~slllt.. Tlw
Jllost kllOWIl incllldc the example of B. Mania with the integrand L == Cr.:~ - t)'2 :i: fj

,

t.1t(,~ exalllpie of ßall-Mizel with the integrand L = c:i;2 + (x3 - t2) .in (0: ~ 1:».

\Vc sllggest an approach (based on a kind of resolution of singularit.y) to (:oJlst.ruct.inp;
a hroad dass of integrands which exhibit the Lavrentiev phenolllclloll .. This <:lass
illcllldes t.ll(~ cxarl1ples of B. Mania anel .1. Ball and V. Mizel, but also IllflllY ot.lwr.
As a cllrious (~XarnI~le-let me claim that the variational prohlcln:

EXHIBITS tlw Lavrcntiev Phenomenon.
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C.\·V. SCHEllEIl

Control of LPV Systems with Full Block Scalings

For lill(~ar syst(~JI1S tIaat. clepcnd on a tinlc-varying paranleter~ we pre~i(~l1t. a t.(~st. for
guarant.eeing rohust. L 2-gain pcrforInance in terms of scaled linea.r lIlat.rix il)(~qllal

it.i(~s. In (:OJltrast. to at.her approaches, we enlploy full-block scalings that. an~ 0111.,
illdirectly elescribed hy linear IlHttrix inequalities to reducc COJlserva.t.iSIlI. Th(~s('

analysis result.s allow a cOlllplet,e solut.ion of thc carrespondillg synthcsis prohl(~zll of
d(~siglli])g Cl. robustly pcrfonning paraJueter scheduled controller. Finally, t.lIis t.(~(:IJ

lliqlW is appli(-~d to a. high-perfornlance flight-contrül systenl.

K.R.. SCHNEIDER.

Bifurcations in Nonlinear Control Systems

\'v(~ C( Hlsider nonlinear dynaInical contral systenls depending on SOJBe pünunet(~rs

alld aSSlJllW tohe cxistcnc(~ of a bifurcation point Ao für the unc:ontrollcd syst(~rn. TI)(~

t.alk addresscs t.wo problclns: ,~

1. Ho\\' eloes a bifllrcation in t.hc uJ1controlled syst.el11 infll1eJl(:(~ thc cOllt.rollahility
_or t.lw cont.ral f)yst.cm?

2. How <:CU I wc reshape the bifllrcation diagrarn of t.he llJH:ollt.rolled S'ySt.(~H) in
c:asp of lizwarly llIlcontrollabl(-~ Illodes?

COlJccrning t.lw first problcJIl wc consider a Takens-Bogdauov singlliarit.y (codiIlWlI
sioJl t.wo hifllrcation) aud provc the existcnce of bifllrcations of dw cOllt.rnl S(~t. for
d(~cn~a.sillg cOJlf.rol range. \"iit.h respect. to periorl dOll bling aud torus hifllrcat.iolls ""4'

prov(~ t.lw (~xisten<:p of stabilizing feedback control. For s'ySt(~IlIS with slowly dlilllgilig
paraJlJ(~t.(~rS W(~ d(~riv(~ a IWW st.ahilizing control which is based on tlw pl)(~Il()IlJ(~J)oll

o[ dday(~d (~xdu:l.ng(~ of stabilities in singlllarly perturberl SystClllS.

A.A. ST()()I1VOGEL

Control of Linear Systems with Time Domain Performance Criteria: the
PI Problem

\V(~ disCllSS t.he cOIlt.rol problenl far lillcar systenls \VitIa the Loo illduced ()I}(·~rat.()r

JlOnll as a pprfnnnaJlcc eriterion. Traditionally ünc has lookcd for linear cOIlt.r()Il(~rs.

TIJ(~ prohlmn can tlIen be refonnulated as an infinite liJl(~ar prognunruillg pro1>ll~lIl

wIJich call t.hell h(~ solvr.cI qllit.(~ efficicntly.

(}lJ tlw ot.Jll!r hallcl, if we allüw for J10nlinear controllers~ t.llen t.here are cas(~s \V JWt"l'
W(~ g(~t. stric:tly hct.t,(~r )l(!rfonnancc. vVc will sketch t.hc stat,c feed hack aJld 01 )s(~rv(~r

c1esi14J1 (lJld Rive an ontlinc how Cl controller Jnay be clesignpd. ßut. we also clariry
1,lw st.ill (~xist.illg' diHü:ult.ies.
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H·,.1. SUSSf\1ANN

A Maximum Principle for Systems of Differential Inclusions

\V(·~ define a ncw concept of generalized differential for set-valued maps [rorn }RU

to 1R7fL
, strictly nIore general than that of a semidifferential, introduced in previolls

papers. This new concept, called "multidifferential" , satisfies the properties nep.d(~d

for the proof of the maximum principle, name1y, the chain ruh~ anel thc opcn wrap
ping theorenl. l\1oreover, the flow maps <Pt,s arising froln a differclltial inclllsioll
:/; E F(,7;, t) which is pseudolipschitz along a trajectory X* of F have tlH~ prop(:rty
that. <[l,.,s is 111111t.idifferentiable at x*(s) for aB t, s such t.hat t ~ 8. lJSillg this fact.:
toget.her with a generalization of the results of A. Bf(-~ssan on conically cOlltillllOllS
sd(~ctions of lower selnicontinuous set-valuecl nIaps, we prove a 11laxill1UIll prirH:ipl(~

for systenls E of alnlost lower selnicontinuous differential indusioIlS at Cl trajcct.o)'y
:1:. arising froln an F* in 'E which is pseudolipschit.z along x*. Thc n~slllt also appli(~s

to Inultidifferentiable flo\vs, even if they do not arise frolll a Lipschit.z 0)" pSl'tHlolip
schitz vector fielel on differential inclusion.

.J .C. \,VILLEl\1S

Quadratic Differential Forms

A Cjlladratic differential fonn (QDF) is a mapping of the form

w ~ L (~t:) ~kl ( ~~) )
k, I

An easy \Vay of parametrizing it is via a 2-variable polynonlia1 Illatrix

<p(~, n) = L <I>kl~k1J1
k, n

VariOllS operations and properties of QDF's were reviewed. The luain results cOIlsisl.
of tohe COIlstrlletion of Lyapunov functions for high order differentia.l ~Cj1Jat.i()lls alld
linear quadratic control using QDF's and spectral factorization.

M. ZEITZ

Nonlinear Continuous Observers

Thc design method of continuous observers can be applied if the considered sroooth
Jlonlinear systCIll is observable but itsTaylor linearization is non-detectable. In this
case, the observability map is semi-diffeomorphic which Illeans that, the lnap lIas
onl)' Cl continuolls (anel no snlooth) inverse [I}. A continuolls obscrvcr is desiglled
in thc observability normal form coordinates which are trajectory cquivalcut. to t,lw
original coordinates, and it comprises a elynanlical and algebraica.l part. At least.
tlIc algcbraical part defined by the inverse ohservabilit.y IHap is only cont.illllOtlS.
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TIH~ cont,inuous observer approach can also be used to salve the critical observat.ion
problclIl whose Taylor linerarization ha..'3 non-detectable eigenvalues wit,h a. zero real
part. ~1oreover, this approach includes an extended application of the nonlinear 1101"

Illal fonn observer design since the observability rank condition is no more requircd.
Thc design method of continuous observers is illustrated by several examples für
whieh 110 slnooth observers exists.

[1] X., Xia, t\1. Zeitz, On nonlinear continuous observers . UKACC CONTROL'96,
82G-830; International Journal of Control 66 (1997).

ßcrichtcrst.aU,er: F. Allgöwer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagu n gs be r ich t 45/1996

Nonlinear Equations in Many-Particle Systems

1. - 7.12.1996

The Mathematics Research Institute at Oberwolfach (Germany) hosted tbe
third meeting of the series entitled "Nonlinear Equations in Many-Particle Sys
tems", which was organized by J. Batt (Munieh) and C. Cercignani (Milano).
The meeting was attended by forty speakers from Germany, Canada, Italy, Swe
den, France, Spain, Russia, India, Japan, and the United States. There were four 
main themes:

(1) particle dynamics at a microscopic level (e.g. molecular motion governed
by classical analytic mechanics) and the connection with macroscopic motion of
fluids governed by laws of continuum mechanics. This theme was accentuated in
the talks of M. Pulvirenti (Rome), W. Wagner (Berlin), R. Esposito (L'Aquila,
Italy) , F. Golse (Paris), H. Spohn (Munich).

(2) classical problems arising from the Boltzmann equation: Talks in this
area aimed at both application of the Boltzmann equation in fluid mechanics
or other fields and mathematical theory of the Boltzmann equation. Speak
ers were S. Ukai (Tokyo), M. Slemrod (Madison, WI), S. Bobylev (Moscow),
L. Arkeryd (Goteborg, Swedtln), L. Desvillettes (Orleans, France), S. Desh
pande (Bangalore, lndia), A. Nouri (Nice, France), B. Wennberg (Goteborg,
Sweden), H. Babovsky (Ilmenau), A. Klar (Kaiserslautern), J. Struckmeier
(Kaiserslautern), H. Cabannes (Paris), R. Marra (Rome), Y. Brenier (Paris),
F. Poupaud (Nice).

(3) plasma equations (Vlasov-Poisson-, Vlasov-Maxwell-, Vlasov-Einstein sys
tem and related systems): The main results here concerned (global) existence
and qualitative behaviour of solutions. Speakers here included G. Rein (Mu
nich), A. Rendall (Potsdam), P. Braasch (Munich), R. Illner (Victoria, B. C.),
H. Andreasson (Goteborg, Sweden), E. Caglioti (Rome), J. Soler (Granada),
Y. Guo (Providence, RI), R. Glassey (Bloomingto~), N. Mauser (Berlin), E. Gre
nier (Paris), J. Dolbeault (Paris), G. Toscani (Pavia), J. Batt (Munich).

(4) semiconductor modeling: Models of semiconductor dynamics (because of
the small space-time seales involved) are orten done at the kinetic level. Several
speakers addressed this topic and the mathematical issue of obtaining macro-
scopic fluid-like models from the mesoscopic kinetic models. The tools used are
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the Wigner transform and the Murat-Tartar theory of compensated compact
ness. Speakers included P. Degond (Toulouse), I. Gasser (Berlin), P. Markowich
(Berlin).

Finally, there were two lectures not included in these four main themes: P. Mor
rison (Austin, Texas) gave a lecture "Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for
Stability of Plane Parallel Shear Flow". He obtained conditions for instabil
ity which improve on classical results of Rayleigh. C. Bardos (Paris) spoke on
"Propagation of Defect Measures and Applications". Bardos showed how to use
the defect measure to quantify the fact that solutions to the wave equation can
converge to zero weakly but not strongly.

Despite of the extensive lecture program, there were many discussions between
participants outside the lecture room on scientific topics of mutual interest. The
participants expressed their wish for the possibility of a similar meeting in three
years.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M. PULVIRENTI:

Kinetic equations for granular media

[Joint work with D. Benedetto and E. Caglioti. To appear in MMAN (1997).)

A granular medium is a large ensemble of solid particles interacting inelastically.
A widely investigated simple model is that of a one-dimensional point partide
system with the collision law

v~ VI - E (VI - V2),

v~ V2 + E ( V I - V2),

where (VI, V2) and (v~, v;) are the incoming and outgoing velocities, before and
after the collision, and r E (0,1/2) is the inelasticity parameter. Ir N i5 the
number of particles, we establish a kinetic equation which describes the system
in the limit N - 00. E - 0, NE - A, where ,\ > 0 is a parameter. A preliminary
study of this equation is presented.

S. UKAI:

On the half space stationary problem for the -discrete velocity model ofthe
Boltzmann equation

We study the 1D stationary boundary- value problem for the discrete veloc
ity model of the Boltzmann equation on the semi-infinite interval [0,00) with
Dirichlet boundary conditions at z =0 for the components of the solution corre
sponding to positive velocities. The point of our aim is to find a solution which
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tends to a prescribed Maxwellian at z = <x>. This is a noolinear problem closely
related to thc boundary layer problem, the Milne and Kramers problems, the
evaporation-condensation problem and so on. We will show that a solution ex
ists uniquely for the Dirichlet data at z = 0 sufficiently dose to the Maxwellian
prescribed at z = <X> ie in particular, the number of the Dirichlet conditions
is equal to the number of positive eigenvalues of a matrix associated with the
linearized operator of the nonlinear collision operator arround this Maxwellian.

M. SLEMROD:

The Chapman-Enskog expansion revisited

This lecture introduces a procedure for rewriting the well-koown Chapman
Enskog expansion used in the kinetic theory of gases. The usual Chapman
Enskog proeedure will exhibit instability of the rest state for sorne finite trun
cations of the expansion. The rewritten expansion eliminates instabilities aod
suggests a method for summation of the expansion as a nonlocal (generally
nonlinear) operator in space.

A. V. BOBYLEV:

Moment inequalities for the Boltzmann equation aod applications to
spatially homogeneous problems

Some inequalities for the Boltzmann collision integral are proved. These inequal
it.ip.s ean be considered as a generalization of the well-known Povzner inequality.
The inequalities are used to obtain estimates for the moments of a solution to
the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation for a wide dass of intermolec
ular potentials. We obtain simple necessary and sufficient conditions (on the
potential) for uniform boundedness of aH moments. For potentials with COffi

pad. support t.he following statement is proved: All moments of a solution are
hounded by the corresponding moments of a certain Maxwellian A e- B ItJl~ for
all t > O. if this eondition is fulfilled at t =0; moreover B(t) is eonstant for hard
spheres. Estimates for a eollision frequeney are also obtained. "'-

L. ARKERYD:

A functional inequality related to kinetic theory

Lei S be a (Ioeally) weakly preeompact set of positive L1-functions in IRn .

Let (v I • V2) E IR2
n be precollisional and (v~, V2) corresponding postcollisional

velocities under binary eollisions. We prove results of the type "If fES and
f( v~) f( v~) - f( Vi) f( V2) smaH on large sets, then f is elose to a Maxwellian (on
large sets or) in LI".
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G. REIN:

The Vlasov equation as a matter model in eosmology

The Vlasov-Poisson system in the stellar dynamies ease,

8t l + v . 8r f - 8r U . ovl = 0,

t1U =4 .. p, p(t, z) =J/(t, z, v) dv,

where t ~ 0 aod x, v E IR3 , admits the followiog spatially homogeneous solu
tions:

lo(t, x, v) = H(la(t) v - ä(t) xI 2
),

21T
po(t) = a-3(t), Uo(t, x) = ""3 a-3(t) x 2.

Here H E C~(IR), H ~ 0 with f H(v2
) dv =1, and a solves

ä + 41T a- 2 = O.
3

We prove that these solutions are nonlinearly stable against spatially periodie
perturbations, whieh are posed at same time to with a(to) > 0 and ä(to) > 0,
provided ! ä2 (to) - !f a-1(to) > O. The question whether such homogeneaus
solutions are stable or not is related to the formation of large seale structure in
the universe. This result is an example of problems from eosmology for whieh
the Vlasov equation as a matter model ean be usefu!.

A. RENDALL:

Glohal solutions of the Einstein-Vlasov system with U(1) x U(1) symmetry

In the past four years various global existenee results for solutions of the
Einstein- Vlasov equations with symmetry have been proved. The syrometry
assumptions were always so strang as to suppress the hyperbolie nature of the
equations. The strongest symmetry where this does not happen is U(I) x U(l)
synlmetry, whieh leads to a situation analogous to the 1!-dimensional Vlasov
Maxwell system. Proving aglobai existenee theorem for the case of U(l> x U(1)
symmetry involves a eombination of analytie aod geometrie techniques. The
main analytie steps in the argument are modifieations of arguments used by Gu
in the study of wave maps aod by Glassey, Sehaeffer and Strauss in the study
of the Vlasov- Maxwell system.
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P. BRAASCH:

Semilinear elliptic equations and the Vlasov-Maxwell system

An existence theory for [classical] G-symmetric solutions of semi-linear elliptic
boundary-value problems is developed both by variational and sub-supersolution
methods. Here, aG-symmetrie solution is one that is invariant with respect to a
group Gof congruence mappings. First, this theory is applied to the construction
of stationary solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson and Vlasov-Maxwell system that
are periodic with respect to all or some space coordinates. These stationary
solutions induce time-periodic travelling wave solutions. It turns out that 
due to the boundary conditions of an ideal conductor - one obtains nontrivial
solutions if and only if there is a nontrivial externat force field or a background
density. Secondly, the existence of stationary and quasistationary solutions of
t.he Vlasov-Maxwell system, where the distribution functions are functions ofthe
particle energy and the canonical momentum, is established by using the sub
supersolution method. For the quasistationary case we need again the presence
of an external force field. ...

P. J. MORRISON:

Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of plane parallel shear flow

Wt' derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of inviscid, two
dime.nsional shear flow with profiles U(y) that are monotonie, analytic functians
of the cross stream coordinate y. The analysis, which is based upan the Nyquist
rnethod, includes a means for delineating the possible kink of bifurcations that
involve the presence of the continuous spectrum, including those that accur at
nonzero wavenumbers. Several examples are given.

L. DESVILLETTES:

Validity of the linear non cut-off Boltzmann equation

[Joint work with M. Pulvirenti.]

In a paper of 1972, Gallavotti proved that a Hamiltonian equation of the type

v,
N

-E \7V(C)(x - cd,
i=l

where V(c )(x) =V(x/c) and the Ci are scatterers distributed according to Pois
son's law with parameter IJ/c, generated a flow 10(T,tc(x , v)) which expectation
converges, when c -.. 0 and 10 is Lipschitz bounded, towards the solution of
a linear Boltzmann equation with initial datum 10. The result is tr~e for hard
spheres or potentials V with compact support. We extend this result in the
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case when V has an infinite range (e. g. when V(r) = r-"). The corrcsponding
Boltzmann equation is singular.

Il.ILLNER:

Stellardynamic equations with Manev type force terms

Consider a stellardynamic equation

with

/

x-y
E.[p](x, t) = -i Ix _ yI 3 p(y, t) dy

and
· / x-yE 2[p](x, t) = -2 E Ix _ yl4 p(y, t) dy.

The force term EI + E 2 is formally generated by a point potential U(r) =
-ilr - Elr2 , known in the literature as a Manev potential. We foeus mostly
on the case 1 = 0, E > 0 ("pure" Manev potential) and deal with issues like
nonexistence of global solutions, transformation properties of the equation, lin
ear stability analysis aod a "justification" of the term E 2 . A local existence
proof requires delicate estimates, some of which we show. The significance of
additional Boltzmann collision terms is also discussed.

H. ANDREASSON:

Controlling the propagation of the support for the relativistic Vlasov
equation with a selfconsistent Lorentz invariant field

Successful techniques have been developed for controlling the propagation of the
support (preventing blow up) for the classical Vlasov-Poisson equation. leading
to global exist.ence of smooth solutions. It is weil known that these techniques
aU fail for the relativistic Vlasov-Poisson equation. This equation is a hybrid of
a relativistic transport equation and a classical, Galilean invariant, field equa
tion. In this paper we introduce a new equation for the field making it Lorentz
invariant. We show that the propagation of the support, for solutions satisfying
this equation and the relativistic Vlasov equation, may he controlled.

E. CAGLIOTI:

Landau damping for the one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson equation

[Joint work with C. Maffei.]

It is proved that Landau damping occurs for a dass of solutions of the Vlasov
Poisson equation on a 10 torus. The proof is achieved by a scattering theory

6
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approach. A eonsequence of this result is that a large class of stationary solutions
ofthe Vlasov-Poisson equation (e. g. the Maxwellian) is unstable in a weak norm.

J. SOLER:

Asymptotics for Schrödinger-Poisson and Wigner-Poisson systems

[Joint work with J. L. Lopez.]

Using an appropriate scaling group to the 3D Schrödinger equation and the
equivalence between the Sehrödinger formalism aod the Wigner representation
of quantum mechanics it is proved that. when time goes to infinity. the limit
of the self-consistent potential ean be identified as the Coulomb potential. As
a consequence. Schrödinger-Poisson aod Wigoer-Poisson systems are simplified
asymptotically aod their long time behaviour is explained through the solutioos
to the corresponding linear limit problems.

Y. GUO:

Smooth irrotational flow in the large to the Euler-Poisson system in rn,3+1

A simple two-flllid model to describe the dynamics of a plasma is the Euler
Poisson system, where the compressible electron fluid interaets with its own
electric field against a constant charged ion background. The plasma frequency
produeed by the electric field plays the role of a 'mass' term to the Iinearized
system. Based on this 'Klein-Gordon' effect. we construet global smooth irrota
tiOllal ftows with smaH amplitude of the eleetron fluid.

11. CABANNES:

Analytical solution for a semi-continuous model of the Boltzmann equation

A t.wo-dimensional model of the Boltzmann equation is (cp. [1]):

aN aN· 1 [27f
8t + cos(O) a; ::::: 27r Jo {N{It?) N(1t? + 1f) - N(O) N(O + 7r)} dlt?

where we. wrote N(It?) for N(t. x; <p). N{It? + 71") for N(t. x; It? + 11"), ... The
funetions N(t. x; 0) are periodie in 9 with period 211".

For the homogeneous solutions. i. e., (8/ox) N(t, x; 0) == 0, if the initial density
is symmetrie. i. e. N(O; (J + 11") == N(O; 0). so is the solution. aod equation (1)
becomes

(2)

The equation (2) is a non linear integro-differential equation, the integration of
which can be reduced to the integration of a linear ordinary differential equation

7



(see [3]). Then we have obtained a family of solutions which depend on an
arbitrary function 1(8) and which exist globally in time, even, in some cases,
with partially negative initial data.

[1] H. Cabannes. Global solution of the discrete Boltzrnann equation. In:
H. Neunzert and O. C. Pack (ed.), Mathematical problems in the kinectic theory
0/ gases, p. 25-44. Peter Lang-Verlag, 1980.

[2] R. Gatignol. Theorie cinetique d'un gaz ci repartition discrete de vitesses.
Lecture Hotes in physics 36. Springer-Verlag, 1975.

[3] B. Cabannes and N. Sibgatullin. Homogeneous solutions for a semicontinuous
model of the Boltzrnann equation. Math. Mod. Meth. Appl. Set. 5:1129-1138,
1995.

S. ~1. DESHPANDE:

New developments in kinetic schemes

A MOlnent Method strategy has been followed for several years at the CFO Cen
tre for developing kinetic schemes for obtaining numerical simulations of PDE
of fluid dynamics. Here we consider the Least Squares Kinetic Upwind Method
(LSKUM) in which space derivatives in the Boltzmann equation are discretised
llsing Least Squares. A corresponding numerical scheme for the Euler equations
has been obtained by taking moments. This scheme has been proved to be ex
trelnely robust and has been· tested on a large number of problems with speed
varying from subsonic to hypersonic. Also, the usual treatment of outer bound
ary conditions has been replaced by a kinetic treatment of boundary conditions.
The kinetic treatment helps in implementing flow tangency, inflow and outflow
bOllndary conditions and surface transpiration conditions. The latter bound
ary condition is very useful in computing aerodynamic force coefficients for a
configuration with control surface deflection. A large number of results will be
presented to demonstrate the success of the above ideas.

W. WAGNER:

Convergence results for stochastic particle systems related to the Boltzmanll
p-quation

[Joint work with S. Caprino and M. Pulvirenti.]

We consider astochastic n-particle system in a bounded domain with diffusive
boundary conditions at a possibly not constant temperature. We study the dis
tance between the stationary measure for the particle system and the measure
given by the n-fold product of the solution to the regularized stationary BoItz
mann equation with the same boundary conditions. We show that, if the mean
free path inverse is sufficiently small , the Ll-difference between the k-particle

8
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dist.ribution functions of such two measures vanishes in the limit n - co, for
any fixed k I with the order I/n.

R. ESPOSITO:

Derivation of the inconlpressible Navier-Stokes equation from partieIe systems
on the lattice

We consider a stochastic partieIe system on the 7ld lattice, based on the simple
exelusion process. In the diffusive scaling and the low Mach Bumber limit we
show that the non-equilibrium distribution stays elose to a suitable modification
of the loeal equilibrium with parameters ruled by the incompressible Navier
Stokes equation. The transport coefficients are obtained via a variational formula
which is the rigorous counterpart of the Green-Kubo formula.

A. NOURI:

On the stationary Boltzmann equation in two spaee variables

We consider the stationary Boltzmann equation in a bounded convex set -of
[Rn I with given indata on the boundary. The collision kernel in the Boltzmann
operator is truncated for small velocities. An existenee theorem ls proved far
from equilibrium. A-priori bounds on the energy and the entropy are obtained by
controlling the distribution function in the domain by its value on the outgoing
boundary.

F. GOLSE:

On the distribution of free path lengths for the periodic Lorentz gas

[Joint work with H. S. Dumas and L. Dumas and then with J. Bourgain aod
B. Wennberg.]

For all 0 < € < 1, 0 < r < 1/2 and 'Y ~ 1, let

ZE := {x E IR" Idist(x, c lln) > re l }.

Consider the evolution of a gas of point particles moving at speed ) in Zt:.
Collisions between particles are neglected; only the reflections of the particles
at the boundary are taken into account. Hence the {ree path length is, for all
x E Zt: and w E sn -I :

Tt:(X,W) = inf{t > Olx - tw E 8Zc }.

The phase space Zt: X sn-I /e 7ln beiog endowed with the natural normalized
Lcbesgue measure l the distribution of TE as e - 0 is investigated. It is fouod
that. the limiting behaviour of this distribution depends on i, precisely upon

9



whether 'Y is bigger or smaller then the critical value ie
corresponds exactly to the Boltzmann-Grad scaling).

n~ 1 (this value IC

B. WENNBERG:

Uniqueness and existence for the spatially homogeneous Boltznlann equation

[Joint work with S. Mischier.]

We prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to the spatially homogeneous
Boltzmann equation under the hypothesis that the initial data have bounded
mass and energy. Previous results in this direction have required additional
hypothesisses on the initial data, such as entropy bounds and bounds on higher
moments. The entropy candition is replaced by a regularity estimate for the
gain term, and the monlent conditions are avaided by the use of a very precisc
Povzner-like inequality. The same Povzner inequality ean be used to prove if
there is a solution for which certain lower moments are bounded for some t > 0,
then the energy must be bounded at t = O.

G. TOSCANI:

Entropy production for the Fokker-Planck equation and eonsequences

We reckon the rate of exponential convergence to equilibrium , both in relative
entropy and in relative Fisher information, for the solution to the spatially
homogeneous Fokker-Planck equation

ö~f =V v . (V v / + v f)·

The result follows from lower bounds on the entropy production whieh are ex
plicitly computable. In particular. it is shown that Gross's logarithmie Sobolev
inequality is a direct consequenee of the lower bound for the entropy produetion
relative to the Fisher information. Due to the Csizlar-Kullback inequality, we
obtain exponential convergenee in the strong LI-norm with a "sharp" rate.

R. MARRA:

The hydrodynamic limit of the Boltzmann equation in the Boussinesq
approximation

We consider aflow in a slab subject to the·gravitational force. The walls are at.
constant temperature. The system is described by the Boltzlnann equation. We
consider the hehaviour of the system when the Knudscn number [ is smalI. the
velocity field is of order" a.s weil as the temperature difference. and the force
is of order ,2. We prove that there exists a solution on a finite time interval,
converging to aglobai Maxwellian, while its moments are elose up to order [2

to the density. velocity and temperature solutions of the Boussinesq equations.

10
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c. BARDOS:

Propagation of defect measures and applications

Let (u c ) be a sequence of solutions of a partial differential equation P U c = 0,
converging weakly to zero. The non-strang convergence is described by an H
measure. To take into account the notion of propagation, a microlocal version of
this object. closely related to the Wigner measure, is introduced. Applications
of this nation to classical boundary value problems for wave and Schrödinger
equations are given .

R. GLASSEY:

Large-data initial-value problems for the Vlasov-Maxwell system in higher
dimensions

The motion of a collisionless plasma is modeled by the Vlasov-Maxwell sys
teIn. For the relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell system in two space and momentum
variables, new integral representations of the electromagnetic fields are derived.
lJsing these representations it is shown that smooth solutions can break down
only if particles of the plasma approach the speed of light. Then, for smooth
Cauchy data of unrestricted size, apriori bounds on particle speeds are derived,
from which it follows that solutions remain smooth for all time. A generaliza
tion to the case in which the velocity distribution function depends on two space
variables and three velocity variables will also be treated.

P. DEGOND:

Kinetic layers in semiconductor macroscopic models

[Joint work with C. Schmeiser.]

A heterojunction is a junction between two semiconductor materials of different
crystalline structure. This results in an abrupt change of the band character
istics (namely the mass of the electrons, their potential energy at rest) all(~~,.in

t.he introduction of scattering mechanisms at the interface. Dur goal is to derive
int.erface conditions at the heterojunction for the various macroscopic models
currently used by the electronical engineers. To that purpose, we start with the
interface problem at the level of the kinetic model. The interface conditions
are expressed by means of the reflection and transmission probabilities that are
derived fronl the scattering operator associated with the microscopic particle
dynamics. These interface conditions preserve the particle flux and are identi
cally satisfied by functions of the energy only. This allows to perform a diffusion
approximation of the kinetic model which provides natural interface canditions
ta the first considered macroscopic model, namely the SHE equation (SHE for
spherical harmonie expansion). These interface conditions depend on a param
eter, the extrapolation length, which contains all the information about the

11



l1licroscopic. scattering dynamics. From these interface conditions at the level of
the SH E equation, we ean derive, by a moment method, interface conditions for
the energy-transport and drift-diffusion models that are the two other macro
scopic models considered here. Again, an extrapolation length or matrix appears
in these eonditions, whieh provide improvements 1.0 the standard interface eon
d itions. used by the engineers.

l. GASSER:

The energy transport and drift-diffusion equations as relaxation limits of t.he
hydrodynamic model for semiconductors

Two relaxation limits of the hydrodynamic Inodel for semieonductors are in
vestigated. Using eompensated compactness tools we show the convergellce of
scaled entropy solutions of the hydrodynamie model to the solutions of the
energy.:.transport model and the drift-diffusion equations, aecording to different
t.ime scales.

H. SPOHN:

Long time asymptotics for quantum particles in a periodie potential

After a sufficiently long time the position of a classieal particle in a periodie
potential will either stay bounded or grow diffusively (= Vi), resp. ballistieally
(~ t). In fact, since in general the single eell phase space is mixed any interme
diate behaviour ITIay also occur. In contrast, a quantum particle in a periodic
potential moves always ballistieally. To support our claim we eonsider a quan
t.um particle subject to a periodic potential U(x) and a slowly varying potential
\/(( x). We prove that on the time seale (-1 t the distribution in phase space
is weil approximated by the semiclassical equations of motion with a kinetic
energy determined through the band strueture. For a single band, techniques
fron1 semi-classieal approximations are used. The transition between bands are
proven to be suppressed by a fast time averaging. As applications we study the
hydrodynamie limit for independent bosons and fermions in a crystal potential
and the small k, ~ behaviour of the equilibrium structure function.

N. J. MAUSER:

The Dirac equation: (Semi) classical / nonrelativistic limits

The deseription of electrons in a relativistie and quantum-mechanical framework
is based on the Dirae equation governing the time evolution of the 4-component
spinor. In a self-consistent model the Dirae equation is eoupled to the Maxwell
equations. In this short presentation we deal with the linear Dirae equation
ooly, i. e. the time dependant electromagnetic potential is given. The limit of
vanishing Planek's eonstant (with fixed velocity of light) yields a relativistic

12
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Vlasov equation with a Lorentz force and is obtained as a special case of the
general theory of homogenization limits using Wigner transforms. In the limit
of infinite velocity of light (with fixed Planck's constant) we recover Schrödinger
equations.

Y. BRENIER:

Two particle nlethods related to the theory of scalar conservation laws

In the first part of the talk it is shown that sticky particles moving on the
real line can be entirely described by scalar conservation laws, when the initial
density tends to same measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to
t.he Lebesgue measure. In the second part, a different model of particles that
exchange their velocities according to their order along the real line is shown to
have the saßle macroscopic behaviour as sticky particles, although there is no
dissipation of energy at the microscopic level. Instead of getting stuck together;;
particles move around each other with the same time averaged speed. In the
discrete case of a finite number of particles, the velocity exchange is performed
according to an asymptotic permutation that can be precisely characterized, as
tinle goes to infinity.

F. POUPAUD:

Transport equations with discontinuous coefficients

[Joint work with M. Ruscle. To appear in CPDE (1997).]

We study the "multidimensionallinear transport equation in the case where the
coefficients are not smooth. Then Dirac distributions appear in the solution in
finite time. Therefore the solution cannot be defined in the distributional sense.
We use generalized characteristics introcluced by Fillipov (1962). The measure
solutions are defined as tbe image of the initial measure data under the flow.
When the coefficients satisfy a one-sided Lipschitz bound we prove existence,
uniqueness and stability of tbe solutions. This result is a generalization of a result
obtained in ID by Bouchut and James using functionalanalytic arguments. We
point out that the method of Di Perna and Lions (1988) to obtain renormalized
solutions is of no use in this context. Indeed, the characteristics obtained by
the previous authors are defined a. e., so they cannot descrihe the transport of
li-distributions.

E. GRENIER:

The quasineutral limit of the Euler-Poisson system

We consider the quasineutral limit of the Euler-Poisson system (on the ions),
with massless electrons as the (rescaled) electric permittivity goes to zero. Us
ing pseudodifferential techniques to split the electric field and extract its most

13



Udangerous" part in order to put it in the hyperbolic part of the Euler equations l

we prove strong convergence of solutions for smooth initial data, a.s long a.s the
corresponding solution of the limit system remains smooth.

H. BABOVSKY:

Kinetic boundary layers and their numerical coupling to fluid flows

Two problems are addressed: The design of a rigorous numerical seheme for the
steady Boltzmann equation and its coupling to fluid flows. The justification of
such a coupling is discussed.

A recently developed scheme for ID slab problems for the Boltzmann equation
is introduced. After discretization of velocity space; the Boltzmann equation
turns into a discrete-velocity system. The slab problem is then an ODE sys
tem with two-point boundary conditions and is solved via a shooting method
combined with a fixed-point iteration. The resulting eode is eapable of treating
small Knudsen numbers generating a kinetic boundary layer with fluid dynamic
asynlptotie state.

Two generalizations of the scheme are discussed. First, the introduction of
velocities with vanishing normal camponents turns the ODE systenl inta a
differential-algebraic one. Secondly, an appropriate semi-discretization of (e. g.
periodic) 2D and 3D problems leads to a higher dimensional modified ODE
(resp. DAE) system. The numerical scheme can be readily extended to these
situations.

A. KLAR:

A numerical method for instationary transport equations in diffusive regimes

An asymptotic-induced scheme for instationary transport equations with the
diffusion scaling is developed.

The main problem for numerical work on transport equations in these regilnes
is the stiffness of the equations for smaH mean free paths. For standard nu~

merical schemes one has to use a very fine and expensive discretization with
a discretization size depending on the mean free path. The presented scheme
works uniformly for all ranges of mean free paths with a discretization which
is independent of the mean free path. It is based on the asymptotic analysis of
the diffusion limit. The results of a boundary layer analysis are also included in
the scheme.

A theoretical investigation of the behaviour of the scheme in the diffusion limit
is given and an approximation property is proven. Moreover, numerical results
for different physical situations are shown and the uniform convergence of the
scheme is established numerically.
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An indication is given how to extend the scheme to a more complicated situation
like the Boltzmann equation in the incompressible Navier-Stokes limit. Here a
more careful use has to be made of the perturbation procedure leading from the
Boltzmann equation to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation.

J. DOLBEAULT:

Confinement for the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck systenl

The problem of finding the stationary solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker
Planck system

Btl + v· \lr! - \l:c<p' \lv! = \lv . (ßv 1+ q \lvI),

-6.4>(/, x) = J1(/, x, v) dv - n(x)

has been addressed first by K. Dressler. Here n(x) represents a background
density of particles with opposite sign charges that tend to thermalize the sys
tem at tbe temperature 8 =' (7/ß. When Ua is an external potential such that
-ßUa = n, he gave a sufficient condition on the growth of Ua (linear growth)
such that a stationary solution exists (and is a Maxwellian function with zero
mean velocity and temperature 8). It turns out that a necessary and sufficient
condition is exp( -Ua/8) E L 1 . Such an external potential will be called "con
fining". The purpose of this lecture is to investigate also the properties of the
solutions of the evolution problem when the potential Ua is confining by using
the free energy and the configurational free energy.

J. STRUCKMEIER:

Same estimates for the collision operator of the Boltzmann equation

The paper presents same new estimates on the gain term of the Boltzmann
collision operator. For Maxwellian molecules, it is shown that the LOO-norm of
the gain term can be bounded in terms of the L1_ and Loo-norm of the density
function I. In the case of more general collision kerneis, like the hard-sphere
interaction potential~ the gain term is estimated pointwise by the LCXl -llonTI of
the density function and the loss term of the Boltzmann collision operat.or.

J. SATT:

The one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson system - rescaling and asymptotic.
behaviour

(Joint work with M. Kunze and G. Rein. To appear in Adv. Dijf. Eqns. (1997).]

We consider a one-dimensional, monocharged plasmaas described by the Vlasov
Poisson system and investigate the behaviour of the solutions for large times.

15



Using a rescaling method we are able to determine an explicit solution of the
system which corresponds to a globally attractive steady state for the rescaled
system. We investigate in which sense and at which rate the solutions of the
rescaled system converge to this global attractor and interpret the results for
the original system.

Berichterstatter: J. Batt und C. Cercignani
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 46/1996

Positivity in Lie Theory

08.12 - 14.12. 1996

The meeting has been organized by Joachim Hilgert (Clausthai), Jim
mie D. Lawson (Baton Rouge) and Ernest B. Vinberg (Moscow). The
topics treated can be collected into the following groups:

- Harmonic Analysis
- Repr~sentation Theory
- Structure Theory of Lie Semigroups
- Geometrie Control Theory

Structure Theory of Reductive Algebraic Groups
- Invariant Complex Analysis .
- ProbabilIty Theory

The common feature in the various contributions was the use of SOIne

concept of positivity. This could be for instance

- subsemigroups of Lie groups
- semigroups occurring as closures of Lie groups
- partial orders on (homogeneous) manifolds
- (homoge.ne9Y.s) convex cones

A particuiarly active field of research in recent years have been the
applications of positivity concepts in the geometrie eonstruction of Hilbert
spaces of holomorphic functions on which one obtains natural unitary
representations. Other remarkable results deal with invariant domains
of holomorphy in non-compact complex manifolds, the description of the
control set structure of certain model systems on Hag manifolds, or a
generalization of total positivity to general real reduetive groups.

The meeting eonsisted of 14 morning lectures and several infornlal
topical afternoon sessions with' short presentations designed to start up
discussions.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE (in chronologischer Ordnung)

Monday, Dec. 9:

W. BERTRAM: Jordan Algebras - an Introduetion

M. Koeeher and E.B. Vinberg have established a bijective eorrespon
denee between Euelidean Jordan algebras and a class of geometrie objeets
called symmetrie cones. We raise the question wether there is a eorrespon
denee between all Jordan algebras and some bigger class of geometrie ob
jects - similar to the eorrespondence of Lie algebras and with Lie groups.
The main topic of the lecture is to deseribe this elass of geometrie ob
jects: they are prehomogeneous symmetrie spaees having some additional
property (cf. artiele "Jordan algebras and Conformal geometry" in th~
problem-eollection to this conference). This set-up is very convenient t~
describe some features of basic structure theory of Jordan algebras such
as quadratic representation, Jordan inverse, strueture group, eonformal ~

group, Cartan-subspaces and Jordan determinant.

J. FARAUT: Riesz Integrals on Ordered Symmetrie Spaees

We construct a causa! elementary solution of an hyperbolie invariant
differential operator on an ordered symmetrie spaee by using Riesz in
tegrals. An ordered symmetrie spaee is a semi-simple symmetrie space
M = G/ H equipped with an invariant global causal struetre. Let n be a
symmetrie eone in a Euelidean Jordan algebra V, H = G(n) the group
of linear automorphisms of n, G = Aut(To) the group of holomorphie
automorphisms of the tube To = V + in. Then M = GI H is an ordered
symmetrie space 01 Cayley type. Let ~ be the Jordan determinant of V.
The set {(x, y) E V x VI ~(x - y) i= O} ean be seen as a dense open set in
M. The operator

1+ n 8 8 1 nD=6(x-y) -;~(-)6(-)ß(x-y)--;
8x 8y

(n = dirn V, r = rankV) is invariant and hyperbolie. Following Riesz'
method one defines the Riesz integral [0 f of a funetion f. It eonverges for
Re er large enough and has an analytie continuation as an entire function
of er. For a = 1, [0 is a causal elementary solution of the hyperbolic
invariant differential operator D.
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J.-L. CLERC: Unitary Highest Weight Modules

For G/ K a Hermitian symmetrie spaee, Harish Chandra introdueed a
family of holomorphic representations defined on holomorphic seetions of
bundles of G/K. Using the invariant measure on G/K, it is possible to
define a unitary structure, and the action of G is unitary and irreducible
on the L 2 -sections. One obtains the holomorphic discrete series. Ho\v
ever, there might be no L2-holomorphie seetionsj then one looks for other
Hilbert space struetures invariant under the G-action. These representa
tions (=unitary highest weight modules) were classified (by Jakobsen /
Enright-Howe-Wallach '83), mostly using algebraic arguments.

For tube type domains, we present a different approach to this problem.
Because the Hilbert spaces eonsist of holomorphic funetions, they adnüt
reproducing kerneis, and these kerneIs are apriori determined by their in
variance properties w.r.t. G. One has to check their positive-definiteness.

Using extension of a unitary highest weight representation to holomor
phic semigroups (a result due to G. Olshanski), we are able to show that
the unitarity is equivalent to the existence of an (operator valued) measure
in the closure of the cone f!, satisfying certain invariance conditions to

gether with a Laplaee transform type condition. This leads to a realization
of the corresponding Hilbert space.

It is also possible, at least in some 'cases, to answer the existence
question of such a measure (further results have been obtained by J.Hilgert
and K.H. Neeb).

Topical Session HARMONIe ANALYSIS AND JORDAN ALGEBRAS
with contributions by P. GRACZYK, M. CHADLI, F. BETTE~ anti 11.
PEVSNER --

Tuesday, Dec. 10:

B. 0RSTED: Unitary Highest Weight Representations

In this lecture we gave in detail some of the background for the
formulation of the problem of finding the unitary highest weight modules
for a real simple Lie algebra. In particular we discussed the approach by
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Harish-Chandra (1955) who first constructed global representations in this
class, namely the holomorphic discrete series over a Hermitian symmetrie
space. We also gave the dual infinitesimal analogue as simple quotients
in Verma modules and formulated the problem as that of positivity of the
eanonical Hermitian form here. We indieated the qualitative aspects of
the answer (as also reported on in the lecture by J .L. eIere) and finished
by the recent results of J. Hilgert and K.H. Neeb, who have given an
analytical reformulation of the problem in terms of an operator-valued
gamma function, and have solved this problem for a certain class of lowest
K-types.

J. HILGERT: Compression Semigroups

Let G be a group and M a set on whieh G aets. To any set n c M
one assoeiates a group G(n) = {g E ct 9 . n = n} and a semigroup
S (n) = {g E GI 9 . n c n}. This semigroup is ealled the compression
semigroup 0/ n. Such semigroups show up in the study of holomorphie
extensions of unitary highest weight representations, harmonie analysis
on eausal symmetrie spaces, and in control theory. Combining methods
from representation theory (projeetive embeddings) and control theory
(invariant control sets) one ean show that for causal symmetrie spaces
G / Hand open H -orbits in a naturally assoeiated maximäl parabolic
subgroup üf G the corresponding compression semigroup is a maximal
semigroup.

Z.J. JUREK: Semigroup Methods in ProbabiIity

For a Banach space E let P(E) denote the space ofprobability measures
on E. Für ft E P(E) we define its decomposability semigroup lI)(ft) :a
{A E End(E) : 3VA E P(E) : p. = Aj..t * VA}. (Here: * = convolution •
measures, Ap. = p.A-1 = image of measure J.l under mapping operator A.)
The semigroup JI))(J.L) contains the group of units whieh is exactly equal to
A(J.L) = {A E lO(J.L) : 3a E E : J.l = AJ.L * aal where aa is the point-mass
measure at point a. For J-L on lR d such that supp,u ~ (d - 1)-hyperplane,
A(p) is a compaet subgroup of Aut(lRd). We show that each compact
subgroup of GI(R, d) is isomorphie to A(J.L) for a fuH measure J.l on IR d2

.
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(M. Meersehaert and J.A. Veeh after E. Bedford and J. Dadok).
Introdueing in S := P(E) x End(E) an operation "0" by the formula

(Jl, A)o (v, B) := (Jl * Av, AB) and taking weak topology on P(E) anti
operator norm topology on End(E), we get a topological semigroup \vith
a unit (&0, I). Each one-parameter semigroup T(t) in S is of the form

(1) T(t) =.c( ( esQdY(s,w),etQ ), t ~ 0,
1(01'I t]

where .c(.) denotes the probability distributions of random integral with
respeet to Levy proeess Y.

As open problems we state the following:
(a) Is any eompact subsemigroup in End(IR d ) isomorphie to the deeom

posability semigroup JIlI(J.L), for some probability measure Jl?
(h) Characterize all pairs of measures PI and P2 (for instance on the

real line) such that

(2)

Topical Session LIE SEMIGROUPS AND PROBABILITY with eon
tributions by W. RUPPERT, E.B. VINBERG, V. GICHEV and W. JA
WORSKI,

Wednesday, Dec. 11:

K.H. HOFMANN: A Survey on the Structure of the Exponential
Function

For" areal Liegroup G, the exponential function exp : g -+ G fails in
general to be surjective. It is perhaps surprising that after more than 100
years of research on Lie groups, general necessary and sufficient conditions
for the surjectivity of the exponential function appear to be lacking. The
status of the problem is surveyed. Same statements in the literature
require reconsideration, the early history of the structure of exp is the
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first part of the survey. The second concerns a description of Lie groups
G for which exp g == G. This situation is quite weIl understood. The
discussion here requires a refocusing on Cartan subgroups of G (of course
in the absence of semisimplicity, at the level of generality we require).
We call those groups which satisfy exp g = G exponential and collect
those pieces of information available on them today. A section on the
complete characterization of (reduced) subsemigroups 5 c G satisfying
exp(!(S)} == S concludes the survey.

v. JURDJEVIC: Kovalevska Integral on Lie Groups

There is a elose connection between the study of Euler in 1765 con
cerning the solutions of ~ ± ~ = 0, where P is a general fourth

yP(x) yP(y)

degree polynomial, and the integration technique used by Kowalevska in
1889 in the resolution of Hamiltonian equations concerning the motions of
the heavy top. A proper interpretation of a Theorem of Kirchhof! of 1885
concerning the equilibria configurations of an elastic rod leads to a class of
variational problems on the group of motions of]R3 and its non-Euclidean
neighbors S04(lR) and 50(3,1) resulting in the Hamiltonian function H
resembling the Hamiltonian of the heavy top, i.e.

For each of these groups, the remarkable relation Cl

Kowalewska leads to an extra integral of motion

e'

where k = 0,1, -1 corresponds to the curvature of the underlying sym
metrie space lR3 , 53 and H 3 (Minkowski hyperboloid).

The integration procedure leads to Kowalevska relations e
R2(x,y) + (x - y)2 RI = P(x}P(y)

for two forms Rand R I of degree four, P a fourth degree p·olynomial
such that R(x, x) == P(x). Apart from the resolution of the Hamiltonian
equations on Abelian varieties, the above formula mayaiso be used to
recover Euler's results of 1765 mentioned earlier, and by extension also
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provide proofs for A. Weil's addition formulas (1954) for the groups Cu r
with C = {(x, u) : u2 = P(x)} and r == {(~, 1]) : 77 2 == 4~3 - g2~ - 93} \vith
92 and 93 the invariants of C, i.e. 92 == AE - BD + 3C2

, 93 == ACE +
2BCD-AD2 -B2E-C3 whenever P == 44+4Bx+6Cx2 +4Dx3 +Ex4

.

K.-H. NEEB: Domains oE Holomorphy via Representation Theory

Given a group G acting by holomorphic maps on aStein manifold,
the fundamental questions in complex analysis are to characterize G
invariant domains of holomorphy (Stein subdomains) and the G-invariant
plurisubharmonic functions .. In this lecture we explain how these problems
can be approached via representation theoretic methods. The manifolds
we consider are of the type G· exp(iW) C Ge, where G is areal Lie group,
Ge its complexification, and W C Lie(G) an open invariant cone'-consisting
of elliptic elements. For a domain D == G . exp( iDh) in such a -~'~migroup,

which is G-biinvariant, i.e. invariant under left and right multiplication,
one can show that D is Stein iff D h is convex, and that biinvariant
plurisubharmonic functions on D correspond to invariant convex functions
on Dh. Even though the proof of these results draws heavily from
representation theory, these results can be used to get a complete abstract
description of all biinvariant Hilbert subspaces of O(D) on which G x G
acts unitarily as direct integrals of highest weight representations.

Thursday, Dec. 12:

W. KLIEMANN: On the Spectrum of Contral Systems

The Lyapunov spectrum of a control system plays a major rale in the
robust design of systems, in the construction of stabilizing feedbacks, in the
persistence analysis of dynamical systems, etc. The main message of this
presentation is that the complex Lyaponov spectrum of bilinear systems
on vector bundles can be expressed (almost always!) via the Floquet
spectrum of the associated semigroup. Let x = Xo(x) +E~l Ui(t)Xi(x)
be a smooth bilinear control system on a vector bundle 1r : F -t M,
where M is (compact), Coo, Riemannian. Over each main control set
DeM of the base flow, let IFDi be the main contral sets in the projective
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bundle Irrr : IrF -+ M. Define EF1(IrDi) as the Floquet spectruIU of
the inner pairs in the lift IPVi C U x IrF, where U is the set of control
functions with values in the compact, convex control range U C IRm with
oE intU. The inner pair condition is the proper nonlinear generalization
of the requirement that the associated semigroup have nonvoid interior
in the systems group. Then EF1(X, U) = UDismcsin M UPD. ClFF EF1(IP Di)
consists of bounded intervals and agrees with the Floquet spectrum of
the system semigroups (its inner elements). Obviously, EF1(X, U) is
an inner approximation of the Lyaponov spectrum ELy(X, U). Next we
contruct an outer approximation via the chain recurrent components of
the contral flow and th~ projective flow (i.e. on the chain control sets
in M and and lFF). This leads to the Morse spectrum via limits of
finite time controlled chains and their chain exponents. One obtains
that EMo(X,U) = UEisccsinM UIPE;CIPF EMo(lP'E;) consists of bounded e
intervals and contains the Lyapunov spectrum. Now embed the control
system inta a family by considering varying control ranges U P = P 0 U,
p 2:: O. Under a slightly stronger inner pair condition on the chain recurrent
components on U x lPF one obtains that cIEFI(lPDf) = EMo(cllPDf)
for all p except for at most countably many exceptional points. Hence
cIEF1(X, UP) = ELy(X, UP) = EMo(X, UP) at the p-continuity points,
and cIEF/(X, UP) is determined by the systems semigroup.

L.A.B. SAN MARTIN: Homogeneous Spaces Admitting Transitive
Semigroups

Let G be a semi-simple Lie group with finite center, LeG a
subsemigroup with intS i= 0. The problem is to decide whether S is
transitive on GIL, that is, whether

Sx:={gx: gES}=G/L

for all x E G/ L. This problem is approached through the action of S
on the Hag manifolds of G, which are homogeneous spaces G/P with p_
a parabolic subgroup. Associated with S there is a special Hag manifold.
denoted B(S). In the Hag there is a subset C c B(S) which is S-invariant
(invariant control set), and such that h"(C) converges to a point as k ~ 00.

Here h E int(S) is a regular real element. It is proved that the following
conditions are necessary in order that S is transitive on GIL:

a) The action of I on B(S) is minimal.
b) L admits a contractive sequence with respect to B(S).
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These conditions are also sufficient in case S is assumed to be the

compression semigroup of C (i.e., S = {g E G : gC c C}). A connected

subgroup L satisfies these conditions ooly if it is reductive and (exactly)

transitive on B(5). Moreover its semi-simple component, say E, is also

transitive on B(S), which turns out to be a flag manifold of E. Also,

it is shown that L is discrete if GIL is compact and admits a transit,ive

semigroup.

M. PUTCHA: Reductive Monoids

A reductive monoid M is an irreducible affine variety with a polynomi

ally defined associative multiplication and a reductive unit group G. Such

monoids are obtained as Zariski closures of reductive groups. W~ will dis

cuss various decompositions of a reductive monoid. We begin by~4iscussing

the G x G-orbits (J-classes), leading to the concept of a cross-;e'ction lat

tice. Next we consider the B x B-orbits, Renner monoid and th~ analogue

of the ~ruhat-Cheval1eyorder. Finally we will consider a decomposition

of M related to the conjugacy classes of M. This leads to a decomposition

of the nilpotent variety of M into its irreducible components.

Topical Session REPRESENTATION THEORY with contributions by

B. KRÖTZ, M. NAZAROV, V. MOLCHANOV and W. LISIECKI

Topical Session CONTROL THEORY I with contributions by F.

COLONIUS, D. MITTENHUBER, M. ZELlKIN and V. GICHEV

Friday, Dec. 13:

G. LUSZTIG: Total Positivity in Lie Groups

Let G be the group of real points of a semisimple, simply connected

algebraic group over <C with a fixed real split structure. We fix Chevalley

generators ei, fi, hi (i E I) for the Lie algebra of G. We define G?o
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I

L

to be the submonoid of G generated by exp(aed, exp(afd (a E R>o,
i E I) and by the identity component of the real torus T corresponding-to
L:i IRh i . Then G~o is a closed subset of Gwhich equals the closure of its
interior G>o (which is again a semigroup). For Sln, these semigroups are
classically known as "totally positive matrices". The open semigroup G>o
is a connected component of the intersection of two big double cosets with
respect to to opposed Borel subgroups. If 8 is the real flag manifold of G,
one can define a closed subset 8>0 as follows. We choose a Borel subgroup
B containing T and define 8>0 a~ the closure of {gBg-II 9 E G>o}; this set
is independent of the choice-of B. It is equal to the closure orits interior
B>o. For any 9 E G, the set {B E B>ol 9 E B} is non-empty (and probably
contractible). The proofs of these r;sults rely on the positivity properties
of canonical hases in envoloping algebras, hence are non-elementary since .
they involve the decomposition theorem for perverse sheaves. ..

Topical Session ALGEBRAIC GROUPS with contributions by K.
RIETSCH, M. NAZAROV, L. RENNER and D. HURDE

Topical Session CONTROL THEORY II with contributions by O. DO
ROCIO and A. GUTS

Y. NERETIN: Compression oE Angles in Symmetrie Spaces

Consider the space Ip,q = U(p, q)/(U(p) x U(q)), i.e. the space of p x q

matrices Z such that IIZII < 1. Let Z, U E Ip1q ' Then the complex distance
..\1 2: ..\2 2: ..\3 2: ... is the set of singular values of the matrix

(1 - Z· Z)-1/2(1 - Z·U)(1 - U·U)-1/2.

Krein-Schmullian's genemlized Jmctional linear map is a map having thee
form

T: Z ~ K +LZ(1 - NZ)-I M,

where S = (~ ~) is a (p + s) x (q + r)-matrix such that

IISII s 1, IIKII < 1, IINII < 1.
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The formula (*) defines the map Ir,s ~ I p1q '

Theorem. Let r be a generalized fractional-linear map. Let Al ~

A2 ~ A3 ~ ... be the complex distance between Zl and Z2, and let
J1.1 ~ J1.2 ~ J1.3 ~ •.• be the complex distance between r(Zl) and r(Z2)'
Then

Topical Session COMPLEX ANALYSIS with contributions by G. FELS
and R. BREMIGAN

Berichterstatter: W. Bertram und J. Hilgert
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Tag u n g s b e r i e h t 47/1996

Nichtlineare Eigenwertaufgaben

15.12.-21.12.1996

The meeting has been organized by T. Küpper (Köln) and eh. Stuart (Lau
sanne). The organizers feel that this was an extraordinarily suceessful meet
ing from two points of view. The seientific discussion was rieh and well
in fOl"lllcd aud, to an unusual degree, it involved almost the whole group at
variolls sta.ges. T'his probably reßects a lueky ehoice of partieipants drawn
[rOIll different. research groups, hut having important common factors both
in tenns of rnatJJcmatical content and individuals concerned. The other as
pect. wbich struck us was the wonderfully Criendly, open and constructive
atlnosphcre which pervaded the meeting frqm the very first day. It certainly
contributed greatly to the success of the scientific component.

Let us mcntion some of the themes which provoked partieularly stimulat
ing and fruitful exchanges:

• cxistcncc and bifurcation of bound .states for periodic and almost
pcriodic clliptic equations on mn (Troestler, Amhrosetti, Sere, Coti
Zdati, BlIffoni)

• hifurcation [rom points in the essential spectrum (Troestler, Ambrosetti,
Ruppen, Esteban, Reichei) /

• multiplicity results for elliptic equations based on Jeometric properties
of the domain (Heinz, Maier-Paape, Cao)

• global aspccts of bifurcation for elliptic equations (Arcoya, Gamez,
Rynnc)

• special problems from physics involving the above phenomena (Alama,
S(~rc, rrarantello, Toland, Kielhöfer)

s. ALAMA:
Hctcroclinic solutions in IR x IR for elliptic systems with multiple
weH potentials
'vVc study cntire solutions on IR2 of the elliptic system -ßU +V'W(U) = 0



-.11"·.;";1 t - .. ........ "'*·1 ........;

whcrc 1-11 : IH? -+ IR2 is a multiple-well potential. We seek solutions U(Xl, X2)
which are hcterodjnic, in the sense that not only do they connect for each
fixed X2 E IR a pair of constant global minima of W, hut also they connect
a pair of distinct one dimensional solutions when X2 varies from -00 to 00.
rrhcsc solutions describe the IDeal structure of smooth phase boundary eurves
für a vector-valued Allen-Cahn equation, and their existence implies that the
transi tion profiles may vary tangentially along the interface. Our method
involves approximation by boundary-value problems, apriori estimates, and _
origi naJ global variational arguments which ensure. that the limiting solution
attaills thc desired asymptotic conditions. These results are joint work with
Liö. Brorlsard and Changfeng Gui.

1\1. "VI LLEl\1:
Solit.ary wavcs with prescribed speed on infinite lattices
\Vc consider thc system

A solitary wave is a solution of the form qk(t) = u(k - ct) where c > 0
is fixcd. Using variational methods we prove the existence of a non-trivial
solitary wavc such that it E L2(lR) and Ü ~ 0, if V(u) = 4u2 /2 - W(u),
lIV(O) = ltV'(O) = W"(O) = 0, C> Co, SUPu>o W(u) > 0, and, for same Cl' > 2,
'U ~ 0 ==> 0 ~ oW(u) ~ W'(u)u. -

eH. frROES1~LER:
Bifurcation in spectral gaps for a Schrödinger equation
The ai m of this talk is to show that the nonlinear Schrödinger eigenvalue
problem

-ßu +V(x)u - 8u F(x,u) = Au, u E H 1(lRN
),

whcrc V E Loo and F E Cl are both 1lN -periodic in x, bifurcates from .-
thc trivial solution at the right endpoint of every spectral gap of -ß + V. '.
Bifurcation here means that there is a sequence of nontrivial solutions u-,
going tn zero as .,\ approaches tbe right endpoint. Actually, same convergence
rate on u.\ is established. No convexity condition on F is assumed.

Our methad is a combination of variationa~ arguments, concentration
compactness techniques, and estimates.
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rfhc foJlowing interesting fa.ct is also proven: if P : Hl(ffi.N ) --* Hl(JRN)

denotcs thc projection on the eigenspace associated to a component of the

spectrum of -~ + V, then P : Bi n LP ~ H1 n L'P is L'P-continuous.

D. }\JlCOYA:

Quasilinear eHiptic problems, resonant and asymmetrie nonlinearities

Bifurcation theory is applied to study existence of solutions for different

cllipLic nonlinear boundary value problems. First, resonant problems for the

p-Laplace operator (p > 1) in a bounded domain n C JRN are considered.

SpccificaJly, it is proved existence and multiplicity for the b.v.p.

-~plL == -div (lV'ulp
-

2Vu) = Allulp
-

2u + f(x, u), x E n }
u = 0, x E an

with Cl, continuous function f(x, s) satisfying lim,-++oo fex, s) === 0, ~~iformly

in x E fl. Arnong others arguments, our results (joint work with<A. Am

brosclli) are based on a suitable estimate on the behavior 30t infinity of the

continua cmanating from infinity. This motivates the exhaustive study (joint

work with J.L. Gamez) of this kind of estimates near the bifurcation point.

Rabinowitz' global bifurcation theorem is also used tu prove (joint work with

S. Vi JJcgas) cx istence of solutions for asymmetrie semilinear problems (de

pend iHg on thc parameter A) like

-6u::=f(x,u), XE!}}
U = 0, x E an

wit.h Al< A == lim~-+-oof(x,s}/s f=lim.......+oof(x,s)/s = +00.

J.L. CAMEZ:
Global bifurcation oe positive solutions for an elliptic equation with

indefinite homogeneous nonlinearity. An example oe the second

a.l Lerllat.i vc of Rahi nowitz's Theorem.

We cousider an elliptic problem of the type

-~U = AU + g(x}fuJP-2U
u=o

inO,
on an, (1)

where n is a bounded and regular domain in RN, and 9 E LOO(O). Depending

on thc properties of the sign of 9, we study the local and global behavior of the
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unbounded branch of positive solutions of (1) bifurcating from (Al (0),0) E
IH. x lId (f!). We also consider the case of a weighted linear part, i.e.

-~u = ..\h(x)u + g(x)luIP-
2u

u=o
in fi,

onao. (2)

Under suitable hypotheses on the sign behavior of 9, h E LOO(O) , we find a
case where the second alternative of Rabinowitz's theorem is satisfied, this e
is, the branch of positive solutions of (2) emanating from (.Al (n, h), 0) meets
another (principal) eigenvalue (>'-I(O,h),O). We finally give conditions to
exl.cnd previous results to the case n = IRN

.

A. RYNNE:
Bifurcation [rom zero or infinity in nonlinear Sturm-Liouvillc problems
which are not linearizable
'vVe considcr the nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem

Lu := -(pu')' + qu = Aau + h(·, u, u', >.), in (0,11-),
aou(O) +bou'(O) = 0, 01 U(1T) +b1U'(1T) = 0,

whcrc ai, bi are real numbers with lai1 + Ibil > 0, i = 0, 1. Suppose that the
non-lillearity h satisfies a condition of the form

Ih(x,e,7],oX)l:5 Mol~1 +MI 1'11, (x,{,1J,A) E [O,1r] x JR.3,

as either I(~, 1])1 -+ 0 or t(~, 1])1 4' 00, for s~me CODstants Mo, MI. Then we
show that there exists global continua of non-trivial solutions (.A, u) bifurcat
ing from u = 0 or 'u = 00' respectively. These global continua have similar
properties to those of thc continua faund in Rabinowitz' weH known global
bifurcation theorem.

A. AMBROSETTI:
Poincare-Melnikov theory, a variational approach
We deal with same recent advances obtained in the existence of homaclinics
via a variational approach.

As a model problem, let us consider the Duffing equation

-u" + u = u3 +eg(t) , t E m..

4
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lt is weH known that if the stahle and unstable manifold through the origin

cross transversely in another point, then there exist homoclinics and (1) has

a chaotic dynamic. This transversal intersection property can be verified by

chccking that the Poincare-Melnikov function has a simple zero.

'vVc will show that this kind of results can be obtained in a greater gener

ality by a variational technique, based on some new perturbation arguments

in critical point theory. This abstract setting provides a common framework

for lnany problems, usually considered different in nature and faced by dif

ferent techniques. Applications include second order Hamiltonian systems,

sCIllilinear elliptic equations in IRn
, some problems arising in nonlinear op

ties (l.nd the existence of semiclassical bound states of a class of Schroedinger

cquations with a bounded potential Q, such a.s

_C;2 ßu +wu + Q(x)u = uP , x E mn
•

'vVc fi nally shortly survey aremarkable recent result by Berti and Bolle,

showing that the preceding abstra.ct variational set up can be ext~nded to

provc that a wide class of perturbed systems have a chaotic behaviour: there

cxist infinitely many homoclinic solutions, the system has a Bernoulli shift

sLructurc, a positive topological entropy and a sensitive dependence on the

initial conditions.

D.~1. CAO:
Multiplieity of positive solutions for a semilinear equation

"Vc are concerned with the following problems:

antI

eßU + u = uP

u=o
in n,

on an, (DP) - e

(NP) - eeßU +u = uP in n,
~=O onaO,

wherc n is a bounded smooth domain in m.n (n ~ 2), 1 :5 p :5 ~ if n 2:: 3,

I ::; p ::; +00 if n = 2, e is a positive constant and 1/ is the unit outward

norrnaJ to an. We introduce some recent results concerning the effect of

dOJnai n geometry on thc number of the single and multi-peaked positive

so)utions to (DP) - e and (NP) - e for small c.
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H.J.IlUPPEN:
Conflicting nonlinearities
We consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem

{

-ßU(X) - q(x)lu(x)lau(x) + J-lr(x)lu(x)Ißu(x) = ...\u(x),

U E BI (IRN
) \ {O},

(1)

where N ~ 1, J.L > 0 is kept fixed, 0 < (} < ß « 4/{N - 2)). The functions

q and r are positive and q E LOO(RN ) n L~ (IR,N) whereas r E LOO(rn.N )

and r(x) 2:: A > 0 a.e. We are interested in solutions ('\, u) with ,\ < O.
COllcerning the nonexistence of results, we can show:
Theorem 1. There exists a decreasing function c(lJ) = const . p-cr/(ß-a) such
that the problem (1) has no solutions as soon as A < -c(JJ).

Concerning tbe existence of solutions, we can show:
Theorem 2. There exists a nonincreasing function iio(...\) such that the follow
ing holds: We put ...\0 = inf{'\ < 0 ; Jlo(...\) > J-L}. Then the problem (1) has,
for th is fixed value of JJ, (at least) two pairs of solutions pairs ('\, ±vo,.x) and
(A, ±wo,.\), V>.. E (...\0,0). A similar result holds for multiple solutions:
l'heorcrn 3. There exists a nonincreasing function ilk(...\) (for kEIN) such
that the following holds: We put ...\It = inf{...\ < 0 ; Jllt(...\) > JJ}. Then the
problem (1) has, for this fixed value of JJ, (at least) k + 1 pairs of solutions
pairs (>", ±Vj,.x) and (..\, ±wi,.x) (j = 0, ... , k), V...\ E (...\0,0). .

E. SERE:
Nonlinear Dirac systems
rrhe Dirac equation is the equation for the wave function of an electron
in rela.tivistic quantum mechanics. The nonlinear Dirac models arise when
one deals with interactions, either between an electron and a force field, or
betwecn several electrons. We are interested in localized stationary solutions
of various nonlinear Dirac equations, in particular the Soler model, the Klein
Gordon-Dirac and the Maxwell- Dirac models. For these models, we find
stationary solutions with exponential decay in the space variables. These
solutions represent "particle-like" states.

Our method of proof is variational. It involves the study of a functional
which is strongly indefinite and presents a lack of compactness. This func
tional present some sirnilarities with the action functional of the homoclinic
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I.

problem in Hamiltonian systems. (Based on joint work with M.J Esteban

and V. Georgiev.)

f\1.J. ESTEBAN:
GlobaJ branch oe solutions for some nonlinear problems

wi th lack of compa.ctness

Since there is no theory oE bifurcation for Don compact problems, we have

started a systematic analysis of what happens in a bifurcation diagram when

one passes (by going to a limit in some parameter) from a compact to a

noncOll1pact situation. We have done this for degenerate elliptic problems

as -1:tf2~U + AU = /(x, u) in B(O,l). In "dimension N = 1 a large amount

of connected branches of solutions have been found in a. joint work with

11. Bcrcstycki. But, for some nonlinearities, with M. Ramaswamy, we have

proved nonexistence of positive solutions at 3011. Then, with J. Gi~comoni,

we have studied various classes of nonlinearities and analyzed the existence

or nonexistence of connected brauches of positive solutions and their quali

tative behaviour. We have also considered an elliptic problem in thc whole

space {RN, like -ßu + .Au = f(x, u). We have considered different types of

non) i ncari ties (superlinear,sublinear, bounded, unbounded, ...) and in aB

cases we have studied the existence and thc behaviour of the bra.uches. A

vcry complete picture follows from this study. (Based on joint work with

J. Giacomoni)

A. TER1"'IKAS:
Existence and bifurcation for adegenerate elliptic problem

We study the existence and n<?nexistence of principle eigenvalues f<?r linear

eigenvalue problems of the form (N ~ 3) :~.,

-ßu = .AV(x)u in 1RN " U E 'I)
l

t
2(ntN ),

>
whcn V E Lloc(IRN

) and V 1= 0 in IRN
, where we allow strong singularities

in the potential V. We establish that phenomena appearing under critical

exponent nonlinearities (Brezis ...Nirenberg), are present in linear problems

whcn the potentia.l V has strang singularities.
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'rH. BAlt'"fSCH:
Order relations between solutions of elliptic partial differential equations
We consider the semilinear elliptic bounclary value problem

-~U == f{u) in n C]RN, UI = 0,an.

whcre n c RN is a bounded domain and 1 E Cl(R). Suppose that 1(0) = 0, a
f grows subcritically and superlinearly, and that I' is bounded below. •
Theorem 1. a) If f'(O) < '\2, then there exists a solution Ul of (*) such that
(i) 11.) changes sign, (ii) for any solution U =F 0 of (*) the following implication
holds: 1J. < Ul => U < 0, U > Ul => U > 0. b) if 1'(0) < '\1, then there exist
solutions U+, u_ of (*) such that (i) u+ > 0, u_ < 0, (ii) for any solution
u 'I 0 of (*): U < u+ => u < 0, U > u_ => u > O. Thus u+ (u_) is minimal
(rnaximal) in the set of positive (negative) Of sign-changing solutions.
Theorcln 2. If J is odd, then (*) has an unbounded sequence of solutions
±Uk, kEIN, such that a) Uk changes sign 'Vk, b) Uk - U" Uk + U, change sign
\/k i= l, c) for any solution u =F 0 of (*): U < Uk => U < 0, U > Uk => U > o.

B.P. HEINZ:
Eigcnfunctions with prescribed geometrical properties of semilinear problems
vVe consider equations of the form

Ay + B(y)y = Äy,

whcre A is a positive self-adjoint operator "in a Hilbert space H, A is areal
pa.ra.nlcter, and B is a continuous map from the domain of A1/2 into the
spa.ce of bounded linear operators in H. The problem is supposed to have
variatiollal structure in the sense that N(y) := B(y)y is a gradient operator.
Undcr suitable assumptions we prove the existence of solutions (y,'\) which
satisfy a constraint of the form 11 y IIH = Rand which have the property that _
for a preseribed n E lN the corresponding eigenvalue Ä is the n-th eigenvalue •
J1.n of t he problem

Ah + B(y)h = J.lh.

These solutions also enjoy variational characterizations of Ljusternik-Schnirel
ma.n type. We give applications to nonlinear Dirichlet problems on an in
tcrva.l, periodic solutions of second-order systems, and radially symmetrie
solutiolls of nonlinear Schrödinger equations. The prescribed relationship
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betwcen ;\ and the assoeiated linear problem then entails preseribed geomet
rie properties of the eigenfunctions so obtained (e.g. prescribed number of
zeros or nodal lines).

v. COrrI ZELATI:
HOll1oclinie and almost periodie solutions for a elass of seeond order
lIalniltonian systems
"Ve considcr a dass of seeond order Hamiltonian systems of the form

-ij +q = a(t)V'(q). (RB)

"Ve aSSlilTle that V is a superquadratic potential having a non degenerate
Inillilnun1 für x = 0 and that a depends almost-periodically on time. Un
der these assumptions we prove that there exist infinitely many homoclinic
solutions of (H S). . .. "

111 case Q' is a limit periodic funetion (or aalmost periodie perturbation
of a limit pcriodie function), and a suitable non degeneracy condition holds,
wc show that infinitely many limit (almost) periodie solutions of (HS) exist.
(Bascd on joint work with P. Montecchiari and M. Nolasco.)

. ß. BUFFONI:
Shooting rnethods and topologieal transversality
"Ve show that shooting methods for homoclinie or heteroclinic orbits in dy
Ilarnical systems may automatically guarantee the topological transversality
of thc stable and unstable manjfolds. The interest of such kind of results
is t.wofold. First these orbits persist under perturbations which destroy the
structurc allowing the shooting method and, seeond, topological transversal
ity is often sufficient when some kind of transversality is required to obtain
chaotic dynamies. We foeus on heteroclinic solutions in the Extended Fisher
l\olrnogorov equation.

G. TARAN1'1ELLO:
Condensate solutions for thc Chern-Simon-Higgs theory
We study the existenee of condensate solutions for the Chern-Simon-Higgs
model with the choice of a potential field where both the symmetrie and
asymmetrie vacua oceur as ground states. We show that if the Chern-Simons
coupling parameter k is above a eritical vaIue, no such solutions ean exist,
whilc for k > 0 below this critical value there exist at least two condensate
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solutions earrying the same quantized energy, as weIl as electric and magnetie
charge. This multiplicity result accounts for the two vaeuum states present
in thc nlodel. In fact, as k -+- 0+ it is shown that the two solutions found
"bi furcate" respectively from the asymmetrie and symmetrie vacuum states.

B. FIEDLER:
Meandering and deifting s·pirals ..
Hüpf bifurcation of rotating spiral waves leads to meandering and drifting ..
1l1otions of the spiral tip_ A center manifold reduction has recently been
achicved, for the first time, for the noncompact symmetry group G = SE(2)
of rotations and translations in IR? (Sandstede, Scheel, Wulff). On M
G x II V, the dynamics takes the form

9 = 9 o(v) , v= <p(v) .

Herc v is in a local slice to tbe group orbit Guo, and 9 E G. Equivarianee
with respcct to h in the isotropy of UD, that is huo = UD, takes the form

cp(hv) = hcp(v) , o(hv) = ha(v)h- 1
•

Für trivial isotropy, H = {id}, for example, a periodic solution v(t) with
frequcncy WHopf gives rise to a cycloid tip motion with frequencies WHopf

and Wo, the rotation frequency of uo. Meandering occurs for Wo rt WHopc • 71..,
whereas drift requires Wo E WHopc-71. (Based on joint work with B. Sandstede,
A. Scheel and C. WuHL)

J. YOU:
Perturbation of lower dimensional tori in nearly integrable
Harniltonian system~

In this talk, we prove the persistence of degenerate lower dimensional tori in
integrable Hamiltonian systems under small analytic perturbations. That is

) 1~ ( (2 2) 1 2 2d ( )l/=(w,y +2~niW)Ui+Vi +2"V1 -U1 +Px,y,u,v,w,
1=2

with an integer d ~ 2 possesses an n-dimensional torus for 'most' w provided
P is sIllall and analytic. For the nondegenerate cases, both hyperbolic and
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elliptic, the persistence result has been given by many authors, for example,
Graff, Elliason, Kuksi~, Melnikov, Moser, Pöschel and Zehnder.

W. llEICHEL:
. Bifurcation for a p-Laplace equation in RN by variational inethods

'yVc consider the nonlinear equation

6 pu + AU(p-l) + s(x)u(a+p-l) = 0 in lRN ,

U E W1tP(rn.N), -N ~ 1,

whcrc 6 pu = div(lV'uIP- 2 \7u), p > 1, is the p-Laplacian and t(q) = Itjqsignt
is thc odd power function (t E IR, q > 0). The problem is discussed under as
pccts of bifurcation from the trivial solution at A = 0 in the WltP-norm.~The
nontrivial bifurcating sequence is obtained by solving the following co;straint
minimization problem for funetions u E W1tP(JRN):

Minilnize ( IVul
P

dx - J. s(x) lula +p dx
J,?N P RNq+p

'vVe assume

over J. lulP dx = const..
RN

k.

(111) S E LOO(IRN
), s(x) ~ Alxl- t for lxi ~ Ho and fixed t E [O,p), A > 0

(H2) 0 < a < p(p - t)/N

and one of the following conditions

(a) s(x) -7 0 for lxi ~ 00

(b) 8(X) radially symmetrie and N ~ 2

(c) B(X) eveo,s noninereasing on [0, (0) and N = 1

(cl) s( x) -7 5 00 > 0 for Ix I --t 00 and ~zl=p s(0') dO' ~ ~zl=p 8 00 da for all
p>O

In the eases (a)-(e), the problem has same compactness and the theorem
is a straightforward exension of results of C.A. Stuart. The case (d) has a lack
of corn pactness, which seems inaccessible by the standard method of concen
t rat ion cornpactness. An application of Ekeland's variational principle for
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COllstraint minimization yields a minimizing sequence (Um), which converges
weakly in W1,p(JRN) to v, and where furthermore IVvm 1P- 2Vvm converges
strongly in the dual space W-l,p' (0) for every bounded 0 C lRN . From this,
thc convergence of VVm ~ Vv in L~(O) follows by using the convexity of
thc map a -+ lalP for a E m.N and Clarkson's inequalities. Having this extra
cornpactness, the existence of a bifurcating' sequence is standard.

S. MAIER-PAAPE:
On Neumann problems for semilinear elliptic equations with
critical nonlinearity
In this talk we construct multi-peaked solutions of a semilinear elliptic Neu
rnann problem with homogeneous and critical nonlinearity. The multi-peaked
ness of our solutions is forced by symmetries of the domain. In fact we obtain
our solutions as loeal minimizers of an energy functional in a certain fixed
point spacc determined by the given symmetries. We are also ahle to give
asymptotic properties on the shape of the solutions as weIl as on the energy.

one particular aspect of our investigations is to determine the exact sym
Inetry of the solutions, i.e., the isotropy subgroup of our solutions. We find,
für instance, all exceptional subgroups of 0(3) and the hypercube group in
O(11,) as isotropy subgroups. (Based on joint work witb K. Schmitt and
Zhi-Qiang Wang.)

J.F. rrOLAND:
The Peierls-Nabarro and Benjamin-Ouo equatioDs
An intimate connection between the Peierls-Nabarro equation in crystal
dislocation theory and the travelling-wave form of the Benjamin-Ono equa
tion in hydrodynamics is uncovered. It is used to prove the essential unique
ness of Peierls' solution of the Peierls-Nabarro equation and to give, in closed
form, all solutions of the analogous periodic problem. Tbe latter problem is
shown to be an example of global bifurcation with DO secondary, symmetry
brcaking, bifurcations for a nonlinear Neumann boundary-value problem or,
equivalently, for an equation involving the conjugate operator, whieh is the
HiIbert transform of functions on the unit circle.

H.J. KIELHÖFER:
Pattern formation of the stationary Cahn-Hilliard model
We investigate critical points of the free energy Ee{u) of tbe Cahn-Hilliard
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modelover the unit square under the constraint of a mean value A. We show
that for any fixed ,\ in the so called spinodal region and to any mode of
an infinite class there are critical points of Ee ( u) having the characteristic
symmetries of that mode provided e > 0 is small enough. As e tends to zero
these critical points have singular limits forming characteristic patterns for
each loode. Furthermore any singular limit"is astahle critical point of Eo(u).
Dur method consists of aglobaI bifurcation analysis of critical points of the
energy E~ (u) where the bifurcation parameter is the mean value A.

J. MAWHIN:
Nonlinear differential equations with Floquet boundary conditions
The soilltions of the first order complex-valued periodic boundary valu~ prob-
leIn ,.A~';:

z'(t} = ß(t) O(t) zP(t) +h(t, z(t)), z(b) = z(a), (1)

.whcrcp> 1, ß: [a,b) ~ IR~, h: [a,b]xQ;4' Q;arecontinuous, Izl-Ph(t,z)-+
o for Izt ~ 00 unjformly in t E [a, b], I} : [a, b] ~ SI is of class Cl and
O(a) = O(b), can be reduced to the Floquet boundary value problem

u/(t)

w(b)

ß(t)üf(t) - _1_I}-l(t) 9'(t) w(t) + (J- ~1 h(t, ()~1 w(t»
p+1

(2)

where m is the Poincare index of (). This is a special case of the Floquet
houndary value problem

x'(t) == f(t,x(t», z(b) == Cx(a),
'"~~.

(3)

whcre f : (a, b] x rn." -7 IR" is continuous and C E GLn(lR). For problem
(3), one can formulate a generalization of the method of bounding functions
introduced by Gaines and the author in tbe periodic case. This extension
rcquircs the invariance of the houndary oE the set associated to the bounding
functions under the action of the group generated by C. The method can be
succcssfuJly applied. to problem (2) and hence to problem (1), or to the study
of thc solutions of the differential equation in (I) which satisfy the Floquet
boundary conditions z(b) = Q'z(a), with Q' a (p + l)th root of unity, or which
are bounded over IR, when [a, b] is replaced by m.. When h(t,O) = 0 for all
t E [a, b], the existence of nontrivial solutions oe the Floquet boundary value
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problern für (1) is considered as weH, leading to some type of bifurcation with
rcspcct to the discrete parameter m.
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